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Abstract

In 2002 publications by Taleyarkhan et al. claiming successful sonofusion (SF) [456–
459] started a scientific dispute which has remained unsettled up to the present day.
It motivated the staging of several replication trials, but their ambiguous results
could not clarify the situation. This means, the question whether sonoluminescence
(SL) in imploding cavitation bubbles yields a type of plasma generation mechanism
which can also lead to thermonuclear fusion plasma is still awaiting a proper answer.
The fact that the physics and thermodynamics of the imploding bubble as an ex-
tremely transient multi-scale phenomenon is not completely understood theoretically
certainly contributes to the unresolved state of the topic.

In SF trials according to Taleyarkhan et al. an acoustic resonator of the design
by West & Howlett [504, 505] is used which exhibits both in experiments and FEM
simulations an extreme degree of sensitivity with respect to working point and design
parameters. As long as the manufacturing of the main components involves manual
glassblowing, the sensitivity can hardly be minimised. The present work is based
on the hypothesis that the mechanics of this type of acoustic resonator were not
examined and understood well enough in the past, and that this is a central reason
for the persisting ambiguous state of affairs around SF even after several replica-
tion trials. In order to fill this gap, detailed parametrised finite element simulation
models of the West-Howlett type resonator were developed in preceding projects. In
the present work, new acoustic resonator geometries are proposed and investigated
numerically for their ability to produce similar sound field patterns and their suit-
ability for future SF experiments. A crucial precondition for the investigated design
proposals is a substantial reduction in tolerances based on the transition to part
machining techniques enabling better precision.

Simple resonators like organ pipes, laser devices, or microwave generators are
similar in the aspect that the boundary conditions are rigidly fixed for an oscillating
field quantity within a bounded inner volume. By contrast, liquid-filled resonators
for cavitation experiments feature a strong coupling between the inner fluid and
the structural hull, they might as well be called acoustic-mechanic resonators. The
resonances of such a resonator are determined by the interplay of acoustic and me-
chanic degrees of freedom. In order to tune such a system to yield a maximal internal
acoustic pressure and to enable the highly energetic collapse of acoustic bubbles, it is
crucial to balance out the different field spaces, masses, and springs. The result is a
multi-dimensional optimisation problem exhibiting a multitude of local optima aris-
ing from a competition of manifold resonances. It is an important consequence that
a comparison between differing resonator geometry concepts can only be meaningful
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under the condition that of each design variant a thoroughly optimised instance is
made available.

For this reason, evolutionary algorithms (EA) as efficient global search tech-
niques are investigated for their potential to solve the problem of the parametric
optimisation of resonator designs. Based on literature, the EA branches of evolution
strategies with covariance matrix adaptation (CMA-ES), particle swarm optimisa-
tion (PSO), and the concept of EA hybridisation are identified as promising. The
most suitable workflow for the task is systematically derived via performance bench-
marks on a deliberately selected collection of test functions representing key features
of the envisaged application. A specially developed hybrid EA turns out to be very
efficient with respect to the set of benchmark problems.

Ultimately, this work provides an objective comparison of three newly developed
resonator geometries with the hitherto employed West-Howlett design. Two design
proposals prove to be well-performing whereas the simplest geometry reveals as its
deficiency the lack of necessary vibrational degrees of freedom. In total, a substan-
tially improved knowledge and methodology base is being established because:

• the design space of non-trivial resonator geometries can only be efficiently
explored with the help of simulations,

• the objective comparison of design variants can only be achieved with an ef-
fective optimisation workflow of global search and local tuning,

• only the transition to more precise manufacturing techniques allows (a) the
straightforward implementation of designs developed by simulation and (b) to
reach a state of reproducibility of the discussed type of SF experiments.

• A considerable improvement lies also in the fact that the establishment of a
fast, standardised, effective optimisation methodology allows a faster feedback
between experiment and simulation. This enables tailored re-adjustments of
resonator designs or the simulation model itself (“calibration”) upon obtaining
new experimental data and generally renders the computer-aided backing of
experimental campaigns much more agile.

The aim is to improve the pre-conditions for future SF experiments decisively.
The proposal of new resonator designs which can be precision-machined to match
well-characterised working points can achieve this because it opens up a way towards
reproducible experiment conditions. The well-founded prospect of reproducibility
with optimised equipment can serve as justification for undertaking renewed ef-
forts to demand from nature an answer to the question of sonofusion, i. e. the ques-
tion whether the phenomenon of SL can be extrapolated to achieve fusion-capable
plasma.
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Zusammenfassung

Seit den Veröffentlichungen von Taleyarkhan et al. zur Sonofusion (SF) [456–459]
und den dadurch motivierten Replikationsversuchen ist der Forschungsstand unge-
klärt verblieben. Das heißt, die Frage, ob Sonolumineszenz (SL) in implodierenden
Kavitationsblasen eine Art der Plasmaerzeugung ist, die auch einen Weg zu fusions-
fähigen Plasmazuständen liefert, harrt nach wie vor einer eindeutigen Antwort. Dies
liegt nicht zuletzt daran, dass auch von theoretischer Seite her die Physik und Ther-
modynamik der kollabierenden Blase als extrem transientes Multiskalenphänomen
nicht bis ins Detail verstanden ist.

Bei den SF-Versuchen nach Taleyarkhan et al. wird ein akustischer Resonator
vom Design nach West & Howlett [504, 505] verwendet, der sich im Experiment
und der FEM-Simulation als extrem sensitiv auf Betriebs- und Designparameter
zeigt. Die hohe Sensitivität lässt sich bei Verwendung der Herstellungstechnik der
Glasbläserei auch nur schwer einschränken. Die vorliegende Arbeit basiert auf der
Hypothese, dass die nicht genügend untersuchte und verstandene Funktionsweise
dieses Typs eines akustischen Resonators ein zentraler Grund für den widersprüch-
lichen Gesamtstatus der SF-Replikationsversuche ist. Davon ausgehend wurden in
vorangegangenen Arbeiten Finite-Elemente-Rechenmodelle des West-Howlett-Reso-
natortyps erstellt, um diese Lücke zu füllen. In der hier vorliegenden Arbeit werden
nun neue Designvarianten analog konzipierter akustischer Resonatoren vorgeschlagen
und auf ihre Eignung für zukünftige SF-Experimente hin untersucht. Grundvoraus-
setzung der untersuchten Designvorschläge ist hierbei eine deutliche Verringerung
der Maßtoleranzen durch den Übergang zu präziseren Herstellungstechniken.

Einfache Resonatoren wie Orgelpfeifen, Lasergeneratoren und Mikrowellengeräte
ähneln sich insofern, dass die Randbedingungen fest sind und eine innere Feldgrö-
ße oszilliert. Im Gegensatz hierzu zeichnen sich flüssigkeitsgefüllte Resonatoren für
Experimente mit akustischer Kavitation dadurch aus, dass das innere Fluid und
die äußere Struktur einer starken Kopplung unterliegen, weshalb man auch von
akustisch-mechanischen Resonatoren sprechen kann. Die Resonanzen eines solchen
Resonators werden durch das Zusammenspiel von akustischen und mechanischen
Freiheitsgraden bestimmt. Soll das System auf maximalen Schalldruck im Inneren
des Resonators optimiert werden, um einen möglichst energiereichen Kollaps von
Kavitationsblasen zu ermöglichen, müssen die Schallfeldräume, Massen und Feder-
konstanten des Resonatordesigns aufeinander abgestimmt werden: es entsteht ein
vieldimensionales Optimierungsproblem, das aufgrund eines Wettbewerbs verschie-
dener Resonanzen viele lokale Optima aufweist. Eine zentrale Konsequenz ist, dass
ein Vergleich mehrerer Resonatordesignansätze nur dann aussagekräftig ist, wenn
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von den Designvarianten gründlich optimierte Instanzen vorliegen.
Aus diesem Grund werden evolutionäre Algorithmen (EA) als effiziente globale

Sucher zur Lösung des Problems der parametrischen Resonatordesignoptimierung
evaluiert. Aus der Literatur werden die EA-Varianten der Evolutionsstrategie mit
Covarianzmatrixadaptation (CMA-ES) und der Partikelschwarmoptimierung (PSO)
sowie der Ansatz der EA-Hybridisierung als vielversprechend identifiziert. Der beste
Ablauf zur Resonatoroptimierung ergibt sich durch eine Performanzmessung anhand
bewusst ausgewählter Testfunktionen, die Schlüsseleigenschaften der Anwendung re-
präsentieren. Ein eigens entwickelter hybrider EA erweist sich als sehr leistungsfähig
in Bezug auf die Testfunktionsauswahl.

Schlussendlich liefert diese Arbeit einen objektiven Vergleich dreier neuentwickel-
ter alternativer Resonatorgeometrien mit dem bisher verwendeten West-Howlett-
Design. Im Ergebnis erweisen sich zwei der drei untersuchten Designvorschläge als
performant, während sich bei der einfachsten Geometrie als klares Manko ein Mangel
an nötigen Schwingungsfreiheitsgraden identifizieren lässt. Es wird somit eine deut-
lich verbesserte Wissens- und Methodikgrundlage für zukünftige SF-Experimente
geschaffen, denn

• nur simulationsgestützt lässt sich der Designraum nichttrivialer Resonatorgeo-
metrien effizient durchforsten,

• nur ein effektiver Optimierungsablauf aus globaler Suche und lokalem Feintu-
ning erlaubt den objektiven Vergleich von Designvarianten,

• nur der Umstieg zu präziseren Herstellungstechniken erlaubt (a) die gezielte
Umsetzung rechnergestützt entwickelter Designs und (b) ganz grundsätzlich
das Erreichen reproduzierbarer SF-Versuchsbedingungen.

• Schließlich erlaubt das Etablieren einer schnell und standardisiert einsetzbaren
Optimierungsmethodik auch das bedarfsgerechte Nachjustieren von Designs
sowie des eigentlichen Simulationsmodells (“Kalibrierung”) nach Erlangung
neuer experimenteller Befunde; die rechnergestütze Begleitung experimenteller
Kampagnen wird entscheidend agiler.

Somit will diese Arbeit die Grundbedingungen für zukünftige Sonofusionsexpe-
rimente entscheidend verbessern. Neue präzise gefertigte und wohlcharakterisierte
Designs, wie sie in dieser Arbeit vorgeschlagen werden, versprechen reproduzierbare
Versuchsbedingungen. Die begründete Aussicht auf reproduzierbare Versuche unter
optimierten Bedingungen liefert eine Rechtfertigung, die Frage, ob Sonolumineszenz
einen Weg zu thermonuklearer Fusion erlaubt, erneut an die Natur zu stellen.
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Chapter 1

Introduction & context

This chapter gives a short overview on the history of sonofusion (SF)
trials spawned by the research on sonoluminescence (SL). It outlines the
principles underlying SL as a phenomenon of extraordinary energy con-
centration and how this has led to diverse attempts of developing SF
devices. After a spotlight on the controversy which has unfolded around
the SF trials of Taleyarkhan et al., the last sections concentrate on the SF
research campaign at RPI and the contribution of the collaborative RPI-
KIT research efforts which started with experimental resonator charac-
terisations and later focused on developing improved finite element mod-
els of the acoustic resonators.

1.1 A claim and a controversy

In 2002 a group of researchers around Taleyarkhan et al. published an extraordinary
claim in an edition of Science magazine [458]: to have achieved thermonuclear fusion
in a purely compression-heated plasma in a table-top lab setup involving not much
more than a glass vessel, a piezoelectric transducer, a liquid containing deuterium
(see figure 1.1), and some standard electronic equipment. The table-top fusion claim
was based on collapsing acoustic cavitation bubbles, which are known to have an
extraordinary capability of energy concentration and can yield hot, light-emitting
plasma. The group made headlines with “bubble fusion” and upheld the claim in
later publications [325, 456, 457, 459, 463, 466]. Soon however, there were smaller
and larger problems shading the seeming success story, the biggest one was (and
still is) that this small-scale fusion experiment did not turn out to be promptly
reproducible by other research teams in other labs.

The observing fellow scientists and journalists explored many different theories
for explaining the ambiguous status, scientific and non-scientific narratives. This
work starts with the question whether an alternative explanation of the situation
may be found in the high sensitivity and unreliable performance of a central piece of
equipment, the acoustic resonator, and it intends to progress the stalling dispute by
suggesting better resonator equipment with more predictable and reliable properties.

1



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION & CONTEXT

Figure 1.1 A resonator for acoustic cavitation and sonofusion
The sketch on the left shows the basic cross section geometry of the acoustic resonator used by Taleyarkhan
et al. for their bubble fusion experiments. The piezoelectric transducer (orange) drives the vibration motion
and indirectly the sound pressure field inside the liquid-filled resonator. The goal is to create bursts of
cavitation bubbles which grow at low pressure and collapse violently at high pressure. The exemplary
bubble size history on the right shows a particularly important feature of bubble dynamics: the slope on
the contraction side is much steeper, i. e. the interface speed of the collapsing bubble can become very
fast and the unavoidable turnaround very harsh. The result is the transfer of a large amount of kinetic
energy from the fast-moving liquid onto the bubble’s internal gas content which serves as the spring. That
this compression can lead to incandescent plasma is known since many decades, the phenomenon is called
sonoluminescence. If it becomes possible to achieve hot enough plasma to enable nuclear fusion, then it can
be called sonofusion.

1.2 Root and motivation of the present resonator opti-
misation study

Directly after the first publications of Taleyarkhan et al. there was a great interest
to replicate the extraordinary table-top fusion experiment based on the simple in-
gredients of a glass resonator and a little bit of electronics. R. T. Lahey Jr., who was
among the authors of the Science piece and later articles, initiated an experimental
campaign of replication trials at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (RPI) in Troy, NY.
The team started with resonator parts received from Taleyarkhan’s group and con-
tinued developing own resonator variants. The work resulted in a master thesis and
three reports [68, 250, 252, 390] without yielding the hoped-for bubble fusion confir-
mation. What these reports do not show is the series of different resonator exemplars
which were manufactured, characterised, and – in the case of the exemplars with
the most promising properties – tested for their capabilities of generating cavitation
bubbles with fusion plasma, all with negative results except one seemingly positive
signature [390]1 which stayed however below the threshold of statistical significance.

This was when the focus of the RPI team shifted to the resonator design and
when the hardly reproducible resonator properties coupled with instable and shift-
ing working points were identified as a main obstacle preventing a steady conduct
of productive experimental work. While most of the literature dispute on bubble

1in particular figures 67 and 69 on pages 92 and 93
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fusion revolved around the means of tracing fusion (radiation detection and nuclear
physics), they realised that the engineering problem of achieving a more robust
resonator design might lie prominently in the way in front of the nuclear instru-
mentation questions. In cooperation with Cancelos a new type of resonator design
was developed from scratch and validated in 2D-axis-symmetric finite element sim-
ulations with slightly simplified geometries [69]. The results of the prototype tests
were however disappointing: an all-glass version cracked due to an inherent problem
of stress distribution and a glass-aluminium composite version brought the liquid
inside not to good cavitation conditions but instead to the boiling point because of
an excessive amount of vibration energy dissipation.

Around this time Lahey had established a cooperation with the Institute of
Nuclear and Energy Technologies (IKET) of the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology
(KIT), and after a first experimental campaign, this cooperation focused on better
finite element (FE) simulation models of the acoustic resonators and ultimately on
the task of exploring new design ideas to find solutions to the encountered problems.

One of the first investigations conducted with the improved FE model was a
sensitivity analysis yielding two strong insights. The main result was a proof of the
high sensitivity of the resonator performance with respect to many parameters deter-
mining design, position tuning of parts, and the working point. It confirmed many
disappointing practical experiences made before. The first insight was that without
changes in the techniques for manufacturing and setting up the resonator systems,
no condition of reproducibility would be easily achievable. The consequent next
step was to further pursue the work begun by Cancelos and to seek new resonator
designs allowing the desired change in techniques and enabling a better control of
manufacturing precision and working conditions.

When exploring new designs, a second insight from the sensitivity study comes
into play: an objective comparison between two resonators cannot be made if one or
both are more or less mistuned, an objective judgement can only be made between
two well-tuned, i. e. thoroughly optimised, design instances. At this point the moti-
vation was given to find an efficient way to algorithmically tune resonator models.
This thesis describes the simulation-aided exploration of newly developed resonator
design ideas, and above all the development and application of a suitable algorithmic
design optimisation workflow involving global search with the help of evolutionary
algorithms.

1.3 From sonoluminescence to sonofusion
Chemistry is part of our everyday experience and can be as easy to handle as lighting
a match. But nuclear reactions need sophisticated machinery like accelerators and
huge reactor buildings to be controlled. Modern physics made the understanding of
both things possible and was able to reveal the fundamental similarity. In chemical
as in nuclear reactions particles are being re-grouped in different ways: atoms are re-
grouped into different molecules in chemical reactions whereas in nuclear reactions
protons and neutrons are re-ordered. Physics also explains why the two types of
reactions are so different, why the particle energies in nuclear reactions are many
orders of magnitude higher, why machinery for controlling nuclear reactions like
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accelerators and nuclear reactors came so much later in history as compared to
mankind mastering fire.

Sonoluminescence (SL) is light emission from a tiny volume of an almost adi-
abatically heated plasma inside a quickly imploding gas bubble in a liquid. It is
a common side effect of acoustic cavitation and has been well documented since
the early 20th century. The standard laboratory equipment for creating sonolumi-
nescence is very simple and consists of a piezoelectrically actuated glass resonator
filled with liquid. Sonoluminescence is the consequence of a very efficient energy
concentration mechanism in which the spherical symmetry of an imploding bubble,
stabilised by surface tension, allows to reach the high energy densities of chemical
reactions going out from the low energy density of the sound field in the liquid filling
the acoustic resonator. Could it be possible to modify the setup of an SL experiment
in such a way as to further increase the energy density achieved in the tiny plasma
volume sufficiently so that thermonuclear fusion reactions could occur? In that case
sonofusion (SF) would become observable in addition to sonoluminescence. Sonofu-
sion is a very interesting topic because it might drastically lower the technological
threshold necessary for achieving controlled nuclear fusion reactions. However, the
reproducible experimental proof of sonofusion (or “bubble fusion”) would definitely
not automatically open up a straightforward way to harvest energy.

The claimed experimental observations of sonofusion by Taleyarkhan et al. in
2002 at ORNL2 [458] started a major debate in the scientific community. However,
to date no completely independent group of scientists has been able to reproduce the
ORNL experiment successfully. This work examines one possibility for explaining
the current research status on the topic of sonofusion: could the sensitivity of the
resonator design that was used be the crucial factor hampering the experiment’s
reproducibility? The answer is deemed to be yes, triggering the next question:
could it be overcome? Therefore it is attempted to add to the debate about bubble
fusion by investigating the resonator design problem.

Before directly addressing the analysis of the resonator design used by Tale-
yarkhan et al. and the issue of how to develop a more performant and better re-
producible design in the main chapters, a short introductory part will outline the
physics and some of the historical context of the sonofusion question. Moreover,
additional extended context descriptions are made available in appendix chapters A
& E. Since the topic of sonofusion has created a wider interest in the past, some of
these texts are aimed at a broader readership.

1.3.1 What is sonoluminescence?

Sonoluminescence means light generated with sound [199, 284]. It can be observed as
a side effect of acoustic cavitation in liquids. It is light emitted from tiny volumes of
highly compressed and almost adiabatically heated plasma [85, 96, 205, 246]. When
cavitation bubbles implode, the kinetic energy of the moving liquid is transferred
onto the compressed gas within the shrinking bubble where it raises the pressure and
temperature. The light emission pulses imply that the temperature becomes high

2Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, TN, USA
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enough so that collisions among the atoms lead to the stripping of valence electrons
and the dissociation of chemical bonds [187, 449, 529].

Cavitation

When gas is in contact with a solid, then every gas particle being reflected by
the surface of the solid transmits a certain amount of momentum. The time- and
space-averaged effect of many gas particle collisions is a force per unit surface area:
pressure [14]. The pressure can be lowered by making the gas particles slower and
sparser, it can become zero in vacuum, but it cannot become lower than that.

In a liquid, however, where the attractive forces between particles dominate
their motion and determine the macroscopic properties of the ensemble, there can of
course exist negative forces across test surfaces, one speaks of states of tension [76,
260]. A seeming contradiction can arise when considering that above any free liquid
surface a finite positive vapour pressure can be measured [14]. How can a liquid
bear a state of tension and prevent the rupture of its continuum at a pressure below
the level which would immediately be measurable inside a newly created cavity?
The question can be resolved by taking into account surface tension. It requires an
offset pressure inside any bubble in order to stabilise it. The surface tension-induced
offset pressure3 grows with the curvature of the bubble surface and becomes very
large for tiny bubbles. Therefore, a liquid can be ruptured either if the state of
tension is large enough to directly overcome the inter-particle potential wells or, at
lower tension, if bubbles larger than a critical limit are supplied as seed, so that the
difference between the vapour pressure and the external tension is larger than the
surface tension-induced pressure offset [56].

This means that cavitation always has to be discussed considering the degree of
purity of the liquid. Behind a ship propeller cavitation occurs as soon as centrifugal
forces of spinning water lower the pressure at the centre of vortices below the vapour
pressure. This is because micron-sized seed bubbles are omnipresent in seawater and
because any small pressure drop immediately creates new seed bubbles if a high level
of dissolved gasses is present in the liquid. Strong states of tension are thus only
possible in highly purified liquids [56, 260]. In the context of SL and SF this is
relevant because its creation in a liquid under strong tension allows a bubble to
accumulate more potential energy during its lifecycle. This happens through the
increase of the expansion speed, whereby more inertia of the surrounding liquid
moving outwards leads to a larger final radius during the rarification cycle, before
the bubble collapse during compression. How exactly these interacting forces of
external & internal pressure, surface tension as well as liquid inertia play out in
determining the radial motion of the bubble interface is described by the Rayleigh-
Plesset equation.

The Rayleigh-Plesset equation

Due to its compressibility a gas bubble in a liquid can be excited into oscillatory
radial motion. The gas may be considered to be the spring and the surrounding

3The pressure inside a bubble of radius R is ∆p = 2σ/R higher compared to its environment,
where σ is the surface tension.
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liquid the mass. The oscillation can be excited by an external harmonic sound
field. The equation of motion (F = ma) of this system is the Rayleigh-Plesset (RP)
equation [56, 257, 259, 276]. A short explanation and outline of a derivation of
the RP equation can be found in appendix C. The RP equation produces highly
nonlinear effects which can be seen in the simulated time series depicted in figures
1.2 and 1.3.

Figure 1.2 Simulation of an oscillating bubble
The diagram shows solutions of the Rayleigh-Plesset equation for a bubble in acetone with an equilibrium
radius R0 of 8 µm driven by a sinusoidal external sound field at 18 kHz. The computations were made
solely for illustrative purposes (the code can be found at [431]). The three traces in black, blue, and cyan
correspond to different and increasing acoustic pressure levels of 0.85, 1.1, and 1.4 bar. Three important
consequences of the increasing sound pressure level can be seen: it leads to (a) a larger bubble size as initial
condition for the collapse, to (b) a delayed time of collapse under higher external pressure due to inertia,
and consequentially to (c) higher final speeds (5.6, 2.1× 103, and 22× 103 m s−1) of the bubble interface.

Figure 1.3 Close-up around the moment of highest acceleration
The above plots show details of the same time series as displayed in figure 1.2. On the one hand they reveal
how the coarser time resolution hides drastic speed increases in the late phases of the collapse. On the other
hand the differences between incident and emergent angles illustrate the energy loss due to sound radiation.

The time-histories show the periodic response of a bubble to an external sinu-
soidal pressure excitation. A steady bubble growth is initiated when the external
pressure is low. The faster the maximal speed of growth, the longer is the duration of
the growth period. This is the simple consequence of inertia. A noteworthy feature
is the steep slope on the contraction side after the peak. The lines tend to become
almost vertical and this is why the differences in collapse speed of two of the three
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curves can only be visualised through extremely zoomed-in close-ups as depicted in
figure 1.3. The continuation of the fast collapse until a harsh turnaround is again the
consequence of inertia. The most important consequence in our context is the en-
ergy concentration mechanism, the transfer of large amounts of kinetic energy from
the fast moving mass, the surrounding liquid, onto the spring, the gaseous bubble
content made up by a relatively small amount of particles. If the compression is
strong and fast enough, then energy dissipation by heat transfer mechanisms will be
too slow and the temperature rise inside the bubble can become sufficient to turn
the gas into an incandescent plasma.

Speed, curvature, and the Mach number

The Mach number M = v/c is the ratio between the local fluid velocity and the
speed of sound and can often be taken as an indicator for the transition between
different physical regimes. In the case of imploding cavitation bubbles the low-Mach
regime (Ṙ � c) means that there are no sharp pressure gradients inside or outside
the bubble. But when the interface speed Ṙ approaches, or exceeds, the speed of
sound in the gas or liquid phase the situation changes and gradients or even shock
waves will arise. Concerning shock waves in the liquid, direct experimental evidence
is available in the form of photographies of shock fronts emanating from rebounding
bubbles [257, 345]. As for the gas inside the bubble, the situation is not so clear.
In the absence of direct experimental observations, the indirect way using numerical
simulations and their calibration is the only route so far allowing a description
of pressure and density profiles and their transient evolution. In the high-Mach
regime the pressure and density right in front of the converging interface will rise
faster than farther ahead towards the bubble’s centre. One important question is
whether the density wave piling up in front of the interface can turn into a shock
front and whether this shock front can detach, accelerate, and leave the interface
behind. The speed of a shock wave increases with the amplitude of the pressure jump.
Together with the increasing curvature of a concentric spherical wave front, this can
explain the principle idea of a shock front forming and beginning to run ahead of
the interface during the terminal phase of bubble implosion. However, whether
simulations allow shock formation or not, depends on many model assumptions and
boundary conditions, which is the reason why few conclusive answers are available
for the many different types of SL experiments [85, 257]. In any scenario involving a
converging shock front (of cylindrical, spherical, or intermediate ellipsoidal shape), it
represents additional stages of energy concentration going beyond the bubble itself,
due to the rapid increase in speed and amplitude of the shock as it approaches and
impacts on itself at the centre of the imploding gas bubble.

Single- and multi-bubble sonoluminescence

Cavitation and sonoluminescence can be induced in liquids in many different ways.
Cavitation can be understood as ’rupturing the liquid’ when fast transient elastic
motion patterns raise the tension in the liquid to the level where the inter-particle
forces forming the liquid are overcome. There are no cracks in a liquid. Wherever
cavities appear, their existence lowers the tension instantaneously in their vicinity
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(the pressure inside being ≥ 0), so that inter-particle forces dominate the particle
ensemble again and surface tension as bubble-shaping force is re-established. This
turns what would otherwise be cracks into veils and filaments of myriads of mi-
crobubbles populating the central regions of expanding motion patterns. If it’s not
just a pulsed signal but oscillatory cycles of an acoustic pressure field, then forces of
bubble interaction arise reorganising bubble populations. Exemplary photographies
of resulting filament structures can be found e. g. in [4, 298]. When SL arises during
the collapse of such clustered bubbles, then it is called multi-bubble sonolumines-
cence (MBSL). As there are many ways of creating cavitation bubble clusters by
pulsed shocks or oscillating fields, based on seeded or nucleated bubbles, or simple
“rupture”, there are many regimes of MBSL to be examined.

In contrast to MBSL the term single-bubble sonoluminescence (SBSL) has been
coined for describing a very different and particular experimental setup where one
single bubble is captured within the antinode of an acoustic sound field and set into
radially oscillating motion.4 The time-averaged force resulting from the interaction
of the oscillatory bubble motion with the external sound field is called the Bjerknes
force. The fact that the Bjerknes force allows levitation of a sonoluminescing bubble
at the centre of a resonator is very advantageous if one wants to focus with optical
instruments on SL as a light source. Another important aspect of SBSL is that the
time-development of the bubble content is brought to a stationary state over the
course of many oscillations as gasses coming out of solution replace5 the vapour and
inert gasses replace molecular species. The latter happens because the products of
dissociation reactions in the SL plasma tend to enter the solution state in the liquid.
Thus, SBSL in water, without purification and if no other gasses are artificially
added, stems effectively from an argon bubble in water [85].

1.3.2 SL: spectroscopy, interpretation, models

SL spectra and their interpretation

SL generally has two contributions: a continuum and overlaying emission band struc-
tures. Not every report on SL observations describes both parts, but there are SBSL
as well as MBSL setups in which both contributions can be observed [449]. Emission
band structures can be interpreted more directly and easily. Firstly, the existence of
excited states hints towards energies reached and information like the degree of ioni-
sation. Secondly, if the assumption of a Boltzmann distribution of populated energy
levels is valid, then the comparison of relative peak intensities allows a direct deduc-

4The experimental technique of SBSL has been discovered and rediscovered several times, by
Yosioka & Omura in 1962 [531], by Temple in 1970 [468], and finally Crum & Gaitan [150, 152] in
the late 1980s who managed to popularise it.

5Two important drivers influencing the bubble’s gas content are the area and the shell effect [85,
260]. The area effect creates a net inflow of gas because times of low bubble pressure mostly overlap
with times of large interface area. The shell effect has to do with gas concentration gradients in
the liquid and can be understood by imagining what happens to surrounding shells of liquid during
bubble expansion and shrinking. While expansion leads to a thinning of layers of liquid which
increases any radial concentration gradient the opposite happens during contraction. As a result,
diffusion is accelerated during bubble expansion which coincides mostly with times of low pressure
and slowed during contraction; this leads again to a net inflow of gas.
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tion of the temperature (two-line radiance ratio method [448]). Furthermore, looking
at spectral lines with sufficiently fine frequency resolution allows the interpretation
of shape details of the peaks.

In a noteworthy article [133] Flannigan & Suslick investigate the frequency-
shifted, broadened, and asymmetrically deformed peaks of Argon emission lines from
SBSL in concentrated sulphuric acid. In the context of a quantum-mechanical treat-
ment of the Stark effect the peak-broadening (pressure [or Stark] broadening) can be
understood as the consequence of radiating particles seeing strong electric fields from
neighbouring particles and thus becomes a diagnostic tool to measure the plasma
density with little temperature sensitivity [125]. The second order Stark effect in-
troduces asymmetries in the peak broadening and allows a clearer interpretation
than the broadening itself because of no interference with other effects. For sound
pressure amplitudes between 2.7 and 3.8 bar they deduced temperatures ranging
from 7000 to 16 000 K and electron densities from 4× 1017 to 4× 1021 electrons per
cubic centimetre. This maximal plasma electron density Ne, the authors remark
referring to [386], was “comparable to that generated by the Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory Nova laser (1.8 kJ in 1 ns at 527 nm) in inertial confinement
fusion experiments on a polyethylene target.”

The example of the peak-broadening by the Stark effect shows exemplarily how
data interpretation can hinge on the assumed theoretical model of the physics at
play. This is what makes the interpretation of the other contribution to SL spec-
tra, the underlying continuum, extremely difficult and ambiguous. Molecular emis-
sions like in a candle flame can create a continuum but bremsstrahlung may as
well [449]. Several continuum-producing photon emission processes employed in
SL models are described in some detail in [187]. They comprise blackbody radi-
ation, electron-ion bremsstrahlung, recombination radiation, electron-neutral atom
bremsstrahlung, and collision-induced emission (i. e. collisions of neutral atoms at
lower temperatures). Generally, combinations of these processes need to be consid-
ered. What complicates the task of finding and fitting SL models, is that not only
internal plasma properties like species, temperatures, or mean free paths have to
be approximated, but also external boundary conditions like when and how the ini-
tially isothermal bubble contraction transitions into an adiabatic compression, rates
of condensation and evaporation at the interface, and so on. Articles like [188, 204,
312, 489] have been cited in reviews [85, 449] as exemplary successful model fits.

SL models

A model of SL is a multi-stage theory beginning with some form of the Rayleigh-
Plesset equation, dealing with the continuum mechanics and the energy household
(chemical and thermodynamic) inside the bubble, and ending with the qualitative
and quantitative analysis of various radiation emission processes. The main ques-
tions are:

• Is the compression-heated volume inside the bubble in thermal equilibrium or
does the bubble centre become hotter than the rest (hot spot model, compres-
sion wave model)?
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• Can a shock front develop instead of just a compression wave?

• What chemical species are present in the gas phase and at which ratios? (There
is rectification over repeated collapses but the ratios are also changing during
one single cycle due to evaporation and condensation.)

• What amount of energy is consumed by the dissociation of molecules?

• What are the plasma conditions (T , p, ionisation degree, ...)?

• Which light/radiation emission mechanisms are relevant?

• Are there specific reactions which can be incorporated into the model and
fitted to emission band structures?

• How transparent is the plasma or does it have an opaque core (i. e. ratio of
photon mean free path and plasma size, volume or surface emission)?

• Transient nature: what is the time- and space-dependence of the conditions in
the gas phase?

• Transient nature: is it necessary to treat electron and ion gasses separately?

• MBSL: which different scenarios are encountered by different bubbles in a
cluster [291, 326, 448]?

After more than two decades of intensified research following the popularisation of
SBSL the field has grown quite large. An overview can be gained via books like [85,
94, 532], review articles [26, 57, 84, 187, 257, 368, 449, 501, 527, 529, 530] (most
recent: [95] of 2015), and a look at some noteworthy recent articles [113, 133, 448].

Thinking about the possibility of SF, the question of shock waves deserves spe-
cial consideration. Generally, the formation of a concentric shock wave in the gas
phase would have two important consequences. It would mean an additional energy
focusing mechanism on top of the bubble motion itself with the potential to raise
the peak temperatures by orders of magnitudes. On the other hand the concentra-
tion of energy in a small mass fraction of the bubbles gas content means a much
smaller size of the plasma core and much less fusion reactions which might occur
in comparison with a scenario where most of the bubble content except perhaps an
outer layer comprises the hottest plasma.

The idea that perhaps the bubble content cannot be treated as homogeneous any
more during the final stages of collapse, and that this thought can be extrapolated
to the postulation of microshocks, dates back to the work of Jarman of 1960 [221].
Along with him, the review authors of [26, 57] list Löfstedt et al. [275], Greenspan
& Nadim [180], Wu & Roberts [520], Barber et al. [28], and Moss et al. [310] as
the inventors and developers of the first shock wave models. Shock-based models
are a way to explain SL pulse widths in the range of a few picoseconds. It has
been pointed out in review articles outlining the development of SL research [57,
85, 187] that during a time period in the mid-90s reports on extremely short pulse
widths (<50 ps [27] or even <12 ps [308]) seemed to challenge SL models. A shift was
brought about by the seminal publication by Gompf et al. [174] of the University
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of Stuttgart who introduced the measurement technique of time-correlated single
photon counting (TCSPC) to SL research. By basing the time measurement on the
relative time delay of two identical photomultipliers, they could take much of the
physics of the photon detection machinery out of the equation.6 According to the
reviews [57, 85, 187] it had since then been widely accepted that SL pulse widths
range from 50 to >250 ps. Brenner [57] points out that a “ballpark” estimate can
be made by comparing the time of light emission with the time scale of a sound
wave traversing the bubble. He makes an example calculation with a bubble size
of one micron and a speed of sound of 1000 m s−1 yielding an acoustic time scale
of one nanosecond. It means that the shortest SL pulses of 50 picoseconds are 1.5
orders of magnitude away from the regime where this quick estimate would indicate
a largely homogeneous bubble interior. According to this estimate it does not seem
improbable that there are some SL bubbles for which an isotropic model could mean
missing a decisive part of the description. It also suggests to pay attention to the
speed of sound in the gas phase and makes experiments interesting in which that
parameter can be controlled (e. g. by the molar weight of the gas).

Historic and alternative theories of sonoluminescence

A compression-heated incandescent gas is not the only explanation that has been put
forward to explain sonoluminescence. Since the discovery of SL in 19347 by Frenzel
& Schultes [147] many theories came up, and some are still being discussed. Frenzel
& Schultes themselves assumed discharge after charge separation by friction due to
the bubbles’ motion through the liquid [370]. Before precise timing measurements
were available, it was not sure whether the light emission occurred during bubble
birth or collapse. This is why there were also interpretations of SL as a form of
triboluminescence, the luminescence observable when some crystals are crushed.
According to Cheeke [84], also in the line of electric discharge theories both options
were discussed: (a) amplification of potential gradients across the liquid-gas interface
during compression (balloelectric theory of SL) or (b) amplification of random charge
fluctuations during the expansion phase. Some more details and citations about
these early theories can be found in the review article by Cheeke [84].

In fact, in these early days of SL research, hot spot models were the more exotic
ones [85, 95]. In 1950 Noltingk & Neppiras put forward the idea that compression-
heated gas could be the origin of SL [327]. A few years later, Jarman [221] was the
first to suggest the existence of concentric compression waves or microshocks [85,
95].

The perhaps most exotic theory explains SL as a quantum electrodynamic (QED)
effect due to virtual photon pairs of the QED vacuum becoming real photons under

6Much of the physics does not mean everything. With TCSPC one can get to the dozens of
picoseconds range with photomultipliers based on the detection principle of electron avalanches
which take from 101 to >102 ns to build up (transit time). But there is a machine- and setup-
specific transit time spread. TCSPC cannot resolve pulse shapes narrower than the transit time
spread [218, 350, 494].

7The blackening of photographic plates as consequence of SL had been observed even before by
Marinesco & Trillat in 1933 [286] but they misinterpreted their results as ultrasound having acted
directly on the chemicals on the plate.
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perturbation when an interface separating vacuum from a dielectric moves quickly
[121, 302, 408]. This would mean SL glows similarly as black holes which are assumed
to emit Hawking radiation in the form of a blackbody spectrum when single photons
from virtual pairs are swallowed at the event horizon. The theory was discussed for
a while in the 1990s ([302] contains a list of citations outlining the dispute) but more
and more detailed calculations showed in the end that the theory couldn’t hold up
because either the bubble interface had to move faster than the speed of light or the
radiation power would be by many orders of magnitude too weak.

According to the compilation by Crum [95], the list of more recent alternative
theories includes emitting electrons confined in voids in compressed and hot liq-
uid, confined electrons in nonhomogeneous compressed helium gas, proton-tunneling
when water undergoes phase changes, or fracturing of liquid when jets after having
traversed the bubble strike liquid again (fractoluminescence/triboluminescence).

Also still appearing on that list are publications on electric discharge theories
of SL [261, 284, 285]. Since discharge models have been associated with SL since
its discovery, it is the most persistent group of alternative theories. The fundamen-
tal idea is charge separation during asymmetric bubble or droplet deformation or
breakup. Right behind the surface of water or other liquids there can be an electri-
cal double layer of lopsided charge distributions. There is a difference in mobility
because the first layer is adsorbed while the second, the shielding layer is diffusive.
The fast-changing geometries of needle-like jets protruding into the bubble or of
bottlenecks when daughter bubbles break off a larger bubble can be imagined to
lead to substantial charge separation and potential gradients. Discharge theories of
SL assume that these gradients become large enough to enable breakdown and the
creation of discharge plasma in the gas or the liquid.

Another recent alternative explanation comes from Dey & Aubry [115] who at-
tribute the light emission to the compressed liquid inside the supersonic shock front
going out from rebounding bubbles after having almost reached the Van-der-Waals
hard core radius.

With respect to these alternative theories of SL Brenner et al. [57] note: “In fact,
all nonthermal models have to explain why their mechanism of emission would not
be swamped by thermal radiation.”

SL research: unconventional ways to approach the topic

Rounding off this review of the topic of SL, three interesting and particularly orig-
inal, inventive, and illustrative recent research works will be outlined below: laser-
manipulation of SL plasma, molecular dynamics simulations showing mass segrega-
tion, and plasma size calculations via interference with dust particles.

Khalid, Kappus et al. [232] of Putterman’s UCLA group managed to produce
extremely bright SL in a particularly large single bubble inside a quartz vial slammed
repeatedly against a wall. With a laser ray they test the opacity of the SL plasma,
not by examining how much laser light reaches the other side (a signal which would
also be influenced by refraction and more difficult to interpret) but simply by using
a strong enough laser with the effect that if the plasma is opaque enough to absorb a
substantial fraction of the laser light, that then the change in plasma conditions due
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to the additional energy input doesn’t go unnoticed. With this technique, by poking
it with a laser, Khalid et al. circumvented the usual problem that SL plasma cannot
be examined with a probe. One of the main results is imagery showing that the
plasma is so dense that the additional heating occurs in a very asymmetric manner
concentrating on the side of the incident laser ray.

In [30] Bass et al., who are also part of or associated with the same UCLA group,
report on having observed mass segregation in the simulation of a collapsing bubble.
They used molecular dynamics (MD) simulations for their numerical experiments
which means going a decisive step below the macroscopically emergent world of
continuum mechanics. The additional degrees of freedom enable to examine what a
classical hydrodynamic simulation cannot show.

Pingpong balls are reflected by soccer balls and many or very fast pingpong
balls are needed to change the direction of a soccer ball. This is why in thermal
equilibrium particles of different weight have different velocity distributions. In the
non-equilibrium scenario of a compression or shock wave the same physics leads
to mass segregation. The converging heavier particles squeeze out the many times
reflected smaller particles. In the case of a shock front, the gas of the small particles
evaporates out in front of the shock at average velocities much higher than the motion
of the heavier species forming the primary shock front. Bass et al. could thus observe
besides the effect of mass segregation that the gas of light particles gets squeezed by
the heavy-particle shock front coming from behind and acting as piston. Beginning
with the same initial total energy this leads to much higher peak temperatures in
the simulated plasma than comparison scenarios with just one particle species in the
gas phase.

The third example is the work of J. S. Dam and M. T. Levinsen [99, 100] from the
University of Copenhagen. The original plan was to measure the size of SL plasma
through a Hanbury-Brown Twiss (HBT) experiment. The HBT technique is used
to measure the size of stars and exploits the boson properties of photons tending
to share quantum-mechanical wave functions (unlike fermions, e. g. electrons, which
exclude each other from populating the same wave function (Pauli principle)). One
can imagine that photons originating from different locations on the surface of a
far away star, before being measured in one single detector at the same time, must
travel for a long time in close proximity. Their wave function overlap leads to a
measurable degree of correlation, detectable as coincidence in time, or bunching.
For stars of a given distance the degree of correlation is stronger the smaller the
star is and hence the average distance between trajectories. SL plasma offers shorter
photon trajectories but is at the same time the much smaller light source which
is how the idea came up to examine it through a HBT experiment. Although its
realisation was not possible within the project as measurement times were estimated
to be in the range of months in order to get meaningful HBT correlation signals, it
led Dam & Levinson to discover a different size measurement technique triggered by
what first appeared as an imperfection: namely dust particles floating by between
the SL source and the detectors. Due to the wave nature of light, no matter how
small a light source is or how sharp the edge of a shadow-throwing object, there
is always an interference pattern extending slightly into the supposedly shadowed
area. Such interference patterns even amplified the light intensity in the centre
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of the shadow (as compared to outside the shadow) behind dust particles of the
right size in their experiments. Dam & Levinson turned the careful interpretation of
these interference patterns into a new size estimation technique for SL plasma. They
concluded that the light-emitting region in their setup was significantly smaller than
the bubble’s minimal radius which would support the notion of non-homogeneous
plasma conditions (i. e., spherical shock waves within the imploding bubbles).

1.3.3 SL and the question of sonofusion

Why is SL such a sensitive phenomenon so that on the theoretical as well as the
experimental side the peak temperature is sometimes inferred as being a couple of
thousand and sometimes as 100 000 Kelvin? One important reason for that sensi-
tivity (and an important hint that there is indeed a question of sensitivity and not
only uncertainty) lies in the spherical symmetry. The spherical symmetry of the
collapsing bubble leads to a singularity in a mathematical description in terms of
continuum mechanics, and the same would be true on the level of a converging shock
in the gas phase if there is one. This results in sensitivity because small variations
in setup and boundary conditions can have a large effect on how much the path
towards the singularity is followed and on how much the peak is reduced by the
imperfections of real-world scenarios.

This is why the potential to reach thermonuclear fusion conditions was associated
with SL plasmas not long after the first hot spot theories of SL were elaborated (see
e. g. [11, 26, 28, 50, 60, 96, 187, 308, 311]). Indeed, a patent [135] and publication
[136] by Flynn bear witness that the idea of a cavitation bubble-based fusion reactor
dates back at least to the late 70s.

Fusion energy as motivation

Nuclear fusion promises CO2-free energy with practically endless resources and a
much less severe radioactive waste problem compared to fission reactors. Flynn’s cav-
itation fusion reactor (CFR) design is a simple symmetric box full of liquid lithium
or beryllium with ultrasonic horns centred on each face so that sound waves focus
on the centre of the cuboid liquid metal volume where seeded deuterium bubbles can
be imploded. The assumption is that the “acoustically induced cavitation fusion”
works while the liquid metal bath is kept hot. Under this condition fusion products
can deposit their kinetic energy in the hot bath which allows the extraction of the
fusion energy input by conventional means like heat exchangers and a Rankine steam
cycle with turbines. At the same time this consideration should make it clear that
in Taleyarkhan et al.’s SL setup where the liquid has to be kept cool preventing the
build-up of too much vapour pressure in the bubble offers no viable way of efficient
energy extraction even if there was a way to scale up to more than their miniscule
fusion rates. So, in order to enable energy harvesting via SF:

• a liquid has to be found in which SF can be demonstrated at high temperatures
allowing energy extraction from a hot bath,

• each bubble implosion has to trigger more than just a few fusion reactions,
and
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• it must be possible to scale-up the initial geometry to an array of active SF
sites (and to enable the sustain of a chain reaction in case neutron-scattering
is used as the means of bubble nucleation).

Therefore, work on a reproducible SF setup based on a single active site in a cooled
organic liquid or aquæous solution is clearly fundamental research and any associa-
tion with the idea of SF as a potential energy source is speculative.

Another aspect often mentioned in the motivational context of SF is tabletop
fusion. It has to be noted that tabletop fusion is nothing new and nothing special
any more. Causing deuterium and tritium to fuse by accelerating the particles
with electric fields can be accomplished on a very small scale. The examples are
commercially available and portable accelerator tubes serving as neutron generators
(e. g. for imagery & detection purposes) or pyro fusion [320] where the accelerating
field is created by pyroelectric crystals. The novelty of SF as a potentially new
type of tabletop fusion source would just be associated to the fact that it would
be tabletop thermonuclear fusion instead of tabletop accelerator-driven fusion. In
the speculative context of SF as energy source this is meaningful because of the
difference in entropy of the directional accelerator setup which doesn’t allow net
energy extraction and the high-entropy thermal plasma which would (in principle)
allow it.

Further motivation for SF research

Imploding bubbles represent a remarkable way of energy concentration bridging
many orders of magnitude from the acoustic sound field to plasma and opening
up the research fields of sonochemistry and sonoluminescence. Sonochemistry is an
interesting field reported on in dedicated scientific journals and it has important ap-
plications like the degradation of toxic chemicals. SL represents a remarkably simple
way of experimenting with hot dense plasmas which are otherwise much harder to
produce (e. g. laser confinement or magnetised target compression). As researchers
around the globe have such a simple and cheap access to extreme plasma conditions
at their disposal, the enhanced plurality boosts our understanding and progress of
theoretical plasma models and also of various multi-scale physical phenomena be-
longing to the explanation of SL. As can be seen when comparing literature in the
context of other (fusion) plasma confinement methods, each new plasma production
and confinement method adds a new channel of knowledge gain and new distinct
problems triggering the advancement of experimental techniques and theoretical
models. Therefore, SL research has an important impact on plasma research as it
offers new opportunities to check and extend our understanding of plasma physics
with a particular focus on transient phenomena. This is true for SL with or without
SF. However, if SF were to become reproducibly demonstratable, then the counting
of fusion neutrons would also become a new and very directly interpretable data
channel for quantitative analyses. When SL plasmas turn into SF plasmas, it would
be the indication of a clear threshold being reached, a strong nail for fixing theo-
retical models to the reality. Considering the limits of sonochemistry (only the end
products can be analysed after everything has cooled down) or spectrometry (from
the bubble core to the detector absorption and refraction occurs in the plasma, at the
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bubble’s interface, in the surrounding liquid and the resonator or window materials),
neutrons offer such a high-quality data channel because their scattering and absorp-
tion on the way to the detector can be modelled very precisely by well-understood
physics. Therefore, in terms of fundamental research two basic motivations can be
formulated: SF as an additional plasma research technique and SF as pushing the
mastering of small-scale dense plasmas to a new level.

1.3.4 Different SF experiment setups reported in literature

The earliest documented experimental setup with the goal of achieving thermonu-
clear fusion inside a cavitation bubble seems to be Hugh Flynn’s cavitation fusion
reactor (CFR) [135, 136] mentioned above, a cuboid container for liquid metal with
face-centred acoustic horns for focusing acoustic waves in the middle where cavita-
tion bubbles are to be imploded. An interesting aspect about the patent is that two
dedicated setups are described as fusion reactions are deemed to be possible both
inside the bubble (CFR type II) and in a shell of liquid surrounding it (type I). In
the type II setup a nozzle at the bottom of the volume furnishes deuterium and
tritium-filled bubbles rising through the liquid volume. It is anticipated that due to
gravity and the rising motion of the bubble its collapse may not be spherical and
magnetic fields for cancelling gravitation forces are imagined as a counter-measure
(however, without mentioning the implication of Lorentz forces on charge carriers
in the liquid metal and their impact on the collapse motion). The working mode of
type I aims at the fusion of dissolved deuterium and tritium occurring in the shell
of liquid surrounding the bubble when that shell is compressed and heated due to
the extremely abrupt speed reversal when the bubble rebounds. The elegance of
this idea lies in the fact that the chemical composition of the liquid phase needs to
be controlled instead of the composition of the gas species inside the bubble. The
concentration of dissolved deuterium in the metal can be controlled through setting
a certain gas pressure above a free surface of the liquid, whereas the bubble contents
can be hard to control due to the transient nature of the cavitation bubble.

In 1990, an article in a Russian-language journal by Lipson et al. [272, 273]
reported the observation of fusion neutrons accompanying cavitation in heavy water
containing metal powder particles. The paper features a table of neutron count
rates containing significantly elevated values for more than one experimental setup.
Unfortunately, it seems that there have been no repetitions of this experiment and
the scientific community failed to add much to the briefly enumerated and speculative
ideas of explanation (including friction, fracture, and electric fields) in the original
publication.

In the course of the 90s, after the popularisation of SBSL, the possibility of SF
(or bubble fusion) suddenly became a more broadly discussed topic [28, 60, 311, 370].
It has to do with shock-based theories of SL [26, 520] having been put forward to
explain extremely short measured SL pulse widths of around or below 50 ps [85, 187,
529]. As shock waves represent another energy focusing mechanism saddled on top
of the bubble dynamics, these theories generally imply increased peak temperatures
and pressures which can bring a theoretical model into the range of fusion conditions.
Subsequently measured longer pulse widths gave more room for competing theories
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not relying on shock waves [85, 187, 284]. Reported SBSL pulse widths of a few
hundreds of picoseconds excluded shockwave-based theories as explanations for these
experiments [57, 529]. Nevertheless, particular SL setups with observable short pulse
widths down to about 50 ps remained part of the discussion [174, 206].8

At the end of that decade having witnessed the flourishing of many SL models,
funding from DARPA9 was supplied to several research groups with the particular
goal of investigating the possibility of achieving sonofusion. Among the several re-
search groups the controversial papers by Taleyarkhan et al. claimed successful SF
observations [456, 458, 459]. were one result of the campaign. The setup described
therein is based on bubble clusters in deuterated acetone nucleated by external
neutrons and will be discussed in more detail below. An investigation of the cor-
responding acoustic resonator technology used by Taleyarkhan et al. is the primary
focus of this dissertation.

In the years since then there have been several attempts to replicate that par-
ticular SF experiment, some published in journals [67, 414], one10 even through
TV. All fully independent groups reported negative results. The positive replication
claims [143, 526] describe works with a certain overlap in personnel and/or a shared
laboratory setup. A closer look at the timeline will be given in section 1.4.

Other types of SF trials dealt mostly with cavitation in heavy water. In 2004
Geisler et al. [161] published trials to detect fusion neutrons in coincidence with SL
flashes in D2O. The bubbles were induced with high-intensity laser shots and without
any acoustic field while the water containers were either open or pressurised up to
11 bar. They recorded 58 000 SL events while running a neutron detection setup
which was made for getting a significant signal if even just one in 1000 collapses
would set off a neutron in any direction. They counted no events above background.

Barbaglia et al. [25] conducted SF experiments with a laser used for nucleating
large single bubbles in D2O and CDCl3 without counting any neutrons. Experiments
with laser-induced cavitation in other liquids were continued by the group [381].

Another Russian article with little reception in English-language literature de-
scribes an experiment based on the violent shock wave compression of bubbly liquid
triggered by exploding a wire ring. It has been published in 2008 by Bityurin et al.
[47]. The bubbly liquid with a gas volume fraction of 20 to 90 % was created by
a sudden pressure drop in heavy water saturated with dissolved deuterium gas. In
the moment when the pressure drop led to the birth and expansion of vapour- and
deuterium gas-filled bubbles throughout the test section they discharged a capacitor
bank through a wire loop placed in the liquid. The vapourisation of the wire created

8According to Brenner’s “ballpark” estimate (see p. 11) this means that (depending on the
assumed minimal bubble size) the transition into a regime is reached where the interior of the
bubble cannot be treated as homogeneous any more.

9The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) is the research arm of the U.S.
Department of Defense.

10The BBC brought an episode of their science program “Horizon” on the question of SF
in 2005 [316]. They had commissioned Putterman’s UCLA group for conducting the experi-
ment and asked a few British scientists to check the results. A transcript [317] is available on
the BBC website (http://www.bbc.co.uk/sn/tvradio/programmes/horizon/experiment_prog_
summary.shtml) and the film material itself can be found e. g. on Youtube (https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=4hYAhPOaduM).
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a concentric pattern of shock waves propagating through the bubbly liquid. It was
hoped to get as much out of the self-amplification mechanisms of the not perfectly
symmetric shock wave pattern from the not wholly closed wire loop and to trigger
fusion reactions in the lastly and most violently imploded bubbles in the central
region. The neutron measurement method was based on capturing moderated neu-
trons in indium sheets placed next to the test section. Neutron capture by 115In
yields the excited state 116m1In with a half life of 54 minutes emitting characteristic
417 keV gammas. The short half life means that quick handling is required between
irradiation and gamma spectrum recording. On the other hand, it offers the advan-
tage that the measurement time can easily cover the decomposition of most of the
activated nuclei. This is unlike e. g. tritium measurements where during recording
times in the range of hours only a tiny fraction of the total radioactive material
decays. Bityurin et al. did in fact conclude with a positive finding, declaring that
they detected a significantly raised gamma count rate in comparison with control
experiments and inferring a neutron yield of 108 to 1010 ±22 % per shot. This would
signify a successful SF experiment, and it is a great pity that the lead was not taken
up by others as it seems (verification by peers is crucial to declare something a scien-
tific truth). In contrast to Taleyarkhan’s setup where external neutrons are needed
for bubble nucleation, this SF experiment involves no additional sources of radiation
or radioactivity, there is no need to separate the SF neutron signature from other
neutron counts which is a great advantage for data analysis and presentation.

In a paper called “Piezonuclear neutrons” Cardone et al. [73] published measure-
ment data exhibiting a neutron signature accompanying acoustic cavitation in front
of an ultrasound-emitting steel tip immersed in an aquæous solution of FeCl3. They
stressed that the solution contained no deuterium or other fusion fuels and that the
possibility of direct H+H fusion was excluded by control experiments.11 As it would
be new physics if it was not an erroneous experiment, the group’s research is much
debated [74, 129].

Toriyabe et al. conducted an experiment with particle beam-induced fusion in
liquid lithium in which cavitation played a role and published in 2012 [478]. They
placed a little dish containing liquid lithium at around 200 ◦C under vacuum and
pointed a 20-70 keV deuteron beam at the repeatedly cleaned free surface of the
liquid. Note that this keV range corresponds to a temperature range of 2-8× 108 K
and means that the beam particles have similar kinetic energies as they would have
in the fusion plasma of an H-bomb [517]. The beam triggered D+Li as well as
D+D fusion reactions due to deuterium having been also present, dissolved in the
lithium. An interesting finding was that the rate of D+D reactions was susceptible
to introducing sonic cavitation in the lithium dish while the rate of D+Li reactions
was not. Cavitation was introduced through a transducer mounted below the dish
able to create “countless bubbles cover[ing] the surface of the liquid Li” and to
raise the D+D fusion rate by 40 %. According to the authors of the paper, the
temperature rise of the deuterons in the gas phase of cavitating bubbles could be a
possible explanation for the finding.

11Worrying about p+p fusion is quite unnecessary. The neutron-producing reaction channel has
a tiny cross section and is extremely rare so that it represents the bottleneck reaction controlling
the lifetime of stars.
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1.3.5 SF setups published in patents

The cavitation fusion reactor (CFR) by Flynn [135] (described previously) seems
to be the oldest patented device with the goal of achieving sonofusion. Many more
patents have been filed since the 90s following the phase of vivid discussion of SL
and SF in scientific literature.

In 1996 a patent was granted to Embrechts, Lahey, and Nigmatulin at Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute [126] for a cylindrical flow-through reactor. Deuterium bubbles
are created in a liquid before it enters the reactor section. Transducers on the outside
excite sound waves in the bubbly liquid. Special considerations are given to the
conditions under which the bubbles as oscillator systems receive energy from or lose
it to the sound field during their nonlinear oscillatory motions.

Around the same time Putterman and collaborators published patents [371, 372]
showing a spherical flask with piezoelectric transducers glued on it and a single
light-emitting bubble at the centre, implying that the SBSL setup can make fusion
feasible if deuterium and tritium gas is present in the bubble. A similar setup has
been patented by Pless [355] in a language aimed at the broadest generality, e. g.
by not using the term bubble but speaking of matter placed at a velocity node in a
resonating cavity filled with liquid of low compressibility.

For their SF experiments published in [458] Taleyarkhan et al. used a version of
the acoustic resonator design developed in the 1960s by West & Howlett [505]. West
and Taleyarkhan together authored two patents [464, 467] publishing the resonator
design and the experimental protocol (outlined in appendix D). Taleyarkhan himself
has several more patents [460–462] describing other details and potentially beneficial
design modifications or extensions of the resonator.

In a patent of 1997 [274] Shui-Yin Lo describes an apparatus for collapsing seeded
bubbles of oxygen and deuterium in heavy water. Bubble expansion and collapse
are piston-driven. A laser is intended to ignite the oxygen-deuterium mixture in the
bubbles, so that the expansion movement stabilises the bubble symmetry, whereas
the chemical reaction consumes the noncondensible gas content and empties the
bubble preparing it for the subsequent collapse.

A patent of A. L. Enfinger of 2004 describes a spherical transducer-driven deu-
terium fusion reactor which could be classified as acoustic inertial confinement fusion
(AICF) reactor, however, it doesn’t contain any liquid nor bubbles. The spherical
inner volume is only filled with deuterium gas and transducers on the walls are to
excite an acoustic standing wave pattern with a pressure antinode in the centre.
The novelty is to turn the inner wall of the chamber into a mirror and to use the
deuterium gas as a laser-active medium such as to create outward- and then back
inward-going concentric laser avalanches timed with the acoustic motion pattern.

Janssen et al. disclosed an apparatus in 2009 [220] which is at the same time
electrolysing and cavitating heavy water. The electrodes are at the same time func-
tioning as ultrasound emitters. The proposed shape includes disc and comb struc-
tures designed to swing against each other and to create many similar compartments
in the liquid volume where cavitation of D- and T-containing bubbles can occur in
close proximity to the electrode surfaces.

Tomory [477] (published 2007) intends to partially break up the spherical sym-
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metry of an SBSL setup and create a long tube where bubbles chained up along
the central line are expanded and collapsed in waves travelling in the axial direc-
tion. The whole tube must be covered with innumerable time-controlled transducers.
The patents by Agbossou & Dion [3] and by Vaxelaire [488] go in similar directions
although targeting primarily at sonochemistry applications.

In the years from 2000 onwards many patents have been filed by Ross Tessien and
co-workers of his company Impulse Devices12. By now, the company has grown and
gone up into Burst Laboratories13. The series14 of patents [281, 348, 349, 399, 400,
471–476] and papers15 started around a small circle of authors which has grown in
the meantime and comprises now a larger group including renowned senior scientists
from the field of SL who became associated with the company. The experimental
results covered within the scientific papers and the abundance of detail solutions to
diverse practical problems treated within the patents suggests continuing progress
in mastering more and more of the technical challenges. This singles the company
and the people behind it out from the rest of the organisations and authors behind
SF-related patents. The enterprise’s continuing and fruitful existence is perhaps
to a significant degree due to the bundling of strategic goals in the two fields of
sonochemistry and sonofusion (whereby the first in contrast to the latter has already
real-world applications) and the expansion into general challenges in the field of
chemical industry [282]. Those patents seeming to be more attributable to SF are
addressing the following issues:

• The shape of the acoustic resonator should be such that the displacement
amplitude of large parts of the boundary of the liquid phase is maximised.
At the same time low-displacement parts of the vessel are needed for placing
supports and outlets while minimising their drag on the vibration motion.
Patents on hourglass-shaped resonators with small outlets at the far ends go
in that direction.

• The nesting of two vessels allows for higher sound pressure amplitudes if the
outer vessel increases the static pressure and the inner vessel takes on the
function of being the acoustic resonator.

• Rotation can be a way of controlling the position of bubbles and counteracting
lift forces. Various versions of a thin-blade impeller system with magnetic
drive and low impact on the acoustic properties of a cylindrical or spherical
cavitation chamber have been disclosed in patents.

• Semi-flexible pistons capping the resonator ends allow the static pressure con-
trol of the rotating resonator without the need for guiding rods just by con-
trolling the pressure of the gas surrounding the resonator and its rotation
machinery.

12Impulse Devices Inc., Grass Valley, CA (USA)
13Burst Laboratories Inc., Grass Valley, CA (USA)
14only exemplary selections are given
15There is a publications list on the website of Burst Laboratories (http://www.burstlabs.com/

index.php/about/publications), the latest articles at the moment of writing were [22, 151, 354,
445].
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• Electron beam welding is being explored as a technique for fabricating closed
chambers with small tolerances on the properties of the inner surface.

• Techniques for efficiently dissolving gasses as deuterium in liquid metals to be
used as the cavitation fluid.

Thus, it seems that Ross Tessien and his co-workers at Burst Laboratories are cur-
rently developing SF-related technology with more momentum than any other group.
It may also be mentioned that Impulse Devices was one of the founding members
of the Acoustic Fusion Technology Energy Consortium (AFTEC) [255], the others
being Boston University, Purdue University, the University of Mississippi in Oxford,
and the University of Washington in Seattle.

There are several more patented concepts which could be listed in the context
of SF, e. g. [93, 132, 322, 442] or the patent by Deeth of 2012 [109] combining the
concept of the concentric laser avalanche with bubble collapse in molten glass. But
further down the list the limits of physics and feasibility are getting stretched more
and more. Patents are simply documented ideas and as such they do not have to be
based on the prompt verifiability of experiments. The boundary conditions imposed
by physics and thermodynamics become much softer in this arena of language, ar-
guments, and standpoints than they are in the real world. Therefore, the transition
between daring but sound ideas and fantasy in conflict with nature is gradual and
smooth. This situation is quite aptly captured in the description of a heat energy
recapture and recycling system involving a piston-driven deuterium fusion reaction
chamber by G. A. Labrador [248] which is at the same time a veritable patent and
an intriguing piece of artwork.

1.4 SF experiments by Taleyarkhan et al.

The claim of thermonuclear bubble fusion on a “table-top” scale published by Tale-
yarkhan et al. in 2002 [458] created a dispute going beyond scientific literature into
popular media channels and thus was more than just a “tempest in a beaker” [409].
Fully independent attempts at reproducing the experiment with a positive fusion
signature failed, and significantly, the whole story happened with the research com-
munity’s cold fusion debacle not too far in the temporal background. As this heavily
disputed experiment lies at the origin of the research question targeted herein, the
experiment itself and some of the dispute deserve a more detailed look in this context
chapter.

In the 1990s the investigation of SL had become a flourishing field, not the
least because of the discovery of SBSL which made high-quality and time-resolved
spectroscopic data available and boosted the discussion of theoretical models. The
already existing thought association of SL and SF was intensified by shock-based
hot spot models put forward because of their ability to explain extremely short SL
pulse widths of ≈50 ps (or �50 ps discussed at the time) [11, 26, 28, 50, 60, 96, 187,
308, 311]. As noted before, there was a DARPA project funding the work of several
academic groups on SF, the experimental work of Talyarkhan’s ORNL group also
belonged to it.
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In 2002, an important article was published in Science [458] by R. P. Taleyarkhan,
C. D. West, J. S. Cho, R. T. Lahey Jr., R. I. Nigmatulin, and R. C. Block titled
“Evidence for Nuclear Emissions During Acoustic Cavitation”. The authors reported
on experiments conducted at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL, TN, USA)
with neutron-nucleated multi-bubble cavitation in deuterated acetone. The article
was already highly disputed even in the days before its publication. The dispute was
even carried to the magazine’s editor-in-chief, Dr. Kennedy, who felt compelled to
point out the independence of the peer review and editing process in determining all
publication decisions [229, 409, 410]. An arrangement was made that Taleyarkhan
et al. would cite the critical ORNL report by Shapira & Saltmarsh [415] and treat
some of its criticisms already in the original article.

1.4.1 A description of Taleyarkhan’s SF experiment

In order to push SL further and to enable sonofusion the group around Taleyarkhan
sought to concentrate the available potential energy of a cavitation bubble onto
a smaller number of gas particles forming the plasma. This meant emptying the
bubbles of noncondensible gasses and the two principal measures were (a) to choose
a well degassable working liquid with low accommodation coefficient16 and (b) to
rely on newly created bubbles instead of periodically oscillating ones which become
stationary by accumulating17 an equilibrium amount of noncondensible gasses. The
choice of working fluid fell on acetone. Besides its low vapour pressure, it has six
hydrogen atoms per molecule which can be replaced with isotopes suitable as fusion
fuel, it can easily be degassed to a high degree, and like many other organic liquids
it has a high cavitation strength. Chilled acetone can easily bear sound fields with
tension states of several tens of bar. To give a comparison, clean degassed water
cannot be brought far beyond the 1 bar limit. The measure to achieve the nucleation
of fresh bubbles with precise timing at moments of highest tension was to rely
on accelerator-generated neutron bursts and neutron scattering as the nucleation
source. Neutron scattering creates clusters of many bubbles, initially distributed
along the track of a knock-on proton or other nucleus. Bubbly regions in a liquid
reduce the propagation speed of sound pressure waves. The benefit of cylindrically
shaped, ellipsoidal, or spherical bubble clouds is that the delaying effect results
in a converging wave of bubble implosions which can greatly increase the pressure
gradients in time and space and amplify the amplitude of the incident sound pressure
signal [326]. A resonator construction able to achieve the needed sound pressure
amplitudes for turning tensioned acetone into a neutron-detecting bubble chamber
was found in the design of West and Howlett [505]. It was a glass chamber with
a cylindrical main section and flexibly mounted top and bottom pistons. A hollow

16Accommodation coefficients are empirical constants which can account for energy, momentum,
or mass transfer balances across gas/liquid or gas/solid interfaces [375]. The accommodation coef-
ficient in terms of energy can be defined as (Ei −Er)/(Ei −Ew), where Ei is the incoming stream
from the gas side, Er the reflected stream, and Ew is the energy stream which would occur if all
reflected particles had entered (been accommodated to the) thermal equilibrium with the medium
behind the interface [375]. The accommodation coefficient referred to in [254, 326, 458] is normally
understood as a mass balance coefficient of condensation versus evaporation.

17through the process of rectified diffusion explained previously
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cylinder of radially polarised piezoelectric ceramic glued as a belt around the glass
cylinder excites the vibration motion and the internal acoustic field. Thus the main
components of this SF experiment are the resonator, non-deuterated and deuterated
quantities of the working fluid, cooling equipment, and the electronic equipment
required to drive the piezoelectric transducer. Figure 1.4 shows a schematic of this
setup.

Figure 1.4 Schematic of the SF experiment setup
Besides the acoustic resonator hosting the working fluid this sketch depicts some necessary periphery equip-
ment. A pump is needed for maintaining the low vapour pressure above the liquid surface. The equipment
for driving the piezoelectric transducer comprises a function generator, an amplifier, and a transformer.
The neutron source can be radioactive material or a pulsed neutron generator (PNG). A PNG has to be
synchronised with the acoustic field inside the resonator so neutrons impact and can generate bubble clusters
at times of maximum tension in the liquid. Two oscilloscopes are shown exemplarily for keeping track of
acoustic and electric signals. A piezoelectric pill microphone glued to the outside of the resonator can pick
up the sinusoidal wall motion and the high-frequency noise bursts generated by cavitation events. In the
upper right, a liquid scintillator (LS) for detecting fusion neutrons is depicted. A photomultiplier (PM) tube
behind the scintillator generates an electric signal which can be transformed into a recordable data stream
through further electronics.

If such a setup can lead to the fusion of deuterium nuclei, then there are basically
two reaction pathways available:

(a) D + D → T (1.01 MeV) + p (3.03 MeV) (1.1)
(b) D + D → 3He (0.82 MeV) + n (2.45 MeV) (1.2)

The probabilities of the two pathways are almost equal. As the reaction rates would
be far too small for a chemical detection of the reaction products (helium being
the only new element), the only two practically feasible ways of detecting the fu-
sion signature rely on the radioactivity of tritium and the emanating neutron
radiation.

The SF experiment has to be complemented by measurement technology able
to detect one or both of these signatures. For neutron detection Taleyarkhan
et al. installed a liquid scintillator next to the test section. Gamma rays as well as
neutrons can scatter and trigger light pulses in the scintillator liquid, therefore pulse
shape discrimination (PSD)18 was applied to separate the gamma from the neutron

18The working principle of a scintillation detector is fluorescence detectable with a photomulti-
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statistics.
When neutrons are relied-on at the same time for nucleating the bubble clus-

ters and sensing the fusion reactions, then there is an inherent danger of confusing
neutron counts. By the separation in time it would be easily possible to make a
distinction. Whereas the neutron bursts for bubble nucleation are needed at times
of maximal tension in the liquid, the fusion neutrons would eventually be created at
times of maximal bubble cluster compression. With resonators driven at frequencies
around 20 kHz there is a time span of 25 µs between bubble birth at the liquid’s
tension peak and the first collapse during the following compression phase of the
acoustic cycle. This can be enough for the external neutron burst to decay (the
burst duration was indicated as 12-15 µs [325, 456]). Taleyarkhan et al., however,
recorded neutron statistics without interruptions because it is possible to include
the external neutrons in the count and to rely fully on the comparison with control
experiments. Even a small fraction of fusion neutrons can be distinguished from a
many times larger amount of background neutrons if the statistics are large enough
and repeated experiments remain consistent.

Taleyarkhan’s team also looked for the other evidence of fusion and gathered
tritium production data. For that purpose samples of the working fluid were
investigated looking for the radioactive decays of tritium:

T → 3He + e− + ν̄e (1.3)

The corresponding half-life is 12.32 years and each decay releases 18.6 keV of energy.
The beta radiation has a short stopping range in matter in the order of microns but
in this particular case it poses no difficulty to detection. Samples of acetone can
be directly mixed with an organic scintillation liquid and scintillation count rates
can be benchmarked against control experiments. In order to increase the detection
efficiency and the significance level of any signal, the acetone samples should not
be too small, the error on the liquid quantities should not be too large, and the
recording times should not be too short, thus there is an art to obtaining good
tritium measurements.

1.4.2 The presented result data and points of critique

Nigmatulin listed the pieces of evidence which can be gathered in an SF experiment
[325] as:

a) a statistically significant increase in tritium nuclei content,

b) a statistically significant number of scintillations from D-D neutrons at 2.45 MeV,

plier tube. Different excited states have different decay times and the availability of decay channels
can depend on the spatial density of excited states. When neutrons scatter inside the detector they
produce mostly recoil protons which in turn deposit their energy along a short track. Gamma pho-
tons scattering in the scintillation material produce a sparser distribution of excited electrons and
a different composition of populated excited states. With the right choice of scintillation material
it can be achieved that neutron and gamma events can be distinguished to a high degree because
of their difference in the ratio between so-called delayed and prompt fluorescence.
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c) an approximately equal number of D-D MeV neutrons and T nuclei produced,
and

d) the generation of D-D neutrons coincident with SL flashes during bubble cloud
implosions.

In their 2002 Science paper Taleyarkhan et al. reported a positive tritium signature
based on samples of 1 cm3 of acetone taken from the test section before and after
cavitation runs of 7 and 12 hours. The control experiments were conducted in
the form of setting the temperature to 22 ◦C instead of 0 ◦C, by cavitating natural
acetone instead of deuterated acetone, and by irradiating the chamber containing
deuterated or natural acetone with the external pulsed neutron generator (PNG)
while having the acoustic drive (and thus cavitation) switched off. The authors
inferred success in detecting SF because they measured a statistically significant
increase in the tritium decay rates. In particular, the increase was only observable
in the case of cavitation in chilled deuterated acetone and it was absent in any of
the control experiments. The authors state the statistical significance level of the
count rate increase as ranging from around 2.5 to >4.5 standard deviations. This is
based on the physical nature of radioactive decay processes which can be described
by a Poisson distribution. From the data given in figure 3 of [458] and the 7 to 13 %
coefficient of variance19 it can be inferred from the count rate that measurements
were carried out over time periods of 4 to 5 minutes. Obviously, a few minutes of
added measurement time could have greatly improved the measurement precision
in terms of statistics. For the lowest reported count rates of 15 cpm (i. e. counts
per minute) going from 5 to 20 minutes would have reduced the standard deviation
by half. Imagining how the statistical error on decay rate measurements can easily
be reduced quite far in such a case makes it also clear that a context discussion of
other possible sources of error, like e. g. the error on measuring one cubic centimetre
of acetone sample size (see [390]), can become very meaningful. In that sense one
could say that the presentation of some key arguments in the Science article by
Taleyarkhan et al. could have been better. In fact, subsequent publications of the
author group on the series of SF experiments [325, 395, 455, 456, 459, 465] provide
significantly extended and improved data and discussions.

Also in terms of evidence (b), i. e. neutron detection with a scintillator and PSD,
the report reached a positive conclusion. At count rates of about 500 neutron counts
per second data was gathered over periods of 100 and 300 s. When hitting protons
neutrons can deposit all their kinetic energy of 2.45 MeV or less in the scintillator.
The case for a successful proof of SF was made because significant count rate differ-
ences were listed for two types of comparisons: cavitation on versus cavitation off on
the one hand and pulse heights corresponding to deposited energies above 2.45 MeV
(the D-D fusion energy level) versus pulse heights below that threshold on the other
hand. The SF-related increase of 4 % in the number of counts below the energy
threshold was associated with a significance level of greater than ten standard devi-
ations. No time windowing seems to have taken place, i. e. detector counts recorded
after bubble implosion were collected in the same statistics as counts recorded in

19The coefficient of variance CV is the ratio between the standard deviation and the absolute
signal CV = σ/N and equates to

√
N/N if Poisson statistics are applicable.
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close time proximity with the PNG pulse. As a reader one wonders also why the
recording times have not been enlarged to yield yet clearer signatures. In [455] it is
already mentioned that the PNG’s neutron output underlied a variation of ∼ 0.2 %
from measurement to measurement. As can be inferred from a later published dis-
cussion of the experimental data [325, 465], the authors stress that long recording
times are prone to pick up the drift in conditions as signal whereas short periods
and often switching from cavitation to the cavitation-off control experiment yields
more robust and reliable data. They underlined the repeatability of the effect while
other lab conditions were kept the same.

In terms of evidence (c) the observed neutron count was described in the original
paper [458] as more than one order of magnitude too small to fit the tritium pro-
duction data, which was in the original article attributed to estimation errors of the
neutron detection efficiency and the possibility of an inhomogeneous distribution of
the tritium content in the test section. The mismatch between presented neutron
and tritium data has received particular critique in [178, 395] (and has been men-
tioned also in [415]). Together with responses of Taleyarkhan and his co-authors
in i. a. [325, 455, 456, 465] this represents a dispute on the technicalities of nuclear
instrumentation, a dispute stretching over years concerning one and the same old
dataset. Questions of nuclear instrumentation can sometimes be nontrivial, but
nevertheless such questions are settled regularly in many nuclear labs throughout
the world. As rightly pointed out by Taleyarkhan et al. [395]20, the calibration of
complex detector and instrumentation setups with radiation sources of known in-
tensity is a common and efficient technique and always preferable to theoretically
calculating a detection system response based on partially calibration and partially
literature data. This facet of the SF controversy alone bears witness of a need to
suggest improved experimental setups, so that new SF trial reports (to be planned
and funded) can promise to add more substance to the dispute.

The last piece of evidence, the neutron-SL coincidences, were evaluated by col-
lecting the neutron counts in histogram bins according to their time offset with
respect to SL flashes. The histogram bins represented time windows of 2 µs. Also in
this case the authors presented a visible fusion signature (more coincidence counts
with cavitation than without, no difference in the case of natural acetone) and
deemed it statistically significant as the difference was (in repeated measurements)
larger than one standard deviation. The coincidence data received critique from
Saltmarsh & Shapira [395] because the detection system stayed active also during
PNG firing times whereby it could become prone to elevated numbers of random
coincidences. A different critique was raised by Putterman et al. [367] who disap-
proved of the large time windows. In their opinion, “true coincidences” would be
much more efficiently filtered with time windows in the nanosecond range. Indeed,
SL flashes are, as was mentioned above, very short events, mostly staying below the
nanosecond scale, and 2.45 MeV fusion neutrons travelling at ∼ 7 % of the speed
of light cover about 2 cm per nanosecond. As a related matter of fact, detecting
positron annihilation events through gamma coincidences in nanosecond time win-
dows is a common experiment for physics students. However, it has to be kept

20in the second part, the response part of the technical note
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in mind that γ-γ coincidence measurements require a pair of identical scintillation
detectors which can have a fast photon emission decay characteristic. By contrast,
for SL-n coincidence detection an asymmetric setup is needed with a bare PMT on
one side and a scintillator with PSD requiring slower decay times on the other side.
Another important aspect is that when a bubble cluster implodes it means a narrow
sequence of bubble implosions from the outside towards the centre of the cluster.
Trying to resolve single bubble implosion events instead of summing over the whole
cluster implosion means that challenges arising from signal sparsity and detector
dead times will increase significantly.

1.4.3 Sketching the unfolding dispute

What prevented the story of SF from proceeding along a more regular pattern was
foremost that neither a prompt independent verification was achieved by anybody,
nor did a falsification appear as in the form of a convincing alternative explanation of
reported positive measurement data. The view that it can’t be ruled out by principle
that SL plasma might under particular conditions become hot enough for fusion was
and still is held by many researchers. A long list of references [97, 153, 178, 251, 254,
273, 318, 319, 324–326, 395, 414, 453, 454, 456, 457, 459, 463, 465, 466]21 shows that
the initial article triggered a whole series of criticising comments, answers, follow-
ups, and new critiques. The discussion mirrored by that list mainly deals with
technical issues of how the neutron and tritium data were gathered (as outlined in
the preceding section), i. e. how the detectors were set up, what these setups would
be able to see, and how the data were postprocessed and presented. Besides articles
and letters in scientific journals, the debate was accompanied by many magazine and
online articles, e. g. [6, 32, 80, 83, 175, 183, 255, 268, 346, 397, 409, 490], and has
already been described by Seife in a book [410]. The above-average online and news
coverage has of course more reasons than it just being an interesting experiment
which could not promptly be replicated or otherwise explained. It has to do with
the history of the decades-old quest for controlled thermonuclear fusion [410] on the
one hand, and on the other hand with the sometimes carelessly added, sometimes
purposefully invoked image of fusion as an advanced and climate-neutral technology
for electricity production with potentially disruptive character. Another aspect is
that the work and publications of Taleyarkhan et al. have also received criticism and
been involved in arguments in the context of research standards, ethics, and politics
(see e. g. [79, 82, 183, 241, 383–385, 410, 485]). This latter aspect will however
not be addressed in the current discussion.22 A comprehensive collection of articles,
material, and links on the “Bubblegate” story has been put together by Steven Krivit
et al. of the New Energy Times23 and can be found on the magazine’s website.

21Replication trials are excluded here but discussed below.
22Firstly, a scientific publication is not the appropriate place to add anything to this dispute.

Secondly, it is assumed that a justified interest in the question of SF is best helped by advancing
the scientific part of the debate by pointing out some underexposed but perhaps crucial technical
issues of past experiments and their reproducibility. It can also be noted that the ORNL SF reports
are not within the scope of these criticisms.

23link: www.newenergytimes.com, publisher: Steven B. Krivit
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Replication trials

Claims, hypotheses, and bold new experiments are essential to the progress of nat-
ural sciences, but ultimately they are worth nothing as long as their condition of
independent verifiability is unclear. For experimental research this means that the
acceptance of scientific news hinges on the reproducibility by independent researchers
or teams, i. e. the generality of reproducibility. For the SF experiments reported by
Taleyarkhan et al. the status of reproducibility is very unclear. There have been
unsuccessful replication trials of which it can be said that the followed protocol
exhibited strong deviations in crucial aspects and there have been claimed success-
ful replications, however none without any overlap in lab equipment, personnel, or
person relationship network.

Shapira & Saltmarsh (ORNL): The SF experiment reported by D. Shapira &
M. J. Saltmarsh [414–416] was often cited as an early failed replication. It was actu-
ally a collaborative project with Taleyarkhan and his team running the experimental
machinery in their ORNL lab and Shapira & Saltmarsh from the physics department
of ORNL recording neutron data with their detectors. The authors compared data
collected during a one-hour cavitation run with data from a subsequent one-hour
run with cavitation switched off and concluded that there was no significant signal
observed which would have confirmed SF. However, as pointed out by Taleyarkhan
et al. [455, 465], the SF experiment under the guidance of Shapira and Saltmarsh
was reduced in scope and modified in its protocol. The scope was reduced by not
collecting tritium data taking away the possibility of a quantitative comparison of
the two types of fusion signature. As the most decisive deviation of protocol the
sequence of cavitation and control run periods followed a different pattern, just two
single long runs, which made the experiment susceptible to drifting experimental
conditions. What may have raised the level of confusion of many followers of the
SF debate even more is that Taleyarkhan et al. postprocessed and presented the
raw data gathered by Shapira & Saltmarsh (to which they had been given access
as collaborating colleagues) in a different way and drew the conclusion that it did
indeed exhibit a positive SF signature.

At Purdue University in West Lafayette, Indiana, two groups tried to stage
replications of the ORNL SF experiments. Both were in contact with Taleyarkhan
et al. already during the development and construction phase of their experiment
setups. In summer 2003 Taleyarkhan himself moved from ORNL to Purdue where he
had accepted a chaired professor position. Of course this also meant closer contact
and more occasions for knowledge transfer. Thus, the two Purdue groups can at
least not be considered totally independent.

Xu, Ravenkar & Butt (Purdue): The first Purdue group led by Yiban Xu
reported positive results. Xu authored a paper together with Adam Butt which
appeared in Nuclear Engineering and Design (NED) in 2005 [526] and a conference
article [524] presented in the same year at NURETH-1124 with Butt and Shripad
T. Ravenkar. They reported positive tritium and neutron signatures. The authors
acknowledged “advice, guidance and assistance” from Taleyarkhan and Cho, two

24The 11th international topical meeting on nuclear reactor thermal hydraulics (NURETH-11)
was held in Avignon, France.
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of the authors of the original Science paper [458]. As members of Purdue’s School
of Nuclear Engineering, headed by L. Tsoukalas at the time, the authors shared
laboratory infrastructure and regular meetings25 with other Purdue faculty and staff.

The independence of Xu and Butt became an issue of heated debate. Around
the time of these SF experiments, Adam Butt became one of Taleyarkhan’s research
group members. In 2005 he submitted a master thesis titled “Acoustic Inertial Con-
finement Fusion: Characterization of Reaction Chamber” [66] of which Taleyarkhan
was the advisor. That Taleyarkhan et al. (including Y. Xu) cited the NED paper
[526] of Xu and Butt as independent confirmation26 [459] of what Taleyarkhan et al.
(without Xu) had reported in the 2002 Science paper [458] and [325, 326, 456] later
became the origin of great criticism. It led to allegations of research misconduct,
investigations by several committees, and finally had adverse consequences for Tale-
yarkhan’s professional career [241]. Nevertheless, Taleyarkhan and his co-authors
upheld the view that the SF experiment conducted by Xu & Butt at Purdue was
independent of the ORNL experiments. Such an opinion can e. g. be found in an af-
fidavit written by C. West for an investigation committee [506]27. In the manuscript
West stresses the notion of independent confirmation based on the equivalence of
the observations and the differences in personnel, experiment configuration, location
(laboratory, state, institution), the method of bubble nucleation, test cell, radiation
detection systems (which they calibrated), all of which would have allowed Xu &
Butt to “obtain their own data” and derive their own observations.

Tsoukalas et al. (Purdue): The second Purdue group published an article
reporting negative results in 2006 [480] based on an experiment campaign28 including
the second half of 2003 [53]. The authors were L. Tsoukalas, F. Clikeman, M.
Bertodano, T. Jevremovic, J. Walter, A. Bougaev, and E. Merritt. In a similar way
as the other Purdue group, they were in contact with Taleyarkhan et al.. Tsoukalas
et al. conducted a multitude of seven-hour cavitation runs in chilled deuterated
acetone and a few control runs with normal acetone or irradiation only. They also
presented a vertical pressure profile taken with a hydrophone exhibiting a unimodal
shape with a central antinode and two nodes at the ends (at depths of 0 and 80 mm).
In their article they described the protocol they used as scanning the frequency range
between 16 and 22 kHz and then targeting the fundamental resonance mode. This

25according to [525], an affidavit by Xu available under http://newenergytimes.com/v2/
bubblegate/Aff/Xu-Yiban-Jan31-2008.pdf

26In [459] the authors stated that “these observations have now been independently confirmed.”
Given that the SF claims by Taleyarkhan et al. had received heavy criticism from the beginning
(i. e. four years before) and that no independent confirmation had been reported since, it is obvious
that this sentence in the opening section is instrumental in supporting their case and not a mere
side note. Adding no further context to this sentence was surely not a good decision.

27The document can be found in the resource part of the “Bubblegate” section of the “New
Energy Times” website edited by Steven Krivit under the link http://newenergytimes.com/v2/
bubblegate/Aff/West.pdf

28According to Steven Krivit of New Energy Times the group started its efforts in
early 2002 and managed to produce good cavitation rates in stable resonators only af-
ter a visit of some members to ORNL for receiving knowledge transfer from Taleyarkhan
and his group. The report [240] is online at http://news.newenergytimes.net/2014/01/20/
federal-investigations-reveal-academic-backstabbing-at-purdue-university-part-3/.
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paper [480] increased the confusion around SF because a draft version [53]29 of it was
circulated which ended with a positive conclusion based on a tritium result graph
containing different results.

Camara et al. (UCLA): Within the framework of the same line of DARPA
grants which also supported SF experiments by Taleyarkhan et al., it was agreed that
within the research groups collaborating for that grant an independent replication
of Taleyarkhan’s acetone-based multibubble SF experiment should be staged. This
experiment with the aim of being a “carbon copy” was conducted at UCLA by C.
G. Camara, S. D. Hopkins, K. S. Suslick, and S. J. Putterman and published in
2007 [67]. It yielded a negative result. Camara et al. stated that “fusion [...] is zero
within our experimental accuracy” which would correspond to an upper bound of
200 neutrons per second. However, a close look at figure 1 of the paper reveals a
decisive difference in detail, namely, that the test section was not filled all the way to
the top piston with the working liquid. In the figure caption the authors mentioned
as justification that it “resulted in more stable acoustic modes and avoided excessive
breakage” and stated that it was the setup applied in “most runs” covered by the
report. It is clear that the introduction of a gap between the liquid and the upper
piston corresponds to a severe change in the acoustic properties of the resonator
which is why the UCLA experiment cannot be called a “carbon copy” at all. A
possible other deviation from the ORNL SF setup is the introduction of air into the
previously degassed acetone in order to raise the SL intensity. Camara et al. wrote
that “at about 20 torr of air, the observed SL signal was similar to that reported by
Taleyarkhan et al.” but in the article they left unclear how much of their experiment
campaign was affected by this additional deviation in protocol. The SF replication
trials described in [67] covered also a replication trial by Putterman and his team
conducted for a BBC documentary [316, 317].

R. Tessien (Impulse Devices Inc.): Ross Tessien and his team of Impulse
Devices Inc.30 have tried to replicate the SF experiment of Taleyarkhan et al.. There
are no publications and little31 is known about the trials. The case of Tessien allows
the assumption that there have been perhaps some more unpublished replication
trials.

Forringer, Robbins &Martin (LeTourneau University, Longview, TX):
In May 2006 physics professor Edward R. Forringer and two of his students, David
Robbins and Jonathan Martin, went to visit the meta-stable fluids research lab at
Purdue where they were welcomed by R. Taleyarkhan and Y. Xu in order to perform
SF experiments with the lab’s equipment but using their own track detectors for
neutron counting. Over three days they performed SF experiments with a mixture
of deuterated acetone, deuterated benzine (petroleum ether), tetrachloro-ethene, and
uranyl nitrate. Forringer et al. drew the positive conclusion that they had indeed
observed fusion and presented their work as a conference paper [143]. Some more

29It can be found under http://newenergytimes.com/v2/bubblegate/2004/
2004-TsoukalasL-TritiumEvidence-Draft.pdf

30today Burst Laboratories Inc., Grass Valley, CA (USA)
31Tessien’s replication trials are mentioned in [81, 200, 485]. According to Chang [81] Tessien

“abandoned using Dr. Taleyarkhan’s approach”, and Vance [485] cites him saying “It’s a nightmare
to run it, and it breaks”.
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details can be found in [142]. These texts state that the experiments were conducted
after explanations and with assistance from Taleyarkhan and Xu but under own and
independent guidance. In particular, the experiment campaign included the use of a
liquid scintillation detector, its calibration, and the recording of a neutron spectrum
from a 252Cf source in order to exclude californium as a source of neutrons which
might be confounded with the fusion signature. This part of the experiment was
added in order to address suspicions32 raised a few weeks earlier by B. Naranjo and
his colleagues of the UCLA group [319]. To summarise, the work of Forringer et al.
can be described as a repetition of the SF experiment with a modified working liquid
but complete overlap in resonator and driving equipment.

W. Bugg (University of Tennessee): William Bugg was another visitor33 to
Taleyarkhan’s lab with a strong interest in witnessing a full cycle of SF experiments.
Taleyarkhan conducted for him an experiment of reduced scope within a one-day
session allowing Bugg to gather neutron data from two runs with deuterated and
normal liquid with track detectors. The employed working liquid was a “benzene-
acetone mixture with a dissolved uranium salt” for bubble nucleation. The work was
not published and the only publicly available documentation is hosted on the New
Energy Times webpage [63, 64]. According to these descriptions, Bugg witnessed
a demonstration, oversaw the random choice and placement of track detectors, the
cavitation in deuterated and normal working liquids, the etching of the detectors,
and subsequently he analysed the detector traces himself. However, one can not
classify this as independent confirmatory experiments.

Saglime, Danon, Lahey et al. (RPI): Soon after the publication by Tale-
yarkhan et al. in 2002 [458] a team at RPI under the initiative of Professors Yaron
Danon and Richard T. Lahey Jr. started an attempt to repeat the ORNL sonofu-
sion experiment independently at the Gaerttner Laboratory, the linear accelerator
lab of Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (RPI, Troy, NY). The team included Frank J.
Saglime III, Robert C. Block, Yaron Danon, Richard T. Lahey Jr., Francisco Mor-
aga, Silvina Cancelos, Jason Brodsky, Justin Walraven, and William Schlichting.
They started out with resonators assembled mainly from glass parts received from
Taleyarkhan’s Purdue team and continued building their own resonators of vary-
ing shapes. Their SF experiments targeted both neutron and tritium detection and
encompassed several experimental campaigns employing different resonators. For
cavitation nucleation a Pu-Be neutron source was available at the Gaerttner Lab,
but there was also the large, accelerator-driven pulsed neutron source at the heart of
the lab. The SF experiments for the neutron beam-nucleated setups were located in
the flight station along the neutron beam lines closest to the neutron source which
was at a distance of 25 m. With the Pu-Be-nucleated setups Saglime et al. were
seeking the neutron and tritium signatures of SF. The beam-nucleated setup was
used only for the purpose of gathering fusion neutron data because of the high costs

32Naranjo’s paper does not literally raise an allegation of fraud, but to the informed reader the
implication is straightforward, as any (isotope-based) fake neutron source or it’s shielding would
have to change place during demonstrations when switching between SF and control experiments.

33By his vita William Bugg can be described as experienced visitor with particular expertise in
particle and radiation detection. He is a senior experimental physicist in the field of high energy
physics and long-term associate of Standford’s SLAC facility.
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related to hour-long accelerator beam operation. In their reports [250, 252, 390]
the RPI team concluded on not having observed any statistically significant traces
of SF. As notable differences between the ORNL setup and their’s they listed the
pulsed neutron source, the acoustic resonators, and the electrical equipment.

However, there is one part of the data analysis in which the negative conclu-
sion was not drawn in a straightforward manner. It is a tritium level measurement
plot from three long-term runs with the Pu-Be source and deuterated acetone: one
10-hour run, one 24-hour run, one 24-hour run without cavitation. The three cor-
responding samples were compared in their radioactivity with a fourth fresh sample
of working liquid. This plot34 indicates an elevated level of accumulated tritium
with respect to the two control samples which would be statistically significant if
judged only by Poisson statistics. For the 24-hour run the significance level would be
about six standard deviations. Furthermore, the time-dependence of the radiation
build-up looks to be not far from linear. However, the authors of [250, 390] added a
second analysis and took into account an additional existing source of error, namely
the precision error on taking small samples of 1 ml of acetone by means of a pipette.
In the second analysis the increase in tritium was not statistically significant any
more.

Later, Saglime et al. repeated the same tritium build-up experiment, this time
verifying the mass of the extracted liquid samples with a precision balance. The
result of the data analysis then yielded a negative result with more clarity [393].35
More details on the SF-related work at RPI can be found below in section 1.5 (p.
33) and in appendix I.

1.4.4 Summarising the status of the condition of verification and
replication of the SF experiment according to Taleyarkhan
et al.

One can say that given the history of publications and replication trials outlined
above, the situation allows some room for interpretation. A sceptical reading of the
facts could be summarised as: the only positive published results come either from
experiments conducted directly in Taleyarkhan’s laboratories and with his equip-
ment (Forringer et al.) or from a group within the same department of the same
university with significant overlaps and relationships in persons and lab infrastruc-
ture (Xu et al.). Several other replication trials have yielded nil results, including
completely independent ones. Thus, one cannot say that there has been a com-
pletely independent successful replication of sonofusion based on acoustic cavitation
in organic liquids since Taleyarkhan et al..

However, the basis of facts also allows an extended interpretation: there have
been too few replication trials and some of these few are tainted by surrounding
issues or even severe flaws such as the flawed resonator setup at UCLA. Therefore,
the current status holds room for ambiguity and is unsatisfactory, so that further
replication trials of high quality remain desirable, in particular because the physics

34figure 67 on page 92 in [390] or figure 37 on page 51 in [250]
35This data from the later part of the SF experiment campaign of Saglime et al. was never

published.
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of SF is interesting (i. e. extreme energy concentration and SF as quantitative probe)
while the experimental setup itself is rather simple and relatively inexpensive.

1.5 Research on sonofusion and cavitation resonators
by Lahey, Block, Danon, Saglime, Cancelos et al.
at RPI

Two of Taleyarkhan’s co-authors of [458], Richard T. Lahey Jr., and Robert C.
Block, as members of the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (RPI, Troy, NY, USA),
saw the chance to take advantage of RPI’s nuclear physics infrastructure for staging
re-trials of the SF experiment with a high degree of independence from the labs at
ORNL and Purdue. As previously discussed, the Gaerttner Laboratory at RPI hosts
a linear accelerator, the RPI Linac. The Linac offers a special working mode as a
pulsed neutron source when placing the right target materials in the electron beam
suitable for maximising the output of so-called photoneutrons36. The possibility
to move an experimental setup into the beamline of one of the available outgoing
neutron flight tubes is one of the main benefits. As in any other nuclear lab small
mobile radiation sources are also available for instrumentation setup and calibration
purposes, among them a Pu-Be neutron source. The RPI work before 2007 can be
divided into two blocks. In a first phase replications of the SF experiment were
directly attempted by Saglime et al.. As these efforts brought about no positive
results, they were followed by a second phase of investigating and designing acoustic
resonator setups. At that stage the goals were to make the performance of the old-
style resonators more reliable and to come up with a new more robust design which
can be assembled from machined parts. As part of this introductory chapter, the
following paragraphs will serve as a short outline of the prior RPI-based SF research
activity. Complementary and more detailed documentation materials are added in
appendix I.

SF replication trials

The SF research at RPI started out with straightforward attempts at replicating the
ORNL SF experiments. The RPI team even received used resonators and resonator
parts from Taleyarkhan’s new Purdue team. Going out from there, a collection of
own resonators was manufactured (see the list in appendix I.4). With at least two
of them SF trials were conducted by Saglime et al. [250, 252, 390]. Concerning
neutrons, these SF trials followed the same pattern as described in [325, 458]. Cav-
itation was repeatedly switched on and off and the data from many on-off recording
period pairs were collected in cumulative count statistics which made the experiment
robust against long-term drift of experimental conditions. Control experiments with
natural acetone were conducted for comparison against the data from deuterated
acetone. The RPI team could not find any significant neutron signature of SF.

As running the RPI Linac is much more costly than using a small-scale PNG (as
done at ORNL), SF runs for collecting tritium data were conducted with the Pu-Be

36Appendix G.3 explains in basic terms what photoneutrons are.
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neutron source for cavitation nucleation instead. Indeed, there seems to be a clearly
visible positive SF signature in the data published in [390]. But this signature was
determined as insignificant after having taken into account the possible error on the
sizes of the liquid samples. The (unpublished) repetition of the experiment with
an added step of measuring the acetone sample sizes on a precision balance yielded
negative results with more clarity [393].

Development of resonator design

The RPI team built a series of resonators of which several exemplars can be seen in
figure I.5 (p. 292) in the appendix. These resonators can be classified into variations
of the old West-Howlett style and the new design with H-shaped liquid domain cross
sections introduced by S. Cancelos [69]. Schematics can be seen in figure 1.5.

Figure 1.5 Schematics of resonator designs examined at RPI
The RPI team examined acoustic resonators of the West-Howlett design [505] (upper row) and an alternative
design with H-shaped fluid domain cross sections developed by Cancelos [69]. With only one horizontal
nozzle for degassing in the upper head and the latter being glued by silicone to the main section, refilling
the resonator required cutting up and remaking of the silicone bead. The introduction of the bolt-clamped
aluminium flange had the purpose to alleviate this situation. The new design with an H-shaped cross section
of the liquid domain was constructed so that one half wavelength of the standing acoustic wave would fit in
horizontally as well as vertically into the main segment of the liquid domain. The H-shape design (d+e) is
a slight complication of the trivial cylinder geometry (c) with the inherent problem of stress concentration
in the edges. The extensions of the cylindrical side wall above and below are to minimise deformation levels
and thus stress, fatigue, and damping at and around the corners.

Going through the old-style resonators in figure I.5 one can see various variations
of assembly techniques, piston and chamber fixations, outlet seals and connections,
and so on. This bears witness of the challenges with respect to assembly integrity,
part positioning, vacuum tightness, and handling procedures. It can be seen that
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different types and positions of piezoelectric transducers have been used for inves-
tigating different vibration modes. On top comes the challenge of drifting working
conditions, in particular a drifting resonance frequency which has been attributed
to temperature effects and the steady shrinking of the acetone content in the test
section due to evaporation. Whereas in the ORNL experiments for [458] the ex-
perimenters had to keep the resonator in tune manually, a LabVIEW® code was
developed at RPI to periodically adjust the driving frequency to the resonator’s
drifting resonance frequency. There are basically two useful measures for the quality
of the resonator and the momentary working point: the sound pressure gain, i. e.
the achieved sound pressure amplitude divided by the driving voltage, and the rate
of bubble bursts per second. Enlarging the amplitude of the standing acoustic wave
enlarges both the time window and the size of the area where the tension in the liq-
uid breaches the threshold for radiation-induced bubble nucleation, this is how the
two measures are coupled. However, as the sound field-perturbing and cavitation-
inducing hydrophone can only be used during characterisation experiments at low
amplitudes, the bubble burst rate becomes the only relevant performance measure
during SF runs.

If resonator performance changes from resonator to resonator and for one single
resonator from hour to hour it has important consequences:

• It is detrimental for measurement campaigns. If evaporation of the working
liquid limits the time span of single experiments, and if refilling requires cham-
ber opening and re-sealing which entails even further performance jumps, then
the negative impact is even more severe.

• If “cavitation-on” neutron statistics are to be compared with “cavitation-off”
statistics, statistical significance can much faster be reached if the influence
of the working condition drift is systematically eliminated by cumulating data
from many repeated pairs of cavitation-on and cavitation-off runs.

• Even if positive SF signatures were resulting from single experiments, how use-
ful is that? Given the in-house reproducibility limits experienced by one team
of experimenters, it must be extrapolated that the reproducibility challenges
existing for any independent team involving different glassblowers and peo-
ple assembling the parts and conducting the experiments will be much, much
higher, particularly if all are newcomers to this type of experiment which would
be the precondition for independent verifications.

Therefore, the efforts of the RPI team began to focus on better reproducible and
more robust resonator design.

New resonator designs by S. Cancelos

An acoustic resonator design was developed at RPI by S. Cancelos. It has an H-
shaped fluid domain cross section and is depicted in the lower row of figure 1.5. Four
versions were built: two larger ones for cavitation in water at around 14 kHz (for
use in biophysics research) and two smaller ones for cavitation in acetone at around
20 kHz. Of each pair one test section was made wholly of glass while the other one
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consisted of a glass cylinder segment with glued-on aluminium flanges and bolted
end caps. Cancelos used the larger all-glass resonator for validating FEM analyses
and the aluminium flange version for cavitation runs with water. The resonator
achieved the required cavitation rate with a driving voltage of 40 V while dissipating
6 W of electric power.

This resonator design had several advantages. Both the all-glass and the flange-
equipped version can be assembled from segments of industrially produced glass
tubes and plates and precision-machined metal parts. There is no free liquid surface
inside the resonator volume any more and the connecting tubes can stay filled with
acetone during operation. Thus, an important source of drift in acoustic properties
for previous designs was eliminated. Lastly, the nozzles can be placed at the highest
and lowest point of the resonator’s inner volume where they allow remote chamber
filling without residual gas bubbles. At the same time these locations minimise the
acoustic coupling to the connected tubing.

As small size variant for cavitation in acetone the all-glass version was built
first. It exhibited a very high Q-factor [393] but early on during characterisation
measurements and cavitation trials the glass cracked due to fatigue around the top
rim where the wall curvature was large and deformation levels, too. A version with
aluminium flanges and end caps had been built but was not used.

1.6 Research on sonofusion and cavitation resonators
by Lahey, Malouin, Stokmaier et al. at RPI & KIT

In 2007 a collaboration began between RPI and KIT in which this author travelled
to RPI to take part in renewed experimental efforts together with Bernard A. Mal-
ouin, and supervised by Richard T. Lahey Jr., with the goal of conducting new SF
experiments. It was intended to start with the small version of Cancelos’ resonator
design with the aluminium end caps as it had reliably enabled sufficient cavitation in
water. An exemplar had already been built previously, it is the resonator labelled No

8 according to the listing in appendix I.4. However, it turned out that the resonator
exhibited such a high damping rate that it was rendered unsuitable for cavitation
runs within the existing infrastructure. It required driving voltage amplitudes near
1 kV in order to yield decent cavitation rates in the presence of the Pu-Be source.
The system of electronics and transducer turned nonlinear at that point which be-
came visible through large anharmonicities in oscilloscope traces. At the same time
the energy dissipation became too large for being handled by the cooling system
based on cold air fanned towards the resonator, it heated up and by consequence
the cavitation bubble bursts turned into mere boiling of the liquid. The resonator’s
temperature and boiling would decay slowly after switching off the acoustic drive.
The measured electrical power input at elevated driving voltages (but still far below
the cavitation threshold) is plotted in figure 1.6. It is no surprise then that this res-
onator also exhibits a low Q-factor. Q values inferred from recorded characterisation
data range from 15 to 60 (see tables O.2 & O.3, pages 373 & 378).
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Figure 1.6 Resonator No 8: power dissipation at elevated driving voltage.
This plot shows the dissipated power over the frequency for two settings far below the cavitation threshold.
While the peak driving voltage increased by a factor of 2.1 from the grey to the black dataset corresponding
to driving voltage amplitude peaks of 159 and 333 V, respectively, the dissipated power grew by a factor of
7.7 (from 2.3 to 18.1 W). Another doubling of the driving voltage would be needed to breach the cavitation
threshold of −7 bar from there, so extrapolation would imply ∼ 150 W heat generation. This means that
during cavitation runs this resonator produces a heat load of the same order of magnitude as a light bulb.

Further advancing the project with simulation-aided design concept de-
velopment

At that point it was decided that the best way to progress the SF project would
be to try to answer the question of what made one resonator good and the other
one perform badly, and to pursue that goal with a combined effort of improved
resonator characterisation measurements conducted at the Linac lab at RPI together
with improved FEM simulations which could be benchmarked against and calibrated
with the collected measurement data.

The following experimental campaign included a thorough investigation of the
test section exhibiting the most symmetric shape among the existing resonators
of the conventional design. The one with the most evenly shaped glass assembly
parts and silicone glue connections was chosen because one could expect the closest
match between the 3D reality and a 2D FE model. As a second resonator to be
examined, the underperforming new flange-equipped resonator was selected. The
data collected came from a hydrophone positioned along the central axis in the
liquid inside the resonator, from pill microphones fixed on the outer glass surface,
from current and voltage signals picked up on the transducer supply lines, and from
a needle with magnet-coil transducer able to scan the displacement of the glass
surface. Providing the displacement signal was one innovation, the other principal
improvement consisted in the establishment of complete 2D maps of amplitude and
phase signals over the axes frequency and vertical position for both the hydrophone
and the displacement data. The difference in damping ratios and mode shapes
between the two resonator designs became clearly evident, and a data library was
compiled which would be very suitable for benchmarking FEM simulations. The
results of that measurement campaign are added as context to this thesis in appendix
O.

A first 2D-axis-symmetric FEM model was created for the benchmarking case
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of the opened conventional resonator with the hydrophone in place. The FEM
software suite ANSYS® (Classic/APDL) was chosen because it offered at the same
time comfortable parametrised geometry generation and the inclusion of the physics
of the piezoelectric ceramic forming the transducer. With repeated simulations
and a varying hydrophone position an equivalent pressure map was compiled to
be compared with its experimental twin, and based on dedicated postprocessing
the same comparison was enabled for the displacement maps. These comparisons
showed that the model was indeed able to reproduce the feature-rich pressure and
displacement maps qualitatively, in that the main mode shapes appeared and were
in the right sequence, although the situation was still far from a perfect match. That
a perfect match can in fact not be expected in this case becomes clear when taking
into account the insights which were gained during subsequent simulations.

The next investigated geometry was that of the same resonator in its closed
setup corresponding to SF trials with the upper piston and the top head in place
instead of the hydrophone. A sensitivity study of 91 simulations varying 15 geometry
parameters in 7 steps revealed that there are many parameters which have a great
influence on the pressure map and that for some parameters fractions of millimetres
are decisive. How the dimension deviations impact on the peak sound pressure is
shown in figure 1.7. This means that no tight match can be expected for any FEM
model outputs unless a tight match is made available on the side of the geometry
base, either by e. g. going out from a 3D tomography image of a resonator represented
by a 3D FE mesh or else by transitioning to resonators manufactured with tightly
controlled tolerances. The results of the FEM model analyses of SF resonators are
compiled in appendix Q. The corresponding theoretical basis is outlined in appendix
chapters J (transducers) and K (finite element method).

The refined experimental resonator characterisations in conjunction with the
thorough examination of the FEM model yielded two crucial insights, namely that
unsystematic design trials will turn resonator construction into a game of luck, and
secondly, that any different design ideas can only be usefully compared after thor-
oughly parameter-tuning each one.

Firstly, on the challenge of constructing a good resonator one can conclude that if
one experiments unsystematically with assembly part shapes and proportions (e. g.
piston shapes and positions), it is quite improbable to achieve a resonator with
outstanding performance where all masses, stiffnesses, and dimensions fit perfectly
well to achieve nearly the highest possible sound pressure gain and Q-factor. With
a good resonator there will be reserves available: as thought experiment we can
imagine the acetone level dropping below the ideal range due to evaporation; within
limits (given by the electronics and the cooling system) it will always be possible
to compensate for a loss in pressure gain by cranking up the driving voltage for
restoring a relevant performance measure as the bubble burst rate. But as soon as
resonators are assembled in a way so that masses, stiffnesses, and dimensions do not
fit very well, it may be the case that even elevated driving voltages will not be able
to produce a desirable sound field. It has to be kept in mind that the sound field not
only has to fulfil a requirement in terms of peak amplitude because there are also
requirements in terms of the sound field topology which should enable the spherical
collapse of bubble clusters and prevent cavitation near the walls.
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Figure 1.7 Sensitivity study of the West-Howlett resonator
The results of a senstivity study are visualised where 15 parameters were each increased and decreased
by three steps. The step sizes for the parameters reflected ad hoc assumptions of the manufacturing and
assembly tolerances. The investigated response is the peak sound pressure amplitude found along the central
axis in the main liquid volume bwetween upper and lower piston. The initial 91 forced harmonic frequency
sweeps were limited to the range from 20 to 22 kHz, the frequency space covered by the examined resonance.
In order to avoid inaccuracies in the peak measurements due to the discretisation of the frequency axis, a
set of finely resolved secondary frequency sweeps centred around the found resonance frequencies was added.
The above histogram lists the design parameters (their meaning can be inferred from figure 5.2, p. 128)
along the horizontal axis and the percentage change of the pressure amplitude peaks on the vertical axis.
The effect of decreasing a geometry parameter in three steps is visualised in the left block of bars, the effect
of increasing steps in the right block. The colours blue, green, and brown represent the first, second, and
third step in each direction. The inset illustrates the situation for the parameter gap by marking the values
taken for the bar chart in a finer resolution variation sequence. The histogram shows that a majority of the
parameters has a great impact on the sound pressure amplitude peak found within the examined frequency
band.
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The question of how much luck needs to be involved in order to produce a well-
performing resonator (as may have happened at ORNL) can also be seen under a
slightly different angle when considering that science needs independent verifications
or falsifications to proceed. Any description of resonator construction and handling
must be transferable from one team to another. If a recipe leads to a 30 % success
rate in one team but only to 5 % success rate when passed along to a different team,
then the situation is clearly sub-optimal.

Consequently, the basic goal of the collaborative efforts of the RPI and KIT teams
became the design of a new well-performing and robust acoustic resonator. Here,
the second insight from the sensitivity study became important, which was that two
designs can only be compared after thorough parameter-tuning. The sound pressure
maps, where resonances shift, where pressure antinodes rise and fall when design
parameters are varied, revealed that the parameter-tuning for achieving maximal
sound pressure gains represents a challenging optimisation problem because of the
number of parameters involved and the fact that there are many local optima. As
multiple design ideas and setup variants (e. g. switching between glass, aluminium,
and steel for selected components) were to be examined using the FEM model, an
automatic design optimisation routine was sought and a solution to the problem
found in evolutionary algorithms (EA) employed as global search routines.

A preliminary decision to explore an approach of EA-based design optimisation
yielded a decisive proof of concept. The FE model of the highly sensitive West-
Howlett resonator was first optimised manually consuming a budget of two to three
thousand forced-harmonic FEM simulations yielding a setup achieving a sound pres-
sure of 22 bar. In comparison, a simple ad hoc implementation of a hybrid EA was
able to achieve a sound pressure amplitude of 27 bar based on three optimisation
runs with an overall budget of around 9000 solver calls. The simulation budget in-
crease pales as a contra argument when compared to the reduction in human effort
and the workflow speed-up realised when EA optimisation runs requiring little at-
tention replace weeks of scripting, data, analysis, discussion, and decision making.
After the first EA trials provided such a clear proof of concept, a plan was made
to advance the sonofusion topic by proposing and investigating improved resonator
designs based on a framework of automated EA optimisation of FE models.

The following chapters are to explain how the task of proposing new resonator
concepts has been undertaken, they describe the resonator design problem, the com-
prehensive global and local optimisation approach, and, at the end, new design
suggestions. Not only these final design instances, rather the whole resonator anal-
ysis, design, and optimisation approach is intended as a contribution to advance the
science of sonofusion.

1.7 Summarising the status of SF research
Sonoluminescence is a very interesting phenomenon to study because of the extreme
degree of energy concentration and the highly transient nature. Sonofusion would be
a new relatively low-tech way to achieve controlled thermonuclear fusion reactions,
and SF neutrons would represent a new and quantitatively precise probe into SL
plasmas (motivation in terms of fundamental research). Whether SF could become
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as interesting as other fusion techniques to be examined as a suitable way for energy
harvesting is at this point not at all answerable37 (motivation in terms of energy-
related applied research). But given the principal low-tech nature of SL experiments
and the conceptual simplicity of SF detection, it is definitely worthwhile to pursue
the next steps from SL towards SF as long as there is no general acceptance of
principally unsurmountable hurdles. This line of thought is reflected in SF-related
research projects which are undertaken at this moment, e. g. by the company Burst
Laboratories38 which counts several of the world’s leading SL researchers among its
associates.

Experimental SL setups exist in many variations, e. g. SBSL, MBSL, aquæous
or non-aquæous liquids, pressure waves in resonance or pulsed, and several routes
are being followed to drive SL plasma to fusion conditions. However, the setup
of Taleyarkhan et al. is the only one of which several published claims of observed
fusion already exist. A plausibility backing exists as well in the form of the theo-
retical work of Nigmatulin et al. describing in detail important unique features of
spherical bubble cluster implosions in chilled degassed acetone. The main problem
of this branch of sonofusion research is its history which went from a short initial
hype directly into oblivion. This awareness and status decay within the research
community may be partially rooted in science-irrelevant surrounding facts ranging
from US congressional politics down to the pettiness of competing research groups.
Certainly it has a lot to do with the very science-relevant status of the condition of
general independent verifiability which can be seen as ambiguous upon close look,
but is simply negative when counting primarily peer-reviewed published texts and
applying a strict and conservative judgement. Therefore, the current situation of
this branch of SF research can be described as being in an unfortunate stall, whereby
sound and independent replications of the experiment would be highly desirable in
order to clear the ambiguity of the verification status.

1.8 A shift in focus and proposing a way forward

This dissertation intends to advance the stalled discussion by shedding new light
onto the technical issues of the employed SF resonator designs. From such seeming
details as

• the history of resonators investigated by the RPI team and their inconsistent
performance,

• Ross Tessien abandoning this resonator technology after serious trials (being
quoted with “It’s a nightmare to run it, and it breaks”),

37Although it may be too early for answers, yet it is still possible to add key thoughts. On the
contra side it can be reminded that as long as the working liquid has to be kept cooler than ambient
temperature thermodynamics prevents efficient energy harvesting. On the pro side it can be said
that standing wave patterns can be scaled up to form regular patterns (multiplication of active
sites) and that liquid metals as working liquids have the advantage of combining high density with
low vapour pressure and offer a way towards higher temperatures.

38Burst Laboratories Inc., Grass Valley, CA (USA), URL: http://www.burstlabs.com/
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• the fact that only a small fraction of many resonators perused by Taleyarkhan
et al. actually led to positive SF data [253], and

• the fact that overall only few SF demonstrations by Taleyarkhan et al. were
documented, a sequence which unfortunately stopped several years ago,

and from the preceding RPI-KIT project of resonator characterisation and modelling
it may be extrapolated that the difficult reproducibility of well-performing resonators
may be a crucial factor, and a largely overlooked one as well. If this was the case and
the stalling situation were to a significant part attributable to a severe reproducibility
problem of the employed resonator design, then the proposition of improved design
concepts would be a desirable key contribution to advance the field of SF research.

Finally, it can be stated in brief: the working hypothesis is that the resonator
design having been used by Taleyarkhan et al. is too sensitive and affected by a se-
vere reproducibility issue. On this basis an attempt to provide improved resonator
designs and a design methodology is being made. After backing the working hy-
pothesis by a resonator sensitivity study based on FEM simulations (documented
in appendix Q) this attempt consists in proposing a simulation-aided resonator de-
sign methodology involving performant evolutionary global search algorithms and
presenting exemplary optimised resonator designs.

1.9 Short description of chapters and appendices

1.9.1 Main body chapters

This thesis and project documentation consists of a relatively tight main part and
an additional compound of appendix chapters. The topic structure of the four main
chapters is the following:

• Chapter 2 outlines the task of designing liquid-filled acoustic resonators for SF
experiments from the bottom up, from the fundamental physical requirements
for the sound field to the demands arising from a real-world laboratory situa-
tion. It concludes with rephrasing a central part of the engineering task as a
function minimisation problem.

• After briefly outlining the principles of evolutionary algorithms chapter 3
presents the development and benchmarking of the newly developed hybrid
EA.

• In order to turn an engineering problem into a function minimisation problem,
a design evaluation routine is needed which postprocesses simulation outputs
and serves as a fitness function associating each solution candidate with a scalar
quality measure. Chapter 4 describes the logic behind the different fitness
evaluation routines employed during EA optimisations of SF resonators.

• Finally, chapter 5 presents the geometries proposed here for improving the
basis of SF experiments. It consists of a compilation of EA optimisation case
studies. The case studies highlight technical aspects, methodological ques-
tions, and the properties of the optimised resonator setups. Some of the case
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studies illustrate general challenges arising when applying EAs to real-world
optimisation problems.

Due to their methodological focus chapters 3, 4, and conditionally 5 may find the
interest of a more general readership whereas the other chapters of the main section
belong to the topic of SF. Readers purely interested in the discussion of SF and
resonators can leave out chapters 3 and 4.

1.9.2 Appendix chapters

The compound of appendix chapters has three purposes. Firstly, one aim is to
supply some context allowing an easy and quick access to the topic and literature
of sonofusion for interested readers. SF experiments represent a region of overlap
of the topics of nuclear physics, nuclear instrumentation, the thermodynamics of
liquids, vapours, gasses, and plasmas, and finally acoustics, structural mechanics,
and electrical engineering. The inconclusive state of affairs after several replication
trials by scattered teams around experts of sonoluminescence or nuclear engineering
may perhaps be interpreted as a consequence of the difficulty of illuminating all the
multi-physical aspects of the phenomenon with expert understanding at the same
time.

The second purpose is to supply beneficial background knowledge for prospective
applicants of EA-based optimisation workflows to various optimisation problems in
research, engineering, or industry. Educated users can make better decisions on
choosing and modifying algorithms, and effective users of global optimisation work-
flows can speed up their cycle of numerical experiment, analysis, and understanding.
The minimisation of computational budgets through intelligent algorithm choices al-
lows to achieve a further speed-up.

The third purpose is to document the technical aspects and main results of the
RPI-KIT collaborative work on sonofusion which included an experimental cam-
paign of resonator characterisation and the development and investigation of FEM
simulations.

In terms of topic relations an appendix chapter group listing can be made in the
following way:

• Overlapping disciplines – introduction: A

• Overlapping disciplines – physics of fluids: C, H

• Overlapping disciplines – plasma & nuclear physics: B, E, F, G

• Overlapping disciplines – electromechanical transducers: J, K, N

• FEM simulations of liquid-filled resonators: K, Q, R

• RPI & RPI-KIT SF-related activity documentation: D, I, O, P, Q, R, S

• Evolutionary algorithms: T, U, V
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Furthermore, the appendix chapters can be divided into a first block (A-N)
serving the function of a comprehensive literature and situation review and a second
block (O-W) serving a documentary function with respect to the cooperative RPI-
KIT contributions on the topic of SF.

Lists of symbols and abbreviations

List of Latin quantity symbols

Symbol Description
a acceleration
c speed of sound/light
E energy
F force
I current
M Mach number
m mass
N count number
p pressure
Q quality (“pointedness” of a resonance peak)
R radius
T temperature
U voltage
v velocity

List of Greek quantity symbols

Symbol Description
σ surface tension; standard deviation

List of particle symbols

Symbol Particle
D deuteron = p+ n
e−, e+ electron, positron
p proton
n neutron
νe, ν̄e electron neutrino, electron antineutrino
T triton = p+ 2n
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List of abbreviations
Abbreviation Description
AFTEC Acoustic Fusion Technology Energy Consortium
AICF acoustic inertial confinement fusion
APDL Ansys Parametric Design Language
BBC British Broadcasting Corporation
CFR cavitation fusion reactor
CV coefficient of variance
DARPA Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
EA evolutionary algorithm
FE,FEM finite element (method)
HBT Hanbury-Brown Twiss
IKET Institute for Nuclear and Energy Technologies (Institut für Kern-

und Energietechnik)
KIT Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (Karlsruher Institut für

Technologie)
LS liquid scintillator
MBSL multi-bubble sonoluminescence
MD molecular dynamics
NED Nuclear Engineering and Design (journal)
NURETH International Topical Meeting on Nuclear Reactor Thermal

Hydraulics (conference)
ORNL Oak Ridge National Laboratory
PM,PMT photon multiplier (tube)
PNG pulsed neutron generator
PSD pulse shape discrimination
QED quantum electrodynamics
RP Rayleigh-Plesset
RPI Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
SBSL single-bubble sonoluminescence
SF sonofusion
SL sonoluminescence
SLAC Stanford Linear Accelerator Center
TCSPC time-correlated single photon counting
UCLA University of California, Los Angeles
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Chapter 2

The sonofusion resonator design
problem

Before thinking about modified or alternative SF resonator designs, this
chapter lays out a systematic analysis of the SF resonator design problem.
On the one hand the requirements for the functioning of a cavitation-
enabling acoustic resonator are discussed on a fundamental level. On the
other hand the list of requirements is made comprehensive by incorpo-
rating lessons learnt from past SF experiments. The main function of the
chapter is the ordering of thoughts leading to new SF resonator design
proposals. Another purpose is to lay the foundation which will later al-
low the discussion and judgement of detrimental and beneficial objective
function variants.

The reproducibility issue of the acoustic resonators of the type used by Tale-
yarkhan et al. arises from the conflict between the sensitivity of the design and the
large tolerances being associated with the manual work steps in the manufacturing
process such as glassblowing or assembly without precision gauges (holding frames,
jigs). The resolution of the reproducibility issue can be found either by identifying a
more robust (less sensitive) design or by transitioning to other manufacturing tech-
niques with well controlled tolerances. In principal, robustness evaluations require
lots of design variation evaluations as soon as one intends to go beyond local gradi-
ent measurements. Optimisation strategies with repeated intermittent sensitivity or
robustness evaluations will always involve substantially elevated computational bud-
gets as compared to pursuing straightforward optimisation approaches. The even
larger problem is the principal uncertainty at the outset whether substantially more
robust design points with equal or better performance than the reference case can
be found at all. Thus, design ideas allowing different manufacturing techniques were
pursued.

Glassblowing is an ideal technique for producing hollow shapes. In the acoustic
resonator design of C. West and R. Howlett adapted for SF trials by Taleyarkhan
et al. hollow structures are used for the main section as well as for the pistons. Due
to the elasticity of glass these forms offer vibration mode shapes with vast areas
of large normal displacement amplitudes which is crucial when serving as boundary
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conditions for the fluid domain of an acoustic resonator. Classic precision machining
techniques are much less suitable for creating closed or almost closed hollow shapes.
When intending to suggest equally performing resonator designs based on precision-
machined parts (of glass or metal) the difficulty lies in negotiating different goals,
namely:

• that resonator parts must be assembled to form a closed volume,

• that the resonator structure be flexible but not prone to breakage or dissipation-
induced heating,

• that neither glued assembly bonds nor tubing connections introduce excessive
levels of damping or an excessive risk of breakage, and

• that acoustic modes with a desirable sound field topology can be established.

In a practical resonator design structural shapes, manufacturing techniques, and
easy assembly are required, but for a well-performing resonator the requirements
are much higher. In a high-quality resonator the motion patterns, masses, and
stiffnesses have to fit together perfectly which involves not only the outer structure,
but also the inner fluid volume and the coupling properties. This is why the resonator
design problem consists of two parts, the actual design problem and the subsequent
proportion tuning task. The following chapter serves to lay out both these tasks in
a fundamental way.

2.1 Requirements of a functional and reproducible res-
onator

With the intention of writing down a bottom-up list of requirements for a well-
performing resonator design, let us begin with the basic relationship between the
shape and possible standing sound waves in a fluid volume. The equation describing
acoustic waves is the same in a gas or liquid, but let’s focus our imagination on a
liquid because it can bear states of tension. Unlike a gas it can store energy through
both compression and tension which is in fact the case in resonators used in the
past for SL or SF experiments. A spherical drop of liquid hovering freely in zero
gravity1 and oscillating in one of its eigenmodes is in theory the best SF resonator
because it is wrapped in a zero pressure amplitude boundary condition (BC) all
around. In the fundamental eigenmode all motion is in the radial direction and
with an amplitude decreasing towards the centre. The zero pressure amplitude and
maximum displacement BC on the bubble surface is mirrored by a zero displacement
and maximum pressure amplitude condition in the centre. Closest to that in an
earth-bound lab setup comes a thin-walled spherical glass flask filled with liquid
and excited to oscillate in the fundamental radial mode, as symbolically sketched in
figure 2.1.

1Shock waves and cavity implosions in a spherical drop of water floating in zero gravity are
actually possible, see [331] and http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zpkVN64GIt4.
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Figure 2.1 Ideal geometries of the liquid domain
The simplest case of a standing pressure wave encountered in everyday life is probably the organ pipe or
flute. The longitudinal standing wave inside represents a 1D problem. The first three pressure eigenmodes
of the labial pipe (flue pipe) are depicted on the left. The pipe has two open ends determining the location of
pressure nodes (motion antinodes) [38]. Inside the pipe N pressure antinodes (motion nodes) can be located.
If a spherical droplet of liquid or a ball of elastic material is excited to oscillate in its fundamental radial
eigenmode, then there is a pressure node all across its free surface and a motion node in its very centre.
This means the largest radial displacement amplitude is found at the surface. Containing a spherical volume
of liquid in a glass flask, its radial modes can be excited if the flask wall can be put into contraction and
expansion motion (see centre sketch). The length of the arrows symbolises the motion amplitude decreasing
towards the centre. Ideally, the glass wall should be as thin as possible in order to influence the eigenmode
of the fluid as little as possible, the glass surface should be covered homogeneously with tiny piezoelectric
transducer rings letting the glass layer contract like a skin; and the nozzle should be small. But already very
simple setups with two transducer rings glued on a common laboratory flask allow to create sonoluminescence
in water [501] even though the symmetry is not perfect and flat transducer rings have to be glued onto the
curved surface. The next step towards a resonator with easier controllable part machining and assembly
techniques is to use a segment of an industrially manufactured glass tube the ends of which are sealed with
flat plates. The coupling to the transducer becomes easier as flat piezo rings can then be glued onto flat end
plates [370] or hollow cylinders around the glass tube, in both cases with a homogeneous glue layer thickness.
Moreover, the transducer does not further reduce the symmetry. However, large bending at the edges is
unavoidable and must be dealt with because side walls and end plates have to move in- and outwards in
phase.

As soon as there is a hull of solid material around the liquid, the pressure ampli-
tude generally deviates from zero at the interface. Some forces have to be transmit-
ted so the motion of the solid can excite the motion of the liquid. Secondly, if the
resonance frequency of the hull is not exactly the same as for the liquid’s eigenmode,
forces have to keep the motions in lockstep. This explains why the inner radius of
the glass sphere does not necessarily have to coincide with the radius of a pressure
node and a motion antinode of the targeted eigenmode of the desired fluid volume.
It also explains what the benefits of numerical simulations can be, even in this case
of a trivial geometry, because the approach of analytically matching resonator di-
mensions with sound wavelengths in the liquid is too simplistic. It’s the eigenmodes
of the coupled system of structure and liquid that count.

As noted in figure 2.1, going from spherical to axial symmetry, the next geometry
is that of a cylindrical fluid volume. Also a cylinder-shaped chunk of liquid or elastic
solid can vibrate in its fundamental radial eigenmode. The problem arising for the
structural hull are bending stresses and fatigue at the cylinder edges where the angle
between side wall and end plate has to widen and narrow when all walls move in-
and outwards in phase. Nevertheless, the cylindrical shape is the geometry used in
most lab setups for creating sonoluminescence. Figure 2.2 shows some options of
how to deal with the bending stress problem.
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Figure 2.2 The problem of bending corners in cylindrical resonators
In order to overcome the situation with stress peaks in the corners (a), connections via a sufficiently flexible
glue can be used (b). Sketches (a) & (b) also show the two alternatives of transducer positioning: as a
hollow cylinder glued around the glass cylinder or as a ring on top of it. With the new resonator design (c)
proposed by Cancelos [69] the RPI team was aiming at giving the glass tube segment more way on both ends
for the displacement amplitude to decay, thus reducing bending angles and stress levels (see also resonator
7 in fig. I.5). The structure to the right (d) encloses exactly the same fluid volume as its neighbour and has
the same cylinder wall extensions. It is the variant with bolted aluminium flanges designed by Cancelos.
The metal flanges in conjunction with silicone glue connections between metal and glass are to solve the
problems of excessive stresses and fatigue.

Within the sequence of SF-related projects the RPI team tried options (c) &
(d) (resonators 7 & 8 of in fig. I.5) for building well-performing resonators achieving
high cavitation rates in acetone, but both approaches failed: the all-glass design
cracked due to fatigue, and the aluminium flange design exhibited a low Q-factor in
connection with significant dissipation-induced heating such that the acetone began
to boil during cavitation. The analysis of the design had then been backed up by
FEM simulations dring the RPI-KIT cooperation project (see appendix Q). Trying
to learn from these experiences, the advantages and disadvantages should be listed:

• Resonators of the West-Howlett style: Their advantages are a high Q-
factor and a high sound pressure amplitude. The FEM simulations show that
in the right setup the latter is connected to a displacement amplification mech-
anism along the main glass wall. The great disadvantage is the sensitivity with
respect to component dimensions and the ensuing conflict with the large tol-
erances due to manual glassblowing as the principal manufacturing technique.
Indeed, one must be very lucky to obtain a well-performing resonator. A fur-
ther disadvantage of the existing resonators of that design is the low number of
outlets and that they are only placed on the top. If the top head is connected
by a silicone bead and if this bead has to be cut open for refilling, then the
setup is not reproducible after refilling. If the connection is by flange, then the
resonator cannot be reliably simulated, and the mechanical coupling across the
flange might not be reproducible either.

• Resonators of the Cancelos style (H-formed cross section), all glass:
One design tried at RPI (resonator 7) exhibited a high Q-factor and sound
pressure gain [392] but cracked due to fatigue in the region of high glass wall
curvature at the top rim. Another disadvantage is that the manufacturing
involves relatively complicated glassblowing work.

• Resonators of the Cancelos style (H-formed cross section), with
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flanges and metal pistons: The great advantages of that design are that
all the metal parts can be made with CNC machining, that the glass part can
be cut from an industrially manufactured glass tube, that gauges (setting jigs)
can be used for the assembly by glueing, that small holes can easily be drilled
into the metal end plates and equipped with teflon nozzles, so that enough
nozzles can be placed for filling and draining without opening the resonator,
that the nozzles become an ever smaller perturbation the more massive the
end plates are, and that the flanges make assembly more reproducible. The
great disadvantages are the bad cavitation performance because of too high
damping, dissipation-induced heating, and acetone boiling, and that the bolted
flange connections make it hard to simulate this resonator.

After the learning process consisting on the one hand of the experiments by the
team at RPI who built and used various resonator versions and on the other hand
of the thorough resonator characterisation measurements and FEM simulations of
the RPI-KIT collaboration project, an updated list of general requirements can be
formulated for any new resonator design. These are the primary challenges of the
sonofusion resonator design problem:

• The parts and the whole resonator assembly must be reproducible, a resonator
should deviate in its sound pressure performance only little from what is ex-
pected from a given design based on experience and simulation.

• The resonator needs to create a good sound field. This means the antinode
with the highest sound pressure amplitude has to be located in the central
region. This is where spherical bubble clouds are to appear and implode.
Pressure amplitudes near structural surfaces should be substantially smaller
because cavitation on walls is highly undesired. As the bubble clouds are
desired to collapse due to a spherical implosion front propagating towards the
centre, the central sound pressure antinode should coincide with a motion
node. The pressure and displacement fields in the whole central area should
show spherical symmetry, i. e. the symmetry break due to the outer structure
of the resonator should become negligible in the central region far away from
the walls.

• The structure should vibrate in a manner so there are no points of stress
concentration. Breakage at chamfers and due to fatigue must be avoided.

• The structure should efficiently couple the vibration of the transducer with the
desired oscillation mode of the fluid.

• The resonator should exhibit low damping and a high Q-factor.

• The resonator needs cooling. If the damping ratio is elevated, the resonator
design has to comprise a sufficient cooling concept.

• A sufficient number of outlets and nozzles is required for filling, draining, and
controlling the liquid level during experiment campaigns. Some nozzles should
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be placed where they can serve as outlets for eventually created nonconden-
sible bubbles. The nozzles and connected tubing should not deteriorate the
resonator’s vibration and damping behaviour, they should not act as a bridge
for letting kinetic energy leak out of the vibrating system.

• As experience with the West-Howlett design and its associated FEM simulation
shows, a mechanical amplification of the transducer motion by the structure
can become an important design feature.2

2.2 Comparing resonator designs

A comparison of resonator designs or resonator design concepts has to be primarily
based on the fulfilment of the requirements listed above, but as soon as two designs
fulfil those conditions, the more interesting question of the resonator performance
comes into play. A resonator performs well if the sound pressure amplitude is large,
if the region of largest amplitude is large and spherical, and if the sound pressure
amplitude elsewhere is low, particularly near the walls. A resonator performs well
if it doesn’t require an excessively complicated or large transducer to power it.
A possible straightforward definition of a quality measure is the sound pressure
amplitude per transducer driving voltage, also called the pressure gain. Instead of
the input voltage a similar measure could be based on the input power.

Characteristic measures like the sound pressure amplitude or gain at a given loca-
tion are frequency-dependent numbers which are by definition diverging or peaking
at resonance frequencies. Clearly, a comparison of two resonators by pressure gain
makes only sense if both are tuned to run at resonance. Oscillating systems are
determined by masses and stiffnesses, and variations of masses and stiffnesses can
detune a resonator similarly to a change in excitation frequency. This is the simple
reason why an objective comparison of resonator designs can only be made after
ensuring that all dimensions, masses, stiffnesses are adjusted so that a quality mea-
sure like the pressure gain is maximised for a given resonance mode. This defines
a parameter tuning task, i. e. an optimisation problem. In a practical approach the
range of possible and potentially good solutions can be widened by allowing the
resonance peak to be positioned within a wide frequency band instead of insisting
on a predefined target frequency.

If an objective comparison between resonator designs requires well-tuned, i. e.
optimised, instances of the designs, then the next question is about how to tune a
given design. Looking at the example of organ pipes shows that in this case tuning
means mainly sizing. In a simple SF resonator geometry like a spherical or cylindrical

2The FEM simulations show at least three distinct resonances for the frequency range in ques-
tion. One of them exhibits a strong pressure antinode in the liquid located on the central axis
well above the PZT transducer ring. This location coincides with the descriptions given by Tale-
yarkhan’s group and Saglime (RPI) of the sites where bubble clusters occur. The simulation reveals
a particular feature of this mode shape: the cylindrical glass wall has several radial displacement
nodes and antinodes along the vertical axis, and the next antinode above the transducer has a
much larger amplitude than the antinode directly behind the transducer. Thus one can speak of a
mechanical amplification of the displacement by the vibration mode shape of the glass wall. This
can be seen in plot Q.9 (p. 439) in appendix Q.
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thin-walled glass flask one could try to proceed analoguely by calculating the right
dimensions for a given frequency based on how the liquid’s bulk modulus determines
the connection between wavelengths and frequencies. But as already discussed, the
assumption of an extremely thin-walled flask with negligible influence of the struc-
ture on the oscillation modes might be too simplistic. It is fluid-structure interaction
which has to feed the acoustic field in the liquid with energy from the transducer.
Taking account of the structure will complicate the situation, in particular for ar-
bitrary geometries. This is why simplistic resonator layout calculations will not do
the job. A simulation-based approach of resonator tuning through systematic design
variation can be much more efficient. The immediate next arising question is then
about the characterisation of the resonator optimisation problem and whether it can
or should be addressed by manual or automated algorithmic approaches.

2.3 The finite element model at the basis of resonator
comparisons and optimisations

Finite element (FE3) models of the acoustic resonators have been used in this study
as the main tool to achieve a deepened system understanding by accompanying
the experimental resonator characterisation campaign and by conducting parameter
variation studies. During the RPI-KIT collaboration project several 2D-axis-sym-
metric FE models have been composed in the FEM software suite ANSYS® using the
scripting interface APDL (ANSYS Parametric Design Language) and benefiting from
dedicated sections of the element library for including the properties of piezoelectric
materials which couple the mechanical with the electromagnetic domain. The mod-
elling approach has been benchmarked against older FEM simulations which had
been conducted by Cancelos at RPI [69] and the database resulting from the latest
experimental campaign of transducer and resonator characterisation which was part
of the RPI-KIT collaboration. This work4 was published at several conferences to-
gether with B. A. Malouin, R. T. Lahey Jr., A. G. Class, and T. Schulenberg [433,
435–437]. The models and the investigation results are documented in much more
depth in appendix chapter Q. The key insights which were already mentioned in a
loose anecdotal form in chapter 1.6 can be summarised in the following short fact
list:

• The FE model of the West-Howlett style SF resonator is able to produce a
sound pressure map (amplitude and phase data over frequency and axial po-
sition) which qualitatively matches experimental benchmarking data gathered
by hydrophone.

• The simulations yielded a clear picture of the mode shapes exhibited by this
resonator design and allowed a better understanding than was documented in
previous publications on SF resonators.

3alternative abbreviation: FEM for finite element method
4All experimental work was a collaborative effort shared among B. A. M. and M. J. S. whereas

the FEM simulations were set up and conducted by this author.
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• The resonator performance is very sensitive to a majority of the design param-
eters.

• The extreme pressure gain sensitivity with respect to some key parameters
where fractions of millimetres can make a difference suggests that due to man-
ual glassblowing being involved in the manufacturing process this resonator
design is not reproducible for robust and reliable performance.

• The high degree of sensitivity also suggests that deviations from the axial sym-
metry of the real-world resonator can prevent a perfect match of the pressure
maps from simulation and measurement.

• The design parameters with high sensitivity are coupled because various spatial
dimensions, masses, and stiffnesses have to be matched in order to yield optimal
pressure gain performance.

• In certain cases the resonator wall at some distance away from the transducer
can exhibit a much larger displacement amplitude than found directly behind
the transducer. The mechanical displacement amplification mechanism may
be important for yielding optimal sound pressure fields.

Thus, the shortcomings of the old resonator design and the need for new design con-
cepts was revealed, while at the same time enough information could be gathered
which would allow subjecting the scripted and parametrised FE models to algo-
rithmic blackbox optimisation procedures. The fact that for non-trivial resonator
geometries there exist several resonances within the promising frequency band and
that the resonances shift, grow, and decay as parameters are modified rules out
unsystematic manual tuning approaches.

2.4 Resonator-tuning as an optimisation problem

Resonator tuning means finding a set of design parameters which maximises a re-
sponse function like the acoustic pressure, pressure gain, or a similar derived func-
tion. Such minimisation or maximisation tasks related to a function f(~x) : Rn → R

are in principle search tasks: the search for the highest summit or the deepest valley
is the search for the right spot in the search domain Rn, and whether this search
task is challenging or easy is mainly determined by the dimensionality and topology
of the objective function f(~x).

How hard can the optimisation problem of SF resonator tuning be? The sizing
of a spherical glass flask for a given working liquid while neglecting any outlets or
the transducer would involve only two parameters, the radius and the wall thickness.
However, the consideration of design parameters for the outlets and transducers al-
ready leads to many new design parameters. The transition away from the trivial
geometries of sphere and cylinder towards more complex ones also has the conse-
quence of increased sets of design parameters. The simulations and the sensitivity
study discussed in appendix Q show that among dozens of design parameters a
majority can be expected to play a substantial role.
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After discussing the dimensionality, what can be said about the topology? Keep-
ing the driving voltage amplitude fixed in the FEM simulations, the pressure gain
and the pressure amplitude are two equivalent measures which can be taken as the
primary objective function. The fact that there can be several resonance peaks with
different mode shapes in the investigated frequency interval and that the pressure
peaks rise and fall when parameters are varied means that there are local optima
separated by design space areas representing mediocre design points. As a direct
consequence of this “competition of many resonances” there are many local maxima
of the objective function separated by valleys of worse acoustic pressure performance.
The other way to think of it is that there are many possible combinations of masses
and stiffnesses allowing the assembly of structural parts and the fluid to oscillate
in a mode with a strong pressure amplitude. If a stiffness is changed here, then a
mass needs to be re-tuned there, in order to make an incremental design step with-
out deteriorating the system performance. Due to these correlations, the problem
is nonseparable. And because the resonances interact in various manners, not only
with overlapping and multiplication when one resonance crosses another but also
with repulsion and quenching, because of these properties it is also clear that the
search for the largest acoustic pressure amplitude is not as simple as following the
gradient and a branched structure of ridgelines (shaped like a tree diagram) to the
one global peak.

The investigations of the resonator FE models during the RPI-KIT collaboration
project, in particular the sensitivity study of the pre-optimised West-Howlett style
resonator in the closed SF setup are able to verify this description of the optimisation
problem. The main results are documented in appendix Q. The figures which are
particularly suitable for illustrating the “competition of many resonances” are Q.20
and Q.19.

The sound field quality is not only determined by the pressure gain. A secondary
goal is a low maximal acoustic pressure amplitude along walls. Cavitation near the
walls is undesired as it destroys the desired acoustic field intended to enable the
spherical implosion of bubble clusters. This secondary goal defines a constrained
optimisation problem: maximise the pressure gain while keeping the pressure am-
plitude near walls below a certain threshold. It should be expected that such a
constraint will lead to the rejection of a subset of resonances in a subset of the inves-
tigated search space. A statement whether this makes the optimisation task more
or less challenging can a priori not be made. One way to prevent undesired designs
as the outcome of an optimisation process is to manually impose sufficiently narrow
bounds for the tuning parameters in an optimisation process under tight human
control. This will generally make the scanned portion of the design space smaller
which contradicts the wish to explore diverse design variants as much as possible.

Summarising the task and proposing a solution approach

The characterisation of the optimisation task of SF resonator tuning can be sum-
marised a bit more concisely: when the design parameters are varied, resonances
rise and fall, they shift in frequency, they cross, overlap, and quench each other,
they enter and leave the scanned frequency interval. Therefore, the resulting search
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landscape is multi-dimensional (5-30 parameters to tune), smooth, but it has many
irregularly distributed local optima (i. e. acoustic pressure maxima) separated by val-
leys of various depths. By consequence, the task can be classified as a hard5 global
optimisation problem such as e. g. optimising a spacecraft trajectory including several
swing-by manoeuvres (multiple gravity assist, MGA). A common approach to ad-
dress this class of optimisation problems is the utilisation of evolutionary algorithms
(EA). EAs are stochastic search algorithms which are inspired by the concept of gene
pool improvement through the principle of “survival of the fittest” in combination
with search space exploration based on stochastic operators such as mutation and
recombination operators. Just as biological evolution acts on construction plans
of living beings coded in the four-letter alphabet of DNA and RNA, EAs act on
populations of solution candidates represented by lists of numbers (i. e., vectors) or
symbols (e. g. the binary alphabet of computers or symbols with special meaning in
a construction plan or syntax for generating candidate solutions).

The feasibility of tuning resonator FEM models with EAs

Due to the concepts of randomised global search and information accumulation
within a gene pool EAs run more efficiently the more design variants can be eval-
uated. Computational budgets ranging from several dozens to many thousands of
design variant evaluations are common for EA applications. The investigated SF res-

5Instead of the soft classification “hard” the field of complexity theory offers the sharper clas-
sification “NP-hard”, whereby “NP” stands for “nondeterministic polynomial (time)” [157]. The
term is often mentioned in the context of EA application cases as it is commonly accepted that
NP-hardness implies practical intractability and justifies favouring approximative methods or heuris-
tic approaches over exact and exhaustive algorithms for finding provably optimal solutions. The
description as NP-hard means that the problem in a generalised form requires an algorithm for
its solution for which the computation (time) budget grows at least polynomially with problem
size under the hypothetical assumption of using a nondeterministic computer (“oracle machine”).
This may imply more than polynomial (i. e. exponential) growth with real-world computers. The
necessary definitions and proofs of NP-hardness are mostly restricted to decision problems (answer
is “yes” or “no”; e. g. can a given partially filled Latin square be completed (Sudoku) [90]? is a
given Rubik’s cube pattern solvable in less than k moves [228]?) and they are commonly based on
carefully chosen symbolic problem instance encryptions and a translation of the problem class into
graph theoretical terms [157]. Problems with strongly combinatorial character like scheduling prob-
lems, logic games, and puzzles offer themselves much more straightforwardly in terms of complexity
and intractability analysis as many function optimisation and engineering problems. The problem
of multi-gravity assist trajectory planning was described as NP-hard [486] owing to the fact that the
number of possible paths grows exponentially with the number of celestial bodies [77]. The MGA
problem exhibits a similarity with a magnetic pendulum, a famous example of deterministic chaos,
that – not everywhere in the parameter space, but in many places – tiny trajectory deviations can
lead to completely different final destinations. Bifurcations separate patches in the parameter space,
all points within a patch leading to the same destination. This is because in a swing-by manoeuvre
small variations in the periapsis cause large deviations in the angle of the outgoing branch. By
consequence, combined recipes of branch exploration and local optimisation yield efficient MGA
planning algorithms [487]. Suffice it to say that a two-fold similarity can be observed between MGA
planning and SF resonator design: (a) as the number of celestial bodies drives the amount of MGA
path options, the number of masses, springs, and geometry details drives the number of possible
motion patterns of a vibrating structure, and (b) because of the “competition of resonances” the
resonator tuning task exhibits a patch-wise smooth objective function in the form of pmax where
patch-internal local search means pushing up the pressure peak of a given antinode belonging to a
given mode shape.
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onator FE models are 2D-axis-symmetric FE meshes comprising several thousand
nodes. The frequency response of a resonator is gained through a forced-harmonic
analysis which should in principle cover the relevant frequency interval (several kHz)
with a very fine resolution due to the sharp resonance peaks. Computation time can
be saved by scanning in steps, first coarsely, then with high resolution only in the
most interesting frequency bands. This way a single design evaluation requires only
a few minutes on a contemporary personal computer. With some degree of paral-
lelisation and conducted on an institutional computer cluster the optimisation runs
will take not more than a few days. This means the global optimisation of many FE
model variants is feasible within a time frame of a few months. The next step is the
choice of a suitable optimisation algorithm. The more efficiently the global search
task is handled, the more different geometries and setups can be investigated within
the available time.

Lists of symbols and abbreviations
List of Latin quantity symbols

Symbol Description
N count number
Q quality (“pointedness” of a resonance peak)
R real numbers
~x point in search space, set of design parameters

List of abbreviations
Symbol Particle
APDL Ansys Parametric Design Language
BC boundary condition
CNC computerised numerical control
DNA deoxyribonucleic acid
EA evolutionary algorithm
FE,FEM finite element (method)
MGA multiple gravity assist, a deep space trajectory with swing-by

manoeuvres
NP nondeterministic polynomial
KIT Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (Karlsruher Institut für

Technologie)
RNA ribonucleic acid
RPI Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
PZT lead zirconate titanate (a piezoelectric ceramic)
SF sonofusion
SL sonoluminescence
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Chapter 3

Determining a hybrid EA
scheme for resonator
optimisation

Having made the decision that the challenging resonator optimisation
task is to be addressed by applying evolutionary algorithms (EA) which
rank among state-of-the-art global function minimiser algorithms, the
question is which type of EA is the most suitable. It has been tried
to make an objective decision by composing a telling selection of test
problems and benchmarking some state-of-the-art EAs with it. An own
hybrid EA scheme was added into the contest because the combination of
several fundamental EA concepts promises performance robustness. This
chapter describes the choice of algorithms, the selection of test problems,
the development of the new hybrid EA, the benchmarking methodology,
and the test results.

Optimisation algorithms and in particular EAs have in the past years become
a vivid field of research and development. Many algorithms are documented in the
form of articles, published source code, or open-source collaborative programming
projects. Others are part of proprietary optimisation software packages. The selec-
tion of one or a few algorithms to apply to the problem of interest has to be made
carefully. Even if a large number of simulations can be done easily in the case of the
SF resonator FE model, the total number of carried out optimisation runs will be
very limited as each run will consume hundreds or thousands of evaluations. The
few affordable optimisation runs should be conducted only with the most promising
optimisers.

It is common to evaluate the performance of EAs and other optimisers on de-
dicated libraries of test functions. Test problems are generally not computationally
demanding as to allow many evaluations and the build-up of score histograms within
short time. The EA testbed developed within this project does not only comprise
test problems but also a code library of subroutines for coding EAs in the program-
ming language Python. The initial intention was to be able to evaluate popular EA
concepts neutrally, i. e. not dependent from implementation details. The byproduct
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was the development of a performant hybrid EA.
The following chapter introduces some terminology of the field of EA, describes

the developed hybrid EA, and presents the results of benchmarking it in comparison
with other state-of-the-art EAs on a deliberately chosen collection of test problems.
An additional background and context chapter on the field of EA including more
terminology, basic concept explanations, and also covering some aspects of how
advancements in evolutionary computation (EC) were and are able to deepen our
understanding of the theory of evolution in general can be found by the interested
reader in appendix T.

3.1 EA vocabulary in brief
The basic problem statement which can be addressed with evolutionary algo-
rithms is:

minimise fobj(~x) : Rn → R (3.1)
with xi ∈ [ai, bi], i = 1, ..., n,

where fobj is the objective function (or fitness function) and the intervals [ai, bi] define
the bounds of the search space. Solution vectors are in that context often called
chromosomes. EAs are cyclic algorithms which mutate and update chromosome
populations based on the principle of “survival of the fittest”. A description within
an operator-based conceptual framework can be very efficient and in these words an
EA is a routine generating ever new offspring populations based on the application
of operators with the tasks of selection, mutation, and recombination to a repeatedly
updated parent population. A generic EA can be represented as a small snippet of
pseudo-code:

Algorithm 1: generic generation loop of an EA
P ←− GenerateRandomPopulation(N)
fobj ←− Zeros(N)
while g <= G and not StopCriterion() do

for j ←− 1 to N do
fobj[j]←− Evaluate(P[j])

P ←− SelectionMutationRecombination(P, fobj)

Transferring concepts from biology to applied mathematics: When talk-
ing about optimisation in the context of engineering problems, then the parameters
xi are system inputs or settings whereas a quantity f(~x) is an output ore response
function. In the EA context the vector components xi can be called genes because
they are the meaningful elementary information-carrying entities which are mutated.
Many more terms can be borrowed straightforwardly from biology to make EA de-
scriptions concise and easily understandable. A solution candidate ~x can be called
chromosome. Whereas a gene can be only subject to a mutation operator, a chro-
mosome can be subject to both random mutation or recombination with another
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chromosome. Popular examples of recombination operators are single-point-, two-
point-, and multi-point-crossover ; here, not only the word1 but the whole concept is
borrowed from biology. On the level of populations, terms like gene pool diversity,
selection pressure, or population bottleneck can be usefully carried over into the EA
context with barely any change of meaning.
μ-λ notation: There exists a practical shorthand notation for indicating the

population renewal cycle. In a (µ, λ)-EA λ offspring chromosomes are created from
a parent population comprising µ chromosomes. If µ = λ = 8 then eight offspring
vectors are created based on a parent gene pool of eight chromosomes. To close the
generational loop, the offspring generation is called the new parent population, it
replaces them completely. An example for the case µ 6= λ would be a (4,12)-EA:
here only the four best chromosomes are selected from 12 offspring to form the new
parent population. In the µ-λ notation a “+” sign can be used instead of the comma.
The meaning of the term (4+12)-EA is that 12 offspring are created from 4 parents,
and that the next parent population is composed by selecting the four chromosomes
with the best fitness from the joined set of 16 chromosomes.

Constraint handling: The EA framework allows to circumvent complications
arising from constraint functions often associated with optimisation problems and
to keep the conceptual side simple by indirectly enforcing constraints via penalties
on the fitness function.

A short description of popular EAs

The most popular EAs are genetic algorithms (GA), evolution strategies (ES), differ-
ential evolution (DE), and particle swarm optimisation (PSO). Swarm algorithms,
in particlar PSO, are often classified as different from EAs but joined under the
unifying roof label nature-inspired algorithms, although a broad enough definition of
chromosome operators (and the term evolution2 itself) allows the inclusion of PSO
within EAs. In a classic GA, always two parent chromosomes are taken as input for
generating one or two offspring chromosomes by swapping snippets (recombination)
and randomly modifying single genes with a low probability (mutation). Originally,
GAs were invented in connection with binary encoding of chromosomes; real-coded
GAs were developed later. The development of ES was largely driven by thinking
about optimal spatial distributions and distribution updates of point clouds for per-
forming an efficient search. A single selected best chromosome or the mean vector
of a few chromosomes forms the anchor point, i. e. the centre of mass, for the next
offspring population which will be created by sampling from a univariate or mul-
tivariate normal distribution. DE is also based on thinking about mutation moves
in the search space: the point cloud representing the current population is made to
stretch out like an amoeba by adding scaled difference vectors found within the cloud
to its tip. On top of that, GA-like recombination operators play a role. In PSO the
space is searched along particle trajectories dominated by inertia and inter-particle

1The EA term “crossover” is short for “chromosomal crossover” or “crossing over”; the two
latter terms are commonly used in biology where they describe the cutting and exchange of snippets
between homologous chromosomes during meiosis.

2e. g. reproduction, mutation, and remanifestation of information in competition: in that frame-
work pieces of information compete in PSO for being communicated to different particles
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attraction forces. This means planetary orbits are mimicked. By carefully balancing
forces which would alone lead to the explosion of the swarm against the gravity-like
attractor forces and friction terms a slow and steady collapse can be enabled. As
a consequence, the benefits of PSO are the controllable convergence behaviour and
the smooth transition from large-scale scanning to small-scale local search.

The newly created hybrid EA described below incorporates many basic schemes
of these popular EA paradigms. Its performance has been tested in comparison with
a modern ES variant and two versions of PSO.

3.2 Description of the hybrid EA concept

3.2.1 The hybridisation concept (invention instead of choice)

If one has two foreign EA codes, and in order to decide which is the better one,
they are both put to work on the same test function, then there is always some
degree of uncertainty whether the results really tell something about the algorithm
concept, or whether the performance difference is in reality caused by some other
difference in the codes, e. g. differently acting mutation operators. A more trust-
worthy comparison can be made by rebuilding both EA codes on the basis of the
same library of operators and subroutines. Another option, possible if the EAs are
similar enough and offering yet more information gain, is to merge both algorithms
into one single code containing a series of switches, so that by turning switch after
switch the one EA is morphed step by step into the other one. If the EAs follow a
generic (µ, λ) scheme of offspring generation, then soft fading is also possible instead
of hard switching, simply by deciding separately for each new offspring chromosome
through which algorithm scheme it will be generated. The decision can be made
with random numbers and probabilities (e. g. blending 30 % GA offspring with 50 %
DE and 20 % ES offspring) or with a fixed schedule (first generate 30 GA chromo-
somes, then 50 according to the DE scheme and 20 by ES). The great benefit is that
one can not only compare the extreme cases but can also find out if the EA blends
happen to be more efficient than the pure breed versions. If this is the case, one
has quite straightforwardly invented a hybrid EA, and the blending ratios are knobs
to tune its performance. This way, elements of ES, GA, and DE have been mixed
and seasoned with a mutation cooldown schedule as in simulated annealing (SA)
for controlling convergence. The result turned out to be performant on the chosen
multimodal test problems.

A second idea going into this EA scheme is based on the observation that pop-
ulation bottlenecks are stressed in some biology schoolbooks as a feature helping
in driving species away from old and towards new ecological niches and potentially
supporting the formation of new species3, i. e. they are pointed out as an explorative
force. However, they do not seem to be a common feature of modern EAs. This was
the inspiration for trying out a fractal scheme of selecting randomly from several
populations and merging the selected chromosomes into one population to continue

3The role played by population bottlenecks in the evolution of species seems to be still under
debate [295, 469]. Some more motivational thoughts will be added to the inspirational thoughts
later on (section 3.3, p. 68).
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with.

3.2.2 The generation cycle

For discussing the generation loop of the resulting algorithm, it is represented as
pseudocode 2. Upon evaluation of the current population of parent chromosomes
PF0 = {~xi} it is sorted according to fitness. The offspring population PF1 = {~x′i} is
of same size and is divided into five segments or tiers:

PF1 = {Pelite,Pmutant,Pfp−mutant,PCO,PDE}
= {~x′1, .., ~x′n1 , ~x

′
n1+1, . . . , ~x

′
n4 , ~x

′
n4+1, .., ~x

′
N},

where n1 = Nelite, the size of the first tier, n2 = Nelite +Nmutant and so on. Each tier
inherits genetic information from the sorted parent population through a different
procedure in the following way: for all ~x′i ∈ PF1:

• if ~x′i in 1st tier (“elite”): Copy chromosome ~xi and eventually mutate
isotropically with strongly reduced step size. The purpose of this tier is elitism
(i.e. conserving the best solution found so far) and local search around this
solution.

• if ~x′i in 2nd tier (“mutants”): Copy chromosome ~xi and mutate. The
purpose of this tier is to implement features of a (µ, λ)-ES.

• if ~x′i in 3rd tier (“free parent choice mutants”): Choose a parent ~xk,
copy it, and mutate. The purposes of this tier are selection pressure and gene
pool diversity, it is one half of incorporating traditional GA-features.

• if ~x′i in 4th tier (“CO-bunch”): Choose two numbers k, l ∈ [1, N ], (k 6= l)
and form the chromosome ~x′i by mixing ~xk with ~xl using a GA-style crossing-
over (CO) operator. Mutate with reduced step size. The purpose of this tier
is to incorporate the other half of traditional GA-features.

• if ~x′i in 5th tier (“DE-bunch”): Randomly choose three different parents
~xk, ~xl, ~xm to treat them as in differential evolution (DE), i.e. add the scaled
difference between two vectors to the third one. Mutate with reduced step
size. The purpose of this tier is to let the population move in the search space
like an amoeba by amplifying deviations of the population cloud’s shape from
sphericity.

The generation cycle is closed by evaluating the complete new set of chromosomes
and renaming them parents. As the offspring is generated in tiers, and as these tiers
represent common EA concepts, the above scheme could be called tier-based hybrid
EA or short THEA.

From the different ways of selecting parent chromosomes, a fundamental differ-
ence arises between the first two tiers and the rest. That difference is also sym-
bolically depicted in figure 3.1. In the first group the parent chromosome is copied
directly into the next generation, that means ~x′i is generated by copying ~xi and then
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Algorithm 2: THEA (tier-based hybrid EA)
N ← 80; g ← 0; γ ← 0.04; σ ← 0.1; ϑc2u ← 0.2
n1, n2, n3, n4 ← 4, 23, 42, 61 // tier boundaries
P1, P2 ← 1, 0.6 // mutation probabilities
κ4, κ5 ← 1

2 ,
1
2 // mutation damping

PF0 = {~x1, ~x2, ..., ~xN} ← GenerateRandomPopulation(N) // parents
PF1 = {~x′1, ~x′2, ..., ~x′N} ← GenerateEmptyPopulation(N) // offspring
EvaluateMembersOf(PF0)
Sort(PF0)
while g <= G do

for i← 1 to N do
if 1 ≤ i ≤ n1 then

κ1 ← EliteMutationRate(i) // 1st tier
~x′i ← Mutate(~xi, P1, κ1σ)

else if n1 < i ≤ n2 then
~x′i ← Mutate(~xi, P2, σ) // 2nd tier

else if n2 < i ≤ n3 then
k ← ParentSelect(N, 1, pressure = 1.0) // 3rd tier
~x′i ← Mutate(~xk, P2, σ)

else if n3 < i ≤ n4 then
k, l← ParentSelect(N, 2, pressure = 2.0) // 4th tier
if Rand() < ϑc2u then

~x′i ← CigarCrossover(~xk, ~xl)

else
~x′i ← UniformCrossover(~xk, ~xl)

~x′i ← Mutate(~x′i, P2, κ4σ)

else if n4 < i ≤ N then
k ← ParentSelect(N, 1, pressure = 4.0) // 5th tier
l,m← uniform selection from {1, ..., N} \ k
~x′i ← OffspringDE(~xk, ~xl, ~xm)
~x′i ← Mutate(~x′i, P2, κ5σ)

σ ← σ · e−γ
EvaluateMembersOf(PF1)
Sort(PF1)
PF0 ← PF1 // offspring become new parents
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applying the mutation operator with varying intensity. In the second group, how-
ever, the parent choice happens through random selection with varying degrees of
selection pressure. The three tiers in that second group are distinguished mainly by
the number of parent chromosomes being used to generate the offspring chromosome.
For the 3rd, 4th and 5th tier this involves 1, 2 and 3 parents, respectively.

Figure 3.1 Copying versus parent selection
Symbolic sketch showing the two different ways of parent selection: direct copying and random choice under
selection pressure. Direct copying is applied in the 1st and 2nd tier (shown on the left). For each new
offspring chromosome in the 3rd, 4th, and 5th tier new random parent selections are made from the whole
set of chromosomes in PF0 (shown on the right). But these random selections occur with a certain amount
of selection pressure, i. e. better ranked members of PF0 are favoured over lower quality chromosomes. New
chromosomes in the 3rd, 4th, and 5th tier are formed on the basis of 1, 2, and 3 parent chromosomes,
respectively.

The following section explains the operators of the generational cycle and men-
tions details of the general architecture. The state parameter settings as chosen for
the resonator optimisation will be given explicitly in section 3.4.

3.2.3 Operators and rules of the generation cycle

The mutation operator manipulates the different vector components of a chromo-
some ~x independently with probability P and consists of adding a random number
δ of a standard normal distribution N (µ=0, σ2) with σ being the mutation step
size parameter. σ is a scalar state variable of the algorithm, however, as it has
been written for the general case of a bounded search domain where each compo-
nent of ~x is allowed to cover a different interval xj ∈ [xminj , xmaxj ], the δ-values
are multiplied with the corresponding domain widths wj = xmaxj − xminj , thus
x′j = xj + wjδj . After initialisation, σ is multiplied with e−γ after each generation,
a cool-down scheme inspired by simulated annealing (SA). In tiers 1, 4, and 5 the
mutation step size parameter is scaled by the factors κ1, κ4, and κ5. In the 1st tier,
κ1 is dependent on i and goes in equal steps from 0 to κ1,max < 1, which means the
best member of PF0 is conserved untouched and mutation for the rest is damped. κ4
and κ5 are constants chosen from the interval [0, 1] because higher values are deemed
to create too much noise and marginalise the tier distinctions. The probability P
that a gene xj will be changed by the mutation operator is set to a value 0 < P ≤ 1
for all tiers except the first one, where it is P = 1. Next to information conservation
the first tier’s purpose is a local search in the direct vicinity of the current best
chromosomes, and spatial isotropy is preferred here because the rationale is similar
to evolution strategies.

Recombination operators are used in the 4th tier for mixing two chromo-
somes and in the 5th tier for mixing 3 parents. The crossing-over (CO) operators
applied when mixing two parent chromosomes ~xk, ~xl are uniform CO and a routine
we call cigar-CO. Uniform CO means deciding independently for each gene from
which parent (with equal probabilities) to take it. Note that this CO operator is
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coordinate system-dependent, it can only create points in the corners of the coordi-
nate system-aligned cuboid spanned by ~xk and ~xl. The other CO operator, supposed
as counterbalance, is not coordinate system-dependent. The idea is to create new
sample points close to the line connecting the two parents. Now, ~xk is assumed to
be the better parent. It consists in creating a point ~x′i = ~xk + r(~xl − ~xk) (“extended
line crossover”) with r being a scalar random number uniformly sampled within the
interval [−α, β] and a subsequent isotropic mutation (i.e. with probability P = 1
each vector entry xj gets modified through addition of a random number from a
standard normal distribution). The σ of this mutation is set to a|~xl − ~xk|. Thus,
this operator searches within and sometimes slightly outside a cigar-shaped volume
between and a little beyond the two parents, and the aspect ratio a of that volume
(not its thickness) is a control parameter of this CO operator. If [−α, β] = [0, 1],
then the initial point (before mutation) is created only on the part of the line in
between ~xk and ~xl. Values of α > 0 extend the searched line beyond the better
parent, values of β > 1 push the limit beyond the worse parent.

The recombination routine mixing always three chromosomes ~xk, ~xl, ~xm in the
5th tier works almost like the traditional DE scheme [438]. By adding the scaled
difference between two vectors to the third one, a new chromosome ~x′i = ~xk +
s(~xm−~xl) is created. The scaling factor s (called F in DE literature) is a uniformly
distributed random number covering the interval [0, smax]. The additional CO-step
following at this point in DE tradition [438] is left out, as CO is already applied in
the 4th tier. Another justification for avoiding this particular CO operation is that it
would water down the amount of information on the geometric shape of the parent
population transported by the distribution of difference vectors.

The selection pressure is enacted through the parent selection routine fsel
applied in tiers 3 to 5. fsel(r, p) has to be based on pseudo-random numbers r
and it needs to produce random integers 1 ≤ ν ′ ≤ N such that lower values occur
more often than higher ones implying a differential advantage for higher-ranked
chromosomes to be selected more often for reproduction. p is thought to be the
parameter for controlling the level of selection pressure, the tuning parameter for
the steepness of the distribution. This is achieved by transforming the uniformly
distributed random number r ∈ [0, 1] in the following way:

ν = ceil(θ(r)), r ∈ [0, 1],

with the transformation function θ defined as

θ(r) = −N
p

ln(r), θ : [0, 1]→ [0,∞].

N is the population size and p the selection pressure. The function θ transforms the
uniform distribution of r into an exponential distribution. ν are integer numbers
gained by rounding up the output of θ, thus 1 ≤ ν ≤ ∞. But the output ν ′ of fsel
should be restricted to 1 ≤ ν ′ ≤ N . A computationally efficient way of bringing
numbers ν ′ > N back into the interval [1, N ] would be replacing ν ′ with modulo
of ν ′, but such interval enforcement via projection has a relatively heavy distortion
effect. A more neutral way is to try resampling if ν > N . To limit resource use, the
resampling iterations can be limited to an amount of lmaxiter iterations. Thereafter,
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fsel resorts to drawing a uniformly distributed random integer from {1, 2, ..., N}.
Figure 3.2 illustrates relative selection probabilities produced by fsel(r,N, p, lmaxiter=
3) under variation of the pressure p.

Figure 3.2 The selection pressure function
Statistics on the output of the parent selection routine fsel(r,N, p, lmaxiter =3). The six data sets correspond
to normalised histograms, that can be read as measured relative probabilities of choosing the ith member
of the parent population of size N . Relative probabilities were measured by normalising the frequency of
choosing i with the frequency of choosing i = 1. Each set has been gained by 10000 calls to the function with
N = 100 and the selection pressure p indicated in the legend. The legend also lists the measured relative
probability of choosing the number of the parent with median fitness Pmed/Pbest.

Treatment of search domain boundaries: The problem of a sample vector
created outside the bounded search domain is resolved by mirroring it back across the
boundary, and should this point still lie outside, by filling new allowable (uniformly
distributed) random values into those vector components that are out of bounds.
The fitness evaluation comes afterwards.

3.2.4 The population merging scheme

A fractal-structured population merging scheme has been implemented with the
aim of increasing robustness against local optima. The scheme is sketched in fig-
ure 3.3. Where the simplified sketch shows divisions into three subbranches, the
used algorithm was implemented with a branching factor of b = 4. This results in
the following scheme. Instead of initialising the population just once with random
chromosomes, there are four consecutive generations of pure random chromosomes.
Skimming the best quarter of trials from each one and collecting them in a new
population results in a starting population which goes through the generation cycle
for Gproto generations. Four such proto-populations are created and optimised alike,
and by selecting 25% from the four final proto-populations, yet another starting
population is formed. But this second condensation step is not performed by simply
skimming the best quarter of each proto-population. Instead, the algorithm proved
more robust when allowing also some randomly chosen chromosomes of lower qual-
ity and thus more gene pool diversity into the condensed population. Therefore,
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after making sure that the single best individual of each proto-population has been
copied, the rest of the choices occurs through applying fsel(p) with a relatively low
selection pressure. The mutation step size σ stays constant throughout evolving the
four proto-populations, only while evolving the final population, it is made to shrink
according to the above-mentioned cool-down scheme.

Figure 3.3 The population merging scheme
The best members of random populations are merged to form proto-populations, and high-fitness subsets of
these are merged to form a condensed final population. For the sake of simplicity, the scheme is shown here
with a branching factor b = 3, whereas in the EA implementation it is b = 4. The underlying motivation
is the assumed usefulness of population dynamics (e.g. population bottlenecks) in the theory of biological
evolution.

Fixed program versus self-adaptation: by intention, this hybrid EA was
implemented without any features of self-adaptation. The assumed usage case is to
stop the algorithm once the mutation step size has decayed to a reasonably small
number and to continue with a dedicated local search algorithm from there.

3.3 Reasons behind this EA scheme

3.3.1 ES versus GA elements

In evolution strategies the focus is often placed on position, size, and shape of the
population cloud and their change rates. The population cloud is a multivariate
distribution and anchored at one place ~xanchor in the genotype space. While concen-
trating on where to anchor the cloud next, i.e. deciding on which single chromosome
to base the whole next generation, it is only consequent not to care about the
conservation of gene pool diversity in the original biological sense. In ES the mu-
tation operator recreates gene pool diversity in each generation, but combinations
of particular gene values are always lost. By contrast, in canonical GAs the con-
struction, inheritance, snippet recombination, and accumulation of beneficial gene
combinations is all that counts. Such GAs are efficient on separable problems like
the unrotated Rastrigin function, but they fail on many relevant nonseparable prob-
lems [224, 334, 394, 510, 511]. Relevant real-world problems not solvable by slimmer
techniques than EAs are very likely nonseparable. However, it is also unlikely for
many real-world problems (e.g. engineering problems) that each parameter has an
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equally strong coupling with every other parameter. Imagine optimising an aero-
plane design where five genes code for the wing shape and five other genes for the
tail fin: here it makes sense to remember successful combinations of the one set while
varying the other. Therefore it was tried to group ES-like with GA-like facets in the
presented algorithm. The fact that a fixed-size fraction of high-quality chromosomes
(the first two tiers) has an ensured reproduction probability of 1 is one adopted ES
paradigm. Others are the use of a coordinate system-independent isotropic muta-
tion operator and the fact the few best chromosomes will be reused very often. On
the other hand, the use of uniform CO and the damped mutation applied to the
individuals created by it, are GA-like features. Further GA-like aspects are the use
of a mutation operator not affecting all xj of a chromosome and the form of the par-
ent selection distribution which also gives low-quality solutions a nonzero chance of
reproduction. These facets are aiming at gene pool diversity and storage of valuable
genetic information.

The tested CO operators of GA tradition also included BLX-α-β and Wright’s
heuristic CO (WHX) [202], but their use resulted in decreased efficiency while testing
on the charged marble problem and Whitley’s function F101 [508, 511].

3.3.2 DE, cigars, and more geometry thoughts

Assuming again that in many interesting EA application cases groups of parameters
are more or less strongly coupled (which can be an argument for the use of traditional
GA-like CO operators as n-point-CO and uniform CO), should one also assume
that these correlations have particular relations with the coordinate axes? Probably
not. This is the reasoning behind CMA-ES [196] where the multivariate mutation
distribution is made to rotate completely independently of the genotype coordinate
system. The resulting image is that CMA-ES makes the population cloud stretch
and move towards neighbouring regions showing more favourable conditions like an
amoeba does. In DE similar effects are produced without the existence of internal
parameters responsible for cloud shape control and a corresponding update process:
the mere addition of improved chromosomes will stretch the population cloud, and
adding difference vectors found among random member pairs within the population
to third member vectors adds an amplifying tendency to all deviations of the cloud
shape from sphericity. This is why it was decided to add a tier using the DE scheme
[438]. However, the uniform CO step, which commonly represents the last part
of generating DE offspring, is left out for two reasons. First, CO operations take
already place in other parts of the algorithm. Secondly, the uniform CO, because it
spans up wide coordinate system-aligned cuboids, diminishes any coordinate system-
independent effects of the other DE steps. Finally, the above-mentioned cigar-CO
was added to have also one coordinate system-independent recombination operator
for the case of two parent chromosomes. Furthermore, allowing values of α < 0 with
this operator offers a way to extrapolate gradient information given by parent pairs.

3.3.3 Search domain boundaries

Once sample vectors have been created which lie outside the bounded search domain,
these boundaries can in principle be enforced by repeating any random-influenced
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sampling routine until a suitable vector is found. But if such distribution sampling
repetitions are to be avoided, the remaining simple options are (a) penalising the
fitness, (b) pushing the vector back onto the boundary, (c) mirroring back, or (d)
cycling back in from the other side. Possibility (a) was excluded in order not to
waste computation time slots in a parallelised population evaluation scheme. The
exclusion of option (b) is founded on the intention not to waste too many trials
on a tiny fraction of the search space. The remaining decision between cycling (c)
or mirroring (d) back is best made dependent on whether the objective function is
periodic or not.

3.3.4 The population merging scheme

When from several populations only a small part is selected and these parts are
merged to form a new population, then two effects take place. From the perspective
of all the old populations this is a population bottleneck. On the other hand, this
is the view focused on the newly formed population, it is a measure to create a
population of increased gene pool diversity. Yet another perspective to view the
population merging scheme is through the comparison with the concept of restarts
in stochastic search algorithms.

Population bottlenecks as a decisive ingredient in the natural evolution of species
was the inspirational thought. But in fact, the theory of population bottlenecks
seems to be still in motion, the circumstances under which bottlenecks can accelerate
evolution are still debated [295, 469]. The gene pool is a storage container for useful
information shaped and distilled by the past. A population bottleneck has thus a
negative connotation: the partially selection-driven and partially random-influenced
loss of a large part of the stored information is primarily a loss; the smaller the gene
pool, the less comprehensive and performant the data library from where to draw
genetic code for recombining new chromosomes. The examination of model systems
of population dynamics seems to tell that strong interaction of genes (e. g. blocking
each other or switching on other genes), multi-gene-dependence of phenotype traits,
and diploidy are required in order to allow circumstances under which single events or
sequences of bottlenecks and subsequent phases of rapid population growth (founder
flush4) can become beneficial for the advancement of evolution and speciation (i. e.
separation into distinct species). The situation in optimisation with EAs (EAO) is
much simpler, thus the justification for forced patterns of population dynamics has
to be made up with independent thoughts.

An important factor is gene pool diversity. Like many other EAs THEA has
a tendency to converge which can be understood in two ways, as a tendency of
the scattered cloud of chromosomes to shrink in size and, because of the GA-like
features of THEA, as a tendency of successful chromosome snippets to dominate the
gene pool. Tendencies of exploration and exploitation have to be balanced in each
EA, whereby in THEA the main controls are σ and the selection pressures. In that
context there are two important motivations for the population merging scheme.

• The EA can be geared towards a sharper search and quicker convergence by
4A founder flush is the rapid expansion into uninhabited territory. But “uninhabited” does not

necessarily mean “empty”. It can also mean the expansion into a newly conquered ecological niche.
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a faster decay of σ and increased selection pressure if the regular formation of
new populations by mixing of old populations can reliably re-establish genetic
diversity.

• Random mutations constantly dilute and destroy the information content of
the genetic material. Population merging increases gene pool diversity without
the perturbation of genetic code and without the deletion of genetic informa-
tion through the infusion of pure random numbers.

Yet another perspective to view the population merging scheme is through the
comparison with the concepts of repeated local search (RLS) or iterated local search
(ILS).5 RLS means that a short running and quickly converging local search (LS)
algorithm is restarted many times at random locations in the search space. Each
restart means a total loss of memory. This means that from the first to the last
each run has the same likelihood of being the one producing the particular solution
counting as the best end result. ILS is not much different from RLS. A local search
is started many times with a small budget. The only difference is that it is not
restarted at a new random point each time, but in the neighbourhood of the final
solution of the preceding run. A perturbation operator is applied to the best solution
of the preceding search before the restart. The scattering range of the perturbation
operator is the manifestation of the neighbourhood definition. Generally, the prop-
erties of the perturbation operator need not stay constant during the whole search.
In ILS the first LS run has not the same likelihood of furnishing the best ever solu-
tion as the last run has. The likelihood is low in the beginning and increases steadily
towards the last LS run with which the budget gets exhausted. The probability den-
sity of where the finding of the best ever solution occurs is shifted towards the end
of the chain. Now comparing RLS and ILS with the population merging scheme of
THEA, it is clear that the probability density for where the best ever solution occurs
will be nonzero only in the final layers of the population tree, it will be shifted still
more towards the end than in ILS.6 Classifying RLS, ILS, and THEA by the amount
of inter-population information flow, the situation looks like the following: in RLS
there is now information flow at all. In ILS the information flow from one to the next
population is in the form of one single chromosome handed over. This chromosome
represents an ever larger search history, but its information content is diluted by the
perturbation operator. In THEA the information input for a new population comes
as N unperturbed chromosomes. All chromosomes of a newly formed population
represent information gathered by preceding populations. Clearly the information

5By their names both RLS and ILS don’t sound like relevant techniques for addressing global
search problems, but in fact they are. This can immediately be seen by looking at two papers
describing EAs that have turned out to be very performant in CEC competitions on real-parameter
optimisation. One is the CMA-ES variant IPOP-CMA-ES by Auger & Hansen [17] implementing
random restarts of the CMA-ES after stall detection; the only additional ingredient is a doubling
of the population size after each restart. The other paper is the competition contribution of Liao
& Stützle of 2013 [266]. They combine the very same IPOP-CMA-ES with an ILS scheme.

6In the presented setup of THEA, because of the first tier with the two purposes of conserving
the best solution (elitism) and making the smallest local search steps, it is practically in 100 % of
the cases that the best ever solution comes from the final population. But these thoughts about
the population merging scheme are spelt out under the more general assumption that THEA may
also be setup without any tier leading to elite-conserving behaviour.
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of a chromosome skimmed from a pure random population is much less valuable
than the information contained in one of the starting chromosomes of the last pop-
ulation. The gene pools handed over to each next layer in the population merging
scheme represent the quintessence of exponentially growing search history trees. In
summary it could be said that RLS can have the advantage of offering good global
search properties with little conceptual overhead if a high number of restarts can be
afforded so the scattering of starting points in the search space is not too sparse. As
the distribution of the few starting points is so important in RLS, it is prone to being
hampered by the curse of dimensionality. ILS connects the single runs of RLS by
information flow. This can make it more powerful or less efficient in global search,
the latter because ILS can only find valleys that can be reached from the one single
starting point with the given amount of perturbation hops in the right directions.
One single chromosome is a narrow bottleneck able to carry not a lot of information.
In that context THEA can be seen as a scheme involving the piecewise evolution of
populations in a way more suitable for global search. Information is handed over
in the form of many diverse chromosomes combined to new gene pools. It does
not have the disadvantage of relying on a continuous forward chain of perturbation
jumps. Moreover, it avoids the disadvantage of periodic memory loss which would be
a contradiction to the EA paradigm that the whole purpose of a global search run is
the collection and leveraging of information gathered about the search landscape. In
quite the opposite way it piles the memories of different pre-optimised populations
on top of each other in a way increasing gene pool diversity, competition between
pre-optimised solution alternatives, and the potential to recombine pre-optimised
chromosomes of different types in useful ways.

The population merging scheme only has the consequence that one has to wait
long until the most highly optimised chromosomes are likely to show up. This is no
problem in a fixed-budget scenario where only the end result counts. But there are
other thinkable scenarios where the number of consumed evaluation calls may be
very variable and where a quick progress in solution quality is more important.7 It
may be the case in a real-world situation when the blackbox optimisation takes place
under close human supervision and interference, when it is planned to stop, restart,
retune, modify, or swap the algorithm manually each time it stalls and to leave it
running as long as there is progress. This may be also the motivation behind a
competition setup such as in [194] where not only the end result counts but also the
budget it takes to reach a given solution quality. In that case the implementation of
the population merging scheme might be seen as a drawback and single continuous
runs of the THEA search could be the better way to go. One might think twice about
the branching factor and the size of the population tree. Smaller population sizes
are also considerable, in particular if the dimensionality of the search task is low.
At least it should be realised that it matters in which sequence the populations are
evolved. Figure 3.4 shows the two possibilities of evaluating the populations either
layer by layer or branch by branch. The latter approach increases the likelihood of
getting some of the highest-quality solutions earlier.

7That means the rationale behind the benchmarking goals described below on page 85 does not
apply or is considered less relevant.
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Figure 3.4 The question of sequence order in population merging
The fractal-like scheme of population merging allows for some flexibility in the way of sequencing the evalu-
ations of the populations. Two possible sequence orders are shown: possibility (a) symbolises the evaluation
by layers and (b) the evaluation by branch. The sequence order is irrelevant if only the end result counts,
but it becomes relevant if importance is given to how early the algorithm comes up with its search results
or if it is valued as beneficial when in some optimisation runs a demanded solution quality is achieved long
before the exhaustion of the function call budget. In such a case variant (b) has an advantage over variant
(a).

3.3.5 Why no adaptive features?

In this EA, the focus lies on the gene pool diversity of a large population, this
means less available generations. A non-adaptive fixed cooling schedule ensures the
population cloud has shrunken when the time is up.

Population clouds in most EAs sooner or later shrink. It is their purpose to
zoom in on areas identified as promising. Watching evolution strategies acting on
many common multimodal test problems, it often seems the option of expansion
(through mutation step size increase) is implemented rather for symbolic reasons.
If the shrinking process is determined by adaptive internal state variables of the
algorithm, then the contraction may set in sooner or later depending on the random
hits made during the first generations or it may be influenced by interference of
the population cloud with the search domain boundary. For optimisation problems
where dimensionality and complexity push up the lower limit for the population
size and where a harsh upper limit for the amount of objective function calls comes
from the computation cost a non-adaptive rigid EA concept can have a reliability
advantage because there is no unknown delay for mechanisms of self-adaptation
to reign in large populations. We implemented a rigid formula for the decay of σ
inspired by the principle of simulated annealing (SA). Suboptimal time windows
for population positioning dynamics are in this case the price to pay for reliably
having a contracted population when the trials are used up. For the user this also
means easy handling because of being relieved of trials and errors for tuning the
adaptation procedure to indirectly achieve the goal of optimal contraction speeds
fitting the application case, she or he just sets the speed which makes most sense
when real-world boundary conditions may leave not much leeway anyway.

However, other parameters like the DE scaling factor s, the cigar-CO’s aspect
ratio, the probability ratio between the two 2-parent recombination operators or
probabilities for other momentarily excluded CO operators etc. can be imagined
adaptive, but it has not been tried yet.

Should the tier sizes be made flexible? If it is assumed that the success of one
tier follows also from good DNA snippets produced by another tier, then the first
should not be made to grow at the cost of the latter, or at least not in the framework
of a too simplistic feedback cycle.
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THEA as EA experimentation lab

As already mentioned in the motivation of the algorithm architecture, the switches,
knobs, and dials on this EA – like the tier boundaries, the CO operator blending
ratios, the type and degree of damping of the mutation operators etc.– invite for
experimentation. Its architecture makes THEA an experimentation lab for exploring
the broad design space of merged basic EA schemes.

3.3.6 How the EA was tuned

Algorithm development, setup, and tuning is a diagnostics-driven feedback cycle.
The shorter the time from trial to error or success, the better. The most careful
regime of evaluating modified algorithm variants is based on sound statistics of
many runs on a diverse set of test functions, but it has the severe disadvantage of
not being the fastest regime. While the effect of slight changes in algorithm setup
will often only be revealed by large statistics, fundamental changes in behaviour can
immediately be spotted in diagrams of single search histories. During the design
phase of THEA many quick checks and decisions were made analysing snapshot
sequences of the optimiser running on specific test problems. The highest weight
was put on the charged marble problem introduced below and further explained
in appendix V.2. In both phases, the concept phase and the later phase of fine-
tuning, score history plots as presented and described in figures 3.6-3.9 were used
as a diagnostic tool. That approach of not entirely relying on statistics reduces the
computational cost of EA tuning, is suitable for quickly evaluating drastic changes
in the EA design and code, and thus in practice enlarges the design space being
explored by the algorithm developer [428]. The disadvantage lies in the danger of
losing objectivity. Therefore, performance evaluations by statistics should never
be left out of the process. But, as the current task is to come up with an EA
for solving a specific engineering problem and not with an EA exhibiting the best
overall performance on a general set of functions with differing characteristics, a
computationally slim and time-efficient manual human tuning process involving test
problems deliberately chosen for their suitability in combination with punctually
examining particular score history visualisations has been favoured.

The charged marble problem as a visualisable yet hard test function

In the context of predicting ideal crystal, molecule, or protein structures, Lennard-
Jones problems are an important class of test problems for global optimisers and EAs
[102, 306]. Minimising the potential energy of a number of repulsive particles like
electrons which are constrained to move on a spherical surface is a strong abstraction
which can be used as a simple test problem. The diagram in figure 3.5 on the left
illustrates the two-dimensional case where the sphere is a ring. The task to distribute
N particles evenly on a ring is too easy to be a meaningful EA test problem: any local
search algorithm can reach the minimal energy by making the pattern equidistant;
any rotation of the even pattern yields another optimal solution.

The charged marble problem was invented by trying to go out from this sim-
ple problem and make it harder by adding a second type of potential energy by
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Figure 3.5 The charged marble problem as an optimisation test function
Going out from the easy task of minimising the total potential energy of a number of repulsive particles on a
ring track (left), the charged marble problem was developed by adding a second type of potential energy: a
track potential in the form of a smooth hilly landscape (centre). In the symbolism of the visualisation darker
colours mean deeper valleys. As the four valleys are of different depth and separated by barriers of different
height and width, it turns the distribution of the particles onto the valleys into a nontrivial task. In order to
turn the nontrivial into a difficult optimisation task with unique local energy minima, another complication
is added by associating the particles with different masses which can be symbolically expressed by giving
the “marbles” individual colours and sizes (right). The difficulty level of particular problem instances can be
controlled not only by the dimension, i. e. the number of particles, but also by the shape of the hill landscape.

associating the ring track with a hilly potential landscape. The middle image of
figure 3.5 shows a visualisation of a candidate solution. The hilly track is sym-
bolised by the background colour scale where a darker colour means lower energy.
The depicted candidate is a partially optimised solution where the particle positions
roughly match the valley regions. This test function has no unique global minimum
as swapping particle pairs yields equivalent solutions. This makes it also feasible
to find the global minimum by repeated local search initialised with random points
with a low number of iterations: if the valleys receive the right numbers of parti-
cles in the initial random solution, then equilibrating the inter-particle potentials by
incremental moves will quickly yield a near-optimal or the optimal solution.

After adding another complication in the form of giving the particles different
masses (while keeping equal repulsive charges) the search for the global minimum
becomes severely more difficult. The visualisation of this problem is depicted in the
third image of figure 3.5. That the visualisation of the test problem remains easily
interpretable and allows the distinction between good and bad solutions at a glance,
and that moves of an algorithm in the search space can be directly associated with
changes in the marble positions, these two properties can be of great advantage
for optimisation algorithm developers who want to understand quickly how a new
algorithm variant behaves.

The charged marble problem was published in a conference paper [428] together
with A. G. Class and T. Schulenberg who accompanied the development of the test
problem as discussion partners. The paper puts the charged marble problem in
context by a literature review of visualisable test functions, whereas appendix V.2
is a shortened text on the main ideas.

Comparing THEA variants by score history diagrams

Figures 3.6 to 3.9 which are exemplarily highlighting the basis of some setup de-
cisions show the scores of the whole chromosome population over time as coloured
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scatter plots. They were gained from applications of THEA in various setups to
the charged marble problem. Simple runs without population merging are shown.
The populations are random-initialised (dark green dots in generation zero). The
colour coding indicates the chromosome generation routine of each trial according
to the legend given in the first figure. For example, the black-red subset of points
represents the elite tier. The black dot in each generation is the first elite member
which is conserved without mutation, and throughout the elite tier the brightness of
the red colour correlates with both, the rank of the parent and the strength of the
mutation operator. In the other three cases of tiers with non-uniform colours, the
colour only represents the parent rank. For the DE tier it is the rank of that one
of the three parent chromosomes to which the shift vector is added. As this parent
is chosen with a strong selection pressure, the darker shadings are prevalent within
the DE tier.

The two score history plots of figure 3.6 show the effect of annealing. In the upper
plot the mutation step size reduction is turned on and γ is set to 0.05. The initial
step size is σ0 = 0.08. In the case represented below σ is kept constant at the value
corresponding to the 25th generation on the left. The run with constant σ achieved
a final solution of only mediocre quality (judging by the histograms in figure 3.13;
but of course, each plot pair has been deliberately selected for illustrative purposes)
and no substantial improvements happen after generation 20. The interpretation
is backed by plausibility thoughts: once a pre-optimised solution has been found,
solutions which are yet better (i. e. even lower parts of the valley structure) might
cover only a small fraction of the local neighbourhood of the pre-optimised solution.
If larger mutation steps will simply jump across the deepest grooves of the valley
structure, it is small steps which are needed.

Looking at single histories, any feature can of course be merely a consequence
of randomness. But comparing two bunches of history plots from two setups allows
for quick conclusions if relevant features are rare in one lot and frequent in the
other. This way, the mutation step size reduction rate and the function call budget
have been predetermined on the test problem before carrying the setup over to the
resonator optimisation. Many other algorithm design and setup decisions have been
made similarly. It is a way to insert a tight sequence of many objective (if caution
is paid) decisions into the EA development process where there would have to be
many guesses otherwise.

In the next plot pair in figure 3.7 the obvious difference is that the green dots
scatter a lot more in the upper plot than in the lower one. This is due to a different
setting of the sampling interval for the DE scaling factor s. In the upper case, it
has been uniformly sampled from [0.6, 1.5], whereas the lower plot corresponds to
[0.2, 0.6]. Large values of s mean that the DE tier becomes very explorative because
offspring chromosomes are created farther away from the parents. The upper plot
indicates an exaggeration of the explorative force of the DE tier because it produces
solutions of much worse quality than all the other tiers. Secondly, the series of the
best solutions at the bottom edge of the cloud, because it contains almost no green
dots, shows that the DE tier almost never contributes directly to the search progress
in that setup. The straightforward conclusion seems to be to favour the setting
with lower values for s. But it is important to note that causality assumptions and
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Figure 3.6 Visual diagnostics A: annealing
The two score history plots show the comparison of running THEA on the charged marble problem with
exponentially decaying mutation step size (top) versus constant step size (bottom).
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conclusions like this definitely need other support, at least by glancing also at the
score of the final solution of a bunch of history plots, better yet by real statistics
in such a fine-tuning question. The reason is that the tiers may contribute to the
search progress indirectly which is explained in the context of figure 3.9.

The above two histories have been created with the exact same EA settings,
in particular with σ initialised at σ0 = 0.08 and γ = 0.05. These two examples
simply show cases of convergence happening sooner or later in spite of the mutation
step size decreasing along the same static pattern. For many EAs, convergence
is coincidental with a narrowing of the chromosome population and a loss of gene
pool diversity. Such is the case also for THEA. A scattered score cloud does not
necessarily mean a bad thing as it was labelled in the discussion of figure 3.7. It
is also a positive sign of active search before the chromosome population collapses.
The plots of figure 3.8 are intended to illustrate the thoughts behind the decision
in favour of a predetermined annealing schedule and against an adaptive step size
control reacting to the search history: The annealing procedure still leaves the EA
some freedom to collapse sooner or later, but it sets a time frame, it supports gene
pool diversity in the early phase of the search and enforces the collapse in the later
phase. It is responsible for generating the smaller search steps when they are needed
when the search has to become more local. Most importantly, it prevents an early
collapse, usually termed premature convergence, triggered by lucky random findings
dominating the gene pool early on. This approach also reflects what’s important
in the real-world scenario of EA application: When many months are dedicated to
tackling an engineering problem with optimisation algorithms, the computation time
savings realised when a fraction of the optimisation runs will terminate a few hours
earlier are of low relevance against the security that as much of the global search
power as possible is used in each run.

The message of figure 3.8 can also be used to support the arguments made before
in section 3.3.5 for increasing a search algorithm’s reliability by avoiding unnecessary
schemes of self-adaptation. Any self-adaptation scheme which can have the effect of a
self-enforcing feedback cycle increases the dynamism which means that the searcher
behaves differently from run to run.

The discussion of figure 3.8 touched the idea of adaptive algorithms looking at the
aspect of mutation step size control. But an EA can be made adaptive in many other
aspects of its state. The topics of adaptation or self-adaptation are abounding in EA
literature. A common approach is to continuously keep testing several strategies in
parallel and to increase the function call budget allocated to whatever has been more
successful in the recent past. This could be very straightforwardly applied to the tier
sizes in THEA: some success measures of the tiers could be taken as input signals
and translated through some filtering into the tier sizes for the next generation.
Figure 3.9 is intended to show that it is very easy to come up with ideas along these
lines which would actually worsen the EA. This has to do with the fact that the
tiers also contribute indirectly to the search progress. In THEA and in many other
hybrid EAs each chromosome generation subroutine feeds on the genetic material
produced by all the other subroutines. In the upper score history plotted in figure
3.9, it can be seen that white and cyan dots appear very often in the chain of best
current solutions. That means the two segments of the two-parent CO tier (GA-
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Figure 3.7 Visual diagnostics B: balancing tier cooperation
The difference in algorithm setting is the sampling interval for the DE scaling parameter s. In the EA run
corresponding to the upper history plot it has been taken from the interval [0.6, 1.5], whereas the lower plot
corresponds to [0.2, 0.6]. The larger values of s translate into a more explorative algorithm behaviour. The
setup represented in the upper plot is much too explorative because the DE offspring in yellow-green yields
candidate solutions of much lower quality than the other tiers and rarely contributes directly to improvements
of the best solution.
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Figure 3.8 Visual diagnostics C: diversity collapse
The only difference between these two runs was the random seed. All algorithm settings were the same. The
plots look so differently because the score spread collapsed much earlier in the lower plot as compared to
the upper plot. The score spread implicitly reflects the gene pool diversity. For a user of stochastic search
algorithms it is important to accept that one can never be in complete control of all search trajectories and
outcomes. In the current context, the fact is taken to make an argument in favour of the annealing recipe,
i. e. initially strong but steadily decaying forces boosting gene pool diversity, and against dynamic adaptation
schemes.
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style offspring) seem to be responsible for generating most of the trial chromosomes
leading to optimisation progress. Should the GA tier thus be given more budget?
The lower plot shows one history being representative of what happens more often
when this is done and THEA is almost tuned into a conventional real-coded GA by
dedicating 60 members of the population to the GA tier and only 5 to each other one.
New information is then gained through the dampened isotropic mutation operator
and the uniform CO ends up recombining snippets of DNA becoming ever more
similar. This leads to more frequent stalls on mediocre solutions. The conclusion
is that because the different parts of the hybrid EA work together, because each
feeds on and contributes to the information stored in the gene pool, one should be
cautious not to waste too much effort on too simplistic adaptation schemes.

Apart from that, if the objective function exhibits different properties on different
length scales, then adaptation might always be too slow and provide for the currently
experienced length scale a strategy mixture that would have been beneficial for
searching the length scale just left but which is far from ideal for the moment.

Outlook: automated tuning

THEA with its variable tier sizes and independently tunable offspring generation
routines, and not least its proven global search efficiency on particular multimodal
search problems, seems to be a useful platform for a general-purpose EA. When
intending to re-setup, extend, and tune it in the future for different and larger
sets of test functions, statistics-driven automated tuning routines like “F-Race” [45]
or “irace” [277, 278] should be considered as well. Algorithm tuning is its own
optimisation problem.

3.3.7 Applied setup of the EA

The EA scheme and its implementation as Python code have been the target of con-
stant experimentation and improvement. Note that during the history of resonator
optimisations the EA setup was also further developed. During the latest resonator
optimisations, the setup looked like this:

• Population size and branching factor: Four random populations were
merged by skimming into one proto-population. Four proto-populations were
condensed by random-influenced selections into the final EA population, thus
b = 4. All populations were of N = 80 inhabitants.

• Number of generations: Proto-populations were evolved over 10 (some-
times up to 20) generations, the final population was kept evolving for at least
80 generations and continued for 40 or 80 more generations as long as substan-
tial improvements to the best solution took place every couple of generations.

• Mutation step size and annealing: The mutation step size parameter σ
has been initialised as σ = 0.1, the value from which it decays while evolving
the final condensed population. After each generation the reduction happens
according to σ ← σe−γ with γ = 0.04. The mutation damping settings were
κ1,max = 0.2 and κ4 = κ5 = 0.5. The mutation probability had been set to
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Figure 3.9 Visual diagnostics D: adaptation pitfalls
The upper score history shows by frequent white and cyan dots on the lower edge that GA-style CO offspring
very often leads to improvements. The conclusion that a larger GA tier at the cost of all other tiers will
improve the search performance is however wrong, and it can be easily proven. The lower diagram shows
an exemplary history resulting from a setting with 75 % GA-style offspring. It exhibits a low frequency of
improvement steps and a mediocre final solution. In cases where the property changes are drastic, obvious,
and persistent, it suffices to collect a low number of history plots to make objective EA development decisions,
e.g. against the attempt to implement a simplistic tier size adaptation scheme.
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P = 1 during the latest optimisation runs. Before, it had been generally set to
P = 0.6. Throughout the evolution of the proto-populations, σ is dampened
by an additional factor of 0.3 but constant.

• Tier sizes: The sizes of the subdivisions of the offspring population corre-
sponding to the different procedures of offspring generation were set to [Nelite,
Nmutant, Nfp−mutant, NCO, NDE] = [4, 19, 19, 19, 19].

• Selection pressure: For the three tiers Pfp−mutant, PCO, and PDE the selec-
tion pressure p had been set to 1, 2, and 4, respectively. For condensing the
proto-populations into the final population, p = 2.2 was applied.

• CO operators: The ratio of cigar-CO versus uniform CO has been set to
ϑc2u = 0.2. The cigar-CO operator’s aspect ratio was 10, and its [−α, β]
setting (the bias for offspring creation near or beyond the parents) [−0.8, 0.3],
so that the cigar extends 0.8 times the inter-parent distance beyond the better
parent and 0.3 beyond the less fit.

• DE offspring: The scaling factor s was sampled from the interval [0.2, 0.8].
This means avoiding the smallest mutation steps, which can be seen as a
measure to support the exploration tendencies of that tier (similar as in [51]).
Suppressing the local search tendencies with this measure is not deemed to be
a major problem because other tiers are dedicated to local search.

This means that one proto-population starts with 4 · 80 = 320 random trials and
costs 320 + 10 · 80 = 1120 functions evaluations in total. One whole algorithm
run comprising four proto-populations and 80 generations of the final condensed
population requires thus 4 · 1120 + 6400 = 10880 solution candidate evaluations
and 200-500 more with a subsequent local search for solution fine-tuning using the
downhill-simplex algorithm by Nelder & Mead [323].

Short descriptions of THEA as a new type of hybrid EA were published in two
conference papers [429, 434] together with A. G. Class, T. Schulenberg, and R. T.
Lahey Jr., who are proponents of sonofusion-related research at RPI and KIT. They
accompanied the author’s EA development and benchmarking efforts as advisory
discussion partners.

3.4 Benchmarking the search algorithm

3.4.1 The test problems

In the setup just described, THEA was benchmarked against two state-of-the-art
EAs, CMA-ES and PSO, by measuring the performance on five different test func-
tions:

• the shifted rotated Weierstrass function from the CEC-2005 collection [444],

• the shifted expanded Rosenbrock and Griewank function from the CEC-2005
collection [444],
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• the FM-synthesis problem from the CEC-2011 collection [102],

• the test function F101 by Whitley et al. [508, 511], and

• the charged marble problem [428].

Figure 3.10 shows illustrations of the five test problems. The FM-synthesis problem
is defined as a six-dimensional search problem and the charged marble problem was
instantiated as eight-dimensional function. The other three functions were all used
in a ten-dimensional setup for this benchmark. Detailed descriptions of the test
functions are given in appendix V. PSO and CMA-ES were used in different setups
and code versions. By running each EA 400 times on each problem, large enough
statistics were created to allow judgements not only based on means and medians
but rather on clearly distinguishable differences in the shapes of solution quality
distributions (figures 3.11-3.15, pp. 87ff).

a) b) c)

d) e)
Figure 3.10 Illustrations of the five test problems
Plot (a) is a 2D instance of the shifted rotated Weierstrass function. From the orientation of the structure it
can be seen that the used rotation matrix involved stretching and squeezing along different directions. (b)
shows the shifted expanded Rosenbrock and Griewank function. Diagram (c) illustrates the FM synthesis
optimisation task where a signal generated by a formula of nested sine functions has to be matched to a
target signal. Plot (d) shows the function F101 where the global minimum is far away from the centre
position and hidden behind high mountains. Diagram (e) illustrates the charged marble problem. In all 2D
colour map plots the common “jet” colour scale is used where blue/red stands for low/high function values.

3.4.2 The competing EAs

THEA is being compared with CMA-ES (evolution strategy with covariance matrix
adaptation, [196]) in three versions and PSO (particle swarm optimisation, [120,
230]) in two versions:

• CMA-ES-A: An own code implementation (Python with NumPy) based on
Nikolaus Hansen’s barebone Python code barecmaes.py [191] of early 2011.
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It is run with a fixed population size as (40,80)-ES. This one as well as the
other two CMA-ES versions are started with a mutation step size of σ0 = 1

3
times the search domain width. The initial anchoring is at a random location.

• CMA-ES-B: (40,80)-ES using Hansen’s extensive production code version [191]
of CMA-ES in Python (version of 2014).

• CMA-ES-C: Same code as above but in the setup with restarts (“IPOP-CMA-
ES”) as used by Auger & Hansen for participation in the CEC-2005 compe-
tition and described in [17]. The initial population size of the (µ,λ)-ES with
µ = λ/2 is λ = 10. The stopping criterion for triggering restarts is tolfun=0.1,
and the population size is doubled after each restart. The restart involves a
new random starting location and the resetting of the mutation distribution
to the isotropic case with the wide initial σ0, i. e. a total loss of memory.

• PSO-A: the PSO implementation in Python by Marcel Caraciolo [72], called
pyPSO, executed in the “constricted” mode with8 c1 = c2 = 2.05 and a popu-
lation size of 80.

• PSO-B: An own PSO implementation [430] with9 α = 0.7298 and ψ = 2.9922.
Transgressions of the search domain boundaries are treated by reflecting par-
ticle position and velocity back in. The swarm has a size of 80 and its com-
munication network is a simple 8× 10 von Neumann topology. Information is
passed up to a local neighbourhood degree of 2.

All these EAs are based on open source codes.

3.4.3 Benchmarking goals and guidelines

The central goal of this benchmark is to identify the most suitable EA for applying
it to an engineering problem where one evaluation corresponds to the simulation
of a physical system, in particular the SF resonator FE simulation. Thousands
of evaluations of this FE model are still affordable, whereas 105 simulations per
optimisation run are impractical. Therefore, random-initialised optimisations with
fixed budgets of 10 000 evaluation calls were the basis of the benchmarking. For 10D
problems this is ten times less than the budget during recent CEC competitions
[265, 444]. It has already been pointed out (see figure 3.8) that time savings10 by
EAs not needing the whole budget are a lesser concern than the security that in
each run the full global search power is leveraged. So, in spite of alternative ways
of judging the performance of optimisation algorithms, ways taking also account of

8Explanations for the modes and state variables of the PSO algorithm can be found in appendix
T.4.7 where the PSO concept is outlined.

9dito
10The time scale of EA optimisation runs (days in the SF resonator case) is not the only one

of relevance because the time scale of a person setting up a simulation, the optimising algorithm,
and the interface between the two, is another crucial one. Savings on the small scale (e. g. an
EA converging somewhat quicker every other run) are only beneficial if they are not likely to be
connected with more necessary thinking and checking on the upper work layer of human trial and
analysis (e. g. for finding out whether quick convergence means luck or wrong setup).
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how quickly results come in [194], here, only the end results were considered, i. e.
only the quality of the best solution ever found during one run was taken as the
measure of success.

This competition setup with relatively low call budgets induces the problem that
the final solution quality depends a lot on how much the EA has converged. At a
moment when the genotype population has converged to a tiny size in a smooth
search space, the EA is merely doing local search. However, dealing with costly
engineering problems with a smooth objective function, local search (LS) can be done
very efficiently with dedicated and slim algorithms like Solis-Wets [424], (1+1)-ES,
or the deterministic downhill-simplex search (Nelder-Mead algorithm [323]). The EA
should not waste its budget on local search and not be judged for its performance in
this discipline. An EA which has found one peripheric part of the valley containing
the global minimum should not be judged worse than a competing EA having reached
closer proximity to the global minimum. Or, thinking of the curse of dimensionality
and what it means for the cost of mapping any search space region, if two algorithms
have found the valley containing the global minimum (or just the same valley), no
difference in performance judgement should arise from how much luck may have been
involved in possibly just few probes of that valley. The problem can be overcome
and the benchmarking experiment made insensitive to the local search efficiencies of
the EAs by finishing off each EA search with the same local search. This has been
done by allocating the last 400 function evaluations to a downhill-simplex search
starting with the best chromosome encountered so far. The simplex has then been
initialised with an edge length of 1

800 of the search domain width.11

The solution qualities after 400 such EA+LS optimisation runs can be nicely
compared if their distributions are plotted as histograms like in figures 3.11 to 3.15.
But how can winning be defined interpreting these histograms? The question has to
be answered under consideration of the context. This means that, firstly, very thin
tails of singular lucky best results have to be ignored because the EA cannot be run
many times on the resonator optimisation and luck cannot be counted on. Next,
the right halves of all the distributions can be ignored as well. New procedures need
practice, thus there will be more than one EAO12 run with the costly engineering
problem of interest. How the worse half of the result distribution looks like is unim-
portant as soon as one assumes that probably not every trial will be compromised
by bad luck. Consequently, the features of interest in the benchmarking histograms
have to do with the left halves of the distributions and the left slopes, in particular
where the left flank is positioned on the x-axis, how steep its slope is, and how
narrowly packed the left part of the distribution is. With a focus on these points,
the histograms will be discussed in two groups, first the two problems selected from
the CEC-2005 benchmarking suite, then the three harder ones.

11Why such a small initial size? Looking up any description of the Nelder-Mead algorithm it
can be quickly inferred that shrinking is much more expensive than expansion. However, a small
initialisation size requires checking that the LS is not blocked by “solver noise”, i. e. ruggedness or
structure on fobj arising from numerical computation methods like the FE method.

12Here and below EAO will be used as a shorthand for optimisation with evolutionary algorithms
or evolutionary algorithm optimisation.
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Figure 3.11 Benchmarking THEA on the Weierstrass function
All three variants of CMA-ES are clearly better than the competition in the search landscape spanned by
the shifted rotated Weierstrass function [444]. The landscape is made up of a sum of twenty cosine functions
per dimension covering an extremely wide frequency band, with amplitudes being inversely proportional
to the spatial frequency. This allows the features of CMA-ES to play out their full potential of using the
population cloud as a low-pass probe for the envelope of the valley bottoms (a property inferred from figure
T.17, p. 540). As the mutation step size σ decays and the genotype population contracts to ever smaller
length scales, the evolution strategy works itself through the cosines, from the coarser to the finer structures
and follows the perceived averaged slopes (see figure T.16, p. 540).
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Figure 3.12 Benchmarking THEA on the eF8F2 function
On this test function the score distributions from the three algorithms match quite closely. In particular,
all are of the same shape. Only CMA-ES-A falls behind because of being shifted substantially to the right.
CMA-ES-B is also shifted a tiny bit to the right in comparison with THEA, but one should not overlook
the leftmost blue bar in two of the plots indicating that only CMA-ES is able to find the global minimum
sometimes. Therefore, this test function allows no declaration of winners or losers.
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Figure 3.13 Benchmarking THEA on the charged marble problem
On this test problem THEA performs better than the other algorithms. In each comparison, the THEA
histogram has its peak to the left of the competitor’s peak, the left slope farther to the left, and, most
importantly, the steepest left slope. Therefore, THEA is the EA promising the best global search performance
and least wasteful usage of computational resources for those types of real-world optimisation problems where
the search space characteristics are similar to the charged marble problem.
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Figure 3.14 Benchmarking THEA on the FM-synthesis problem
These histograms reveal that the globally optimal and a few near-optimal solutions form discrete levels or
bands, so the histograms are broken up. Only the solutions of inferior quality with fobj > 11 form a bulk.
All EAs find the optimal solution sometimes, but CMA-ES in the second setup stands out with the by far
highest rate of finding it.
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Figure 3.15 Benchmarking THEA on F101 by Whitley et al.
On this test function, only the setup B of CMA-ES is able to beat THEA. PSO handles this search task
much worse than the other two EA types.
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3.4.4 Interpreting the histograms part 1: the CEC-2005 functions

On the Weierstrass function CMA-ES is simply unbeatable. In each of the tried
setups it finds the global minimum so often that the corresponding histogram bars
stick out from the otherwise bell-shaped distributions. Of the other EAs, none is able
to reach the global minimum except one PSO version very few times. A different
picture can be seen with the eF8F2 function. Here, the results are very similar
between the three EA types, and few or no hints can be deduced for discriminating
between them. The locations and slopes of the left halves of the distributions seem
to slightly favour THEA. This is reflected also in the corresponding row of table 3.2
with the Wilcoxon test results. However, CMA-ES, in two of the three setups, is
the only algorithm able to find the global minimum. It is just very few hits, but
the other EAs have none. The Weierstrass and the eF8F2 functions are hard test
functions, but they are not the most difficult challenges to be found in the CEC-2005
collection. However, they have two benefits, for which they were chosen to be part
of the benchmark: they produce continuous score distributions (not broken up in
levels or bands like in figure 3.14 which is the case for several of the hardest CEC-
2005 problems), and they create search landscapes of which it is possible to get an
imagination. (What is the meaning of a “good performance” on a test problem of
which it is impossible to tell what the similarities and differences are with respect to
the real-world problem of interest?) Figure 3.16 shows pictures of the 2D versions
of the two functions at different zoom levels. The plots make it clear that the
test functions have underlying guiding structures. Larger-scale gradients are hidden
underneath smaller-scale ripples, there are structure symmetries with the global
optimum at the centre, and in the case of eF8F2 the local valleys get wider and
wider towards the deepest one. Since one cannot hope for the conjunction of such
beneficial features in the resonator optimisation problem, the benchmark results on
these two functions are taken into account with limited weight when making the
final EA decision.

However, there is still something to learn from the extremely good performance
of the CMA-ES on the self-similar Weierstrass function. The strength that helps
CMA-ES here, is its continuous probing the envelope on each level (see figures T.17 &
T.16) while sinking down from larger to smaller length scales, and the well-balanced
interplay between the tendency to follow the perceived gradient and counteracting
forces resembling damping and inertia. The Weierstrass function is a sum of twenty
cosines per dimension with exponentially increasing spatial frequencies and exponen-
tially decreasing amplitudes. CMA-ES systematically works off these contributions,
beginning with the coarsest and ending with the finest one.

3.4.5 Interpreting the histograms part 2: the three harder prob-
lems

Looking at the histograms in figures 3.13 to 3.15, one can observe that in each
case one EA sticks out due to either under- or overperformance. In the case of the
charged marble problem it is CMA-ES by underperformance. The in-house PSO
and THEA perform equally well on the task. Positions and slopes of the left flanks
match very closely. In the case of the FM-synthesis it is CMA-ES sticking out but
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Figure 3.16 Zoom-diving into the Weierstrass and the eF8F2 functions
The CEC-2005 test function suite for EA benchmarking [444] contains many multimodal test functions of
varying difficulty level and characteristics. The easier ones are the Rastrigin and Griewank functions (F9
and F7). The hardest ones are the hybrid composite test functions made of sums of up to ten shifted
and rotated (includes stretching) mathematical test functions. The main problem with these composite
test functions is that a human cannot gain any imagination of what type of features make up the largest
part of the challenge in the n-dimensional search space. A further problem is that they create broken-up
score distributions. Two multimodal functions from the collection, of which it is still possible to gain some
imagination, are F11, the shifted rotated Weierstrass function, and F13, the expanded extended Rosenbrock
plus Griewank function (historic abbreviation: eF8F2). The formulae are given in appendix V. The above
plots show snapshots of zoom dives into the two-dimensional versions of the functions heading towards the
position of the global minimum ~Ω. The x- and y-axes cover windows of width w, indicated as fraction of the
width of the whole search domain, centred on ~Ω. The top row represents the Weierstrass function and the
lower row eF8F2. The most important characteristics that can be inferred for the Weierstrass function are,
firstly, that under a superficial ruggedness there is a clear underlying guiding structure leading to the centre
of the symmetric valley structure, and secondly, that the landscape is self-similar, i. e. the valley shape looks
ever the same and the ruggedness pattern repeats itself while the searcher sinks down through the length
scales steering towards the global minimum. The CMA-ES is the ideal algorithm for tackling this type of
search challenge because the population can be understood as a probe for the average gradient. Now to the
function eF8F2 in the lower row. It exhibits a stretched chess board pattern of hills and valleys. On the
global level there is a guiding structure, as the envelopes of both hill tops and valley bottoms are ascending
far away from ~Ω. But in the vicinity of ~Ω this guiding structure is lost because the differences in the levels of
summits and bottoms become very small. They would still be detectable and interpretable for a dedicated
algorithm characterising hills and valleys locally, but for a search engine relying on samples at random
locations, the randomly detected levels will create misleading information if interpreted as average gradient.
The problem increases with dimensionality. Only the feature that the valleys become wider towards ~Ω may
still be exploited as a guiding structure because wider valley grounds translate into higher probabilities to
sample low function values. (In ad hoc trials, scatter search [170, 172, 249, 287] (code [430], based on [62,
287]) revealed to be quite competitive on eF8F2. Indeed, it seems logic that starting a new local search run
somewhere on a connecting line between two valley centres is a beneficial operation for proceeding in steps
towards the most central valley of this function’s regular pattern of valleys.)
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this time due to overperformance again. The histograms are too much broken up
due to the separation of bands on the quality axis corresponding to the vicinity of
discrete near-optimal solutions. They cannot be compared very well by their shape.
The ES is declared the winner here because it finds the global optimum in more
than 25 % of the runs, whereas the other two EAs hit it only at a rate of about 15 %.
Finally, in the case of F101, it is PSO being the outlier due to underperformance,
as it leads to distributions shifted quite a substantial bit to the right.

Daring to judge from the performance on these three deliberately selected hard
test problems, THEA can be declared to be a very safe bet because of the fact that
it is never the underperforming outlier. This speaks for the robustness of THEA.
At the same time it means that the hybrid EA approach has a real pay-off. The
benchmark experiments are taken as strong justifying arguments with respect to
applying THEA to the resonator optimisation problem. CMA-ES surely is a very
good choice, too. It should be tried out by anyone seeking an EA optimiser for
an engineering task, unless there is reason for the assumption that the real-world
problem has search landscape features with deceiving effect for CMA-ES. PSO seems
to be the riskier choice because F101 shows how it can fall back quite substantially
behind the other two EAs on a particular problem.13 Consequently, both CMA-ES
and THEA have been applied to the SF resonator optimisation problem.

Comparisons among EA variants

Concerning the comparisons between the variants of CMA-ES and PSO, the statis-
tics still hold some more information, at least for CMA-ES. In the case of PSO, the
message is ambivalent because pyPSO is better on the FM-synthesis problem and
F101, whereas the in-house PSO runs ahead on the marble problem. About CMA-
ES, one important observation comes from the comparison between the barebone
algorithm version and the production code equipped with Hansen’s latest function-
alities and tweaks. While the barebone version finds the global minimum of the
10D Weierstrass function at an incredible rate, the three hard problems reveal that
the effort put into the latest14 CMA-ES version really made the search more global.
That there is a price to pay in the form of decreased performance on easier functions
like the Weierstrass function when increasing the general-purpose applicability of
the searcher, would be in agreement with the “no free lunch” theorem. Additionally,
there is something to learn about restarts.

What the histograms tell about restarts

In the case of CMA-ES an interesting comparison is offered between versions with
and without restarts of one and the same algorithm. The setup with smaller popu-
lations and restarts performs consistently worse than the other two setups based on
singular continuous runs with large populations. This may seem surprising consid-
ering the background that it was exactly IPOP-CMA-ES with its restart strategy

13However, it has to be noted that this author has spent the least amount of time with setting
up, trying out, and tuning the PSO algorithms. Both examined PSO codes represent standard
implementations and thus the literature status of 1995.

14the “production code” downloaded from the website [191] in October 2014
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that outperformed all competitors in the CEC-2005 competition on real parameter
optimisation according the compilation of results [193], and that in 2013 again an
EA with CMA-ES and restarts [266] ended up among the top places. The seemingly
contradicting facts can be understood by examining the drawback of IPOP-CMA-
ES, the composition of the CEC test function suite, and how the EAs have been
compared by the CEC jury. IPOP-CMA-ES begins with small populations, and
restarts, connected with a doubling of the population size, are initiated upon detect-
ing stalls. For unimodal and easy multimodal functions this means IPOP-CMA-ES
can get very far in its low-cost initial setup. However, for challenging multimodal
search problems requiring the scanning power of large populations this means large
parts of the budget are wasted with less efficient searches and for the last stage
with the largest population only a fraction of the total budget remains. In [193]
algorithms were ranked higher if they used less of the function call budgets to reach
given solution quality targets, and the rankings were based on aggregate data from
many test functions. In such a setup it is possible to compensate for decreased per-
formance on the few hardest problems by increased performance on the many easier
problems. The statistics here, which represent the question about what has been
gained at the end of the budget, show that on the three hard test problems CMA-ES
can leverage its global search power much more efficiently if it does not follow the
“IPOP” scheme, if the search is conducted with a rather large population size in one
single uninterrupted run. This highlights the eternal fact that different experiments
answer different questions, and that experiments have to be purposefully designed
in order to reveal the desired knowledge. In the context of EAs and engineering
problems it means that own EA benchmarking experiments are useful and should
be recommended if the benchmarks available in the literature are not framed in the
proper setup.

3.4.6 Quantifying the statistics

The decision about the most suitable EA for the SF optimisation task can be settled
through the inspection of the score distributions on pages 87 to 89. Nevertheless,
some characteristic indicators of quantitative analyses are added to make the pre-
sented statistical datasets more useful for readers with a general interest in EA.

Most commonly, the mean, the standard deviation, and the median are used
for describing distributions. And advantage of the median over the mean is its
insensitivity to outliers. The median separates the two halves of a histogram. Due
to the fact that increasing the number of samples taken from a random distribution
reduces the likeliness that they are all lying in the same half, the medians of the EA
score distributions can be taken as a very conservative measure allowing algorithm
decisions based on a pessimistic standpoint saying “you should almost for sure get
better results than this if you can afford more than just one shot.” In the real-
world scenario of tackling a costly optimisation problem there will not be endless
repetitions of EA optimisation runs, but also the number of trials will not be as low
as just one or two because first attempts are rarely flawless, because the optimisation
algorithm, its target simulation, and the interfacing must be set up in steps, and
because engineers learn and progress practices in iterations. As it is possible to posit
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that we are really only interested in the left half of the distributions, does it make
sense to give the median of that part only? Indeed it is deemed worthwhile to be
listed because it can be taken as a measure telling “with several shots you’re very
likely to get at least to this limit.” The argument is that the best quarter is still a
substantial chunk of the statistics. The chances of missing it n times in a row can
be used to calculate the chances of getting something from within the best quarter.
The latter probability is

P = 1−
(3

4

)n
,

and that is 58 %, 68 %, and 76 % for 3, 4, and 5 trials. With n = 10 it’s 92 %.
Therefore, the best quarter of the statistical raw data gets special consideration in
the presented listing of quantitative indicators. Table 3.1 contains this compilation
of key numbers distilled from the datasets.

When distributions are not symmetric, not bell-shaped, not continuous, or cum-
bersome in other ways, then it may still be possible to make meaningful judgements
by using nonparametric statistical tests. Several such procedures are common in
evaluating the performance of optimisation algorithms [114]. The Wilcoxon signed
ranks test15 has been applied to check for significant differences in the distribution
pairs plotted in figures 3.11 to 3.15. When taking pairs of samples from two sources
of random numbers, one can check whether the distribution of pair differences is
centred around zero, or whether it is lopsided which would be a hint that behind
the two sources there is in fact not the same distribution. The trick is to order the
list of incoming pair differences di according to absolute size, assign rank 1 to the
smallest and rank N to the largest |di|, and then divide the list of ranks into two
piles depending on the sign of di. That means rank ri goes to the winner of that
sample pair comparison. The larger one of these two rank sums hints to the winning
sample source. By the ranking trick it is avoided that the differences themselves
enter the calculation and issues of scaling with them. The smaller rank sum is used
to compute a p-value as indicator of the level of significance (some not so trivial
ingredients enter that computation [35, 114]). The p-value is the probability that
the null hypothesis, that the two datasets stem from the same distribution, is true.
Without it, the test is useless. Winning by the rank sums becomes meaningful only
in connection with a small p.

The results of the algorithm comparisons by the Wilcoxon signed ranks test are
presented in table 3.2. Neither across the whole table nor in any column, row, or
other reasonable subsection is there a majority of defeats over wins. This speaks
again for the robustness of the presented hybrid EA and for the success of the
hybridisation approach.

The weakness of the presented benchmarking tests is that comparisons between
THEA and its ingredients like GAs and DE are not included. The problem lies
in the vast amount of existing variants of these basic EA schemes. This makes it
difficult to choose the strongest competition and too easy to do the other EA ideas a
disservice by uninformed choices from among the vast literature and published code
versions.

15as implemented in the SciPy library [223]
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Table 3.1 EA benchmarking statistics
This table compiles analysis data from the statistics in figures 3.11 to 3.15 and allows to benchmark the
performance of THEA against CMA-ES and PSO, the former in three different setups, the latter in two.
The statistics are compared, on the one hand, according to the median m, mean µ, and standard deviation
σ of all runs, denoted by the index a. But, because the fraction of best runs is more relevant with respect
to EA decisions in real-world scenarios than the histogram tail of worst runs, the same three quantities
are also given just for the best quarter of runs and then indexed with bq. Additionally, the best bbq and
worst wbq of the best quarter are listed. While the median ma represents a very conservative basis for EA
decisions (we might get something from the better half, but don’t count on hitting the better parts of it),
the median of the better half (i. e. wbq) allows a still conservative but somewhat less pessimistic decision
basis. In particular, going with that criterion means not to ignore the shape of the better halves of the
distributions. Comparing the EAs by wbq , one can see that on the three hard problems THEA is not beaten
that often: on the charged marble problem none is better, and on both the FM-synthesis problem and F101
only one of the ES variants, CMA-ES-B, gets ahead.

ma µa σa bbq mbq µbq σbq wbq

charged marbles (8D)
CMA-ES-A 31.052 31.107 0.545 30.237 30.528 30.507 0.123 30.695
CMA-ES-B 30.988 31.082 0.614 30.165 30.484 30.470 0.100 30.634
CMA-ES-C 30.972 31.068 0.511 30.201 30.542 30.514 0.118 30.702
PSO-A 30.951 31.059 0.597 30.140 30.479 30.472 0.116 30.647
PSO-B 30.727 30.797 0.365 30.230 30.420 30.414 0.071 30.533
THEA 30.695 30.769 0.347 30.183 30.414 30.399 0.078 30.497

FM-synthesis (6D)
CMA-ES-A 11.512 10.293 6.239 0.000 0.000 1.282 1.700 5.364
CMA-ES-B 8.444 9.310 7.385 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.002
CMA-ES-C 13.725 12.137 6.578 0.000 3.328 2.976 2.775 8.440
PSO-A 11.512 10.040 6.199 0.000 0.000 1.053 1.577 5.364
PSO-B 15.486 14.355 5.086 0.000 9.334 7.251 4.215 11.512
THEA 12.152 10.251 6.142 0.000 0.000 1.501 2.139 5.364

F101 (10D)
CMA-ES-A -5987.9 -5933.6 751.3 -7689.4 -6764.0 -6810.8 243.8 -6515.0
CMA-ES-B -6472.2 -6437.5 696.9 -8018.3 -7254.1 -7295.8 284.5 -6899.9
CMA-ES-C -5899.1 -5847.8 735.2 -7468.9 -6730.5 -6773.3 295.0 -6371.2
PSO-A -5535.6 -5516.4 609.5 -7305.6 -6298.7 -6293.9 312.2 -5866.6
PSO-B -4791.7 -4876.0 692.0 -7063.7 -5722.5 -5801.2 351.0 -5341.3
THEA -6159.6 -6174.6 632.0 -8188.5 -6904.3 -7009.5 342.0 -6582.4

Weierstrass (10D, only error given)
CMA-ES-A 0.004 0.084 0.327 0.000 0.001 0.001 0.000 0.002
CMA-ES-B 2.128 3.006 2.908 0.004 0.077 0.227 0.263 0.902
CMA-ES-C 2.210 2.638 2.120 0.011 0.509 0.533 0.437 1.201
PSO-A 4.993 4.910 1.570 0.948 3.023 2.880 0.616 3.646
PSO-B 3.882 4.592 2.789 0.192 1.517 1.478 0.569 2.330
THEA 2.580 2.628 1.046 0.428 1.284 1.330 0.359 1.905

eF8F2 (10D, only error given)
CMA-ES-A 0.973 0.974 0.267 0.474 0.703 0.677 0.073 0.759
CMA-ES-B 0.882 0.893 0.261 0.010 0.640 0.587 0.145 0.715
CMA-ES-C 0.797 0.836 0.253 0.040 0.564 0.544 0.085 0.649
PSO-A 0.867 0.919 0.357 0.271 0.551 0.533 0.103 0.666
PSO-B 0.870 0.916 0.325 0.273 0.566 0.552 0.085 0.671
THEA 0.782 0.824 0.274 0.235 0.543 0.515 0.094 0.636
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Table 3.2 Wilcoxon test on EA statistics
The Wilcoxon signed ranks test [114, 223] has been applied to the pairs of solution quality distributions
in figures 3.11-3.15. This nonparametric test for comparing two sequences of samples is based on pairwise
comparisons. The question is whether the distribution of pair differences is symmetric around zero. The
listed p-values indicate the probability of the null hypothesis to be valid, i. e. that the samples come from
the same distribution, that the difference distribution is by consequence symmetric, and that the measured
asymmetry stems only from randomness in the sampling. The comparisons have been declared a tie in the
cases of p > 0.1. There is one case where p is very close to 0.1, and this case would be a defeat if counted.

CMA-ES-A CMA-ES-B CMA-ES-C PSO-A PSO-B
Weierstrass (10D)

THEA wins? defeat tie tie win win
p-value 5.05× 10−67 6.40× 10−1 1.03× 10−1 8.48× 10−57 4.13× 10−26

eF8F2 (10D)
THEA wins? win win tie win win
p-value 4.83× 10−13 4.07× 10−5 4.33× 10−1 8.28× 10−5 4.39× 10−5

charged marbles (8D)
THEA wins? win win win win tie
p-value 7.33× 10−21 1.66× 10−14 5.01× 10−17 1.41× 10−14 2.39× 10−1

FM-synthesis (6D)
THEA wins? tie defeat win tie win
p-value 9.72× 10−1 5.02× 10−2 7.80× 10−5 5.06× 10−1 4.69× 10−21

F101 (10D)
THEA wins? win defeat win win win
p-value 1.80× 10−5 4.79× 10−9 1.93× 10−9 4.70× 10−33 4.39× 10−62

Lists of symbols and abbreviations
List of Latin quantity symbols
Symbol Description
ai lower bound of search space along ith dimension
b branching factor of population merging scheme
ba, bbq best of all samples = of best quarter (benchmark statistics)
bi upper bound of search space along ith dimension
c1, c2 attractor force scaling factors in PSO description
fobj objective function
fsel parent selection function implementing selection pressure
G maximum number of generations (algorithm control)
g generation counter
ma,mbq median of all samples, of best quarter (benchmark statistics)
N population size
n search space dimension
P probability
P chromosome population
p selection pressure control parameter
R real numbers
r random number
s scaling factor for DE routine
w window width of test function zoom plots
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wa, wbq worst of all samples, of best quarter (benchmark statistics)
~x chromosome, i. e. point in search space
{~x} set of chromosomes

List of Greek quantity symbols
Symbol Description
α inertia parameter in PSO description
α recombination operator extension range beyond better parent
β recombination operator extension range beyond worse parent
γ annealing factor (mutation step size reduction)
θ generic transformation function for distribution forming
ϑc2u “cigar-to-uniform” ratio of recombination operator usage
κ mutation step size scaling factor
λ size of offspring population
µ size of parent population (selected for “survival” and

reproduction)
µ mean value
µa, µbq mean of all samples, of best quarter (benchmark statistics)
ν integer output variable of parent selection routine
σ mutation step size control parameter
σa, σbq std. dev. of all samples, of best quarter (benchmark statistics)
ψ attractor force scaling factor in PSO description
~Ω location of global optimum

List of abbreviations
Abbreviation Description
CEC IEEE Congress on Evolutionary Computation
CMA-ES evolution strategy with covariance matrix adaptation
CO crossing-over, crossover
DE differential evolution
DNA deoxyribonucleic acid
EA evolutionary algorithm
EAO evolutionary algorithm optimisation (meaning optimisation by

evolutionary algorithm)
EC evolutionary computation
ES evolution strategy
FE,FEM finite element (method)
FM frequency modulation
GA genetic algorithm
ILS iterated local search
IPOP-CMA-ES restart CMA-ES with increasing population size
LS local search
NM Nelder-Mead algorithm, i. e. downhill simplex search
KIT Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (Karlsruher Institut für

Technologie)
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PSO particle swarm optimisation
RLS repeated local search
RPI Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
SA simulated annealing
SF sonofusion
THEA tier-based hybrid evolutionary algorithm
WHX Wright’s heuristic crossover
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Chapter 4

Interfacing optimiser and
simulation

This chapter discusses the aspect of finding a suitable objective function
giving the global EA search the right direction so that parameter com-
binations yielding a maximised fitness computation do indeed represent
good solutions to the engineering problem. The multi-step simulation
and postprocessing routine for evaluating a resonator solution candidate
is motivated and explained. Different setups of the fitness evaluation
scheme are presented, which are at the basis of the different EAO re-
sults presented in the following chapter, and which are able to determine
whether the global evolutionary search is applied either in a more explo-
rative or in a highly targeted manner.

Figure 4.1 Turning random trials into good SF resonators
This collection of resonator model cross sections shows three random trials on the left and a highly optimised
setup on the right. The colour contours represent normalised pressure amplitudes. The random-influenced
geometry setups are from an early stage of EA optimisation and they represent solutions of low quality
because they exhibit either a low peak sound pressure or a high pressure amplitude on walls or both in
conjunction. The values for the four setups are 24.1, 8.6, 29.5, and 39.6 bar for the central pressure and the
maximum pressures on walls are at 53, 49, 51, and 24 % of the central pressure. A well-performing global
search algorithm is necessary for achieving this optimisation result, but the other crucial part is a suitable
objective function definition guiding the search towards good solutions of the engineering problem.
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4.1 General considerations about the optimisation goals

4.1.1 The question of multi-objective or single-objective search

The goals of the SF resonator design problem were formulated in chapter 2. Using
an automated procedure of parameter tuning for design optimisation means that the
list of goals has to be split into two halves: the goals served when making the design
concept and those goals that are left up to the automatic optimiser. Clearly, the
topics of reproducibility, machining, assembly technique, material choices etc. man-
ifest themselves in the first half. A comprehensive list of goals offering themselves
as part of the second half could look like this:

1. maximise the pressure amplitude in the centre,

2. minimise the pressure along the fluid-structure boundary,

3. maximise the Q-factor,

4. minimise material stresses,

5. maximise the displacement amplification mechanism if it is part of the vibra-
tion mode,

6. minimise the displacement near nozzles and tube connections,

7. minimise the deformation where there are silicone connections in order to avoid
excessive damping,

8. maximise the volume size suitable for spherical bubble cloud collapse, i. e.
prefer pressure mode shapes with fewer nodes.

Of course, it is not possible to treat the eight goals separately and equally per
multi-objective (MO) search because of the curse of dimensionality, the difficulty
to make any use of the ensemble of solutions forming the 7D Pareto front in the
8D space, and the exploding number of trials needed. But still, the MO versus
SO (single-objective) question can be asked more seriously in this form: should the
optimisation perhaps better be made as a bi- or tri-objective search concentrating on
e. g. the first, second and/or fourth goal in the above list? The decision against this
option was partially made for avoiding the increased computational cost connected
with more necessary trials but also because MO optimisers, their inner workings,
their emergent properties, and their benchmarking are yet one more nontrivial topic.

Proceeding with SO optimisation requires the condensation of the few most im-
portant and most independent goals into one single objective function of scalar value.
Some might be ignored because of interrelations, e. g. a low Q-factor will not allow
high pressure amplitudes. Others have to be addressed as much as possible through
suitable design (pushing into the first half) or by bounding the parameter space
(goal represented in second half but not through fobj), if they cannot enter the ob-
jective function formulation. In all SF resonator optimisation runs discussed below,
single-objective optimisation has been applied with a scalar objective function based
on solely the first two goals in the above list. If multiple goals are condensed into
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one scalar objective function, then it is of great importance how exactly they get
merged1 together because the search landscape determines how successful a search
algorithm can be.

4.1.2 Taking care on the fitness function avoids pitfalls

When EAs or other function optimisers are applied to real-world problems, in par-
ticular from the field of engineering, then the formulation of the objective function
is a crucial point. The objective or fitness function connects the phenotype solution
with the algorithm, and if no care is taken for the setup of this connection, then two
types of frustrations are likely to occur:

1. solutions are found which maximise the fitness indeed but represent no satis-
fying solution to the engineering problem because of another criterion, or

2. the search efficiency is low, many mediocre and too few good solutions are
found because the topology of fobj hides the really good solutions from the
searcher.

Imagining for the moment the simplest case, that the scalar objective function to be
maximised is just the peak sound pressure anywhere near the central region of the
resonator (the resonance being anywhere in the scanned frequency interval), then a
problem of the first type might show up in the form that the desired pressure in-
crease in the middle is accompanied by high pressures somewhere at a fluid-structure
boundary or connected with excessive stress concentrations in the structure. A prob-
lem of the second type could reveal itself in a series of optimisation runs where in
only one of several cases a distinctly different solution of much better quality than
in all the other cases is found. In the resonator case where solutions can be classified
by their pressure mode shapes it is thinkable that solutions with certain types of
mode shapes usually take over the gene pool in the early stages of evolution, so
that the one type of mode shape allowing much higher pressures just never gets
efficiently searched and locally optimised. The situation could also be described in
the following way: the attractor regions of the different working modes are of very
unequal size in the search space. In such a situation, if the user is able to decide
ad hoc which solution type is preferable, penalising the fitness of undesired solution
types can be an efficient way for substantially shrinking the attractor regions of the
solutions declared wrong.

In fact, the dissection between the two problem types is not that clear. This can
be made clear by interpreting the examples for the first type also with the help of the

1There is an option of serving multiple goals without merging them into a single scalar objective
function: by swapping the goals every other generation and staying with an SO evaluation in
each generation (see appendix T.5). For example, the default pressure-based goal of the resonator
optimisation could be exchanged in every nth generation by a stress-based goal. Experiments have
been made with the charged marble problem where the two types of energies can be treated as
two independent goals. These experiments remained however inconclusive because there were not
enough of them and because more work would have been necessary for elaborating sound definitions
of measures to evaluate the pseudo-MO algorithm and compare it to the SO alternative, performance
measures that would allow to make a decision based on the test problem and carry it over to the
resonator optimisation.
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attractor image: perhaps there is a design with top central sound pressure and at the
same time low interface sound pressure but it is just never found because there are
many, many more solutions with high interface pressure representing the haystack
burying the needle. It might be useless and fruitless to ponder which problem type
might exist to what degree, but it is surely helpful to turn the two thoughts into
two tasks that have to be fulfilled by the objective function:

1. The objective function should efficiently block all kinds of undesired solutions.
If there are other judgement criteria than just the peak sound pressure, then
they should be reflected in the scalar fitness values. If this is to be done
efficiently, then the search algorithm should be prevented from being able
to over-compensate bad performance on one criterion with extremely good
performance on another one.

2. Besides efficiently discriminating between desired and undesired solutions, the
objective function has the task to shape smooth transitions in the search space.
It should also indicate the neighbourhoods of good solutions. One should ask
whether measures can be taken which enlarge the attractor regions of desired
solutions and shrink other attractors.

These thoughts are connected to an argument made in the EA background appendix
chapter with figure T.3 (p. 481). A practical consequence is for example to avoid a
fitness function of the following form: the fitness value of a candidate solution is by
default pmax, but it is overwritten with the number −1 if one of several checks on
other criteria fails. Such a form would rob large portions of the search landscape of
any guiding structure. Subtracting penalties from pmax is better. Smooth penalty
functions are best.

4.2 The implementation

As part of this work, only pressure amplitudes have been used for deriving the fit-
ness functions. The approach taken to address the other goals was to learn from the
solutions found by EAO and to incorporate the new knowledge into the next design
step and optimisation run. That means, to react to other undesired developments,
e. g. excessive local deformation and stress concentration, by manually setting proper
boundaries on the design parameters or introducing fillets for preventing these fea-
tures. Therefore, the fitness of solution candidates is only based on sound pressure
data gathered from the FEM simulations.

4.2.1 A two step approach of resonance identification and charac-
terisation

Each FEM simulation of a resonator is a forced harmonic analysis covering a fre-
quency range in a number of discrete steps. The computations are based on para-
metrised APDL scripts. In order to be efficient, the evaluation of one FE model has
to be based at least on two forced-harmonic frequency sweeps. The first sweep is
for covering the whole frequency band of interest in a coarse discretisation. It just
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has to be fine enough to be able to choose the most promising resonance most of the
times. The second sweep has to focus on the chosen best resonance in a much finer
discretisation along the frequency axis, so that the resonance peak is well-resolved
and that there is no discretisation error on the pressure peak computation. (In some
cases the routine was based on three frequency sweeps allowing for a shifted repeti-
tion of the wide scan in cases where the peak was located on the borders.) The used
APDL scripts contain routines for looping over selected nodes and writing nodal so-
lution data into text files (employing the command *vwrite). Based on that data,
the Python-based postprocessing and score evaluation routines can analyse the data
step by step and compute the fitness as illustrated in figures 4.2, 4.5, and 4.5.

Figure 4.2 Fitness determination in two steps
These plots show pressure amplitude maps gained from FEM simulations. In the left picture pressure
amplitude colour contours are shown across the FE mesh of the modelled lower half of a symmetric resonator
variant, depicted is the situation at resonance. The colour maps to the right show the pressure amplitude
profiles along the central axis of the resonator over the frequency axis. They are gained with Python-based
postprocessing routines analysing the FEM output. The z-axis range covered by the piston is blacked out in
the map. The plotted data behind the piston is the pressure amplitude measured on the surface of the piston
holding tube. The two frequency sweeps, one wide scan and one zoomed-in close-up of the automatically
detected strongest resonance at 21.7 kHz represent the two step solution candidate evaluation procedure.
In the simplest (earliest developed) evaluation scheme it is only the peak pressure in the resonator centre
pcentre which counts for the fitness.

The earliest trials of EA optimisation of resonator models were attempted with
a fitness function aiming solely of the maximisation of the peak sound pressure.
An exemplary optimisation result is shown in figure 4.2 it shows the final resonator
geometry setup and how its evaluation looks like. A first frequency sweep covers a
wide range, here it’s a window of 3 kHz. The most promising resonance is identified
by searching for the largest pressure amplitude value in the central part of the
resonator in between the two pistons on the central axis (denoted in the following as
pcentre). As profiles with pressure nodes near the pistons are desired, it is beneficial
to restrict this scan to a window along the vertical axis excluding the space near
the pistons. The red diamond (and the added arrow) indicates the resonance chosen
by the evaluation routine. The map to the right is the 240 Hz wide close-up taken
in 60 steps around this resonance for characterising it. The data resolution in the
close-up map has to be sufficiently fine along the spatial as well as the frequency
axis in order to be able to infer the height of pressure amplitude peak with decent
accuracy. In the depicted case the frequency step is 4 Hz and the vertical probing
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grid takes samples from every second mesh node; with a mesh resolution setting of
1.5 mm this yields a grid resolution of 3 mm.

The simple evaluation routine aiming at the maximisation of pcentre without any
further constraints (except a restricted scan window along the spatial z coordinate)
yielded some interesting optimised resonator setups, but overall it turned out to
be unreliable. The reason was that too often the achievement of a high central
peak pressure was accompanied by elevated sound pressure amplitudes on fluid-
structure interfaces. The problem occurred that chromosomes won the evolutionary
competition which corresponded to resonators like the undesired case shown in figure
4.3.

Figure 4.3 The importance of filtering out undesired pressure profiles
These plots illustrate a comparison between bad (left side) and good (right side) pressure profiles. Both
resonator setups achieve high peak sound pressures above 20 bar. The problematic aspect of the setup on
the left is the elevated sound pressure amplitude right in front of the upper piston. Such a resonator is not
suitable for SF trials because cavitation is likely to occur on the surface of the piston and not deep in the
liquid volume. Secondly, the condition of spherical symmetry of the sound field is not given for the region
where cavitation is expected. This will not allow the concentric collapse of spherical bubble clusters.

If experience implies that it is much easier for the tried EAs to come up with
such unsuitable solutions with pressure peaks near or at walls than with suitable
ones if the search is simply aimed at increasing pcentre then what are the reasons?
The behaviour can be made plausible by considering the following thoughts: If the
structural parts are only made of very thin walls, then the boundary conditions
(BCs) around the fluid domain will in most places be low pressure and high dis-
placement amplitude. Sturdy structural parts will usually entail BCs where it is
the other way round. Hard, non-vibrating walls attract sound pressure antinodes.
However, unreasonably thin structural parts as the easy way out are intentionally
excluded through the setting of parameter bounds. One big advantage of sturdy
setups in the evolutionary competition is low damping due to little displacement
because damping only occurs in the structure in the considered FE models. Rela-
tively massive structural parts need special conditions to set them in motion, e. g. a
structural resonance in conjunction with an acoustic resonance inside the resonator.
This is exactly what is needed if the walls are to serve as low pressure amplitude
BC while not becoming unrealistically thin. The search for these special conditions
is the main part of the optimisation task of the SF resonator design problem. An
automatic optimisation routine can be trimmed to accomplish this task by telling it
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to exclude areas close to structures on the search for pcentre and to penalise elevated
pressure amplitudes on fluid-structure interfaces. Implementing such measures in
the score evaluation subroutine means shrinking the large and blinding attractor
regions of unsuitable designs in the search space and letting the attractor regions of
suitable solutions shine through.

4.2.2 Penalising undesired pressure amplitude distributions

The basic idea was to compose the objective function fobj as the sum of pcentre and a
penalty given depending on the highest pressure amplitude detected anywhere along
the fluid-structure interface pif ,

fobj = pcentre − fpen(pif).

But first trials with a penalty of the form

fpenA =
{
pif − plim if pif > plim = 1

5pcentre,

0 else

did not work because solutions won the competition and conquered the gene pool
by overcompensating the penalty with elevated values of pcentre. Subsequent trials
with a stepwise steeper and steeper slope of the penalty

fpenB =


0 if pif ≤ plim,1,

α1(pif − plim,1) if plim,1 < pif ≤ plim,2,

α1(pif − plim,1) + α2(pif − plim,2) if pif > plim,2,

(4.1)

whereby plim,1 = 2
10pcentre, α1 = 2, plim,2 = 3

10pcentre, and α2 = 5, were still problem-
atic because too many promising solutions and their mutations were thrown into the
negative fitness range. In this case, the lowered efficiency of the search arose from
bad solutions featuring the lowest values of pcentre populating the higher ranks of the
population above many penalised solutions with originally very promising pressure
profiles of strong amplitude.

An approach of quenching the fitness of candidates with far too high wall pres-
sures instead of throwing them into the negative fitness range, and thus behind all
other candidates, turned out to be more efficient. A reduction of the fitness down
to zero but not further can be achieved if the penalty is made a multiplier, i. e.

fobj = pcentre · fpen with fpen : R→ [0, 1].

In need of a smooth transition function for bridging the region between strongly
penalised and not penalised solutions, one offering a simple tuning parameter for
the width of the transition region, the choice fell on the function describing Fermi-
Dirac statistics:

fFD = fFD(x, µ, β) = 1
exp

(
x−µ
β

)
+ 1

, fFD(x) : R→ [0, 1].
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After defining the wall pressure ratio

rwp = pif
pcentre

the fitness function can be written as

fobj = pcentre · fpenC (4.2)
= pcentre · (1− f̃penC(rwp)) (4.3)

with
f̃penC = (1− fFD(rwp, θ, β1)) (1− fFD(rwp, θ/3, β2)) (4.4)

and
θ = 0.5, β1 = 0.15, β2 = 0.08.

Here, the threshold plim has been replaced by the dimensionless number θ. The three
development steps of the penalty function are illustrated in figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4 Developing the penalty function punishing elevated wall pressure ratios
The three different versions of the penalty function are shown in a form allowing the usage according to
fobj = pcentre(1 − f̃pen(rwp)). The problem with the two piecewise linear penalty functions is that either
the penalty is not strong enough or it is too strong once it creates the situation of zero or negative scores.
The smooth transition function based on fFD offers the advantages that the penalty increases smoothly and
steeply in a decisive region which can be shifted by the parameter θ, but at the same time, only in cases of
extreme wall pressure ratios the fitness will be decreased below the one of candidate solutions with very low
peak pressure amplitudes in the centre. Typically, in the bulk of the population, the peak sound pressure is
seen to vary by a factor of five to ten.

4.2.3 A simple score evaluation routine without mode shape dis-
crimination

Figure 4.5 shows two colour maps with raw data, the sound pressure amplitude
along the central axis (top) and measured along the inside of the outer hull (second
map). Clipping the centreline pressure map at top and bottom and ignoring the
spaces close to the pistons already helps a little bit in gearing the optimiser to push
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Figure 4.5 Score evaluation routine A: mode-independent version
This combined diagram gives an overview of the whole data postprocessing and score evaluation routine. The
two colour maps represent the sound pressure along the central axis over frequency (top) and along the inside
of the main glass wall (second from top). A region of interest along the central axis is indicated by green lines,
it excludes the space close to piston surfaces. Based on the maximum pressure in the central region of interest
pcentre and the maximum pressure on fluid structure interfaces pif the wall pressure ratio can be calculated
(black curve in the third diagram). The penalty function f̃penC(pcentre, pif) is depicted in the same diagram in
orange. Lastly, the fourth plot illustrates the score computation showing the peak centreline pressure pcentre
over the frequency in black and the penalised objective function fobj = pcentre ·fpen = pmax(f) ·(1− f̃pen(f))
in cyan. (The depicted exemplary frequency response is from the FEM simulation of the West-Howlett
resonator in the setup shown in figure Q.16. It has a pressure peak of 15.2 bar and a wall pressure ratio of
40 %. The penalisation scheme reduces the score from 15.2 to 10.3 given a threshold setting of θ = 1

2 .)
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for mode shapes with antinodes in the inner region. The score is based on the
peak centreline pressure pcentre from that region of interest and the intention is to
penalise it when there are high pressure amplitudes pif anywhere along fluid-structure
interfaces through the wall pressure ratio-based penalty function. The computation
of pif involves scanning more raw data than depicted in the two pressure maps,
in particular the pressure data covering the whole piston surfaces (see figure 4.6
depicting the consequences of an erroneous computation).

a) b) c) d)
Figure 4.6 The effect of a flawed evaluation routine
The calculation of the wall pressure ratio and the penalty should take into account the entire fluid-structure
interface area. Unfortunately, a flawed computation was implemented in several of the optimisation runs
presented in chapter 5. Only the top and bottom lines of the centreline pressure map and the pressure map
from the main glass wall (as plotted in the top two diagrams of figure 4.5) were taken into account. This
means data measured on the middles of the piston front plates were assumed to be representative of the
pressure maxima across all piston surfaces, and signals from the remaining interface areas, e. g. base plates,
were assumed to be generally smaller in amplitude. These assumptions were based on early optimisation
results like mode shapes (a), (b), and (c), depicted above. At least the first assumption was proven wrong
when later optimisation runs yielded mode shapes like in setup (d) shown above. Here, it can be seen that the
membrane-like thin piston front plates, because they are softer in the middle and enable less displacement
near the rim, have the consequence of leading to concave pressure amplitude isocontours in front of the
pistons. In such cases the interface pressure amplitude is higher near the piston rim and measurements
taken solely in the front plate centres miss the maxima. The effect is visible on both the upper and lower
piston in case (d). The wall pressure ratio and penalty computation routine needed to be corrected for later
optimisation runs.

The third plot in figure 4.5 shows the wall pressure ratio rwp = pif/pcentre in
black and the derived penalty function f̃penC in orange. The function f̃penC is then
used to calculate a score-over-frequency curve fobj(f) according to equation 4.3,
that transformation is shown in the fourth plot of figure 4.5. In this case pcentre(f)
and fobj(f) have their global maxima on the same frequency point, but this cannot
be relied on. Therefore, calculating the score of a design only at the global peak
of pcentre(f) will not be the most effective evaluation routine because it will miss
weaker resonances yielding better scores due to lower penalties.

4.2.4 Tighter targeting with mode shape discrimination

As the result gallery in the next chapter will show, the penalised goal function de-
scribed above leads to finding various local minima of high performance and exhibit-
ing a multitude of different mode shapes. It shows the usefulness of the EA-based
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global optimisation approach for exploring the design space, identifying superior
local minima quickly, and finding interesting new setups which a targeted manual
search might probably miss.

Which types of different suitable mode shapes a resonator design can host was
however not the only question during EAO trials. For each one of the three new
investigated geometries discussed in chapter 5 one main question was: how well
it can perform when it works in the mode shape known from the West-Howlett
resonator, the asymmetric mode shape with an out-of-phase pressure peak well above
the transducer allowing for mechanical displacement amplification along the main
glass wall? Trying to answer this question, it can be tedious if only one in four EAO
runs or less yield the thought-of mode shape. This created the desire to implement a
modified solution candidate evaluation routine helping to gear the optimiser towards
realising a resonator setup which reproduces the mode shape of the West-Howlett
design. The developed scheme is illustrated in figure 4.7.

Figure 4.7 Score evaluation routine B: mode-discriminating version
This figure illustrates the score evaluation routine in a setup with mode shape discrimination geared at
tuning towards the mode shape of the West-Howlett resonator design. The top plot contains the centreline
pressure amplitude map and the region of interest excludes the lower part where the transducer is situated.
The second colour map is the imaginary part of the same data in a colour scale where red stands for positive
numbers and blue represents negative values. This allows discriminating between in-phase (red) and out-of-
phase pressure peaks (blue) with respect to the transducer ring contraction. The third plot is the outer wall
pressure map which among other interfaces contributes to pif . The last plot shows the centreline pressure
maximum (within the region of interest) in black and derived score functions further explained in the text.
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The first measure is to restrict the transducer to off-centre positions in the lower
half and to look for the centreline pressure peak not at the height of the transducer
but only above it. This is indicated by the green lines bounding the region of interest
in the first plot containing the centreline pressure map. The next step is to ignore
in-phase pressure peaks and count only out-of-phase antinodes. An easy way to do
it is to look at the imaginary part of the centreline pressure which is the second
plot in figure 4.7 where red an blue regions designate positive and negative values.
The search for the strongest out-of-phase peak means to look for the darkest blue in
this map max(− Im(pcentre)), and this leads to the resonance shortly below 22 kHz.
This is not an ideal mode shape, firstly because it has a high pressure amplitude on
the upper piston front plate, and secondly with two and a half antinodes along the
central axis each antinode is narrower and offers less space for bubble clusters than
alternative modes. On top, it is not the sought-for West-Howlett mode shape.

Another postprocessing step can help to further narrow down the search, and this
could be to multiply with the intended mode shape and integrate so that the scalar
product is highest when the fit is best. What was in fact implemented was simply the
multiplication of the centreline pressure between the green lines with a sine window
before taking the maximum value. In the illustrative case shown in figure, this has
the decisive effect which is to judge this resonator response not by the performance
near 22 kHz but by the resonance at 19 kHz instead. The details are in the fourth
plot at the bottom where the black line is the peak from the not windowed centreline
pressure, the blue solid line corresponds to taking the maximum after multiplication
with a sine window, and the solid cyan curve is the result after applying the wall
pressure ratio-based penalty. There are additional dashed variants of the blue and
cyan curves: they correspond to integrating along the vertical coordinate (within
the region of interest) instead of simply taking the maximum. The result of the
integral over − Im(pcentre) times the sine window turns negative wherever there is
more red than blue in the imaginary pressure map between the green lines leading
to the curve breaks in the logarithmic plot. During the EAO trials the variant with
“penalised maximum after windowing of − Im(pcentre)” yielded good results, so it
was kept for most of the optimisation runs.

A note can be added that the exemplary frequency response plotted in figure
4.7 shows very nicely what was mentioned above, that first choosing the resonance
and then calculating the penalty only at that point is a less efficient approach than
calculating the penalised score across the whole frequency band first and then picking
the resonance. With the simple approach the design variant would be judged by the
performance of the 22 kHz resonance and given a mediocre score, whereas the latter
approach allows discovering the good properties of the 19 kHz resonance and judging
the candidate solution accordingly. The simple approach can even have the following
strong side effect during evolutionary optimisation: it requires all other stronger
mode shapes to be absent in the examined frequency band before the intended mode
shape is counted, and this effect can act as a huge overall drag on the optimisation
procedure.
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4.2.5 The fitness function as a good example of discussing method-
ology and implementation

The resonators proposed below will probably not be the last design developments
on the way to better SF experiments. These detailed descriptions are written in
the spirit to promote EA optimisation as an efficient tool allowing to sustain a
steady innovation process. Therefore, it is aimed at explaining particular imple-
mentations always in the context of both current and general goals. The fitness
function with its penalisation scheme can serve as a good illustration. It would be
a misinterpretation of the above to read it as a general recommendation that in the
optimisation of acoustic resonators the objective function should always be purely
pressure-based, and all other goals are better kept outside the blackbox optimisation
procedure. It is absolutely not excluded that in future further efforts of improving
the resonator designs, it might quickly become useful to employ completely different
fitness and penalisation schemes. For example, it is imaginable to take one of the
pressure-optimised designs discussed below and to further optimise it with respect
to mechanical properties. One possibility would be to re-apply similar global or
local search schemes with an objective function based on minimising stress peaks in
structural materials while penalising only substantial setbacks in terms of pmax and
rwp. Another possibility would be the optimisation of subproblems, e. g. tuning a
simulation of only a piston with the goals to maximise displacement, minimise stress
peaks, and to reduce the internal bending of the front surface. Instead of ignoring
the rest of the resonator a generic pressure BC taken from data of a good resonator
could be loaded onto the piston front surface to make the subsystem simulation more
realistic. In all such cases the same general thoughts and decisions about multi- ver-
sus single-objective, steep versus weak penalties or smooth versus unsteady forms or
other implementations for combining or negotiating goals would have to be made.
This is why increasing the detail level of this EAO case study and accompanying it
with background and motivational thoughts is deemed to offer helpful information
for future work on SF resonators or other applications of blackbox optimisers to
real-world problems.

4.2.6 The sequence of one evaluation call

In order to evaluate one parameter combination corresponding to one candidate
solution, the following sequence of steps has to be pursued:

1. Input: A new APDL input file has to be created by copying the master and
modifying the parameters to be optimised.

2. FE model: The forced harmonic FE model is solved covering the whole fre-
quency range of interest. The frequency stepping is coarse to reduce compu-
tational cost. Desired result data are written to text files.

3. Objective function: Output data are being read and postprocessed. The
objective function is computed for each frequency step. The frequency where
fobj peaks is being identified.
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4. FE model: Another FE simulation is carried out covering a narrow frequency
band around this frequency in a sufficiently fine frequency resolution so mean-
ingful peak values can be inferred.

5. Objective function: In the frequency axis close-up the choice of the fre-
quency step to isolate and analyse can be made straightforwardly by sim-
ply identifying the centreline pressure peak. At that frequency step the wall
pressure ratio is determined and the two values are used for the final fitness
calculation via the penalty function.

4.2.7 The computational cost of the FEM-based EAO

With FE meshes of around 104 nodes, with the first scan of the wide frequency
interval made in 100-200 steps and the second narrow scan in 60 steps, one design
evaluation takes between one and three minutes on a dual-core laptop (Intel Core®

2 Duo, 2.16 GHz). The EAO runs were performed on an older Linux cluster of the
KIT campus at similar speed. Considering the computational cost, parallelisation
and the reduction of wasteful evaluation calls due to a crashing FEM software or
postprocessing routine are of great interest. EAs are predestined for parallelisation
because in each generation many candidate solutions can be evaluated independently.
In the current case the bottleneck existed in the number of available user licenses for
the FEM suite.2 The issue of waste due to crashing evaluation calls deserves some
consideration in detail.

4.3 Simulation robustness and foresight with the model
parametrisation

Sometimes a chromosome cannot be properly evaluated because program errors hap-
pen. Either the FEM software crashes during preprocessing, solution, or postpro-
cessing, or the external program for reading the data and condensing them into the
fitness value runs into an error. The problem lies not particularly in how to treat
these crashed trials in the EA, they can easily be kicked out of the gene pool by
giving them a very bad score or even by making the algorithm aware of genomes to
be ignored. The aspect creating more difficulties is the drag on the evolution if a
fraction of the limited function evaluation budget is wasted on crashing simulations
and the capacity of the gene pool to store and accumulate useful information is not
used to its full potential. Therefore, the number of these crashes should be limited
as much as possible, and in fact, a lot can be done in that direction by setting up
the scripts and programs with foresight:

• by making sure that the model geometry parametrisation is set up in such a way
that the searched solution space does not contain a lot of volume corresponding
to geometrically infeasible designs,

2The licensing options for HPC computation tasks and design variation studies with Ansys have
substantially evolved since.
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• by preventing the possibility of geometries which are geometrically feasible and
solvable by the FEM engine but would be unphysical in the real world,

• and by paying particularly strong attention to program code robustness.

The second point and examples of the EA optimiser maximising the fitness func-
tion by finding and improving unphysical solutions will be discussed in figure 5.16
when going through the history of EAO results. The first point, the issue of model
parametrisation deserves the few sentences below.

4.3.1 Geometry complexity, parametrisation, and subspaces of in-
feasible solutions

As the complexity of a resonator geometry grows and ever more design parameters
are opened up for the optimiser to be tuned, also the possibilities to make parameter
combinations yielding infeasible designs can multiply. The first and most obvious
question is then: why not favour simpler geometries? In the following, it is explained,
why the simplest geometries will not always furnish hopeful starting scenarios for
EA-tuned resonators, to what pitfalls the increased geometric complexity may lead
during an EA optimisation, and how they can be addressed by carefully devising the
right geometry parametrisation.

Examining some subtleties of the old piston geometry can lead to an understand-
ing of the driving forces increasing the complexity of the resonator geometries. The
structural parts of the resonator and the liquid volume are a system of masses and
springs. Only by giving the optimiser enough degrees of freedom it becomes possible
to explore many different ways of how all these masses and springs are coupled. To
make the point with the eyes on an exemplary design detail, figure 4.8 compares a
simple geometric model of the lower piston to a more complex alternative.

a1) a2) b)
Figure 4.8 The drivers of geometry complexity
These sketches compare two versions of parametrisable piston cross section geometries, version (a) is rather
simple and version (b) corresponds to a more complex segmentation. Setup variant (a1) exhibits a soft
membrane-like front plate attached to a sturdy back, variant (a2) may allow a rather rigid front plate to
vibrate against the holding tube. A parametrisation of geometry (b) can allow for many more degrees of
freedom of tunable masses on the front plate, the side, or the back of the piston connected either sturdily or
via thin parts serving as tunable soft springs.

In the West-Howlett design the piston is held by the elastic silicone connection
sealing the gap between piston tube and the outer glass hull. The main task of
the piston is to furnish a boundary to the central fluid domain which is neither
a zero displacement nor a zero pressure boundary. At the same time it is also a
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boundary to the fluid volume behind the piston. The front surface of the piston
oscillates back and forth, and it has to have the right mass and spring behind it,
in order to allow the liquid bulk next to it to adopt the desired vibration mode at
the proper frequency. Of the simple geometry version, two setups are shown. One
(a1) with a thin and soft oscillating front plate being held by a sturdy piston back
part and a different setup (a2) where the front plate and rim are sturdier and where
the piston back plate is the part predestined for most of the elastic bending. This
would allow the whole piston front including rim to oscillate against the rest. The
point is that the piston can fulfil its main task only if it functions as part of the
whole resonator. The piston design cannot solely be enslaved to furnish the right
acoustic impedance for the fluid volume in contact with its front plate, it must have
enough design degrees of freedom to fit into a vibration mode where it is coupled
in between the fluid subvolumes in front and behind the piston and with the other
structural parts like an end plate or the glass hull directly. The geometry depicted
on the right exemplarily shows how more DOF can be introduced into the piston
design in a way such that more internal flexure modes become possible. Sufficient
DOF are crucial for allowing the piston to serve as beneficial BC for both at the
same time: the liquid in front of it and the structure connected to its back side.

With increased geometric complexity and a higher number of DOF open to tun-
ing, the options of how to parametrise the model multiply. The search domain seen
by the optimiser is a cuboid if for each parameter xi there is an allowed interval
[ai, bi]. When making the choice between different model parametrisations, there
are two very important criteria to pay attention to: how large is the volume fraction
of the search domain representing solutions which are geometrically not feasible,
and what shape does the remaining volume of feasible solutions take? Figure 4.9
compares two possible parametrisations. One is an example for minimising the vol-
ume fraction of infeasible solutions and thus the probability of futile and wasteful
evaluation trials. This is the reason why the choices of tuning parameters listed
when discussing the new designs in the following chapter (e. g. fig. 5.26) may seem
unintuitive and complicated at first.

a) b) c)
Figure 4.9 Geometry parametrisation and search efficiency
The diagrams illustrate parametrisation variants for a complex piston geometry. The thickness parameters
in drawing (a) can be chosen independently. The horizontal distances in diagram (b) have to abide to
the constraint of fitting inside a resonator of given radius r. Diagram (c) symbolically shows a changed
parametrisation devised for achieving only feasible geometries and for being useful in an evolutionary scheme
of parameter inheritance and mutation.

In the exemplary illustration in figure 4.9 the piston front plate is divided into
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segments with three independently tunable thicknesses and trapezoidal transition
regions. On the left (a), the three thickness parameters (t1, t2, t3) are indicated.
Sketch (b) in the centre shows the seven horizontal distance parameters (d1, d2, ..., d7)
arising from the segmentation. d1 is the gap between the piston rim and the inner
radius r of the cylindrical main glass wall. The size of r will be considered as a given
boundary condition for this subproblem. It is either fixed or one of the principal
tuning parameters. If the seven distances di have to add up to r, then there are six
remaining DOF. What is the best parametrisation for them? The simplest option
is to leave the parametrisation as is and to turn all the di except one dj into tuning
parameters xi for the EA, dj becomes dependent so it covers the remaining space.
The problem with this parametrisation is that many new trial chromosomes ~x will
translate into infeasible geometries where

∑
i di > r which would result in a negative

dj .
The schematic on the right symbolises a different parametrisation. Here, d1 and

d2 stay the same as before, but the remaining parameters are transformed to be
not absolute distances any more but subdivisions of larger into smaller segments by
fraction. These divisions are symbolised by the dashed vertical arrows sliding along
the solid horizontal arrows. The longest dashed arrow with the parameter label
pA slides along the top horizontal arrow symbolising the corresponding coordinate
system. pA divides the piston front plate into two segments, and the parameter value
is the fraction of the left section. pAA and pAB are analogous further subdivisions
of these two segments. The parameter pAAB, finally, covers the last remaining DOF
and opens up the next layer of the subdivision branching structure. The optimiser
can be given the allowable interval [0, 1] for each of these parameters (however,
something like [0.1, 0.9] will be more practical in terms of allowing any geometry
building and meshing script to be more robust and concise).

By going from absolute distances to fractional subdivisions this way, the search
engine can have the freedom to explore the whole design space without any chance to
hit on infeasible solutions of the geometric subproblem. For the remaining absolute
distance parameters d1, d2, and eventually r, it is now easy to define reasonable
boundaries negotiating design freedom with no or small probabilities of infeasible
solutions. Of course, they can also be turned into fractional subdivision parameters
if need be.

Furthermore, it can be assumed that the transition from distances to propor-
tion parameters will in most cases be associated with a beneficial influence on the
topology of the search landscape. All masses, springs, and fluid volume sizes are
interdependent in the resonator, and one part must be dimensioned in proportion to
the other. As a thought experiment one can think of a rectangle which can be para-
metrised either by width and height or alternatively by size and aspect ratio. The
first parametrisation will have solutions of similar proportion forming a thin region
stretching diagonally through the parameter space. In the alternative parametrisa-
tion, any such subregion can be found by tuning only the aspect ratio and ignoring
the size parameter, turning a 2D into a 1D problem. For resonators size always
corresponds to frequency. Keeping it separated from issues of proportioning may in
many cases simplify the situation.

An additional point, which should be kept in mind, is that, unless no special
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modifications are made to the search algorithm, the failed evaluations entering with
a default bad score, still contribute to the flow of information processed by the
algorithm and influence its state. The corresponding regions appear to the searcher
as plateaus. This is why the shape of the subspace representing the feasible solutions
is of great importance. If the function minimiser sees a large plateau covering most
of the search domain, just broken up by a long narrow canyon, and all the subspace
of feasible solutions with all its local maxima and minima, with all its structure and
complexity is squeezed into this narrow canyon, then most EAs and many other
search algorithms will not be able to adapt to the shape of the canyon, with CMA-
ES and the downhill-simplex algorithm being notable exceptions. So, besides the
direct waste through failing evaluation calls, the wrong geometry parametrisation
may induce, depending on the algorithm, a much larger drag on the search efficiency
arising from a disadvantageous overall shape of the resulting search landscape.

4.4 More visual diagnostics: stalling local simplex search
The preceding paragraphs described some issues of how to prepare the engineering
problem of resonator tuning to turn it into an application case where evolutionary
global search can be applied usefully and efficiently. It means looking at the objec-
tive function from the perspective of the searcher. The same is important to ensure
effective application of a local search (LS) routine. Each local search algorithm has
its own properties, and it should be checked that there are no features in the ob-
jective function which based on the local searcher’s paradigms and implementation
would lead to inefficiency or even stall the search. Figure 4.10 illustrates what it
means for the deterministic downhill-simplex search algorithm (Nelder-Mead algo-
rithm [323]) if the objective function is not smooth nor steady due to numerical
and/or discretisation effects.

The diagrams in the figure show the working principle of the downhill-simplex
algorithm and how it can fail during the FE model tuning task. The basic idea
of this LS technique is to efficiently pursue a gradient-following path by reflecting,
expanding, and shrinking a simplex. The basic operations of the used algorithm
implementation are sketched in the upper left drawing for the 2D case where the
simplex is a triangle formed by the black-circled points labelled x1, x2, and x3.
Abiding for now to the “downhill” paradigm of function minimisation the point x3
is the worst vertex of the simplex representing the highest objective function value.
Picture (a) shows the first type of operation tried to replace x3 which is evaluating
the reflected point labelled xr constructed by mirroring the worst point across the
mean vector of all other simplex corners. If this heuristic yields success and xr
indeed turns out to be the new best point, then the expansion of the simplex into
the same direction is tried, depicted in sketch (b) where xer represents the result of
the extended reflection. In case xr does not turn out to be the new best points the
algorithm tries two more conservative operations, the contraction of the reflection
point yielding xc and the inside contraction (c) yielding xcc, a simple retreat from
the worst point. A very expensive operation of last resort is depicted in sketch (d): it
is the shrinking of the whole simplex by pulling back every vertex except x1 towards
x1. The heuristics of the downhill-simplex algorithm are intended for the situation
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Figure 4.10 Visual diagnostics E: downhill-simplex requires a smooth function
The sketches in the upper left show the basic operations of the Nelder-Mead algorithm [323]. The three
black-rimmed circles labelled x1, x2, and x3 designate the current simplex in a 2D search space. The four
test points which can be generated are the reflection point xr shown in (a), extended reflection xer and
contraction xc in (b), and inside contraction xcc in (c). The last branch in the algorithm’s logic structure is
to shrink the simplex, shown in (d). The diagram in the upper right shows the effect an axis discretisation
has on a peak measurement. In the employed resonator FEM simulations the frequency axis as well as the
spatial mesh coordinates are discretised. The score history plot in the lower half of the figure shows the
end of a downhill-simplex search after the size of the simplex has shrunken so the scale of fine-structure
on the objective function caused by discretisation effects becomes the dominating effect. This landscape
is misleading for the simplex search resulting in frequent shrinking. That the shrinking operations keep
worsening the scores proves that the search landscape is not smooth.

when the structure scale of fobj is larger than the simplex size. If this is not the
case, it is intended that the desirable situation is enforced by shrinking the simplex
to a size smaller than the structure on fobj.

The plot in the upper right of figure 4.10 shows two arbitrary functions with
gaussian peaks of same width but different height. We can imagine them to be
representative of scans of a sound pressure peak, either on the frequency axis or
along the spatial coordinate z. When evaluating resonator FEM simulations, the
sound pressure profile is being probed on a discrete grid both in the frequency and
the spatial domain. In the diagram a particularly coarse probing grid is depicted
by the diamond symbols. It can be seen that judging by the grid data the left peak
would be inaccurately determined as the higher peak. The limited accuracy can be
understood as noise or better as a fine structure added to the peak height signal.

The downhill-simplex algorithm can follow a gradient properly only for so long
as the level of noise on the objective function is of much smaller amplitude as the
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difference in signal gathered from the simplex corners. The lower plot shows a
score history diagram illustrating how the downhill-simplex algorithm stalls early
on after having achieved only little improvement. A characteristic feature are the
repeated vertical columns of green dots representing the occurrence of the simplex
shrinking operation. It is noteworthy that pulling the corners closer towards the
best point does not lead to improvement but consistently worsens the score values.
This is a clear indicator that the simplex does not shrink into a local valley in a
smooth surface. The explanation here is that the simplex search stalls in the rough
fine-structure of the objective function due to the numerical effects of the FEM
simulation and the postprocessing. It is perhaps also noteworthy that the score
history visualisation of the deterministic downhill-simplex algorithm offers a clear
hint towards the problem whereas score data from stochastic algorithms would most
probably hide it well.3

During the EA+LS optimisation case studies presented in the next chapter it
was ensured by a fine FE mesh resolution of 1.5 mm and a fine frequency stepping
for the close-up scan of ≤ 4 Hz that the numerical noise level on the evaluated
objective function was low enough to make premature stalling of the local simplex
search improbable. For future optimisation trials it might nevertheless be important
to know that there are straightforward measures available to drastically reduce the
amplitude of the numerical noise (without increasing the resolution of the FEM
simulations) simply by smoothing through curve fitting. Quadratic or spline fits
may very well represent a workable physics-agnostic first option. Better yet would
be physically motivated fitting functions, e. g. gaussian peaks on the frequency axis
and sinusoidal curves for the sound pressure mode shapes (the vicinity of antinodes).
An even better way of a fit-based measurement of mode shape peak heights might
be done via decomposition into spherical harmonics [190] because this would allow
taking into account a 2D or 3D field of data surrounding a pressure antinode.

3This is a motivational thought for Glover et al. for favouring deterministic over stochastic
algorithm features whenever possible [172] (see also appendix section T.4.8).
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Lists of symbols and abbreviations

List of Latin quantity symbols

Symbol Description
di distance parameters (exemplary parametrisation display)
fobj objective function
fFD Fermi-Dirac distribution function
fpen penalty function, contribution to an objective function
f̃pen transformed penalty function projecting from R onto [0, 1]
p sound pressure amplitude
pcentre sound pressure maximum along the centreline (radial axis)
pif sound pressure maximum throughout the fluid-structure interface
plim, plim,1, .. sound pressure limit/threshold values
pmax sound pressure maximum throughout the resonator
pA, pAB, .. proportion parameters (exemplary parametrisation display)
Q quality (“pointedness” of a resonance peak)
R real numbers
r radius
rwp wall pressure ratio, a measure for judging resonator design quality
ti thickness parameters (exemplary parametrisation display)
xi design parameters
~x solution candidate, chromosome, search point
z axial coordinate

List of Greek quantity symbols

Symbol Description
α1, α2 generic scaling factors
β, β1, β2 parameter for transition width of a Fermi-Dirac distribution curve
θ, θi penalty function threshold parameters
µ anchor/transition point of a Fermi-Dirac distribution curve
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List of abbreviations
Abbreviation Description
APDL Ansys Parametric Design Language
BC boundary condition
CMA-ES evolution strategy with covariance matrix adaptation
DOF degree of freedom
EA evolutionary algorithm
EAO evolutionary algorithm optimisation (meaning optimisation by

evolutionary algorithm)
FE,FEM finite element (method)
HPC high-performance computing
KIT Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (Karlsruher Institut für

Technologie)
LS local search
MO,MOO multi-objective (optimisation)
SF sonofusion
SO,SOO single-objective (optimisation)
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Chapter 5

EA-optimised SF resonator
design proposals

This chapter contains the presentation and discussion of the main results
of this thesis: optimised resonator geometries obtained by applying evo-
lutionary algorithm optimisation (EAO) to FE models. Three new res-
onator geometries were investigated. They were optimised using CMA-
ES and THEA. Based on different model symmetries and parametrisa-
tions different optimal design setups are yielded. The objective function
is a quality measure derived after the application of various data post-
processing subroutines. It is shown that a thoughtful design of the entire
evaluation routine is on the one hand a crucial determinant of successful
optimiser application and on the other hand it offers important degrees of
freedom for steering optimisation outcomes. A geometry instance of the
West-Howlett resonator design used by Taleyarkhan et al. for SF trials
was optimised in order to have a benchmarking baseline for the resonator
performance.

5.1 Chapter framework

5.1.1 Chapter structure

This chapter is framed by an introductory text on data presentation conventions and
FE model settings and a concluding text section summarising and discussing the SF
resonator EAO results. The central part is dedicated to the EAO case studies. The
four investigated geometries are discussed in separate sections starting with little
introductory texts with the main content coming in a series of large figures with
discussions in the caption texts. This offers a guiding structure of going from case
study to case study with intermittent highlights on special aspects.
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5.1.2 Figure legend for EAO result plots

All optimisation results on the four examined geometries will be presented in stan-
dardised figures to make them easily comparable. The figures contain four different
plot types and two tables. The plot types show the geometry, the pressure field
amplitude, a pressure field snapshot, and a snapshot of the deformed FE mesh.

The geometry plot is a snapshot of what in Ansys is called an area plot (APDL
command: aplot) showing the axis-symmetric 2D geometry as a patchwork of areas
to be meshed one after the other. The building blocks are mostly rectangles, circle
segments, and derivatives via operations like area addition, subtraction, intersection,
merging, or stretching. The tuning parameters enter the FE model by directly
influencing the shape of these areas. The colour code of the area plot mirrors the
material attribution to be used in the FE mesh creation routine. The colour legend
is shown in figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1 Colour legend for EAO result plots
The upper part of the figure contains the colour code legend for the material attribution in the FE geometry
and mesh plots. Two colours are necessary for the acoustic fluid domain in order to distinguish internal finite
elements where pressure is the only nodal degree of freedom (DOF) from boundary elements with additional
nodal displacement DOF enabling fluid-structure interaction (FSI). Below, the colour scales of the contour
plots are given. The axes are given in fractions of pmax. The upper scale covering the interval [0, 1] is taken
for pressure amplitude plots, the lower one covering [−1, 1] applies to snapshots of the pressure/tension field.

A sound pressure amplitude plot is shown in a reddish colour scale next to
a sound pressure snapshot plot in the common “jet” colour scale ranging from
blue (pressure below the reference pressure p0 or state of tension) to red (p > p0).
These colour scales, illustrated in figure 5.1, are always normalised to the maximum
occurring pressure amplitude. This means they cover the intervals [0, pmax] and
[−pmax, pmax] which explains why the reddish colour scale is exhausted in its full
range in each plot while for the jet scale this is often not the case. The colour scale
normalisation allows to obtain a maximum of topology information from each plotted
pressure field, but in comparisons of different resonators it hides the information
about which one achieves the better sound pressure performance. These values are
to be found in the tables below the plots.

The last one in the row of cross section snapshots is the deformed mesh plot.
This type of plot shows very well how the FSI layer of acoustic fluid elements connects
the rest of the acoustic fluid domain with the structure in motion. The plots were
all made with a displacement amplification factor of 800.
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The two tables below each case study figure contain important characteristics
making the different cases comparable. On the left, a resonator specs table
lists the key features of physical nature of the optimised solution: the resonance
frequency fres, the maximally achieved sound pressure pmax, the Q-factor, and the
wall pressure ratio rwp. The computation of rwp takes into account all of the fluid-
structure interface. Interface pressures at some key locations are printed separately:
pupc is the sound pressure amplitude measured at the centre of the upper piston front
plate, plpc is the counterpart value from the lower piston, pp is the maximum sound
pressure found across the whole surfaces of both pistons, and pwall is the maximum
sound pressure along the inside of the cylindrical main glass wall. In some cases,
displacement amplitudes, denoted with u, and displacement amplification factors,
denoted with A, are indicated.

After the decision on the frequency step to be examined, all these sound pressure
values are taken right at this frequency. As described before, the EAO programs
went through many development steps. The way how the frequency decision and
the fitness computation were made during the EAO runs looked very different from
time to time. Therefore, a re-analysis of the optimised FE models has been carried
out in order to yield the comparable values in the specs tables. Just the close-up of
the resonance peak chosen by the optimisation routine was re-examined. It involved
identifying the frequency step yielding the highest pmax in the liquid in the region
of interest along the central axis as the resonance frequency fres. Subsequently, the
listed pressure amplitudes and rwp were determined. How the optimiser evaluated
and scored the solution candidates at the time is indicated in the optimisation details
tables and case descriptions.

The table with optimisation key facts on the right will similarly achieve com-
parability at a glance in terms of optimisation approach taken in the respective cases.
It indicates used optimisation algorithms, population sizes, generation or iteration
numbers, the spent amount of evaluation calls, and not least the type of evaluation
routine (objective function) used.

Each figure caption contains a list of optimised parameters helping to com-
pare the optimisation runs by the number and type of free tuning parameters and
implicitly indicating the degree of allowed asymmetry between upper and lower
halves of the resonator geometries. Listings of the final parameter values yielded
by the optimisation runs would appear as lengthy rows of mostly not very helpful
numbers and are therefore given only for relevant selected cases in appendix W.

5.1.3 Common FEM simulation settings

The discussed optimisation case studies build on SF resonator FE models established
as part of preceding research projects at KIT and RPI. The modelling approach
and some results were published in conference papers [435–437]. As the developed
resonator models are the basis of the resonator optimisation runs discussed below,
a corresponding appendix chapter containing detailed model descriptions is added
in appendix Q. In particular, material data are listed in tables Q.1-Q.3. The FE
modelling suite ANSYS® (Mechanical, APDL) was used for implementing the 2D
axis-symmetric resonator FE models.
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In order to keep the different FE models for optimisation comparable, the ele-
ment size and the damping settings were kept the same for all EAO cases. Instead
of material-specific damping parameters a damping ratio of ζ = 0.003 was set ap-
plying globally to all structural1 finite elements of the model (APDL command:
dmprat,0.003). In high-Q systems, damping has a heavy impact on the heights
of resonance peaks. If the single materials have very different damping constants,
then a major goal is introduced into the geometry optimisation which is to minimise
bending in thin parts of strongly damped materials and concentrate the elastic en-
ergy storage in other parts of the geometry, ideally only in the materials with lower
damping. As long as the data on damping properties of the used materials are not
so reliable, it has been decided to keep this aspect away from interfering with the
optimisation task during this attempt of EA application.

In terms of element size, the APDL command aesize,all,1.5e-3 was used
to globally set a maximum element edge length of 1.5 mm. Local mesh refinings
were not considered due to the risk of making the APDL scripts more complex, less
robust, and the resulting models less comparable under large parameter variations.

The material properties were the following: the structural materials were the
ones of table Q.3; for glass the dataset labelled “glass-1” was taken, for epoxy the
set “epoxy-2”. The liquid was acetone with the properties of table Q.2. For the
piezoelectric ceramic the “preliminary” set of constants labelled “p8d” in table Q.1
was applied. Consistency throughout all optimisation cases was considered a high
priority, so the PZT-8 material data was deliberately never updated to a more real-
istic set during EAO trials.

Generally, the FE models were used for frequency sweeps of forced-harmonic
analyses, whereby a voltage drop of 100 V between inner and outer surfaces of the
transducer ring served as the boundary condition for excitation of the oscillatory
motion response. The liquid-filled inner part of a resonator was modelled as purely
acoustic domain – this means pressure is the single nodal degree of freedom (DOF)
– which entails the necessity of activating a dedicated fluid-structure interaction
(FSI) formalism (APDL command sf,,fsi) for translating between displacement
and force on the side of the structural domain and the pressure DOF on the acoustic
side.

5.2 The West-Howlett geometry

The preceding chapters described a few subtleties which needed to be resolved in
order to find the right EA for the resonator tuning task and to interface it suitably
with the simulation. Complications need motivation to be surmounted, and some-
times it comes in the form of a demonstration experiment with convincing effect.
The German language offers the nice word “Aha-Erlebnis” for such an eye-opener
with “aha” effect. For the current context, the proof of concept, the demonstra-
tion that the EA approach is worth the effort, is revealed by the comparison of two
optimisation results. The first is presented in figure 5.3 showing the result of the
long process of manual tuning aimed at maximising the sound pressure achieved

1The used acoustic fluid elements do not allow for simulating material damping.
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in the FEM simulation of the West-Howlett-style resonator (i. e. the conventional
SF resonator geometry used by Taleyarkhan et al. and other researchers conducting
replication experiments). With a driving voltage of 100 V it creates a sound pressure
amplitude of 22 bar. The other geometry setup, depicted in figure 5.4, is the result
of applying the THEA algorithm in a simple version to the simulation. Right upon
the first four attempts pressure amplitudes of 20-27 bar were reached. The preceding
figure 5.2 introduces the parametrised geometry.

The West-Howlett resonator geometry had been tuned manually in order to find
a suitable starting point for the preceding sensitivity study (see apdx. Q) which
ultimately triggered the presented SF resonator EAO study. The manual tuning
process could build on previous experience with the FE model of that particular
geometry and the result of a preliminary manual optimum search, and it had been
conducted in the following way: The parameters determining the shapes of the main
liquid volume and the glass pistons had already been identified as the decisive ones.
Next, the six strongly influential parameters were varied one after the other which
led to the identification of three promising setups. They were starting points for
two further steps of systematic search by scanning 2D slices of the whole parameter
space. The result had been the setup depicted in figure 5.3 which delivers 22.04 bar in
the simulation. Between two and three thousand partially scripted FEM calculation
jobs were consumed by this search.

When the hybrid EA was first tried on this FE model, nine parameters were tuned
in four short EA runs over 20 to 40 generations. The chromosome populations tended
towards different local optima, in one case with a single-antinode pressure profile
(20.6 bar), in the other three cases towards asymmetric profiles with two antinodes
(25.7, 26.0, and 27.2 bar). The best case is shown in figure 5.4. It can be seen that
the EA optimisation introduced no problematic aspects into the sound pressure
field (like particularly high amplitudes near walls) even though the evaluation was
simply according to pmax (lacking any fitness function sophistication in the form of
wall pressure-based penalty schemes as discussed in the preceding chapter). These
global2 EA searches consumed around 8000 evaluations.

Comparing the computational cost, the EA approach seems much less efficient.
But this is not really what counts. The more important aspect is the time and
effort the human researcher needs to put into the task. Once the program code and
infrastructure for EA optimisation has been put in place, starting four optimisation
jobs and later analysing their results is a surprisingly little amount of work compared
to many days of repeated data analysis, thinking, and renewed scripting needed
permanently during the manual exploration of the design space. The substantial

2Generally, the justification for a global search approach in terms of performance and suitabil-
ity can and should be scrutinised by systematic comparisons with local search trials. That local
downhill-simplex search is not capable of reliably yielding highly optimised resonator setups is shown
in the section on geometry A, particularly with figure 5.19. Concerning the West-Howlett geometry,
later conducted local search trials showed that, depending on the parametrisation and the willing-
ness to accept high wall pressure ratios, a substantial further improvement of the depicted solutions
in terms of pmax can still be possible. These unsystematic trials are however not discussed here,
leaving the focus of this section on the West-Howlett geometry on the results which had yielded a
proof of concept of the EA-based approach and which had motivated the decision in favour of the
EAO-based investigation of new geometries at the time.
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Figure 5.2 The parametrised West-Howlett geometry
The drawings show details of the 2D-axis-symmetric geometry of the FE model of the West-Howlett-style
resonator. Parameter descriptions are given in the table below. Values are given in the last column for
dimensions kept constant during optimisation and ranges for others. Values are in millimetre unless they
belong to one of the dimensionless control parameters indicated with green arrows above. In the drawings
proportions were changed in several places in order to make details better visible. The drawings together
with the table listing represent the complete parametrisation necessary to describe geometry variations
unambiguously. This implies that all round shapes are circular, not elliptic. The quarter circle (depicted
in cyan) attached to the upper rim of the main glass wall is made of the artificial “weak spring material”
(see table Q.3, p. 425) used to fixate the FE mesh against translation. A zero displacement BC applies at
its upper edge. Furthermore, a parameter naming convention is introduced whereby the suffixes “uh” and
“lh” are used to designate parameters with different values in the upper and the lower half of the resonator
geometry.

label description value
id inner diameter of main volume 59.2
ih inner height of main volume [80;140]
pit piezo ring thickness 3
pih piezo ring height 25

pipos parameter determining the transducer’s vertical position [-1;1]
ept epoxy layer thickness 0.5

ext uh extension from reflector to cap base (upper half) [20;60]
ext lh extension from reflector to cap base (lower half) [15;40]

wt wall thickness of main cylindrical glass wall (hull) [1;4]
sh1 height of silicone bead sealing the top head 3

silpos silicone bead position 0.5
sh2 silicone bead height (inside) 1
sh3 silicone bead height (outside) 3
sg silicone gap around piston holding tube 0.5

gap gap between piston rim and inner surface of glass hull [4;12]
pt piston thickness [10;30]

pwt1 piston wall thickness 1 (front/reflector plate) [1;4]
pwt2 piston wall thickness 2 (rim and back side) [1;6]
tr radius of piston holding tube 3.55
twt tube wall thickness 1.05
icr inner curvature radius (connection piston-tube) 6.5
tl tube length (measured from piston back side) 100
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Figure 5.3 West-Howlett design: manual tuning
The resonator model of the West-Howlett geometry was optimised before it became the subject of the
sensitivity study described in the appendix chapter Q.3.1. The final result of the manual procedure of
variation and improvement is depicted above. The procedure involved testing parameter sensitivities, going
to thicker piston front plates (2 instead of 1 mm) and subsequently first scanning the parameters ih × gap
on a 7 × 19 sample grid then ih × pipos in 7 × 10 steps. This resonator setup can reach a pressure of
pmax = 24.85 bar if the set of material-dependent and partially calibrated damping constants described in
appendix Q.3.1 are used. After switching to a global damping ratio of ζ = 0.003 (i. e. harmonisation with
the other EAO cases) this reduces to 22.04 bar.

The peak internal pressure amplitude of 22.04 bar has to be put in relation with the maximum pressure
amplitude occurring along the whole fluid-structure interface. In this setup the wall pressure peak occurs
not on the pistons but on the inside of the main glass wall where it exhibits the largest radial displacement,
approximately on the same height as the strong pressure antinode on the central axis. This wall pressure
peak has an amplitude of 8.14 bar corresponding to a wall pressure ratio of rwp = 37 %. By consequence, a
small region of blue colour appears in the pressure field snapshot indicating amplitudes beyond 33.3 % on
the tension side. By investigating how far the frequency has to be detuned so the centreline pressure peak
decays in amplitude to a fraction of 1/

√
2 a mechanical Q-factor of 389 can be deduced (i. e. peak width at

half dissipation power, see table J.2 or eq. K.34).

The optimisation details table below indicates approximately the simulation budget which was necessary to
accomplish the systematic last part of the optimisation history having led to this particular optimisation
result, but it does not account for the establishment of the pre-existing knowledge base upon which the
manual search could build.
(list of tuning parameters (latest phase): ih, pipos, gap, pwt1 )

resonator specs
fres 21 213 Hz
pmax 22.04 bar

pupc, plpc, pp 2.06, 1.29, 8.14 bar
pwall 8.14 bar
rwp 0.37
Qmech 389

optimisation key facts
method human systematic search
scanned 19.5-21.5 kHz
fobj increase pmax, keep rwp low
Neval 2500
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Figure 5.4 West-Howlett design: EA tuning
This figure shows the best result of four short experimental EAO runs on the West-Howlett resonator
geometry. There was no pre-optimised starting point for the EA to build on. All starting populations
were random-initialised. The allowed intervals for each of the nine free parameters was the only
guideline. Like in the rest of the EAO cases, the FE model was damped with a globally applying
damping ratio of 0.003. The depicted solution, the best-scoring chromosome in the final population, has a
resonance at 20 448 Hz with pmax = 27.21 bar. With rwp = 25 % it exhibits a wall pressure ratio which is
quite low compared to the manually optimised setup. This particular EA run consumed 1600 evaluation calls.
(list of tuning parameters: wt, gap, ih, pt, ext uh, ext lh, pipos, pwt1 , pwt2 )

resonator specs
fres 20 448 Hz
pmax 27.21 bar

pupc, plpc, pp 2.47, 6.62, 6.72 bar
pwall 6.62 bar
rwp 0.25
Qmech 468

optimisation key facts
EA THEA

scanned 19.5-21.5 kHz
fobj pmax

Npopulation 80
generations 20

Neval 1600
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reduction in human work, the achieved good solutions with no drawbacks, and the
expected speed-up of the envisaged iteration cycle of simulating and judging many
variants of new resonator designs, therein lied the “aha”-experience which motivated
the rest of the EA-based optimisation work.

The West-Howlett resonator and wall displacement amplification

The history of the resonators manufactured at RPI (see fig. I.5, p. 292) shows that
several times a potential resonator design improvement was sought in deviating
from the West-Howlett design by going to a symmetric setup with the transducer
in the central plane. The background thought may have been to put the driving
power closer to the location where it is needed. The simulations carried out later as
part of the RPI-KIT collaboration [435] yielded a possible explanation of wherein
consists the advantage of the off-centre position of the transducer: it allows for
the leveraging of a mechanical displacement amplification effect through the mode
shape of the outer glass hull. The simulations of tuned West-Howlett resonator
setups consistently show that the radial displacement amplitude of the cylindrical
glass wall a few centimetres above the transducer is larger than directly at the height
where it is mounted, where glass and piezoceramic are glued together with epoxy and
have to move in lockstep. The point of largest displacement amplitude in the glass is
at a similar height as the intended cavitation site, the largest pressure antinode in the
centre. The transducer excites the motion at the location of the lower antinode where
the sound pressure rise is in phase with the transducer contraction. The cavitation
site is in the upper antinode, where both the pressure and the glass wall contraction
are out of phase with respect to the transducer. These facts allow the interpretation
that for a given transducer and a given voltage limit (imposed by the peripheric
electronics and/or the piezoelectric material itself) a resonator can be optimised if it
enables the development of vibration modes involving a mechanical amplification of
the transducer-given displacement amplitude, and if structural parts with enlarged
motion amplitudes are bounding the strongest sound pressure antinode representing
the intended cavitation site.

Postprocessing the FEM simulation output, the displacement amplification can
be easily computed. In order to have a comparison baseline when discussing the new
designs, the numbers for the purely manually tuned resonator setup shown in figure
5.3 are given. This resonator setup features a maximal radial glass wall displacement
at the height covered by the transducer of 3.6 µm. The out-of-phase displacement
peak five centimetres above has an amplitude of 7.5 µm, so the amplification fac-
tor is 2.1. The piston front plates exhibit even higher displacement amplitudes in
the normal direction: the lower piston’s front plate centre moves up and down by
10.8 µm, the upper piston’s centre by 14.0 µm. This corresponds to factors of 3.0
and 3.9.

The West-Howlett resonator and the wall pressure ratio

The wall pressure ratio is a crucial property of acoustic resonators for cavitation ex-
periments. Once cavitation happens, it reduces the tension in the surrounding liquid.
The creation of cavitation bubbles instantly rises the pressure in their vicinity to
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the level of the vapour pressure. Therefore it is a problem if undesired cavitation is
induced on structural surfaces inside the resonator. It destroys the desired pressure
field without leading to bubble clouds suitable for SF experiments. Low pressure am-
plitudes on the fluid-structure interface is thus a quality measure for the resonators
to be used. In a liquid with a high cavitation strength (which is able to sustain
large tensions before rupturing) like acetone, it is the tension limit on the structural
surfaces which imposes the limit on how far the maximum pressure amplitude can
be pushed up by the resonator. As long as the amplifier and transducer system can
still handle an increase in power level, as long as the stability limit inside the liquid
bulk is still far away, it is cavitation on surfaces which limits the useful driving power
range for experiments based on bubble cluster bursts.3

The cavitation strengths of liquid-structure interfaces are material-dependent
constants, but the various simulated resonators exhibit many different values of pmax
which are the basis for normalising the wall pressure ratio rwp. Why then can these
cases be compared by their value of rwp? The comparison is possible because in a
real SF experiment a resonator will not be excited with a predetermined voltage am-
plitude, rather the suitable driving power will be chosen to achieve a desired value of
pmax, e. g. the neutron-induced cavitation threshold of −7 bar doubled (as indicated
in Taleyarkhan’s SF experiment protocol, see apdx. D). This means that most res-
onator setups in this chapter can be directly compared via their wall pressure ratios
whereby lower values are better. Only cases where the highest pif occurs on differ-
ent structural materials are not directly comparable. Unfortunately, the cavitation
strengths on the surfaces of glass, steel, or the other materials were not investigated
during the experimental resonator characterisation campaigns preceding this work.
Furthermore, literature data is sparse because two materials and conditions need to
match and unreliable because of the strong dependency on factors like impurities
or surface microstructure. These are the reasons why also with respect to rwp the
simulation of the West-Howlett resonator is taken as the reference. As described in
figures 5.3 and 5.4, the values of rwp are ranging from 25 to 40 %. Therefore, during
resonator EAO trials and accompanying experiments wall pressure ratios from 20 to
30 % were taken as the limit of worst acceptable values. The acceptable rwp limit
and eventually its material-dependence is one more topic to be re-examined when
restarting experimental work in future projects.

In the following sections it will be shown that the fitness evaluation routine offers
a lot of flexibility for steering the optimisation process. Through the evaluation
routine one can require properties making a resonator suitable for SF experiments
with acetone. The EA-optimised resonators show that the rwp-based penalty in
the applied setup can effectively ensure that they at least match the West-Howlett
resonator model, and that local or global searches with harshened penalty functions
are in fact able to yield resonators with much lower wall pressure ratios. If the
envisaged sound pressure amplitude is 14 bar in an SF experiment, then wall pressure
ratios of 20, 30, and 40 % can be translated into tension states of −2.7, −4.2, and

3Therefore it makes sense to put the whole resonator under pressure (positive static pressure
offset), an idea pursued by Ross Tessien et al. of Burst Laboratories ®, see chapter 1.3.5 or i. a.
[400].
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−5.6 bar between liquid and wall.4

Reconsidering the prioritisation of pmax and rwp

One can take the above discussion of the pmax and rwp values gained from the FE
model of the West-Howlett resonator as an occasion to ask a principal question:
How useful is the objective function definition as presented in chapter 4.2 and as
applied in most EAO case studies where pmax is the primary goal and the wall pres-
sure ratio-based penalty scheme comes on top? Might it not be better to switch the
priorisation? Should the minimisation of rwp perhaps become the primary goal of a
resonator optimisation procedure and should pmax be second priority? In follow-up
projects it might be interesting to try out alternative goal formulations, other pe-
nalisation schemes, acquire capabilities to be able to treat constrained optimisation
problems, or to examine pareto fronts. The justifying thoughts behind the approach
taken here are the following ones: One could say that the minimisation of rwp rep-
resents optimisation under the assumption of unlimited driving power. By contrast,
the maximisation of pmax tries to get the strongest resonance peak out of equip-
ment with a given power source and a given level of material damping. The latter
approach was deemed to be the more practical one for achieving high-Q resonators
with optimised sound field topologies. After all, it was the low-Q signature of the
latest experimentally investigated resonator design which rendered it unsuitable for
SF experiment repetitions and which furnished the motivation for the subsequent
FE modelling and optimisation efforts.

There is yet another way to put it: while the pmax criterion is assumed to be the
best driving force to optimise the resonator design when it has to work with the given
transducer system, rwp might be a good objective function for a broader optimisation
procedure considering also trade-offs in the relative sizing of the transducer versus
the resonator (one might be inclined to go to stronger transducer power in a setup
where a sufficiently powerful cooling system is provided). It is possible to be happy
with a design with very low rwp and and a mediocre pmax performance if one knows
that there is a way to achieve desired sound pressure amplitudes by scaling up the
driving power and that this way will not encounter problems like limits of cooling
and material or assembly stability.

5.3 Geometry A: precision-machined pistons

The first examined new resonator design, depicted in figures 5.5 & 5.6, is referred to
as geometry A. It is based on the shape of the West-Howlett resonator design which is
noticeable by the similarities in the piston shapes. After simple and straightforward
design modifications the new geometry avoids many problematic aspects identified
during the preceding work at RPI while conserving the shape and the oscillation
mode of the liquid volume. The problematic aspects were addressed by the following
measures:

4assuming a vapour pressure of acetone at 0 ◦C of 0.093 bar and implying a sound pressure
amplitude of 14.2 bar reached upon amplitude doubling after touching the cavitation threshold of
−7 bar tension
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• No manual glassblowing work is necessary in geometry A because merely a
straight section of an industrially manufactured glass tube is used.

• Some piston versions still involve front plates made of glass but the shape of
these glass pieces allows their manufacturing by sanding glass blocks.

• All connections are glue connections (epoxy and silicone) instead of assembly
work with nuts and bolts.

• The connection between pistons and their equilibration mass, the endplate, is
made of a single metal piece (in the West-Howlett design a silicone connection
transmits the forces of the piston bouncing against the outer glass hull). The
endplates are allowed to become (or can be enforced to stay) massive during
the optimisation which offers a way to minimise their displacement.

• Massive endplates with low displacement amplitudes are readily available for
drilling outlets and placing nozzles in a way minimising the expected deviations
between a 2D-axis-symmetric simulation and future experimental trials.

The parametrised geometry is shown in figure 5.5. Algorithmic optimisation can
only be successful if the base geometry and the parametrised design space allow for
the necessary vibration degrees of freedom of the structure. Therefore it is important
that the piston front plate can be thin or become thick and heavy while the rim can
get thin and turn into a soft spring. This is of particular importance because the
piston holding tubes cannot move vertically against the rest of the structure. They
are fused to the endplates as a measure to prevent unintended tilting of the piston
in a real-world setup. On the side of the glass cylinder it is deemed important that
for various transducer positions a vibration mode shape can develop which can at
the same time beneficially couple to the pressure field in the liquid while exhibiting
displacement nodes at the cylinder ends in order to minimise the energy loss through
damping in the silicone connections to the endplates.

The subsequent figures present a collection of different optimisation results. As
geometry A was the main learning case they also represent different steps of the
development process of the EA and its interfacing with the FEM simulation. The
samples were chosen for being performant optimised setups achieving a high sound
pressure on the one hand, but on the other hand some choices were driven by the will
to document important lessons learnt during the process, aspects which should be
kept in mind when continuing the SF resonator development in the future. Several of
them are deemed to be of more general interest in the context of other optimisation
problems in science and engineering. The following list outlines the figures and their
associated issues:

• The first couple of pictures represent early EA application trials. Figures 5.7,
5.8, and 5.9 show symmetric versions of the geometry allowing to cut the FE
model size in half. Figure 5.7 is the result of a trial where only six parameters
were tuned, in figures 5.8 and 5.9 their number was already thirteen. A conflict
of interest is being discussed between the goal to maximise the freedom given
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Figure 5.5 Parametrisation of geometry A
The main idea behind this geometry is to conserve the piston shape of the West-Howlett design as part
of an assembly of precision-machined metal and glass parts where the pistons cannot tilt. The hollow
piston shapes either have to be glued or welded together from parts or manufactured via additive methods.
In this design there is no soft connection between a piston and the end plate, they are one piece. The
needed vertical displacement of the piston front plates has to arise in conjunction with an internal vibration
mode of this solid part. Therefore the parametrisation has to allow for segments of the piston wall to
become thin to enable some flexibility for motion patterns where thicker parts serve as frequency-tuning
masses. Soft silicone connections exist between the glass cylinder and the end plates. The two close-ups
on the right show the two of the three implemented piston variants: (a) a piston front plate of constant
thickness made of glass is glued with epoxy to a metal back part versus (not shown), (b) the piston
has a glass front plate with two parameters determining a thickness profile, and (c) an all-metal hollow piston.

label description value
id inner diameter of main volume 59.2
ih inner height of main volume [50,120]
pit piezo ring thickness 3
pih piezo ring height 25

pipos parameter determining the transducer’s vertical position [-1,-0.5]
ept epoxy layer thickness 0.5

ext uh extension from reflector to base plate (upper half) [30,60]
ext lh extension from reflector to base plate (lower half) [30,60]
wt wall thickness of main cylindrical glass wall 2.4
gap gap between piston rim and inner surface of glass hull [2,12]
pt piston thickness [8,24]

pwt1 piston wall thickness 1 (front/reflector plate) [1,8]
pwt2 piston wall thickness 2 (back side) [1,8]
pwr parameter controlling radius of added weight on reflector plate [0.1,0.9]
pwh parameter controlling thickness of added weight on reflector plate [0.1,0.9]
gt epoxy glue layer thickness 1
pgp parameter controlling epoxy glue layer position 0
tr radius of piston holding tube 3.55
twt tube wall thickness 1.05
bpt base plate thickness 6
sh1 height of silicone betw. base plate and glass cylinder [1,8]
sh2 total height of silicone bead 10
silext base plate extension supporting silicone bead [3,15]
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Figure 5.6 Geometry A: full cross section versus simulated geometry
The drawing on the left shows a full cross section of an exemplary instance of resonator geometry A. The
geometry on the right is the half cross section upon which the finite element mesh of an axis-symmetric
model can be built.

to the optimiser and keeping the condition of comparability between differ-
ent optimisation results. Furthermore, the penalisation for high pressures on
structural walls is motivated.

• Many different mode shapes can be found by applying EAs to the optimisation
task. They can differ greatly from the working mode of the West-Howlett
resonator. The next three cases show the best alternative vibration modes
discovered by EA search. In figure 5.10, it is the simplest case, the fundamental
mode of the central liquid volume with one single antinode in the radial and
the vertical direction. The sound field is very close to spherical symmetry and
the sound pressure on the fluid-structure interfaces is very low. But it has
to be noted that the optimiser achieves this through a setup where the radial
diameter of the fluid volume is not the same as the vertical diameter; it can
be taken as a hint that a wavelength-based resonator layout rule (requiring a
match of diameter and height of the central volume with half a wavelength)
can only approximate the neighbourhood of optimal setups.

• The case shown in figure 5.11 is a mode with two separate subvolumes predes-
tined for cavitation. Their pressure is oscillating in phase. It is a very simple
mode shape but not trivial in the sense that n half wavelengths in the radial
direction are superpositioned with m humps along the vertical axis. One can
ask the question of how probable the discovery of such a working mode would
be when working along conventional patterns without using computer-aided
routines of black-box optimisation and in particular random-influenced algo-
rithms going unforseen ways. The opinion that “human design, driven by deep
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understanding is better than the lazy approach of black-box treatment” is a
justifiable position. But it would be wrong to perceive a conflict between two
fundamental approaches and turn this into an argument against considering
EA techniques. The above thoughts are presented to support an alternative
insight that can be gained from EA application experience: the potential of
black-box optimisation techniques to come up with surprising solutions and
challenge habitual thought restrictions can be used as an everyday tool to
trigger and accelerate deeper problem understanding.

• Figure 5.12 contains an exemplary plot showing the developing fitness distri-
bution achieved by applying THEA with the population merging scheme. By
the large fraction of negative scores it illustrates the problematic effect of a
linear and unbounded wall pressure-based penalty term.

• Another simple mode shape with two strong bellies, this time out of phase, is
depicted in figure 5.13.

• After having presented several alternative mode shapes, figure 5.14 is an ex-
ample where EA search has discovered the mode shape of the West-Howlett
resonator. Both CMA-ES and THEA were able to discover that particular
working mode. The discussed case does not represent the trial evaluation rou-
tine with mode shape discrimination. The base value for the score calculation
is the pmax found anywhere on the vertical axis in the region of interest. This
proves that the West-Howlett mode shape can be found without mode shape
filtering and that similar sound pressures can be achieved with this shape
as compared to the alternative mode shapes. It indicates at the same time
that this mode shape is not systematically disadvantaged (and by consequence
much harder to find) in the new geometry. It confirms that the parametrised
geometry A offers the needed structural degrees of freedom to be able to host
the same acoustic pressure field as the West-Howlett resonator.

• The same figure also serves as the exemplary case for explaining an implemen-
tation flaw of the score evaluation routine used in most cases for geometries A
and B.

• That the two applied EAs of CMA-ES and the in-house algorithm THEA were
both able to find some similar solutions is shown in figure 5.15.

• Of course there are also drawbacks when using a black-box optimisation tool.
An important one is the effort necessary to make the subroutine executing one
evaluation call quite robust. Occurring errors act as drag on the optimisation
efficiency for sure. But figure 5.16 shows something worse: an example of
the optimiser using errors or model artefacts to maximise the fitness function
but not solving the engineering problem. It is the final result of a case where
chromosomes representing models with errors took over the gene pool and
made the rest of the optimisation run useless. The case shows that the user
of black-box optimisation routines sometimes has to take special care to make
sure that the goal setting as well as the boundary conditions for the optimiser
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are in line with the engineering problem. At the same time there is a positive
message: the case illustrates the global search efficiency of the employed EA,
i. e. the ability to identify small regions holding exceptionally promising design
variants in a vast and structure-rich design space.

• The downhill-simplex search in its original form ignores search domain bound-
aries. They have to be introduced artificially. Figure 5.17 shows a comparison
of unbounded versus bounded downhill-simplex search originating from the
same starting point but leading to different results.

• Figure 5.18 adds the parameter histories to the discussion of the two downhill-
simplex runs of figure 5.17. They illustrate the strong coupling between the
input parameters in their influence on the objective function.

• Two local search results with two different starting points are shown in figures
5.17 & 5.19. The starting points are the best chromosome of an evolved EA
population and the best one of the random set with which this particular
evolution run started. The fact that these two local search runs do not end
up on the same fitness function hill is just another proof of existing barriers
between local optima and the necessity to treat the resonator optimisation
problem with a global search algorithm. It says that a global Monte-Carlo
scan with subsequent local search is not sufficient, it is an inferior approach
compared to EA optimisation for the given challenge.

• The geometry setup in figure 5.21 (case 212) together with the one shown in
figure 5.17 (case 138) show results gained with the latest EA setup and the score
evaluation routine involving mode shape discrimination. The fitness function
was calculated as described in figure 4.7 which means that only out-of-phase
pressure antinodes appearing above the upper rim of the transducer were taken
into account and multiplied with a sine window. The windowing penalises all
those mode shapes for which the peak pressure does not occur near the middle
of the region of interest, i. e. between the upper transducer rim and the upper
piston’s front plate. This is deemed to lead to a substantial enlargement of the
West-Howlett mode shape’s attractor region in the search space, and indeed,
only such mode shapes came forth as winners of the evolutionary competitions
in these cases. Case 212 represents an additional EAO run performed after
correcting the flawed computation of the wall pressure ratio and the penalty.
The effect is clearly visible in the pressure contour plots and the lowered value
of the wall pressure ratio. The FEM simulation results of cases 138 and 212
show that when geometry A is used to reproduce the working mode of the
West-Howlett resonator, it is able to develop the advantageous feature of a
wall displacement amplification within the cylindrical glass wall.

These figures5 and their discussions fill the following pages. A summary will follow
at the end of the chapter discussing all examined geometries.

5The figures are often labelled with case numbers. These case numbers are unnecessary infor-
mation to the general reader, but they may give better orientation to successors on the project who
will inherit the stored data.
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Figure 5.7 Geometry A: case 73
For the symmetric version of the geometry only half the model needs to be simulated. In this early EA
trial only six parameters were tuned. The in-house EA, THEA, was used for optimisation: four populations
of chromosomes were random-initialised, evolved over six generations, then merged. THEA was continued
with the merged population for 40 generations, whereby the goal was to simply maximise pmax. THEA
in this early setup was lacking the DE tier (differential evolution) and used a mutation operator with
P = 0.6. The population size was Npopulation = 80. This means the total cost of the EA optimisation was
5120 evaluation calls as can also be seen from the table with the optimisation key facts below. From the
resonator specs table it can be seen that the resonator achieves a sound pressure of 37.89 bar. This might
seem high in comparison to the optimised West-Howlett resonator models shown in figures 5.3 and 5.4 but
it has to be remembered that in the symmetric model one single transducer turns into two if it shifts away
from the centre position. It can also be noted that the sound field and vibration mode of the above example
are the symmetric version of the mode shape of the West-Howlett resonator: the transducer is close to the
piston, there is one weak in-phase antinode in front of the piston and the envisaged cavitation region is part
of an out-of-phase antinode above it.
(list of parameters: ih, pipos, gap, pt, pwt1 , pwt2 )

resonator specs
fres 21 680 Hz
pmax 37.89 bar

pupc, plpc, pp 2.01, 2.01, 12.45 bar
pwall 6.42 bar
rwp 0.33
Qmech 254

optimisation key facts
EA THEA

scanned 18.5-22.5 kHz
fobj pmax

Npopulation 80
generations 4 · 6 + 40 = 64

Neval 5120
local search –

Neval –
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Figure 5.8 Geometry A: case 74a
This and the next figure show two more examples of solutions found by simple and short evolution
runs, simple because the goal was solely the maximisation of pmax without penalty, short because
the random-initialised populations evolved merely over five generations. Together with figure 5.7 they
illustrate that a variety of different mode shapes can be found where the pressure peak is internal as
desired, which do not directly fall into the highly undesirable category with the pressure peak attaching
closely to a solid part (as in figure 4.3), and which thus become interesting as SF resonator working
modes if further optimised. The solution depicted above is unusual, on the one hand because there are
two amplitude antinodes along the central axis which oscillate in phase, on the other hand because of
the high achieved sound pressure of 60.90 bar. However, severe drawbacks of this simple EAO setup
are revealed as well. There is a problem arising from gearing the optimiser solely at maximising the
centreline pressure: in the the pressure field snapshot above, the dark blue colour almost touches the glass
wall and the red colour almost touches the piston (the second-last colours in blue and red correspond
to rwp > 0.55). At sound pressure amplitudes up to 15 bar as required for the SF experiment this
means strong tension in the liquid on the glass wall behind the transducer and in front of the pistons
where it is not desired. It translates into a wall pressure ratio of 0.68. Such results and worse EAO
outcomes not shown here have revealed the need for more sophistication with the ranking of EA popula-
tion members, so that setups with high wall pressure ratios become less likely to win the evolutionary contest.
(list of tuning parameters: ir , ih, pipos, gap, pt, ext, wt, pwt1 , pwt2 , bpt, gh, sh1 , silext)

resonator specs
fres 21 517 Hz
pmax 60.90 bar

pupc, plpc, pp 41.69, 41.69, 41.69 bar
pwall 33.04 bar
rwp 0.68
Qmech 1091

optimisation key facts
EA THEA

scanned 18.5-22.5 kHz
fobj pmax

Npopulation 80
generations 6

Neval 480
local search –

Neval –
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Figure 5.9 Geometry A: case 74b
Depicted is a third example of a high quality solution from an EA population optimising the symmetric
model. It is again a solution of very high pmax. The characteristics of this resonator setup are a very short
inner height, allowing a pair of closely packed transducers covering almost the entire distance from piston
to piston. Comparing such a case with the single-transducer setups is problematic. There is a conflict
between maximising the degrees of freedom given to the optimisation routine and maintaining comparability.
In this case there are two tuning parameters influencing the sound pressure performance directly through
the transducer size. The first is the already mentioned parameter pipos. When it is set to zero then the
transducer is placed in the central position and only half of it is represented in the symmetric FE model.
Moving the transducer downwards (pipos < 0) first makes it grow in size (like in fig. 5.8) and finally splits it
into two separate piezo rings (as in fig. 5.7 or here). The other parameter is ir , the inner radius of the glass
cylinder, which directly influences the transducer radius. Enlarging ir means increasing also the available
mass of piezoelectric ceramic exciting the resonator. This is a problem for the comparability of different
resonator design solutions. It is not clear any more whether a high pmax reflects a beneficial sound field
topology and distribution of stored elastic energy across the various structural parts or simply the impact of
a larger transducer. For that reason it was decided to keep the transducer size fixed in later optimisation runs.
(list of tuning parameters: ir , ih, pipos, gap, pt, ext, wt, pwt1 , pwt2 , bpt, gh, sh1 , silext)

resonator specs
fres 18 873 Hz
pmax 58.14 bar

pupc, plpc, pp 25.31, 25.31, 25.31 bar
pwall 20.89 bar
rwp 0.44
Qmech 885

optimisation key facts
EA THEA

scanned 18.5-22.5 kHz
fobj pmax

Npopulation 80
generations 6

Neval 480
local search –

Neval –
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Figure 5.10 Geometry A: case 95a
Several optimisation runs were conducted with the same set of tuning parameters as discussed in the last
figure but with the whole FE model (no horizontal mirror plane), where the resonator geometry is basically
symmetric and only the piezo ring position is allowed to break the symmetry. This led to several cases
where the sound field adopted a symmetric shape during the optimisation. Two of these cases are shown
in this and the following picture. Here, a unimodal sound pressure field is visible. The achieved sound
pressure of 25 bar is above the reference case of the manually optimised Wet-Howlett design and below
the algorithmically tuned version. The notable feature of the pressure field is its roundness. There is a
mismatch between the inner diameter of 48 mm and the inner height with 63 mm. By consequence, the
sound pressure isocontours are of elliptical shape, although with less unequal radii than the diameters of
the liquid volume itself. The piston front plates are quite sturdy. They move inwards in phase with the
piezo ring and with a similar amplitude as can be seen from the displacement plot. The vibration mode of
this setup is accompanied by a relatively low wall pressure ratio of 20 %.
(list of parameters: ir , ih, pipos, gap, pt, ext, wt, pwt1 , pwt2 , gh, sh1 , silext)

resonator specs
fres 22 644 Hz
pmax 24.96 bar

pupc, plpc, pp 2.00, 0.93, 3.42 bar
pwall 5.00 bar
rwp 0.2
Qmech 253

optimisation key facts
EA THEA

scanned 18.5-22.5 kHz
fobj pmax with

f̃penB(pupc, plpc, pwall)
Npopulation 80
generations 4 · 14 + 84 = 140

Neval 11 200
local search –

Neval –
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Figure 5.11 Geometry A: case 95b
This case can be seen as the inversion of case 73 depicted in figure 5.7. Again there is a weakly blue
region on the central axis in the pressure snapshot and a strongly red region next to it. Only this
time the transducer and the weak in-phase antinode are in the centre whereas the out-of-phase pressure
amplitude regions are by the side, i. e. next to the pistons. Even the triangular shape of the cyan area
is similar. The pistons became very wide and flat. Their glass front plates have been tuned very thin
by the EA. With 1.1 mm this parameter has been pushed almost to the limit of the allowed range. This
resonator exhibits a pmax of more than 32 bar and is in this respect the most performant single-transducer
setup. Its wall pressure ratio of 27 % is similar to the West-Howlett resonator model and thus at the
limit of the declared acceptable range. A score history plot corresponding to this particular optimisation
run is shown in figure 5.12. In case 95 there are two outcomes labelled (a) and (b) because the proto-
populations were merged a second time entailing a different subsequent evolution path of the final population.
(list of parameters: ir , ih, pipos, gap, pt, ext, wt, pwt1 , pwt2 , gh, sh1 , silext)

resonator specs
fres 22 192 Hz
pmax 32.30 bar

pupc, plpc, pp 4.91, -?-, 8.69 bar
pwall 8.38 bar
rwp 0.27
Qmech 674

optimisation key facts
EA THEA

scanned 18.5-22.5 kHz
fobj pmax with

f̃penB(pupc, plpc, pwall)
Npopulation 80
generations 4 · 14 + 63 = 119

Neval 9520
local search –

Neval –
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Figure 5.12 Geometry A: case 95b score history
This scatter plot shows the scores occurring in the population versus time. The green dots represent
random trials and their occurrence shows the initialisation phases of the four proto-populations. Each
proto-population, after having been assembled by the combination of the best random trials, evolves for 10
generations. The scores of the merged final population occur in generation 58. The effect of the decaying
mutation step size parameter (cooling rate γ = 0.04) can be observed from that point onwards. This
particular score history plot differs from all the others in one aspect: three generations before stopping the
EA the mutation step size parameter has been manually reset to a large value for checking whether the
population would jump into a different local optimum. This did not happen and the top score stayed constant.
Another feature visible in this plot is that the wall pressure-based penalty in the form of an additive un-
capped term in the objective function (eq. 4.1) creates a lot of trials with negative scores in this case.
That highly penalised trials with a strong sound pressure performance are ranked behind the trials with
the weakest sound pressure amplitudes (both weakly and strongly penalised ones) is surely a drag on the
optimisation efficiency. It was a reason for further changes to the penalty formulation.
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Figure 5.13 Geometry A: case 109a
In this setup two strong antinodes suitable as cavitation regions oscillate out of phase. A similarity to
the cases described before lies in the fact that the transducer is exciting on the height of a weak antinode
neighbouring the strong antinodes on the vertical axis. In both geometries of case 95 (figures 5.10 & 5.11)
the epoxy layer has to serve as a spring for the bouncing and deforming piston front plates. Here the
front plate geometry has been made a little bit more complex which also increases the number of tuning
parameters. Now there are two thicknesses and a transition region implemented allowing a thick central
part to be surrounded by a ring region of thin glass allowing easier bending. It creates some design freedom
to lower the degree of deformation and energy storage burdening the epoxy layer. Concerning the possible
degree of asymmetry between upper and lower piston, many design parameters are still kept the same.
As the suffixes “uh” and “lh” in the parameter list indicate, only the thickness of the central region and
the length of the piston holding tube can adopt different values in the upper and lower half. The piston
diameter (gap), the back wall thickness (pwt2 ), the thin front wall thickness (pwt1 ), all these parameters
are the same for both pistons. It can be assumed that for the optimiser there are still limitations when
trying to tune different displacements and different acoustic impedances at one common resonance frequency.
(list of parameters: ir , ih, pipos, gap, pt, ext uh, ext lh, wt, pwt1 , pwt2 , gh, sh1 , silext, pwh uh, pwh lh, pwr)

resonator specs
fres 22 176 Hz
pmax 18.77 bar

pupc, plpc, pp 2.86, 1.70, 6.89 bar
pwall 3.22 bar
rwp 0.37
Qmech 480

optimisation key facts
EA (40,80)-CMA-ES

scanned 18.5-22.5 kHz
fobj pmax with

f̃penB(pupc, plpc, pwall)
Npopulation 80
generations 43

Neval 3440
local search –

Neval –
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Figure 5.14 Geometry A: case 109b

Figures 5.7 - 5.13 show several different local performance optima of geometry A found by EAO and
exhibiting mode shapes appearing suitable for acoustic cavitation. The setup depicted here presents a case
where an EAO resulted in the very same working mode and equivalent pressure field as in the West-Howlett
resonator design. It shows that this working mode can also exist in the new design, that it is associated with
a good pmax, and that it can be found by EA tuning with a relatively simple fitness function implementation
without mode shape discrimination. In fact, both CMA-ES and THEA were able to find this mode with
the simple fitness function relying on the direct pmax found in the region of interest and a wall pressure
penalty according to equation 4.1. The result of an optimum search with CMA-ES is shown here.
Moreover, the above plots are suitable for the necessary explanation about a shortcoming of the fitness
function setup used in most cases of tuning geometry A. The fact that the central regions of the front plates
have large vertical displacement amplitudes in comparison to the outer rims has an influence on the pressure
fields visible very well in the pressure amplitude and snapshot plots. It has the consequence of making the
colour contour lines close to the pistons concave. Note that the sound pressure amplitude on the surface
of the front plates is larger near the rim and lower in the centre. For a proper calculation of the penalty
all parts of the fluid-structure interface should be taken into account. Unfortunately, in the optimisation
runs of geometry A this was never really the case. Geometry A was the learning problem, and due to
unawareness the penalty function was f̃pen(max(pupc, plpc, pwall)) most of the time – and involved only the
piston front centre points – instead of the correct formulation f̃pen(pif) = f̃pen(max(pp, pwall)). The latter
involves the peak pressure amplitude found anywhere across the entirety of all piston surfaces, denoted
as pp. During this EAO run, the depicted design was thus evaluated based on rwp = pwall/pmax = 0.21
instead of rwp = pp/pmax = 0.33. As said before, the concave pressure contours are a consequence of the
piston motion. But under the condition of the applied score evaluation, the strong expression of the feature
can also be understood as a way for the optimiser to achieve the maximisation of the objective function.
(list of parameters: ir , ih, pipos, gap, pt, ext uh, ext lh, wt, pwt1 , pwt2 , gh, sh1 , silext, pwh uh, pwh lh,
pwr)

resonator specs
fres 20 286 Hz
pmax 25.87 bar

pupc, plpc, pp 4.20, 4.63, 8.62 bar
pwall 5.37 bar
rwp 0.33
Qmech 437

optimisation key facts
EA (40,80)-CMA-ES

scanned 18.5-22.5 kHz
fobj pmax with

f̃penB(max(pupc, plpc, pwall))
Npopulation 80
generations 102

Neval 8160
local search downhill-simplex
iterations 350
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Figure 5.15 Solutions found by CMA-ES and THEA
Various variations of symmetric resonator setups with one single pressure antinode and the transducer in the
middle have been found by both applied EAs, CMA-ES and THEA. Four cases are depicted which show that
both EAs found local optima with sound pressures between 20 and 25 bar. The four samples also represent
trials with different piston geometry variants: the first one with weight plates glued onto the back sides of
piston front plates of glass, with thickened front plates in the next two cases, and with the simplest geometry
of flat front plates on the right.

resonator specs
fres (1st setup) 21 433 Hz
pmax (1st setup) 21.34 bar
fres (2nd setup) 22 954 Hz
pmax (2nd setup) 24.25 bar
fres (3rd setup) 22 151 Hz
pmax (3rd setup) 21.26 bar
fres (4th setup) 22 644 Hz
pmax (4th setup) 24.96 bar

optimisation key facts
fobj pmax with

f̃penB(pupc, plpc, pwall)
Npopulation 80

EA (1st setup) (40,80)-CMA-ES
Neval (1st setup) 5120
EA (2nd setup) (40,80)-CMA-ES
Neval (2nd setup) 9600
EA (3rd setup) THEA
Neval (3rd setup) 8320
EA (4th setup) THEA
Neval (4th setup) 11 200
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Figure 5.16 Winning the competition with unphysical solutions
A design is plotted where the optimisation algorithm achieved a sound pressure of pmax = 100 bar by means
of exploiting an error in the FE modelling routines. The error has the effect that the epoxy layer fixing the
piston front plate is not meshed. There is no solid connection between the front plate and the rest of the
piston. This makes it possible for the front plate to exhibit a large vertical displacement amplitude with
little deformation and damping. This way, the meshing error is being exploited for a drastic increase of the
sound pressure performance. As a solution to the original engineering problem the model is unphysical and
useless. The optimiser was nevertheless tuning a functioning FEM simulation. In a way it has outsmarted
the task definition.
Such modelling errors were handled in subsequent optimisation runs of the same geometry by the
implementation of additional security checks resulting in a negative score upon detection of unmeshed areas.
While this blocks the encountered way in which unphysical solutions can win the evolutionary competition,
it does not resolve the issues (a) of drag on the optimisation process inflicted by wasteful trial evaluations
ending with error codes and (b) of an augmentation of the search task difficulty due to error-generating
regions acting as barriers in the search space. This is the reason why the robustness of the parametrised
simulation should be treated as a primary goal from the very beginning.
However, the emergence of solutions with such artefacts can at the same time be seen in a positive light,
as a proof for the efficiency of the evolutionary algorithm in exploring the possibilities offered by the design
space and in detecting and improving all kinds of available mechanisms allowing the maximisation of the
solution fitness.
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Figure 5.17 Geometry A: case 138, unbounded vs bounded local search
The downhill-simplex algorithm normally does not respect search domain bounds. However, it is easy to
penalise out-of-bounds trials artificially. The two geometries above are the results of two downhill-simplex
optimisation runs, one without bounds (left) and one with bounds enforcement (right). Their common
starting point was a geometry setup found by EA search with a pmax of 22.7 bar. The achieved pressure
increases, only 0.3 bar in the bounded search and over 8 bar in the free run, reveal the drastic difference in
outcome. Where does this difference come from, and what does it tell?
One explanation attempt can be made based on reminding figure 5.11 where very thin piston front plates
oscillate with a large displacement amplitude. Lower bounds are often intended as minimal material thick-
nesses. Not respecting these limits means unrealistically thin structural parts can appear which would break
in reality, but at the same time it is a way to reduce the energy stored in deformed solid material. Everything
that is not stored in the structure cannot be lost in the structure, so it is also a way to reduce energy losses
through damping.
This kind of outsmarting of the resonator design optimisation task with physically valid but unpractical
solutions is deemed a valid explanation approach because it has been observed in other cases. However,
in the current case it is not a sufficient explanation. The two thickness parameters shrinking below their
lower bound are the thickness of the outer glass wall wt and the thickness of the upper piston’s front plate
pwt1 uh. They do not decrease below 95 % of the lower bound in the converged local search, and such little
change cannot explain the drastic increase of pmax. The proper explanation can be found when examining
a different kind of diagram, the change of the tuning parameters xi during the local search shown in figure
5.18. The free-running simplex search enjoys a freedom the EA did not have and some parameters leave
the formerly bounded domain to explore new terrain. This triggers a transition towards a wholly different
design point. All tuning parameters have to shift in the course of the transition. It is a useful indication of
how strongly coupled the design parameters are.
As the optimisation key facts table shows, this is the first presented result of an EAO run with strong mode
shape discrimination. Minimising Im(p) means looking only for out-of-phase antinodes.
(list of parameters: ir , ih, pipos, gap uh, gap lh, pt uh, pt lh, ext uh, ext lh, wt, pwt1 uh, pwt1 lh, pwt2 uh,
pwt2 lh, sh1 , silext)

resonator specs (unbounded LS, left)
fres 22 717 Hz
pmax 31.38 bar

pupc, plpc, pp 7.15, 4.65, 20.43 bar
pwall 7.26 bar
rwp 0.65
Qmech 466

optimisation key facts (unbounded LS, left)
EA THEA

scanned 18-24 kHz
fobj max(−Im(p) · sine window) with

f̃penC(pupc, plpc, pwall)
Npopulation 80
generations 40
Neval 3200

local search downhill-simplex
iterations 626

resonator specs (bounded LS, right)
fres 18 821 Hz
pmax 23.01 bar

pupc, plpc, pp 5.70, 5.47, 14.19 bar
pwall 5.57 bar
rwp 0.62
Qmech 423

optimisation key facts (bounded LS, right)
EA THEA

scanned 18-24 kHz
fobj max(−Im(p) · sine window) with

f̃penC(pupc, plpc, pwall)
Npopulation 80
generations 40
Neval 3200

local search downhill-simplex
iterations 405
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Figure 5.18 Geometry A: case 138, development of best chromosome
The above plots show the development of the best chromosome in the population from iteration to iteration
of the optimisation algorithms. For better interpretability the parameters xi ∈ [ai, bi] have been all mapped
onto the interval [0, 1]. The first plot shows the 40 generations of the initial EA optimisation. The second
plot shows a subsequent unbounded downhill-simplex optimisation. It can be seen that four of the sixteen
parameters leave the search domain. The third plot shows another downhill-simplex optimisation, but
this time seeing bad scores whenever stepping beyond bounds. In that run the local search modifies the
chromosome just a little, and also in terms of pmax it achieves only a small improvement from 22.73 to
23.01 bar (see fig. 5.17). It is interesting to see that of the four parameters going beyond bounds in the
free local search only two hit the walls in the bound search. A close look back at the middle plot reveals
that the other two parameters hit the limits only after the first two have already left the domain. This is
another indicator showing how tightly the resonator’s design parameters are correlated. In fact, every single
parameter is involved in the transition from one to another resonator layout triggered by the slight search
bound transgression of just two parameters. It clearly justifies the classification of the resonator design
problem as a highly nonseparable problem.
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Figure 5.19 Geometry A: case 138, pure local search
Case 138 is the first one in the row of discussed optimisation runs where the fitness evaluation scheme
involving mode shape discrimination described in figure 4.7 was applied. Under these conditions no other
mode shapes than the intended one were found in EA searches. That scheme looks for a high pressure
signal amplitude only above the transducer and below the upper piston. It penalises modes with the
pressure peak lying far from the middle of that region of interest and by scanning the imaginary part of the
pressure signal and looking for the strongest negative peak it considers only out-of-phase antinodes. This
effectively gears the optimiser to tune the resonator in such a way as to adopt the mode shape observed
in the West-Howlett resonator. One might say that this expands the attractor region of that mode in the
search space. If there is one fitness mountain in the search space which dominates the landscape, so that
EA searches do not converge any more on mediocre or in other ways different solutions, then one can ask
whether the expensive EA search is still necessary at all, whether a local search algorithm would not suffice
for addressing the simple hill-climbing task. Such a check was made by conducting one optimisation run
solely with the downhill-simplex algorithm. That search was started with the best chromosome from the
same random population with which the EA had been initialised. The simplex was initialised with an edge
length of 0.05 times the search domain width in the respective direction. During the simplex run the peak
sound pressure increased from 10.0 to 10.1 bar while the score increased by 19 % due to a lowering of the
penalty. In the course of centering on a local optimum pupc and pwall became perfectly balanced. Search
domain boundaries were not enforced in this case. By the weak sound pressure performance in comparison
to both optimisation results in figure 5.17 it is clearly revealed that this type of local search is not suitable
for tackling the parameter tuning problem.
(list of parameters: ir , ih, pipos, gap uh, gap lh, pt uh, pt lh, ext uh, ext lh, wt, pwt1 uh, pwt1 lh, pwt2 uh,
pwt2 lh, sh1 , silext)

resonator specs
fres 19 822 Hz
pmax 10.08 bar

pupc, plpc, pp 3.04, 1.75, 3.21 bar
pwall 3.04 bar
rwp 0.32
Qmech 301

optimisation key facts
scanned 8.8-9.9 kHz
fobj max(−Im(p) · sine window)

with f̃penC(pupc, plpc, pwall)
local search downhill-simplex
iterations 581
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Figure 5.20 Geometry A: case 140
The above setup is the result of tuning the single-piece metal piston variant of geometry A with THEA and
downhill-simplex search. Aluminium is used as the piston material whereas in case 138 it was steel. With
29.3 bar a similar sound pressure can be achieved. The local search was conducted with search domain
boundaries enforced in order to avoid unpractically thin piston front plates. This setup represents another
result based on the flawed penalty computation ignoring the piston rims. It is shown here as a baseline for
the comparison with the case 212 presented in the next figure. Case 212 represents a later added EAO run
with a corrected wall pressure ratio measurement and penalty calculation. In the setup shown here, the
flawed routine allowed the development of elevated interface pressures around the ignored piston rims which
goes in conjunction with markedly concave pressure isocontours facing the central regions of the piston
front plates.
(list of parameters: ir , ih, pipos, gap uh, gap lh, pt uh, pt lh, ext uh, ext lh, wt, pwt1 uh, pwt1 lh, pwt2 uh,
pwt2 lh, sh1 , silext)

resonator specs
fres 21 142 Hz
pmax 29.26 bar

pupc, plpc, pp 3.32, 4.38, 10.90 bar
pwall 5.57 bar
rwp 0.37
Qmech 497

optimisation key facts
scanned 18-24 kHz

EA THEA
fobj max(−Im(p) · sine window)

with f̃penC(pupc, plpc, pwall)
Npopulation 80
generations 4 · 14 + 24 = 80

Neval 6400
local search downhill-simplex
iterations 344
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Figure 5.21 Geometry A: case 212
Case 212 represents exactly the same FE model setup and EAO run conditions as case 140 (fig 5.20) with the
sole exception that the postprocessing routine calculating the peak interface pressure pif = max(pwall, pp),
the wall pressure ratio rwp, and the penalty f̃pen was corrected. Not ignoring the piston rims has the
effect that rwp is lowered substantially to 22 %. The corresponding changes to the pressure field are visible
particularly well in front of the lower piston where the 33 % isocontour (bounding the blue spot in the
pressure snapshot of case 140) completely disappears. The change in the upper half is notable upon a close
look: here the 33 % isocontour is bounding the orange region which is now not in contact with the piston
rim any more. The feature of concave isocontours facing the upper piston is greatly reduced and only
remains visible in the 22 % isocontour of the pressure amplitude plot. All this comes however at the cost
of a substantially reduced centreline pressure amplitude which dropped from 29 bar in case 140 to 21 bar here.

An interesting question is whether the proposed geometry A can adopt the feature of a mechanical
displacement amplification within the glass cylinder. The deformed shape plot shows a wide region of
out-of-phase radial displacement stretching from shortly above the transducer all the way up to the height of
the upper piston. As the plot does not allow a good quantification or comparison of amplitudes, measured
values are given in this case in the resonator specs table. The largest radial displacement amplitude of
the glass wall within the height section covered by the transducer is denoted as ur,PZT and has a value of
3.2 µm. The out-of-phase antinode above it has a much higher amplitude of ur,wall = 5.8 µm, implying an
amplification factor of Awall = 1.8. It is visible in the plot that the normal displacement amplitudes of the
piston front plates are still much larger than that, particularly for the upper piston.
(list of parameters: ih, pipos, gap uh, gap lh, pt uh, pt lh, pwt1 uh, pwt1 lh, pwt2 uh, pwt2 lh, ext uh,
ext lh, sh1 , silext)

resonator specs
fres 20 626 Hz
pmax 21.12 bar

pupc, plpc, pp 0.81, 2.34, 4.59 bar
pwall 4.57 bar
rwp 0.22
Qmech 390
ur,PZT 3.2 µm

ur,wall (Awall) 5.8 µm (1.8)

optimisation key facts
EA THEA

scanned 18-24 kHz
fobj max(−Im(p) · sine window)

with f̃penC(pp, pwall)
Npopulation 80
generations 80

Neval 6400
local search downhill-simplex
iterations 100
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5.4 Geometry B: simple H-form
Geometry B (fig. 5.22) is in principle just a simplified version of the flange-equipped
version of Cancelos’ resonator design6 with H-shaped cross section without the prob-
lematic bolted flange connections. Only silicone and epoxy are used for connecting
assembly parts. Without much thinking about real-world applicability of this design,
the interest of conducting a few EAO runs was just to see what basic vibration mode
shapes would emerge. Three optimisation results are shown below representing tri-
als with different materials for manufacturing the piston-endplate parts: aluminium,
steel, and glass. Two basic patterns are visible, a short and a long version of the
resonator geometry. The two forms were discovered with all three piston materials.
The short versions generally yield a maximum sound pressure of around 25 bar, the
piston front plate is always quite thin and exhibits a large displacement, or to be
more exact, only the central parts of the front plates have large oscillation ampli-
tudes. The long versions achieve values around 21 bar, the front plates are thick,
neither front nor end plates move a lot.

Not many optimisation runs were conducted with geometry B. The fact that the
piston front plates have only little freedom of motion was identified as the principal
shortcoming. Geometry C, discussed in the next section, is a design idea with the
aim of alleviating that problem.

6i. e. the RPI resonator labelled No 8, according to the listing of appendix I.4
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Figure 5.22 Parametrisation of geometry B
In this design the resonator consists of a cylindrical glass tube closed with a top and a bottom head. Only
the symmetric case is discussed here where only one half of the resonator needs to be modelled. The head
part appears in the 2D axis-symmetric cross section as the simple combination of three rectangles, they are
referred to as piston front plate, piston side wall, and endplate or base plate. The heads are glued to the
glass tube with silicone, this replaces the bolt connections used in several RPI resonators.

label description value
id inner diameter of main volume 59.2
ih inner height of main volume [4,200]
pid piezo ring thickness 3
pih piezo ring height 25
ept epoxy layer thickness 0.5
ext extension from reflector to cap base [10,60]
wt wall thickness of main cylindrical glass wall (hull) 2.4
sh height of silicone bead sealing the top head [1,7]

gap gap between piston rim and inner surface of glass hull [3,20]
pwt1 piston front wall thickness [1,16]
pwt2 piston side wall thickness [1,4]
bpt base plate thickness [2,30]
fxw fixation material width 5
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Figure 5.23 Geometry B: case 33
In this case with aluminium as material used for the resonator heads, the optimisation has led to a small
liquid volume and a thin-walled piston structure. Just one single antinode fits into the resonator both
vertically and radially. The piston front plate has to move a lot in the normal direction in order to serve as
low pressure boundary condition. It can fulfil this task only because of a very large displacement amplitude
of its central region whereas the outer rim has almost no vertical motion component. The reason is simple.
The base plate does not move a lot as it is heavy, and the straight piston side wall, no matter how thin it
gets, is still a relatively stiff connection between front and base plate, at least concerning stretching and
compression along the vertical axis. This restriction of the freedom for vertical motion of the front plate by
the stiff side wall is the problematic aspect of the design. A thin front plate with a lot of deformation is the
only way to still enable a strong pressure antinode in the small liquid volume. Moreover, it can be assumed
that this setup carries a high potential for fatigue problems, particularly for the edge connecting the front
plate with the piston side wall.
(list of parameters: gap, ih, ext, bpt, sh, pwt2 , pwt1 )

resonator specs
fres 18 944 Hz
pmax 26.20 bar

pupc, plpc, pp 3.34, 3.34, 8.24 bar
pwall 3.41 bar
rwp 0.31
Qmech 284

optimisation key facts
EA THEA

scanned 15-23 kHz
fobj pmax with

f̃penC(pupc, plpc, pwall)
Npopulation 80
generations 80

Neval 6400
local search downhill-simplex
iterations 505
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Figure 5.24 Geometry B: case 34
The EAO run with the above result has been conducted under exactly the same conditions as case
33 with the only exception of the piston material which is steel here. With steel pistons this long
resonator version was the result of most of the few EAO trials. The piston is a massive part exhibiting
even at the resonance frequency a very little motion amplitude. There is neither a lot of bending
nor translation. The zero displacement boundary condition imposed by the piston front plates indeed
attracts sound pressure antinodes. This is possible without causing a high wall pressure ratio only
because the long vertical distance between the two opposing pistons allows the standing acoustic wave pat-
tern to decay far away from the central region in conjunction with a suitable vibration mode of the glass hull.
(list of parameters: gap, ih, ext, bpt, sh, pwt2 , pwt1 )

resonator specs
fres 18 524 Hz
pmax 21.28 bar

pupc, plpc, pp 3.84, 3.84, 3.84 bar
pwall 5.07 bar
rwp 0.24
Qmech 282

optimisation key facts
EA THEA

scanned 15-23 kHz
fobj pmax with

f̃penC(pupc, plpc, pwall)
Npopulation 80
generations 80

Neval 6400
local search downhill-simplex
iterations 460
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Figure 5.25 Geometry B: case 35
The short optimised version with glass as the piston material looks similar as the aluminium version. The
important characteristics pmax, fres, and rwp match closely. For the above setup it can be noted that the
fine-tuning through local search led to a perfect balance between plpc and pwall while the largest interface
pressure occurs on the outer region of the piston front plate where it was (due to the flawed version of the
postprocessing routine) not accounted for during EAO.
(list of parameters: gap, ih, ext, bpt, sh, pwt2 , pwt1 )

resonator specs
fres 18 968 Hz
pmax 26.33 bar

pupc, plpc, pp 3.32, 3.32, 7.79 bar
pwall 3.32 bar
rwp 0.30
Qmech 282

optimisation key facts
EA THEA

scanned 15-23 kHz
fobj pmax with

f̃penC(pupc, plpc, pwall)
Npopulation 80
generations 80

Neval 6400
local search downhill-simplex
iterations 500
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5.5 Geometry C: pistons on flexible discs

The last geometry chosen for EA optimisation was developed with the intention to
overcome the problems associated with geometries A & B. The problems of geometry
A are the epoxy glue layer behind the piston front plates of glass or the manufac-
turing challenges of the complicated metal parts in the variants avoiding the glue
connection. The problem of geometry B is the stiffness of the piston side wall against
vertical stretching and compression.

Geometry C, depicted schematically in figure 5.26, can be seen as a modification
of geometry A: the transition can be made by increasing the radius of the piston
holding tubes. Yet it can also be understood as a slight complication of geometry B:
letting the piston side wall rest on a thin horizontal metal membrane instead of fixing
it to the massive base plate directly gives it the needed freedom of vertical motion.
At a given thickness of the membrane or ring disc the softness of that bearing can be
increased by enlarging the radial distance it bridges. Therefore the model geometry
and the parametrisation are adjusted such that the transition between the thin disc
and the massive base plate or ring can be pushed outwards as far as possible, even
beyond the outer radius of the cylindrical glass hull, by tuning the corresponding
parameter. The question is at what point it will become impossible to drill outlets
for refilling through the thick part of the metal. In figure 5.27 it is sketched out
how the limit can be pushed further away by drilling narrow nozzles at an angle or
sideways.

A second question of interest when manufacturing resonators of this design is
how to ensure precision and tightness during assembly when making the silicone
glue connections. This question is also addressed in figure 5.27. On the right it
exhibits a suggested sequence of assembly steps. Laying a silicone bead on a clean
surface with a syringe and setting a solid part down on it may not always produce
tightness. It is better to first spread thin layers of silicone on the target surfaces
(sketch a) because the shear and pressure forces of the spreading help filling grooves
on rough surfaces, closing gaps, and enlarging the contact area on smooth surfaces.
As a next step, a pre-cured ring of silicone with L-shaped cross section can be pressed
down into its place on the end cap (b). When pre-manufacturing such a silicone ring,
its dimensions can be better controlled as compared to forming the whole sealing
ring from fresh paste. The pre-cured silicone ring can serve as a jig when setting
down the glass cylinder (c); it helps to control the distance between the cylinder
wall and the end cap. Lastly, the remaining gap on the outside can be filled up with
silicone paste or a pre-cured ring can be pushed down into the groove (d).

On the following pages the optimisation results will be presented. Among the
possible options (a) symmetric versus asymmetric FE model, (b) single transducer
versus two transducers, and (c) aluminium versus steel a restricting choice had to
be made. It was decided to investigate only setups with off-centre positions of the
transducer where there is a chance of finding working modes exhibiting the feature
of displacement amplification in the glass cylinder. This means in the symmetric
case the resonator is driven by two transducers. In the asymmetric case only single-
transducer setups with the PZT ring in the lower half were examined in order to
explore the capability of reproducing the West-Howlett resonator working mode.
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Figure 5.26 Parametrisation of geometry C
In geometry C the cross section of the resonator head part basically has just one more edge than in
geometry B. The cylindrical piston side walls do not rest directly on the heavy base plate (or base ring),
instead there is one more horizontal plate bridging some radial distance between piston side wall and
base ring. This ring disc can be tuned to become quite thin which allows it to act like a drum skin.
This is supposed to accomplish a softer bearing and more freedom for vertical motion for the piston
front plate and the side wall. In order to allow a combined vibration pattern including internal bending
modes of the front plate, sufficient design degrees of freedom are needed. This is the reason why there
are six different wall thickness parameters and several accompanying parameters for determining the
transition regions. The piston front plate contains three radial segments where different wall thicknesses
are possible and the ring disc at the base has two. The remaining thickness parameter applies to the
piston side wall. Trapezoidal transition regions connect the radial segments. Owing to the considerations
outlined in figure 4.9, the horizontal widths of these segments are not determined directly through
distance parameters. Instead, available spaces are divided up by dimensionless parameters. Lastly,
it has to be noted that there are ellipsoidal curve segments in this geometry. There are bends at
both ends of the piston side wall. Whereas the inner fillet curvatures remain strictly circular, the outer
curvatures stem from circle segments being scaled in one direction to account for transitions in wall thickness.

label description value
bph height of base plate (base ring) [8,50]
bpw width of base plate (base ring) [8,50]
epd epoxy layer thickness 0.5
ext vertical chamber extension [12,70]
fir(i) fillet inner radius (ith fillet) [0.5,8]
gap gap between piston rim and inner surface of glass hull [5,15]
ih inner height of main liquid volume [40,120]
ir inner radius of main cylindrical glass wall (hull) 29.6
iros inner radius offset of base ring with respect to glass hull [-10,5]
pit piezo ring thickness 3
pih piezo ring height 25

pipos parameter determining the transducer’s vertical position [-1,-0.5]
pwt(i) piston wall thickness (i = 1, ..., 6) >0.5

pwpA,pwpAB,... dimensionless parameters determining division ratios of available space [0.1;0.9]
sh1 silicone height 1 [0.5;5]
sh2 silicone height 2 [0.5;5]
swi silicone width inner bead [0.5;5]
swo silicone width outer bead [0.5;5]
wt wall thickness of main cylindrical glass wall (hull) 2.4
fxw fixation material width 3.6
fxh fixation material height 3.6
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Figure 5.27 Geometry C: feasibility and manufacturing
In the diagram on the left dashed lines indicate where tunnels can be drilled through the metal of the base
ring for the construction of outlets in such a way as to avoid too much interference with the thin part which
needs to be able to vibrate. The sketches on the right illustrate a basic scheme of sealing the chamber in
a way allowing a controlled shape of the silicone beads and control of the positioning of the glass cylinder
relative to the metal end caps. The scheme is feasible under the condition that when sealing the second end
cap there is no more hand or tool access available to the inner volume of the resonator.

For the symmetric case four optimised results are shown, two with aluminium,
two with steel for the metal parts. The difference in EAO setup between the first and
second pair is the threshold parameter θ of the penalty function. With a value of θ =
1
2 only setups with elevated wall pressure ratios around 30 to 40 % were achieved (see
figures 5.28 and 5.29), however with notably high pressure amplitude performance.
This first pair of result designs represents short experimental optimisation runs with
a high degree of manual interference and non-constant fitness evaluation settings.

During subsequent trials with a much sharpened threshold of θ = 1
5 it was

possible to decrease the wall pressure ratio of the outcomes to less than 20 % at
the cost of a significantly lowered central pressure amplitude. Those two cases are
shown in figures 5.32 and 5.33.

In the asymmetric case, where the FE models are twice as large, only very
few EAO runs could be conducted. Solely the evaluation routine with mode shape
discrimination was employed to search exclusively for setups in a working mode
corresponding to the West-Howlett resonator. With the final and flawless fitness
evaluation routine two EAO runs were made with aluminium as the piston material
and a single run with steel. Two results are shown in figures 5.30 and 5.31.
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Figure 5.28 Geometry C: case 12
This represents one of the most interesting optimisation results for a symmetric setup with aluminium as
piston material. With a sound pressure of 81 bar the resonator exhibits a substantially better performance
than any of the optimised setups of geometry A. It is interesting to see that the optimisation has led to a
piston front plate which looks very evenly tapered. The thickness of the piston side wall has almost hit the
lower boundary of the range from 0.5 to 6 mm allowed for this parameter. An important feature of the found
solution is the uniformity of the vertical displacement amplitude across the front plate surface. The plate
moves up and down with very little internal bending. The above geometry setup allowed the optimiser to
get strikingly close to the performance seen before in figure 5.16 where it had to exploit a meshing error and
an unphysical model in order to achieve it. The evenness in structural shape is mirrored on the inside by
an evenness in the pressure field. The pressure snapshot shows in yellow-to-red colours the almost spherical
shape of the central antinode. It is neighboured by a triangular cyan area outlining the region of tension.
Both the pressure snapshot and the pressure amplitude plot show that the isocontours of this triangular
region interfere in a perfectly balanced manner with the glass cylinder wall on one side and the piston surface
on the other. This is the visible result of the corrected implementation of the penalty computation taking into
account the whole piston surface and not only the centre of the piston front. That the local downhill-simplex
search has tuned the pressure amplitude peaks on both of these walls towards a close match around 24 bar
can be seen in the specs table as well. With a value of 30 % the wall pressure ratio is elevated but not extreme.
This resonator represents the design with the highest pressure amplitude achieved in a valid setup. The
performance is based on the one hand on powering a small volume with two transducers and on the other
hand on the flexibility given by the thin piston side wall with a thickness of 0.5 mm. It means that besides
the elevated wall pressure ratio another shortcoming may exist in a potential fatigue problem of the thin
vertical piston side wall connecting the more rigid horizontal pieces.
(free parameters: all parameters indicated as not fixed in figure 5.26 = 25 dimensions)

resonator specs
fres 25 918 Hz
pmax 80.97 bar

pupc, plpc, pp 8.29, .8.29, 24.09 bar
pwall 24.11 bar
rwp 0.30
Qmech 782

optimisation key facts
EA THEA

scanned 16-24 kHz
fobj pmax with f̃penC(pif)
θ 0.5 (EAO), 0.4 (LS)

Npopulation 80
generations 30

Neval 2400
local search downhill-simplex
iterations 960
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Figure 5.29 Geometry C: case 13
This is the result of the same optimisation setting as in case 12, except that steel was used as the piston and
base ring material. After only a short EA run of thirty generations the design represents a less thoroughly
optimised setup. The achieved pressure amplitude of 64 bar is in a similar range as seen on other designs
with two transducers. In this setup a very inhomogeneous thickness distribution across the piston front
with a heavy central weight developed in order to allow for an elevated displacement amplitude in spite
of the generally thick steel segments. The low displacement amplitude around the rim of the piston front
attracts the pressure antinode seen as blue spot in the snapshot. As a consequence the wall pressure ratio
is close to 40 %. This and similar other optimisation results triggered a transition to substantially lowered
settings of the penalty function threshold in later EAO trials.
(free parameters: all parameters indicated as not fixed in figure 5.26 = 25 dimensions)

resonator specs
fres 23 834 Hz
pmax 63.96 bar

pupc, plpc, pp 15.29, 15.29, 24.89 bar
pwall 18.20 bar
rwp 0.39
Qmech 592

optimisation key facts
EA THEA

scanned 16-24 kHz
fobj pmax with f̃penC(pif)

Npopulation 80
generations 30

Neval 2400
local search downhill-simplex
iterations 710
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Figure 5.30 Geometry C: case 85
This geometry setup represents one of two full-length EA+LS optimisation runs conducted with the
asymmetric model of geometry C. In both cases the mode shape-discriminating evaluation routine yielded
the intended pressure field topology with similar performance measures. The peak pressure may seem
low with only a little above 20 bar. However, making a comparison with other single-transducer setups of
geometry A shows that amplitudes close to 30 bar or above are only achieved in connection with elevated
wall pressure ratios. Similarly as seen with geometry A in figure 5.21, reducing the penalty threshold θ to
0.2 has the intended effect of lowering the wall pressure ratio (to around 20 %), but it is accompanied by
the side-effect of a lowered sound pressure performance.
The deformed shape plot reveals that the two pistons function quite differently. While on the upper side
a front plate with an added central weight bends into a pointed shape, the lower piston moves much more
evenly. The flexibility of the lower piston is achieved in two places where the metal thickness becomes
thin: along the piston side wall and in the connection to the massive base ring. The motion patterns of the
piston front plates have their counterparts in the fluid: near the lower piston the isocontour in the pressure
amplitude plot is almost flat whereas in the upper half the amplitude builds up in front of the low-mobility
front plate rim which leads to the type of concave contours seen in the West-Howlett resonator and many
cases of geometry A. As an effect of the wall pressure-based penalty, however, the amplitude is kept low
even at this disadvantageous hot spot.
A question posed at the outset of this work was whether it is possible to achieve a similar displacement
amplification effect as in the West-Howlett resonator within the main glass wall of the new designs. The
deformed shape plot does not easily reveal it, but the effect exists and can be quantified based on the
FEM simulation output data. Corresponding numbers are added to the specs table. At the resonance,
the maximal radial displacement amplitude of the glass wall where it is attached to the transducer is
ur,PZT = 2.8 µm. The overall peak of the glass cylinder’s radial displacement can be found in the antinode
above the transducer where the motion is out of phase. With an amplitude of 5.0 µm the amplification
factor Awall is 1.8. Similarly, the piston front plate vertical displacement peaks can be put into relation
to the transducer-imposed displacement yielding factors of Alp = 1.5 for the lower and Aup = 5.5 for the
upper piston.
(free parameters: all parameters indicated as not fixed in figure 5.26 and fully asymmetric yielding 48
dimensions)

resonator specs
fres 20 966 Hz
pmax 20.50 bar

pupc, plpc, pp 0.56, 3.79, 3.86 bar
pwall 3.81 bar
rwp 0.19
Qmech 393
ur,PZT 2.8 µm

ur,wall (Awall) 5.0 µm (1.8)
uz,lp (Alp) 4.2 µm (1.5)
uz,up (Aup) 15.4 µm (5.5)

optimisation key facts
EA THEA

scanned 18-24 kHz
fobj pmax with f̃penC(pif)
θ 0.2

Npopulation 80
generations 4 · 14 + 80 = 136

Neval 10 880
local search downhill-simplex
iterations 260
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Figure 5.31 Geometry C: case 87
For the asymmetric case with steel only one single full-scale EA+LS optimisation run was conducted. With
19 bar the pressure performance is very similar to its aluminium twin discussed in figure 5.30, only the
wall pressure ratio is a little bit worse with 25 %. The upper piston has a thin central region with a little
pointed weight in the middle where the displacement is high. The surprising and prominent feature of this
tuning result is the sturdy lower piston which exhibits practically no displacement. This is a real exception
among all the resonator EAO results. The exceptional shape has its counterpart in the field topology:
the isocontours of the weak lower pressure antinode are not encircling a peak at some distance above the
piston surface, here they are rather encircling a pressure peak right on the surface. But as it turns out, the
pressure amplitude on the glass wall is even higher. The glass wall itself behaves normally and exhibits a
twofold higher displacement amplitude on the height of the envisioned cavitation site than below where it
is attached to the transducer.
(free parameters: all parameters indicated as not fixed in figure 5.26 and fully asymmetric yielding 48
dimensions)

resonator specs
fres 20 678 Hz
pmax 19.15 bar

pupc, plpc, pp 1.88, 4.69, 4.70 bar
pwall 5.70 bar
rwp 0.25
Qmech 359
ur,PZT 3.0 µm

ur,wall (Awall) 5.6 µm (1.9)
uz,lp (Alp) 0.2 µm (0.07)
uz,up (Aup) 15.0 µm (5.1)

optimisation key facts
EA THEA

scanned 18-24 kHz
fobj pmax with f̃penC(pif)
θ 0.2

Npopulation 80
generations 4 · 14 + 80 = 136

Neval 10 880
local search downhill-simplex
iterations 260
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Figure 5.32 Geometry C: case 92
This and the following figure show how the final setup of the EA-based optimisation workflow yielded
highly optimised resonator shapes exhibiting pressure field topologies perfectly tailored to fulfil their
purpose. In order to increase the reliability of the EA performance, the mutation cooling rate (an-
nealing) was lowered down in these two runs from its standard value of γ = 0.04 to 0.03. Generally,
it can be said that in this type of symmetric setup the weaker in-phase pressure antinode near the
transducer serves the shaping of the large, generally more convex, and often almost spherical central
out-of-phase pressure peak. Pressure antinodes are regions of converging and diverging fluid motion
patterns. Because of this physical origin the isocontours tend to be convex if the interference with
irregular surrounding structures is small. Here, the weak antinode has a very broken-up shape. The
11 % isocontour bounding the cyan tension region in the pressure snapshot has lost all tendency towards
convexity. When going from the yellow outer rim of the compression region into the tension region, the
sphericity of the absolutely dominating central pressure field is extended right into the tension area.
Triangular tension regions are apparent in some of the discussed resonators (e. g. figures 5.7, 5.11, 5.17 of
geometry A or 5.28 & 5.29 of geometry C), but in no other resonator setup the effect is as strong as seen here.
The motion pattern of the glass wall necessarily plays a role in shaping the internal field topology. This
resonator has a larger vertical size as its twin in figure 5.29 allowing for a more complex mode shape in
between the transducers. Where in figure 5.29 there is a single out-of-phase displacement peak there is
a double peak with a local displacement minimum in the symmetry plane here. The displacement of the
double peak is by a factor of 1.4 larger than the peak displacement behind the transducers.
The shape of the piston represents another case where the thorough optimisation has led to a degree of
evenness pleasing the nature-trimmed human eye. The cross section exhibits a steady tapering resulting
in a moderate added weight in the centre of the front plate. The piston front’s displacement is weaker
than seen on the transducer, but still in a similar magnitude range. This piston shape with a moderate
displacement, a moderate wall thickness, and an even distribution of segment thicknesses appears much less
prone to potential material fatigue problems as many of the other optimisation results.
Comparing this design to the analogue EAO run based on a higher penalty threshold in figure 5.29, it can
be inferred that the sharper penalty decreases the centreline pressure from 64 to 40 bar and rwp from 40 %
to 24 % while elongating the overall resonator shape.
(free parameters: all parameters indicated as not fixed in figure 5.26 = 25 dimensions)

resonator specs
fres 21 234 Hz
pmax 39.57 bar

pupc, plpc, pp 8.14, 8.14, 9.50 bar
pwall 9.49 bar
rwp 0.24
Qmech 356
ur,PZT 6.6 µm

ur,wall (Awall) 8.7 µm (1.4)
uz,lp (Alp) 4.0 µm (0.6)

optimisation key facts
EA THEA

scanned 18-24 kHz
fobj pmax with f̃penC(pif)
θ 0.2

Npopulation 80
generations 4 · 14 + 80 = 136

Neval 10 880
local search downhill-simplex
iterations 450
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Figure 5.33 Geometry C: case 96
The result of the second one of the final pair of EAO runs is shown, the version with aluminium.
Here as well the two 11 % isocontours are bent in the same direction, but the degree of parallelism
is not as strong as in the steel version. In this case the harshened penalty forcing a lower wall pres-
sure ratio had very similar effects: the inner volume is elongated in comparison to the less penalised
twin in figure 5.28, the pressure performance is reduced to around 40 bar, and a setup with much low-
ered wall pressure is achieved. In fact, with 14 % it is the lowest wall pressure ratio of all optimisation results.

A particular feature is the thin-walled piston with a small added weight around the central axis. A lot
of the piston’s flexibility comes from the bellows-like squeezing of the vertical side wall. By consequence,
the front plate moves evenly with a large displacement amplitude not only in its centre, but also near the
rim which allows for a large tension area visible in the pressure snapshot. A small blue spot indicates the
antinode of the tension region. Its position in the middle of the region, far away from the piston surface,
or the 22 % isocontour in the pressure amplitude plot which does not touch the piston front plate but runs
parallel in front of it are visible indicators of the optimised properties of this sound field topology featuring
the lowest achieved wall pressure ratio.

Certainly, the thin-walled but strongly flexing piston raises the question whether there will be fatigue.
Future analyses will have to answer this question. Was the lower bound for the wall thickness chosen too
low with 0.5 mm? Maybe the one depicted above is not the most practical resonator design, maybe a more
practical aluminium version can be achieved constraining the piston wall segment thicknesses with larger
lower bounds. Nevertheless, the similar sound fields but strong differences in the piston wall thickness (and
Young’s modulus) seen in the comparison of figure 5.32 with this one together make a strong message:
there is room for further constraints by the engineer, the optimisation routine can tune the structure to
achieve the desired sound field either this way or that way.
(free parameters: all parameters indicated as not fixed in figure 5.26 = 25 dimensions)

resonator specs
fres 21 633 Hz
pmax 42.61 bar

pupc, plpc, pp 6.17, 6.17, 6.17 bar
pwall 6.17 bar
rwp 0.14
Qmech 424
ur,PZT 5.8 µm

ur,wall (Awall) 9.0 µm (1.5)
uz,lp (Alp) 12.1 µm (2.1)

optimisation key facts
EA THEA

scanned 18-24 kHz
fobj pmax with f̃penC(pif)
θ 0.2

Npopulation 80
generations 1 + 80 = 81

Neval 6480
local search downhill-simplex
iterations 720
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Figure 5.34 Geometry C: Score histories of cases 87 and 96
In the final setup as described and benchmarked in chapter 3 the tier-based hybrid EA produced these
exemplary score history diagrams when applied to the resonator optimisation task. Case 87 (top) shows the
four consecutive random initialisation phases (green dots) when the population merging scheme is turned
on. The lower plot shows that case 96 was a simple run without the population merging scheme. When
comparing these plots to the earlier conducted EA run plotted in figure 5.12, two differences are clearly
visible: on the one hand there are no negative scores due to the changed penalty computation and on the
other hand there are more colours because more tiers were added to the hybrid EA scheme. Cyan dots
show that the second crossover operator, cigar-CO, has been implemented (see colour legend in figure 3.6).
Yellow-green dots represent chromosomes created in DE manner. Looking at the improvement steps forming
the upper edge, it can be seen that there are no extended stagnation phases and that progress is made
through chromosomes with diverse tier origin.
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5.6 Summarising the resonator EAO case studies

Pre-existing geometries

Four old and new SF resonator geometries were investigated as target of optimisa-
tion with evolutionary algorithms. The oldest resonator design is the one by West
& Howlett which was used by Taleyarkhan et al. and Saglime et al. for SF trials.
The two corresponding optimisation case studies serve as a proof of concept and a
proof of efficiency for the EAO approach. They show that the automated blackbox
optimisation approach may require a somewhat increased computational budget but
allows to avoid and is superior than lengthy investigations in the form of multi-
step parameter studies requiring repeated human interference. In a preceding study
(documented in appendix Q) the investigation of this geometry brought about the
proof of necessity for a global optimisation approach which is robust against being
trapped in local optima.

The other pre-existing resonator design is the resonator with H-shaped internal
volume developed by Cancelos. It is investigated in a slightly modified and simplified
geometry with metal or glass end caps connected with silicone to the cylindrical outer
glass wall, which is labelled geometry B herein. A close look at the results of few
optimisation runs reveals as a crucial problem the too stiff connection between the
two halves of the piston, the front plate and the outer ring. The piston shape is
too simple and does not allow the degrees of freedom for an internal vibration mode
of the front plate swinging vertically against the ring. The optimisation algorithms
achieve decent sound pressure performance only by making the piston front plate
membrane-like thin or by resorting to lengthy resonator shapes. The elongated setup
seems to permit sound fields with a relatively low wall pressure ratio in spite of heavy
pistons exhibiting very little displacement and furnishing a boundary condition close
to the trivial hard wall. If the pistons can thus be taken out of the equation then
only the geometry of the glass cylinder with the transducer on it remains as the
sound field-determining structure. This observation is noteworthy, as sturdy “hard
wall” pistons would solve practical problems: they are easy to manufacture, they can
serve as chamber mounting points, they offer unproblematic locations for outlets.

Besides the two old geometries (the West-Howlett resonator and geometry B)
two new geometries (A & C) were investigated and are suggested as new solutions
to the SF resonator design problem overcoming the limitations of the old ones.
For both geometries it is shown that the EAO approach can find vibration mode
shapes yielding comparable or better performance in terms of pmax (to be considered
together with rwp) than the West-Howlett design in a manually optimised setup
which serves as the baseline for all EAO case studies.

Geometry A as learning case: technical aspects of SF resonator tuning
by global and local search and aspects of general interest in the context
of applied blackbox optimisation

Geometry A served as the learning case for the application of evolutionary algorithms
as global blackbox optimisers. Many different case studies are presented with the
intention of not only highlighting the outcome in terms of SF resonator propos-
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als but also insights of general interest in the context of applying EAs and other
blackbox optimisers to real-world problems. Given a robust model parametrisation
and many degrees of freedom EA search can be used as a powerful tool for design
space exploration. This is illustrated by the many different mode shapes (sound field
topologies) generated by differently proportioned realisations of one and the same
base geometry. Enchaining global EA with local simplex search allows a quick cycle
of exploration, discovery, and comparison. Thoroughly optimised exemplars make
different resonator design concepts or different working modes of one design idea
comparable.

However, there are issues requiring attention ranging from the objective function
definition over simulation data postprocessing to search space topology and con-
straint enforcement approaches. For geometry A an extended range of case studies
is presented including low-quality and undesired results of particular optimisation
runs. These cases complement and illustrate the theoretical and technical descrip-
tions of the attention-requiring issues compiled in the preceding chapters and render
this documentation of the EA-based resonator optimisation approach complete. The
documentation would be incomplete without consideration of such technical aspects,
and the gap would raise the hurdle for successfully taking up and continuing the pre-
sented work by others.

Explorative versus targeted usage of global search algorithms

It has been pointed out that the global EA search approach allows to explore many
different possible sound field topologies. If more parameters are opened up for tun-
ing, if more degrees of freedom are made available, then more diverse solutions can
be discovered. By contrast, it is also shown that in a modified setup with as many
degrees of freedom on the side of the input variables but heavy filtering and discrim-
ination on the side of the postprocessing the EA+LS search allows a fast and robust
method of tuning different FE model variants towards a predetermined and intended
working mode. The last case studies of geometry A document the efficiency of the
targeted usage (as opposed to the explorative usage) of the global search algorithms.
One case study based on pure local search proves the (still existing) necessity of the
global search approach for the application. In single-objective optimisation the ob-
jective function is one scalar number representing the quality of an evaluated solution
candidate. The postprocessing steps for distilling such a number can be simple (e. g.
collecting the maximum of a physical quantity like pressure) or more complicated.
The objective function interfaces the optimisation target and the optimiser while
representing the intention behind the whole optimisation procedure. Decisions on
data postprocessing, filtering, and constraint penalisation can have just as heavy
an effect on the efficiency of the optimisation procedure as decisions concerning the
choice and setup of algorithms. The case studies show the effect of employing the
evaluation schemes based on wide followed by narrow frequency sweeps described
in the preceding chapter. Based on a simple evaluation scheme of searching for
the maximum pressure and penalising high wall pressure ratios different resonator
working modes (i. e. mode shapes) can be explored, whereas based on mode shape
discrimination a targeted optimisation can be pursued instead of exploration.
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New SF resonator design proposals: geometry A

Primarily, however, the EAO case studies of geometry A have the goal to answer the
question of suitability and practicality of this resonator design for SF experiments.
The suitability question can be answered with a clear yes as the design allows for
the adoption of the same mode shape and the same beneficial mechanical displace-
ment amplification mechanism as the West-Howlett design while at the same time
overcoming the reproducibility problem because of allowing precision machining of
the structural components. The practicality question can only be answered with
a conditional yes until further experimental trials prove the reliable manufacturing
and usage of the two proposed piston versions: the glass-metal composite version
requires testing for durability, the all-metal version requires establishing a way of
producing the hollow shapes, e. g. through laser welding, friction welding, or 3D
printing with subsequent surface treatment.

New SF resonator design proposals: geometry C

Geometry C represents an SF resonator design of which the parts can be manufac-
tured with conventional metal machining techniques. The geometry was developed
in the search for a solution to the problem hampering the piston front plate motion
in geometry B. Additional edges in the piston cross section create the additional
degrees of freedom allowing vertical displacement of the central part of the piston
while keeping the massive outer ring (the bearing and counterweight) at rest. The
presented case studies show how the EA-based optimisation approach allows to get in
a straightforward manner from the design concept over the parametrised FE model
and the EA+LS tuning procedure to thoroughly optimised and well-performing res-
onator setups. Resonator geometry C also allows for hosting the sound pressure
mode shapes of the West-Howlett design while enabling a mechanical amplification
of the glass hull motion with respect to the transducer. Highly optimised symmet-
rical setups with two transducers are presented as well.

With geometries A & C as new proposed SF resonator designs and having es-
tablished a powerful framework of algorithmic resonator tuning this work makes a
decisive contribution to research around sonofusion. It shows the way how the next
generation of SF experiments can be conducted employing performant and at the
same time reproducible resonators. The prospect of systematic reproducibility adds
a crucial justifying argument to future attempts of retrying SF experiments in the
setup introduced by Taleyarkhan et al., a backing which is currently lacking.

5.6.1 A note on the question of material choice

Two metals with very different properties, aluminium and steel, were considered
besides glass as primary structural materials for the acoustic resonators. Aluminium
as piston material had been favoured over steel by Cancelos when designing the H-
shaped resonator with flanges7 because of the aim of matching the bulk acoustic
impedance Z = %c of the liquid more closely [69]. Looking at the different optimised
resonators presented here, one can see steel winning by pmax in the comparison

7resonator No 8 in the listing of appendix I.4
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between figures 5.17 and 5.20 (geometry A) and aluminium taking the lead among
all three pair comparisons of geometry C. But the number of pairs of EAO runs is too
low, the working mode within any pair too different, and the material-independent
damping setting too unrealistic to allow a conclusive judgement. In any case it should
be kept in mind that the acoustic impedance at a reference plane is generally defined
as the complex ratio between pressure and volume flow Z = p/Φ. So, the acoustic
impedance of a structural surface is highly determined by its vibration response.
By tuning wall thicknesses in various places to control the masses and stiffnesses in
the structure, various kinds of impedance patterns can be achieved with any kind
of material. A comfortable aspect of an EA-tuned FE model is that these features
are addressed implicitly (maximising sound pressure and minimising or limiting the
wall pressure ratio will automatically lead to the achievement of suitable impedance
boundary conditions).

5.6.2 Limitations of the resonator tuning study

The greatest weakness of the present study lies in the material data library under-
lying the FE models. This owes to the fact that the experimentally characterised
resonators8 do not represent optimal cases for model validation and material data
calibration.9 Currently, the FEM simulation results for the reference resonator10
of the West Howlett type do not perfectly match the benchmarking data on sound
pressure, displacement amplitudes, and electrical properties gathered by lab mea-
surements. Thus it can be inferred, that upon building one of the proposed optimised
geometries, the predicted acoustic properties will also not be matched exactly. It
is very likely that a real-world exemplar will land in a working point somewhat off
the anticipated resonance. Ideally, the intention of this work would be to publish
a detailed plan with exact dimensions for constructing the next resonator to use in
SF experiments. But this is not possible so far, and the statement at the end of
this project has to be reduced to the following: New resonator designs are being
proposed. These designs will be suitable for SF experiments after a slight update:
their dimensions should be locally optimised again after having made available bet-
ter material data and having gained the ability to match lab-measured resonator11
characteristics with FE models.

The technical reasons for this shortcoming should be remembered, they are three-
fold: (a) literature data on material properties is insufficient, in particular when ma-
terial properties depend on the production history (e. g. conditions of polymerisation
of epoxy and silicone, of casting, annealing, and cold deformation of metals, of crys-
tal structure formation in piezoceramics), (b) model calibration is impossible when
too much needs to be calibrated at the same time (this is why unreliable outcomes
are to be expected if the calibration of all unknowns is attempted based on charac-
terisation data from a single already assembled West-Howlett resonator because it

8denoted as resonator No 5 & 8 according to the listing in appendix I.4
9See appendices O & Q describing the preceding efforts for experimental resonator characteri-

sation and FE model setup and calibration.
10i. e. resonator No 5
11A collection of resonators for that purpose should comprise besides complex geometries simple

study objects like metal plates, glass cylinder segments, free transducer rings and so on.
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involves too many structural components, too many materials, and too many geom-
etry details and dimensions not known with sufficient precision), and finally, (c) a
2D-axis-symmetric FE model cannot match a resonator exhibiting deviations from
axis-symmetry.

Furthermore, all optimisation runs presented in this chapter involve the simplifi-
cation of one global damping ratio instead of material-dependent damping constants.
Secondly, all these FEM simulations were conducted with a preliminary and less real-
istic dataset for the properties of the piezoceramic (see appendix Q.1.2, particularly
table Q.1, p. 423). This was done to ensure the comparability of the whole set of
optimisation results.

It is nevertheless assumed that the transition to a future updated material library
will not invalidate the central insights and statements presented herein: the same
resonator designs will be able to exhibit the same vibration mode shapes and sound
pressure field topologies, only the structure proportions will require local fine-tuning
and resonance patterns might morph accordingly. Yet, the principle character of
the resonator design problem stays unchanged together with the suitability of the
presented approach to address it.

Another limitation of a different kind of the present study is the fact that opti-
mised designs are not compared under the aspect of robustness of the local optima. It
is clearly a topic where future studies will be able to add insights. The present study
goes the most pressing step forward towards robust resonator designs by guiding the
way from luck-determined to systematically laid-out precision-machined resonator
designs. Going from design optimisation to robust design optimisation (RDO) [388]
is the next logic step.

5.6.3 Addressing a view of scepticism: trying to solve engineer-
ing problems with random-based optimisers instead of critical
thinking is lazy and inefficient

A criticism of using EAs or other black-box optimisers in the search for better
solutions to a real-world problem could be put forward along these terms: black-
box optimisation is a mentally lazy strategy trying to avoid the effort necessary to
fully understand the behaviour of the target system; some low-hanging fruit may
be harvested with this lazy blind search while huge computational resources will be
consumed and human effort wasted on coding and debugging; but after the straw
fire goes out the lack of problem understanding will backfire. In that context, the
presented case study adds to existing literature on EA applications to real-world
problems. This public library of case studies can help other researchers and engineers
to assess the validity of the scepticism described above under their own circumstances
and to balance it as realistically as possible against the advantages which can be
expected from the incorporation of black-box optimisers and eventually EAs into
the own toolbox of skills. It has been tried to make this project documentation a
valuable contribution also in this context. While appendix T serves as a general
overview and motivation of EA usage, the above chapter underlines some particular
experiences gathered with this EA application case of resonator optimisation. On the
one hand the issue of the necessity of robust simulation calls was described as well as
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the learning curve and development steps mirrored in different versions of the trial
evaluation routine. These points can be made into arguments on the EA-sceptic
side. On the other hand, it has been tried to document thoroughly under which
conditions the EA approach to resonator tuning became a successful case of EA
application. Occasionally, it has been tried to point out that the addition of EAO
to an existing problem treatment approach does not conflict with efforts towards
principled problem understanding and the goal to make global blackbox optimisation
obsolete at a later point. In that respect, the above sceptic standpoint is wrong. One
the one hand, it could be exemplarily shown, that the optimisation runs themselves
yield various pieces of feedback information enlarging the knowledge base about the
characteristics of the optimisation problem. But as a more important point, the
diversity of the different local optima found by the global search offer valuable input
for triggering new thinking processes. The presented series of different optimised
pressure fields can illustrate this point. Surely not all of these modes would have been
found by manual human experimentation with the FE models of the new geometries.
Particularly, modes not fitting into the schematic of n antinodes in the axial and m
along the radial direction may represent less straightforward ideas and improbable
discoveries during aimed human search. Upon discovery of new resonator modes, the
analysis of the structural vibration allows to identify the essential features, and this
in turn allows for a next step of thinking in terms of geometry design and considering
alternative structures which could host similar or better pressure fields but would
be more advantageous in terms of manufacturing or other technical aspects. The
experiences made with EAO in this project support the view that when the real-
world problem is hard enough, adding EA optimisation to the toolbox of treatment
techniques is able to accelerate the speed of progress and the iteration loop between
understanding and invention.

In Summary, the general view can be supported that resorting to black-box op-
timisation tools is not a desperate approach with the aim to avoid problem under-
standing, but should be seen as a practice with the potential to broaden the thinking
about a design task and to trigger deeper problem understanding while ensuring fast
turnaround cycles of reliable and efficient parametric optimisation workflows.
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Lists of symbols and abbreviations

List of Latin quantity symbols

Symbol Description
Awall, Alp, Aup displacement amplification of wall, lower, upper piston
ai lower bound of search space along ith dimension
bi upper bound of search space along ith dimension
c speed of sound/light
fobj objective function
fres resonance frequency
fpen penalty function, contribution to an objective function
f̃pen transformed penalty function projecting from R onto [0, 1]
Neval number of design evaluations
Npopulation population size (algorithm control/setup)
P probability
p sound pressure amplitude
p0 static pressure
pmax sound pressure maximum throughout the resonator
pp peak sound pressure detected along entire piston interface
plpc, pupc peak sound pressure probed at centre of lower/upper piston
pwall peak sound pressure detected along inside of cylindrical glass wall
Q quality (“pointedness” of a resonance peak)
Qmech mechanical Q-factor
R real numbers
rwp wall pressure ratio, a measure for judging resonator design quality
u displacement
ur, uz radial, axial displacement
xi design parameters
Z impedance

List of Greek quantity symbols

Symbol Description
γ annealing factor (mutation step size reduction)
ζ damping ratio
θ penalty function threshold parameter
% density
Φ volume flow
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List of abbreviations
Abbreviation Description
APDL Ansys Parametric Design Language
BC boundary condition
CMA-ES evolution strategy with covariance matrix adaptation
CO crossing-over, crossover
DE differential evolution
DOF degree of freedom
EA evolutionary algorithm
EAO evolutionary algorithm optimisation (meaning optimisation by

evolutionary algorithm)
FE,FEM finite element (method)
FSI fluid-structure interaction
KIT Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (Karlsruher Institut für

Technologie)
lpc lower piston centre
LS local search
PZT lead zirconate titanate (a piezoelectric ceramic)
RPI Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
RTV room temperature-vulcanising (silicone)
SF sonofusion
THEA tier-based hybrid evolutionary algorithm
upc upper piston centre
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Chapter 6

Conclusion & outlook

The present study was first and foremost aimed at investigating the controversy
about SF experiments on an aspect not treated with the appropriate attention in past
discussions, namely the aspect of the properties and the general reproducibility of the
acoustic resonators. In order to shed more light on the issue, finite element models
had been created, benchmarked, and used for a sensitivity study in a preceding work.
This work adds the consequent next step in leveraging the FE modelling capability
for the simulation-aided design of improved resonators for future SF experiments.

Besides optimised resonator geometry instances the optimisation algorithm-based
design methodology itself is considered to be a key contribution to the fields of SF
research and resonator engineering in general. A new class of test problems and
a hybrid evolutionary algorithm are considered to be valuable contributions to the
field of evolutionary computation.

Below, the key insights of this study are first outlined in short form, then in more
detail, and finally rounded up by a few remarks of contextualisation.

6.1 The main insights

6.1.1 Key implications on the SF controversy

To solve the SF resonator design problem, an EA-based approach of FE model opti-
misation was motivated, its application issues discussed, and the results presented.
What can be learnt from this project documentation is that

1. an efficient global search tool is needed for the resonator tuning problem,

2. without simulation and an efficient global optimisation scheme resonator de-
signs cannot be properly evaluated and compared, and that

3. it is possible to systematically improve the acoustic resonators, firstly, by tran-
sitioning to manufacturing procedures allowing greatly reduced tolerances and,
secondly, by reliably realising an optimal or near-optimal sound pressure ampli-
tude at the centre of the liquid volume through parameter tuning of calibrated
FE models with global optimisation algorithms.
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4. In the context of experimental SF trials, it means that the reproducibility
issue (with respect to the resonators) can be resolved by switching from not
optimised low-precision resonator assemblies to optimised high-precision and
robust designs. The data collected with the FE models of the proposed new
geometries (geometries A & C) and the comparison to FEM simulations of
the original West-Howlett (i. e., ORNL) design is highly indicative that this
transition can be made without reducing resonator performance.

6.1.2 Proposing an EA-based approach of SF resonator design

A recapitulation in more detail of the design task and the EA-based solution ap-
proach will allow to enhance the clarity of the above conclusions. Based on ex-
perience with SF resonators gathered at RPI during experimental campaigns and
based on experience with 2D FEM simulations conducted at RPI and KIT, the SF
resonator design problem could be outlined in a comprehensive way. The emergence
of an optimal acoustic field depends not only on the shape of the liquid volume,
but also on the vibration behaviour of the bounding structure. SF resonator design
means deciding on the topology of the sound field and the shape of the enabling
structure to contain and excite the liquid volume. The structure has to be able to
vibrate in a suitable manner, damping and heat generation have to stay within lim-
its, and at the same time an eye has to be kept on all the other practical aspects like
manufacturability and assembly techniques, cooling, refilling, the choice of trans-
ducer and its mounting and so on. Due to the “competition of many resonances”
and their amplitude growth and decrease under the variation of design parameters
the acoustic pressure performance turns out to be highly sensitive to geometry and
proportions. The resonator design problem can be dissected into two parts, the ac-
tual design task aiming at finding a geometry able to negotiate the requirements of
the vibration mode with the ones due to manufacturability and nozzle placement as
the first, and the proportion tuning as the second part. Building on the experiences
made with the FE model of the ORNL resonator the parameter tuning task could
be described as a hard nonseparable optimisation problem. This characterisation
could be verified later while tuning new geometries.

In front of a motivational background given in appendix chapter T for using EAs
for solving such optimisation tasks, the systematic choice and setup of appropriate
EA schemes was described. The choice of which EA to apply is an important one,
and it was made here based on a deliberate selection of test problems for bench-
marking a selection of algorithms. CMA-ES has been chosen from the literature,
and at the same time an new hybrid EA scheme has been devised which exhibits
comparable performance on the test problems. The issue of interfacing the algorithm
with the simulation and the central role of the objective function (fitness function)
has been described in detail. Through the documentation of various optimisation
results it could be shown how different objective functions lead to the development
of resonator setups with different features. One could say that the fitness function is
not only a small subproblem, it is equally important as the optimisation algorithm
setup. With more sophistication (i. a. filtering) on the side of the solution evaluation
routine the two EAs could be forced to find only a targeted, predetermined mode
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shape. A good imagination helping to understand that point is to think of attractor
regions of certain solution types in the search space. When devising the solution
candidate evaluation subroutine, one can decide to amplify attractors with desired
features while damping others. The presented optimised versions of geometry A
further illustrate this: many different vibration modes and pressure field topologies
could be found with a non-discriminative objective function. But when mode shape-
discriminating penalisation schemes were incorporated in the fitness function, the
EAs could be compelled to ignore all other mode shapes and converge consistently
only on setups exhibiting the intended working mode. Thus, a distinction between
a targeted and a more explorative usage of the global search algorithms could be
demonstrated. The targeted usage surely has the potential to reduce the number of
wasteful EAO runs for achieving a predefined design goal. However, the powerful
tool of fitness function sophistication should be used carefully and only after delib-
erate decisions, for not everything can be obtained at the same time: there is a goal
conflict between exploration and efficiency.1 Heavy discrimination of mode shapes
(or other solution candidate features) can yield a slim, efficient, and robust global
optimisation procedure geared at tuning towards a well-defined intended setup; but
a simpler and freer optimisation approach can be more beneficial for exploring the
design space, for learning about the wide range of working modes possible with a
new resonator design concept.

In the presented study of SF resonator FE models the explorative as well as the
targeted approach of the EA-based design optimisation were used, the explorative
approach in order to see what is possible in the design space of a new geometry
idea, and the targeted EA-optimisation setup for quickly optimising new geometry
variants in order to make them comparable. The global EA search proved to be a
central tool of addressing the SF resonator design problem. The simulation-aided
and EA optimisation-based way of exploring and comparing resonator design ideas
represents a qualitative step forward and introduces a systematic design approach
not yet seen in field of SL and SF resonator development. To sum it up in one
sentence: the evaluation of one geometry instance is not the same as the evaluation
of a design idea, and EA optimisation makes the latter possible.

6.1.3 The development of an efficient hybrid EA

The efficiency of EAs on challenging optimisation test problems can easily be mea-
sured to great accuracy, but why and how exactly they work can generally not2 be
described with satisfactory precision. There is no “physics of EAs” which would
make a stringent connection between the “microscopic level” of mutation and re-
combination operators and the “macroscopic level” of the global search properties.
Nevertheless, the field of evolutionary algorithms (or broader: evolutionary compu-
tation) represents a valuable modern addition to the scientific landscape. The first
reason is that EC allows to deepen our understanding of the theory of evolution by
empirical research, it is a great enhancement to the otherwise much smaller window

1That goal conflict is a manifestation of the no free lunch (NFL) theorem (see appendix T.1.4).
2with the exception of particular algorithms, e. g. ES, which are conceptually very simple as to

allow a thorough mathematical analysis in terms of probability distributions
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given by pure biological research. The second reason is the general applicability
of EAs to so many parametric optimisation problems in engineering and elsewhere
which are also part of the natural world.

In parallel to evaluating state-of-the-art EAs on a selection of test problems for
their suitability for application to SF resonator optimisation a new hybrid EA scheme
was developed: the tier-based hybrid EA (THEA). It is based on dividing the parent
and offspring population up into segments or tiers and combining classic EA ideas
on the level of mutation and recombination operators. The offspring population
segments do not only differ in terms of chromosome generation routines but also
in terms of parent selection where there is a combination of rules drawing from
classic EA descriptions. Across the five selected test functions THEA exhibits a
very competitive performance and even has a slight advantage in terms of robustness.
Low sensitivity towards problem properties within a given class or selection of tasks
is a valuable aspect when searching the right black-box optimiser for a real-world
task.

THEA furnishes an easy-to-use testing lab for EA developers interested in ex-
amining EA blends. Its architecture invites for further extension by adding in more
basic EA schemes. The EA blending ratios can be seen as degrees of freedom for
tuning this hybrid EA, but more importantly, this flexibility allows one to empiri-
cally investigate the dependency of the performance on the mixture. While recent
EA literature documents wide-spread efforts of singling out the most efficient ingre-
dient from a combination for the purpose of devising adaptation schemes or within
a selection-from-portfolio approach as the extreme consequence, segment-based EA
hybridisation puts the focus on the question: if and when does the combination work
better than the single ingredients? Evaluating statistics while sweeping through
blending ratios allows to measure when this is the case.

6.1.4 The development of a new class of visualisable optimisation
test problems

Test problems are essential to developing optimisation algorithms. Some problems
are trivial but are appreciated for their ability to check whether a new algorithm is
robustly working and not prone to known particular types of weaknesses. Some test
problems are made to be more challenging e. g. by reflecting the curse of dimension-
ality. The hardest test problems are deceptive functions, where in the extreme case
the best search strategy is not to rely on collected data any more, i. e. pure random
search. It is easy to devise test problems of the too easy or the extremely hard type,
but the relevant range is somewhere in the middle because optimisation problems
encountered in nature3 exhibit objective functions with some level of interpretable
structure, functions which are not deceptive throughout.

3This has to do with the compressibility of engineering problems or problems encountered in
nature in general (see appendix T.1.4): A structure-less objective function in a high-dimensional
space must have an exponentially growing number of local valleys of different widths and shapes.
The description of such a landscape requires a large amount of data. Problems of which the geometry
and the governing equations can be given within a few kilobyte of information cannot give rise to
objective functions of unrestricted complexity (leaving aside deterministic chaotic systems like a
magnet pendulum).
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While searching for an EA suitable for resonator optimisation, a test problem
was developed with similar4 key properties on the one hand, and being intuitively
visualisable one the other. A detailed description of the test problem and the gen-
eralisable problem class was published in a conference paper [428] and appears here
in excerpts as appendix chapter V.2 because it is not part of the direct chain of
thoughts leading from the SF resonator design problem statement to the EA-based
solution approach. However, since it is deemed to be a non-negligible contribution
to the EC community, it will be mentioned here briefly.

The charged marble problem is an optimisation test problem based on the task
of minimising the sum of two types of potential energies of “repulsive marbles on
a hilly ring track”, so the two types of potentials are the inter-particle potential
and the particle-on-track potential. With a final interest in SF resonator tuning, the
interesting and relevant features of the charged marble problem are the diverging en-
ergy barriers between local minima and the incorporation of a combinatorial aspect
into a real-domain search problem. Besides that, it has several beneficial proper-
ties seldomly manifest together in other test problems: it is hard, it is visualisable,
the visualisation is understandable intuitively, the aspects making the problem hard
can be switched on one by one (e. g. weight difference for making the particles non-
identical or local minima on the ring track), smooth hills can be replaced by other
structures, and switching from single-objective to bi-objective treatment is directly
possible. Even a low number of more objectives can be added. All these properties
make the charged marble problem extremely useful for anyone working on improv-
ing an optimiser, but particularly for EA development where creative invention and
experimentation are such substantial ingredients. A challenging test problem for on-
the-fly evaluation of algorithm modifications cannot replace sound statistical tests on
a telling suite of benchmarking problems, but it can allow for more rapid prototyping
in algorithm development, thus increasing the room for freedom and creativity.

6.1.5 Sorting conceptual levels

From the proposal of specific SF resonator designs to a test problem class for rapid
EA prototyping, the contributions made by this work span several conceptual levels.
On the lowest level particular instances of new resonator geometries are described.
On the next level the EA optimisation approach furnishes a methodology for tuning
new design variants and bringing them into the collection of comparable FE models.
Above that is the level of different tuning approaches. Here the described hybrid
EA allows one to incorporate additional segments in the future and the discussed
optimiser evaluation framework allows one to take these extensions or completely
different algorithms into consideration and to create a state of comparability in
between the optimisers. Another different conceptual level is the one of general
thoughts about EAs and their working principles where it is sought to gain under-
standing and invent ever better EA ideas. On this level the present work provides a
comprehensive overview (apdx. T) of EA ideas, motivations, and observations, and

4i. e. representative for the SF resonator tuning task where the local optima arise from the
“competition and interaction of many resonances” and the steady variation of the associated mode
shapes
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a new test problem class which can benefit efforts of rapid EA prototyping.

6.2 Return to Context
There are different types of resonator design tasks. Some are easy to solve like the
sizing of an organ pipe or the layout of a radio receiver. Simple analytical equa-
tions can represent the behaviour. When constructing an acoustic resonator for
sonoluminescence experiments, in the simplest case of a spherical thin-walled glass
flask such an approach may still be taken. However, in order to understand the
vibration behaviour of liquid-filled acoustic resonators with nontrivial geometries,
it has been shown that simple analytical models are insufficient, yet detailed finite
element models with fluid-structure interaction can fill part of the gap. In particu-
lar, the resonator design of West & Howlett which had been used by Taleyarkhan
et al. at ORNL and Purdue for sonofusion experiments since 2002 falls into this
category (other recently published SF resonator designs, e. g. the ones by Tessien
et al. of Burst Laboratories [348, 399, 473] would fit just as well). FE model investi-
gations of this resonator add a new perspective to the controversial debate sparked
by Taleyarkhan’s sonofusion experiments. It could very well be the case that while
the radiation detection topic was discussed in depth the profane aspect of resonator
mechanics was overshadowed and neglected while having a substantial influence on
resonator performance and cavitation conditions in real-world laboratory setups.

The group around Taleyarkhan claims that past experiments had successful out-
comes. The history of replication experiments by others is inconclusive. FE models
of the resonator design show that its extremely high sensitivity to geometry dimen-
sions offers an explanation for the observed wide spread of cavitation rates and the
inconclusive outcomes of replication experiments which has not yet been seriously
discussed in the topical literature before.

In this context the proposal of a better reproducible resonator design advances
the debate. Suggesting well-performing and reproducible new resonator designs
makes renewed experimental efforts for setting up and conducting Taleyarkhan-
style SF experiments worthwhile again. Successful SF data has little value if the
experimental setup is not reproducible by others.

Similarly, one single optimised resonator geometry is of much less value than a
reliable resonator layout methodology. The present work describes a thorough pro-
cess of resonator design optimisation with global search algorithms in the form of
evolutionary algorithms. Global EA search and consecutive fine-tuning with a local
downhill-simplex search allows one to get quickly from an initial design concept cast
into a well-parametrised FE model to a thoroughly optimised setup exhibiting opti-
mal or near-optimal vibration modes with maximised acoustic pressure amplitudes
at the centre and minimised pressures near the walls. Only a good optimisation
routine makes different design ideas comparable.

With a standardised and quick optimisation procedure in the toolbox, simulation
work accompanying future experimental SF resonator investigation campaigns can
become much more responsive than it has been in the past. As any experimental
research work is a steady process of learning and refinement steps, and as simulations
are crucial to gaining understanding about system behaviour, such a qualitative
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change and a change in responsiveness on the side of numerical simulations can
become decisive for the success of future experimental campaigns.

6.3 Outlook

At the end of this work of reviewing the status of SF, investigating the problem
of sensitive resonator setups, and suggesting new designs and a design optimisation
methodology, several options of further advancing the topic can be suggested:

• The newly proposed SF resonator geometries A & C can be built and investi-
gated experimentally.

• Simulation models for accompanying experimental campaigns need to become
more reliable, this can be achieved via model calibration based on carefully
gathered benchmark data. A systematic stepwise approach of model calibra-
tion goes out from trivial systems like simple glass discs or pieces of piezoelec-
tric ceramic to make a way forward over simple assembled geometries (e. g.
piezo plate glued on glass disc) towards the final goal of high-fidelity models
of entire liquid-filled acoustic resonators.

• The calibration of FEM simulations accompanying experiments can be used to
measure material-dependent damping constants and to determine and fit loss
models for the transducers.

• With an updated high-fidelity FE model at hand, local re-tuning of the pro-
posed resonator designs will become necessary.

• With EAO runs it can be investigated whether an updated material library
will have a substantial impact on the shape of the result designs.

• Resonator models can be investigated with modern approaches of response
surface-based sensitivity analyses in order to highlight the robustness of prop-
erties locally around optimised design points. An efficient meta-model-based
approach can capture and quantify nonlinear and coupled parameter influences
[313].

• It might be interesting to investigate the question of “a posteriori tunability” of
resonator designs, e. g. by grinding and thinning reserved geometry segments.

• Enabling the systematic tunability of resonators or assembly parts can make
it easier to deal with unavoidable property differences between pairs of piezo-
ceramic transducers in two-transducer setups.

• It might be worthwhile to investigate the trade-offs between systems with lower
Q to be driven with stronger transducers versus aiming for high-Q systems and
the related issues of system cooling.

Of course, the final goal is clear, it is the repetition of sonofusion trials with
improved equipment and under the condition of reproducibility.
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List of abbreviations
Abbreviation Description
CMA-ES evolution strategy with covariance matrix adaptation
EA evolutionary algorithm
EAO evolutionary algorithm optimisation (meaning optimisation by

evolutionary algorithm)
EC evolutionary computation
ES evolution strategy
FE,FEM finite element (method)
KIT Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (Karlsruher Institut für

Technologie)
NFL,NFLT no free lunch (theorem)
ORNL Oak Ridge National Laboratory
RPI Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
SF sonofusion
SL sonoluminescence
THEA tier-based hybrid evolutionary algorithm
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Appendix A

Sonofusion in a nutshell

A.1 Sonoluminescence and the question of sonofusion

In order to understand what sonofusion means, it is necessary to understand the
term sonoluminescence (SL). Luminescence is nothing else than light emission and
the prefix sono is derived from sonus, the Latin word for sound. Just as chemilu-
minescence describes light emission accompanying a chemical reaction (e.g. biolu-
minescence produced by fireflies) or radioluminescence stands for light created in
connection with radioactivity, sonoluminescence was the word coined around eighty
years ago describing small amounts of light emitted by liquids subject to heavy sound
fields. In fact, sonoluminescence is the appearance of plasma as a consequence of
compression heating inside collapsing cavitation bubbles, and the question of sono-
fusion is ultimately a question about the maximum temperatures and pressures that
can be achieved with SL plasma.

A.1.1 Sound leading to cavitation

Sonoluminescence was discovered 80 years ago because at that time high-power
sonar systems were newly available which triggered a lot of academic research on
high-intensity sound waves. Sound waves are time- and space-dependent pressure
modulation patterns travelling through a medium at the speed of sound. If the
amplitude of a sound wave exceeds the ambient pressure, regions are created where
the medium is under tension1. If the tension in a liquid is strong enough, it can
rupture, and one says cavitation bubbles are created. Cavitation bubbles grow in
the tension part of the acoustic cycle and shrink and implode a little later during
the compression part of the cycle.

A.1.2 Cavitation leading to flashing plasma

What happens inside an imploding cavitation bubble? “Nothing much” could be the
intuitive answer, considering that cavitation bubbles are not pumped-up bubbles like
those in sparkling wine or boiling water. If sonic cavitation means rupturing liquid

1Not all types of fluid can be put under tension. States of tension are only possible in a liquid
where the collective behaviour is determined by attractive inter-particle forces.
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under tension, then these bubbles are pulled-up bubbles, they should be empty. So
nothing much should happen upon closing the holes again, except perhaps some
sound emission when liquid smashes against liquid. But reality behaves differently:
there is no vacuum next to a liquid surface because evaporation and outgassing of
dissolved gasses fill up the new empty volume. This stream into the gas phase is only
stopped after the bubble has reached its maximum size and begins to shrink again,
driven by the buildup of the acoustic pressure in the liquid outside. Now, if that
shrinking process was slow enough, vapour would all condense and gasses, although
a little more reluctantly than the vapours, would be driven back into solution. But
as the collapse becomes very rapid (see figure A.1) near the end, there is just no
time for the gasses to go back into solution, and this is when high pressure builds up
inside the bubble as all the kinetic energy of the surrounding liquid plunging towards
the bubble centre is loaded upon the spring of the bubble volume being compressed.
Even if the bubble is only filled with more easily condensable vapours, this pressure
buildup will happen for the last part of the collapse, when the condensation rate
cannot keep up any more with the steep pressure rise. The compression leads also to
a sharply rising temperature inside the bubble because the small time scale poses a
hurdle to the heat transport as well. Today we know that it is this quick compression
heating that leads to the bubble’s content becoming so hot that it begins to glow.
A plasma forms in the centre of the imploding bubble emitting the mostly blueish
light of sonoluminescence.

A.1.3 Sonoluminescence plasma igniting the question of sonofusion

SL plasma doesn’t glow dimly red, it doesn’t glow white, it has a bright blueish
shine. Is it thus hotter than the sun? Adding these three facts can make it plausible
to expect extremely hot temperatures in SL plasma:

• The origin of SL is plasma lies indeed in inertial compression and heating (and
not in e. g. the rupturing of the liquid similar to the cracking of a flint.2).

• Describing the bubble collapse with the equations of continuum mechanics
while taking account of the finite speed of sound inside the bubble yields a
singularity due to a concentric shock front developing in the gas phase and
its spherical symmetry. Temperature, pressure, and density rocket towards
infinity.

• From the side of experimental research on SL, since early on and throughout
the years, a persistent fraction of publications has kept on suggesting “extreme
temperatures”.

If these theories and data suggest that breaching the fusion threshold could be pos-
sible, one may ask: what options are there to tweak a sonoluminescence experiment
and tune up peak plasma temperatures to reach beyond 106 or 107 Kelvin? Adding
some fusion-capable isotopes like deuterium or tritium to the liquid and gas cock-
tail, can thermonuclear fusion be provoked inside the little plasma flares? Next to

2More historic and current alternative explanations of SL are listed in chapter 1.3.2
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Figure A.1 Numerical simulation of the Rayleigh-Plesset equation by Löfstedt
et al. [276].
The Rayleigh-Plesset (RP) equation (see chapter 1.3.1) describes the temporal development of the radius
of a spherical cavitation bubble and is based on formulating the pressure equilibrium at the interface. The
simulation by Löfstedt et al. accounts for the energy loss into the surrounding liquid through sound emission,
but neglects the liquid’s viscosity and surface tension. The gas volume was assumed to be of uniform density,
pressure, and temperature obeying the thermodynamic laws of a hard-sphere Van-der-Waals gas. The dashed
line is the sinusoidal acoustic driving pressure, the solid line is the simulated bubble radius, and the dots
represent experimental bubble size data gained by light scattering. The amplitude of the acoustic driving
pressure was 1.35 atm and the ambient pressure 1 atm. Therefore, the liquid surrounding the bubble is
under tension between t1 = 21 and t2 = 30 microseconds. Bubble growth after t2 is driven only by inertia of
the liquid surrounding the bubble. The liquid’s inertia in connection with the nonlinear spring characteristic
of the hard-sphere gas and the radial geometry is responsible for the collapse speed showing no slow-down
until very near the minimal radius and the sharp-edged-looking rebounce in this plot scale. (Reprinted from
[276] with permission from S. Putterman and the publishing house.)

sonoluminescence, one would have sonofusion (SF). Creating fusion-capable hot and
dense plasma with the simple and low-tech experimental setup of SL (a liquid-filled
glass flask, one or two piezo rings glued to it as vibration drivers) would indeed be
something remarkable. Well, remarkable or rather completely irrealistic? There are
also some thoughts suitable for curbing enthusiasm:

• Heat transfer through conduction and radiation are strong antagonists of en-
ergy concentration, particularly at the small scales of SL where the plasma’s
surface-to-volume ratio is very high.

• While heating the bubble content, if the chemical bonds of molecules need to
be broken up, the resulting energy dissipation antagonises the energy concen-
tration.

• The imploding bubble is quite a remarkable tool for energy concentration, for
going from the very low energy densities of a sound field in liquid to the very
high energy densities of incandescing gas. But extrapolating from currently
available experimental facts, there is still a large gap to bridge to reach fu-
sion conditions as can be seen from the following example: One of the hottest
and densest experimental plasma condition estimations3 comes from a spec-

3Many publications with more spectacular estimations may be found, but the data and interpre-
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troscopic experiment performed by David J. Flannigan and Kenneth S. Sus-
lick [133]. Using the formulae given in appendix B.1 one can infer that their
sound field in 85 wt% sulphuric acid with an amplitude of 3.8 bar induced
a strain energy of 2.5× 10−5 J/cm3. Their central result is a lower bound
for peak plasma conditions which they give in the form of an electron den-
sity ne = 4× 1021 cm−3, the ion density ni = ne/3, and a temperature of
T = 16× 103 K. This can be used to calculate a plasma energy density u of

u = U

V
= 3

2nikTi + 3
2nekTe + 4σ

c
T 4
r ≈ 1.8× 103 J/cm3

where k and σ are the Boltzmann and Stefan constants, and Ti, Te, Tr are the
ion, electron, and radiation temperatures, assumed all equal.
This means that the collapses of the oscillating bubble in that experiment
induced an energy concentration over 8 orders of magnitude which is certainly
remarkable, but it means that at least this experimental setup is still more
than 6 orders of magnitude away from fusion conditions as e. g. achieved in
laser fusion experiments at the US National Ignition Facility in Livermore, CA
(see appendix B.2).

Whether fusion conditions can be achieved or not, this question cannot easily be
answered from looking at the spectra of SL because the analysis might yield more
optimistic or pessimistic answers depending on assumptions made on the origin
of the light. One also cannot easily estimate answers based on calculations from
first principle because many decisions between a multitude of different possible and
reasonable model assumptions have to be made.

But maybe one should look at it from the other side: Why not take fusion as
a measuring device for SL plasma conditions? If fusion does not happen, then the
plasma is too cold and thin. If fusion happens and can be detected, well, then SL
plasma must be getting dense and hot enough. In that case the measured fusion
rates and pulse widths would allow us to learn more about the physics inside the
imploding bubble and the data could be used for calibrating the model assumptions
used in theoretical calculations.

Let’s go back into the centre of the imploding bubble where sonoluminescence
originates and examine in more detail the nature and ingredients of the phenomenon.
Let us learn more about how a sonoluminescence experiment should look if it was
aimed at high temperatures and towards sonofusion.

A.1.4 Plasma 6= plasma

There are many sorts of plasma, ranging from the thin and cool plasma inside a
neon tube to the hot and dense plasma of a hydrogen bomb. Where does SL fit
in? What can the colour of SL, or better its light spectrum, teach us about the
conditions inside a sonoluminescing bubble?

tation from Flannigan & Suslick has been chosen for this calculation because it was deemed much
more reliable than other reports for reasons mentioned below in the more detailed description of
the experiment in section A.1.5.
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Hot pieces of charcoal and iron are two examples of a “black-body radiator”. This
means that from the colour of their glow one can reliably imply the temperature of
the glowing surface because the emitted light spectrum is determined by Planck’s
Law. E. g. the embers in a campfire appear reddish at 700 ◦C, yellow at 1100 ◦C, and
bright white at 1500 ◦C. The surface of the sun is another black-body of 6000 K,
the one defining for us what is neutrally white. Stars cooler than the sun appear
reddish, hotter stars blueish. SL being blue, does this mean it is hotter than 6000 K?
Not necessarily, since among the different sorts of plasma only some are black-body
radiators.

Most people have seen neon tubes and know that they are a sort of gas dis-
charge lamp. Inside, electrons are forced to travel from one end to the other. If
the tube was empty, the electrons could fly straight through like in old TV tubes.
But gas discharge tubes contain a small amount of gas at low pressure. This means
electrons can accelerate towards the anode for a while until they collide with the
next atom. In these collisions valence electrons are excited or flipped away, turn-
ing the atom into a positively charged ion. As a consequence, throughout the tube
de-excitation and recombination events (when an electron fills the valence band gap
of an ion) take place, and in these events the energy that once came from the col-
lision is given off again in the form of photons. As a result, the plasma of a neon
tube is cool and its characteristic red colour comes from the neon atom’s individ-
ual pattern of valence electron energy levels. A spectrometer reveals that the neon
tube’s light is composed of a couple of characteristic spectral lines representing the
possible de-excitation transitions of the valence electrons. Discharge lamps with
other gases have other spectral line patterns and produce other colours: orange for
sodium, blue for krypton, ultra-violet (UV) for mercury4. The working principle of
discharge lamps requires low pressures giving the electrons large enough mean free
paths to accelerate. With the much shorter mean free paths at ambient pressure
only much higher field strengths can maintain gas ionisation and the character of
the phenomenon changes. Discharge plasma at ambient pressure is created in the
form of arc discharge as in lightning or with a polyester jumper. Here, electron
avalanches5 are needed to create a conducting channel6 of ionised gas which is then
heated up. In the case of thunderstorm lightning, according to [423], the radius of
the plasma channel is about 10 cm, a total charge of up to 25 Coulomb is trans-
ported while a potential difference up to 108 Volt is bridged from cloud to ground.
The plasma inside the channel is heated up to 3× 104 K, and around 50 % of the
plasma’s energy content is released in the form of electromagnetic radiation (the
other half being heat, chemical reactions, and a tiny fraction going into sound). A
bolt of lightning is indeed a black-body radiator, its light spectrum is not dominated
by spectral lines. Its bright white shine with steely blueish colour is the result of it
being four to five times hotter than the surface of the sun.

4Mercury is used for the white tubes for room lighting. The emitted UV light is transformed
into visible light by the fluorescent inner coating of the glass tubes.

5For thunderstorm lightning, the exact mechanism seems still debated [37], avalanches of rela-
tivistic electrons initiated by cosmic ray air showers are gaining popularity in explaining lightning
initiation [184, 356].

6The creation of the conductive channel consisting of a hose of ionised gas is called “breakdown”
or “avalanche breakdown” of the insulating gas layer.
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The two important points are:
• There are very different plasma regimes, thin, dense, relatively cold, extremely

hot, emitting spectral lines or black-body radiation or else.

• Only the right theoretical assumptions allow a valid interpretation of measure-
ment data.

For measuring and comparing the temperatures of a piece of coal glowing yellow,
the sun, and a lightning bolt, knowing the assumption of black-body radiation is a
good approximation in these cases, it is only necessary to compare the intensities of
the different colours in the light spectrum. But estimating the temperature of the
white neon lamp illuminating your office based on this assumption will fail. For that
task you would need a different theory than the one behind black-body radiation,
you would need exact quantitative models for what happens in the plasma and how
the photon conversion in the coating works.

A.1.5 Back to SL plasma

Part of the difficulty of interpreting SL spectra arises because even within this tiny
niche of plasma physics there are many types of setups producing very different re-
sults. Depending on the used liquids, dissolved gasses, preparation and purification
methods, temperature regimes, bubble nucleation mechanisms and collapse dynam-
ics plasmas of different sizes and densities will arise, and due to the quick heating
rate it will not always be close to equilibrium. Then, for each type of experiment the
data has to be treated differently in order to gain Tmax, pmax, and %max. It begins
with the rather simple model assumptions of how any spectrum is distorted when
it has to go through liquid and glass (you can just measure that with a calibrated
light source), and what the hard part of the plasma radiation does to the cold liquid
molecules surrounding the bubble (e. g. trigger additional light emission) and ends
with rather subtle model assumptions of how much the plasma’s outer regions are
hiding the inner core, how far or close SL plasma is from thermodynamic equilib-
rium, or how far the effects of high electron density phenomena reach in diminishing
the usefulness of large amounts of available theory intended for the interpretation of
thinner plasma.

All the different ways of conducting a sonoluminescence experiment and all the
modelling approaches and their manifold theory ingredients used to interpret the
measured data make up a vast and vividly developing body of scientific literature. In
the following paragraphs a few key conceptual elements for understanding the basics
and the variety of sonoluminescence will be picked out and sometimes illustrated
with interesting findings reported in literature. From the point of view of being
interested in the question of sonofusion, obviously, all the factors playing a role in
energy concentration are of special interest

Poking into SL plasma

SL plasma can produce both types of spectra depending on experimental setup,
ones with sharp lines and others with continuous intensity over frequency. The ori-
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gin of the continuum part of the spectrum has been the cause of two decades of
debate (see chapter 1.3.2), and part of that debate involves the question whether
the plasma core needs to be opaque and optically thick in order to explain partic-
ular observations. For one thing, the opaqueness is an indicator that certain lower
bounds of temperature and density must have been exceeded. But it also means
that the plasma core itself is hidden and can be hotter than what the observed spec-
tra suggest. That imploding cavitation bubbles can indeed produce dense opaque
plasma has been demonstrated only recently by Khalid et al. [232] in a very nice
experiment. Instead of just looking at the little plasma ball they poked right into
it: by shooting at it with a very strong laser and tracking the laser-plasma inter-
action. Their setup differs in a few aspects from usual SL experiments. Instead of
an acoustic resonator they used a water hammer tube,7 a little cylindrical, sealed
glass vial with dehydrated phosphoric acid under 20 torr xenon inside. The vial is
kept in upright position, vibrated vertically at 40 Hz with an amplitude of 1 mm
and rotated around its own cylinder axis at 300 Hz. By laser pulse they seeded a
bubble in the lower part of the liquid column that would settle in a stable central
position 2 cm above the vial’s bottom. Here it repeatedly implodes when the vial’s
movement changes from downwards to upwards while the liquid above the bubble
still wants to keep on moving downwards. This process allows rather big bubbles
(0.5 mm) to implode under substantially higher pressures than is usually the case in
SL experiments based on sonic resonators, and it results in long luminescence flashes
of around 500 ns duration (FWHM).

A candle flame, although one normally cannot look through it, is still transparent,
as can be seen from the shadow of a burning candle. The transparency test by
Khalid et al. is not about examining the plasma’s shadow. The idea is instead to
use a strong enough laser beam pointed on the plasma. If the plasma contains
enough free electrons to become opaque then the high laser energy absorbed by the
electrons would significantly change the plasma’s energy balance, and this was made
visible by comparing the laser-on and laser-off scenarios from the side view8. The
experimenters’ astonishing finding was that not only were the flashes from laser-
treated plasma brighter and longer than the flashes from untouched plasma. The
most interesting detail was that the plasma was heated asymmetrically by the laser,
the plasma was so opaque that the laser could only penetrate the first part of the
plasma cloud of about 100 µm in diameter. This allowed Khalid et al. to infer that

7A water hammer tube is a small slim glass cylinder, half filled with a liquid, then sealed while
under vacuum, so there is little gas content – the volume where there is no liquid is mainly vapour.
When the tube is being shaken the liquid plug moves back and forth in the vial. Each time it
smashes against one end strong shock waves run through the liquid column and are transformed
into tension waves upon reflection at the free surface. If the tube is kept upright and shaken
vertically at millimetre amplitudes, then the liquid plug never smashes against the upper end of the
vial, it just hits the lower end as long as there is a large bubble separating the liquid plug from the
bottom end. Khalid et al. however report in [232] that there was no bubble below the examined
bubble which was itself hovering 2 cm above the vial’s bottom end. Therefore it must be assumed
that it was not water hammer shock waves travelling through the liquid that forced the bubble into
implosion, but rather that the top part of the liquid column above the bubble was kept smashing
against the lower part with the bubble of varying size in between.

8The side view pictures were taken filtering out a different frequency band than the incoming
laser covered, to exclude confusion with scattered light.
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the mean free path of an electron in the plasma can at most be 85 µm. The authors
also reported a control experiment: they tuned the laser to fire between 0.5 and 1.0 µs
later, at times when the SL plasma had cooled down and only a dim glow remained.
Thus they created a matrix of three experiment conditions with the two switches
laser-on versus laser-off and the timing aiming at either early & bright or late & dim
luminescence. It was revealed that equal power laser-heating on the dimly glowing
plasma has a substantially smaller effect. This is in line with the expectation that
cooler plasma with a lower concentration of free electrons should be more transparent
and let most of the laser light pass right through without interaction.

The experiment is particularly instructive because it shows that besides just pas-
sively recording emitted light spectra and analysing the data with assumption-laden
theories, one can also use the tool of laser-plasma interaction to check fundamental
assumptions by actively poking the SL plasma and watching the reactions.

In the case of ultrasonic cavitation inside a traditional resonator there is just one
report by Cao et al. [71] who tried laser-heating on an SL bubble in pure degassed
water. They were, however, not able to observe any effect.

Traditional SL spectroscopy

There is no access with physical instruments (e. g. thermometer) to the inside of an
imploding cavitation bubble. Instead, the possible information channels for learning
about imploding bubbles and the conditions of SL plasma consist of the bubble size
and shape (photography, light scattering at the bubble interface), the the sound
created by the implosion (microphone), the newly produced chemicals accumulating
in the liquid after long hours of sonoluminescence (i. e. the result of sonochemistry),
and the analysis of the time and frequency properties of the emitted light, i. e. SL
spectroscopy. The latter channel offers by far the most direct information about
what happens inside the collapsing bubble. A look at two publication examples
shall give a quick impression of the state of the art of interpreting SL spectra.

Hammer & Frommhold [186, 188] interpreted spectra from bubbles in water con-
taining water vapour and noble gasses. They went out from the simple assumption
of adiabatic compression of the bubble’s interior, but composed a large and compli-
cated simulation of what happens in the heated matter. It included evaporation and
condensation (changing the number of particles inside the bubble), dissociation of
chemical bonds, heat transfer to the surrounding liquid, ionisation (with corrections
for high densities). The aim was to quantify the rates of many types of particle inter-
actions in the plasma and to measure the production rates of photons from some of
these interactions yieding the light spectrum and the energy lost by the plasma due
to electromagnetic radiation. The quality measure was how well the calculated spec-
tra fit the observed ones. While 1994 Frommhold & Atchley [148] still concentrated
on a very special collision and radiation mechanism (so-called collision-induced emis-
sion, CIE) of plasmas to explain SL spectra and harvested criticism that their model
contained “still too many indeterminate points and adjustable parameters to permit
a judgement on its tenability” [121], Hammer & Frommhold stress in their paper
of 2000 [188]: “No unphysical or arbitrarily chosen parameters are needed, if the
model is combined with hydrodynamic stability calculations.” Finally, one of the
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most important later additions to the model described in [186] is to allow the gas
bubbles’ outer shell to become cooler and its core to become hotter, giving up the
too simplistic assumption of homogeneous temperature distribution. That step took
away from long-wavelength and added to short-wavelength photons and brought
the calculated spectra again closer to reality. Whereas in the paper of 2000 they
report good agreement only for bubbles containing heavier noble gasses assuming
temperatures around 20 000 K, in 2002 they report good agreement (through more
UV radiation) as well for SL from the lightest noble gas, helium, assuming a hot
inner core (16 % in terms of diameter) is isotropically heated up to 59 000 K. But
throughout the time, the model described the bubble content as a rather transpar-
ent, optically thin plasma, a volume emitter (no surface emitter like a blackbody),
a gas where bremsstrahlung from collisions between electrons and atoms and the
recombination of electrons with atoms are the dominant generation mechanisms for
the light we see as SL. A strength of the model is the ability to correctly predict the
overall photon output of one bubble implosion, and how it changes when the water
temperature is being varied and more or less vapour end up in the bubble.

Two articles of 2005 and 2010 by Flannigan & Suslick [133, 134] stand for a
different approach to SL interpretation. Instead of trying to calculate everything
necessary to tell the story of a whole bubble oscillation cycle and compare the whole
spectrum and overall photon output with measurements, they just looked at two
particular and local features in the spectrum of argon atoms, and with the help
of fundamental laws of thermodynamics and quantum mechanics they asked: what
plasma conditions are necessary for a few spectral lines of argon to look like we
see them from a sonoluminescing argon bubble? Suslick et al. concentrated a lot of
their work on noble gas bubbles in highly concentrated aquæous solutions of sul-
phuric acid and also phosphoric acid or even their dehydrated forms because these
liquids have two advantageous properties leading to bright SL over many bubble
oscillation cycles: their low vapour pressure ensures few of these molecules enter the
bubble where their chemical dissociation consumes energy, and the liquids have a
relatively large tendency to take all kinds of chemical compounds left over by the
plasma burns back into solution and keep the bubble content clean. Inside the SL
plasma particle collisions lead to valence electrons being kicked into excited states
or completely out of the atom’s electron shell. When electrons fall back from excited
states into lower energy states or the ground states they emit photons. The photons
whose wavelength λ, frequency ν, and energy E are correlated via E = ~ω = hν
and λ = c/ν carry an amount of energy corresponding to the difference between the
states. The relative population of the electronic states along the energy scale tells
about the statistics of collision energies and thus particle speeds occurring in the
plasma, and that in turn allows inferring the temperature. On the other hand, the
levels themselves of the electronic states on the energy scale undergo characteristic
modifications in dense plasmas where one ion’s field has effect on a close-by atom’s
electron orbitals. These effects can be calculated in the so-called second-order Stark
theory and together with the particle energy statistics and electrons’ state transition
rates, and together with other effects (e. g. Doppler effect) this results in predicting
small frequency shifts and a broadening of argon’s spectral lines in a characteris-
tic asymmetric manner. By quantifying relative heights of some spectral lines and
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the asymmetry of others, estimations of temperature and density were deduced by
Flannigan & Suslick [133] for the SL plasma. They conducted these estimations
repeatedly while step-by-step increasing the sound pressure amplitude. Thus, for
sound pressure amplitudes between 2.7 and 3.8 bar they deduced temperatures rang-
ing from 7000 to 16 000 K and electron densities from 4× 1017 to 4× 1021 electrons
per cubic centimetre. This maximal plasma electron density ne, the authors remark
referring to [386], was “comparable to that generated by the Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory Nova laser (1.8 kJ in 1 ns at 527 nm) in inertial confinement
fusion experiments on a polyethylene target.” In the older paper of 2005, report-
ing on similar SL experiments in sulphuric acid under argon, temperatures up to
15 000 K were inferred from the argon spectral lines. In that measurement spectral
lines from oxygen were analysed indicating the existence of doubly ionised oxygen
atoms. Assuming thermodynamic equilibrium this finding would be in contradiction
with the temperature measurement from argon because taking the second electron
away from an oxygen atom’s electron shell is connected with an energy cost of 13 eV,
and collisions bringing that large amount of energy are just very improbable to occur
at 15 000 K.9 Or in other words: to force oxygen atoms to populate a state 13 eV
above the ground state in significant amounts, much larger temperatures are needed.
Flannigan & Suslick describe their findings as hints towards the existence of a hot,
dense, and opaque plasma core. It would mean the SL spectrum is mainly created
in a cooler outer shell of the plasma cloud which hides an even hotter inner core,
but high-energy particles from that core can induce higher-energy states in the outer
shell, and also some light from deeper inside will overlay the light generated in the
not completely intransparent outer areas. A last important fact apparent from the
data in [134] is that while increasing the driving sound pressure still before the bub-
ble stability limit is reached, the argon temperature determination method becomes
impossible because the above-mentioned line broadening smears out the spectrum
structure.

To sum up: the two examples described were chosen to exemplarily illustrate two
general approaches of interpreting SL spectra. On the one hand there is the com-
position of ever more comprehensive and complex multi-scale and multi-phenomena
models aiming for the ability to simulate everything of importance happening inside
an oscillating luminescing bubble and distilling the correct overall spectra with time-
dependence. On the other hand there is the interpretation of a particular feature of
the spectrum based on calculations according to very fundamental laws of electrody-
namics, thermodynamics, and quantum mechanics. The first approach brings a lot
more understanding if it works but may often carry uncertainties and ambiguities
because two model mistakes can compensate each other. The second approach yields
much more limited statements, but with better reliability

In the early days of SL its existence raised big questions. The time-resolution of

9The ideal gas law can be written as pV = NkT , at the same time the total kinetic energy of
N particles is 3

2NkT . Hence, the quantity 3
2kT can be identified as the average particle kinetic

energy Ekin. But in terms of thermodynamics the quantity Eth = kT , called the thermal energy, is
often more relevant. In plasma physics, instead of T in Kelvin often Eth is given in electronvolt. A
thermal energy of 1 eV corresponds to a temperature of 11 605 K. Consequently, a temperature of
15 000 K implies an average kinetic energy of 15 000

11 605 · 1 ·
3
2 ≈ 1.94 electronvolt.
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flash detection was so low so that it was impossible to tell whether the light is created
during moments of bubble nucleation or collapse and whether the luminescence
originates from compressing, colliding, or fracturing pieces of matter. Nowadays the
view is much more settled that the hot and compressed bubble content turns to
plasma and generates the light and the debate has shifted to discussing the relative
weight of the different radiation mechanisms. But knowing, that it is not charge
separation by friction or chemiluminescence (the light of fireflies) induced by radicals
and broken molecules, knowing, that it is the simple accumulation of pure heat that
gives rise to SL, the question of what mechanisms can explain such an extraordinary
energy concentration becomes even more prominent.

A.1.6 The SL principle of imploding bubbles: intrinsic mechanisms
of energy concentration

How does an imploding bubble collect widely spread potential energy and concen-
trate it into a small spot? The most simple story could look like this: imagine an
almost empty cavitation bubble in water in an environment of rapidly rising pressure
e. g. acoustic pressure from a sound field:

• The bubble begins to shrink, the liquid surrounding the bubble accelerates
towards the centre, potential energy is taken from the sound field and turned
into kinetic energy.

• Whatever remains inside the bubble, a gas like air or water vapour that has
no time to condensate, gets compressed by the large volume of heavy liquid
moving in the direction of an ever smaller bubble. The bubble content serves
as a spring, taking up all the kinetic energy of the collapse and heating up in
the process.

At the end, before the loaded spring starts to reverse the bubble contraction, all the
available energy has been put into compression and heating of the bubble content,
which momentarily covers only a tiny fraction of the bubble’s initial volume.

Already from this simple thought experiment, some easy conclusion can be drawn
about what conditions support energy concentration:

• The bubble must be large before it implodes, this will set more liquid mass in
motion during collapse and faster interface speeds will be possible. It will lead
to more kinetic energy being available for transfer into the bubble.

• The bubble should not desintegrate during the collapse. For this it has to stay
in a parameter range where the surface tension keeping it together dominates
over instability mechanisms leading away from spherical symmetry.

• The bubble needs to be as empty as possible. The final energy density will be
higher if the available energy is distributed among fewer particles. The largest
and brightest shining plasma might not be the hottest.

• The plasma can get hotter if less energy will be consumed with breaking up
chemical bonds. This explains why bubbles filled with mainly noble gas atoms
yield spectroscopy data implying very hot temperatures (see above, A.1.5).
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• The liquid should have a low vapour pressure.

• Vapour should have a tendency to easily recondensate. This means the ac-
comodation coefficient α should be high; α = nabsorbed/nhit is the fraction
of molecules or atoms that stay and enter the liquid phase after hitting the
vapour-liquid interface from the vapour side.

• The liquid should have a low content of dissolved gasses. Gasses are much
worse than vapours because during growth of a new bubble they are more likely
to come out of solution and enter the bubble than they tend to return into
solution during bubble contraction. During repetitive oscillations the bubble’s
gas content will tend to increase and pump up the bubble to a limit size. Such
bubbles collapse with more cushioning than bubbles with only condensible
vapour inside.

• The thermal conductivity of the gas inside the plasma should be low, heavy
particles are desired under this respect.

• The gas particles should have few internal degrees of freedom (i. e. molecule
rotation & vibration) to waste energy on. (The adiabatic index γ = Cp

CV
should

be high10.)

• Another simple means of increasing the available collapse energy is to raise
the ambient pressure outside the resonator. Assuming we have a liquid with a
cavitation strength of 1 bar (that means it can bear tension up to 105 N/m2),
then at one bar ambient pressure a sound pressure up to 2 bar can be realised.
Raising however the ambient pressure to 10 bar will allow sound pressures up
to 11 bar.11

More energy concentration mechanisms: concentric shock waves

Everybody knows: climbing slowly into the bathtub makes the water level rise evenly.
Jumping in leads to temporarily very inhomogeneous water levels. This is not differ-
ent for the density distribution inside the collapsing bubble. Up to now no assump-
tions have been made about how evenly or unevenly pressure, matter, and energy
may be distributed within the bubble’s internal volume during compression. In fact,
if the collapse happens fast enough with relation to the internal sound velocity,
density waves will be set in motion.

Water surface waves offer instructive examples of wave dynamics. When a stone
falls into water it creates wave rings and the height of these waves decreases as they
travel far away from the impact site. This is because the constant energy content
of the wave structure has to be distributed along an ever increasing circumference.
(The height decrease is not dominated by dissipation as would be the case in a liquid
of higher viscosity like honey.) This implies that in the reverse case of concentric
circular waves moving inwards the wave height has to grow because the circumference

10Under different considerations a low value of γ can become desirable, see [326] p. 3.
11For example a patent by R. D. Satterwhite [400] pursues a way of offsetting the pressure inside

an acoustic resonator.
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shrinks, and that it should theoretically go towards infinity when the waves hit the
centre. That something in that direction is indeed the case can be seen in figure
A.2 which shows a water column as the result of inward moving ring waves that
were triggered to fill a dent in the water surface left by an impacting water droplet.
In reality the height of the water column is not infinite because the surface tension
antagonises the formation of needle-sharp structures and because the initial waves
were broad and without steep slopes. The same mechanism is responsible when the
energy of a tsunami wave is concentrated onto an ever smaller width in a V-shaped
bay.

Figure A.2 Water column as a result of concentric inwards-moving waves.
When a stone or a water drop falls into water it displaces water and triggers concentric waves which move
outwards. This outward movement of water results in a depression in the water surface. Gravitation then
pulls neighbouring water back into the valley. This triggers a concentric wave travelling towards the centre
of the depressed area. Just as all outwards moving ring waves decrease in height as their energy content
has to be spread along an ever increasing circumference, the inwards moving wave grows in height as the
circumference goes to zero.
This picture is not only useful for explaining energy concentration by concentric waves. It can also illustrate,
that when there is a singularity (i. e. a denominator going towards zero, in the clean mathematical description)
nature will almost always do something against it in the real world. So, there are several reasons why the
water column cannot rise infinitely high. Most importantly in the concrete example, the water column cannot
become smaller in diameter than the wavelength of the waves involved in composing the initial incoming
ring wave, and if only a finite amount of energy is available from the initially falling water drop, then a
finite-size water column can only be risen to a certain height with this energy. But even if the incoming
wave was in the form of an almost vertical step, i. e. if it contained very short wavelengths, never could there
be a sharp needle of water because of two antagonists that can be seen clearly in the image: surface tension
and instability. Surface tension is responsible for the quick rounding of any arising sharp edges. Instability
mechanisms with the help of the butterfly effect ensure that the thin water column never stays perfectly
straight, symmetric, and evenly thick for very long. Instead, the water column wobbles into an amorphous
but smooth shape and desintegrates into droplets. Hence, in the limit of very shallow depressions in the
water surface with low water level gradients the large wavelength limits the energy concentration. In the
case of deeper depressions with steep water walls clashing together at the centre the limits come from the
surface tension and instability.

Turning back to the compression of vapours and gasses inside an imploding
cavitation bubble, we can think of the rising pressure behaving similar to the rising
tide in the bathtub. If the bubble narrows sufficiently slow then the pressure rises
evenly throughout the bubble. But if the bubble wall moves fast enough then the
pressure distribution will show wave-like inhomogeneities. The criterion here is the
sound velocity in the gas phase, the velocity by which small-scale pressure differences
are communicated across space. If the bubble wall approaches or surmounts this
velocity, a density wave will accumulate in front of it and detach under certain
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circumstances, leading to a scenario shown qualitatively in figure A.3.

Figure A.3 Shock formation in the gas phase upon supersonic implosion.
Series of four snapshots during bubble implosion showing (only qualitatively without realistic proportions)
a developing concentric supersonic shock front inside the bubble. a) Early stage of bubble implosion, the
speed of the bubble interface v is still much slower than the speed of sound c inside the vapour phase,
v � c. Pressure differences are communicated quasi-instantaneously throughout the bubble volume, thus
the pressure distribution remains uniform. b) As v approaches c, the pressure distribution ceases to be
uniform, a region of increased density is piling up in front of the bubble interface. c) Finally, the high-
density pile-up turns into a shock, detaches, and runs ahead of the pushing liquid wall. This has less to do
with changes in the two speeds of the sound and the liquid wall, and more with the ever increasing curvature
and density difference. High curvature leads to the shock becoming quicker than the speed of sound. It
turns into an increasingly supersonic shock. d) The macroscopic picture of the hydrodynamic shock running
over the centre of the bubble translates into the microscopic picture of a moment when the gas particles
in a region closely around the centre are pushed to fly towards it with high velocities and momenta. The
result is inertially confined plasma flaring up for a short moment until the particles are repelled backwards,
diluting and cooling the centre region again.

The shock wave inside the bubble can also be seen as the inverted version of the
shock wave created by an detonation. The gasses created by exploding dynamite
want to cover a large volume and the air has to be pushed away. This push comes in
the form of a shock wave, a sudden jump in density and pressure forming a spherical
wave front and travelling away from the detonation site at supersonic speeds. As
it moves farther and farther away, the pressure and density differences across the
shock reduce and so does the speed. The sharp pressure jump smoothens out and
finally transforms into a sound wavelet which moves from that time onwards at the
speed of sound. In the collapsing bubble it is just the other way round: the bubble
interface, exceeding the speed of sound, begins to accumulate a density wave in front
of it, and from now onwards, in principle no further increase of the interface speed
is needed. The height of the density wave front increases by itself because of the
spherical symmetry. Together with the rising curvature it entails a steady increase
in speed responsible for the detachment of the shock wave from the bubble wall.
In this scenario, with a concentric shock wave as a further mechanism of energy
concentration, a fraction of the bubble’s gas content receives an unproportionally
high share of the available potential energy while the outer regions of the bubble
stay cooler. Consequently, substantially higher maximal temperatures and pressures
are reached in such a model compared to equating the bubble to an adiabatic piston.
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What are the antagonists to this energy concentration mechanism, what pre-
vents the temperature from diverging this time? Heat transfer and electromagnetic
radiation of the plasma stay the principle drivers, but a different aspect comes into
play as well: the failure of continuum mechanics in the microscopic scale. In a case
where the equations of fluid mechanics let the shock wave steepen and rise only
on the smallest scale, only on the last few nanometres towards the bubble centre,
all the pressure, density, and temperature curves resulting from that math become
meaningless because there cannot exist a collective movement pattern of smaller
characteristic length than the particles’ mean free path. If the equations say the
temperature becomes infinite at r = 0 then the real world has no problem with it
because it consists of particles with finite kinetic energies.

More energy concentration mechanisms: segregation of particle species

Numerical simulation of the collapsing bubble often means numerically solving a vari-
ant of the Rayleigh-Plesset equation for the bubble radius and solving the equations
of continuum mechanics and plasma thermodynamics inside the bubble. But there is
a different approach named “molecular dynamics (simulation)” (MD or MDS) which
basically means the direct computation of the flight paths, collisions and interaction
effects of an ensemble of many particles. If particles of different species with differ-
ent weights are present inside the bubble, then the direct MD simulations are able
to capture an important phenomenon that will be missed by a standard description
in terms of continuum mechanics. Since at the same temperature light particles
have much higher velocities than heavier ones, they can leave any area of locally
increased density and temperature more quickly than the heavier species. In an
article by A. Bass et al. [30] the result of a simulation with helium and xenon atoms
can be seen. The effect allows the lighter helium atoms to diffuse out of a forming
shock front. The shock front is then mainly formed by the heavier xenon atoms, and
one could say a density peak of helium atoms “surfs” in front of the xenon wave.
When this combined shock front runs over the centre, a population of helium atoms
gets compressed by a wall of heavier xenon atoms coming up from behind. This is
the same energy concentration mechanism as the moving heavy liquid compressing
the bubble. In [29] the same authors present an MDS with pure xenon reaching a
maximum temperature larger than 1× 106 K for 0.1 ps (fig. 4 on p. 2126), but with
the addition of 10 % helium the simulation yields T > 1× 107 K for 0.25 ps ([30] p.
4).

More energy concentration mechanisms: bubble cloud dynamics

What happens if there is not only one single cavitation bubble, but a whole cloud of
them? The above descriptions often addressed a single bubble oscillating and flashing
in a sound field (single-bubble sonoluminescence, SBSL) and sometimes mentioned
freshly nucleated bubbles filled with mainly vapour and almost no noncondensible
gas. Bubbles of the second sort, owing to the nature of bubble nucleation mecha-
nisms (see appendix H), usually come in large numbers. Luminescence in this case
is called multi-bubble-luminescence (MBSL). Also in the sonofusion experiments of
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Taleyarkhan et al., where cavitation in acetone under tension is nucleated with neu-
tron scattering, clouds of cavitation bubbles suddenly appear and go through a few
cycles of expansion and collapse before disappearing again. A few thoughts should
be spent on how MBSL differs from SBSL.

Figure A.4 Cavitation in front of an ultrasonic horn (left) versus cavitation inside
an acoustic resonator (right). In the upper left image a source of ultrasound creates pressure
waves that travel through the chamber filled with liquid from left to right where they are absorbed. For
a human watching such a basin the whole volume will appear fogged because our eyes cannot resolve the
quick succession of waves of bubble growth followed by fronts of bubble implosion. The sketch symbolises
a snapshot where bubbly regions indicate where the sound wave generates cavitating low-pressure zones.
Cavitation has the tendency to equilibrate high and low pressures by bubble expansion and contraction.
Therefore, the amplitude is weakened as the sound wave travels through cavitating liquid. The hatched area
shows a possible region of luminescence. The largest sound pressure amplitude occurs obviously directly
at the surface of the sound emitter. The cavitation strength at this surface limits the driving amplitude.
The sketch below shows an inefficient resonator by simply introducing the reflecting wall on the right. Here,
standing waves can be excited allowing the sound pressures in the liquid volume to exceed the sound pressure
on the sound emitting surface by a margin. Contrasting the travelling sound wave on the upper left, the
drawing on the right symbolises a generic (e. g. cylindrical) good resonator creating a standing sound wave
with the following properties: there is one single pressure antinode on the centre and it corresponds to a
displacement node. The maximum sound pressure in the liquid can be much greater than anywhere on a
surface. When the hull of the resonator expands and the liquid is under tension this represents a good
moment for seeding cavitation bubbles which will grow quickly. Later during the acoustic cycle when the
pressure rises throughout the volume, the bubble cloud will shield the centre area from the pressure rise.
Since the liquid surrounding the bubbles has inertia, it takes a while until bubble growth is reversed to
bubble contraction. The high-pressure signal advances slowly through the bubble cloud because only after
the current outer layer of bubbles has collapsed completely the pressure rise can be communicated to the
next layer inwards. A pressure sensor positioned at the outer rim of the bubble cloud would record the
steady rise of the sinusoidal acoustic signal, whereas a pressure sensor placed further inwards would stay at
vapour pressure for a while until at a later moment the pressure rise arrives with a much steeper slope in
time.

The most important rule is: if there are cavitation bubbles nearby, then the liquid
cannot be under tension nor can there be high pressure. Any tension or pressure in
an area with many bubbles can immediately be equilibrated by a bit of bubble growth
or shrinkage. As a sound wave in liquid consists of nothing else than elastic strain
and compression, cavitating liquid dissipates sound. This is symbolically shown in
figure A.4 (left) where a sound source on the left emits sound waves moving to the
right and where the decreasing concentration of bubbles in the low-pressure areas
from left to right indicates a fast decay of the sound amplitude. The hatched area
in that drawing indicates a possible area of SL. The drawing symbolises a setup of
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waves created by the ultrasonic horn on the left and travelling to the right where
they leave the area of interest or are absorbed. In this setup the largest sound
pressure amplitude occurs directly at the surface of the sound emitter. Cavitation
on that surface and cavitation damping the sound wave throughout the volume
limit the achievable maximum sound pressures. In the usual procedure associated
with this type of experiment, cavitation bubbles are nucleated by impurities or pre-
existing microbubbles present throughout the liquid. Because of the limited driving
amplitude and because the cavitation bubbles in such a setup are of tiny micrometre
sizes and cannot oscillate in their own resonance frequencies (which leads to small
ratios of extremal bubble radii Rmax/Rmin), SL plasma in this case is cooler, around
3000 to 5000 K and under pressures of about 103 bar [284], and the emitted light
spectra consist almost entirely of atomic and molecular emission lines and have a
low continuum content. This kind of experimental setup seems to have led to the
wide-spread notion in SL literature that MBSL creates the less hot version of SL
plasma.

But inside a good resonator and employing the right nucleation technique a dif-
ferent regime of MBSL is possible. A good resonator is able to induce very high
sound pressures deep inside the liquid volume while keeping sound pressures low
where the liquid is in contact with solid materials. This is the only way to put
liquid under large tension while preventing cavitation on solid surfaces from nega-
tively affecting the sound field. Liquid impurities or microbubbles are harmful in
this case and would prevent the buildup of large tension. Aiming for the largest
possible bubbles, bubble nucleation is only desired at the moment of largest tension.
To introduce a nucleation site right at the centre of the liquid volume and only at
the desired time is only possible with radiation-based methods like laser pulses or
by neutron scattering. Neutron scattering in acetone has been used in the sonofu-
sion experiment by Taleyarkhan et al. and it doesn’t create just one bubble, but a
whole cluster of many bubbles. This can be beneficial for the maximum SL plasma
temperature because of the way how a bubble cloud reacts to the sound pressure
when it turns positive.

Deep inside the bubble cluster the pressure is kept at the liquid’s vapour pressure
by the surrounding bubbles. If the pressure rises slightly, vapour will condensate
and the bubbles contract. If it sinks slightly, bubbles will expand. This means
the bubble cluster serves as a shielding against the acoustic pressure which can
not directly reach into it. When the sinusoidal pressure produced by the resonator
around the cluster turns from strain to compression, layer after layer of bubbles
has to collapse completely before the pressure rise can be measured in the centre
position. This takes its time due to the inertia of the liquid surrounding the bubbles.
Only after one layer has collapsed, the next layer will become subject to the pressure
rise and the bubble collapse processes begin with more and more delay. For each
layer the pressure rise does not only occur later but also with shorter rise time. The
cluster bubbles collapsing layer by layer from the outer rim inwards average out into
another concentric density wave with a similar energy focusing effect as the ones
discussed above. That the pressure rise for the last few bubbles in the middle of the
former cluster does not only come delayed and with a shorter rise time, but that
its amplitude is multiplied immensely as well, can be seen from the calculations by
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Nigmatulin et al. [326] (figure 6).
In order to summarise the three secondary energy concentration mechanisms,

shock, species segregation, and cluster dynamics:

• An imploding spherical shock front can form inside a collapsing bubble, but
only if the bubble implodes fast enough and the speed of sound inside the
bubble is sufficiently slow.

• If it occurs, it represents another very similar mechanism of energy concentra-
tion on top of the bubble implosion itself.

• If there are two particle species present, it is possible that the lighter atoms
begin to surf in front of the shock wave of the heavier atoms. The light particles
will exhibit substantially increased peak temperatures when being smashed in
the centre by the shock front of heavier ones.

• If a cavitation bubble cluster of spherical shape implodes under the influence
of a rising external pressure, then that pressure signal reaches the centre of
the cluster delayed but with increased steepness because the outer bubbles
serve as a shield against the pressure rise until they implode. The progressive
collective bubble collapse from the outer rim of the cluster inwards represents
yet another spherical concentric wave which can amplify the external pressure
signal.

A.1.7 Can SL plasma generate fusion?

Wax burns when it is evaporated to form a gas, when it is intermixed with oxygen,
when that gas mixture is heated so much that its constituents, the paraffin and
oxygen molecules break into pieces upon collision, and when the pieces (hydrogen,
carbon, oxygen atoms and radicals, CO, C-clusters etc.) recombine into H2O and
CO2 at much lower energy levels. The whole process is an exothermal reaction
because the energy to speed up, collide, and break apart the input molecules is
exceeded by the energy freed upon recombination into the products. The energy
difference goes into the formation of photons, the light emitted by a flame, and into
kinetic energy of the newly-formed molecules which is the heat produced by the
flame.

Fusing light atomic nuclei into heavier ones is a reaction with very similar char-
acteristics. When a star forms in space, gravitation pulls together cold clouds of
mainly hydrogen. While for chemical reactions molecules need to be broken apart,
for fusion it is the atoms that need to unravel. A contracting hydrogen cloud only
becomes a star, the fusion chain reaction at the centre only gets started, under the
condition that this environment is heated enough that atomic nuclei are stripped
of their electron hulls (i. e. plasma is formed) and that the nuclei themselves have
enough kinetic energy, that their collisions become violent enough so that a nonva-
nishing probability for various fusion reactions exists among them. Analogously to
exothermal chemical reactions where molecules are broken up and regrouped into
products of lower potential energy, fusing light nuclei to heavier ones is an exothermal
reaction of breaking up and regrouping protons and neutrons into new combinations
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of lower potential energy. Once the fusion chain reaction has been started at the
centre of a new star, it contributes to the heating which is a positive feedback on the
rate of violent collisions that lead to fusion reactions. A star can only exist if it has
enough mass so that its gravitation sufficiently counteracts the increased pressure
from the heat inside.

The temperatures necessary for fusion reactions (> 107 K) exceed by far what is
normally possible on earth, but the question whether a collapsing cavitation bubble
can ignite a “star in a jar”12 keeps being raised in scientific literature because the
maths describing the spherical implosion processes, due to a singularity, in principle
allow it. The real question is just how far a real-world bubble will allow the compar-
ison with the mathematical counterpart, meaning, how long before an antagonising
mechanism like shape instability13 stops further energy concentration leaving it up
to heat transfer and radiation to dilute it again. On the other hand, it has to be kept
in mind that there are no sharp fusion threshold14 lines along the axes for tempera-
ture and density, there are only microscopic reaction probabilities and macroscopic
reaction rates slowly rising above zero. This means that a little below the nanome-
tre scale it does not matter any more if a shock wave were still concentric or not or
whether there is any at all because the remaining nuclei within such small radii are
so few that they cannot contribute a lot of traceable fusion products anyway – if the
hottest central fraction of the plasma volume is too small, it may still allow fusion
reactions in theory, but in reality the number of actually happening reactions may
drop into the range of negligibility.

The interplay of theoretical predictions and experiments in SL and SF could
perhaps be seen in the following way: any advance in theoretical modelling yields
further understanding and allows for tweaking experiments to more extreme plasma
conditions, and any advance in experimental techniques and any recorded SL spec-
trum with yet unseen characteristics brings further calibration input allowing im-
provements on the theoretical modelling side. Fusion neutrons, should they once
emanate plentifully from an SL experiment, would be a set of calibration data of
valuable information content, exactly because of how continuously the reaction rates
scale with plasma density and temperature, and because of how directly this can
be deduced from fundamental particle physics. Neutrons have no charge and there-
fore fly through solid matter over macroscopic distances rather undisturbed, unlike
other particles, and the little disturbance they get on the way from the plasma to
the detector can easily be recalculated from fundamental physics. This makes the
neutron signal a very clean signal. The fusion neutron flux would be a high-quality

12The term has been coined in [369].
13Just like the water column in figure A.2 can’t rise that high if it becomes deformed asymmet-

rically, an imploding bubble is hindered in its energy concentration if it becomes deformed.
14Many chemical reactions require a certain amount of activation energy, i. e. an energy barrier

which has to be surmounted before the system can start to roll down the energy slope to reach
the state of lowered energy after an exothermal reaction. However, in nuclear reactions the tunnel
effect plays a substantial role. Two nuclei which are always positively charged and repel each other
do not always have to surmount the whole energy barrier given by the repulsive potential. Due to
the tunnel effect they can tunnel through the last bit of the barrier below the peak energy level.
This is why there is no sharp energy threshold for nuclear fusion reactions, and hence, there are no
sharp temperature and pressure limits.
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integral measure telling about SL plasma quality – and it already is: measuring no
significant neutron flux can give valuable upper-limit information.

So, can SL plasma generate fusion? Reasonable answers are: theory, on a fun-
damental level says “why not?”, experiments at the moment suggest “rather not”15,
and a general look at SL with its manifold appearances and multi-scale nature leads
to the thought that “there are many screws to tune”.

A.2 A sober argumentation for sonofusion – Motivating
sonofusion experiments without hyping them

Would sonofusion solve humanity’s energy problem, as suggested in e. g. [66, 346,
383]? Let’s clean up with the misconception traps induced by catchy press phrases
starting along the line of harnessing fusion on the tabletop and ending in the extreme
case with saving the world with energy from sonofusion reactors.

• Harnessing fusion: That term has different meanings in big science (laser-
confinement fusion (LCF) and magnetic-confinement fusion (MCF)) and small-
scale fundamental research. In the first framework “harnessing” means much
more: proving that it is possible to run large quantities fusion reactions on a
daily schedule with a long-term stable machinery and demonstrate economical
electricity production from that machinery. In the latter case, for a team of re-
searchers conducting SF experiments or other fundamental research like [160,
320] the main interest is this: directly tracing back some significant number
of fusion reactions. Here, “achieving” or “enabling fusion” are correct trans-
lations. Sometimes, the term “harnessing” can also be interpreted as making
the distinction between a controlled fusion chain reaction in a laboratory or
technical environment and the uncontrolled version, the hydrogen bomb.

• Would tabletop fusion be anything new? No. Portable accelerator tubes
triggering D-D or D-T fusion reactions to be used as neutron source are com-
mercially available. They are used for imaging in the oil industry, archaeology,
and in other areas. A little linear accelerator shoots deuterium (D) or tritium
(T) ions towards D or T atoms embedded in a solid target. Ever smaller neu-
tron sources based on this principle are being built. Net energy gain and sus-
tained fusion chain reactions are not feasible with accelerated particle beams
bombarding solid targets. Pyro fusion [320] is another example of tabletop
fusion in research.

• Would thermal tabletop fusion be anything new? Yes. It must be
noted that all the currently feasible ways enabling tabletop fusion supply the
initial energy for overcoming the energetic barriers for fusion reactions with
the help of the principle of particle accelerators. Thermal tabletop fusion

15If the status of the mainstream scientific literature may be summed up in two words, it may
be this formulation of incomplete negation. Since the SF trials by Taleyarkhan et al. who claimed
successful outcomes, the scientific community has staged replication trials only at a low rate. As
argued in chapter 1.4, the status of reproducibility is inconclusive to this date.
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where the energy for sufficiently violent particle collisions is supplied by the
brownian movement of particles would indeed be something new. It would be
quite noteworthy scientific news to know for sure that the thinly distributed
energy of a sound field can be focused by a simple self-organising mechanism –
spherically imploding bubbles – to heat a small volume up to tens of millions
of degrees Kelvin.

• Does a successful sonofusion experiment imply a controlled chain
reaction? No. There is a big difference between producing a few fusion reac-
tions which can be detected and those high fusion rates that have a thermal
feedback on the driving machinery or even plasma conditions. A sustained fu-
sion chain reaction means that the plasma has to be kept stable for a while so
the enthalpy of many fusion reactions substantially contributes to compensat-
ing the plasma’s heat losses and maintaining conditions for many subsequent
generations of fusion reactions. There are actually two levels of sustainability
to talk about. In the context of a star, a hydrogen bomb or a magnetic confine-
ment fusion reactor the fusion enthalpy has to compensate the energy losses
of the plasma and prevent it from cooling down. In the context of imagining
energy harvesting by SF (or other pulsed fusion machinery approaches) the
fusion enthalpy would be needed to sustain only the pulsating machinery, not
the plasma conditions. Currently, SF experiments are merely about detecting
the phenomenon. Closing the energy cycle, i. e. using energy of SF events to
replace part or all of the energy necessary for triggering subsequent cavitation
and SF events is still science fiction.

• Does a successful sonofusion experiment prove that electricity pro-
duction is possible that way? No. Sonofusion experiments are relying on
the collapse of almost empty bubbles. This requires a low vapour pressure.
With water-based liquids as they are used mostly for SL or with conventional
organic solvents as used in the sonofusion experiments of Taleyarkhan et al.
[458] low vapour pressure is ensured by low temperatures. Any energy from
fusion reactions is in the form of kinetic energy of the fusion products, kinetic
energy which is immediately deposited and turned into heat in the surrounding
materials. Therefore, in practice, the energy of nuclear reactions can only be
used to produce electric power with a conventional thermodynamic process like
a steam cycle with turbine exploiting a temperature gradient and transferring
heat from hot to cold. As long as the energy of sonofusion reactions is dumped
into a liquid that has to be kept at lower than ambient temperatures, there is
no prospect for energy harvesting. If one were able to demonstrate sonofusion
in a liquid at hot temperatures, say, 500 ◦C (e. g. in a liquid metal), then the
story would get more interesting. Besides the change in temperature regime,
there is the change in scale to overcome. One would have to demonstrate SF in
scalable irregular multibubble environments or in more complex sound fields
with many pressure antinodes or in stacks of small resonators able to produce
many sonofusion events in parallel.
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Otto Hahn demonstrated nuclear fission on a tabletop16. From there, a long way of
inventive engineering and upscaling led to nowadays’ fission power plants which are
obviously no tabletop equipment any more. If any of today’s tabletop sonofusion
experiments with cold liquids proved to be successful and reproducible, it would
not tell anything about (a) a possibility to modify the experiment to work at high
temperatures, and (b) there would of course be no guarantee that a likewise feasible
upscaling route exists. But if reliable cool-temperature SF became demonstratable,
it could be assumed that it would substantially trigger and increase research efforts
aiming for shifting the SF regime up towards ever hotter liquid temperatures, and
only thereafter, the issues of scalability and heat extraction from the liquid will
become really pressing.

Imploding bubbles is a remarkably simple tool to create hot and dense plasma.
Sonoluminescence provides an open door to examining matter at high energy densi-
ties with technology affordable for any university lab. Together with other means of
examining plasmas, e. g. implosion of small magnetised plasmas [155] (medium-scale
research) or facilities like NIF or ITER (large-scale research), comprehensive data
can be generated. Each technique allows for different types of instrumentation and
creates plasmas in different regimes. Combining and analysing new incoming data
from the different techniques is of course highly beneficial for advancing the theoret-
ical description of plasma physics. And as the theoretical understanding deepens,
conclusions can be drawn on how to improve experiment designs and push the lim-
its of feasibility ever further and on how to distil ever cleaner and more reliable
information from recorded raw data. If SL can be pushed over the fusion thresh-
old, a new and very clean type of data would become available for characterising
SL plasma. In the case of opaque plasma, the in-depth neutron data would be a
valuable complement to the surface light emission.

SL is remarkable for its energy concentration power, no microwave heating is
needed to create the hot plasma, no femtosecond laser pulse, no explosives, no garage
full of capacitors to be discharged in an instant, only a modest sound field suffices.
Understanding the many facets of this multi-scale phenomenon has remained a hard
problem for researchers for eight decades. The question of sonofusion has been one
ingredient in the mix which is catching the fundamental researcher’s curiosity. The
answer to the question whether it is worthwhile looking at SF with the hope for
energy harvesting will eventually also come as a result of this curiosity.

Lists of symbols and abbreviations
List of Latin quantity symbols
Symbol Description
Cp, CV heat capacity at constant pressure/volume
c speed of sound/light
E energy

16A reconstruction with original parts of the working table used by Otto Hahn, Lise Meitner and
Fritz Straßmann for the discovery of nuclear fission in 1938 is at display at the Deutsches Museum
in Munich.
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h, ~ Planck constant (“quantum of action”)
k, kB Boltzmann constant
N particle number
n, ne, ni particle/electron/ion density
p pressure
R bubble radius
T temperature
Te, Ti, Tr temperature of the electron/ion/photon population
U internal energy
u internal energy per volume, e. g. plasma energy density
ue, ui, ur internal energy per volume of electron/ion/photon population
V volume
v velocity

List of Greek quantity symbols

Symbol Description
α accomodation coefficient
γ adiabatic index or heat capacity ratio
λ wavelength
ν frequency, e. g. of electromagnetic radiation
% density
σ Stefan constant
ω frequency, e. g. of electromagnetic radiation

List of abbreviations
Abbreviation Description
CIE collision-induced emission
FWHM full width at half maximum
ITER International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor
LCF laser confinement fusion
MBSL multi-bubble sonoluminescence
MCF magnetic confinement fusion
MD,MDS molecular dynamics (simulation)
NIF National Ignition Facility
RP Rayleigh-Plesset
SBSL single-bubble sonoluminescence
SF sonofusion
SL sonoluminescence
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Appendix B

Energy densities of sound fields
and plasmas

B.1 Energy densities of sound fields
A remarkable feature of SL is the degree of energy concentration going out from the
energy density level of the surrounding sound field and reaching up to the level of
the plasma inside the collapsing bubble. Therefore it is interesting to put the energy
densities of sound fields and plasmas in relation. From intuition based on everyday
experience it is already clear that audible sound in air can be caused by quite small
amounts of energy – it costs practically no effort to say a word or ping a glass –
compared to the amounts of energy it costs to create heat – according to Wikipedia
[44] it takes four healthy men or two well-trained athletes on bicycles to sustain the
1 kW power input to a stove plate.

The energy density of a sound field can be inferred by considering the energy
density of elastic matter under compression or tension. This can be calculated using
the generalised Hooke’s law. The one-dimensional law F = −kx can be turned into
a corresponding equation for the three-dimensional continuum-mechanical case

∆p = −K∆V
V

(B.1)

where K is the bulk modulus and ∆p the change in force per surface necessary to
achieve a volume change ∆V . The potential energy U per volume V of a compressed
elastic material is the work needed to bring it into the compressed state, and it can
be gained by integrating Hooke’s law, yielding

u = U

V
= 1

2K
(∆V
V

)2
. (B.2)

Using once again eq. B.1 and the equivalence K = %c2 this can be further simplified:

u = U

V
= 1

2K
(∆V
V

)2
= 1

2K
(∆p
K

)2
= p2

2%c2 . (B.3)

This equation can be used to compile the energy densities of a few cases of interest
given in table B.1.
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Table B.1 Energy densities of acoustic pressure fields
The listed data contains energy densities for acoustic fields in air, water, sulphuric acid, and acetone. In the
case of air there are three data sets corresponding to sound pressure levels of −6, 0, and 100 dB. 0 dB is
the conventionally agreed-on hearing threshold. The lower value of −6 dB is an empirical hearing threshold
of young healthy humans determined by Kurakata & Mizunami [245] (fig. 3). 100 dB corresponds to very
loud noise (e. g. jet engine, discotheque) which can cause ear damage after extended exposure. For the case
of water the acoustic pressure amplitude of 1.2 bar was chosen because it is indicated by Cheeke [85] as the
onset of single-bubble sonoluminescence in pure water. The values given for sulphuric acid correspond to the
strongest driving point of the multi-bubble sonoluminescence setup by Flannigan & Suslick [133]. Finally, in
the last row conditions achievable in acetone are given. The sound pressure of 14 bar is twice the threshold
of neutron-induced cavitation bubble nucleation, as required by the SF protocol of Taleyarkhan et al..

description Lp [dB] p [Pa] % [g/cm3] c [m/s] u [J/cm3]
hearing thresh. (young) -6 1.0× 10−5 1.2× 10−3 343.2 3.5× 10−22

hearing thresh. (0 dB) 0 2.0× 10−5 ” ” 1.4× 10−21

air 100 dB 100 2 ” ” 1.4× 10−11

SL conditions in water 196 1.2× 105 1 1482 3.3× 10−6

SL in sulphuric acid 206 3.8× 105 1.84 1257.6 2.5× 10−5

acetone 217 14× 105 0.791 1061.5 1.1× 10−3

The equations for the conversion between the sound pressure level Lp in decibel
and the sound pressure amplitude in Pascal used for the compilation of the values
in table B.1 are [262]

p = p0 · 10
Lp
20 and Lp = 20 log10

(
p

p0

)
with p0 = 20 µPa. (B.4)

The logarithmic definition of the sound pressure level serves the convenience of
transforming a range of many orders of magnitude into a more easily memorisable
number range. The transformation creates the necessity of an absolute reference in
terms of pressure. Commonly, this reference pressure p0 is set to 20 µPa which is an
approximative value of the hearing threshold around 1 kHz [262].

An interesting piece of information one can take from table B.1 is that purified
acetone through its robustness against cavitation allows a level of sound field energy
density which is not really that tiny any more. 1.1× 10−3 Joule per cubic centimetre
is the same energy amount as can be stored by lifting the cubic centimetre of acetone
up 14 cm. 1.1× 10−3 J/cm3 is almost two orders of magnitude more that in the
case of the setup by Flannigan & Suslick who offer one of the highest reliable SL
temperature deductions from experimental data in recent literature, and it’s two and
a half orders of magnitude more than reachable with popular SL setups in water.
Water has no great cavitation strength because it does not easily release its residual
dissolved gas content. That such a high energy content has to be built up in an
acoustic resonator filled with acetone also underlines the main function of a good
resonator: it has to couple the structure with the sound field and it has to allow the
steady accumulation of kinetic and potential energy in the fluid over many oscillation
cycles without damping the energy away.
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B.2 Energy densities of exemplary plasmas
Now let us compare these acoustic energy densities with sonoluminescence and other
plasmas. We can calculate the energy densities of a few sample cases of plasmas via
the following equation

u = U

V
= ui + ue + ur = 3

2nikTi + 3
2nekTe + 4σ

c
T 4
r (B.5)

which sums over the energy contents of the ensembles of ions, electrons and photons
(radiation). In the case of SL in sulphuric acid reported by Flannigan & Suslick [133]
the article indicates the electron density ne = 4× 1021 cm−3 directly and allows to
infer the ion density from the degree of ionisation Z = 3 as ni = ne/3. Given a
temperature of 16 000 K, equation B.5 evaluates to u = 1.8× 103 J cm−3, assuming
Te = Ti. On the one hand the value can be seen as an approximative over-estimation
because in the highly transient SL plasma the temperature of the electron system
Te may lag behind Ti [326], on the other hand Flannigan & Suslick point out that
their SL experiment may have reached a regime where the surface layer of a sphere
of dense and opaque SL plasma partially shields the radiation from an even hotter
inner core. The comparison with table B.1 shows that from the acoustic pressure
field with u = 2.5× 10−5 J cm−3 the energy density was raised by the energy focusing
mechanism of the oscillating SBSL bubble by close to eight orders of magnitude.

The most well-known fusion reactor is the sun. The conditions in its core are as-
sumed to be a temperature of 1.6× 107 K and a density of 1.6× 105 kg/m3 [179]. The
density implies n = 9.8× 1025 nucleons per cubic centimetre. According to Djorgov-
ski [116] and Serenelli et al. [412] the fractions of hydrogen and helium are 34 and
64 % with 2 % of other elements. Neglecting the heavier elements the particle densi-
ties for hydrogen and helium can be inferred via 4nHe + nH = n as nH = 1.1× 1025

and nHe = 2.2× 1025. With that, the energy density values can be calculated via
equation B.5 yielding u = 2.9× 1010 J cm−3.

Table B.2 Energy densities of different plasmas
The short F & S refers to the publication on SL in sulphuric acid by Flannigan & Suslick [133]. MAGO
(magnetic compression), JET (Joint European Torus), and NIF (National Ignition Facility, USA) refer to
(fusion) plasma confinement machines and approaches described in more detail in chapter E.2. The numbers
for the hydrogen bomb are based on Winterberg’s temperature estimates [518]; in a radiation-dominated
plasma the energy density is solely determined by the temperature.

quantity Ti Te ni ne ukin urad utot
unit [K] [1/cm3] [J/cm3]
F & S 1.6e4 ne/3 4e21 1.8e3 4.9e-5 1.8e3
MAGO 1.6e8 2.3e7 8e17 5.8e3 2.2e8 2.2e8
JET 1.7e8 3.3e19 2.4e5 6.9e11 6.9e11
NIF 5.2e7 1e25 4.3e10 5.6e9 4.9e10
sun 1.6e7 9.8e25 2.8e10 4.6e7 2.9e10

DT-bomb 2e8 - 8e8 – – 2e12 - 3e14 –
DD-bomb 3.5e9 – – 1.1e17 –

Table B.2 lists a few more examples of plasma energy densities. The calculation
in the case of MAGO is based on the temperatures for ions and electrons of 10 and
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2 keV and the number density given in [154]. For JET, the values come from Wesson
[503] (p. 114), for NIF from [211].

So, from the smallest considered sound field to the most extreme listed plasma
the energy densities cover an extremely wide and hardly imaginable range of 35 or
perhaps almost 40 orders of magnitude. In order to anchor this scale we can still add
two examples of chemical reactions: the fuel burn in a combustion engine and the
explosion of TNT. Both are violent and forceful explosions, but we can still grasp
their force based on everyday experience (or at least televised experience).

When burning octane in a car engine at a compression rate of 12:1 there are
3.3× 10−3 g of oxygen molecules available corresponding to around 1× 10−4 mol
(and neglecting the volume fraction covered by the liquid fuel spray). Burning this
at an ideal ratio together with 8× 10−6 mol of octane releases an energy of 43.2 J
inside one cubic centimetre of combustion flame.

How about TNT? The energy release by combustion is ∆Hc = (−3410± 20)× 10−3

kJ mol−1 [396]. With a density % = 1550 kg m−3 this implies an energy release per
cubic centimetre of 23.3× 103 J/cm3. So we can see that the setup producing SL
in sulphuric acid of Flannigan & Suslick approaches the same order of magnitude of
energy density as TNT.

B.3 A note on twelve orders of magnitude

Barber et al. made a statement in the early nineties [26] that the degree of energy
concentration can range up to twelve orders of magnitude. This was based on calcu-
lating the fraction of energy of the sound field shared by a single atom 〈%v2〉 times
volume per atom ≈ 4× 10−12 eV/atom and comparing it with the maximal energy
E = ~ω = 6 eV of photons they detected emanating from SL events of their experi-
ment involving a helium bubble in water. This statement has since been cited from
time to time (e. g. [11, 85, 276]) to underscore SL as an extraordinary research topic
and an easy way to achieving hot and dense plasmas. However, also the belly of a
firefly can provide molecules giving off photons of higher energy as orange glowing
iron. And electric discharge sparks created with a polyester pullover is another inter-
esting mechanism of energy concentration. The extraordinarity of SL hinges on the
thermodynamics because light from chemical reactions or electrical discharge is less
impressive than blue or UV photon emission from adiabatically compression-heated
plasma. The 200 nm photons reported by Barber et al. with their energy of around
6 eV, if equated with the thermal energy kT would correspond to a temperature of
over 66× 103 K. However, maximal photon energy data generally carries less in-
formation than a whole spectrum recording does. Today, it is state of the art to
interprete spectroscopic data from SL by fitting detailed particle interaction-based
models [65, 187, 528, 529] and it is often stated that these models yield spectra with
substantial deviations from a simple blackbody model.
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Lists of symbols and abbreviations
List of Latin quantity symbols

Symbol Description
c speed of sound/light
E energy
F force
H enthalpy
~ Planck constant (“quantum of action”)
K bulk modulus
k Boltzmann constant; spring constant
Lp sound pressure level
n, ne, ni particle/electron/ion density
p pressure
T temperature
Te, Ti, Tr temperature of the electron/ion/photon population
U internal energy
u, utot internal energy per volume, e. g. plasma energy density
ue, ui, ur internal energy per volume of electron/ion/photon population
ukin contribution of particle kinetic energy to the internal energy per

volume
ur, urad contribution of photon energy to the internal energy per volume
V volume
v velocity
x position, spatial coordinate
Z degree of ionisation

List of Greek quantity symbols

Symbol Description
σ Stefan constant
% density
ω frequency, e. g. of electromagnetic radiation

List of abbreviations
Abbreviation Description
JET Joint European Torus
MAGO magnetic compression (magnitnoe ob�atie, MAGO)
NIF National Ignition Facility
SBSL single-bubble sonoluminescence
SF sonofusion
SL sonoluminescence
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Appendix C

The Rayleigh-Plesset equation

Due to its compressibility a gas bubble in a liquid can be excited into oscillatory
radial motion. The gas may be considered to be the spring and the surrounding
liquid the mass. The oscillation can be excited by an external harmonic sound
field. The equation of motion (F = ma) of this system is the Rayleigh-Plesset (RP)
equation:

RṘ+ 3
2Ṙ

2 = 1
%

(pl(t)− p0 − pa(t)) +O(Ṙ/c), (C.1)

where R is the bubble radius, p0 the ambient pressure, pl the pressure in the liquid
just outside the bubble, pa the acoustic pressure, % the density of the liquid, and
c its speed of sound. Several different ways1 of deriving the equation are outlined
and compared in [259], the most important equations are repeated here. Assuming
a uniform gas pressure, the bubble’s internal pressure pi can be decomposed into
vapour and (noncondensible) gas pressure and is offset with respect to the external
pressure due to the surface tension σ, therefore

pi = pv + pg = pl + pσ ⇒ pl = pv + pg − pσ. (C.2)

The pressure rise in the compressed bubble can be expressed in terms of the equi-
librium pressure pg,e as

pg = pg,e

(
R0
R

)3κ
=
(
p0 + 2σ

R0
− pv

)(
R0
R

)3κ
, (C.3)

whereby κ is the polytropic index which can be set to unity to represent the assump-
tion of a bubble content in permanent thermal equilibrium with the surrounding
liquid or to γ = Cp/CV , the adiabatic index, for modelling completely adiabatic
conditions. By accounting for damping through the liquid’s viscosity η the interface
pressure equilibrium becomes:

pl = pi −
2σ
R
− 4ηṘ

R
(C.4)

1Another derivation is given in [390]. RP equations in different forms are also explained in [56,
257, 276].
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which brings the RP equation into the most commonly seen form:

RṘ+ 3
2Ṙ

2 = 1
%

((
p0 + 2σ

R0
− pv

)(
R0
R

)3κ
+ pv −

2σ
R
− 4ηṘ

R
− p0 − pa(t)

)
. (C.5)

However, accounting only for viscous losses is often not realistic enough. Löfstedt
et al. [276] managed to tightly reproduce a measured bubble size time series by using
an extended form of the RP equation,

RṘ+ 3
2Ṙ

2 = 1
%

(
pg(R)− p0 + pa(t) + R

c

d

dt
(pg(R) + pa(t))

)
(C.6)

by including as the last term the energy loss of the bubble due to sound radiation into
the surrounding liquid (the Keller-Miksis model [227]2). Besides that, the adiabatic
equation of state for the gas

pg(R) = p0R
3γ
0

(R3 − a3)γ (C.7)

is modified such that a Van-der-Waals hard core radius a is accounted for, which
will shift the minimal radius upwards.

Figure C.1 Solutions of the Rayleigh-Plesset equation
The diagram shows solutions of the Rayleigh-Plesset equation for a bubble in acetone with an equilibrium
radius R0 of 8 µm driven by a sinusoidal external sound field at 18 kHz. The computations were made solely
for illustrative purposes. The three traces in black, blue, and cyan correspond to different and increasing
acoustic pressure levels of 0.85, 1.1, and 1.4 bar. The RP equation was simulated in the form of eq. C.5
with an additional simplified sound radiation term (R/c)ṗg . A fourth order Runge-Kutta scheme with
R-dependent time-stepping was used for time-integration (the code can be found at [431]). The assumed
properties of the liquid were σ = 28 mN m−1, % = 790 kg m−3, η = 0.4 mPa s−1, c = 1174 m/s, and for the
bubble content pv = 0.093 bar, κ = 1.4. Three important consequences of the increasing sound pressure level
can be seen: it leads to (a) a larger bubble size as initial condition for the collapse, to (b) a delayed time
of collapse under higher external pressure due to inertia, and consequentially to (c) higher final speeds (5.6,
2.1× 103, and 22× 103 m s−1) of the bubble interface.

2[257, 276] contain brief discussions of the additional term
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Lists of symbols and abbreviations
List of Latin quantity symbols

Symbol Description
a Van-der-Waals hard core radius
Cp, CV heat capacity at constant pressure/volume
c speed of sound
p pressure
R bubble radius
t time

List of Greek quantity symbols

Symbol Description
η dynamic viscosity
γ adiabatic index
κ polytropic index
% density
σ surface tension

List of abbreviations
Abbreviation Description
RP Rayleigh-Plesset
SL sonoluminescence
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Appendix D

Detail descriptions for the SF
experiment by Rusi P.
Taleyarkhan et al.

The peer-reviewed journal publications of Taleyarkhan et al. concentrate on inter-
preting measurement results gathered during their SF experiments. The setup and
preparation of their type of SF experiment is covered in less detail. Detailed de-
scriptions of the used resonator apparatus including schematic drawings and the
experimental protocol were disclosed by Taleyarkhan & West [464, 467] and Tale-
yarkhan [461, 462] in the form of patents. These descriptions and drawings seem
to resemble the information given by Taleyarkhan to the RPI group for supporting
them in their attempt to reproduce the ORNL SF experiment.

According to these descriptions, the following matrix of experiments is suggested
(normal acetone is abbreviated as n-acetone, deuterated acetone as d-acetone):

• d-acetone, external pulsed neutrons on & cavitation on: This is the SF
setup and when it works it should yield a statistically significant D-D fusion
neutron (max. kinetic energy 2.45 MeV) and tritium measurement signature.

• d-acetone, external pulsed neutrons on & cavitation off: This control
experiment should show that the irradiation by the pulsed neutron source
(utilised for cavitation bubble nucleation) alone does not lead to the neutron
and tritium detection signatures interpreted as evidence for SF.

• n-acetone, external pulsed neutrons on & cavitation on: This control
experiment where everything is the same except that fusion fuel is missing
should show that the SF detection signature is not correlated to a misinter-
pretable side-effect of the cavitation-inducing machinery being active.

• n-acetone, external pulsed neutrons on & cavitation off: This control
experiment should show that there is no influence on the SF neutron and
tritium detection outcome at all in connection with turning on the cavitation-
inducing machinery.
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The experimental protocol for preparing the cavitation test section and
the liquid can be rewritten in the following form:

• The liquid (acetone) is filtered with a 0.5 µm filter “such as a coffee filter”
[461].

• The test section is filled with liquid “such that the top reflector’s piston dips
into the fluid by about 5-6 mm under room temperature conditions” [461].

• For closing the test section the top head is sealed to the lower part of the glass
resonator with a bead of RTV silicone [462].

• In [462] the top piston is described as free-floating on the liquid’s surface. It
is kept centre-aligned by employing a stainless steel guiding wire and capping
its upper tube or opening with a “thin acrylic or other such disc” (presumably
with a hole in it so as to allow vertical sliding along the guiding wire). However,
figures 2a & 2b of [464] may show the same or an alternative, perhaps non-
sliding, wire-based support of the upper piston.

• Tightening of the vacuum system; evacuation, lowering the pressure close to
the vapour pressure of the liquid which is cooled to 0-5 ◦C.

• Degassing with the help of acoustic agitation (the frequency may be different
from the resonance frequency): the liquid bubbles up or even becomes “foamy”.
Further pumping is needed to maintain the bubbly state and support the
degassing process.

• When the bubbling due to degassing dies out the agitated resonator steadily
turns into a neutron detector, further bubbling can only be triggered by neu-
tron scattering if sufficiently large states of tension are reached in the liquid.
Therefore it is necessary that the agitation now matches the resonance fre-
quency. The driving amplitude needs to be adjusted upwards following the pro-
cess of further and further degassing. Neutron scattering-triggered bubbling
comes in the form of “bubble jets” (also referred to as “comets” or “stream-
ers”) originating at the sound pressure antinode and pointing outwards. The
lifetime of the jets decreases. When no more jets appear but only bursts of
bubble clusters then the liquid is sufficiently degassed.

• In a variation of the experiment dissolved alpha emitters (e. g. uranium salt)
can be used for bubble nucleation rather than using an external neutron source.

• In the case of using an external neutron source the working mode as neutron
detector can be readily checked by switching the neutrons source on and off
(or: taking it away and bringing it back) and observing that no more cavitation
occurs without the neutron source.

• When the “comet-like structures turn into spherically looking bubble clusters”
[461] then the optimal working regime of SF experiments has been reached.
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• In acetone a sound pressure calibration procedure is proposed. It is known that
the sound pressure threshold for neutron-induced cavitation in cooled acetone
lies around −7 bar. By slowly increasing or reducing again the amplitude of
the voltage signal supplying the transducer the cavitation threshold can be
found. Doubling of the voltage amplitude was the procedure employed by
Taleyarkhan et al. for achieving the intended regime of circa −15 bar (or up
to −20 bar [464]) peak tension in the cooled acetone. The procedure relies on
the assumption that the electronics, the transducer, and the resonator are not
too far away from operating in a linear regime.

• In the case of using an external pulsed neutron source (PNG), the steps for
determining the driving voltage corresponding to the onset of neutron-induced
cavitation can be repeated systematically for different phase offsets between
acoustic drive and neutron pulses. It can serve as a straightforward proce-
dure for synchronising the neutron pulses with times of maximum tension (see
paragraph [0080] in [464]). It could be added that as an additional advantage
this approach avoids the need to gain precise knowledge about the phase angle
offset of any sound pressure measurement device such as a hydrophone.

• According to [464] (paragraph [0091]), the height of the acetone filling level
“should be carefully selected”. One can infer that this setting had been iden-
tified as one of the more sensitive parameters.

Some knowledge of and familiarity with the experimental procedures at RPI have
surely influenced and hopefully improved my formulation of the above experimental
details.

A decisive additional piece of information supplied from Taleyarkhan to the RPI
team on how to conduct the SF experiment is the resonator sketch shown in figure
D.1. It closely resembles figures 2a & 2b of [464].

List of abbreviations
Abbreviation Description
ORNL Oak Ridge National Laboratory
PNG pulsed neutron generator
RPI Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
RTV room temperature-vulcanising (silicone)
SF sonofusion
SL sonoluminescence
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Figure D.1 Taleyarkhan’s resonator sketch.
Some notable details that can be inferred from the sketch: 1) The hollow glass pistons have different
diameters, the bottom one is wider. 2) The pistons’ interior volumes are pressure-equilibrated with the rest
of the chamber. 3) The RTV bead sealing the top head leaves a distance between the glass parts on the
order of the glass wall thickness. 4) The gap bridged by the RTV bead sealing the vessel’s bottom outlet
and fixating the bottom piston is either intended to be very narrow or it had not been deemed important
to give any hint on the width of the gap between the glass parts. 5) A rather square and edgy cross section
of the pistons had been deemed ideal or the exact shape of the pistons had been assumed to be of minor
importance. (Reprint with permission of R. Taleyarkhan.)
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Appendix E

Some basic physics of nuclear
fusion and plasma confinement

Going out from what nuclear fusion is and what is necessary to make it happen,
different mechanisms are explained by which nature and humans can trigger fusion
reactions. These mechanisms are basically mechanisms of energy concentration.
Putting the sonofusion (SF) experiment in a general context means comparing the
energy concentration mechanism of sonoluminescence (SL) with the other ones.

E.1 Nuclear fusion: the basics

E.1.1 Nuclear binding energies

Chemical reactions happen when molecules are modified, when atoms are regrouped
into different molecules than before. When the resulting molecules contain a lower
amount of potential energy than the initial molecules, then the reaction is exother-
mic, otherwise endothermic. The burning of coal is a good example of an exothermic
reaction, where the energy investment needed for breaking bonds among C atoms
and O2 molecules is less than the energy gain from forming CO2 from free atoms.
One can also speak of binding energies and say that the sum over the binding en-
ergies of the two C−O bonds in carbon dioxide is larger than the binding energies
involving one oxygen molecule and one carbon atom in the middle of a coal block.
By definition, the binding energy is the energy gained when taking two particles
being far apart and bringing them close together so they are in their stable equilib-
rium position, i. e. each particle is at the bottom inside the potential well created by
its neighbour’s presence. Knowing about the binding energies of molecules allows
to determine whether chemical reactions are endothermic or exothermic. Secondly,
thinking in terms of binding energies often helps to understand how large the energy
barrier is which has to be overcome for a chemical reaction to happen, i. e. how far
coal and oxygen need to be heated up so the molecules break.

Analogously, knowing about the binding energies of atomic nuclei helps to un-
derstand nuclear reactions. Nuclear binding energies are determined by the laws of
quantum physics, and in that framework they can be computed with a high preci-
sion. Yet, a simple and in many cases efficient formula for calculating the binding
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energy of a nucleus with a total number of A nucleons of which Z are protons is the
Bethe-Weizsäcker formula, also called the semi-empirical mass formula:

EB = aVA− aSA
2
3 − aC

Z2

A
1
3
− aA

(A− 2Z)2

A
− δ(A,Z) (E.1)

with

δ(A,Z) =


−δ0 ·A−

1
2 if Z and N both even,

0 if A odd,
+δ0 ·A−

1
2 if Z and N both odd.

The five contributions to this sum represent volume, surface, Coulomb, asymmetry,
and pairing energies. The first two terms are the ingredients of the droplet model,
the next one is the electrostatic repulsion of the protons, and the last two terms
represent rules arising from the rules for filling up the quantum-mechanical energy
levels available in the core’s potential well for the two sorts of nucleons.1 Figure E.1
shows the binding energies per nucleon computed with this formula overlaid with
empirical data for stable isotopes and uranium. It can be seen that the elements
around iron and nickel exhibit the highest binding energies, in particular 62

28Ni has
the highest binding energy per nucleon, and that exothermic regroupings of nucleons
have to go from left to right if going out from light nuclei, and that they have to go
from right to left when the reactants are heavier than nickel. The latter process of
splitting heavy isotopes into lighter ones is called nuclear fission, while the process
of merging light nuclei into heavier ones is called nuclear fusion. Table E.1 lists
some fusion reactions of relevance in the context of humans triggering fusion in
various earthly laboratory environments. (These achievable fusion reactions can be
contrasted with an extremely improbable one, the one of breeding neutrons going
out from only protons (listed at the bottom of table E.1). If the cross section of this
reaction was not so extremely small2, then it would not be possible for stars to keep
burning over billions of years [88].)

E.1.2 Why are fusion reactors more difficult to build than fission
reactors?

A uranium atom in a fission reactor does not need to be fast, even the neutrons
carrying the fission chain reaction along do not need to be fast. When a 235U core
captures a neutron and undergoes fission, then the nucleus is split into two droplets
of the core matter, the two daughter nuclei. At that moment the strong nuclear
force between them has become too weak to be dominant any longer. Now the
electrostatic repulsion between the two nuclei with their positive charges is at play
and accelerates the two cores away from each other. The fast cores transfer their
kinetic energy through collisions to other atoms until the nuclei are thermalised,
i. e. the kinetic energies have been distributed evenly. As neutrons are insensitive to

1Appendix F gives more detailed descriptions of the physical background of these terms and
expands the view that nuclear binding energy gradients are the main drivers of our universe’s energy
houshold.

2According to [88], a thick hydrogen target would have to be bombarded for ten years with 1
Ampère of protons at 1 MeV to obtain just one reaction.
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Figure E.1 Nuclear binding energies of stable isotopes.
Atomic core configurations are characterised by the number of protons Z, the number of neutrons N , and
the total number of nucleons A = Z + N . The binding energy Eb is the energy gained when forming a
compound from free (far apart) particles. The diagrams show the binding energy divided by the number
of nucleons. Energy values gained by evaluating the Bethe-Weizsäcker formula are depicted in blue. The
coefficients for the semi-empirical mass formula (SEMF) in MeV were taken from Chowdhury & Basu [86]:
aV = 15.409, aS = 16.873, aC = 0.695, aS = 22.435, δ0 = 11.155. These binding energy values are
compared to experimentally gained numbers compiled by Audi et al. [16], labelled “Ame2003”. The stable
isotope listing was adopted from Skyman [421, 422]. Among stable isotopes 62

28Ni is the one with the highest
binding energy per nucleon [131]. That means energy can be gained by regrouping nuclear matter into
heavier units going out from nuclei lighter than nickel, or by regrouping into lighter units starting from
heavier isotopes. The first process is called nuclear fusion, the latter one fission. Although having no stable
isotopes, uranium is added into the diagram because 235

92 U is the primary fuel for civil-use nuclear fission
power plants.

Table E.1 Some important fusion reactions

Reactions relevant for laboratory fusion
D + T → 4He (3.52 MeV) + n (14.06 MeV)
D + D → T (1.01 MeV) + p (3.03 MeV)

→ 3He (0.82 MeV) + n (2.45 MeV)
D + 3He → 4He (3.67 MeV) + p (14.76 MeV)

T + T → 4He + n+ n (11.32 MeV)
3He + T → 4He + p+ n (12.1 MeV)

→ 4He (4.8 MeV) + D (9.5 MeV)
→ 5He (2.4 MeV) + p (11.9 MeV)

p+ 6Li → 4He (1.7 MeV) + 3He (2.3 MeV)
p+ 7Li → 24He (22.4 MeV)
D + 6Li → 24He (22.4 MeV)
p+ 11B → 34He (8.682 MeV)
n+ 6Li → 4He (2.1 MeV) + T (2.7 MeV)
The bottleneck reaction of fusion burn in stars [88]
p+ p → D + e+ + ν

the electrostatic field, and since they can approach an atomic nucleus at low speed,
a fission chain reaction can be sustained also while keeping the reactor at room
temperature, which is the case for some types of research reactors. The thing is that
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a bulk of the fission reactor can be kept at a thermal equilibrium of much lower
temperature than the temperature represented by the small fraction of particles
which are fast and carry energy gained from nuclear reactions.

If one wants to induce fusion reactions the situation looks different: the reactants
are both positive, repel each other, and need to be brought to collision at high enough
speed, so they approach each other closely enough and the strong nuclear force kicks
in. In principle there are two ways of supplying the collision speed, the use of an
accelerator or the use of high temperatures.

Why can a fusion reactor for electricity production not be based on the accelera-
tor principle? This has to do with thermodynamics, entropy, and what it means for
energy input, confinement, and losses in a setup with directional particle movement
(accelerator) versus random particle motion (thermal equilibrium). The argument
is laid out very nicely by A. Piel in [351]. With an accelerator one can produce a
particle beam of e. g. deuterium or tritium ions and focus it on a target which we
would for the moment assume to be a cube of solid deuterium ice. Each incom-
ing ion has two ways to interact with the target matter: with every nucleus and
each electron it can interact over the electromagnetic field or with the nuclei via
the short-range strong nuclear force (effective over only ∼ 1× 10−15 m [347]). Only
the latter interaction can lead to the nuclei catching each other and fusing. The
problem is that interaction with the ~E-field, the Coulomb interaction, is possible
throughout the ice cube, but direct core-core collisions are only possible upon direct
hits, and assuming a tritium ion flying straight towards a centimetre-size ice-cube,
only behind 0.027 % of its front surface lie those impact paths that lead to a direct
knock-on collision among nuclei. Will it help to put many ice cubes behind each
other into the beamline? No, because the Coulomb scattering will stop the beam and
turn most of its energy into heat, long before the tritons have flown through enough
deuterium ice to have seen much higher decent direct hit probabilities. Fusion does
produce a lot of energy, but by far not enough to be able to afford the necessary
loss of a realistically large fraction of accelerated ions to Coulomb interaction.3 The
resulting dilemma is: if the target material is being kept stable by cooling, then most
of the energy investment for accelerating the ion beam is lost in target heating, but
if you let the target heat up, so the energy stays largely inside it and can ultimately
contribute to fusion reactions, then you have transitioned to the second approach,
the thermonuclear approach.

The other approach, thermonuclear fusion, consists in provoking fusion reactions
triggered by unordered random collisions in a plasma of sufficiently high tempera-
ture. And with that approach we are back to the coal flame which cannot be cold
because in order to sustain the flame the reaction products have to transfer their
energy to the reactants through a thermodynamic equilibrium. From here arises the
question of what type of vessel should be used to contain the extremely hot fusion
plasma? What construction can bear the necessary pressures and temperatures and

3The device examined in [294] poses an interesting challenge to the above critique of accelerator-
like reactor designs based on fundamental thermodynamical considerations. It is discussed below
on page 244 in the paragraph on inertial-electrostatic confinement. In that device the Coulomb
interaction (“the very forces that usually thermalise [a non-Maxwellian non-neutral plasma]” [294])
stabilises oscillating ion bunches.
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how long are the fusion conditions to be maintained?
In combustion devices like coal power plants, turbines, or piston engines, the

structural materials are always kept at substantially colder temperatures than the
flame. The burning gas is pushing mechanical parts like blades and pistons, and
there are still layers of cooler gasses in between which transfer the work and the
pressure. So where lies the problem with the fusion flame? The problem is on
the one hand one of orders of magnitude and on the other hand one of different
mechanisms of energy transfer. First about the orders of magnitude concerning
temperature and pressure. The temperature is correlated directly to the particle
kinetic energies via E = kT . The temperatures allowing substantial rates of D-D or
D-T fusion are beyond 107 K. The pressures, however, can range from very low, e. g.
2× 10−5 mbar for the JET Tokamak reactor [128], to quite high, e. g. 2.5× 1011 bar
at the centre of the sun. The other thing is that heat transfer by radiation plays
a minor role at the temperatures of combustion flames, and the heat transfer via
conduction and convection is slow enough from the flame to the metal parts (in
a piston engine or turbine), so it does not take away too much of the heat of the
expanding and mechanically working gas during the relevant time scale. But this is
different for small-sized plasmas at 108 K where radiation leads to substantial heat
losses on much shorter time scales.

Therefore, the question of the techniques used for plasma confinement is a cen-
tral one in the quest for a machine capable of producing controlled thermonuclear
fusion, i. e. how can the matter and the energy which form the plasma be brought
and kept together, and how long can fusion conditions be kept up? It makes sense to
classify fusion plasma experiments according to their confinement methods. The fun-
damental choices are: gravitation confinement, inertial confinement, and magnetic
confinement. In a short list of exemplary fusion devices presented below (section
E.2), it is described how the confinement mechanisms play out in practice.

E.1.3 Plasma basics

Plasma: equation of state

A plasma is a gas with three components: ions, electrons, and photons. For many
thermodynamical aspects the assumptions of an ideal gas can be made. In an ideal
gas of one particle type the equation of state can be written as

pV = NkT or p = nkT (E.2)

with N the absolute particle number in the volume of interest, V the volume, and
the particle number density n = N/V . Next to this thermal equation of state, the
caloric equation of state has the form

U = 3
2NkT or u = U

V
= 3

2nkT (E.3)

which is founded in the relation

U = N〈Ekin〉 with 〈Ekin〉 = m

2 〈~v
2〉 = 3

2kT. (E.4)
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In a plasma the corresponding equation of state looks a bit more complex, because
of the multiple species, but also, because in general there is a contribution to the
pressure arising from the momentum carried by photons. This pressure contribution
pr is called radiation pressure and it is similarly connected with the energy density
ur of a photon gas (in thermal equilibrium), which is a function of the temperature
only, by these two equations:

ur = 4σ
c
T 4 = aT 4 and pr = 4σ

3c T
4 = a

3T
4 = ur

3 . (E.5)

Here, σ is the Stefan constant

σ = 2π5k4

15c2h3 = 5.670 400× 10−8 J/(sm2K4) (E.6)

and the factor a = 4σ/c is called the radiation constant

a = 4σ
c

= 7.565 767× 10−16 J/(m3K4). (E.7)

For the plasma with its multiple particle species the energy density is the sum
of the energy densities of the three subsystems

u = U

V
= ui + ue + ur = 3

2nikTi + 3
2nekTe + 4σ

c
T 4
r (E.8)

and accordingly the pressure is

p = pi + pe + pr = nikTi + nekTe + 4σ
3c T

4
r . (E.9)

In a Z times ionised4 gas in temperature equilibrium and if radiation is negligible,
the expressions can become very simple

p = (1 + Z)nkT, u = 3
2(1 + Z)nkT. (E.10)

And some more useful equations can be gained by writing the energy density as a
product of concentration n, atomic weight A, the proton mass mp, and with the help
of the plasma density % = nAmp and the specific heat capacity at constant volume
cV

u = %cV T with cV = 3(1 + Z)k
2Amp

. (E.11)

A simplified writing of the equation of state can then be

p

%
= 2

3cV T. (E.12)

4In a partially ionised gas the probabilities of various degrees of ionisation can be calculated with
the Saha equation. The Saha equation is based on comparing ionisation and recombination rates
with Boltzmann factors. The key detail is that also induced recombination, a three-body-process,
is taken into account. For fully ionised gasses it is not of relevance.
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The above-discussed case of negligible radiation contributions can be compared to
the other extreme of high temperatures, where the radiation terms with T 4 dominate
all other contributions and which leads to

u = aT 4 and p = u

3 . (E.13)

Then pT−4 is constant. The kinetic gas theory says that for an ideal gas during
reversible adiabatic changes the term pT−γ/(γ−1) stays constant, where γ = cP /cV
is the specific heat ratio. So, for e. g. a mono-atomic gas, γ transitions from γ = 5/3
at low temperatures to γ = 4/3 in the radiation-dominated regime [518]. The mean
free path of a photon can also be taken as a criterion distinguishing the two cases. If
the dimensions of the plasma are large compared to it then it is radiation-dominated
[518].

Plasma: shielding and other force competitions

In the plasma the negative and positive charge carriers are moving freely, and these
movements would in principle equilibrate any electric potential gradient. But the
electric field as driver of particle motion is in competition with gas kinetics and its
tendency to equilibrate concentration gradients. As a result the characteristic length
scale, outside which two charge carriers are completely shielded by the surrounding
plasma and cannot interact anymore, the Debye length λD

λD =
√
ε0kTe
q2ne

(E.14)

grows with the temperature.5
A key value for the competition of thermodynamic and magnetic forces is the

value β which is defined as a pressure ratio:

β = nkT

B2/(2µ0) (E.15)

is the ratio between thermodynamic and magnetic pressure. At low β (i. e. β � 1)
particles are sparse, they move under the influence of a given background pattern
of magnetic fields. For denser plasmas a skin of currents can completely decouple6
the magnetic fields inside and outside a plasma core region. If the skin currents are
established in such a way as to push all magnetic field lines out of the core region
creating a field-free volume where charged particles fly in straight paths in between
collisions, and if the driving force leading to the establishment of that current pattern
is the thermodynamic tendency to maximise entropy, to destroy order, the tendency
of the particle ensemble to get to an isotropic distribution of motion directions, then
one speaks of a plasma with high β, with β ≈ 1. The scenario can be imagined with

5In [351] another helpful picture is used for imagining temperature as a force hindering the
shielding mechanism. Higher kinetic energies make the trajectories “stiffer” (so they show less
curvature at a given field strength) so the orbits cannot wrap around opposing charges as narrowly.

6examples explained below: polywell, FRCs, spheromaks
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the plasma being capable of withstanding the tendency of the external magnetic
field to spread into the plasma.

Another consequence of the electron and the ion systems consisting both of freely
moving particle types which attract each other is that they can oscillate against each
other. The frequency of their experimentally observable natural collective mode is
close to the expression below which is usually called the plasma frequency7,

ωp =

√
nee2

meε0
= ve
λD

(E.16)

and which is the reciprocal of a time scale τ ≈ λD/ve with ve ≈
√
kTe/me. The

meaning of that τ can be understood as the time scale needed for the electron
system to reach a new equilibrium distribution after perturbations of the potential
landscape under the assumption that the amplitude of the potential perturbation
is small compared to the average kinetic energy of the electrons and thus speed
variations are also small.

The reason why usually in the definitions of the Debye length and the plasma
frequency only the properties of electrons show up, and not the characteristics of
the ion system, is the mass difference. Since mp/me ≈ 1836, the electrons have by a
factor ∼ 43 the higher average speeds and react much quicker to accelerating forces
as compared to the lightest ions. Therefore, many characteristic plasma quantities
are deduced under the assumption that the ions are fixed in space while the electrons
equilibrate electric potential gradients.8

Plasma: limits of the ideal gas and collectivity assumptions

There are several important criteria telling whether a plasma is beyond the validity
range of the assumptions of the kinetic gas theory. The first one is the coupling
parameter [347, 351]

Γ = Epot
kT

= Z2e2

akT
(E.17)

The particle spacing parameter a used in the expression above is the radius of a
sphere

a = 3

√
3

4πni
. (E.18)

where the sphere contains the volume available per ion. The radius a is also called
the Wigner-Seitz radius. For Γ & 1 the potential energy dominates over the kinetic
energy, and one speaks of a strongly coupled plasma.

Another criterion based on spacing is the plasma parameter ND [146, 351], de-
fined e. g. for electrons by

NDe = 4π
3 λ3

Dene. (E.19)

7To be more precise one could insist on the term electron plasma frequency and label it ωpe =
ve/λDe.

8A more exact and general treatment is e. g. the definition of two Debye lengths λDi and λDe
for ions and electrons with the corresponding masses and temperatures and computing λD through
1/λD = 1/λDi + 1/λDe [351].
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The plasma parameter NDe must be � 1 for a plasma to be weakly coupled. This
ensures that there are many electrons within a Debye sphere and the consequence
can be expressed as long-range collective effects dominating short-range Coulomb
interactions [146], or equivalently, that Debye shielding is a collective process and
that a statistical justification of its length scale is justified [351].

The final criterion to be mentioned here distinguished whether quantum effects
dominate the behaviour of the gas or not. Quantum effects begin to play a role once
the inter-particle distances are reduced to a size comparable with their thermal de
Broglie wavelengths

λB = h

mevTe
with vTe =

√
2kTe
me

. (E.20)

This happens first for the electrons because their wave functions are spread out
much farther. Once their wave functions overlap, electrons as fermions are forced
to occupy different quantum mechanical states due to the Pauli exclusion principle.
This ensues the transition from Boltzmann to Fermi-Dirac statistics. The electron
plasma in metals has to be treated that way.

Plasma waves

Diverse sorts of waves can travel through a plasma, e. g. acoustic waves of the elec-
tron or the ion subsystem, or electromagnetic waves. These waves are subject to
varying and characteristic degrees of damping, mainly because of the interactions of
the subsystems through collisions. One can think of friction between the subsystems
in unequal motion. The inequality of the acoustic wave motions as a consequence
of differing electron and ion masses means that acoustic waves induce longitudinal
electrostatic waves. A second damping mechanism, Landau damping, is due to elec-
trons being accelerated by longitudinal electrostatic waves [303, 351]. The damping
mechanisms are the basis for plasma heating through electromagnetic waves.

The multiple-species nature of the plasma and the sliding out of phase of acoustic
waves has strong consequences in particular for shock waves. The smaller particles
with the faster thermal speeds are expelled from the shock wave and surf in front
of it. This means shock fronts in plasma have a thermal precurser due to electrons
surfing9 ahead of the main ion density jump. In laser confinement fusion research
this preheating effect has undesired consequences and its mitigation has become a
particular interest (see section E.2.3).

The Lawson criterion

Thermonuclear fusion can only be achieved in a hot plasma. The production of
the plasma represents a large energy investment that has to be payed upfront. The
Lawson criterion has the purpose to determine whether this investment pays off
[347, 351, 518]. It compares the energy cost of the plasma buildup with the fusion
reaction enthalpy released in the plasma. Thus, for a given plasma in which the

9This is the same effect as seen in molecular dynamics simulations of sonoluminescing bubble
implosions. See appendix A.1.6 and [30].
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thresholds for fusion reactions are reached, it indicates the minimal confinement
time after which the fusion energy surpasses the compression and heating cost. In
the other direction, for a confinement technique with a characteristic confinement
time constant τ the minimal fusion rate can be estimated beyond which net energy
is gained. In the sense that the plasma decay time τ is taken as a measure of the
losses (through conduction, radiation, expansion) the Lawson criterion can be seen
as a comparison of energy gains and losses.

If the fusion reaction rate is R and the reaction enthalpy is Q, then the total
energy output is

Eout = RτQ. (E.21)

In a pure DT plasma the concentrations of the two reactants is n/2 where n is the
ion density in this case. The reaction rates can thus be written as

RDT = n2

4 〈vσDT〉 and RDD = n2〈vσDD〉 (E.22)

when expressing them in terms of a reaction cross section σ. Equating the energy
that was necessary for heating and compression with the total kinetic energy

Ekin = 3
2k(neTe + niTi) = 3nkT (E.23)

the payoff condition means

Ekin < Eout

3nkT <
n2

4 〈vσDT〉τQDT for DT,

3nkT < n2〈vσDD〉τQDD for DD,

and this yields

nτ >
12kT

〈vσDT〉QDT
for DT, (E.24)

nτ >
3kT

〈vσDD〉QDD
for DD. (E.25)

The enthalpy Q and the temperature-dependent average nuclear reaction cross sec-
tion ion velocity product 〈vσ〉 can be looked up from tabulated empirical data.
Assuming a sphere of radius r for the relevant part of the plasma, and relating it to
the disassembly time τ via

τ = r

a
with the escape velocity a =

√
3kT
m

,

then the criterion can be transformed to evaluate the product nr instead of nτ . And
by replacing n with NAv%/A in a next step, where NAv is the Avogadro number and
A the atomic mass number, it can be further changed to evaluate the product %r
[518].

Sometimes, better suitable formulae for certain application cases can be gained
by letting two more estimation factors flow in [518], an energy multiplication factor
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F = Eout/Ein and an energy conversion factor ε = Ekin/Ein. The latter factor gives
the fraction of an initial energy input which really ends up as the thermal energy
contained in the plasma volume of interest. Then, e. g. equation E.24 turns into

nτ = F

ε

12kT
〈vσ〉Q

.

It must be noted that the Lawson criterion defined as above can tell whether
a burn with a net energy payoff has been created, and that the self-heating by the
fusion products has been ignored so far. The next interesting question is whether
the effect of self-heating can become strong enough to sustain a fusion detonation
wave going out from the hot spot and burning through a surrounding fuel supply.
On the small scales of laser confinement fusion and sonofusion the reaction enthalpy
carried away by neutrons has to be left out and only ions can be taken into account,
because the mean free path of the neutrons is much too large. A simple modification
of the Lawson criterion along these lines can be found in [518].

E.2 Nuclear fusion: plasma confinement mechanisms
The central problem of energy harvesting through thermonuclear fusion is the ques-
tion of how to contain the extremely hot fusion plasma in a controlled volume, and
how to transfer its energy output to the peripheric machinery of a conventional
(e. g. steam cycle) power plant. The machinery has to be prevented from being de-
stroyed by heat and radiation, yet there has to be some level of contact for carrying
gained heat away from the plasma. The question of fusion plasma confinement.
The crucial question of plasma confinement is the question of the right amounts of
matter and energy together over the right amount of time. The energy investment
of creating and heating the plasma has to pay off; and with different techniques of
plasma creation and different types of plasmas being produced the time scale for
energy amortisation is of different length. The following pages are devoted to giving
a broad overview and classification of solution approaches to solve this problem, i. e.
of plasma confinement methods.

E.2.1 The sun (gravitational confinement)

The matter forming the sun is being kept together by the sun’s gravitation field. In
analogy to other confinement principles one can speak of gravitational confinement.
The energy of the plasma inside the sun is kept together because the huge size of
the sun has the consequence that energy produced at the centre of the sun needs a
very long time to reach the surface. The energy leak rate, the amount of energy lost
through radiation over a given time interval in relation to the total energy content,
shrinks with a growing size of the plasma. Another question is: what heated the
sun up initially and ignited the fusion fire? This came about by the collapse of the
hydrogen cloud under its own gravitation which transformed the potential energy of
the initial distribution of mass into heat.

The conditions at the core of the sun are: T = 1.571× 107 K, p = 2.477× 1011 bar,
and % = 1.622× 102 g cm−3 [179]. The fusion process results in a heat production
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of 276.5 W m−3 at the solar core [88]10, which is similar to the heat per volume
generated in a compost heap [89, 243]. The time scales for heat transport from the
core to the surface are the Kelvin-Helmholtz time scale11 with 3× 107 years and
the the photon diffusion time scale12 with 1.7× 105 years [427]. Luckily, the p + p
fusion reaction has such an incredibly small cross section that it limits a star’s heat
generation to the level of compost, giving it such long-term stability and eventual
biological evolution in its surroundings a chance to develop complexity.

E.2.2 The H-bomb (inertial confinement)

The plasma ball produced by the explosion of a hydrogen bomb in the atmosphere,
one might say, is not confined at all, it is free to spread out. How can inertia
be a confinement mechanism? In the case of the H-bomb the fusion plasma ball is
surrounded by layers of high-density metals (large atomic number Z), and the fusion
ignition process involves a compression movement. The pressure buildup in the
fusion fuel has to reverse that inward movement and accelerate the heavy materials
away from the centre. The higher the outside mass, the slower the acceleration.
These devices work because they can be setup in such a way that the fusion burn time
period, in which a substantial fraction of the fusion fuel is consumed, is comparable
to or shorter than the time needed for reversing the compression movement of the
heavy coating layer (tamper) and expanding it substantially [181, 517]. This so-
called disassembly time13 can be estimated to be around 5-20 ns. The plots in [181]
show that the time from fusion ignition to 75 % burn-up can take between 2 and
20 ns.

Figure E.2 contains a sketch of the Teller-Ulam-Sakharov-Zel’dovich design of the
H-bomb. The principle is that a fission bomb compresses and by that compression
heats the fusion fuel until the fusion flame ignites. The black lines around the fission
plasma (shaded blue) and around the fusion fuel (green) symbolise coatings of high-
Z (tamper) material necessary for slowing down the reversal of the compression
movement into expansion and the buildup of expansion speed.

What are the plasma conditions at fusion ignition and during the burn according
to [181, 517]? The ignition temperatures are given as 5× 107 K (4 keV) for D-T and
5× 108 K (40 keV) for D-D plasma. These are hot spot ignition temperatures. In

10The value can be found in table 6-6 on page 483 of [88], which is a reprint of: Bengt Strömgren,
Stellar Models for Main-sequence Stars and Subdwarfs in L. H. Aller and D. B. McLaughlin (eds.),
Stellar Structure.

11The definition of this time scale is not built on any assumptions on a star’s internals (also
fusion power is ignored), but only on the observed energy loss, the luminosity. When the gas sphere
contracts under gravitation, it heats up, and the energy loss responsible for cooling is known because
a star’s brightness and spectrum are the most readily available information. The Kelvin-Helmholtz
time scale then determines how long it takes for the collapsing gas sphere to shrink and cool down
and settle completely, and it is given by τKH = U/L, the potential energy divided by the luminosity.

12The time it needs to equilibrate the energy distribution within the star through the random
walk of photons.

13Gsponer’s calculation [181] involves Newton’s law and the disassembly time is given as τd =
(r/cS)

√
M/m, where r is the radius of the fusion fuel sphere, cS the speed of sound in the plasma,

M the mass of the heavy coating material (the tamper), and m the mass of the fuel. Winterberg,
on the other hand, estimates the disassembly time only with τd = r/cS . cS has to be computed by
a formula suitable for radiation-dominated plasma, and the two authors do it slightly differently.
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the hot spot ignition mode a large sample of liquid fuel is set on fusion fire by
just compressing and igniting a corner of it with the help of shock wave focusation.
Subsequently, a fusion detonation front travels through the medium which is liquid
or solid DD, DT, or solid 6LiD. Inside the wave Winterberg estimates temperatures
of 20 to 70 keV (1.7-8× 108 K, in the latter case in connection with a fourfold density
increase behind the wave front, with respect to the initial liquid fuel) for the DT case
and 300 keV (3.6× 109 K) for DD. Whether the hot spot is a point from where the
detonation wave spreads spherically or whether there is a cylindrical front originating
from a hot spot in the shape of a rod, in both cases the flame surface has to grow,
and the energy release per unit surface has to be high enough to sustain the burn in
each next shell.

The alternative to the hot spot ignition is volume ignition, where the fuel temper-
ature and pressure stay homogeneously distributed during compression and heating.
In that case the energy balance has to be made up not for the flame front, but for
the whole fuel load. The high-Z encapsulation being opaque to the plasma radi-
ation helps in containing the energy release of the first occurring fusion reactions
and supports self-heating in the fuel. This lowers the ignition temperatures. The
thresholds for the fusion plasma to become self-sustaining can become as low as
2 keV (2.3× 107 K) for DD and 1 keV for DT[181]. These low ignition temperatures
are possible only if the compression is at least a factor of ten larger than in the hot
spot mode. Compression ratios of 100 to 500 with respect to the initial liquid fuel
(n0 = 5× 1022 cm−3) are given. Historic hydrogen bombs can be assumed to have
been laid out with sufficient margins so they could be ignited both ways, in the hot
spot mode or via uniform fuel compression and heating, also because no failed tests
are known [181, 517]. In the subsequent burn phase the temperature rises at least
to 15 keV (1.7× 108 K) and can reach up to 40 or 50 keV (5.8× 108 K). In all these
cases the plasma is radiation-dominated with Ti ≈ Te ≈ Tr.

E.2.3 LCF - laser confinement fusion

LCF is actually another type of inertial confinement fusion where radiation-induced
ablation of a pusher material is the driver of a concentric compression shock wave.
The fusion fuel is encapsulated in a small spherical plastic pellet and frozen by
cooling it to 18.6 K. The desired starting fuel distribution is an evenly thick layer of
frozen DT coating the inner surface of the plastic pellet and the rest of the volume
filled with DT gas at a pressure of several tens of bar. In the direct drive method
laser light is used to heat the outside surface of the pellet directly. As the material
at the surface is vaporised very fast and the only direction for the gas to move is
away from the sphere, the resulting momentum stream propels the pellet material
towards the centre of the sphere. (This process is called ablation and the resulting
force, which can be imagined as a sort of rocket propulsion force, is called ablation
pressure.) The resulting compression and heating of the pellet content produces a
plasma where fusion reactions occur.

The largest LCF research facility at the moment is the National Ignition Facility
(NIF) at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) in Livermore (CA, USA).
They have transitioned to a different method, indirect drive, which is based on the
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hohlraum principle sketched out in figure E.2. The reason is that this method
allows a more evenly distributed ablation pressure on the pellet surface and hence
implosions with a better conserved symmetry.

Figure E.2 The hohlraum principle of compression by surrounding plasma.
The sketch to the left shows a simplified schematic of the Teller-Ulam-Sakharov-Zel’dovich design of the
hydrogen bomb and the one to the right the principle of the indirect drive of LCF. In both cases there is a
thick mantle of high-Z material encasing a hohlraum volume painted in shaded blue. The hohlraum volume
is to host a hot, radiation-dominated, thermalised plasma. This plasma is fed by a fission bomb (left) or by
the laser radiation heating and ablating the inside of the gold cylinder and additionally creating a dense gas
of X-ray photons (right). The purpose of the hohlraum is that the fusion fuel load gets completely immersed
in plasma, and that the influences of the latter (heat, pressure, radiation) act equally from all sides. In both
cases ablation of the outside surface of the pusher material in conjunction with the pressure drop from the
hot hohlraum plasma down to the cooler fuel is the driving mechanism for the compression of the fusion fuel
(light green).

The NIF hosts 192 laser beamlines producing infrared laser light (λ = 1053 nm)
which is frequency-tripled to λ = 351 nm. A flash with an energy content of 1.9 MJ
can be delivered within nanoseconds to the target. The engineering challenge con-
nected with setting up the latest laser generation consisted in creating a large degree
of flexibility in shaping the energy deposition rate over a pulse time of λ = 20 ns.
After hitting the inside of the gold cylinder the energy deposited by the laser light
creates a “nearly Planckian X-ray bath” [211]. The vaporisation of the fuel pel-
let outside surface creates an ablation pressure of ∼ 100 Mbar which leads to the
shock compression of the hollow plastic pellet (initial radius about 1.1 mm and wall
thickness 0.2 mm) and its fusion fuel content of about 200 µg. Inside the imploding
sphere a fusion hot spot is created when the DT gas content is being smashed by the
shock wave of denser DT from the formerly frozen layer. The results of the 2013 ex-
periment campaign have just been published [211] indicating that the fusion energy
yield from the hot spot is greater than the compression and heating energy delivered
onto the whole mass of DT (which is however still only a fraction of the initial laser
energy). The plasma hot spot reaches temperatures up to 4-5 keV (corresponding
46-58× 106 K) at peak pressures between 1.26 and 1.52× 1011 bar and produces a
fusion neutron yield of about ∼ 5× 1015 at 14.1 MeV. A release of 17.3 kJ fusion
energy was calculated for the strongest shot. The hot spot diameters measured by
neutron and X-ray imagery are up to ∼100 µm. Interestingly, the density disconti-
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nuity representing the DT ice surface is present still when the hot spot flares up. At
that time the density at the centre is estimated to be 34-50 g cm−3 while the value
is 385-402 g cm−3 in the surrounding colder fuel. The higher value corresponds to a
compression factor of greater than 1500. The peak fuel velocity estimation is about
300 km s−1.

In the context of LCF the comparison of hot spot and volume ignition mode
has also been a point of discussions. The argumentation for the hot spot setup
as described above and used at NIF is according to S. Pfalzner [347], that less
energy is needed for acceleration and compression of denser and cooler fuel than
for heating the whole fuel volume throughout and further compressing hot fuel.
Adding more aspects to that point, she notes that, hotter electrons having a larger
mean free path than colder ones transport ahead of the pusher ablation front or
a fuel compression shock front leading to a preheating of the central fuel region
and making its compression more costly. Furthermore, the pure hydrodynamics and
thermodynamics of shock waves afford the result that shock compression requires
a higher energy cost than adiabatic compression, but that replacing a strong shock
with consecutive smaller shocks diminishes the difference [347].

Winterberg presents an interesting calculation example in [518] by asking: what
radius does a sphere of liquid DT need to have, so that a single compression shock
will be able to ignite a fusion burn front in the centre? His answer turns out to be 30
metres.14 The current approach of NIF, the implosion of a shell of cold fuel smashing
onto a small quantity of gas forming the igniting hot spot, can thus be seen as an
attempt to take the scenario far beyond the boundary conditions of Winterberg’s
calculation example. The key is the increase of the compression factor, and the
screws tweaked to do this are i. a. the right proportioning and spacing of fuel and
pusher, the division of the fuel in solid and gas portions, and not least the shaping
of the laser pulse in time [211, 347] aiming at putting the energy into accelerating
the shell of dense fuel while not too much preheating the gas core.

E.2.4 Inertial-electrostatic confinement fusion (IECF)

IECF is the easiest and cheapest way to achieve fusion in steady-state plasma condi-
tions. It has become the target of amateur and high school projects. The necessary
components are a vacuum chamber and pumps, a special geometry of electrodes,
a high-voltage supply, and a little bit of deuterium gas. Figure E.3 contains a
schematic of a simple IECF reactor.

The basic design, sometimes also called a fusor, needs no magnetic, only electro-
static fields. It is a mixture between an old-fashioned TV tube and a gas discharge

14The compression ratio of a hydrodynamic shock can at most be (γ + 1)/(γ − 1) where γ is the
heat capacity ratio. For a mono-atomic gas with γ = 5/3 the compression ratio of a plane shock
cannot be larger than 4. Two oncoming plane shocks will, upon rolling over each other, increase
the density by a factor of 16. Going from plane to spherical geometry further adds a factor of 2,
leading to a total density increase by the factor of 32. Unlike the compression ratio, which stays
constant while the shock travels to the centre of the geometry, the temperature goes up. Assuming
DT with the same density it has in liquid form at ambient pressure, but at a starting temperature
of 104 K, the question is at what radius the incoming shock wave has to start so the centre volume
with T over the threshold of 108 K will become large enough (radius ≥0.3 cm) so there is not only
ignition, but burn propagation in the outwards direction.
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lamp. One way to think of it is that a fusor is like a TV tube, just inverted and
warped into spherical geometry. In a cathode ray tube electrons evaporate from a
wire and are accelerated towards a ring-shaped anode at a positive potential. The
electrons fly through the anode ring because they have been accelerated towards the
centre of it. Before they reach the anode, the electrons are steadily getting faster due
to the repulsive negatively loaded wires behind them and the attractive positively
loaded wire ring in front. Once they are past the anode, both things lie behind
and the two forces cancel out. This creates the electron beam that can be used for
drawing a TV image on a fluorescing screen. The final speed and kinetic energy of
the electrons is directly related to the voltage difference (potential drop) between
cathode and anode. In a fusion device fast ions are needed, not electrons, so in a
fusor positive ions are accelerated from the anode towards the cathode. Since the
cathode is a wire grid ball positioned at the centre of a metal chamber serving as
the anode, the geometry of the accelerating field is spherical instead of linear (see
fig. E.3). The field-free space (field-free only in the absence of large densities of ions
and electrons) reached by the ions past the cathode, is the space inside the grid ball.
Here, ions incident from opposing directions can collide. If they had the possibility
to pick up enough kinetic energy crossing the potential slope from the chamber wall
to the cathode grid, then they can fuse after collisions. This is the simplified version
of explaining a fusor.

A more realistic explanation has to account for the deformation of the electric
potential by the distributions of ions and electrons and the possible particle trajec-
tories in the modified potential wells. This allows to explain the main advantage of
the concept, the minimised outflow of energy and particles from the active plasma
region. The principle underlying the potential well deformation is illustrated in the
right half of figure E.3. The negative cathode creates a potential well for positive
ions. A gas atom becoming ionised inside the cathode sphere ends up with a rela-
tively slow speed in some random direction. But an ion created in the outside volume
gets accelerated strongly towards the central region, crosses it and bounces back on
the potential slope on the other side. Such ions oscillate from side to side. The
ensemble of moving ions in the chamber creates a probability density distribution
with a peak in the middle. That ion probability density peak makes an upward dent
in the potential well created by the anode and cathode. What is a potential peak
for ions is a potential well for electrons. In a similar pattern the electron probability
density can accumulate in the centre of that well and create another dent in return.
Both things happen at the same time. While the ion accumulation is responsible
for attracting electrons in the central region, the presence of the electrons helps the
ions in not getting slowed down too much near the centre or be even bounced off
before crossing it. One speaks of virtual anodes and cathodes. This illustrates again
that plasma properties can often only be understood by the emergent effects of the
collective motion patterns evolving interdependently for ions and electrons. The
important thing is that ions can fly through the central region several times before
being slowed down by collisions or captured by the cathode wires. The losses of
particles and energy from the plasma are minimised by the device architecture and
the establishing of beneficial plasma modes. This is why appreciable fusion rates be-
come possible through a relatively low-tech lab setup. Already in the 1960s neutron
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Figure E.3 Potential wells in IECF
A schematic of the fusor is shown on the left, several types of cathode grid geometries are depicted in the
middle image, and the potential well seen by the ions is sketched on the right. The fusor is sometimes
described as a circular particle accelerator: gas atoms are ionised by collision, then the positive ions feel the
repulsion from the positively charged chamber wall and the attraction from the negatively charged cathode
grid and are accelerated towards the centre. There, the ions collide and may undergo fusion depending on
the types of colliding ions, their kinetic energies, and the collision angle. But there are several reasons why
it is better to think of potential wells for ions and electrons instead of the slingshot image of the accelerator.
They are (a) that the ions bounce back and forth several times, they oscillate across the centre or follow
complicated (e. g. star-shaped) orbits, (b) the device is normally not used for pulsed shots but for creating
a steady-state plasma, and (c) the interaction between the ion and electron populations can be understood
easily by thinking of how one species modifies the electric potential well felt by the other. The upper plot
on the right shows the electric potential existing in the chamber if it is empty or if there are only very few
charged particles present. The location of the cathode grid is marked by the dotted vertical lines. An ion can
“roll” from side to side in this potential like a marble in a salad bowl. Ions created far away from the cathode
grid and near the chamber walls have the highest speed when they cross the centre region. Ions created by
collision near or within the cathode grid reach only slow speeds. Many ions oscillating with an isotropic
distribution of directions create a substantial probability density in the very centre at the point where all
trajectories cross each other. Slow ions spending more time travelling across the centre have a higher impact
building up the density peak as compared to fast ones. This accumulation of positive charge makes a dent
in the potential well, this is shown in the middle plot of the right image. But for fusion reactions this central
potential mound is very bad, it means slow collision speeds in the very centre (marbles are only fast at the
bottom of the salad bowl). However, the accumulated positive charge attracts electrons at the same time:
the central dent, seen upside down, is a potential well for electrons. Inside their potential well electrons can
follow the same pattern as the ions in their well. Electrons accumulating in the centre region of their well
will make an upward dent in the potential in turn. This is shown in the bottom plot. The nested wells
have been termed Poissors by Philo Farnsworth, one of the inventors of the fusor [300]. Experimental data
can be gathered representing a three-peak structure when scanning D-D fusion rates via direction-sensitive
detection of fusion neutrons [182], thus confirming the triple ion trap structure as plotted in that last image.
What prevents a further continuation of the chain of nested wells is the spread in particle velocity vectors
and angular momentum [300].
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production rates of up to 1010 neutrons per second could be achieved [208].

Variations of the IEC setup

The basic concepts of IEC plasma devices can be expanded to a variety of operation
modes and application scenarios. Figure E.4 depicts various plasma modes that can
be achieved with variations in the gas pressure. More modifications of the described
simple setup led to the following designs and devices [300]:

• Cathode and anode can be swapped. Replacing the cathode grid in the centre
by an anode grid turns an ion-injected into an electron-injected IEC. In both
types the probability densities of both ions and electrons accumulate in the
centre.

• A simple method for not having to rely on background ionisation is the instal-
lation of a filament. It has to be placed near the chamber wall because only
ions created far away from the cathode end up gaining a lot of kinetic energy.

• Multi-grid devices: the anode can be made up by spherical grids instead of
the chamber wall; ion creation can then be achieved with RF fields between
the outer grids. Lower pressures become possible. Another advantage is more
flexibility for the shape of the vacuum chamber.

• Instead of relying purely on ionisation in the main chamber, either by the
grids or by an additional filament, external ion cannons can also be used. This
reduces the energy carried away from the plasma by electrons.

• The normally independent back and forth oscillations of the many ions across
the central potential well can be tuned to be in phase through radio frequency
excitation and with the help of additional electron injection for shaping the po-
tential well in the right way. This has been discovered by Park et al. [341]. Due
to the periodic concentric clashes of the ion cloud this is the most interesting
comparison of IEC methods to SF (see below).

• The multiplication of the star mode in figure E.4 with the principle of synchro-
nised clashes in a multi-grid device leads to the improved IECF reactor concept
investigated with simulations in [294]. At low background pressure pairs of ion
bunches oscillate along crossed beam paths and synchronously clash in the
centre of several spherical grids. The simulations indicate that a mechanism
of self-organisation could be used for concentrating and synchronising the ion
bunches. Experimental confirmations of the principle seemingly have not yet
been published, but the concept is nevertheless interesting enough to be in-
cluded in the discussion due to the implications on how to deal with the basic
thermodynamic differences between beam-like fusion reactors and systems in
thermodynamic equilibrium. The key aspects are explained below.

• An IEC device operated in the jet mode as shown in figure E.4 is envisioned
as propulsion engine for space missions [239, 300]. It could be open to the
surrounding space with no need for a heavy vacuum chamber. Feeding on
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electric power from solar panels, it would be classified as electrically driven
thruster. A fusion power input to the energy balance is not necessarily part of a
useful thruster design. Heavy non-fusing nuclei can be favoured for momentum
generation.

Figure E.4 IEC plasma modes
These photographies show discharge plasmas in an IEC chamber filled with air. Variations in gas pressure and
driving voltage lead to very different plasma states. From top left to bottom right the first four snapshots
show how the transition from the central spot mode via the spray or halo mode to the jet mode can be
controlled by decreasing the pressure. Using a constant series resistor, the voltage across the chamber
electrode grows as the conductivity of the plasma decreases. Because of the existence of the jet mode
researchers investigate the use of IEC plasma as propulsion method for space missions [239, 300]. The
location of the jet can be pre-determined by introducing asymmetries in the cathode grid like cutting out
wire pieces [239]. The fifth image shows the operation in star mode. In that mode a symmetric array of
brightly shining light beams is visible. The evenly balanced rays represent accumulated trajectories of ions
oscillating from side to side. This mode is suitable for achieving high fusion reaction rates [300] when using
deuterium gas instead of air. The greenish light patterns in the last image arise from fluorescence in the
glass. These photographs have been kindly provided by T. Rapp [376].

Periodic ion cloud contractions excited in an IEC device

Can the oscillating motion of different ions be tuned to be in phase? This replaces
the stationary plasma state where the times when different ions cross the centre
region are not coupled by a state of collective motion of the particle species. The
existence of such a radial collective plasma oscillation has been proven experimentally
by Park et al. [341] through excitation with radio waves. They call it a periodically
oscillating plasma sphere (POPS). As the frequency is independent from the ions’
motion amplitude, they assume a parabolic potential well shaped by the underlying
electron gas. An additional electron injection is a key part of the experimental setup,
it supplies the right background electron density. The periodic concentric clash of
ions reminds of sonoluminescence, and there is indeed a reason: the termodynamics
become more similar. Thinking of harvesting fusion energy, the interesting difference
between the POPS mode and conventional stationary IEC plasma is this: In the star
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mode newly incoming ions make a few passes through the cathode centre at high
speed before they get slowed down (thermalised) by collisions. According to Park
the “high energy cost of maintaining a beamlike ion energy distribution makes it
difficult to produce net fusion power and is considered to be a crucial obstacle facing
IEC based fusion energy devices” [341]. In steady-state IEC plasma thermalisation
of ions means their slowing down and the randomisation of their motion directions.
But in the POPS there is a local thermal equilibrium in the ion population anywhere
anytime, outlier ions with odd motion patterns are pulled back into the collective
pattern. Going from beam-like plasmas to conditions at thermal equilibrium when
achieving a fusion energy break-even means avoiding a substantial fight with the
laws of thermodynamics.

Self-organisation among oscillating ion bunches

In his doctoral thesis T. McGuire investigated a type of IECF reactor in which
electric fields lead to the stabilisation of oscillating ion bunches with beam-like ve-
locity distributions. The concept is described as a principally viable way towards
a break-even fusion reactor, although with narrow limits in terms of fusion power
densities. This seems to be a brazen contradiction of Piel’s [351] argument15 that
fusion-capable beam-like setups must remain net energy consumers. Perhaps the
seeming contradiction can be appeased by noting that McGuire’s setup can be seen
as a link bridging the large gap between linear single-beam devices and the thermo-
dynamically favourable POPS approach mentioned above.

With theoretical calculations and plasma particle simulations McGuire investi-
gated how IEC devices can be made more efficient in terms of fusion rate and neutron
production. He put the main focus on enhancing the ion lifetime. In a conventional
fusor with a single cathode grid ions live so short that they can only pass the centre
1-10 times until they are thermalised or hit a cathode wire. A multi-grid structure
holds the potential for enhancing the ion lifetime. Operating a multi-grid IEC cham-
ber in star mode is only possible if the grid layers are aligned with each other so
that straight flight paths exist for ions crossing from side to side. The multi-grid
structure can be used to fulfil three additional purposes for improving the properties
of the ion trap: (a) The layers of wire grids can make the electric field patterns
more symmetric and in particular reduce the impact of the asymmetry arising from
the electric feed lines to the grids. (b) Relaxing the notion that the electrode grids
must be in the form of “wire grids” and making the transition to metal spheres
with precisely machined circular holes, the distances and potential drops from metal
sheet to metal sheet in conjunction with the orifice radii can be used to engineer
focusing electrostatic lenses16 along the ion flight paths. (c) The electric potential
normally drops from grid to grid in the inwards direction. Reversing the direction
from the second innermost to the innermost grid has a decelerating effect on ions but
creates a potential well for electrons and minimises their losses to the anode wall.

15see page 226
16weblinks explaining charged particle optics: (i) http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/

Electrostatic_lens, (ii) http://encyclopedia2.thefreedictionary.com/electron+lenses, (iii)
http://engineering.siu.edu/frictioncenter/cafs-courses/surface-contact-mechanics/
lecture-4.php
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The increased electron density in the core minimises the defocusing effect of the ele-
vated central positive charge accumulation created by the ion beams themselves. All
these tweaks and innovations should allow running the IEC chamber with a lowered
background pressure (less thermalising collisions with background gas atoms, lower
input rates of ions and electrons needed from ionisation) and prolong the lifetime
of oscillating ions so they can cross the central collision region many times at high
kinetic energy.

McGuire analysed the movements of the ions in the IEC chamber with numer-
ical models, and the most interesting finding comes from that part of the work.
Particle-in-cell17 simulations showed that under certain conditions the Coulomb in-
teraction among ions can lead to synchronisation among the oscillating ions. The
synchronisation occurs not only among ions of one single ray of the plasma in star
mode, it also happens between the different rays. On each straight pathway two
opposing ion bunches will form. In a symmetric pattern they return at the two path
ends at the same time and run over each other head-on in the centre at the next
moment.18 The bunch formation is understood as an instability mechanism with a
limit amplitude spreading from ray to ray. However, the simulations show that this
collective phenomenon emerges only if the ion density is in the right range and if the
ion lifetime is long enough. Ions running ahead or lagging behind are pulled back
into the bunch. This means through the Coulomb interaction kinetic energy is trans-
ferred back into ions which have become slower than the rest of the bunch. McGuire
writes: “The synchronisation mechanism provides a concrete example of how non-
Maxwellian, non-neutral plasmas can be maintained by using the very forces that
usually thermalise it.” This would be the crucial thermodynamic game-changer if
it should become possible to exploit the effect for a fusion reactor because it would
reduce19 the importance of Piel’s argument. However, an important limitation is

17In a particle-in-cell simulation the electromagnetic fields are represented on a grid. The Maxwell
equations are solved on that grid. The movement of charged particles through the volume is
simulated with standard time-integration schemes. The summed charged particles present in a grid
cell modify the electromagnetic field. Field updates follow particle position and velocity updates
and vice versa. Inter-particle interactions are accounted for only indirectly via the fields. Often
macro-particles are used, whereby n electrons or ions are represented by larger particles of the same
charge-to-mass ratio.

18Why does the Coulomb repulsion lead to the formation of coagulated ion bunches? Why do the
ions not stay evenly distributed on their linear oscillation track? This can easily be understood by
considering two simple thoughts. The first thought experiment is to imagine two ion bunches going
into the same direction at the same velocity, one bunch following the other. Repulsion between
the two bunches accelerates the leading one and slows the lagging bunch. In the closed oscillatory
movement along one ray of the star mode, the front-running bunch turns into the lagging one as
soon as it is more than 180° ahead. From that moment it is the one being slowed down. The second
thought experiment is needed to explain why one single ion prefers to be part of one of the two
bunches. Why is a front-running ion not accelerated and pushed further ahead and a lagging ion
not further slowed and expelled from the back end? It can be explained by considering an ion at
the centre of mass position inside one bunch: the repelling forces from the ions of the own bunch
annihilate each other and what remains is only the repulsive force from the other bunch. Therefore,
the bunch centres can be seen as attractors for single ions. With this bunching and synchronisation
mechanism there is even coupling between neighbouring rays, but the angle is important: the smaller
the angle between two rays, the larger are the regions where the two tracks run in close proximity.

19Piel’s argument will not be completely invalidated because when two ions from two bunches
collide (e. g. head-on) then there is still the possibility that they undergo only elastic scattering
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already stressed by McGuire, namely that at too high ion densities the repulsion
between the ions prevents bunching and synchronisation.

Adding magnetic fields to the IEC setup

The addition of magnetic fields bridges part of the way towards magnetic confine-
ment setups. In the two approaches outlined below the magnetic field is used to
keep electrons confined so they form a virtual electrode used for confining the ions
electrostatically in return. The advantages of grid-less designs with mainly virtual
electrodes are that there is no danger of melting grids and the avoidance of losses
due to ions colliding with the grid.

• The polywell is a device in which multiple coils create a magnetic field with
cusps for trapping the plasma. It is explained in figure E.5. Its problem are
electron losses through escape paths following magnetic field lines.

• In a Penning or Penning-Malmberg trap the space between the electrodes is
very small and offers only millimetre or centimetre volumes for plasma trap-
ping. The whole electrode construction is placed in a uniform ~B-field. The
advantages of that type of setup are the minimised electron losses and the high
fusion power densities. The disadvantage is that the device size cannot be in-
creased so that upscaling is only possible via large arrays of small exemplars
(“the Penning trap must remain a one-Debye-length machine” [78]). The basic
principles are explained in figures E.6 and E.7.

E.2.5 Magnetised target fusion (MTF)

In order to continue the description of plasma confinement mechanisms in the order
of increasing influence of magnetic fields and decreasing influence of inertial forces,
techniques of magnetised target fusion (MTF) shall be described next, before fin-
ishing with purely magnetic confinement (MCF). According to [521], the concept of
MTF stems from Russian research of the 1970s [127]. The main idea is to leverage
the physics of electromagnetism when compressing plasma with metal liners for keep-
ing the plasma itself out of touch of the metal surround with the goal of minimising
energy losses through heat transfer.

Fast liner compression experiments at LANL

Lenz’s law says that currents induced by changes of magnetic fields flow in such a
direction that their own contribution to the magnetic field opposes the initial change.
One implication is that with a coil, a hollow metal cylinder and some explosive
material one can create magnetic fields of several hundred tesla. The trick is to
use the explosive to implode the metal cylinder very quickly after having created a
magnetic field inside the cylinder going in the axial direction. The explosion-driven

without fusing. However, a good fraction of scattered trajectories can be recovered because ions
can continue on other oscillation tracks (other rays of the star mode) after being deflected by a
large angle or be absorbed back into the own bunch after small trajectory perturbations.
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Figure E.5 The polywell
In a polywell the ions are electrostatically confined by a cloud of electrons forming a virtual cathode. The
electrons however are magnetically confined in the field created by six coils arranged in a cube-like form.
Such a coil arrangement is illustrated in the first image where the location of electron and ion insertion
beams is indicated by the green and red lines. Sketching the magnetic field in a plane cutting the cube and
four of the coils in half yields the second image. Two opposing coils create a field with ~B = ~0 in the central
plane. The field created by the array of six coils is zero in the centre point, weak in a region around it, it gets
stronger towards the coils, and field lines form cusp structures in any direction. Why these cusp structures
help to form an electron cage is illustrated in the third image.
Because of the Lorenz force F = q~v × ~B electrons move along circle lines or helical paths in a magnetic
field. A second concept necessary to understand the motion of charged particles in magnetic fields is the
concept of a magnetic mirror. Both concepts are shown in the third image where the colour scale codes for
the particles’ vertical velocity component. Trajectories 1, 2, and 3 represent electrons with the same radial
velocity but different vertical speeds. They extend only in the area where the magnetic field is homogeneous
as indicated by the parallel field lines. The 4th trajectory starts with positive vertical speed coded in red
and enters the region of narrowing field line distances symbolising a growing | ~B|. As a consequence the
electron slows down its vertical upward motion and turns downward to follow the blue part of the helical
trajectory. In reflecting the upward into a downward motion the inhomogeneous magnetic field is said to act
as a magnetic mirror. Placing an equivalent magnetic bottleneck on the other side will create a magnetic
bottle. Trajectories 5 and 6 depict particle tracks with different helical radii. This can be the sign of either
different radial velocities or different mass-to-charge ratios. In the case of identical particle type and within
the symbolism of this plot where the colour codes for vertical speed and thus a helix oscillation time scale
it can however only mean a radial velocity difference.
Magnetic mirrors in the form of field line bottlenecks are never absolutely tight. Electrons with sufficient
forward momentum are able to overcome the barrier, they can continue their corkscrew path all the way
through until the field lines widen again. The polywell features such bottleneck pathways in any direction.
Electrons are inserted into the cube with electron guns and ions with ion cannons. To use the magnetic
field to trap the ions directly would be harder because they have so much more mass and inertia per charge
leading to too wide spiral diameters. The electrostatic confinement of a minority of ions by a majority of
electrons in a non-neutral plasma is the main working principle of the polywell. The main hurdle preventing
fusion energy break-even with the polywell technique is the leakage of electrons out of their magnetic mirror
cage [78]. On the one hand any limit of electron density translates directly into a limit of ion density. On the
other hand the necessary equilibration of the losses with incident particle beams costs energy. An interesting
feature of the polywell technique is that the plasma can be made so dense that surface currents become
capable of creating a field-free inner plasma region. Newer research aims at exploiting the formation of that
skin of surface currents for reducing electron leakage [342]. When the surface currents are freeing the inner
region of the plasma from the magnetic field, it means that they create a counter field and push the ~B-field
lines outwards. This can be imagined as a magnetic counter-pressure of the plasma equalling the pressure
of the external magnetic field. Such plasmas are called high-β, whereby β = Pplasma/(B2/2µ0) is the ratio
between plasma pressure and magnetic pressure [342]. The existence of an extended field-free inner plasma
region means β = 1. For comparison: MCF machines like a tokamak work with β << 1, e. g. β ≈ 0.03 is
envisioned for ITER [122].
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Figure E.6 The Penning trap
The sketch shows a cross section of the geometry of a Penning trap. It is a radially symmetric arrangement
of two cathodes opposing each other and pointing at the centre of a metal ring constituting the anode. The
green arrow indicates an incident electron beam coinciding with the rotation axis. If the electrons are not
desired to hit the lower cathode and be absorbed by it, this can be prevented by using electrons of low
kinetic energy and by decreasing the electric potential of the lower cathode (by a ∆e.r.) so it can function
as an electron reflector. Without any magnetic field the electron density in the trap volume would stay low
as electrons would be quickly attracted and absorbed by the anode. But placing the whole setup within a
magnetic coil and immersing it in a uniform ~B-field aligned with the rotation axis changes the situation.
Now the electrons cannot reach the anode so easily any more because the ~B-field forces them onto circular
orbits or spiralling tracks. On these tracks electrons move up and down in the potential well plotted as V
over the vertical coordinate z on the right. Similarly as in the polywell, the trapping and accumulation of a
dense electron gas by a magnetic field allows the formation of a virtual cathode which can be exploited for
the inertial-electrostatic confinement of an ion plasma. Ions can be inserted into the Penning trap through
a borehole in the anode ring. The depth of the potential well formed by the virtual cathode determines the
maximum collision speed of the ions. Diagnostic signals can be gathered by placing a metallised lens at the
tip of the reflector cathode.

fast motion of the metal wall along the radial direction and thus orthogonal to ~B
induces large circular currents in the metal due to the Lorentz force. Of course,
unless it is in the superconducting state, such circular currents in the metal would
quickly decay through ohmic losses. But during an explosive-driven implosion there
is not enough time for that, the ohmic losses are negligible, and thus the magnetic
flux enclosed in the conducting loop is being conserved during the contraction. The
consequence is a diverging flux density | ~B|. The creation of the circular currents
with their potential of heating the metal through ohmic reminds us that work needs
to be done when moving conducting circuits through magnetic fields in certain ways.
Eddy current brakes would be another application of the same principle.

Researchers at Los Alamos National Lab (LANL) make use of these effects just
the other way round: they use huge current pulses to build up a large magnetic
field. The quickly growing ~B-field performs work on a metal cylinder and forces it
into implosion. When inserting magnetised plasma into the cylinder beforehand, the
implosion can be used to compress and at the same time heat the plasma. Figure E.8
shows the experimental setup providing The first part, the imploding metal liner.

Figures E.9 and E.11 show how to get the second ingredient for such a type of
fusion experiment: self-confining magnetised plasma. Two forms of it are explained
in the pictures, so-called FRCs and spheromaks.20 Understanding how such plasma

20FRCs and spheromaks are two different ways of creating magnetised plasma in the form of a
so-called compact torus. The field geometries are similar to the ones used in MTF reactors (see
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Figure E.7 The Penning fusion experiment
This drawing shows a modified Penning trap adopting features of the electric field from a so-called Malmberg
trap. It offers a better axial confinement for the ions and has been proposed by a group around G. H. Miley
(University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign) and D. C. Barnes (LANL) for a Penning Fusion eXperiment
(PFX) [78, 402]. Schauer et al. [402] explain the advantage of the modified design by reminding that
the electrons are not thermalised and by pointing to the concept of image charges. If the electrons have a
beam-like non-thermalised velocity distribution it also means they are not bunched in shallow local potential
wells and do not equilibrate charge density perturbations of the plasma. Instead, they bounce back and forth
between the two cathodes and create a band of rather uniform charge density near the central axis symbolised
by the green shading. By their presence, these electrons induce an additional electric field component in the
volume between the electrodes and modify the electric potential V . The important features of the field and
potential can be explained with the concept of image charges and the underlying reality of surface charges in
the metal parts. Image charges are an imaginary concept, a tool for simplifying construction and analysis of
electric fields. The decisive reality is that free charge carriers in a metal equilibrate all potential gradients,
including gradients along a surface, so that all ~E-field lines end up meeting conducting surfaces orthogonally.
While the cavity in the anode can be seen as a Faraday cup of which the inner volume is supposed to be
field-free (in terms of electrostatics), the electron density along the central axis changes the situation. If an
electron is positioned off-centre in a Faraday cup, the field lines are denser towards the closer wall. So the
electron is not force-free, the potential energy of the system is lowered when the electron approaches the
wall, and work is done on the electron being attracted by and accelerated towards its image charge. This
is why the cavity in the anode has the effect of creating an energy barrier for the electrons because in the
cavity’s centre where they are further away from any wall the electrons have a higher potential energy than
in the bottlenecks above and below it where the wall is closer. A secondary effect is that the energy barrier
slows the beam of electrons and increases their density. The condensed background of electrons, functioning
as a virtual cathode, even further raises the potential energy of any single electron under consideration.
This peak of the electric potential V into the negative direction on the height of the cavity is illustrated on
the plot all the way to the right where V along the central axis is plotted over the space coordinate z. If
it is a barrier to electrons, then it appears as a potential well to ions. This ion well depth is indicated as
∆i.w.. One could however ask why the image charges of the ions have been totally left out of the discussion.
Why does the cavity in the metal block not equally pose a barrier to the ions? The answer is that there is
just one single well-determined function V (~x) and one single vector field ~E(~x), both being the sum (linear
superposition) of the contributions from all the charges in the electrodes and the plasma. If ions are the
minority and electrons by far the majority in the non-neutral plasma then electrons can be imagined as
forcing their scenario upon the ions. The PFX ion trap can only function and provide a deep well for fast
ion collisions if the plasma is far from neutral.
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Figure E.8 Magnetically driven fast liner implosion
Researchers at LANL use huge current pulses to bring metal cylinders to a magnetically driven implosion.
In the exemplary experimental setup [112] depicted above the cylinder to be imploded is shown in brown.
It is made of aluminium. The surrounding metal construction shown in blue is made of a harder metal. The
current source is indicated by the small capacitor symbol on the left. In reality it consists of large banks of
many capacitors connected in parallel and equipped with special fast-acting switches. When these switches
are closed and form the circuit symbolically depicted above, then the sudden unloading of the capacitor
banks creates a large current pulse which in turn leads to the fast growth of the intended magnetic fields.
The relevant volume portion is hatched in the sketch. The current flowing around that volume creates a
magnetic field with circular field lines in between the metal cylinders. The quickly growing field pushes the
sturdy cylinder wall outward and the soft one inward. Only the soft one gives in. So the field inside the
current loop is used to crush the aluminium cylinder. The sketch shows that conical end caps of the sturdy
cylinder are one possible measure ensuring that the compression of the inner cylinder does not rupture the
electric circuit. The problem with this construction is that access to the inner volume is restricted by the
small outlets. In [112] Degnan et al. also present an alternative solution where only the central part of the
softy cylinder is radially contracted and no sliding bearings are needed. This means the whole diameter of
the inner volume can be accessed and used for plasma insertion, as the purpose of the whole setup is to
provide a fast imploding metal liner for compressing magnetised plasma. [451]

structures can be formed and what keeps them together requires the consideration
of several more application cases of the Lenz rule. Looking at these cases one could
say that plasma can act like nails connecting two wooden pieces: it can clamp the
two worlds of matter and electromagnetic fields together so that they cannot move
freely against each other any more.

Having understood the two phenomena that there are stable and self-confining
plasma structures and that sideways moving magnetic field lines can transmit forces,
it becomes clear why compressing magnetised instead of normal plasma with a metal
liner has a huge advantage: greatly minimised energy losses due to diffusive heat
transport. When a spheromak or FRC is compressed by a collapsing metal liner not
much heat is conducted away from the plasma via the surrounding metal because the
metal is not very much in contact with the plasma. The transmission of mechanical
forces works via the magnetic field. As the diameter of the metal-lined cavity shrinks,
the induced currents in the liner diverge. The magnetic field arising from the currents
in the liner can thus keep up with the rising mechanical and magnetic pressure of
the compressed plasma structure.

This has good and bad consequences when thinking about how to modify and
scale up experimental setups for harvesting fusion energy. First the bad side: either
there has to be a factory for manufacturing metal bottles in front of the reactor where
they have to be inserted, connected to the vacuum system, and imploded in quick
succession [419] or one has to come up with a method of nicely imploding cavities
in liquid metal. On the good side it has to be noted that MTF approaches promise

below). The only difference is that there is no central pole of structural materials enclosed. For this
reason the term compact torus is used to distinguish from the torus geometries common in MCF.
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Figure E.9 Plasma in field-reversed configuration (FRC)
In a similar way as the magnetic flux can be conserved inside a conducting loop, a magnetic field pattern
can be “frozen into” a plasma. This is symbolically depicted in the snapshot sequence above. On the left,
the blue region indicates a plasma created in a volume where a uniform magnetic field had been established
beforehand. As plasma is a conducting medium, any change of the surrounding B-field will induce electric
currents inside it. By Lenz’ rule the additional magnetic fields created by these currents oppose the initial
external change. This is why in a dense plasma skin-like current layers can arise. Since the currents within
the skin have a compensating effect they act like a shield. The field change is not communicated further
inwards, the plasma has the effect that the magnetic field is “frozen in”. The middle image shows the situation
with the frozen field in the core region of the plasma after the external B-field has been switched off. The
shielding layer of currents is indicated by the orange colour. The green vectors show the general direction
of the compensating currents, they follow horizontal circles around the plasma core (toroidal currents).
It might be perceived as confusing that this image with “switched off” external field does not show any
field-free regions. This is because only a close-up is shown. The magnetic field arising from the toroidal
currents decays far away from the structure. The last image shows the situation after the external field
has been re-established but with reversed direction. This leads to a compression of the closed field line
loops around the toroidal currents. The resulting rotationally symmetric plasma structure is a so-called
field-reversed configuration (FRC). FRCs are a preferred study object of plasma scientists because of their
inherent stability giving them liefetimes of self-confinement in the millisecond range. The stability arises
from the energy stored in the magnetic field. When the toroidal currents weaken due to thermal losses, then
portions of the energy from the decaying magnetic field get consumed for feeding the weakening currents.
The thermal losses are the bottleneck through which the whole field energy has to go. This valve determines
the stability timescale of the self-confining plasma structure. The FRC can be called a self-confining plasma
structure because as long as the fields are strong enough charged particles following field lines in helical
trajectories have no escape paths. Researchers at LANL are working on using the stability and extended
lifetime of FRCs and the possibility to push plasma with magnetic forces for experiments where FRCs are
inserted into a metal liner as depicted in figure E.8 before its implosion.

Figure E.10 Toroidal and poloidal coordinates
For describing the current and field line directions of plasma structures in the shape of a torus (doughnut)
the terms toroidal and poloidal are very useful. In the above coordinate system ϕ is the toroidal direction
and θ indicates the poloidal direction or coordinate.
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Figure E.11 Spheromak formation
Another important plasma structure with a degree of inherent stability is the spheromak. It is almost the
same as an FRC except that ~B has non-zero toroidal components. The symbolic sketches above show the
steps of creating a spheromak in an exemplary lab setup according to [34]. Toroidal and poloidal components
of the magnetic field are labelled Bt and Bp. The key is an electric discharge between two concentric electrode
rings whereby the gap is overlaid by the inhomogeneous magnetic field created above a coil. This rotationally
symmetric setup is shown in image (a). The central coil and its B-field are both depicted in green. The
remaining images only show the right half of the symmetric cross section. The spheromak formation is
initiated when gas is puffed into the vacuum and a capacitor bank is discharged through the gas puff. The
discharge current is shown as red arrow in image (b); it follows the magnetic field lines. The current looping
from the capacitors through electrodes and gas back into the capacitors feeds a magnetic field with toroidal
field lines lying orthogonal to the drawing plane. The mechanical pressure arising from the field growth (the
same force that compresses the metal cylinder in figure E.8) pushes in the outwards direction anywhere along
the current loop but the discharge plasma is the only link weak enough to be set in motion. When the gas
begins to move upwards the special properties of the plasma come into play. The plasma carries the frozen-in
magnetic field lines away and expands them like elastic rubber bands. The paths of the discharge current
are taken along as they move along the magnetic field lines. When the field lines and currents rupture and
reconnect a spheromak has been created. Conserving its momentum it moves away from its creation site
as far as space and lifetime permit. The key difference with respect to FRCs is the poloidal component of
the magnetic field. It will always arise if the plasma creation is based upon the discharge across a radial
electrode gap. The sum of the toroidal and poloidal B-fields leads to helical field lines wrapped around the
torus structure.
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to be still low-tech in comparison with laser-driven ICF or MCF21. MTF combines
the physics from both sides and some researchers argue that there may be a cost
minimum in between the extremes of ICF and MCF. Discerning between liquid and
solid liner MTF, besides avoiding a cartridge factory the liquid metal approach has
other important inherent advantages: if all of the radiation is dumped in the liquid
metal and turned into heat there then there is no need to develop neutron-resistant
construction materials, liquid metals are ideal for transporting and exchanging heat,
and the breeding of fuel based on lithium could also take place directly in the liner
material.

Two MTF concepts shall be described in more detail. The MAGO experiments
performed at the All-Russian Scientific Research Institute of Experimental Physics
(VNIIEF) show that in conjunction with employing some tricks of electricity and
magnetism intelligently MTF opens up a way to achieve thermonuclear fusion in an
academic setting with relatively high energy densities in a 10 cm volume. The other
one is the liquid liner approach taken by General Fusion®, a Canadian company
founded not so long ago in the belief that with MTF there are no more unsolved
fundamental physical problems remaining any longer between today’s demonstration
experiments and commercial electricity production in the near future.

MAGO experiments at VNIIEF

MAGO is the abbreviation for “magnitnoe ob�atie”22 which is Russian for “mag-
netic compression” or “magnetic implosion” [154, 155] and the term coined by re-
searchers of the All-Russian Scientific Research Institute of Experimental Physics
(VNIIEF) for a single-shot destructive small-scale experiment (chamber diameter
16 cm) achieving thermonuclear fusion (but not ignition) and relying on extremely
strong current pulses. Two versions of the experiment, with and without imploding
liner compression of the generated magnetised plasma, are explained in figures E.12
& E.13. Not only for plasma formation, jet acceleration, heating, and compression
but also for the electric powering the physical phenomena are leveraged which have
been described above in figures E.8, E.9, & E.11.

The basic principle of the MAGO experiment is the extreme acceleration of
current-bearing plasma by using magnetic pressure to drive it through a narrow
nozzle. The jet impacting on gas at rest is the ionisation and heating process for
the gas volume behind the nozzle. Neutron measurements show that a deuterium-
tritium gas mixture can be brought well into the fusion regime with this mechanism.
Direction-sensitive neutron detection reveals that fusion reactions occur at a low
rate inside the jet where fast and slow ions collide in friction layers or after particle
collisions with the chamber wall. The highest fusion rates are however recorded
in the central regions of the second chamber. Around 4× 1013 fusion neutrons are
generated per shot.

The plasma creation starts in the nozzle region. Not only the electric potential
distribution along the metal surfaces and the potential gradients in the inner volume
are the determinants of that location. An important factor is also given by the

21magnetic confinement fusion, see below
22possible transcriptoin: “magnitnoye obzhatiye”
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Figure E.12 EMG-driven MAGO chamber
In the MAGO experiment by Garanin et al. [154, 155, 270] magnetised plasma in a deuterium-tritium gas
mixture is heated with a supersonic jet driven by magnetic forces to fusion conditions. Extremely strong
electric current pulses are needed and can be supplied with explosive magnetic generators (EMG). The first
such power source is depicted on the left: a capacitor bank discharge pumps a large current through a coil,
and when the current peaks and a large magnetic field is established, then a metal tube placed inside the
coil is expanded by a detonation front running through the explosive-filled tube. This short circuits one
winding after the other while the magnetic field decays and releases its stored energy into an ever shrinking
number of windings. The result is a large current pulse in the range of several megaampère. With a pulse
shaping unit the pulse is divided into a slowly rising precursor and a fast rising main pulse. The power
source and the chamber layout are dimensioned such that the precursor (max. current 2.7 MA) establishes a
magnetic field throughout the chamber but creates no gas discharge yet. The signals from the three inductive
field probes positioned in wall grooves will be in line. When the fast-rising main current pulse arrives, the
current finds a shorter way directly through the gas which becomes ionised. A plasma current is established
bridging both the narrow nozzle ring connecting the two subvolumes and the broader chamber 1 itself. The
external current increases to 7.5 MA within 2.5 µs. The induction probe signals will now differ hinting to
an important development: the new shortened current loop creates a strong B-field particularly in chamber
1 leading to a pressure difference and the formation of a jet from left to right. The magnetism-induced
pressure difference is strong enough to turn the jet supersonic. Ion velocities up to 2× 106 m s−1 can be
assumed based on calculations. Indeed, direction-sensitive neutron detection can show that fusion reactions
are occurring in and around the jet region [154]. In chamber 2 the incoming jet turns its kinetic energy
into heat. The neutron imagery also shows that in the slowed and heated plasma accumulating in chamber
2 the large majority of neutrons are generated. The blue squares indicate windows for laser interferometry
(LIF) measurements for examining the plasma state which have been conducted in cooperative experiment
campaigns of LANL and VNIIEF.
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Figure E.13 Two-stage MAGO chamber with liner implosion
If it was possible to create magnetised plasma of a longer lifetime in the MAGO experiment, i. e. 5-10 µs
instead of 2 µs, then it might be possible to achieve fusion burn ignition with a magnetically driven liner
implosion in the second phase of the experiment. The accordingly modified experimental setup described by
Garanin et al. [155] is depicted above. Here, the first EMG has also the purpose of feeding the current loop
of the second one, a so-called disc EMG, sketched on the right, which can then deliver an energy of up to
200 MJ. The current flows around disc cavities which are imploded from the inside outwards compressing
the toroidal B-fields in the cavities. The resulting current pulse peaking at ≈ 100 MA pushes the green
liner forward with the force of the rising magnetic field in the volume behind it. The liner hits the central
protrusion, closes chamber 2, and then compresses the magnetised plasma. In principle, if the compression
was adiabatic and the gas only made of the intended D-T mixture, a compression ratio of 10 would suffice
to bring the plasma of a MAGO chamber to the point of fusion burn ignition [270]. However, it seems this
has not been realised experimentally yet, whereby the main problem is a too large energy drain and the too
short lifetime of the magnetised plasma.

initially established magnetic field. It has toroidal field lines and as |B| ∝ 1
r , its

magnitude decays with distance from the central axis of the rotationally symmetric
geometry. This means that the restriction of the electron mobility in the drawing
plane directions is least severe far away from the central rod. This helps to explain
why the first plasma currents cross from electrode to electrode near the nozzle region
and thus why most current paths encircle large parts of the gas volume in the left
chamber where the magnetic pressure can build up.

In the course of the experiment the entire gas volume turns into plasma. The
gas in the second chamber gets heated and ionised by the energy input from the
impacting jet, while in the first chamber radiation plays a more important role for the
spread of ionisation. The electromagnetic forces acting on the newly created plasma
end up pushing almost the entire gas load of chamber 1 into chamber 2. Shock waves
develop where the jet coming from the nozzle hits the stagnating gas. Due to the
different properties of electrons and ions the shock waves feed plasma oscillations
which can be picked up by the inductive coils. When strong electric fields exist in
the shock waves and communicate the forces between the ion and electron systems,
then part of these waves can be considered collisionless. Collisionless shocks delay
the establishment of a local thermodynamic equilibrium and allow non-Maxwellian
velocity distributions behind the shock.

Due to the highly dynamic and non-equilibrium conditions inside the MAGO
chamber complex models have to be employed for accompanying simulations with
the aim to match and explain the gathered diagnostic signals. Besides the neutron
imagery these signals include the laser interferometry for measuring the plasma
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density and the inductive probes sketched in figure E.12 as well as spectroscopy with
diodes and filters ranging up to X-ray energies. After tuning model calculations and
simulations for closely matching the measured data, Garanin et al. infer the following
plasma conditions [155]: In the jet the ions reach velocities of 0.5-2× 106 m s−1. This
means deuterium ions have 40 and tritium ions 60 keV kinetic energy. This explains
why fusion reactions can be induced when a fast ion hits a slow one from the outer
region of the jet or one which has lost its energy by bouncing against the wall.
The plasma created in chamber 2 has ion temperatures reaching ≈ 10 keV while
the electrons stay colder with up to 2 keV (from the streaming gas in the jet where
electrons and ions have similar velocities the lighter electrons take away less kinetic
energy). The mean number density of the hot fusion plasma is around 1018 cm−3.

The main problem of the experimental status reported in [155] is that the plasma
becomes too cold too quickly. The reasons given besides normal heat conduction are
instabilities arising from the interplay of thermodynamic and magnetic pressure and
the large heat capacity of heavy atoms evaporating from the chamber walls. The
plasma cools within 2 µs while the liner implosion with velocities reaching into the
km/s range takes 10 µs.

General Fusion and the fast slow liner

Although the mainstream projects of fusion energy research are pursuing laser-driven
ICF on the one and MCF23 in tokamaks and stellerators on the other hand, it is
often pointed out that MTF might represent a minimum in cost and technology
demand situated in between. MTF involves pulsed implosions while at the same
time relying on magnetic forces. As such it incorporates principles of both ICF and
MCF.

Besides the solid liner techniques there are liquid liner approaches where magne-
tised plasma structures are compressed in imploding cavities surrounded by liquid
metal. This has much more fundamental advantages than just ridding of the need
of fabricating a steady supply of new liner cartridges to be smashed. If the fusion
plasma is surrounded by liquid metal then all the neutrons and electromagnetic ra-
diation emanating from the plasma get caught in it. The first main advantage is
that the reactor structure will not be degraded by neutron irradiation. One other
important point is that designs are possible where all the relevant portions of fusion
energy output end up as heat transferred to the liquid metal. Liquid metals, with
their high heat capacity and low viscosity, are ideal media for energy storage and
transport. The energy can be easily carried out of the reactor core region and to
a heat exchanger for powering a conventional water steam cycle. The last crucial
advantage is that fusion fuel can be bred from lithium if it is part of the liquid metal
mixture.

Because of these system-inherent advantages and because of the thought that
with MTF no severe technical challenges remain unsolved and existing technologies
just needed to be combined in the right way companies have been appearing con-
ducting research using venture capital. An interesting example is General Fusion®

founded by Michel Laberge in 2002 [163] who are working on realising the reactor
23magnetic confinement fusion, see below
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concept explained in figure E.14. The steam piston drive and the acoustic shock im-
plosion of the liner are the two key features of their reactor concept. Powering the
pistons with steam means that the necessary energy can be taken in the form of heat
directly out of the steam cycle without first converting it to electricity for feeding
eventually wasteful machinery. This increases efficiency and lowers the threshold for
break-even.

Figure E.14 General Fusion’s liquid liner approach
The schematic on the left shows Michel Laberge’s demonstration experiment [247]. The magnetised plasma
target is a structure with U-shaped current lines created in deuterium gas at 10 torr near one end of the
tube by a pattern of two concentric arrays of electrodes. It spreads upwards inside the tube because of the
magnetic pressure tending to stretch and expand the current loops. The metal liner to be imploded around it
is made of lithium, has an outer diameter of 29 mm and a wall thickness of 0.75 mm. That minimal thickness
is needed so induced currents decay slowly enough. The liner tube is placed into a hollow sphere filled with
water. Plastic foil separates the water from the lithium. The tiles on the inside wall carry spirals cut out
from aluminium foil. When a 100 kJ current pulse from a capacitor bank is used to evaporate the aluminium
foil patterns a concentric shock wave is created in the water. The lithium tube implodes with final velocities
around and even above 4 km/s. The neutrons detected with scintillation counters outside the 8 cm thick
metal wall of the sphere allow to infer a neutron yield of 2000 per shot. The sketch to the right shows the
reactor layout envisaged by General Fusion. In the spherical reactor core volume liquid metal (Pb-Li) is kept
streaming fast in a circle creating a vertex with almost vertical walls. The main point is that the implosions
of the liquid metal liner are acoustically driven. This brings much higher implosion velocities within reach
than piston-driven liquid liner implosions as in fig. E.15. Therefore, the piston-anvil assemblies surrounding
the reactor core are a crucial part of the reactor design. They have the task of efficiently converting thermal
energy from water steam first into kinetic energy carried by accelerated pistons and then into the kinetic and
potential energy carried by an acoustic compression wave moving towards the centre where it will crush the
plasma by imploding the cavity in the liquid metal. The plasma injectors are variations of Marauder type
plasma canons developed in the early 90s within federal US research programs [110, 111, 210]. They create
a pair of spheromaks which collide and merge in the very centre of the reactor core. The injectors have
conical metal structures for compressing the spheromaks on their way. Ideally, the momenta of the merging
spheromaks cancel out and the resulting spheromak is at rest with a lifetime of several microseconds giving
a finite time window for staging the liner collapse.

With a demonstration experiment (also depicted fig. E.14) he and his team
showed that a spherical shock wave in a spherical volume of liquid can implode
a metal-lined cylindrical volume fast enough so as to achieve fusion in compression-
heated magnetised plasma. An interesting technical challenge involved in this exper-
iment is the manufacturing of quite thin-walled tubes of pure lithium which is as soft
as modelling clay. But why choose lithium which on top chemically reacts violently
with water and has to be carefully sealed during the test section preparation? The
reason is that lithium has roughly half the density of water, thus the metal layer
riding on the water shock front is not prone to Rayleigh-Taylor instability.

More recently, the General Fusion team have carried out experiments with a
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sphere volume surrounded by 14 piston-anvil assemblies for tests of imploding a
liquid metal vortex with a diameter of about 10 cm [387]. However, the free inner
surface of the liquid lead does not stay smooth under the impact of the acoustic shock
wave. Spikes, droplets, and spray are created and attributed to Richtmyer-Meshkov
instability [447].

To outline some context for the MTF approach of General Fusion and to under-
stand how their innovations are connected to previous research one can consider the
following three technical aspects. As mentioned already in figure E.14 the conical
plasma injectors which are able to create pre-compressed spheromaks go back to
[110, 111, 210]. Previous research on spheromak merging can be found in [336]. Fi-
nally, the concept of imploding a vertex in rotating liquid metal has been explored in
the 1970s [482, 484] at the US Naval Research Laboratory (NRL). The comparison
with the NRL work (Turchi et al. [482, 484]) is particularly interesting. This work
on directly piston-driven liquid liner implosions is explained in figure E.15. Turchi
et al. showed experimentally that the inner surface of a liquid metal vertex being
imploded can be stabilised through magnetic pressure. A reactor concept based on
that technology was termed LINUS reactor.

Figure E.15 The LINUS project at NRL
The US Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) had been conducting research on liquid liner implosions in the
1970s. The left sketch above shows the principle of a demonstration experiment which had proven that
magnetic fields can stabilise the shape of the liner surface and keep it smooth. A reactor proposal is
sketched on the right. The technical key features of the demonstration experiment are that the whole test
section is rotating, that a freely moving annular piston pushes the liquid metal, and that fast valves make
the connection to the high-pressure driver gas reservoir. But how does the magnetic field stabilise the free
surface of the liquid metal? Again, on a fast enough time scale one can imagine the magnetic flux in the
cylindrical cavity being conserved. This means that ripples on the surface protruding into the empty volume
will be subject to an increased magnetic pressure and thus pushed back in line. It becomes also clear that the
main structural material must be a dielectric material, since a conducting metal able to carry a substantial
fraction of induced currents would distort these effects. In the reactor proposal depicted on the right the
annular piston driving mechanism is made symmetric. A more detailed geometry suggesting how to make
free annular pistons technically feasible is shown in [483].

Distinguishing the magnetic solid liner implosion approach from the piston-driven
liquid liner concept, the first is sometimes referred to as fast liner whereas the latter
is termed slow liner [522]. With that context the conceptual advancement step
made by Laberge et al. becomes clearer: by introducing the anvil between pistons
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and liquid and by transitioning to acoustic shock waves they made the slow liner
concept substantially faster.

What are the technical challenges, besides the liner surface stability issue, lying
still ahead with the General Fusion reactor concept? On the one hand the outlets
above and below the vortex need to be closed during implosion to protect the plasma
injectors. This task is complicated by the vacuum requirements. On the other hand
the structure surrounding the reactor core volume is burdened at the same time with
the mechanical loads from the acoustic waves and the corrosive effect of the hot liquid
metal which makes it non-trivial to devise a system with long-term stability.

E.2.6 MCF - magnetic confinement fusion

Magnetic confinement means using magnetic forces for bending the trajectories of
leaving particles back into the main plasma cloud. One challenge is that the mag-
netic field geometry has to accomplish this for both electrons and ions which differ
by both charge and weight. Density and pressure in MCF reactors are relatively low
because magnetic field strengths are limited for large scale devices. Therefore, the
way towards energy break-even has to be made by lengthening the burning time.
Constantly repeated plasma shots of several seconds duration or steady state op-
eration need to be achieved in order to make MCF power plants possible. With
extended time scales also those instability mechanisms with slower buildup charac-
teristics have to be controlled. Consequently, another important challenge of MCF
research is the topic of plasma instability.

The two common device classes for magnetic confinement are the tokamak and
the stellarator. The first is explained in figure E.16. In the tokamak the particle tra-
jectories are bound onto torus-shaped surfaces. These surfaces are layered on top of
each other like the yearly wood layers of a tree. As the tokamak plasma carries a net
current, some of its main instabilities arise from the pinch effect explained in figure
E.17. The plasma current is an essential ingredient to the tokamak’s magnetic field
pattern, and in order to drive it a steadily rising transformer coil current is needed.
Due to this transient coil current requirement tokamaks can only be operated in
pulsed mode.

The stellarator concept goes without a plasma current contribution to the mag-
netic field which allows for continuous operation. Both toroidal and poloidal mag-
netic field components are supplied through external coils. The layers of closed
surfaces in which particle trajectories are possible have principally the same torus
topology as in a tokamak, but they look somewhat warped and deformed. Another
great advantage of a stellarator with its current-less plasma is the freedom from
current-driven instabilities.

MCF is the single mainstream research branch aiming at enabling the commer-
cialisation of fusion power. The research reactors are multi-billion-dollar projects
only feasible in the form of internationally coordinated and cooperative campaigns.
In the tokamak line of research the Joint European Torus (JET, located near Abing-
don, Oxfordshire, UK) is the largest machine that has been operated. The 200 m3

torus hosts a 90 m3 volume of DT plasma with the overall mass24 of 0.1 g. The
24With 10−3 g/m3 the density inside JET’s plasma is a million times smaller than the density of
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Figure E.16 Simplified tokamak geometry
In the tokamak setup the plasma is confined to a torus-shaped volume by strong magnetic fields. The
plasma volume is depicted in light blue. Several types of coils are necessary for different purposes. The
purple-coloured coils create a toroidal magnetic field. In principle, this forces the corkscrew trajectories of
charged particles to circle around within the torus. However, there are drift forces counteracting the plasma
enclosure, one of the reasons being the higher magnitude of ~B on the inside where the toroidal field coils are
spaced narrower. The drift problem can be alleviated by introducing a net plasma current giving rise to a
poloidal field component allowing the helical trajectories illustrated by the blue arrow lines. The centrally
placed coils depicted in green serve that purpose. Steadily increasing their current will continuously feed the
plasma current. Another secondary effect of the induced plasma current is heating. Tokamaks can only work
in pulsed mode because the current through the central coils cannot be increased ad infinitum. Yet another
set of coils, depicted in orange-brown, create a vertical field component and have the purpose to counteract
the tendency of the plasma ring to grow in diameter, which is i. a. due to the plasma pressure. As large
currents have to be maintained in the various coils, it is crucial to have them in the form of superconductors.

Figure E.17 The pinch effect
The current-bearing string of plasma in a tokamak is subject to the pinch effect. It pushes plasma away
from regions of stronger and towards weaker magnetic fields. The example shown on the left is the sausage
instability. Wherever the plasma tube narrows, due to the inverse proportionality of | ~B| with the radial
distance r from the centre of the tube (containing the current paths), the magnetic field intensity rises. In
the sketch this is symbolised by the narrower spacing of the field lines. The effect is a locally increased
magnetic pressure around the neck. Thus the reaction of the increased magnetic field amplifies the initial
perturbation. On the right, the case of the kink instability is shown. It arises from the narrower spacing of
field lines near concave surfaces and the lowering of | ~B| above convex curvatures.
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toroidal magnetic field is 3.45 T. Plasma temperatures up to 3× 108 K (≈30 keV)
can be reached. In 1997 a world record was set when transiently reaching 16 MW
of fusion power (and the output-to-input power ratio Qp = Pfusion/Pheat = 0.62) as
the peak in a shot of about 1 s duration. In another experiment, 4 MW were upheld
over 4.5 s [222, 304, 351].

After JET, the next planned step in the tokamak branch is the International
Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) which is currently under construction
in Cadarache, France. The aim is to demonstrate a steady and stable pulsed oper-
ation of igniting and burning fusion plasma with 500 MW of fusion power output
with a power amplification factor Qp = Pfusion/Pheat = 10. As 80 % of the fusion
power is taken away by neutrons and only the 20 % of energy carried by α-particles
contributes to self-heating of the plasma, the demonstration of a self-sustainable
heat balance (Qα ≥ 1 with Qα = Pα/Pheat = 0.2Qp) is more relevant than the mere
energy break-even Qp > 1. For ITER, Qp > 10 and Qα > 2 are envisioned for
pulses of 400 s duration and Qp > 5 for longer pulses (aiming towards steady-state
operation with advanced plasma control methods) [149, 351, 425]. The targeted
boundary conditions are a toroidal magnetic field of 5.3 T, a pressure ratio β of 0.03
[122], and a mean plasma temperature of 2× 108 K. Half a gram of plasma is to
cover a volume of 840 m3.

In the stellarator branch of MCF research the largest existing and the largest
future reactors are Wendelstein 7-AS and Wendelstein 7-X (or simply W7-AS and
W7-X). As in a tokamak, poloidally wound coils produce the toroidal ~B-field. In its
conventional form, the stellarator needs an extra set of external coils for supplying
the poloidal field components in the form of conductors wound helically around the
plasma tube. However, instead of adding an extra coil set, it is possible to create
the very same field topology modifications by twisting each one of the primary set of
coils in a certain way. This leads to the concept of a modular coil set (both geometry
types are shown in fig. E.18). Wendelstein 7-AS was the first such advanced stel-
larator. It was operated from 1988 to 2002 by the Max Planck Institute for Plasma
Physics in Garching near Munich and demonstrated long pulse (or “quasi-steady-
state”) operation with a mean electron density around 4× 1020 m−3 at 2.5 T while
the electron temperature was 0.35 keV [207]. The maximal temperatures achieved25
were 1.7 keV for the ions and 6.8 keV for the electron system. The deduced maximal
β-value was 3.4 %.

Previous stellarators of the conventional type had shown that small deviations
of the coil and field geometry from the ideal shape have drastic consequences for the
confinement properties [207]. In that context the transition to individually twisted
modular coils and tailored 3D field geometries opens up a large design freedom that
can be used to minimise particle drift and other confinement-antagonising mech-
anisms. Hence, geometry optimisation becomes a crucial part of the design of an
advanced stellarator. Due to the limited computational power available in the 1980s,
the W7-AS coil set was only “partially optimised”, i. e. not all desirable optimisation
goals were addressed. W7-X, in contrast, will be “fully optimised” [52].

air, which is 1.2 kg/m3 at 20 ◦C.
25during discharges at lowered densities by one order of magnitude less than the maximally

achieved ne ≈ 4× 1020 m−3 [207]
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Figure E.18 The Stellarator
In a conventional stellarator the magentic field is created by two sets of coils as shown on the left. A primary
set of coils generates the toroidal field. An additional set of helical coils (blue & green) furnishes poloidal
field components. Two neighbouring helical coils carry currents in opposing directions. The great advantage
is that a stellarator does not require a plasma current, so it can run in steady-state and is not prone to
current-driven instabilities. With numerical simulations it is possible to find stellarator geometries where
one single set of warped coils generates an equivalent plasma-confining field configuration. The picture on
the right shows such a modular coil set. (Picture source for the modular type: the picture was created and
released to the public domain by the Max-Planck Institute for Plasma Physics; publication via Wikimedia
Commons).)

In the context of comparing the different confinement mechanisms, it should be
noted that electric fields play a non-negligible role in modern stellarators. Hirsch
et al. [207] note that improved stellarator confinement regimes could only be un-
derstood by updating the theoretical treatment as to incorporate the buildup of a
radial charge imbalance due to orbit ions exhibiting a higher loss rate than electrons.
Consequently, ions are kept on their helical torus tracks not only due to magnetic
forces, at the same time they rotate around a line of accumulated negative charge.

E.2.7 Where sonofusion fits in

Sonofusion would be fusion occurring in the plasma sparking up inside imploding
cavitation bubbles. A centimetre-sized cluster of micrometre-sized bubbles collapses,
and in each imploding bubble a supersonic shock compresses and heats a small
fraction of its vapour and gas content. Due to the smaller size, SF can be seen
as one further step, as an extrapolation of the way from the H-bomb to LCF. The
amount of available fusion fuel is unproportionally low, as the compression begins
with gas, not solid or liquid hydrogen. On top comes the dilution of the fusion
fuels among other atom species being present in the bubbles’ vapour content. The
scientific interest in SF so far is not the ignition of self-propagating fusion burn or
the maximisation of an energy gain or payoff, but lies merely in the question whether
some detectable amount of fusion reactions can be triggered at all. The odd thing
about SF is the low energy density of the driving mechanism. While the H-bomb
is driven by a fission bomb, and LCF by mankind’s biggest laser machine, SF is
induced by the low energy density of sound in liquid. This raises the question about
the type of energy concentration mechanism thought to accomplish the task: it is the
physics of the sequence of spherically imploding bubble clusters, collapsing bubbles,
and concentric supersonic shocks inside the bubbles which is outlined in chapter 1.
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Lists of symbols and abbreviations
List of Latin quantity symbols
Symbol Description (of the quantity)
A nucleon number
a radiation constant; Wigner-Seitz radius; escape velocity (of

particles leaving a plasma)
aA coefficient for asymmetry term of the Bethe-Weizsäcker formula
aC coefficient for Coulomb term of the Bethe-Weizsäcker formula
aS coefficient for surface area term of the Bethe-Weizsäcker formula
aV coefficient for volume term of the Bethe-Weizsäcker formula
~B,B magnetic field
Cp, CV heat capacity at constant pressure/volume
c speed of sound/light
cp, cV heat capacity per volume at constant pressure/volume
E energy
EB binding energy
~E,E electric field
e elementary charge
F force; energy multiplication factor (plasma enery balance)
h, ~ Planck constant (“quantum of action”)
k Boltzmann constant
L luminosity
M,m mass
N neutron number; particle number
NAv Avogadro number
ND plasma parameter (Debye number)
n, ne, ni particle/electron/ion density
P power
p pressure
pe, pi, pr pressure of electron/ion/photon population
q eletric charge
Q reaction enthalpy
Qα, Qp power ratios
R reaction rate
r radius
T temperature
Te, Ti, Tr temperature of the electron/ion/photon population
U internal energy, potential energy
u internal energy per volume, e. g. plasma energy density
ue, ui, ur internal energy per volume of electron/ion/photon population
V electric potential; volume
~v, v velocity
~x, x position vector, spatial coordiante
Z proton number
z axial coordinate
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List of Greek quantity symbols
Symbol Description (of the quantity)
β pressure ratio
Γ coupling parameter
γ adiabatic index
δ, δ0 energy of the pairing term of the Bethe-Weizsäcker formula
ε0 vacuum permittivity (electric constant)
ε energy conversion factor in plasma enery balance computations
λB de Broglie wavelength
λD Debye length
λDe, λDi species-specific Debye lengths for electrons/ions
µ0 vacuum permeability (magnetic constant)
% density
σ (reaction) cross section
σ Stefan constant
τ time period/scale
τd disassembly time
τKH Kelvin-Helmholtz time scale
ωp plasma frequency
ωpe electron plasma frequency

List of particle symbols

Symbol Particle
D deuteron = p+ n
e−, e+ electron, positron
p proton
n neutron
ν neutrino
T triton = p+ 2n

List of abbreviations

Abbreviation Description
EMG explosive magnetic generator
FRC field-reversed configuration
gnd ground
IC,ICF inertial confinement (fusion)
IEC, IECF inertial-electrostatic confinement (fusion)
ITER International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor
JET Joint European Torus
LANL Los Alamos National Laboratory
LC,LCF laser confinement (fusion)
LIF laser interferometer
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LINUS slowly-imploding liner (as campaign name probably picking from
the terms “slowly-imploding liner” and “liquid-metal cylindrical
annulus” [301])

LLNL Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
MAGO magnetic compression (magnitnoe ob�atie, MAGO)
MC,MCF magnetic confinement (fusion)
MTF magnetised target fusion
NIF National Ignition Facility
NRL US Naval Research Laboratory
PFX Penning Fusion eXperiment
POPS periodically oscillating plasma sphere
RF radio frequency
SEMF semi-empirical mass formula
SF sonofusion
SL sonoluminescence
VNIIEF All-Russian Scientific Research Institute of Experimental Physics

(Vserossi�ski� nauqno-issledovatel~ski� institut

�ksperimental~no� fiziki, VNII�F)
W7-AS Wendelstein 7-AS
W7-X Wendelstein 7-X
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Appendix F

Nuclear binding energies –
physical background

On a sunny day you can look up into the sky and witness a very safe and reliable
nuclear fusion reactor. But don’t look directly into it, its radiation is very strong and
can damage your eyes. Luckily, one big advantage of the setup of our world is that
the outer layers of the sun, the distance between the sun and us, the magnetic field
of the earth, and finally the incredibly precious and thin layer of our atmosphere
protect us against the more unhealthy parts of the big fusion reactor’s radiation.

What drives this reactor? It is differences in nuclear binding energies. Knowing
about the binding energies of atomic nuclei helps to understand nuclear reactions.
Nuclear binding energies are determined by the laws of quantum physics, and in that
framework they can be computed with a high precision. Yet, a simple and in many
cases efficient formula for calculating the binding energy of a nucleus with a total
number of A nucleons of which Z are protons is the Bethe-Weizsäcker formula1, also
called the semi-empirical mass formula:

EB = aVA− aSA
2
3 − aC

Z2

A
1
3
− aA

(A− 2Z)2

A
− δ(A,Z) (F.1)

with

δ(A,Z) =


−δ0 ·A−

1
2 if Z and N both even

0 if A odd
+δ0 ·A−

1
2 if Z and N both odd

This formula is based on a simple droplet model and enriched by some end results
of a quantum-mechanical description of the atomic nucleus. The five terms of the
Bethe-Weizsäcker have this physical background:

Volume term: It is the first ingredient of the droplet model and reflects the pres-
ence of each nucleon in its neighbour’s potential well. The attractive force
between nucleons being responsible for the potential wells is the strong nuclear
force, and one of its properties is that it is of very short range (only circa

1According to Pfalzner [347] the formula was first outlined by Carl-Friedrich von Weizsäcker
[502], and later improved by H. Bethe, R. Bacher, and E. Wigner.
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10−15 m [347]). Because of the short range, not every nucleon is in every other
nucleon’s potential well, each nucleon interacts only with a subgroup among
all the other nucleons within the nucleus. This is the reason why the term is
proportional to A and thus the volume, instead of being proportional to A2.
This is not much different from a droplet of water where also only a limited
number of other molecules fit into the neighbourhood of one given molecule.

Surface term: This is the second ingredient of the droplet model, and it describes
the surface tension. The thought is that a particle’s transition from the surface
to the inside of the droplet leads to an energy gain because it enlarges the
number of neighbour interactions. Hence the tendency to minimise the surface
area which is responsible for pulling free droplets together into a spherical
shape, be it water, oil in water, quicksilver, or nuclear matter. Surface tension
is also a precondition for a droplet being able to be excited into shape vibration
modes. The connection between volume V , droplet radius R, and nucleon
number A being V ∝ A ∝ R3, the proportionality with respect to the droplet
surface S transforms according to S ∝ R2 ∝ V

2
3 ∝ A

2
3 .

Coulomb term: It reflects the fact that protons with their positive charges repel
each other. Neutrons, by contrast, don’t interact with the Coulomb field. The
electrostatic potential is inversely proportional to distance, which explains the
proportionality with A−

1
3 ∝ R−1.

Asymmetry term: The Schrödinger equation yields the wave equations for quantum-
mechanical particles. Each stationary eigenfunction of the Schrödinger equa-
tion is also associated with an eigenvalue, the energy level of the state, and
if particles are confined to a finite-size potential well then there will be finite
distances between the energy levels. On top of that, protons and neutrons are
fermions, and unlike bosons fermions are not allowed to cover the same wave
function. This rule is called the Pauli principle, and it means that each energy
level can be covered by a maximum of two identical particles which still have
to differ in spin in order not to cover one and the same wave function. By
consequence, the more nucleons there are in the core, the more energy levels
will have to be populated. The only thing is that protons and neutrons are two
sorts of particles and as such each type has an own independent pool of wave
functions and energy levels. They are sharing the same potential well offering
(besides an offset due to the Coulomb potential) practically the same energy
levels for both types, but these energy levels are populated by the two sorts
as if in two parallel dimensions. That means with 20 nucleons of one single
type the energy levels would have to be filled from the bottom up through the
10th level, while if there are 10 protons and 10 neutrons, only 5 levels will have
to be filled on each side. Therefore, symmetry between protons and neutrons
maximises the nuclear binding energy.

Pairing term: Since each wave function and energy level can be inhabitated by
two fermions, the addition of every second fermion costs a bit more energy
than the steps in between (when filling the entire nucleus’ potential well one
by one in thought experiment). This jumping between two energy cost levels
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is added to the smooth function expressed by the other four terms, and in
combining the two fermion types the above expression is yielded.

The coefficients of the semi-empirical mass formula need to be derived by fitting
the model to a database of known2 binding energy values. Chowdhury & Basu [86]
used the Ame2003 database of binding energies by Audi et al. [16] and deduced3 the
following set of values in MeV: aV = 15.409, aS = 16.873, aC = 0.695, aS = 22.435,
δ0 = 11.155.

Figure F.1 Nuclear binding energy as function of Z and N .
The nuclear binding energy is depicted over Z and N in the form of a colour map over a nuclide table. The
top row of diagrams shows a comparison between the empirical data of the Ame2003 database [16, 500] on
the left and the semi-empirical mass formula (evaluated with the coefficients indicated in the text) on the
right. The diagonal line traces symmetric nuclei with N = Z. It can be seen that the Bethe-Weizsäcker
formula gives a good prediction of the general shape of the valley of stability with its tilt to the right towards
N > Z for heavier nuclei. Stable isotopes are indicated through the white shading in the upper left map.
It can be seen that particularly long horizontal and vertical sequences of stable isotopes coincide with the
magic numbers indicated by the underlying green lines. The lower diagram gives a closer view undisturbed
by shading. For the sake of visibility the lower diagram involves a periodic vertical wrapping of the field and
all three views are limited to Z ≤ 70 and N ≤ 100.

The Bethe-Weizsäcker formula gives approximate values for nuclear binding en-
ergies. It not only enables to tell whether a nuclear reaction will be exothermic or
endothermic, but also indicates the general shape of the binding energy as a function
of Z and N . For the lightest nuclei the formula however fails. Figures E.1 and F.1

2While molecular binding energies have to be deduced from careful caloric characterisation of
reactions, nuclear binding energies offer a conceptionally easier way to get to know them because the
energies invested or lost are so high that they translate into clearly measurable weight differences
according to E = mc2. It is called mass defect when an atom is by ∆m = Eb/c

2 lighter than its
separate ingredients.

3Chowdhury & Basu [86] present in fact four alternative sets of coefficients. The distinctions
stem on the one hand from including or neglecting extrapolated entries within the Ame2003 database
and on the other hand on the usage of two different objective function formulations for the least
squares minimisation.
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illustrate the general match while also pointing out the differences in detail. The
figures compare the formula results with the Ame2003 database [16, 500] of empir-
ical values. In reality, the binding energy as a function of Z and N is less evenly
distributed as the Bethe-Weizsäcker formula would predict. There are additional
features like the peaks and concave bends visible in the bottom right of figure E.1.
There are special proton and neutron numbers leading to elevated binding energies
and stable isotopes where the simple droplet model would not let expect them. In
a 2D nuclide map such as figure F.1 this leads to longer than average sequences of
stable isotopes in a row or column. Only a quantum-mechanical description of the
wave functions for protons and neutrons in terms of a shell model involving spin-
orbit coupling can explain some of these features. The magic numbers of elevated
binding energies correspond to completely filled shells above which there is a larger
energy gap to the next level. The magic numbers are 2, 8, 20, 28, 50, 82, and 126.
They are depicted in the upper left of figure F.1 as horizontal and vertical green
lines.

Radioactivity = downhill jumps into the energy valley

Talking about radioactivity in general, the 2D plot of figure F.1 can be very helpful.
Radioactivity always stems from exothermic reactions, where the decay of an instable
atomic state releases stored energy. In the case of γ radiation the isotope does not
change, it originates only from a nucleus transitioning from an excited state (e. g.
proton and neutron droplets vibrating against each other) into an energetically lower
state sending off a high-energy photon. But for other forms of radioactivity the
isotopes change which corresponds to jumps on the 2D isotope map, in particular
downhill jumps into regions of lower potential energy.

In the case of β decay, β-radiation in the form of electrons or their antimatter
counterparts, positrons, is released. But what happens inside the core? During a
β−-decay one neutron of the core gets transformed into one proton, one electron,
and an electron-type antineutrino. Hence, this corresponds to one horizontal step to
the left and a vertical step upwards, and it can only occur to isotopes on the lower
side of the energy valley. In the other version, the β+-decay, a proton changes into a
neutron, a positron, and an electron-type neutrino. This diagonal step to the lower
right occurs to isotopes on the upper side of the valley.

Another example is the emission of α-particles consisting of two protons and two
neutrons. It corresponds to two diagonal steps towards the lower left. Logically, this
happens most often to the heaviest nuclides on the far end of the field and tends to
occur a bit more on the upper side of the tilted valley.

Nuclear binding energy differences are driving stars – and earth

In today’s world view the expanding universe stems from an initial big bang. It is
assumed that during its first moments, the young universe consisted of highly con-
centrated energy which then condensed into matter (and antimatter), and that this
primary cooling process yielded as the base matter for the birth of the first stars a
cloud of hydrogen and helium. The question then is where all the heavier elements
came from which we find on earth. The solution to the riddle is that our solar
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system must belong to a secondary generation of stars. In the late part of their life
cycles stars transition from hydrogen burning to the burning of helium, then carbon
and further heavier elements in a sequence of collapses connected with temperature
increases. The assumption is that super novae blow substantial parts of that heavy
matter into the open space, and that these blast waves can even trigger the com-
pression and gravitational collapse of neighbouring primordial hydrogen clouds. Our
solar system is imaginable as the consequence of such a sequence of events.

The logical next question is about the origin of elements heavier than iron and
nickel, which we also find on earth. If stellar fusion burn describes the steps from
hydrogen over helium, carbon etc. towards the most stable isotopes, why should the
process go upwards again on the energy scale on the far side of the nuclide map? The
answer is that the death of a star in the form of a super nova corresponds to a fast
cooling and quenching of the fusion burn reactions, at least for the star’s blown-away
outer layers. Neutron capture can lead to heavier nuclei while the plasma becomes
too cold for a consuming burn.

What does this mean for the energy household of nature and mankind? It first
means that all burnable fuels are finite, stars burn until all dense hydrogen clouds
will be consumed. However, the time scale of billions of years of this process is not a
relevant time frame for human decision-making. Restricting our view to life on earth
it still means that all energy sources can be traced back to the initial fuel inventory
furnished by the big bang. If we build nuclear fusion reactors, we burn light nuclei
fuel as stars do. If we run nuclear fission reactors, we burn down stocks of stored
energy frozen into heavy atoms when the burn of a preceding generation of stars was
interrupted. If we use geothermal energy we tap into the heat stream generated in
the inside of our planet from radioactive decays of heavy nuclei, i. e. this taps into
the same stored energy stock. The chemical burn of oil, gas, and coal is an analogue
consumption of temporarily stored stellar energy, or more precisely solar energy
from our sun. Considering renewable energy sources at last: if it is carbon-based it
can be described as short-time (in-cycle) biomass-based storage of solar energy, wind
and water streams stem from solar energy stored (during very short time frames)
in mechanical way as potential and kinetic energy, and only photovoltaic or solar-
thermal power plants tap directly into the incoming solar energy stream.

It means that anything running in this universe runs because of the initial kick
supplied by the big bang. Planets are orbiting because everything hasn’t collapsed
yet into a single final black hole. All energy consumption has to be traced back to
burning nuclides down towards 62

28Ni. The gradient of nuclear binding energies is the
only available energy source in this universe.

Respecting the precise physical meaning of the words, one has to say that there
are no energy sources nor dissipators. Energy is conserved. Energy can only be
transformed from one form into another. In such a wording one has to say: things
in this universe can run as long as entropy can be easily maximised, and this means
until all highly concentrated spots of energy have been well distributed throughout
the universe in the form of low-temperature thermal radiation. The question is just:
will this slow cool death scenario be pre-empted by a gravitational re-collapse of the
universe? And can one ask what happens “after” the re-collapse? Or beyond the
big bang?
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Getting back to the earth-bound discussion of energy sources and consumption,
we can state that all energy source options relevant to mankind at this point have two
things in common: they all trace back to the same origin of nuclear binding energy
gradients, and they all have severe disadvantages, at least if we want to exploit
them at an amount necessary if billions of people are to live a 20th century northern
hemisphere lifestyle. What the energy options do not have in common are the types
and combinations of disadvantages: radiation, radioactivity, land use, impacts on
atmosphere and climate, finiteness of stock among others. And as we are talking
about human group and swarm decisions, it is perhaps not too negligible to note,
that scientific input can and should be given not only with a narrow technologic view
in mind, but also considering what history and curious analysis can yield about the
properties and actions of human societies. Otherwise there will always be Babylonian
confusion and what one person means with terms like “infeasible” or “dangerous” is
not or wrongly understood by too many other persons.

Perhaps one can nevertheless point out one distinction which is the CO2 non-
neutrality of burning fossil biomass in comparison to all other energy sources, whereby
playing with the climate also means that fossil fuel burning is the only option risking
global catastrophe and not only local catastrophic impacts.

List of symbols
Symbol Description
A nucleon number
aA coefficient for asymmetry term of the Bethe-Weizsäcker formula
aC coefficient for Coulomb term of the Bethe-Weizsäcker formula
aS coefficient for surface area term of the Bethe-Weizsäcker formula
aV coefficient for volume term of the Bethe-Weizsäcker formula
c speed of sound/light
δ, δ0 energy of the pairing term of the Bethe-Weizsäcker formula
EB binding energy
m mass
N neutron number
R radius
S surface
V volume
Z proton number
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Neutron sources

G.1 Samples of radioactive materials

There are two possibilities: neutrons as a byproduct of spontaneous fission and
neutrons emitted by a nucleus after having received an impacting α particle.

Fission: Heavy isotopes like californium (252
98 Cf), which are unstable and go into

energetically lower states through spontaneous fission, can be used as neutron
sources if they have a long enough half-life so they keep on decaying over a
decent period of time. The products of a nuclear fission do not only comprise
the two lighter halves of the initial nucleus, but also one or more neutrons
and gammas, and they all carry away variable amounts of energy. The fission
products are often radioactive as well, emitting photons to rid themselves
of excessive energy and to go into the ground state, and emitting electrons
and antineutrinos in a β−-decay to release excessive neutrons. The resulting
additional hard γ spectrum is a disadvantage of that type of neutron source.

α radiation-induced neutron emission: It is possible to create instable excited
nuclei by pumping them up with an impacting α particle. The lighter the
target nucleus the lower is the coulomb barrier for the impacting α particle
to overcome. Elements like lithium, beryllium, or aluminium can be used
as target. They form a compound nucleus together with the α, which often
enough decays by giving off a neutron. Thus, neutron sources can be manu-
factured by combining α emitters like 239

94Pu, 241
95Am or 242

96Cm in a small vessel
with the target materials. In the case of the often used PuBe neutron source,
Plutonium-239 decays spontaneously with a half-life of 24 110 years sending
off α particles with an energy of 5.15 MeV, and the 9

4Be together with the α
forms1 a 13

6C∗ (which would be a stable isotope in the ground state), which
decays emitting one neutron with up to 11.0 MeV. Such neutron sources also
emit gammas, but at much lower energies compared to spontaneous fission
materials, which is their main advantage for lab usage [344].

1Mostly a 13C atom is formed, but not always. There are other channels involving different
reactions contributing with smaller probabilities to the neutron spectrum of the PuBe source, see
[491].
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G.2 Pulsed neutron generator (PNG) based on D-T fu-
sion reactions

Nuclear fusion reactions are a source of neutrons. The difficulty with fusion lies in
the Coulomb barrier repelling the reactants. If fusion reactions are to take place in a
heated plasma, this translates to the high temperatures > 108 K, that make fusion so
difficult to harness in a laboratory setup. However, giving deuterium (and tritium)
ions enough collision speed for triggering D-D (or D-T) reactions is no big deal for
modern particle accelerator technology. Small and portable sealed accelerator tubes
have become commercially available, where D or T ions are accelerated to hit a
target containing D or T as well, which can produce up to 1011 n

s of 14.1 or 2.45 MeV
in continuous or pulsed mode.

G.3 Generation of photoneutrons by a high-energy elec-
tron beam

Photoneutrons are neutrons emitted from a nucleus which has been put into an exci-
tated state by a γ photon. The necessary γ rays can be furnished by bremsstrahlung
from electrons. This is the short story of how a beam of fast electrons impacting
on a target can be used to generate neutrons emanating from that target. A little
more precise image of the phenomenon can be given in the framework of quantum
mechanics and with the help of figure G.1.

Figure G.1 Generation conversion electrons
Sometimes an excited atomic nucleus emits an electron and an X-ray photon instead of a γ photon. In the
thought approach shown in the left image the initial γ photon always leaves the nucleus, and then, as an
option on the way leaving the atom, it is absorbed by an electron close to the nucleus where the electric field
is still strong (a free electron without the help of an outside electromagnetic field cannot absorb a photon,
there can only be Compton scattering), and this kicks the electron out of its orbital. Finally, the free orbital
in one of the inner shells is filled with a valence electron from a shell further outside, and that transition
entails the emission of the X-ray photon γ2 with much lower energy. This can explain the two experimental
observations of sharp characteristic X-ray bands and the generation of positive ions. In the alternative image
depicted on the right hand side, the γ never leaves the nucleus, it is instead a purely virtual photon serving
as a quantum-mechanical exchange particle transmitting energy from the nucleus to an electron whose wave
function overlaps with the nucleus so it has a nonzero probability density inside it. The latter image is
more powerful since it explains why only these X-ray bands are observed which correspond to s-orbitals of
the innermost shells being filled, why there are no X-rays from l, p, ...-orbitals which have zero probability
density in the atom’s centre.
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Figure G.2 Generation of photoneutrons
A nucleus can absorb a photon (left, a) because via dipole interaction it can be excited into a state of dipole
oscillation where the system of protons swings against the ensemble of neutrons (middle). Neutron emission
is one channel of de-excitation from that excited state (right). When a fast electron (> 7 MeV) traverses an
atomic core, the excited state can also be reached (left, b), and in the formalism of quantum mechanics the
transition in the moment when the wave functions of electron and nucleus overlap can be explained again
with the help of a virtual photon as carrier of dipole interaction.

The term “photoeffect” or “photo-electric effect” originally stems from describing
the ability of light shining on a metal surface to supply the energy to pull electrons
out of their place in the conducting valence bands within the metal and let them
fly away into vacuum where they can be collected and observed in a detector. One
observes that not the light intensity (correlated with the electric field) is decisive
for pulling electrons out of the metal block’s potential well, but that rather the
wavelength is the decisive threshold. That contradiction with classical physics makes
it a historically important experiment. Only the introduction of the equation E =
hν, where h is Planck’s constant2 lifts the contradiction, and this is a consequential
step because it states that the energy carried by electromagnetic waves comes in
quanta of h proportional to the wave’s frequency, which finally leads us to assume
that light waves must have also a particle-like nature. “Photoeffect” now generally
describes interactions of light in its photon nature when it lets other quantum-
mechanical particles forming matter transition between states with different energy:
photons can dump their energy into e.g. chlorophyll molecules or solar cells by
lifting electrons into excited states, or inversely, photons leave a neon tube when
electrons drop back into their ground state. Consequently, the field between a radio
emitter and an antenna, and also between two magnets, can be seen as made up
by innumerable photons. The concept of energy and force transmission by real or
virtual carrier particles is very common in modern physics.

Photoneutrons are emitted from a nucleus that had been lifted into an exited
state after the reception of a photon (a γ photon with an energy above ≈ 7 MeV).
The photons may have come from far away, or, alternatively they may have been
mere virtual carrier particles of the electromagnetic field, and this latter option is
what allows the whole kinetic energy of an electron to be used in one single step for
the excitation of an atomic nucleus, and it may lead to the emission of a neutron
with up to the same kinetic energy from that atom. Figure G.2 outlines the process.
The neutron flux emanating from the target is isotropic, as any angular information
is forgotten by the excited nuclei during their short existence. The neutron energy
spectrum is influenced by neutrons scattering with other nuclei before leaving the
target material.

2It used to be called “quantum of action”, invoking the notion that the effect of light comes in
quanta of h and avoiding yet the particle interpretation of photons.
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Lists of symbols and abbreviations
List of quantity symbols

Symbol Description
a radiation constant
E energy
h Planck constant (“quantum of action”)
K,L,M, ... electron shell labels
ν frequency, e. g. of electromagnetic radiation
s, p, d, ... orbital labels
Ψ quantum-mechanical wave function

List of particle symbols

Symbol Particle
α alpha particle consisting of 2p+ 2n
D deuteron consisting of p+ n
e− electron
γ photon
p proton
n neutron
T triton consisting of p+ 2n
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Bubble nucleation

A steaming pot of boiling water and the fog cloud forming above it or a drink
with slowly melting ice cubes or slowly growing ones in the freezer are examples of
continuous phase transitions in thermodynamic equilibrium. Both phases are present
but separated by a boundary, and particles transition across the boundary from one
state to the other. Quick and unsteady phase transitions far from equilibrium can
also occur if there is a metastable state to begin with and one phase is not present
at first. Some examples:

• clouds forming in clear air initially oversaturated with water vapour after the
introduction of dust particles serving a nucleation sites for condensed droplets
(a way for volcanoes and aeroplanes to manipulate weather and climate),

• condensation in a cloud chamber where flight paths of charged particles are
the sites of droplet nucleation,

• a bottle of cleanly filtrated beer cooled below freezing point can freeze through
in a minute after the first ice crystal has been nucleated in the subcooled liquid,
and small concussions can suffice for that,

• water in a clean cup can be brought into a superheated state in the microwave,
and it begins to boil instantaneously when e. g. a teabag touches the water
surface and furnishes the impurity necessary for bubble nucleation.

In particular the cloud chamber is very interesting: this tool, invented about a
hundred years ago, to visualise particle tracks stemming from radioactivity or cos-
mic rays exists also in the inverse direction, as bubble chamber, invented 1952 by
Donald A. Glaser [166, 167]. In a bubble chamber1 a liquid is brought into a super-
heated state by quick isobaric heating or by pressure lowering through pistons, and
subsequently the first incident charged particles can draw their tracks as chains of
nucleated boiling bubbles until everything boils up bringing the ensemble back to
thermodynamic equilibrium and making the chamber unsensitive again.

1The bubble chamber represented a great progress in particle physics because particle interac-
tions are proportional to density and the liquid in a bubble chamber is much more dense than the
gas in a cloud chamber. Glaser received the 1960 Nobel prize in physics.
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The principle of bubble nucleation by particle scattering can also be used for
triggering acoustic cavitation. Why it leads to bubbles better suitable for SF exper-
iments than other ways of nucleation, will be described below.

literature: [165–167, 176, 217]

H.1 Tension creates superheated liquids

A sound wave of amplitude 0.1 atm in air leads to the absolute pressure oscillating
between 0.9 and 1.1 atm. A sound wave of 10 atm amplitude lets the pressure range
from −9 to 11 atm. This second case can however only exist in liquids and solids,
where particles are under the attractive influence of their neighbours. In a gas there
can be no negative pressure just as there can be no negative density (and particle
momenta2 cannot show into backwards directions). In a solid, a state of tension
is nothing special, and it is e. g. part of the sound wave travelling through a block
of steel after it has been hit by a hammer. In a liquid, it is however something
more exotic because of a lack of purity under normal conditions. The example here
is seawater where the centrifugal forces of a vortex (e. g. behind the wings of a
ship propeller) or the implosion wave following the expansion wave of an explosion
lead to water foaming up under cavitation. The preexisting bubble nucleation sites
consist of solid particles and microbubbles of noncondensible gasses. Even if these
are not present and one has water in a homogeneous liquid phase, a high content
of dissolved gasses can also prevent the occurrence of states of large tension, think
of soda sparkling upon lowering the pressure. But in pure liquids with very low
dissolved gas content states of tension can be created. Any state with the pressure
being below the saturation vapour pressure is a metastable superheated state, and
the vapour pressure above any liquid is positive. Tension (“negative pressure”)
corresponds to strong overheating.

H.2 Bubbles and bubble clusters equilibrating tension

In principle the tension can be pushed to the limit where the liquid ruptures, i. e.
where the tension overcomes the attractive neighbour forces responsible for keeping
the liquid phase together. It can be instructive to follow the rupturing liquid in
a thought experiment. At the moment when the tension overcomes the attractive
forces, the collective phenomenon of surface tension can be imagined having no in-
fluence. Can this lead to unregularly shaped cracks propagating through the liquid?
Not really, because as soon as a cavity exists, the pressure inside it is zero at first,
and it rises to the saturation vapour pressure soon while being filled with particles
evaporating from the surrounding liquid into the gas phase. This keeps the surface
tension in action, and instead of cracks it is manifold structures of bubble clusters
that spread throughout the liquid [298]. These structures can resemble organic tis-
sues with their branching, fractal-like properties, or Lichtenberg figures. They are
the result of the time-variation of tension in the liquid volume, which is a result of
the interplay of elasticity, pressure equilibration through bubble growth, and inertia

2Momentum transport from many reflected particles is what creates gas pressure on a surface.
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limiting the communication speed of pressure signals. In the collapse of bubble clus-
ters the same forces are at play, implosion fronts propagate into the clusters, and
these effects are able to generate very different boundary conditions for the collapse
of different bubbles in different regions of the cluster [326].

H.3 Critical radius, bubble growth instability
A liquid is an unordered, temporally changing structure of particles where distances
among neighbours vary and can be described by distribution functions. Describing
empty space between particles, beyond which size should it be described as a bubble,
and what determines whether a bubble will grow or instead shrink and disappear
again as so many other empty space fluctuations? Assuming e. g. the potential well
of the Lennard-Jones potential, it implies that when neighbours are pulled out of
each others’ potential wells the inter-particle forces first become stronger but then
diminish quickly. The other picture is the collective macroscopic consequence of the
same thing, the surface tension. That implies that when the forces across the bubble
space have decayed to negligibility, the surface tension is the right model to describe
the force that acts to close the cavity again. Viewing a spherical bubble with radius
R as two half spheres, it can be thought that the two halves are pulled together by
the surface tension σ acting along the ring where they touch. The resulting force is
σ multiplied by the length of this line, i. e. Fring = σLring = 2πRσ. For a bubble in
equilibrium where the internal pressure p stands against the force aiming to close
the bubble, the internal pressure can be obtained by relating that force with the size
of the surface circumscribed by the ring line:

p = Fring
Aring

= 2πRσ
πR2 = 2σ

R
. (H.1)

Here, the external pressure of the surrounding liquid has been left out of the consider-
ation. The (offset) pressure p inside bubbles in equilibrium is inversely proportional
to the radius. For a round microcavity filled with nothing but vapour, where the
internal pressure is constant and given by the vapour pressure, this means that if its
radius is smaller that a critical radius

Rc = 2σ
∆p. (H.2)

the surface tension will win and manage to collapse the bubble again and let it vanish
while the vapour content gets condensed. In equation H.2 the external pressure has
been taken into account, so ∆p = pi− pext is the pressure offset. But if the liquid is
supersaturated and the cavity has a radius larger than Rc, then the surface tension
loses against the vapour pressure being larger than the external pressure, and the
bubble grows. It has to be kept in mind, that both, ∆p and σ are functions of the
temperature T .

H.4 Means of bubble nucleation
In a liquid with a distribution of preexisting impurities (like microbubbles of non-
condensible gasses or gas-filled crevices in dust particles) the pressure can never go
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far below the vapour pressure. Every lowering of the pressure can be annihilated by
bubble growth. This is undesired if one wants to have the biggest cavitation bubbles
for a given sound pressure. These are achieved if the liquid is put under tension and
the cavitation bubbles snap open at once. Under such conditions inertia will lead
to an overshooting of the bubble size. The two common options are laser cavitation
and scattering of charged particles. Both techniques allow a precise control of the
nucleation time. In both cases the radiation source is external, the radiation is trans-
ported into the region of interest without material interaction. Laser cavitation also
allows the precise control of the region of interaction: the energy deposition takes
place where the light beam is focused and the ~E-field becomes sufficiently strong
for ionisation. With good optic equipment the size of the ionised region in the di-
rection across the beam can be lowered to match the order of the wavelength used,
i. e. hundreds of nanometres for visible light and microns for infrared light. In the
longitudinal direction the resolution is larger and depends on the focus angle.

The other method is the trace of ionised matter left behind by a fast-travelling
charged particle. Observing the traces of cosmic rays in a bubble chamber, the tracks
can go from one end of the chamber to the other. This is different with neutrons
where fast ions are a secondary effect stemming from neutrons undergoing elastic
scattering with an atomic nucleus. The advantage of relying on neutron scattering
for cavitation nucleation is that one has a small region of interaction (the short
path of the knocked-on ion) and that, as in the case of laser-induced cavitation, a
noninteracting transport mechanism (the neutron) is bringing the energy into that
region. The only compromise is that the exact location of neutron scattering is not
controllable, it will happen at random locations throughout the volume covered by
the neutron beam and lead to cavitation wherever the liquid tension is strong enough
and the energy density deposited by the knock-on ion high enough. Whereas laser
interaction ionises the liquid within an elliptical volume, fast ions lead to ionisation
along a narrow track. The bubbles are created in chains along the track (see e. g.
the photographies in [166]). The energy loss rate the ion experiences along its track,
dE/dx, is dependent on the ion mass, charge, and speed, and on the material
it traverses. The track lengths for small ions like deuterons or α particles vary
from microns if the initial kinetic energy is a fraction of a megaelectronvolt up to
millimetres for kinetic energies of several MeV.

A simplified estimation approach consists in saying that a bubble is formed when-
ever the necessary energy Wc for building a bubble with a radius larger than the
critical radius is being deposited within a piece shorter than L = 2Rc along the
trajectory of a fast ion. This however misses the fact that the conversion of the
fast ion’s kinetic energy to immediate localised heat in the liquid is not always near
100 %.

H.5 The energy cost of bubble nucleation

It has been said that in a metastable superheated liquid any bubble grows as soon
as its radius is larger than the critical radius Rc = 2σ/∆p with ∆p = pi − pext.
According to Gibbs [164], the cost of forming a bubble of critical size (“by a reversible
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process”) is the sum of surface and displacement work

Wc = Esurf + Evol,

Wc = Aσ + V∆p,

Wc = 4πR2
cσ −

4
3πR

3
c(pi − pext). (H.3)

The second term is negative since we are considering the case pi > pext. If the
liquid is under tension, there is already an energy gain alone from displacing the
surrounding liquid. Using relation H.2 equation H.3 becomes

Wc = 16πσ3

3(pi − pext)2 . (H.4)

If one wants to be more exact, more terms can be considered. In [33] the energetic
cost is given as

Wc = Esurf + Evol + Evap + Ekin + Efric,

Wc = 4πR2
cσ −

4
3πR

3
c(pi − pext) + 4

3πR
3
c%mHv + 2π%lR3

cṘ
2 + Efric. (H.5)

where Hv is the molar evaporation enthalpy and n/V = %m is the molar density.
The added terms are the vaporisation enthalpy of the bubble content, the kinetic
energy of the surrounding liquid at the moment the critical radius is surpassed, and
Efric is the work lost on viscous friction in the liquid. The paper [33] points at the
same time to references where proofs of the negligibility of the last two terms in
the case of water and organic liquids can be found. Different authors use different
formulae [33], e. g. Seitz [411] and Ing et al. [217] use

Wc = Esurf + Evap. (H.6)

H.6 Energy conversion and empirical nucleation param-
eters

When a fast ion loses energy on its trajectory through matter through Coulomb
interactions, then most of the energy is transferred put into excited states in the
system of electrons. The energy can end up in the form of e. g. dissociated molecules,
fluorescent light, or just plain heat. The thermal spike theory of bubble nucleation
[411] says that bubbles are formed by that fraction of a fast ion’s lost energy which is
transformed into heat quickly and locally. As that fraction is material-dependent and
because the microscopic processes determining it can be quite complex, in practice
one often speaks of abstract conversion factors which are deduced from empirical
data. This means transitioning from the simplified threshold assumption that the
critical energy must be supplied within a track length corresponding to the critical
diameter

Wc = 2Rc
dE
dx (H.7)
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to the similar equations

Wc = η2Rc
dE
dx (H.8)

Wc = kRc
dE
dx (H.9)

Wc = L
dE
dx (H.10)

which are the defining equations for the introduction of parameters like a nucle-
ation efficiency η [10], a nucleation parameter k [217, 413], or simply a threshold
interaction length L [33, 217].

List of symbols
Symbol Description
A surface area
E energy
~E,E electric field
η nucleation efficiency
F force
H enthalpy
k nucleation parameter
L length
p pressure
R bubble radius
% density
σ surface tension
V volume
W work, energy
x distance, spatial coordinate
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Appendix I

Research on sonofusion and
cavitation resonators by Lahey,
Saglime, Cancelos et al. at RPI

Soon after the publication by Taleyarkhan et al. in 2002 [458] a team at RPI includ-
ing R. T. Lahey Jr., R. C. Block, Y. Danon, F. Saglime III, and S. Cancelos started
attempts to repeat the ORNL sonofusion experiment independently at the Gaert-
tner Laboratory, the linear accelerator (Linac) lab of RPI. The goal was to use the
pulsed neutrons created at the accelerator’s target to cavitate deuterated acetone
and check for the two signatures of eventual D-D fusion reactions, 2.45 MeV neutrons
and tritium production. They started out with resonators assembled mostly from
glass parts furnished by the group of Taleyarkhan at Purdue University and contin-
ued with their modifications of that resonator type as well as new design variations.
Unfortunately, the best resonator was the old one from ORNL and thus they did
not report a successful detection of sonofusion signatures [250, 390].

First, the principles and results of the conducted sonofusion experiments will
be described below. Thereafter follows a review of important technical aspects of
the works done at RPI. This includes the pulsed neutron source, the resonator
manufacturing process, the resonator features, and the development tracks of the
resonator designs.

I.1 Sonofusion trials at the Gaerttner Laboratory

The setup

For the sonofusion trials of Frank Saglime et al., published in [250, 252, 390], res-
onators No 1 and 4 of figure I.5 were used and installed in a freezer which could be
lifted into one of the neutron beamlines of the Gaerttner Laboratory at 25 m dis-
tance from the neutron source. While during characterisation the resonators were
filled with normal acetone (C3H6O), for SF trials this was replaced by deuterated
acetone (C3D6O). The resonators were characterised by (a) recording amplitude
and phase frequency sweeps of the sound pressure and (b) vertical sound pressure
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profiles such as the example shown in figure I.1. The hydrophone described in ap-
pendix O.1 had been used. For (a) the hydrophone had been fixed in the centre
of the liquid volume at a vertical position identified before as the desired pressure
antinode. The profiles (b) were made through consecutive small vertical shifts of
the hydrophone position while adjusting the frequency for tracking the desired reso-
nance while it shifted slightly due to the perturbation by the hydrophone (see page
41 in [390]). The hydrophone measurements had to occur with the top head re-
moved. With the top head and piston in place, no sound pressure measurement
was possible any more, but the consistency of hitting the right resonance was en-
sured by keeping the top piston at an equal height as the free liquid surface and
could be checked by the right spatial distribution of cavitation bursts. For setup
and characterisation cavitation bursts could be induced by using neutron radiation
from a plutonium-beryllium (PuBe) source. A LabView® code was written for the
purpose of continuously adjusting the frequency to maintain the oscillation mode
at resonance when the resonance frequency shifted slightly over time. The control
was based on the driving voltage phase lag between the amplifier input and the
transducer, and by analysing this phase lag only at times of smooth and periodic
vibration when undisturbed by cavitation bursts. This automatic resonance main-
tenance control was an important improvement in comparison to the experiments
by Taleyarkhan et al. at ORNL where it was done by hand. During long hours of
run the tracked resonance frequency covered an interval of 150 Hz.

Figure I.1 Pressure profile of resonator No 1.
This plot represents the data of figure 21 in [390] (p. 41). The position of the hydrophone tip, the depth, is
counted from the free surface of the liquid. The frequency was 19.9 kHz.

With that setup sonofusion trials were conducted in the Linac’s pulsed neutron
beamline with a bare tantalum target bombarded by 50 MeV electrons as the neutron
source. In many other details the experiment protocol of Taleyarkhan was followed
(see appendix D), in particular with respect to the temperature setting (between −5
and 5 ◦C) and the choice of the driving voltage amplitude. Under the assumption
that neutron-induced cavitation can occur only if the acetone is under a tension
stronger than −7 bar and that the electronics and the resonator are working in the
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linear range, it was aimed at operating at a sound pressure amplitude of ∼ 15 bar
(∼ 30 bar peak-to-peak) by doubling the driving voltage after having reached the
cavitation threshold.

The instrumentation for neutron detection consisted of an organic liquid scin-
tillator, a photomultiplier, and the electronics for neutron-gamma pulse shape dis-
crimination. Tritium decays under emission of beta radiation, that is electrons. The
short range of electrons in matter makes the detection of this radioactivity some-
what more difficult. The measurements of the tritium content were therefore done
by direct mixing of samples of acetone with scintillation cocktail. For these mea-
surements the tritium samples were sent to an independent laboratory (New York
State Wadsworth Laboratories) that specialises in radiation measurements.

Looking for neutrons while cavitating with the PuBe neutron source

A few SF trials had been conducted with the PuBe neutron source positioned near
the resonator for cavitation nucleation. PuBe produces a feature-rich neutron spec-
trum ranging up to 10.7 MeV [344] plus α and γ radiation. The fact that the neutrons
emanate isotropically and at random times from the radioactive sample means that
cavitation is induced whenever a neutron scatters and deposits enough energy in the
acetone where and whenever the tension is sufficiently large. This means the bubble
size distribution is suboptimal in comparison to pulsed neutrons time-matched with
moments of largest tension (see appendix H). With the goal of minimising the in-
fluence of other time-varying influences from the lab environment, neutron spectra
were recorded during several repetitive cycles of the acoustic drive turned on for one
minute and then turned off for the same amount of time. With acoustic drive on
cavitation rates between 18 and 27 bursts per second were observed. The two-minute
cycle was repeated ten times. By that time, a total of 106-107 events, mainly coming
from the PuBe source, had been recorded, and according to the author’s estimate
this ensured that a conservatively estimated lower limit amount of produced fusion
neutrons of 103 s−1 would not be missed by the detection system. Thus, two neutron
spectra were obtained by summation. The comparison of the cumulative spectrum
over all “on” times with the one representing all “off” times yielded however no
statistically significant differences in the region around 2.45 MeV. The spectra1 are
congruent without noticeable differences.

Looking for neutrons while cavitating with the pulsed neutron beamline

The pulsed neutrons allow matching possible times of neutron scattering and bubble
cluster nucleation with moments of highest tension in the liquid. The resonators were
placed in the freezer, kept at ∼ 0 ◦C, and positioned in the neutron beamline. The
beam cross section is several inches wide. The scintillator for neutron detection
was positioned off to the side, but due to a lacking fusion neutron signature in
the statistics it was moved closer and ended up being touched by the beam during
the documented experiments. Gamma (γ) radiation from the neutron source would
saturate the detection system and thus a two-inch layer of lead was put in the beam

1plot on page 89 in [390]
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abolishing that problem. The neutron pulse from the beam did not lead to a system
dead time and posed no problem due to the separation in time from the moment
of bubble collapse. Two versions of control experiments were possible in this setup:
switching on or off the acoustic drive while the chamber was in the pulsing beam and
tuning the neutron pulse in and out of phase with the tension in the liquid. Both
levers switch cavitation on and off. The “in-phase” setting of the neutron pulse
was determined empirically as the phase angle leading to the highest cavitation rate
(20-30 bursts per second).

The neutron results were shown in the form of two histograms of neutron counts
over time, where the time axis was the time since the beam trigger. The two his-
tograms2 compared the cases of acoustic drive “on” versus “off” and showed cumu-
lative data taken over 300 seconds. No difference is visible between them.

Looking for tritium after long cavitation with the PuBe neutron source

The second tracer of fusion is the generation of tritium of which tiny concentrations
can be detected due to its radioactivity producing β radiation. For the purpose
of producing a measurable buildup of tritium in the detuerated acetone, long-term
cavitation runs were conducted. The PuBe neutron source had been employed to
avoid the high costs of using the accelerator over many hours of time. Cavitation
runs of 12 hours with resonator No 1 (the chamber assembled from parts sent from
Purdue) and 24 hours duration with No 4 (RPI chamber) were documented. The
RPI team sent 16 samples of 1 ml of deuterated acetone to an external laboratory
(NYS Wadsworth Lab) which had state-of-the-art equipment making them capable
of detecting tritium at concentrations as low as 17.3 pC/ml. The samples were
labelled with random numbers and thus examined in a random order. One quarter
of samples was directly out of the bottle of fresh deuterated acetone. One quarter
was put in the resonator and subjected to the radiation of the PuBe radiation source
for 24 ours but without cavitation. One quarter of samples came from the 12 hour
cavitation run with resonator No 1, and the last one from the 24 hours run with
resonator 4. The plotted results3 correspond to the accumulated counts over the
four samples in each case during 300 minutes of measurement time for each sample.
Significantly, the count rates seem to be substantially elevated (several

√
N distance)

for the cavitated samples in comparison to the two control sample batches. But
this elevation has been described as statistically nonsignificant due to uncertainties
related to the sample masses originating from unskilled pipette usage. Thereupon
the same experiment had been repeated and all sample quantities taken by pipette
were measured on a precision balance which allowed a proper normalisation of the
radioactivity measurements with respect to the sample mass. This second set of
tritium data, which had come in too late for being included for publication in [250,
252, 390] yielded negative results [393].

2figure 66 on page 91 in [390]
3figure 67 on page 92 in [390] or figure 37 on page 51 in [250]
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Observed temperature limit of cavitation

Lowering the temperature of the liquid lowers the degree of superheating at a given
degree of tension and at the same time increases the surface tension. As a con-
sequence the energy threshold for bubble nucleation, Wc, increases. While good
cavitation rates were still seen at −5 ◦C, cavitation was not possible any more at
−20 ◦C [393].

I.2 The nature of neutrons used for cavitation induction
As described in appendix H, particle scattering processes are an ideal tool to al-
low cavitation bubble nucleation because neutron pulses impacting at well-defined
times are a perfect way for creating clusters of bubbles in liquids under large tension
whereby the bubbles can grow to a large size quickly while staying rather empty.
While the SF trials of Taleyarkhan [458] were relying on 14.1 MeV D-T fusion neu-
trons from a PNG, the RPI team worked with a different external neutron source:
photoneutron pulses produced by the impact of an electron beam on a tantalum
target. What differences does that make?

The Gaerttner Lab hosts a travelling wave linear accelerator driven by 9 klystrons
producing a pulsed beam of electrons with energies up to 60 MeV and pulse widths
between 5 and 5000 ns. Aiming this electron beam at a target containing heavy
atoms, the high-energy collisions of electrons with atomic nuclei can be used to
generate a flux of photoneutrons emanating isotropically from the target. The two
substeps involved in the process are (1) electrons colliding with nuclei and emit-
ting bremsstrahlung and (2) the photons engaging in photo-nuclear reactions and
inducing the production of photoneutrons (this step is explained in more detail in
appendix G.3). As there are small delay times involved in the primary reactions,
the neutron production decays with the gamma flash from the electron impact, so
the neutron pulse shape looks similar in time to the shape of the electron pulse (at
least sufficiently close to the target, where time-of-flight differences of neutrons with
differing energies have not played out yet). The accelerator target room is shielded
with concrete and an earth mound, except for three small outlets. These holes
in the shielding are forming what can be used as neutron beamlines traversing the
neighbouring buildings hosting the experiment setups. Large sections of the neutron
paths consist of evacuated steel tubes which minimise the beam interaction with air.

The energy spectrum of the neutron beam can be described as a sum of several
weighted contributions of the form Φ(E) = E/E2

T exp(−E/ET ), where ET = kT is a
temperature parameter. A parameter fit formula in good agreement with empirically
gained flux data has been devised in [391]. That spectrum is plotted in figure I.2. It
has the bulk of neutron energies between 0.05 and 0.5 MeV and becomes thin beyond
2 MeV. In principle, neutron energies up to the maximum electron kinetic energy
are possible, but the probability of a neutron having a relatively high energy is low.
In fact, 90 % of the neutrons are below 2.5 MeV and 99 % are below 9 MeV.

An RPI report for NYSERDA4 [68] documents simulations that had been de-
dicated to estimate the rate at which neutrons from different sources manage to

4New York State Energy Research and Development Authority
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Figure I.2 The neutron energy spectrum of the RPI Linac.
The neutron spectrum generated by the linear accelerator at the Gaerttner Laboratory when a beam of
60 MeV electrons hits a bare tantalum target is an evaporation spectrum, and it can be described by a
superposition of five contributions of the form Φ(E) =

∑
i
wiΦi(E) =

∑
i
wiE/E

2
Ti

exp(−E/ETi
) [391]. The

coloured lines show the five contributions with characteristic thermal energies ETi
= 0.05, 0.25, 0.52, 1.60, 3.00

and with weights wi = 0.0960, 0.03520, 0.7039, 0.0896, 0.0576. The black line is the sum, and it mirrors the
probability density function (PDF) of neutron energies.

nucleate bubble clusters in the SF resonators. MCNP [307] simulation results were
postprocessed to yield the statistics of neutrons colliding with other nuclei in the
region of interest at the centre of the resonator geometry. SRIM [538] simulations
gave the stopping powers dE/dx in deuterated acetone of the three possible nuclei
that can be knocked out of a C3D6O molecule. With the statistics of knock-on nuclei
and their initial energies the statistics of bubble nucleation could be gained. For an
assumed tension of −15 bar in the region of interest, the computations were made for
the three types of neutron sources: 14.1 MeV, 2.45 MeV, and the RPI Linac neutron
spectrum. The findings were that the bubble nucleation was dominated by knock-on
deuterium nuclei, the contributions from C and O were relatively small in the case of
all three neutron spectra, and that the deuterons created most of their bubbles near
the end of their flight after having been slowed down to less than 1 MeV. Together
with the fact that a decent bubble burst rate could be observed experimentally [390]
with the resonators placed in the Linac’s neutron beam, this implies that the neutron
source type should not be of much relevance. However, before drawing too many
conclusions, some potentially problematic aspects of this study should be considered.
Firstly, the assumption made for the Linac’s neutron spectrum was very different
from [391], secondly, the bubble nucleation model was somehow simplistic because
a bubble nucleation efficiency of 100 % (i. e. η = 1 in equation H.8) has been taken.
Lastly, for the critical energy Wc the defining equation H.6 neglecting the volume
work had been chosen without further discussion.

Figure I.3 shows the ion stopping powers computed for this report with SRIM. It
can be seen that deuterons distribute their energy more thinly along their track than
the heavier ions. On the other hand the lighter deuterons can receive much more
energy from a neutron when hit centrally than the heavier nuclei.5 This has the
consequence that, given a low enough critical bubble nucleation energy, deuterons

5Upon central hit a neutron tranfers 44 % of its kinetic energy onto a deuteron, whereas for
carbon and oxygen nuclei the ratio is 2.4 % and 1.4 %.
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can create the much longer bubble chains.

Figure I.3 The stopping powers of fast D, C, O ions in deuterated acetone.
These lines show the energy loss per unit of trajectory segment length of the three types of possible knock-
on nuclei, deuterium, carbon, and oxygen. The green diamonds indicate the maximal energy that can be
received after a central hit from a neutron with 14.1 MeV. Starting out with these energies the deuteron
will still be able to propagate over about 0.4 mm distance, while the heavy ions will only be able to cover
∼ 2 µm.

So, in order to be in the position to draw some telling conclusions about what
relevance the type of neutron source has on the SF experiment, one would need
to know and explain what the initially chain-shaped bubble clusters turn into over
several acoustic cycles.

I.3 Resonator manufacturing process

The acoustic resonator of the type introduced by [505] and sketched in figure I.4 is in
principle a liquid-filled glass flask. The glass parts are made through glassblowing.
The first assembly step consists in attaching the piezoelectric transducer to the main
glass cylinder. After electric leads have been soldered6 to its electrodes, the piezo
ring is glued to the glass main cylinder with two-component epoxy resin. Different
kinds of epoxies have been used for the older resonators, whereas in the later RPI
models only Stycast®-1264 was used and cured at room temperature [69]. The choice
had fallen on Stycast-1264 for its low viscosity and relatively long curing time. It had
been tried to minimise the width of the gap between glass and transducer, and as
this width had come down to 0.5 mm, the most suitable way of fixing the transducer,

6Suitable soldering techniques are described by the transducer manufacturers. Channel
Industries® recommend the following [353]: (a) cover the lead with solder beforehand, the recom-
mended solder is Sn-62 (62 % tin, 36 % lead, 2 % silver), (b) cover the soldered lead with noncorrosive
flux, (c) melt solder on the tip (a small one) of the soldering iron of approximately 30 Watts, (d)
press the lead down on the electrode with the soldering iron until the solder flows and keep the
soldering time short to prevent dissolving the electrode.
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elaborated by S. Cancelos [69], has been found to be this protocol [70]:

• The soldering joint on the inner electrode surface of the piezo ring has to be
made very well and with as little elevation as possible.

• Begin with a band of adhesive tape going horizontally around the glass cylinder
and continue with rolling on the adhesive tape, so that many layers pile up.
The edge of each next layer has to match the one below, so that the side of the
pile forms a surface and this surface can become the setting jig for the piezo
ring.

• The gap between the transducer and the glass should have the same thickness
all around the cylinder. Therefore, the rotation axes of glass flask and trans-
ducer have to be aligned well. Three straight pieces of wire can be useful here
if stuck into the gap.

• In order to prevent the leaking of the low-viscosity epoxy at the lower rim of
the piezo ring, more tape is added to close the slit between the piezo ring and
its jig.

• The epoxy resin is filled into the gap with the help of a syringe with needle.
The resin’s viscosity has to be low enough so it passes the syringe needle and
gets spread out at the bottom of the gap due to gravity.

• The gap has to be filled up to the top rim carefully, so that there will be no
air bubbles left. The curing process of the epoxy has to be slow enough for
allowing the necessary handling time.

• The alignment wires have to be pulled out early enough while the epoxy is still
not cured. In case the jig-fixation is not completely tension-free, they have to
be left in as long as possible, so the resin’s raised viscosity can help conserve
the transducer’s alignment.

After the transducer has been cemented into place, the lower piston can be
glued in using silicone, thus sealing the flask’s bottom outlet at the same time. The
comparison of resonators examined at RPI (see figure I.5) shows that more flexible
as well as more tight setups, even involving cast metal forms, have been tried for
that connection. For the fixation of the piston counterpart in the top half, also other
techniques avoiding silicone glue connections have been tried out. On resonator no.
3 it has been a clamped rubber hose and on resonator no. 5 clamping by a rubber
O-ring squeezed by a teflon screw.

Finally, the resonator flask has to be closed and sealed by connecting the top head
to the main glass cylinder. This connection can be made through a simple silicone
bead, which is the method given in Taleyarkhan’s sketch (fig. D.1 or [461]). The
samples in figure I.5 show that this can be done with more or less excess silicone on
the outside covering larger or smaller surface areas on the glass wall. What cannot
be seen in the pictures and what is not really specified in Taleyarkhan’s sketch is
how far the top head is pushed down into the fresh silicone, i. e. what gap width
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Figure I.4 Resonator schematic.
This diagram shows schematics of the two versions of acoustic resonators that have been in use at RPI for
the sonofusion experiments reported in [250, 390]. The basic design goes back to the work of West & Howlett
[505]. In the version on the left the top head is sealed to the main cylinder through a silicone bead, this
design corresponds to the one described by Taleyarkhan et al.. In the version on the right the two glass
parts are connected to aluminium flanges with silicone. The flange parts are held together by bolts. This
allows much easier and quicker opening and closing of the chamber. The sealing occurs through a rubber
O-ring squeezed between the aluminium surfaces. As the connection between the glass and the flange parts
is made of a thin silicone layer covering an area along the outside of the cylinder, and as the thin layer of
silicone is backed by a metal part, the acoustic coupling between the resonator parts is much stronger in
that case compared to the other version.

remains between the two glass rims. (It will be seen that this affects the acoustic
coupling between the two parts.)

To put the resonator to use, it has to be connected to the lab infrastructure in
three ways, by electric cables for the voltage supply of the transducer, mechanically
to hold it in place, and by hoses for the purposes of pressure control and degassing.
Whereas sufficiently thin electric cables can be deemed to contribute only negligibly
to the acoustic coupling of the resonator structure with the environment, this is not
the case for the hosing, e. g. if heavy material is used as seen on resonator No 3 in
figure I.5, and also not for the resonator support construction, in particular if parts
of the resonator are clamped (picture of resonator 3) or the aluminium flange is even
bolted onto a holding device (resonator 4, bolted onto a metal fork, as also visible
in figure 19 (b) on page 39 of [390]).

I.4 History of resonators examined at RPI
Within the bubble fusion research project at RPI, several resonators had been in use,
either for characterisation and preliminary experiments looking only at cavitation
rates, or for sonofusion trials.

Description of the single resonators

Figure I.5 shows the resonators having been used at RPI, which will be described in
the following. They had all been already assembled at RPI before the collaboration
with Karlsruhe (KIT) began.
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Figure I.5 History of RPI sonofusion resonators.
This overview of the sequence of resonators shows how various technical detail solutions have been developed
in an effort to control problems like leaking, piston tilting, reproducibility of assembly, and in order to
experiment with parameters like chamber fixation and component connection stiffnesses. The exemplars 1,
2, 4, 5, and 6 are (with the exception of the flanges) of the design tradition following [461, 505]. Exemplars
7 & 8 are based on the design of Cancelos [69].

Resonator No 1: The main glass cylinder with transducer has been furnished by
Taleyarkhan’s group and labelled by them as one of the three successful exem-
plars [392]. The aluminium flange at the top edge had been manufactured by
the Purdue group, but glued to the glass cylinder only at RPI. The metal part
(possibly tin) for bottom piston fixation and possibly the bottom piston as well
stem from a second exemplar furnished by the Purdue group, which however
had been broken during transport. This resonator is one of the two used for
sonofusion trials [390] and has been described as one of the best performing
exemplars [390]. It’s pressure profile at 19.9 kHz is reprinted from [390] and
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Figure I.6 Glass piston shape variations.
These are close-ups of the bottom pistons of resonators No 2 (left) and 5 (right). The first one has presumably
been produced by flattening a sphere, because throughout the front and side wall the glass thickness is rather
thin but with mostly radial variations including a slight thickening towards the centre of the front surface.
It is one of the parts received from Taleyarkhan’s Purdue lab [393]. The second one belongs to the set
produced at RPI, where, in order to have a piston front wall of well-defined thickness, a different method
has been used by the glassblower. Round discs have been cut out from a flat glass plate and fused to the
end of a wide glass tube. Then the back end has been thinned and connected to the thin glass tube. These
pistons have thicker glass walls and are much sturdier around the front and the side rim than the other ones.
(Unfortunately, not all of these features can be seen in the pictures.)

can be seen in figure I.1. The Q-factor of that resonance has a value7 of 340.

Resonator No 2: undocumented.

Resonator No 3: has been used by Frank Saglime for characterisation and prelim-
inary cavitation experiments.

Resonator No 4: Being a copy of resonator No 1 and having been manufactured
completely at RPI, this is the second resonator used for sonofusion trials [390].

Resonator No 5: This exemplar is the one whose acoustic properties have been
thoroughly examined as part of this work. It was wholly manufactured at
RPI.

Resonator No 6: This resonator represents a later trial of the RPI team. It has
been tried to avoid the flanges, after none of the resonators with flanges had
brought positive results. However, this exemplar has a different feature ren-
dering it quite uncomparable to the other ones in terms of acoustic properties,
namely the paper form filled with a massive cone of silicone invented here with
the intention to be a more controllable fixation of the bottom piston.

Resonator No 7: It is of the design of Silvina Cancelos and has been examined by
Frank Saglime and is the small version of the resonator shown in figure I.8 on
the left. This was a resonator made of one single glass piece. The central liquid
volume is laid out so the height of the central fluid volume between the piston
surfaces matches its diameter, and the latter dimension has been kept the
same (≈ 6 cm, as with the other resonators). The geometry has a horizontal
symmetry plane only disturbed by the glass knobs for chamber suspension
with wires. It also features enough nozzles for pressure control, draining, and
refilling. The only problem is that it became damaged within the first minutes
of experimentation [392] as a fatigue crack appeared in the glass near the top

7taken from figure 20. page 40 of [390]
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rim, where the design shows a very high curvature of the glass wall, and where
the material is under high bending stress.8

Resonator No 8: This is a twin of resonator No 7, sharing with it the exact same
fluid volume geometry. However, instead of being all-glass, there are alu-
minium flange constructions for capping the top and bottom end. It is the
small version of the resonator shown in figure I.8 on the right. A main rea-
soning behind the development of this design by Cancelos [69] is the better
reproducible part machining and assembly with minimised tolerances, because
no manual glassblowing is part of the manufacturing process.

Looking at that collection of hardware, several additional facts should be men-
tioned:

• The starting point for all the resonators built at RPI, all information input
concerning desirable dimensions and efficient techniques, consisted in the parts
of resonator No 1 and the annotated sketch in figure D.1, all supplied by
Taleyarkhan and the Purdue group, accompanied with some explaining notes
and a sonofusion experiment protocol. Geometry and construction variation
details that had been tried out before by Taleyarkhan with his laboratory
team at ORNL, who are said to have examined more than forty unsuccessful
resonators [253], are largely unknown.

• Large differences in the sound pressure/frequency response and the achievable
cavitation rate were observed by the RPI team, even between resonators of
similar design and setup, and even between different runs with the same res-
onator at different times. This shows that reproducibility is a major problem.

• The sources of the performance variations are assumed to include:

a) variations in transducer properties and vertical position,
b) variations in temperature and thus the liquid’s speed of sound,
c) variations in resonator suspension (clamping, hanging, bolting, etc.),
d) variations in the acetone filling level,
e) variations in vertical piston positions,
f) pistons being not well aligned and variations in tilting angle,
g) variations in the shape of glass parts,
h) variations in the acoustic coupling strength of silicone connections, bolted

connections, squeezed O-ring connections,
i) variations caused by different persons assembling and handling the hard-

ware differently (tightness of bolts or clamps, positioning of flexible parts,
silicone usage, glassblowing etc.),

8That the top and bottom rims, where the glass wraps around a 180° curvature, are points of
high dynamic material stress, can be seen in Fig. 17 on page 42 in [69], which represents a FEM
simulation snapshot obtained by Silvina Cancelos.
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j) many more variations, e. g. glass cylinder not perfectly round, asymmetric
epoxy layer thickness, material properties of cured epoxy and silicone,
etc..

• The top heads mostly have only one nozzle connected to the inner volume,
and this nozzle had been used for pressure control and continuous degassing.
Continuous degassing leads to a loss of acetone through evaporation. If no
port for topping off the liquid is available, then the liquid level cannot be kept
constant. The addition of liquid requires the opening of the resonator.

• Unlike the ORNL sonofusion trials by Taleyarkhan et al., where the resonator
head piece had always been connected to the rest by a flexible silicone bead,
most RPI trial resonators (except No 3 & 6) involved the bolted flange con-
structions seen in the pictures. The idea and the first aluminium part (seen
at the top rim of resonator 1) came from the Purdue group [393]. The pri-
mary purpose was to ease the process of refilling or topping off the liquid
content. However, the introduction of the flanges severely impacts the acous-
tic behaviour (discussed in section O.3.3).

• The glass pistons represent a particularly sensitive aspect of the resonator
design. Not only their positions inside the resonator influence it, but also
their intrinsic acoustic properties determined by their shapes. These variations
in shape have three main reasons. The first reason is the different piston
diameters pointed out in the sketch by R. Taleyarkhan, shown in figure D.1.
The second reason consists in the nature of manual glassblowing, where not all
details of how gravity, surface tension, and viscosity gradients shape the glass
are totally under control. The third reason, contributing to a quite substantial
variation of proportions stems from what method a glassblower chooses when
manufacturing them and what the craftsman is aiming at. Figure I.6 shows
close-ups of the lower pistons of resonators 2 & 5. The piston of resonator
2 has probably been made by flattening a spherical glass bubble. In any
case its maker has been aiming much more at minimising the thickness of the
front plate and the side wall compared to the maker of the other one. The
lower piston of resonator 5, like several other pistons made at RPI has been
fabricated with the primary goal of making the piston’s front surface perfectly
flat and even and having a controlled thickness of the front plate. This has
been achieved by using round discs cut out from industrially produced glass
plates and fusing them to the rest. As a consequence, these pistons exhibit
larger wall thicknesses over front and side rim which makes them a lot sturdier.

• Various ways of piston fixation methods can be seen in the pictures. These
techniques reflect different intentions (i. e. focus on alignment, focus on rigidity,
focus on weak coupling, focus on leak-tight connection to the vacuum system,
etc.). This variation is surely one of the main contributions to making the res-
onators uncomparable among each other. The metal part holding the bottom
piston of resonator No 1 is a prime example of a small implementation detail
that can be assumed to influence the acoustic properties of the resonator sub-
stantially. If it is connected tightly to both glass parts, the main glass cylinder
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and the piston tube, then these are the consequences: (a) stronger coupling
of motion, (b) the glass wall in connection with the top surface of the metal
part can only move up or down, but radial motion and rotation (varying the
angle against the cylinder axis) is strongly restricted, (c) possibly increased
damping.

• The RPI team became aware of several sensitive aspects of the early resonators
and tried to improve the design: (a) The flanges are targeted at making the
resonator properties before and after refilling more similar. (b) More nozzles
in the later designs are aimed at abolishing the need for opening and closing.
(c) The use of glass plate discs for the pistons is aimed at making the acoustic
properties of the pistons more controllable. (d) The transition to symmetric
resonators where the transducer sits in the middle and the height of the main
liquid volume equals the diameter aims at the formation of a standing wave
with exactly one pressure antinode in the centre and low sound pressure am-
plitudes near the walls. But all those improvement measures are connected
to other property changes, which may entail substantial disadvantages. The
flanges add weight, change the vibration behaviour, lead to increased damping.
The RPI pistons are much heavier and sturdier. The symmetric resonator ap-
proach has led to a high-Q glass chamber that broke quickly and a very low-Q
(as will be seen) resonator (No 8), made of much solid material per unit liquid
volume.

• There are numerous resonators to compare, but the comparisons are not very
telling if two resonators differ in several aspects. Unfortunately, comparisons
exploring the performance of single resonators under different setup conditions
have not been documented.

• The vibration mode of the standard setup (resonators 1, 2, 4, 5, 6) has not
been understood well. This can bee seen in the thesis of Saglime [390] where
the mismatch between the mapped pressure field (figure 21, reprinted here as
figure I.1) on the one hand and simulation results (figure 15) and the author’s
expectations on the other hand were not fully resolved.

• Taleyarkhan’s Purdue group were also working on FEM simulations and tried
to compute the acoustic fields that were matching measurement data and could
be useful for acoustic cavitation. Results from FEM simulations conducted by
Adam Butt, published in 2005 [66], and later by Jing Wang ([498], published
2007) show acoustic fields which encompass on the one hand only one pres-
sure antinode and on the other hand exhibit large sound pressure amplitudes
(comparable to the central antinode) near glass surfaces. From their group
there were no publications describing or explaining an acoustic field such as
that shown in Saglime’s hydrophone mapping ([390], fig. 21) until 2009, when
such an acoustic field was plotted in a publication from Jing Wang et al. ([496,
497], fig. 4.1).
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The resonator design of Silvina Cancelos

Silvina Cancelos had been conducting research on the influence of ultrasound on the
permeability of living tissues towards pharmaceutical substances. The chosen source
of high-amplitude and high-frequency ultrasound was the implosion of cavitation
bubbles in water. Cavitation inside acoustic resonators has the advantage of a well-
defined spatial distribution of the cavitation events concentrating around the sound
pressure amplitude. An acoustic chamber had to be designed and constructed to
be able to produce a sufficiently high rate of cavitation in water and which was
large enough to host the tissue sample holder without too much perturbation of the
sound field. This project was conducted in close cooperation with the bubble fusion
team. The SF team’s experience was helpful for Cancelos when designing a new
resonator with a large outlet for the insertion of the tissue sampleholder. On the
other hand there was the chance to try out a new symmetric resonator geometry
in conjunction with the transition to an assembly without manually formed glass
parts, which promised to be valuable to the SF team.

Figure I.7 Steps leading to the design of Cancelos.
A simple resonator geometry to be driven by a transducer in the form of a hollow cylinder is the geometry
on the left. It can be designed to yield a desired frequency of the fundamental resonance by making the
right choice of dimensions for a given velocity of sound in the working liquid. The diameter matches the
height, and both match half a wavelength of the resonant sound wave. The walls are to become pressure
nodes and displacement antinodes while the centre point of the inner volume should be the location of the
displacement node and pressure antinode. As the flat end plates have to move inwards and outwards in
phase with the cylinder wall, high bending stresses and fatigue are predicted at the cylinder edges. Vertical
extensions of the side wall at both ends of the cylinder are the countermeasure leading to the geometry
depicted in the centre. A resonator with exactly the same geometry of the inner volume, but built of an
assembly of precision-machined parts is shown on the right.

After considering the design steps outlined in figure I.7 the resonators shown in
figure I.8 were constructed. The one exemplar with aluminium flanges has been the
main tool for the experimental work. It yielded a satisfying cavitation rate in water
at 18 ◦C with a resonance frequency close to 14 kHz. The cavitation threshold had
been observed driving the resonator at around 4 W dissipative power. The resonator
had been used at a setting of 3 W for no cavitation and 6 W for cavitation. These
values have been noted as corresponding to 252 and 286 kPa, respectively. The
voltage amplitudes on the transducer seem to have been 23 and 40 V. The Q-factor
of that resonator had been given9 as Q = 60.

9In [69] the Q-factors from pressure signals were calculated based on the peak width at 1
2 the

peak height instead of 1√
2 the peak height. Reinterpreting the data plotted in [69] in figure 37 with

the formula given in table table J.2 (p. table 307) yields Q = 98.)
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Figure I.8 Resonators employed by S. Cancelos.
The resonator on the left is made of one glass piece. It has nozzles for filling, draining, and pressure
maintenance and an additional access on the central axis for the hydrophone. It has been used for simulation
validation. The resonator depicted on the right features the same fluid volume geometry, but instead of being
one solid piece of glass it is an assembly of a cut-out section of an industrially manufactured glass tube and
four aluminium flange parts. Two flange rings are glued with silicone to the glass cylinder. Two more flange
parts, the end caps, are fixed through bolts and sealed with rubber O-rings. One end plate has a central
outlet of larger diameter allowing the introduction of either the hydrophone or the tissue sample holder. It
can also be seen that Cancelos transitioned to suspending the resonators by wires. (Reprint with permission
from S. Cancelos)
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Lists of symbols and abbreviations
List of Latin quantity symbols

Symbol Description
E energy
k Boltzmann constant
N event count
Q quality (“pointedness” of a resonance peak)
T temperature
W work, energy
w weight coefficient
x distance, spatial coordinate

List of Greek quantity symbols

Symbol Description
η nucleation efficiency
Φ flux

List of particle symbols

Symbol Particle
α alpha particle consisting of 2p+ 2n
D deuteron consisting of p+ n
e− electron
γ photon
p proton
n neutron
T triton consisting of p+ 2n

List of abbreviations
Abbreviation Description
FE,FEM finite element (method)
MCNP Monte Carlo N-Particle (simulation code)
NYSERDA New York State Energy Research and Development Authority
KIT Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (Karlsruher Institut für

Technologie)
ORNL Oak Ridge National Laboratory
PDF probability density function
PNG pulsed neutron generator
RPI Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
SF sonofusion
SRIM Stopping and Range of Ions in Matter (simulation code)
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Appendix J

Some basics of transducer
analysis

J.1 Resonators as energy flow filters

A spring-mass system is a resonator. It can very often be approximated as a damped
harmonic oscillator exhibiting its well known resonance behaviour. Figure J.1 shows
a generic oscillator and its frequency response. If the motion of the mass is damped
by friction then during stationary oscillation there will be a constant flow of energy
from the excitation device over the spring to the mass, from where it is dissipated
through the friction phenomenon. The amplitude plot (top right in fig. J.1) shows
that for a frequency ω >> ω0 far beyond the resonance frequency ω0 the oscillation
amplitude of the mass tends to zero, this is the case when the excitation signal
oscillates so fast that the mass cannot follow any more because of its too high
inertia in combination with too weak a spring. If there is no oscillation and hence
no dissipation, then it also means that the energy transfer is quenched. That regime
can be reached either by going to the limit of high working frequencies or via a high
mass or a weak spring which both reduce ω0. Thus, in the extreme cases energy flow
from left to right through the spring in the sketch, i. e. from the excitation device to
the oscillator is marginal.

Instead of thinking of friction as an energy sink we can also think of a second
spring connecting the mass on the right to another system which can receive energy.
But it is clear that energy can only flow into the receiver system if it reaches the
centre mass first. Under the assumption that the excitation system on the left is
very heavy and sturdy so it will not be disturbed by whatever is attached to its right
port, it is the combination of the excitation frequency, the weight of the mass, and
the stiffness of the spring which together determine how well energy can flow into
the centre mass. The second spring’s stiffness together with the internal stiffness-
and mass-like properties of the receiver system on the right and its dissipation char-
acteristics determine how well energy can continue to flow from the centre mass to
the right. In technical terms, energy flow is maximised if the impedances match. The
left diagram in figure J.2 shows how a generic transducer can be characterised as a
network component by specifying transduction coefficients and terminal impedances.
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Figure J.1 The harmonic oscillator
The sketch on the left shows a simple form of a harmonic oscillator, a spring-mass system with a linear spring.
In an oscillator formed by a spring-mass system the stored energy shifts between the two forms kinetic and
potential energy. (There are however other oscillators with analogue characteristics, e. g. an electric circuit
with an inductance and a capacitance, where the stored energy is used to create different electromagnetic
fields inside a capacitor and around a coil and where the former component serves as a storage facility of
potential energy and the latter one’s effect is analogue to inertia.) The mass m in the above sketch is
connected with the spring of stiffness k to the heavy piston on the left. The temporally changing position
xp(t) of the heavy piston is the excitation signal to the spring-mass system. The excitation piston can be
imagined “to be very heavy” in order to reflect the condition that the spring force has no back-coupling
influence on the excitation signal. The fact that the spring is linear allows the direct translation of the offset
of the piston from the reference position into an additive excitation force fexcitation(t) = fexcitation(xp(t)) =
k · xp(t) acting on the mass m and being independent of the mass’ own position. The mass moves as a
response to fexcitation and is also influenced by its own inertia. If the heavy piston comes to rest after some
movement, then the mass will keep on oscillating at its resonance frequency until all the energy stored in
the spring-mass system has been dissipated by friction. The plots on the right show the response of the
mass to an excitation signal of stationary harmonic form (for the realistic case that damping by friction is
present and under the particular assumption of velocity-proportional damping, see below in section K.5).
The response itself is a stationary harmonic oscillation. The upper plot on the right shows the amplitude
response and the lower one the phase response.

J.2 What is a transducer?

Often, and preferably when two different forms of energy are involved, such an
energy-transferring network component is called a transducer. In case the compo-
nent contains internal1 spring-mass systems this will lead to a nontrivial frequency-
dependence of its transfer function. The human ear is a good example of a trans-
ducer, consisting of the eardrum (spring), the ossicles (masses), and the liquid-filled
inner ear (the cochlea, the receiver system). Its sole purpose is to make impedances

1Often the word “transducer” is used with a broader meaning of transforming any kind of signal
or energy to any other kind. Such examples are: electrical thermometer, flow meter, light emitting
diode, photo cell. These have no internal equivalent of a spring-mass system.
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Figure J.2 Schematic of a transducer and exemplary equivalent circuit
The left plot gives a general symbolic representation of an electromechanic transducer, according to O. B.
Wilson [516]. The left port is the electrical one (voltage) and the right port is the mechanical one (force).
Tem is the transduction coefficient giving the electromotive force at the left terminal per unit of velocity on
the right port, Tme represents the force induced in the mechanical port per unit of current going through the
left terminal ZE and Zm are the input electrical and mechanical impedances observable with the opposite
terminal blocked, which means clamped for the mechanical and open for the electrical one. Piezoelectric
transducers can be represented by various equivalent electrical circuits which allow to approximate these
impedances and transfer coefficients and to emulate the internal resonance pattern by adjusting the specifi-
cations of the equivalent electrical components. The diagram on the right shows a simple equivalent circuit
for piezoelectric transducers. This circuit has been popularised by official IEEE standard documents [213,
214]. It is called a Butterworth-Van Dyke (BVD) circuit [24]. Here, C and C0 are the motional and the
parasitic capacitance [107]. The latter is also called blocked [516] or parallel capacitance [214]. R and L are
the series resistance and inductance. The L-R-C branch alone is equivalent to a spring-mass system where
L represents the inertia, 1/C the stiffness, and R the damping coefficient [107]. The meaning of the second
branch with the parallel capacitance C0 is the leak path existing for AC current as the transducer electrode
surfaces and the supply cables form in fact a capacitor [107].

match. If the oval window of the inner ear was exposed directly to the external sound-
carrying air, then we would hear almost nothing because the acoustic impedances
between the air and the liquid filling the inner ear do not match. The displacement
signal of the sound wave in the air is captured by the relatively large eardrum, and
the collected force signal gets focused and transferred by the ossicles to the oval win-
dow with its much smaller surface. Here, the concentrated force signal can generate
a displacement wave of much larger amplitude in the liquid of the cochlea as would
be possible through a direct air-liquid interface where most of the sound energy
would simply be reflected. A microphone is a similar transducer system. Its central
part is a small membrane excited by the pressure waves coming through the air.
But the pickup system is different: in a microphone the translational signal of the
membrane is transformed into an electrical signal with the help of e. g. a magnet-coil
system or a capacitor. In a magnet-coil system either the magnet or the coil has to
be mounted flexibly. The elasticity of that mounting and the air membrane together
with the masses of both parts determine the resonance behaviour of the system.2

Liquid-filled acoustic resonators are the subject of this project, and piezoelectric
transducers in the form of radially polarised hollow cylinders are the drivers for the
resonator design of interest. Layers of silver on the inside and outside surfaces of
the hollow cylinder form the electrodes of the electrical port. They can be seen

2In a microphone, the resonance frequency lies high above the audible range. In the inverse
system, a loudspeaker, the resonance frequency is below the working frequencies. The microphone
is made to work in the regime ω � ω0 where the pressure oscillations of the air appear slow so the
internal mechanics of the microphone can track the p(t) curve with fidelity even though the force
signal is weak. A loudspeaker is made to work in the regime ω > ω0 to ω � ω0. It is strongly
damped so it shows not much of an amplitude bulge around ω0 and only a slowly decaying amplitude
above. It is not such a big problem in that case because the excitation force can be easily made
strong enough so the weak elastic bearing is of small influence.
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as capacitor plates creating an approximately homogeneous electrical field between
them which acts on the piezoceramic. With that electrode geometry the radially
polarised piezo hollow cylinder can be forced to motions of radial contraction and
expansion by applying a voltage across the electrodes. Subject to an alternating
voltage signal, the hollow cylinder oscillates between contraction and expansion.
When the ring’s resonance frequency is matched, inertia and elasticity lead to an
overshooting of the radial motion and a substantial amount of energy is stored in the
transducer and periodically shifts between kinetic and potential energy. When the
transducer is glued to an empty or filled glass vessel as in the resonator application,
then this additional mechanical load modifies the resonance characteristics.

J.3 Impedance, admittance, and the BVD equivalent
circuit

The resonance pattern of an electromechanical transducer can be measured from
both sides, by gathering force, velocity, or displacement data from the mechanical
side and by recording current and voltage signals on the electrical port. When the
transducer is excited with a sinusoidal signal, e. g. a force F (t) = F0 sin(ωt) on
the mechanical port or a voltage U(t) = U0 sin(ωt) on the electric port, then the
transducer, if kept within the linear range of amplitudes, will settle into a harmonic
oscillation so any other observable signal s(t) will be of the sinusoidal form s(t) =
s0 sin(ωt + ϕs). Each signal can be fully characterised by giving the two numbers
s0 and ϕs, the amplitude and the offset phase angle with respect to the excitation
signal. These 2D data pairs can also be interpreted as points in the complex plane.
Examining the transducer from the electrical side, the observables are voltage U and
current I. Writing them not as temporal signals but as complex numbers one has

U = ReU + i ImU = U0 (cos(ϕU ) + i sin(ϕU )) (J.1)
and I = Re I + i Im I = I0 (cos(ϕI) + i sin(ϕI)) . (J.2)

By convention, the writing of Ohm’s law, U = RI, turns into U = ZI, yielding the
definition of the impedance Z where there used to be the resistance R. Similarly,
the conductance G turns into the admittance Y . We have

Z = R+ iX (J.3)
and Y = G+ iB = 1/Z. (J.4)

This notation is helpful, because when describing many physical oscillating sys-
tems with complex numbers, their math rules work out in predicting reality, e. g.
Kirchhoff’s circuit laws can be applied. Where in the realm of steady flow network
problems real quantities like resistance R or conductance G = 1/R suffice for de-
scription, in the realm of oscillating flow networks (not only electrical engineering,
but also e. g. acoustics) the quantities reactance X and susceptance B have to be
added as imaginary parts, in order to solve questions of wave and energy transport.

Figure J.3 shows an exemplary electrical characterisation data set gained from an
FE simulation of a freely oscillating piezo hollow cylinder. It can be seen that there
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are two characteristic frequencies involved in the resonance pattern, the resonance
itself around f1 ≈ 16.12 kHz and the antiresonance f2 ≈ 16.67 kHz. The resonance
(f1) is marked by peaks of |Y | and Re(Y ), whereas the antiresonance has peaks in|Z|
and Re(Z). In the vicinities of f1 and f2, there are also points marked by a zero
phase angle of Y and Z. Table J.1 lists all the characteristic frequencies. In the
limit of vanishing damping fm, fs, and fr fall into one place f1 and fa = fp = fn
into f2, but in the case of a lossy transducer the two triplets split up as can be seen
in the plot.

Table J.1 The characteristic frequencies of electromechanical transducers

label description
f1 → (fm, fs, fr) resonance (with fm ≤ fs ≤ fr)
f2 → (fn, fp, fa) antiresonance (with fa ≤ fp ≤ fn)
fm maximum |Y |
fs maximum Re(Y ), motional resonance, series resonance
fr Im(Y ) = 0, electrical resonance
fn maximum |Z|
fp maximum Re(Z), parallel resonance
fa Im(X) = 0, electrical antiresonance
order: fm ≤ fs ≤ fr < fa ≤ fp ≤ fn
fmB ,fnB ,fmX ,fnX corresponds to max B, min B, max X, min X
order: fmB < fs < fnB and fmX < fp < fnX

Figure J.3 Transducer characterisation from the electrical terminal.
This plot shows the electrical characterisation data gained from a forced harmonic FEM simulation of a freely
oscillating piezo hollow cylinder. On the electrical terminal of an electromechanical transducer, harmonic
current and voltage data can be recorded as complex numbers, based on amplitudes and phase offsets. The
impedance Z(ω) and the admittance Y (ω) can be computed: Z = U/I and Y = 1/Z.

It is often preferable to condense much of the measured data contained in a plot
like figure J.3 into a much simpler form using plots in the complex number plane
where the complex admittance and impedance describe circles, as shown in figure
J.4.

Taking measured admittance and impedance circles as a starting point and the
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Figure J.4 Impedance and admittance circles: Tracking a transducer’s impedance Z in
the R-X plane, or its admittance Y in the G-B plane while varying ω as a parameter in the vicinity of
a resonance will lead to circle-shaped plots. These impedance or admittance circles are commonly used
because they offer an easy way to determine various quantities of physical meaning. For example, circle sizes
and the frequency spread tell about the damping and the vertical offset of the circle centre from the real
axis tells about C0 = Bs/ωs. It also becomes obvious that increasing the vertical offset enlarges the split
between fm, fs, and fr (or fa, fp, and fn), but it does not affect the split between fmB and fnB (or fmX
and fnX) and thus Qm.

Butterworth-Van Dyke (BVD) equivalent circuit (figure J.2) as the model basis, it
can be asked which values of R, L, C, and C0 represent the case, in which the
admittance

Y (ω) = iωC0 + 1
R+ iωL+ 1/iωC (J.5)

of the circuit and its impedance Z = 1/Y best resemble the measured plots. Fur-
thermore, instead of requiring a general fitting procedure, the properties of the BVD
model allow to use a set of shortcut equations to calculate various quantities suitable
for characterising a given piezoelectric transducer. Table J.2 lists these formulae,
compiled from [213, 214, 516] and [107]3. Adopting the nomenclature of [214], f1 is
the collective term for the resonance splitting up into (fm, fs, fr) and f2 denotes the
antiresonance (fa, fp, fn). DeAngelis & Schulze [107] use the terms f1 and f2 for the
top and the bottom of the admittance circle. These frequencies are labelled here as
fmB, the frequency of maximum susceptance B and fnB the frequency of minimum
B.

The meaning of the series resonance fs and the parallel resonance fp can be
explained with the BVD circuit (figure J.2) in mind. At the series resonance the
current going through the motional branch is about the same as the the driving
current Imo ≈ Idr and the current passing the parallel branch Ip is marginal. By
contrast, at the parallel resonance fp the motional and the parallel branch are excited
to oscillate against each other, Ip ≈ −Imo, and both these currents drastically exceed
the currents leaving and entering the excitation device Imo � Idr.

3who compiled formulae from [426, 516]
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Table J.2 Useful formulae for transducer analysis

formula ref. description

k =
√

1− f2
s

f2
p

=
√

C
C0+C [107, 214,

516]
electromechanical coupling coefficient (Paraphrasing
Wilson, k2 is, in a sense, like a transduction efficiency,
but more precisely, it is a characteristic of the
mechanism with all dissipative processes ignored.)

Q = Qm = fs
fnB−fmB

=
√
L/C

R

[107] quality factor Q or mechanical Q (higher means
less losses)

Qe = Bs
Gmax

[107] electrical Q (lower means less dielectric losses), a
measure of the vertical offset of the Y -circle from
the real axis

Qe = 1
tan δe

= ε′

ε′′ [360] where ε = ε′ + iε′′ is the material’s clamped
dielectric permittivity (for Qe, higher means less
dielectric losses, in conflict with the above)

QeQm = C0
C

= 1−k2

k2 = r [107] Q-product is the same as the capacitance ratio
R = 1

Gmax
[107] motional resistance, represents the mechanical

dissipation
L = QmR

ωs
= 1

Cω2
s

[107, 213,
214]

motional inductance

C = 1
QmRωs

[107, 214] motional capacitance

C0 = f2
r

f2
a−f2

r
C ≈ Bs

ωs
[107, 213] parallel capacitance, also called parasitic

capacitance, it is a result of the electrode surface
geometry (and sometimes cables as well), and it
affects the ability of the electrical driver unit to
deliver energy to the transducer

Γ = C d/A [214] motional capacitance constant (d: linear dimension
|| ~E, A: electrode surface area)

Bs = ωsC0 [107] susceptance of admittance circle centre
(susceptance at the series resonance fs)

r = C0
C

[107, 213] capacitance ratio
M = Qm

r
= 1

ωsC0R
=

k2Qm
1−k2

[213, 214] figure of merit

δ = ωC0R [213] normalised damping factor

Ω = f2−f2
s

f2
p−f2

s
[213] normalised frequency factor

Z = 1
Y

= i
ωC0

Ω−iδ
1−Ω+iδ [213] equation for impedance Z(ω) or admittance Y (ω)

Q = fpeak
fhdp2−fhdp1

generic Q-factor of a resonant system where
fhdp2 − fhdp1 gives the peak width at half
dissipation power which corresponds to a reduction
by a factor 1/

√
2 for many signal amplitudes

J.4 Alternative equivalent circuits

Many alternative equivalent circuits have been proposed for modelling electrome-
chanical transducers [13, 23]. It has been pointed out by Martin [288] that the
BVD circuit has the shortcoming of representing only one type of energy dissipation
mechanism by its incorporation of a resistor R, whereas real piezoelectric transduc-
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ers generally had to be assumed to exhibit three types of dissipation mechanisms,
namely elastic, dielectric, and piezoelectric losses.4 Sherrit et al. argue [417, 418] in
favour of using the complex circuit model. It looks exactly like the BVD circuit,
except that on the one hand the resistor is missing and on the other hand the re-
maining three components (L, C, C0) are given complex values instead of purely real
ones. Thus, three different damping mechanisms are at work. This also means going
from four to six determining parameters. Moreover, they point out that the fact
that an ab initio description of a single resonance of a simple piezoelectric geometry
(their example is a plate) does in fact need six parameters to be fully determined, is
another feature in favour of the complex circuit model. The only disadvantages of
that model are that it has been discussed less in literature, and that fitting it to mea-
surement data is not as straightforward as in the BVD case, because the frequency
response plots in the Y and Z plane do not any more represent exact circles.

J.5 Lossy transducers and equivalent circuits

Admittance and impedance plots can be used to compare the outcomes of finite
element models of a transducer with calculations based on equivalent circuit models.
The comparison below will be made for an FEM simulation of the transducer as
used here in the models of the West-Howlett-style SF resonators. The Butterworth-
Van Dyke (BVD) and the complex circuit model are the two considered equivalent
circuits, they are shown in figure J.5. The BVD model can represent mechanical,
but not dielectric losses. By contrast, the complex circuit model is able to represent
dielectric losses through the imaginary part of the parallel capacitance.

Figure J.5 The BVD and the complex equivalent circuit
The BVD equivalent circuit (left) is determined by four real-valued scalar parameters, R, L, C, and C0.
Energy dissipation takes only place in the resistor. The complex equivalent circuit is determined by six
parameters forming the three complex numbers L, C, and C0. In a harmonic analysis the imaginary parts
of all three components model energy dissipation.

The plots of figures J.6 to J.8 represent results of an FEM simulation of the
free transducer with ANSYS Classic® using plane223 elements. Each shows several
repetitions of the frequency sweep from 15.8 to 17 kHz in steps of 4 Hz under variation
of a different loss mechanism. The FE model is the default 2D-axis-symmetric
transducer geometry (cross section 3 mm×25 mm and inner radius of 32.5 mm) with

4Going out from the mathematical description, in principle each entry of each material-
describing tensor (see below in section K.4) can have its own imaginary part (i. e. loss tangent,
see section K.5).
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the properties of the C5800 material (label “C58b” in table Q.1). Additionally, a
parallel (or “parasitic”) capacitance modelled by a circu94 element and connecting
both electrodes has been added. The base values taken by the parameters if not
varied are tan δmech = 9.09× 10−4, tan δdiel = 4× 10−3, and C0 = 1× 10−20 F. It
can be seen in figure J.6 that increased mechanical losses lead to an even shrinking
of both the Y - as well as the Z-circle and a reduction of both the admittance peak
at the resonance (fr ≈ 16.1 kHz) as well as the impedance peak (dip in |Y |) at the
antiresonance (fa≈16.7 kHz). The dielectric losses act very differently (figure J.7):
only the antiresonance peak loses its sharpness, while the admittance circle merely
shifts along the real axis in the positive direction by a tiny margin. Lastly, the
variation of the parallel capacitance (figure J.8) also shrinks the Z-circle and moves
the Y -circle. But this time the move is up the imaginary axis, and the position of
the antiresonance on the frequency axis is affected too.

The BVD model yields the admittance formula

Y (ω) = iωC0 + 1
R+ iωL+ 1/iωC with R,L,C,C0 ∈ R. (J.6)

Taking one of the datasets generated by the FE simulation (the one of figure J.6
with tan δmech = 0.005), the parameters of the BVD model can be fitted to it by the
routine described in appendix O.2.2, i. e. by fitting the Y -circle and incorporating the
knowledge about fa. This leads to the values R = 11.7 Ω, L = 57.6 mH, C = 1.69 nF,
and C0 = 23.8 nF. Evaluating equation J.6 with these default values is the basis for
figures J.9 and J.10 where the consequences of variations of R and C0 are shown.
These two cases correspond to the variations of tan δmech and C0 in the FE model,
but the BVD model is incapable of representing dielectric damping.

Figures J.11 to J.13 show the behaviour of the the complex circuit model. The
frequency response of the admittance is

Y (ω) = iωC0 + 1
iωL+ 1/iωC with L,C,C0 ∈ C (J.7)

for the complex circuit model. Variations of the imaginary parts of L and C have the
same effect as varying R in the BVD model. The default values for L = L′ + iL′′ =
L′(1− i tan δL), C = C ′(1− i tan δC), and C0 = C ′0(1− i tan δC0) are L′ = 57.6 mH,
C ′ = 1.69 nF, C ′0 = 23.8 nF, and the value of 0.001 for each of the loss angles δL, δC ,
and δC0. Variation of δL and δC leads to indistinguishable plots, but the numbers
are slightly different.

Thus, one could say that adding the real part of the parallel capacitance to the
FE model and the imaginary part of it to the BVD model is bridging the gap between
the two.
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Figure J.6 Transducer FE model – varying mechanical losses.
This plot shows the effect of varying the mechanical losses using the APDL command mp,dmpr for entering
the corresponding loss tangent or damping ratio, which can be thought of as adding a velocity-proportional
damping matrix based on the stiffness matrix. In the harmonic case, it is in fact just the addition of an
imaginary part to the stiffness matrix.

Figure J.7 Transducer FE model – varying dielectric losses.
Here, the effect of dielectric damping is shown, which consists of adding an imaginary part to the dielectric
matrix by specifying another loss tangent via the command mp,lsst.
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Figure J.8 Transducer FE model – varying the parallel capacitance
In order to generate these plots, a parallel capacitance has been explicitly added to the transducer model.
It is a circu94 element and connects the master nodes of both electrodes. In that case each electrode has to
be a set of nodes coupled in their voltage DOF, so that the charge (the reaction force) of the whole electrode
(the sum of all nodes) can be accessed through the master node [8]. The effects of an increased parallel
capacitance C0 are (a) shrinking of the impedance circle, (b) an upwards shift of the admittance circle (in
agreement with the BVD model, and hence the formulae in table J.2), and (c) a shift of the antiresonance
towards the resonance and thus a diminished coupling coefficient [353].

Figure J.9 BVD equivalent circuit – varying R
These plots represent the response of a BVD equivalent circuit, i. e. the evaluation of equation J.6, under
variation of the resistance R.
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Figure J.10 BVD equivalent circuit – varying C0
It can be seen that the increasingly large steps of the antiresonance towards higher frequencies when reducing
C0 reflects a different characteristic as given by the FE model in figure J.8.

Figure J.11 Complex circuit model – varying the imaginary inductance
The inductance L must be set to L = L′(1 − i tan δL) with a negative sign in front of the imaginary part
for equation J.7 to produce reasonable values. A corresponding picture for the effect of tan δC is not shown,
because it would look exactly the same. The comparison shows that these two damping terms act like the
R in the BVD model.
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Figure J.12 Complex circuit model – varying the imaginary parallel capacitance
The loss ratio of C0 = C′0(1− i tan δC0) is being varied. The impedance circle shrinks while the admittance
circle keeps its size and only slightly shifts sideways. The location of the antiresonance on the frequency axis
is not affected.

Figure J.13 Complex circuit model – varying the parallel capacitance
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Lists of symbols and abbreviations
List of Latin quantity symbols
Symbol Description
A amplitude; surface area
B susceptance
C capacity
C complex numbers
E energy
~E,E electric field
F force
f frequency
G conductance
I current
i unit value of imaginary numbers
k electromechanical coupling coefficient
k spring constant, stiffness
L inductance
M figure of merit
m mass
p pressure
Q quality (“pointedness” of a resonance peak)
R resistance
R real numbers
r capacitance ratio
s signal, obersable
t time
T transmissivity
U voltage
X reactance
x distance, spatial coordinate
Y admittance
Z impedance

List of Greek quantity symbols
Symbol Description
Γ motional capacitance constant
γ damping coefficient/factor
δ normalised damping factor
ε dielectric constant
φ phase angle
Ω normalised frequency factor
ω angular frequency
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List of abbreviations
Abbreviation Description
APDL Ansys Parametric Design Language
BVD Butterworth-Van Dyke
DOF degree of freedom
FE,FEM finite element (method)
IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
SF sonofusion
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Appendix K

FE modelling of a piezo-driven
acoustic resonator

Finite element methods (FEM) are used for finding solutions to systems of partial
differential equations (PDE). The FEM concept has three main ingredients: (a)
spatial discretisation into finite elements with own local coordinate systems that
may change their relation to the global coordinate system, (b) simple trial functions
defined on each finite element, common to a class of finite elements, defined in an
element’s coordinate system, and (c) transformation of the PDE system into a system
of ordinary differential equations (ODE) with the help of a Galerkin projection onto
the FE trial functions. At the core of the whole procedure are theorems of variational
calculus. The conceptual closeness of the variational calculus forming the foundation
of FE methods with the theorems behind other methods like the Lagrangian or
Hamiltonian descriptions of classical mechanics is very well described in [36].

The FE simulations have been used in this work with the purpose of conducting
so-called forced harmonic analyses. That means the stationary oscillatory response
of the system is computed for a given harmonic excitation signal. For the SF res-
onator simulation the excitation signal is a sinusoidal voltage applied to the trans-
ducer’s electrical terminal, and the computed oscillatory response data consists in
the amplitude and phase offset values of quantities like charge, displacement, stress,
and pressure at the nodes of the discretised geometry. The commercial FE software
package ANSYS® has been used in this project because of its ability to model the
electromechanical coupling in piezoelectric materials and the coupling of fluid and
structure in acoustic simulations. The theoretical background of the FE method
shall be sketched very briefly here. The details of how acoustic resonators were
modelled with ANSYS in this work is documented in appendix Q and the associated
appendices.

K.1 FE model generation for the acoustic domain

The lossless propagation of compression waves in a linearily elastic medium, is de-
scribed by the wave equation

1
c2 p̈−∇

2p = 0 (K.1)
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where the scalar field p = p(~x, t) is the pressure and the constant c the speed of
sound. c is related to the material’s bulk modulus K and its undisturbed density
%0 by c2 = K

%0
. Constant terms in p play no role in the equation, for there are

only second derivatives present. Hence, it does not matter whether p is the label
for the absolute pressure or the deviation from the mean pressure (the latter case
will be taken as the working interpretation from now on). In a forced harmonic
analysis one is only interested in the stationary vibration response of an acoustic
domain (a volume Ω) to a stationary sinusoidal excitation signal (a pressure and/or
displacement oscillation on a part of the domain boundary ∂Ω). Therefore, the
ansatz p(~x, t) = P (~x)eiωt can be made where P is a complex number, and where
the field P (~x) gives the amplitude and phase shift of the pressure oscillation in each
point of the domain. With that ansatz the wave equation turns into the Helmholtz
equation

ω2

c2 P +∇2P = 0. (K.2)

The weak form of the statement can be made after multiplication with a test function
v and integration over the domain:

ω2

c2

∫
vP dΩ +

∫
v∇2P dΩ = 0 ∀v ∈ V̂ . (K.3)

Here, V̂ is the space of all allowable test functions. Using the identity∫
Ω
∇f · ∇g dΩ =

∫
Γ
f∇g · n̂ dΓ−

∫
Ω
f∇2g dΩ,

derived in appendix L or [539], equation K.3 can be rewritten as

ω2

c2

∫
vP dΩ−

∫
∇v∇P dΩ +

∫
Γ
v∇P · n̂ dΓ = 0 ∀v ∈ V̂ . (K.4)

It can be seen that the order of derivatives of P has been reduced from two to one.
No specifications have been made so far for the set of test functions v ∈ V̂ . The

step from equation K.2 to K.3 can of course be made with any kind of function v, but
useful mathematical advantages can be gained by choosing a linearly independent
set of functions with special properties. The formulation implemented in ANSYS is
based on equation K.4 and two more ingredients:

• The FE approximation: expressing P as the sum of interpolation functions,
the shape functions.

• Inserting as the test functions v what are called virtual displacements δP of
the solution P .

As an illustration of the first ingredient, some sample shape functions and decom-
positions based on them are illustrated in figures K.1 and K.2. With the concepts
of virtual displacement and virtual work as the second ingredient, there arise fur-
ther conditions for the approach to be physically meaningful. This results in the
requirement that the ansatz for δP must be the same as the one for P .
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Figure K.1 Element shape functions for a one-dimensional finite element:
The left hand diagrams show linear shape functions for a two-node element with node 1 at r = −1 and
node 2 at r= 1. The right hand plots show quadratic shape functions for a three-node element with node
1 at r =−1, node 2 at r = 1, and node 3 at r = 0. In both cases, the sum over the whole number of an
element’s shape functions

∑
k
hk(r) = 1 along the whole interval. The node and shape function numbers

are associated so hi(ri) = 1 and hi(rj) = 0 for i 6= j, were rj is the location of node j. (The presented
formulae are the ones from chapter 5.3 of [31].)

There is a common notation for systems with many degrees of freedom (DOF)
where vectors (think: lists of quantities) are written with curled brackets, e. g. {x},
and matrices connecting these vectors with square brackets like [M ]. A list {x} can
be defined to contain the data of several conventional position vectors, like1 {x} :=
(xa, ya, za, xb, yb, zb)T or DOFs of different types like positions and angles can even
be mixed. This makes the following shorthand writings for the FE approximation
of the pressure solution possible:

P = {N}T {Pe} and ∂2P

∂t2
= {N}T {P̈e},

where {N} is the list of element shape functions for the pressure and {Pe} is the
list of nodal pressure values. In this style the implemented FE system for acoustic
problems is given in [8] as(

−ω2[MP
e ] + [KP

e ]
)
{Pe}+ %0[Re]{üe} = {0} (K.5)

with some additional shorthands

[MP
e ] = 1

c2

∫
Ω
{N}{N}T dΩ,

[KP
e ] =

∫
Ω

[B]T [B] dΩ,

%0[Re] =
∫

Γ
{N}{n}T {N ′}T dΓ.

1Or, if it is more convenient, the listed quantities can represent vectors in different coordinate
systems, like {x} := (xa, ya, za, x′b, y′b, z′b)T ; FE systems can always be given either in the global or
in the element coordinate system.
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Figure K.2 Decomposition into shape functions:
These diagrams show the decomposition of a problem solution u(x) into shape functions (or hat functions
in the linear case). Be u(x) a solution of the examined PDE in the domain Ω, shown as the smooth function
in grey. The one-dimensional domain Ω has been discretised into an equidistant grid of six (three) finite
elements with two (three) nodes each in the upper (lower) plot. Sums of the two (three) linear functions
shown on the left (right) in figure K.1 are being used to represent u(x) within each finite element which
yields the piecewise linear (quadratic) interpolation function shown as solid black line. Within each element
the approximation is made by the sum of h1 (in dashed blue) and h2 (dashed cyan) (and h3 (dashed green))
with optimal weights.
In the upper plot one can shift the view and in thought concatenate the h2 of the kth finite element with
the h1 of the (k+1)th one to form little triangles or hats. Now, the black curve can be seen as the sum of
triangular hat functions. The core of the FE method is a Galerkin procedure: the transformation of a system
of PDEs into one of ODEs via a projection onto the set of shape (or hat) functions. The decomposition
ansatz used in FE methods can be compared to other decompositions like the ones used as spectral methods
for solving problems in quantum mechanics, elasticity, or vibration. In spectral methods the test functions
are often Fourier series, Legendre polynomials, or the like, which means they are oscillatory functions being
nonzero along the whole domain Ω, and they form an orthonormal basis, i. e.

∫
vivj dΩ equals 1 only if i=j

and else 0. The orthogonality of the basis functions is the useful property turning all but one component of
integrals of the form

∫
vi
∑

j
ajvj dΩ to zero. Note that if one was using hat functions as the vi one would

get a similar effect: integrals of the form
∫
vivj dΩ would generally evaluate to zero unless |j − i| ≤ 1 and

the two hats overlap. In spectral methods the complexity and fineness of the structure that can be modelled
depends on the number of test functions and their maximum spatial frequency. In the FE method the finest
modelling scale depends on both, the grid size and the order of shape functions used. One can see that
describing a vibrating guitar string either in terms of sine and cosine basis functions or in a finite element
framework are two approaches which are mathematically closely related but are quite different in how the
approaches mirror the physics.
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Here, {N ′} are the shape functions for the nodal displacement ue, {n} stands for a
surface normal on ∂Γ, and the matrix [B] is the shorthand for the product {L}{N}T
with {L}T = (∂x, ∂y, ∂z). The upper index P added here to the stiffness and mass
matrices makes sense in a complex FE system where it designates that the corre-
sponding matrix encompasses the subsystem of finite elements for solving the wave
equation with the DOF P . The lower index e designates an elemental equation sys-
tem. Under a close look it can be seen that equation K.5 is analogue equation K.4,
only that the term δP , after having first replaced each v, has later been factored
out. (Some intermediate steps are given in [8].) The other aspect that can be seen
is how the last term on the LHS of equation K.4 is used to connect the oscillating
surface of a structural part with the sound field in the acoustic domain next to it in
the FE model (equation K.5). Looking at the second derivative of the displacement
it can be imagined that the acceleration of a structural surface pushes or pulls on
the medium in the acoustic domain and leads to a pressure rise or lowering. This
is how ANSYS handles one direction of fluid-structure interaction (FSI) in acoustic
problems, the other direction is outlined in section K.3.

It is instructive to compare this abstractly written end result in the following with
several different FE simulation types because it shows how this type of shorthand
for the assembled ODE system can be read almost like an equation of motion for
the simulation. The naming convention of calling [MP

e ] the mass matrix and [KP
e ]

the stiffness matrix follows that line. The row of examples can be started by going
back from a stationary harmonic analysis to a transient system, i. e. return from the
Helmholtz to the wave equation, resulting in

[MP
e ]{P̈e}+ [KP

e ]{Pe}+ %0[Re]{üe} = {0}. (K.6)

Adding damping in the form of sound dissipation at the domain boundary will make
the system look like

[MP
e ]{P̈e}+ [CPe ]{Ṗe}+ [KP

e ]{Pe}+ %0[Re]{üe} = {0} (K.7)

with
[CPe ] = β

c

∫
Γ
{N}{N}T dΓ (K.8)

where the constant β = r
%0c

receives the function of a boundary absorption coefficient,
whereby r describes absorption at the boundary [8].

K.2 FE formulation of the structure

The abstract matrix notation of the ODE system representing the FE model used
for a transient structural analysis can be written as

[M ]{ü}+ [C]{u̇}+ [K]{u} = {F a} (K.9)

where {u} is the nodal displacement vector and {F a} contains the applied nodal
load forces. [M ], [C], and [K] are the mass, damping, and stiffness matrices. For a
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harmonic response analysis an ansatz {u} = ({u1}+ i{u2})eiωt can be made for the
displacement and an analogue one for the force, which turns the ODE system into(

−ω2[M ] + iω[C] + [K]
)

({u1}+ i{u2}) = ({F1}+ i{F2}). (K.10)

Equations K.9 and K.10 seem logic extensions of the shorthand language presented
in the equations above. But in fact they are the very abstractly written end results
of independently deducing an FE model of elastic solids.

At the basis of the simulation of structural materials lies the equation of motion
of elastic solid matter (the PDE of linear elastodynamics) which can be gained by
formulating the local force equilibrium for an infinitesimally small test volume under
the assumption of geometrically linear displacements.

%ü = divσ + %b (K.11)
σ = Cε (K.12)

ε = ∇symu = 1
2(∇u+∇Tu) (K.13)

Here, the term %b, containing the vector field b, represents the load forces per
volume. divσ is the term responsible for accelerating an infinitesimal volume if the
stress σ, measured in the units of force per area, is not pulling with equal strength
from two opposing sides. The stress state σ is put in relation to the strain field
ε via the elasticity tensor (or stiffness tensor) C. Equation K.12 is called material
law or constitutive law. The strain tensor ε reflects the deformation state and is
composed of displacement differentials, the particular expression above contains the
assumption of geometrical linearity. (Appendix M lists the basic definitions and
writing conventions for these tensors and outlines how the above tensor equations
can be written as equations involving 2D matrices.)

The authors of [8] however, do not base the deduction of the FE equation system
K.9 on the force or momentum balance to be rewritten in the weak form. Instead,
they start out from a local energy balance which is formulated in the framework
of virtual variations δ and thus already written in the weak form (because the list
of nodal virtual displacements fulfills the purpose of the test function under the
integral). The initial statement is the principle of virtual work

δU = δV (K.14)

and means that any virtual change in the internal strain energy U stored in a test
volume of solid matter must come through work V done to the test volume by
external mechanisms. For the general case they split U up into two contributions
U1 and U2 where the first stems from a volume integral over δε σ = δεCε and
the second one from a surface integral accounting for surfaces moving against a
so-called foundation stiffness acting as distributed resistance [8]. The latter is a
computational tool used in beam and shell elements, so it is not of relevance for the
present discussion. Thus δU evaluates to

δU = δU1 =
∫

Ω
δεCε dΩ =

∫
Ωe
{δε}[C]{ε} dΩe = {δu}T

∫
Ωe

[B]T [C][B] dΩe {u}
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Hereby, the transition from ε to {ε} is the one from continuum mechanics to the
discretised finite-element framework, so the strain can be expressed in terms of
nodal displacements {ε} = [B]{u} with the help of the strain-displacement matrix
[B] which is based on the element shape functions. The virtual work δV , on the
other hand, consists of three contributions, the work against the forces of inertial
acceleration (also called d’Alembert forces in the context of variational calculus) δV1,
the work done by pressure forces δV2, and by externally applied loads δV3.

δV1 = −
∫

Ω
δu %ü dΩ = −

∫
Ωe
{δw}T %{ẅ} dΩe = −{δu}T%

∫
Ωe

[N ′]T [N ′] dΩe ü

δV2 =
∫

Γ
δu · n̂p dΓ =

∫
Γe
{δwn}T {P} dΓe = {δu}T

∫
Γe

[N ′n]{P}dΓe

δV3 =
∫

Ω
δu %bdΩ = {δu}T {Fnde }T

The rule that has been used here for the transition into the FE framework is the
relation between the displacements within the element {w} and the nodal displace-
ments2 {w} = [N ′]{u} via the matrix of shape functions. [N ′n] is the matrix of shape
functions for motions normal to the surface. Writing all out in the finite element
framework and eliminating the arbitrary variations in u yields

[Ke]{u} = −[Me]{ü}+ {F pre }+ {Fnde } (K.15)

with

[Ke] =
∫

Ωe
[B]T [C][B] dΩe,

[Me] = %

∫
Ωe

[N ′]T [N ′][B] dΩe,

{F pre } =
∫

Γe
[N ′n]T {P} dΓe, and

{Fnde } = the nodal forces applied to the element.

Compared with the FE system written above in equation K.9 just one detail seems
to be missing. In order to get that equation, a matrix of velocity-proportional
damping coefficients must still be added. That step is often lacking any microscopical
motivation and is just the ad hoc emulation of the well-known concept of a damped
oscillator. The damping constants are then supplied by empirical measurements,
where the procedure of postprocessing the experimental data reflects the ad hoc
assumptions.

K.3 Fluid-structure-interaction (FSI)
The last term on the LHS in equation K.5 describes how a displacement of the
boundary of the acoustic domain is connected with the pressure DOF inside the

2In the ANSYS documentation [8] always the set of shape functions from the currently discussed
domain are the set labelled [N ] and the shape functions of the foreign domain are [N ′]. Here, in
order to stay consistent, the pressure shape functions are labelled [N ] and the displacement ones
are [N ′].
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acoustic domain. With this one can describe a church bell where the metal’s vibra-
tion leads to emanating pressure waves in the air. The other direction, e. g. how a
pressure wave carried through the air sets our eardrums in motion is the term {F pre }
in equation K.15 which can also be written as

{F pre } =
∫

Γe
{N ′}T {P}{n} dΓe =

∫
Γe
{N ′}{N}T {n} dΓe {Pe} = [Re]{Pe}

which means that an additional surface force term can be superimposed acting on
faces of structural elements in contact with an acoustic domain and that this normal
force is caused by the sound pressure.

K.4 Piezoelectricity
A salt crystal consists of a regular grid of sodium and chloride atoms. It is the
symmetry of this atomic crystal lattice and the symmetry of the electron orbitals
around its atoms which ensure that there is no net shift of the grid of valence
electrons against the grid of ions if a sample volume of salt is subjected to a small
(and geometrically linear) elastic deformation. But for other crystal lattices these
symmetries are broken, e. g. in the case of quartz (SiO2). The consequence of an
average shift of the valence electron orbital structure against the ion lattice is that
under elastic deformation these crystals exhibit a varying polarisation and one can
measure strong charge accumulations on the surfaces. The inverse effect is that an
external electric field tearing the electron and ion systems into different directions is
able to induce internal stresses and deform a piezoelectric crystal. Since the discovery
of the piezoelectric effect in tourmaline crystals in 1880 by Jacques and Pierre Curie,
materials exhibiting a stronger piezoelectric effect have been searched and developed.
The standard piezoelectric components used for technical applications nowadays
are polycrystalline ceramics (e. g. perovskites like barium titanate (BaTiO3), lead
titanate (PbTiO3), or lead zirconate titanate (PbZrxTi1-xO3)). There are many
applications of piezoelectric components from everyday devices like a lighter where
a hammer hits a small piezo crystal to produce the spark igniting the flame to
microscopic positioning systems used in research where voltages are used to control
component deflections. An important field of application for over a century has been
sonar systems where piezo components are being used as both sound emitters and
receivers.

Formal description

In an elastic solid without piezoelectric effect the local stress state is a function
of the strain (see appendix M for a more detailed explanation of the symbols and
equations.)

σ = Cε. (K.16)
But in a piezoelectric material the stress depends not only on the strain because
there is the additional contribution caused by the electric field E and conveyed by
the tensor e, the piezoelectric stress tensor :

σ = Cε+ eE. (K.17)
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The inverse effect is described by

D = eTε+ εE (K.18)

which has to be compared with

D = εE = ε0E + P = ε0(1 + χ)E = ε0εrE (K.19)

for a material without piezoelectric effect. It means in a piezoelectric material the
electric displacement field D does not only depend on the E-field but also on the
deformation state.

The constant ε0 = 8.854 187 817× 10−12 F/m is the vacuum permittivity or elec-
tric constant. P is the polarisation vector which gives the density of dipole moment
and is a measure of the spatial offset between the lattices of negative and positive
charge carriers. εr = (1 + χ) is the relative permittivity, which accounts for the
contribution of the polarisation to D. χ is called the electric susceptibility. In an
isotropic dielectric medium εr it is just a scalar (like ε0) and a measure for how much
the induced polarisation increases D inside the dielectric matter. But if the spring
constants for offsetting negative and positive charges against each other along the
different dimensions are not equal, then εr turns into a tensor to allow directions
of P which are not parallel to E. Such behaviour is also the case in piezoelectric
materials. Analoguely, the constitutive tensor C of a (not isotropic) piezoelectric
solid induces tension ellipsoids not aligned with the strain states. And finally, the
piezoelectric stress tensor e is there to translate between nonaligned electric fields
and stress states.

The behaviour of a piezoelectric material in the physically linear range can be
fully characterised by giving the matrices of C, e, and εr. For all these tensor
equations a shorthand based on 2D matrices exists which is explained in appendix
M. In that notation, and if the polarisation of the piezoelectric material is parallel
to the z-axis, one has

C =



c11 c12 c13 0 0 0
c12 c11 c13 0 0 0
c13 c13 c33 0 0 0
0 0 0 c44 0 0
0 0 0 0 c44 0
0 0 0 0 0 c66


εr =

ε1 0 0
0 ε1 0
0 0 ε3

 e =



0 0 e31
0 0 e31
0 0 e33
0 e15 0
e15 0 0
0 0 0


In equation K.17 & K.18 one calculates the stress and the D-field induced by

strain and E-field. Another form of the equation system often needed is the pair

ε = Sσ + dE (K.20)
D = dTσ + εE (K.21)

where S = C−1 is the elastic compliance and d the piezoelectric strain tensor. Here
one calculates the strain and D-field caused by a given setting of stress and E-field.
Furthermore, it makes a difference whether C and S are measured at constant E or
constant D, and similarly, whether εr is measured at constant stress or strain. The
quantity kept constant is usually indicated as a superscript, e. g. CE or εσr .
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K.5 Damping
Damping is a topic where there is a large discrepancy between the multitude of
microscopic phenomena at its roots and the few simple and popularised models
describing macroscopic mechanical systems. Among the simplified mathematical
models, the conceptual approaches, and thus, the mathematics differ drastically.
In the ANSYS FEM suite, only one of the models, namely viscous damping, is
implemented for use with harmonic or fully transient analyses. But some features
of other damping models can be emulated by the computation of equivalent viscous
damping coefficients. The following section together with appendix N provides the
necessary basics.3

K.5.1 The viscously damped free harmonic oscillator

A generic harmonic oscillator is described by the differential equation

mẍ+ γẋ+ kx = f (K.22)

where m is the mass, k the spring constant, and f = f(t) a force acting on the mass.
The constant γ acts as a damping term. If it is zero, then harmonic oscillations
of eternally constant amplitude of the form x(t) = X sin(ωnt) are solutions to the
equation once the excitation force is switched to zero, where ωn =

√
k/m is the

resonance frequency (also called natural frequency) of the undamped oscillator. The
equation can be brought into a simpler form by setting

γ = 2mγ′ and k = ω2
nm, (K.23)

which turns the equation of motion into

ẍ+ 2γ′ẋ+ ω2
nx = 0 (K.24)

where f has been set to zero for the purpose of looking at the form of motions when
the external influence has been stopped. Now, the ansatz x(t) = eλt will lead to a
quadratic equation in λ

λ2 + 2γ′λ+ ω2
n = 0 with the solutions λ1,2 = 2γ′2 ±

√
γ′2 − ω2

n.

This means that equation K.24 has solutions of the form

x(t) = X1e
λ1t +X2e

λ2t = e2γ′2t
(
X1e
√
γ′2−ω2

nt +X2e
−
√
γ′2−ω2

nt
)
.

The constants X1 and X2 can be freely chosen to match any choice of initial con-
ditions x(t= 0) and ẋ(t= 0). If γ′2 − ω2

n < 0, then the terms in parentheses have
purely imaginary exponents and yield harmonic oscillations. If γ′ > 0 then the oscil-
lation amplitude decays exponentially due to the factor e2γ′2t, this regime is called

3The book ‘The mechanics of vibration’ by Bishop and Johnson [46] has been found to offer
very useful explanations about the basics of damped oscillating mechanical systems. Therefore, the
nomenclature and the definition of some important terms and concepts have been adapted from it.
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underdamped. If γ′2 − ω2
n > 0, then all three exponents are real-valued, the regime

is overdamped, and after excitation the oscillator shows no oscillation, but only a
slowing down and moving to the equilibrium position. The amount of damping at
the boundary between the two regimes, where an overshooting of the equilibrium
sets in (or vanishes), is called critical damping and the corresponding value of γ is
labelled γcr. The ratio of the actual viscous damping constant to the critical value

ζ = γ

γcr

is called the damping ratio (or damping factor) [446].

K.5.2 The viscously damped forced harmonic oscillator – station-
ary solution

The section above has the intention to recall, that it is the velocity-proportional
friction term in the equation of motion K.22 that is responsible for damping. What
are the consequences of such a damping term in a forced harmonic analysis where
the stationary response to a harmonic forcing is computed? In order to find that
out for the harmonic oscillator, one has to apply a force f(t) = Feiωt in eq. K.22
and make the ansatz

x(t) = Xeiωt+ϕ. (K.25)

In the resulting equation

−mω2X + iωγX + kX = Fe−iϕ = F (cosϕ− i sinϕ) (K.26)

one can compare the real and imaginary parts

X

F
(k −mω2) = cosϕ and − X

F
ωγ = sinϕ.

Making use of the identities cos2 ϕ+ sin2 ϕ = 1 and tanϕ = sinϕ
cosϕ one can finally get

to the expressions for the characteristic dependencies of amplitude X and phase ϕ
on the frequency and how they depend on the damping parameter γ.

X(γ, ω) = F√
(k −mω2)2 + ω2γ2 (K.27)

ϕ(γ, ω) = arctan
(

ωγ

mω2 − k

)
(K.28)

By replacing m with k/ω2
n these can be rewritten as

X(γ, ω) = F√
k2(1− ( ω

ωn
)2)2 + ω2γ2

(K.29)

ϕ(γ, ω) = arctan
(

ωγ/k

( ω
ωn

)2 − 1

)
. (K.30)

Figure K.3 shows a plot of this characteristic frequency response.
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Figure K.3 The frequency response of a harmonic oscillator with viscous damping.
In the above plot the frequency axis has been normalised to the undamped resonance frequency ωn =

√
k/m.

The parameters F and k have been set to 1. It can be seen that viscous damping reduces the resonance
frequency. To connect the abstract plot with experience, one can think of the example of a car bumping
along an uneven road with ripples and cracks, but generally flat on the wider scale, where the car follows
and amplifies the up and down movements at lowest speeds, but stays level while only the wheels bounce at
elevated speeds. A damped harmonic oscillator can be seen or used as a low-pass filter, higher frequencies
don’t reach the car body. (Analogue plots for the case of ideal hysteretic damping are shown in appendix
N.3 as a comparison.)

K.5.3 Measures of damping

Several important quantities can be defined independently of the particular damping
mechanism or model and solely based on (a) characterising the temporal decay of
free transient oscillatory motion, (b) relative amplitudes in the case of the stationary
response to harmonic forcing or (c) fundamental energy considerations. (See also
e. g. [446].) First, there is the loss factor η which is the ratio between the energy
dissipated per oscillation cycle (2π) and the total mechanical energy still stored in
the system at that moment, i. e.

η = ∆W
2πEtot

= ∆W
2π(Ekin + Epot)

= ∆W
2π(T + U) = ∆W

2πUmax
= Ψ

2π . (K.31)

The variable Ψ stands for an alternative measure called specific damping capacity.
It is the relative amount of energy dissipated during one oscillation cycle:

Ψ = ∆W
W

= ∆W
T + U

= ∆W
Umax

. (K.32)
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The damping can also be quantified by the ratio of amplitudes Xn+1
Xn

of two con-
secutive oscillation amplitudes. Thus the logarithmic decrement of free vibrations is
defined by [39]

δld = ln Xn

Xn+1
. (K.33)

(The lower index “ld”, short for logarithmic decrement, is added here to the usual
symbol δ in order to distinguish it from loss angles labelled with the symbol δ, or δloss
for better distinction.) For experimental determination the formula δld = 1

m ln Xn
Xn+m

can be useful. Finally, the Q-factor of a resonating system (the quality factor or
resonant amplification factor [446]) can be taken from measurements on stationary
oscillations via the formula

Q = ωn
ω2 − ω1

(K.34)

where ωn is the frequency of a resonance peak in the amplitude response of a suit-
able physical quantity and ω1, ω2 are the points downwards and upwards on the
frequency axis where that amplitude has decreased by a factor 1/

√
2 from the peak

value. This definition is applicable when the frequencies ω1 and ω2 correspond to
working points where the dissipation power of the damping mechanism is half its
power at the resonance peak ωn. That is the case for many damping models when
∆W is proportional to the square of the displacement or strain amplitude and when
by consequence the reduction of the amplitude by a factor of 1/

√
2 cuts ∆W in half.

In these cases any physical quantity with an amplitude proportional to the displace-
ment amplitude is suitable for inferring Q, e. g. voltage, current, charge, velocity,
pressure in many transducers and resonators. Since 20 log10( 1√

2) = −3.01 dB, the
denominator of equation K.34 is called the 3 dB bandwidth [321].

Sun & Lu [446] list the following conversions valid in the regime of weak damping
where ζ < 1, η < 1, δld < 1, 2Q > 1, Ψ < 4π:

δld = 2πζ = π

Q
= πη

Q = ωn
ω2 − ω1

= 1
2ζ = 1

η

η = 2ζ = δld
π

(K.35)

Ψ = 2π
Q

= 2πη = 4πζ = 2(δld − δ2
ld), or 2δld

Q ≈ π

δld − δ2
ld

K.5.4 Frequency-independent damping

In the viscous damping model the friction force is proportional to the velocity. Con-
sequently, for the particular case of harmonic vibration the energy lost per oscillation
cycle

∆W =
∮
γẋ dx = γ

∮
ẋ2 dt = γ

∫ 2π
ω

0
ω2X2 cos2 ωtdt = πγ|ω|X2 (K.36)
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is proportional to the frequency. Oscillating systems with this property can indeed
be well reproduced in a lab setup, e. g. with a sidearm of a pendulum submerged in oil
so that the force slowing the pendulum down is created by laminar flow phenomena
and thus proportional to the velocity. But in the case of vibrating structures made of
solid materials where the damping comes from imperfect elasticity, the experimental
data looks different. It has been shown (an early work on glass, wood, rubber,
and several metals can be found in [233]) that ∆W is indeed proportional to the
square strain amplitude, yet almost independent of ω for many common construction
materials.

The viscous damping model can a posteriori be made to reflect that result by
assuming γ ∝ 1/ω. So replacing γẋ with hẋ/ω in equation K.36 yields

∆W = πhX2. (K.37)

For treating the case of stationary forced harmonic oscillation (by utilising the ansatz
f(t) = Feiωt and x(t) = Xei(ωt+ϕ)) it means that instead of

mẍ+ γẋ+ kx = f (K.38)

turning into (
−mω2 + iωγ + k

)
X = Fe−iϕ (K.39)

one has
mẍ+ hẋ/ω + kx = f (K.40)

turning into (
−mω2 + (k + ih)

)
X = Fe−iϕ. (K.41)

It can be seen, that equation K.41 might as well have come from an analogue treat-
ment of the differential equation

mẍ+ kx = f with k = k′ + ih = k′ + ik′′ = k′(1 + iη), (K.42)

where a complex-valued stiffness k = k′ + ik′′ has been defined. This approach of
employing a complex-valued stiffness is often referred to as structural or hysteretic
damping, and it is popular besides the above-stated reasons for the fact that it is a
linear differential equation just like equation K.22/K.38. In the frequency domain
a similar treatment of equation K.41 as conducted above for the viscous case leads
to the response functions plotted in figure K.4. The derivation can be found in
appendix N.3.

The only problems with equation K.42 arise in the time domain where it de-
scribes an unphysical system [216], as in this case the force law f(t) = kx(t) would
imply that a real-valued displacement trajectory leads to a complex-valued force.
Another facet is that the computation of time-domain response functions of equa-
tion K.42 to impulse excitations by means of Fourier series yields so-called impulse
response precursors, IRP, i. e. the system begins to react even before the excitation
happens, which violates causality [92]. In order to be able to describe transient
damped motions under the above-stated requirements that the damping be inde-
pendent of deformation rate and proportional to the square deformation amplitude,
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Figure K.4 The frequency response of a harmonic oscillator with ideal hysteretic
damping.
In the above plot the frequency axis has been normalised to the undamped resonance frequency ω0 =

√
k′/m.

The parameters Fa and k′ have been set to 1. The upper plot shows the frequency response of the amplitude,
the lower plot the phase response. The varied parameter is the loss factor η which in the case of hysteretic
damping can be identified with k′′/k′, the ratio between imaginary and real parts of the complex stiffness.
It can be seen that the resonance frequency (peak amplitude) does not depend on η. From equation N.21 it
can be taken that for ω/ω0 → 0 the phase offset ϕ approaches arctan η which means it directly mirrors the
loss angle δloss in that regime.

different versions of the equation of motion must be sought. (Examples are shown in
appendix N.) Such differential equations will not necessarily have sinusoidal displace-
ment trajectories among their solutions. Therefore it is stressed that, firstly, as long
as the concept of vibration damping by a complex stiffness originates from nothing
else but rewriting the viscous damping term as −hẋ/ω it is exclusively defined for
use in the frequency domain, and secondly, that for increasing levels of damping the
assumption of sinusoidal variations of physical quantities might become less and less
realistic.

In a force-position diagram (as in figure N.1) cyclic trajectories which are col-
lapsed to a line correspond to the absence of energy dissipation, and correspond-
ingly, any kind of energy dissipation leads to hysteresis loops encircling an area
of size equivalent to ∆W . Therefore, the naming convention of calling a damping
model sufficing equation K.37 hysteretic damping is somewhat suboptimal. Other
names, several of them not much less suboptimal, are [315] structural, material,
rate-independent, ideal hysteretic [92], or viscoelastic [446] damping.
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K.5.5 The loss factor and complex moduli

In the framework of material descriptions with complex moduli the loss factor η can
be identified with the imaginary-to-real moduli ratio according to the equation

η(ω) = ∆W (ω)
2πUmax

= k′′(ω)
k′(ω) = E′′(ω)

E′(ω) = 1
Q(ω) = tan δloss(ω). (K.43)

Deductions of that equation can be found in [321] (p. 47ff) and [158]. Furthermore,
equation K.43 says that the angle found in the complex plane between k (or E)
and the abscissa can be identified with the phase lag of a system’s response x(t) =
X sin(ωt + δloss) to harmonic excitation f(t) = F sinωt. In such a case the loss
angle δloss(ω) is equivalent to the loss factor η(ω) in its information content and can
alternatively be given to characterise the damping behaviour of the system.

K.5.6 Many-DOF systems and Rayleigh damping

A system representing a linear elasticity problem with many degrees of freedom can
for example be a chain of masses connected with springs moving on a single rail,
a few masses connected with rubber bands and bouncing in three dimensions, or
a truss construction. If there are only linear springs involved then the equation of
motion can be written as

[m]{ẍ}+ [k]{x} = {f}. (K.44)

This might as well be a FE system. All the physics of the system is expressed
within the two matrices [m] and [k]. How can damping be introduced into such
a system? In the case of viscous damping the two most obvious options might be
adding either a term γ{ẋ} with the same damping constant for all point masses or
a term [γ]{ẋ} with individual constants. The drawback of oversimplification stands
against the drawback of having to know or determine many damping constants.
Rayleigh damping means the setting

[γ] = α[m] + β[k] with α, β ∈ R+ (K.45)

and allows to implement many different distributions of damping strengths within a
network of springs by tuning the weighting of two constants α and β. Of course the
one distribution closest to reality might not be in that set. In fact, the motivation
of Rayleigh damping lies not in any physical background. It comes purely from
advantages of mathematical nature of the decomposition of equation K.45 which
are useful particularly in connection with modal analyses, and which are outlined in
appendix N.

Now that one single damping constant for the system has been split up into many,
all the relations involving η or ζ given in equations K.35 are of course not applicable
any more. The question is, whether they can be replaced with relations based on
α and β instead. Indeed it turns out that the coefficient α has a stronger effect
on lower frequencies and β has a damping power increasing with frequency. This
frequency-dependence is also a result of the type of eigenmode analysis becoming
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possible through the decomposition of equation K.45, so it is given as the damping
ratio of the ith eigenmode

ζi = α

2ωi
+ βωi

2 (K.46)

where ωi is the eigenfrequency of the mode. In practice this formula is also com-
monly applied outside the context of a modal analysis to set the damping ratio of
a simulated model to a desired value at the frequency or in the frequency band
of interest [8]. Figure K.5 shows a plot of the frequency-dependence of α- and β-
damping and the sum given by equation K.46. It also illustrates how to choose a
suitable setting of the two weights in order to minimise the damping level variation
within a frequency interval of interest.

Figure K.5 Rayleigh damping components.
Formula K.46 gives the relation between the damping ratio and the damping matrix weights α and β that
holds for all eigenmodes with their eigenfrequencies ωi of one multi-DOF system if Rayleigh-damping is
implemented. In practice, this formula can also be used in the other direction: by choosing a certain
combination of values for the two weights the damping ratio of a simulated model can be determined. If
one is interested in simulating only a small frequency band, the simplest approach is to leave one of the two
weights at zero and use the other one for the tuning. As the constants α and β have no physical meaning
and as the term with β has at least the similarity to ideal hysteretic damping of being stiffness-proportional,
the choice often falls on β > 0 and α= 0. In case a wider frequency interval has to be simulated and the
variation of the damping ratio should be kept low within that interval, then equation K.46 can be used to
establish a situation as for the grey shaded frequency band shown in the diagram, where the damping ratio
at the band edges is equal and the variation within is low.

K.5.7 Composition of the damping matrix in ANSYS

Damped FE equation systems are implemented in ANSYS always by an equation
system in the form

[M ]{ü}+ [C]{u̇}+ [K]{u} = {F} (K.47)

where {u} is the list of nodal displacements, {F} is the list of load forces, and
the matrices [M ], [K], and [C] are the mass, stiffness, and damping matrix. The
damping matrix [C] is composed, according to the concept of Rayleigh damping, as
the sum of terms building on [M ] and [K]. This sum is given by equation 15-20 in
chapter 15.3 of the ANSYS documentation [8] and has the form

[C] = α[M ] + (β + 2
ω
ζ)[K] +

Nm∑
j=1

(
(βj + 2

ω
ζj)[Kj ]

)
+ P. (K.48)
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Here, P stands for particular contributions only applicable with specialised elements
and analysis types which are not of interest and not discussed here. The sum over
j = 1, 2, ..., Nm goes over the various structural materials employed in the model,
that means it is a sum over parts [Kj ] of the whole stiffness matrix [K] corresponding
to the equation subsystem belonging to one material type. The intended use case
is that only few summands are switched to be nonzero, for example only α and β
to get to the situation of formula K.45. Using the coefficients βj instead of β allows
for making the β-damping material-specific, and using the terms 2

ω ζ or 2
ω ζj instead

of β or βj (while α= 0) allows for emulating a frequency-independent effect of the
viscous damping model.

For dielectric damping the command mp,lsst is available in ANSYS allowing to
specify a dielectric loss tangent. That this command really acts as may be assumed
and turns an initially real-valued dielectric tensor ε by multiplication into

εeff = ε(1 + tan δdiel) (K.49)

is somewhat hidden in the program’s theory reference in equations 5-86, 5-119, and
5-120.

K.5.8 Microscopic explanations for sound and vibration damping
in solids

Vibrations are damped and sound waves attenuated in solids due to internal fric-
tion. But from what does internal friction arise if there is only elastic and no plastic
deformation? How should friction for compression waves be imagined? The general
answer is that any kind of relaxation process can dissipate mechanical energy and
produce entropy and that such processes are maximised if the time scale of the re-
laxation mechanism corresponds to the motion time period. The most fundamental
such damping phenomenon is thermoelastic damping [48]. It occurs even in the
purest single crystal because the only requirement is a non-zero thermal expansion
coefficient. The inverse effect to thermal expansion is heating upon compression. As
compression and dilation are part of all longitudinal sound waves and most vibration
motions, local temperature gradients are created. The gradients are equilibrated by
irreversible heat flows, and therein consists the dissipation mechanism. One can
speak of a relaxation of the temperature field. But thinking of two different elas-
tic moduli, an adiabatic and an isothermal one, one can also think of a relaxation
of elasticity. The adiabatic modulus applies for quick compressions and dilations
whereas the isothermal one applies for slow changes. Due to the time needed for
thermal relaxation, on can imagine that upon a quick bending motion the adiabatic
modulus relaxes towards the isothermal one asymptotically. This thought experi-
ment helps to understand why thermoelastic damping is frequency-dependent and
why there is always a frequency with maximal damping (when the time scales match
best) and less damping for higher or lower frequencies. At low frequencies there is
almost no deviation from the isothermal modulus which minimises dissipation, and
at high frequencies there is simply no time for much heat transport.

These thoughts can be generalised to many other relaxation processes [330] in-
cluding the following:
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• Grain boundary relaxation occurs when changes of the stress state induce the
migration of grain boundaries in polycrystalline materials.

• Point defect relaxation is due to the migration of point defects, similarly there
are

• dislocation relaxation,

• Zener relaxation, i. e. the relaxation of the orientation of pairs of dilute atoms
in a crystal lattice,

• Snoek relaxation, i. e. small atoms jumping between different types of inter-
atom positions in crystal lattices of larger atoms (e. g. carbon in iron), and

• relaxations associated with phase transformations.

All these processes involve energy barriers to be overcome when atoms change their
positions in solids. As a consequence, the availability of activation energy plays
a role which makes such relaxation processes temperature-dependent. The listed
kinds of material damping are called anelastic behaviour, not to be confused4 with
the more general term viscoelasticity.

Thermoelastic damping can be described in terms of classical physics. But classi-
cal physics is always just a limit case of the broader quantum-mechanical description.
The quantum-mechanical facets of vibration damping can be discussed when sound
waves are seen as the manifestation of many phonons. In the phonon picture ther-
moelastic damping is the limit case when both the dominant wavelength and the
mean free path of thermal phonons are much smaller than the wavelength of the vi-
bration motion [269]. However, in micro- and nano-structured mechanical resonators
this is not always the case. Then, the quantum-mechanical nature of phonons can
begin to play a role and damping only understood correctly by describing it in terms
of phonon-phonon interaction and phonon scattering at crystal defects. The tran-
sitions between the group of phonons forming the vibration mode and the thermal
phonon bath throughout the resonator and its surrounding have to be examined.

The unfortunate consequence of the fact that material damping arises from a
combination of various microscopic phenomena is the high number of determinants
(not only frequency, temperature, vibration mode shape but also material purity,
treatment history etc.) and the difficulty to find applicable literature data.

4A good definition of these terms can be found in [330]. It is based on the three requirements
of ideal elasticity: (1) the strain response to each level of applied stress (or vice versa) has a unique
equilibrium value, (2) the equilibrium response is achieved instantaneously, and (3) the response is
linear. Anelastic behaviour is encountered when only the second condition does not hold. In the
case of linear viscoelasticity, conditions (1) and (2) are not given. In a viscoelastic material, the
strain state is also history-dependent.
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Lists of symbols and abbreviations
List of Latin quantity symbols
Symbol Description
[B] strain-displacement matrix
b load force field
C elasticity tensor (constitutive tensor)
[C] damping matrix
c speed of sound/light
D electric displacement field
d piezoelectric strain tensor
E energy; Young’s modulus
E electric field
e piezoelectric stress tensor
F, f force
f generic function
g generic function
h hysteretic damping component, i. e. imaginary part of stiffness
h shape function for a finite element
i unit value of imaginary numbers
K bulk modulus
[K] stiffness matrix
K, k spring constant, stiffness
{L} Nabla operator in list notation
M,m mass
[M ] mass matrix
n̂ unit vector in the normal direction
P polarisation field
P (~x) stationary sound pressure field
p pressure
Q quality (“pointedness” of a resonance peak)
[R] acoustic fluid boundary matrix
r absorption at the boundary of the acoustic domain; element

coordinate
S compliance tensor
T kinetic energy
t time
U internal enery
u,u displacement
V work
V̂ set of test functions
v test function
{w} vector of displacements of a general point
W work
X amplitude (of oscillator motion)
x distance, spatial coordinate
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{x} quantity in curled brackets for a nodal list (vector)
[x] quantity in square brackets for a matrix

List of Greek quantity symbols
Symbol Description
α mass matrix coefficient (Rayleigh damping)
β boundary absorption coefficient
β stiffness matrix coefficient (Rayleigh damping)
Γ boundary of the region/domain under consideration
γ damping coefficient/factor
δ infinitesimal step/variation or virtual operator
δld logarithmic decrement of damping
δloss normalised damping factor
ε strain tensor
ε, ε0, εr permittivity, vacuum permittivity, relative permittivity
ζ damping ratio
η loss factor
λ ansatz parameter
% density
σ stress tensor
φ phase angle
χ electric susceptibility
Ψ specific damping capacity
Ω volume, i. e. spatial region/domain under consideration
ω angular frequency

List of abbreviations
Abbreviation Description
DOF degree of freedom
FE,FEM finite element (method)
FSI fluid-structure interaction
IRP impulse response precursors
LHS left hand side
ODE ordinary differential equation
PDE partial differntial equation
SF sonofusion
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Appendix L

Integration by parts in two and
three dimensions (Green’s
theorem)

In order to be self-contained and because it is not completely trivial, the derivation
of the identity used on page 318 shall be shown here. The treatment is based on
appendix G of O. C. Zienkiewicz’s book on the finite element method [539].

The 1D case: In one dimension the rule of integration by parts states∫ x2

x1
uv′ dx = [uv]x2

x1 −
∫ x2

x1
u′v dx

and it can be derived from the product rule, since

d(uv)′ = v du+ udv

uv =
∫
v du+

∫
u dv.

The 2D case: Here, there are two nested summation loops over infinitesimal
slices. The instantaneous situation is shown in figure L.1. Applying the rule of
integration by parts first to the inner loop yields:

x

Ω
φ
∂ψ

∂x
dx dy =

∫ yT

yB

(
φψ
∣∣
x=xR

− φψ
∣∣
x=xL

)
dy −

x

Ω

∂φ

∂x
ψ dx dy

The first term on the right can be further modified by finding a way of writing dy
differently. This can be done with the normal vector n̂ of dΓ. The normal vector
is n̂ =

(nx
ny

)
=
(cosα

sinα
)
if α is the angle to the x-axis. The geometric situation on the

right end of the shaded stripe in figure L.1 allows to infer nx = cosα = dy
dΓ , whereas

on the left −nx = − cosα = dy
dΓ . Replacing dy with −nxdΓ on the left and with

nxdΓ on the right, the term can be modified according to
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Figure L.1 Definitions for integration in two dimensions.

∫ yT

yB

(
φψ
∣∣
x=xR

− φψ
∣∣
x=xL

)
dy =

∫ yT

yB

φψ
∣∣
x=xR

nx dΓ +
∫ yT

yB

φψ
∣∣
x=xL

nx dΓ

=
∮

Γ
φψ nx dΓ.

But why is the last line possible? This is because the closed integral around one
slice like the shaded one has four sides, but when concatenating the closed integrals
around all slices, the long top and bottom legs cancel each other and the closed
integral along dΓ can be made just of the side pieces. Therefore we have

x

Ω
φ
∂ψ

∂x
dx dy = −

x

Ω

∂φ

∂x
ψ dx dy +

∮
Γ
φψ nx dΓ

Similarly, if the partial derivatives are with respect to y, one can write
x

Ω
φ
∂ψ

∂y
dx dy = −

x

Ω

∂φ

∂y
ψ dx dy +

∮
Γ
φψ ny dΓ.

The 3D case: A similar procedure in this case yields
y

Ω
φ
∂ψ

∂y
dx dy dz = −

y

Ω

∂φ

∂y
ψ dx dy dz +

∮
Γ
φψ ny dΓ.

From scalar to vector fields: Now imagine the function ψ is a vector field,
i. e. a list containing in each component a scalar-valued function for which the above
identities can be applied. Taking the above equation and modifying the naming
convention by replacing every φ with φi is pure writing cosmetic:

y

Ω
φi
∂ψ

∂xj
dΩ = −

y

Ω

∂φi
∂xj

ψ dΩ +
∮

Γ
φiψ nj dΓ.

The meaning didn’t change at all, as both labels, the old φ and the new φi, stand for
functions projecting R3 onto R. But by saying that this holds ∀i and that φi is one
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component of a function ~φ(~x) : R3 → R3, and by summing three such equations
where the partial derivatives are chosen so j matches i, it becomes a statement that
can be written in the following way:

y

Ω

(∑
i

φi
∂ψ

∂xi

)
dΩ = −

y

Ω

(∑
i

∂φi
∂xi

)
ψ dΩ +

∮
Γ

(∑
i

φini

)
ψ dΓ

And this is nothing else than
y

Ω

~φ · ~∇ψ dΩ = −
y

Ω
(~∇ · ~φ)ψ dΩ +

∮
Γ
(~φ · n̂)ψ dΓ.

This equation can be used for two important theorems.

Divergence theorem: Setting ψ = 1 reduces the above equation to the diver-
gence theorem: y

Ω

~∇ · ~φ dΩ =
{

Γ

~φ · n̂ dΓ.

Product of gradients: Setting ~φ = ~∇χ modifies the theorem so it can be used
for treating the dot product of two gradients:∫

Ω
~∇χ · ~∇ψ dΩ = −

∫
Ω

(~∇ · ~∇χ)ψ dΩ +
∮

Γ
ψ~∇χ · n̂ dΓ.

Lists of symbols and abbreviations
List of Latin quantity symbols
Symbol Description
n̂ unit vector in the normal direction
u, v generic functions
x, y, z spatial coordinates

List of Greek quantity symbols
Symbol Description
α generic angle
Γ boundary of the region/domain under consideration
φ, χ, ψ generic functions
Ω volume, i. e. spatial region/domain under consideration
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Appendix M

Some basic definitions of solid
mechanics

(This description is largely based on the instructive script by Kuhl & Meschke of
the Ruhr University Bochum [244].)

Be u the displacement field u = ~u(~x) : R3 → R3 describing the deformation
state of a piece of solid matter. The Green-Lagrange strain tensor (finite strain) is
defined as

E = 1
2
(
∇u+∇Tu+∇Tu · ∇u

)
.

The displacement gradient can be decomposed into a symmetric and a skew-symmetric
part:

∇u = ∇symu+∇skwu = 1
2(∇u+∇Tu) + 1

2(∇u−∇Tu)

which allows the shorter writing of the finite strain

E = ∇symu+ 1
2∇

Tu · ∇u

where the two summands mark the separation into a first linear term and a second
term nonlinear in u. The infinitesimal strain tensor ε is defined in terms of a
geometrically linear theory of small strains as

ε = ∇symu

which has the shape

ε =

ε11 ε12 ε13
ε21 ε22 ε23
ε31 ε32 ε33

 =

 ∂1u1
1
2(∂1u2 + ∂2u1) 1

2(∂1u3 + ∂3u1)
1
2(∂2u1 + ∂1u2) ∂2u2

1
2(∂2u3 + ∂3u2)

1
2(∂3u1 + ∂1u3) 1

2(∂3u2 + ∂2u3) ∂3u3


and the property εij = εji for all off-diagonal elements. Because of the symmetry it
suffices to give just six of the nine elements and a convention has been established
allowing to write ε as a vector

ε =
(
ε11 ε22 ε33 2ε12 2ε23 2ε13

)T
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where the factor 2 is of relevance because it allows to express the internal strain
energy as a product of strain and stress in the tensor notation ε : σ as well as in
the shortened vector notation ε ·σ. In order to express the defining equation for the
strain in the vector notation, an extra differential operator needs to be defined:

ε =



ε11
ε22
ε33
2ε12
2ε23
2ε13


=



∂1 0
0 ∂2 0
0 0 ∂3
∂2 ∂1 0
0 ∂3 ∂2
∂3 0 ∂1


u1
u2
u3

 = Dεu

.

The Cauchy stress tensor is defined as to yield the ratio of force ∆F to area ∆A
for arbitrarily oriented flat test surfaces in the limit of small areas ∆A→ 0:

T (n) = lim
∆A→0

∆F
∆A = σ · n

where n is the normal vector on the test surface. σ is again a symmetric 3×3-matrix
and the convention to write it in a pseudovector format is

σ =
(
σ11 σ22 σ33 σ12 σ23 σ13

)T
=
(
σ11 σ22 σ33 τ12 τ23 τ13

)T
where the shear stress components are denoted as τij . With these definitions it is
possible to write down the local force equilibrium or momentum balance for solid
matter:

%ü = divσ + %b = (∂jσij + %bi)ei
with

divσ =

∂1σ11 + ∂2σ12 + ∂3σ13
∂1σ21 + ∂2σ22 + ∂3σ23
∂1σ31 + ∂2σ32 + ∂3σ33

 .
In order to be able to write this also in the pseudovector notation it is necessary to
define another differential operator Dσ = DT

ε , so

%ü = Dσσ + %b = (∂jσij + %bi)ei.

When a linear string is elongated from rest then the force builds up according to
F = −kx (Hooke’s law) and the work done on the spring is W =

∫ xf>xi
xi=0 F (x) dx =

[−1
2kx

2]xfxi=0. Thus, the work received by the spring, the stored energy, is U =
−W = 1

2kx
2
f . The spring constant k = dF

dx = d2U
dx2 is the quantity characterising

the linear spring, it is the knowledge allowing the prediction of forces and energies
at arbitrary values of x. Analogously, one wants to define a similar symbol giving
the characteristics of an elastic material: this is the constitutive tensor C defined
through

C = ∂σ

∂ε
= ∂2U

∂ε⊗ ∂ε
= Cijkl ei ⊗ ej ⊗ ek ⊗ el
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which is a highly symmetric fourth order tensor with Cijkl = Cjikl = Cjilk = Cijlk. If
C is independent of the strain, then one deals with a physically linear (or material
linear) constitutive law and one can write for the energy [516]

U = 1
2
∑
ijkl

Cijklεijεkl

and for the stress
σij = ∂U

∂εij
=
∑
k,l

Cijklεkl

or just
σ = Cε

which is the generalised Hooke’s law. C with its four indices has 34 = 81 entries.
The symmetry among many of its 34 = 81 entries stems from the symmetry of the
3×3 matrices it must connect. The pseudovector notation, where ε and σ are vectors
with 6 independent components, can be kept up, and C must then be written as a
6×6 matrix denoted here as C. That this matrix must again be symmetric means
that the most general material law can be defined by a maximum of 21 constants.
Wilson [516] notes that symmetry with respect to a plane reduced the number to
13, symmetry about three mutually perpendicular planes reduced it to 9, in cubic
crystals it narrowed down to three independent constants, in an isotropic solid to
two, and in an ideal fluid to one. For a physically linear isotropic solid, the two
independent numbers can be put in relation with the macroscopically measurable
properties Young’s modulus E (modulus of elasticity), Poisson’s ratio ν, and shear
modulus G. Since only two of these three are independent, there are connecting
equations which can be put in a simple form by defining Lamé constants µ and λ
according to

µ = E

2(1 + ν) = G and

λ = νE

(1 + ν)(1− 2ν) .

With these one can write the constitutive law for the linear isotropic case as

σ =



σ11
σ22
σ33
σ12
σ23
σ13


=



2µ+ λ λ λ 0 0 0
λ 2µ+ λ λ 0 0 0
λ λ 2µ+ λ 0 0 0
0 0 0 µ 0 0
0 0 0 0 µ 0
0 0 0 0 0 µ





ε11
ε22
ε33
2ε12
2ε23
2ε13


= Cε,

and the inverse relation can be written as

ε =



ε11
ε22
ε33
2ε12
2ε23
2ε13


=



1 −ν −ν 0 0 0
−ν 1 −ν 0 0 0
−ν −ν 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 E

G 0 0
0 0 0 0 E

G 0
0 0 0 0 0 E

G





σ11
σ22
σ33
σ12
σ23
σ13


= C−1σ.
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The matrix C−1 is called the compliance matrix or the material’s elastic com-
pliance. In English literature it is often denoted as S. For specifying piezoelectric
ceramics, the entries of C and S are given either at constant E-field (then denoted
with cEij and sEij) or at constant D-field (cDij , sDij ).

Lists of symbols and abbreviations
List of Latin quantity symbols
Symbol Description
A surface area
b load force field
C elasticity tensor (constitutive tensor) in pseudovector notation
C elasticity tensor (constitutive tensor)
cEij , c

D
ij elasticity tensor entries given at constant field strength

Dε,Dσ differential operators
E Young’s modulus
E Green-Lagrange strain tensor (finite strain)
ei unit vector
F,F force
G shear modulus
k spring constant, stiffness
n unit vector in the normal direction
R real numbers
S compliance tensor
sEij , s

D
ij compliance tensor entries given at constant field strength

T (n) Cauchy stress tensor
U internal enery
u,u, ~u displacement
W work
x, ~x distance, spatial coordinate

List of Greek quantity symbols
Symbol Description
ε strain tensor
λ first Lamé parameter
µ second Lamé parameter, equates to shear modulus
ν Poisson’s ratio
% density
σ stress tensor
τij shear stress components
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Some more basics on damping

N.1 The concept of receptance
If a harmonic force f(t) = Feiωt (with F ∈ R, the amplitude) acts on a system and
the system reacts by exhibiting the displacement x(t) = Xeiωt varying with the same
frequency ω at the point of application of the force, then a proportionality constant
α can be defined for the system, if its equations of motion are linear, connecting the
response with the excitation by

x = αFeiωt.

The constant α = α(ω) is called ‘the direct receptance at x’. It is frequency-
dependent, but independent of the excitation amplitude F . Let us consider for
example a mass being able to move frictionless along one dimension and subject to
the force f(t) = Feiωt. Then the displacement response must be a solution to

mẍ(t) = f(t).

Assuming one solution might have the form x(t) = Xeiωt the equation turns into

−mω2X = F

and it can thus be said that
α = − 1

mω2

is the direct receptance at x of the system, because as a consequence of the ansatz
X/F equals x/f in this case. Considering as a second elementary example a massless
spring with kx = Feiωt one can find that the direct receptance at x is then α = 1/k.

Now, let us consider a mass-spring system where

mẍ+ kx = Feiωt (N.1)

is the equation of motion. Here, the receptance α = X/F turns out to be

α = 1
k −mω2 . (N.2)

α(ω) has a poles at ω = ±
√
k/m, this means the resonance frequency ω0 (sometimes

called natural frequency ωn) is
√
k/m. (For frequencies the reversed sign means

nothing else than a phase shift of π.)
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N.2 Differential equations and interpretations of damp-
ing models

Work is force times distance. In a one-dimensional oscillator as sketched in the insets
of figure N.1 energy flows back and forth between the spring and the mass as work
is done by one half of the system to the other. For three types of oscillators the
figure shows plots of the force acting on the spring depending on the position of the
mass. Periodic trajectories in the force-position-plane are lossless if the ways back
and forth coincide, whereas an imperfect spring which is not able to recover all the
stored energy will split the two paths apart so there is a finite area encircled by the
trajectory.1 The size of the area within is ∆W , the energy dissipated during one
oscillation cycle. The figure shows different abstract approaches of modelling spring
imperfections which will be motivated and discussed in the following. The models
are dry (Coulomb) friction, viscous damping, and so-called ideal hysteretic damping.
The corresponding differential equations for a one-dimensional spring-mass system
can be written

Coulomb: mẍ− Fdry
ẋ
|ẋ| + kx = fext(t), k ∈ R, (N.3)

viscous: mẍ+ γẋ+ kx = fext(t), k ∈ R, (N.4)
id. hyst. A: mẍ+ h

ω ẋ+ kx = fext(t), k ∈ R, (N.5)
id. hyst. B: mẍ+ kx = fext(t), k = k′+ik′′ ∈ C, (N.6)
id. hyst. C: mẍ+ b

∣∣x
ẋ

∣∣ ẋ+ kx = fext(t), k ∈ R, (N.7)

and with the harmonic ansatz fext(t) = Fexteiωt and x(t) = Xei(ωt+ϕ) these equations
turn into2

Coulomb: −mω2X + i 4
πFdry + kX = Fexte

−iϕ, (N.8)
viscous: −mω2X + iωγX + kX = Fexte

−iϕ, (N.9)
id. hyst. A: −mω2X + ihX + kX = Fexte

−iϕ, (N.10)
id. hyst. B: −mω2X + ik′′X + k′X = Fexte

−iϕ. (N.11)
id. hyst. C: −mω2X + i2b

π X + kX = Fexte
−iϕ. (N.12)

Viscous damping: That the model of viscous damping is so common has two
reasons. On the theoretical side, equation N.4 is a linear differential equation and

1The case of areas encircled in clockwise and anti-clockwise manner cancelling each other out
is not considered here. Discussing models for loss mechanisms of imperfect springs means all areas
are surrounded in clockwise orientation.

2The nonlinear differential equation for Coulomb friction is not easily solvable. One option is to
replace the nonlinear term Fdry sign(ẋ) (with the help of the known x(t), e. g. x(t) = X sinωt and
ẋ(t) = ωX cosωt) by a harmonic series (see [321], p. 60). Here, the viscous damping equation has
been used by employing an equivalent damping constant γ. In the viscous case the area in figure
N.1 is ∆W = πγ|ω|X2, whereas in the Coulomb friction case the size of the parallelogram-shaped
area is ∆W = 4XFdry. Hence, a frequency-dependent value of γ = 4Fdry

πωX
has to be used in order

to emulate Coulomb friction by equation N.4 which results in equation N.8. This approximation
is, however, only valid in the domain of weak damping where realistic solutions x(t) to the two
models are still very similar. The same procedure has been used for coming to equation N.12 where
according to the friction force term in equation N.7 ∆W equals to 2bX2.
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it has the simple harmonic solutions shown in appendix K.5. On the experimental
side, it is quite easy to implement a velocity-proportional damping mechanism for
didactic experiments at laboratory scale. Friction by laminar flow phenomena can
be used for this purpose, e. g. by submerging a sidearm of a pendulum in oil, hence
the dashpot symbol commonly used for viscous damping elements. The force-over-
position trajectory in the middle of figure N.1 is the result of a harmonic movement
x(t) = X sinωt and viscous damping. Doubling the frequency ω means doubling
the speed everywhere on the trajectory and hence widening the elliptical surface
corresponding to the energy loss ∆W by a factor of two. Doubling the amplitude
X while keeping the frequency constant means doubling both length and width
(because of the necessary velocity increase to cover the larger distance in the same
time) of the elliptical surface. That ∆W is proportional to ω and X2 can also be
verified by

∆W =
∮
γẋ dx = γ

∮
ẋ2 dt = γ

∫ 2π
ω

0
ω2X2 cos2 ωtdt = πγ|ω|X2. (N.13)

However, the dashpot model of viscous damping is often not suitable to describe
damped vibrating systems because when damping is caused by intrinsic material
losses, by the imperfect elasticity of solid structural materials, then experimental
data on many of the most common construction materials indicates that ∆W is
independent of frequency [233].

Coulomb damping. In the Coulombian model of dry friction the friction force
between two solid surfaces sliding against each other depends only on the surface
properties and the normal force, it is in particular independent of velocity. Adopting
such a friction law for the 1D oscillator means that the friction force acting on the
mass moving with velocity ẋ is fdry = −Fdry sign(ẋ) = −Fdry

ẋ
|ẋ| . This term renders

the equation of motion N.3 nonlinear and it leads to the force-position trajectories
plotted in the top diagram of figure N.1. That solutions x(t) to equation N.3 are not
as well-behaved as the ones of N.4 can be realised by looking at what happens as a
response to harmonic excitations at very low frequencies. In that regime inertia plays
no role, the mass follows the excitation force in phase, and because there is a jump
in the friction force when ẋ switches its sign the mass will stop for finite times at the
outside positions before returning. At higher frequencies the influence of the friction
force jumps shrinks against the inertia effects, but it never disappears, hence the
assumption of a sinusoidal x(t) always remains just an approximation. The energy
dissipated per cycle is very easy to calculate for the Coulomb friction model because
∆W is just the size of the parallelogram-shaped area in the top diagram of figure
N.1 which is ∆W = 4XFdry. Besides the nonlinearity, the fact that ∆W is not
proportional to X2 is the second drawback of the Coulomb friction model, because
it is thus not suitable to describe the experimental data on structural damping.

Ideal hysteretic damping: The model of ideal hysteretic damping is often
equated with the concept of a complex stiffness k = k′ + ik′′ (as in eq. N.10) or a
complex Young’s modulus E = E′ + iE′′, in which case E′ and E′′ are called the
storage and loss moduli, respectively [446]. Bishop and Johnson [46] motivate this
concept in the following way: replacing γ by h/ω and thereby going from equation
N.4 to N.5 is a way to achieve a ∆W independent of frequency and at the same time
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Figure N.1 Hysteresis loops of 1D oscillators with different damping models.
The force exerted by the oscillator mass on the spring-damper element is the sum of the spring force
fspring = kx and the friction force ffriction. The plots show stationary oscillator trajectories in the f -
x-plane. Work done on (gained from) the spring-damper element corresponds to areas circumscribed in
clockwise (anticlockwise) direction. Without damping the oscillator swings back and forth on the straight
line f(x) = kx (the green dashed line). But with damping there is always a hysteresis loop in the f -x-plane,
and the energy ∆W dissipated per cycle is the area within the loop. In the case of viscous damping (middle)
the trajectory in the f -x-plane can in principle take any shape by making special choices on the velocity
profile. The present elliptical trajectory is a consequence of the particular case x(t) = X sin(ωt + ϕ). The
width of the ellipse is proportional to the oscillation velocity and thus ω. Therefore, ∆W ∝ ω, too. In the
dry friction (top) and the ideal hysteretic damping model (bottom) the trajectory shape and the encircled
area ∆W do not depend on the velocity distribution but only on the displacement amplitude X. These
models represent frequency-independent damping. It is clear that the transient trajectories of free oscillators
without energy input will be spiralling towards the origin.
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proportional to the square relative displacement (or strain) amplitude and thereby
correspondence with experimental data. Only the transition into the frequency do-
main motivates the idea of a complex stiffness k = k′ + ik′′ by collecting all terms
on the left hand side of equation N.10 which are of zeroth order in ω and first or-
der in X. The crucial point is that equations N.10 and N.11 are equivalent. That
means, in the treatment of forced-harmonic system responses (eq. N.10/N.11) it
is mathematically irrelevant whether the starting point has been equation N.5 or
N.6. However, not forgetting about the boundary conditions of the motivation for
the usage of a complex k is important because equations N.5 and N.6 are not at
all equivalent. The latter one implies that a complex-valued force is the result of a
real-valued displacement, and this is unphysical [216]. Taking equation N.6 to anal-
yse how a system with ideal hysteretic damping behaves in the time domain means
leaving the motivation context according to [46]. Applying the method of Fourier
series to find solutions of equation N.6 which are a response to an impulse excita-
tion reveals another feature of that differential equation, namely that it describes
a system violating causality, since the solutions start to oscillate already before the
excitation happens (exhibiting a so-called impulse response precursor, IRP) [92].
The controversy of that interpretation seems to be an interesting issue until now
[49]. Nashif et al. [321] note that the quantities k and η in k = k′ + ik′′ = k(1 + iη)
should be understood as functions of frequency, k(ω) and η(ω). They contend that
with the help of the settings k(ω) = k(−ω) and η(ω) = −η(−ω) in a Fourier series
approach one can for the case of a force impulse f(t) = Fδ(t) arrive at an expression
for the time response which obeys causality if evalued numerically (see [321], section
2.4.5, p. 78). However, at a more fundamental level it is sometimes pointed out
(e. g. [39]) that the term “frequency” is not necessarily clear in the time domain.
A problematic situation in that sense is encountered when intending to work with
nonconstant functions k(ω) and η(ω) measured in the frequency domain for con-
structing solutions to a transient excitation f(t). Which values of k and η should be
taken at any given time step?

By contrast, the nonlinear equation N.7 is a physically meaningful differential
equation for the time domain which suffices the requirement of ideal hysteretic damp-
ing that the friction force is proportional to the strain. For a periodically oscillating
displacement history it leads to the closed trajectories depicted at the bottom of
figure N.1. The second requirement that ∆W is independent of frequency is met be-
cause the friction force is independent of velocity and the shape of the force-position
trajectories is independent of the velocity pattern.

The three simple damping models explained above and illustrated in figure N.1
have been defined for the one-dimensional oscillator. But they can also be taken as
the basis of a viscoelastic material law.

Viscoelasticity: A material model accounting for energy dissipation during
deformation is called viscoelastic. Contrary to the meaning of its first part, the term
viscoelasticity does not only mean the introduction of a laminar viscosity, but rather
means in a broader sense any effect with the consequence that the microscopic stress
state does not only depend on the strain but also on the deformation history.3 There

3see [479], page 37f and [446], page 10f
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exist many more relevant rheological models describing viscoelastic behaviour as the
three simplest ones discussed above [479].

N.3 The one-dimensional harmonic oscillator damped
by a complex stiffness

(This appendix section follows the nomenclature of [446] and lays out the mathe-
matical steps hinted therein.)

The equation of motion of a forced harmonic oscillator is

mẍ+ kx = Fae
iωt. (N.14)

The obvious difference with respect to equation K.22 is that the velocity-proportional
damping term is missing. Here it shall be shown how offsetting k from the real axis
can be an alternative way of damping the system, i. e. k = k′ + ik′′ = k′(1 + iη). In
order to get the frequency response of the oscillation amplitude, the ansatz

x(t) = Aeiωt (N.15)

will be made where the phase shift is being accounted for by the complex amplitude.
This results in

−mAω2 + kA = Fa

A = Fa
k −mω2 (N.16)

A = Fa
k′(1 + iη)−mω2

which can be modified by using the frequency of the undamped resonance ω0 =√
k′/m into

A(ω) = Fa/k
′

1 + iη − ( ωω0
)2 . (N.17)

The magnitude of that frequency response is plotted in figure K.4. It can be seen
that unlike viscous damping, stiffness damping does not ensue a shift in the reso-
nance frequency. Evaluating that formula at ω = ω0 leads to an expression for the
dependency of the resonance peak height on the damping parameter η.

|A(ω=ω0)| = Fa
k′η

(N.18)

Employing a different ansatz

x(t) = |A|ei(ωt+ϕ) (N.19)
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allows to get to an equation giving the frequency response of the phase shift ϕ, since

−m|A|ω2ei(ωt+ϕ) + k|A|ei(ωt+ϕ) = Fae
iωt

−m|A|ω2eiϕ + k|A|eiϕ = Fa

e−iϕ = |A|
Fa

(k −mω2)

e−iϕ = |A|
Fa

(k′(1 + iη)− k′( ωω0
)2) (N.20)

e−iϕ = |A|k
′

Fa
(1− ( ωω0

)2 + iη) = cosϕ− i sinϕ.

Now, tanϕ can be determined by dividing the imaginary by the real part

tanϕ = sinϕ
cosϕ = η

( ωω0
)2 − 1 (N.21)

and the phase shift frequency response (plotted in figure K.4) can be written as

ϕ(η, ω) = arctan
(

η

( ωω0
)2 − 1

)
. (N.22)

Comparing equation N.22 to the angular response of the viscously damped os-
cillator (eq. K.28)

ϕvisc(γ, ω) = arctan
(

ωγ

mω2 − k

)
= arctan

(
ωγ/k

( ωω0
)2 − 1

)
(N.23)

reveals again that the behaviour caused by the complex stiffness can be expressed in
terms of viscous damping with a frequency-dependent equivalent damping constant
γ = ηk/ω.

Lists of symbols and abbreviations
List of Latin quantity symbols
Symbol Description
A ansatz parameter
b alternative damping coefficient/factor (hysteretic damping)
E Young’s modulus
F force amplitude
f force
h imaginary part of stiffness (hysteretic damping)
i unit value of imaginary numbers
k spring constant, stiffness
m mass
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R real numbers
t time
U internal enery
W work
X amplitude (of oscillator motion)
x distance, spatial coordinate

List of Greek quantity symbols
Symbol Description
α direct receptance
γ damping coefficient/factor (viscous damping)
δ(t) infinitesimally narrow impulse function
η loss factor
ω angular frequency
φ phase angle
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Appendix O

Experimental Characterisation
of sonofusion resonators

The core equipment of any sonoluminescence or sonofusion experiment is the acoustic
resonator. On the one hand this is just a vessel holding the liquid in place, so that the
geometric shape of its volume allows the liquid to oscillate in a useful mode shape and
frequency. On the other hand the vessel has to be able to vibrate itself, so that it can
carry the vibration generator on the outside and transmit its movements to the liquid
on the inside. In our case the vessel is made of glass and the vibration generator
is a hollow cylinder of piezoelectric ceramic glued around the vessel. The piezo
ring is acting as the electromechanic transducer transforming electric energy into
mechanic deformation or movement. If geometrical shapes, masses, and stiffnesses
of all three parts, the liquid, the vessel, and the transducer are tuned to fit, and
the damping is low, then it is possible to let the liquid oscillate strong enough to
show acoustic cavitation. For sonofusion experiments in particular, we assume that
the sound pressure in the liquid should become as high as possible, and the existing
resonator designs were built with that goal. An experimental characterisation of the
resonators by recording acoustic and electric properties of the resonators is necessary
to evaluate whether they behave as intended. This appendix chapter describes the
corresponding lab setup which was perfected during the measurement campaign at
RPI.

O.1 Instrumentation for controlling and characterising
a resonator

For characterisation campaigns the acoustic resonator had been embedded in a web
of multiple devices forming several signal processing chains. There was one chain
leading towards the resonator for the driving voltage signal and several chains leading
away from the resonator for carrying and processing the diverse sorts of measurement
data to be recorded. A LabVIEW® program1 had been developed which controlled
variable settings of many of the involved devices and could automate a substantial

1A list of all used Labview applications with short descriptions can be found in appendix P.1.
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Table O.1 List of electronic devices involved in resonator driving and characteri-
sation. NI is short for National Instruments® and HP for Hewlett-Packard®.

short name brand & type description GPIB2

lab PC standard PC OS: Windows®-NT control
ADC card NI PCI-6025E analogue-to-digital converter inside the

PC
BNC adaptor

unit
NI BNC-2090 offers access for BNC cables into the

ADC card
function
generator

HP 33120A 15 MHz synthesised function generator yes

amplifier Wheelock® AA-250 single-channel amplifier with outputs
25 V (2.5 Ω) and 70 V (20 Ω)

multimeter HP 34401A digital multimeter yes
scope A HP 54603B 2-channel oscilloscope with 60 MHz

bandwidth
yes

scope B HP 54615B 2-channel oscilloscope with 500 MHz
bandwidth

yes

scope C Tektronix® 2235 simple oscilloscope with no data
processing utilities

transformer in-house by RPI team
[250]

based on toroidal ferrite core,
undocumented

hydrophone PCB Piezotronics®

model S113-A26
steel encapsulated piezo pressure probe

signal
conditioner

PCB Piezotronics®

model 482A21
signal conditioner for hydrophone

current probe Tektronix® AM 503 current probe (coil surrounding cable)
and amplifier

displacement
probe

Ortofon® OMB 5E moving magnet turntable pickup needle

phono amp Realistic® STA-530 old-school stereo HiFi amplifier

part of the measurement campaigns. Table O.1 lists the devices often referred to in
the following section.

O.1.1 The lab PC and its software and periphery

The lab PC served as central computer workstation integrating the measurement de-
vice network. It hosted the program LabVIEW® and was used to control peripheric
devices and collect data for storage. GPIB2 data bus cables were used for control-
ling the function generator and the oscilloscopes. For analogue-to-digital conversion
(ADC) of the acoustic signals, a PCI-6025E data-acquisition board from National
Instruments® (NI), mounted on a PCI slot inside the lab PC, was used. It received
signals through a BNC-2090 adaptor unit (also by NI) placed outside the computer.
A collection of proprietary and in-house Labview codes1 was used and extended for
various resonator driving an measurement situations.

2GPIB is short for “General Purpose Interface Bus” or “General Purpose Instrumentation Bus”,
they are all terms describing connection hardware and data transfer protocols following the IEEE-
488 standard.
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O.1.2 Generating the voltage signal feeding the piezoelectric trans-
ducer

The first element of the voltage supply chain was a function generator of type HP-
33120A by Hewlett-Packard® producing a low-voltage sine wave. The amplitude
had been generally kept at3 100 mVpp and the frequency was a state variable con-
trollable via GPIB. The signal was amplified in the next element of the chain, using
a Wheelock® AA-250 amplifier and its 70 V/20 Ω output channel. Lastly, a trans-
former4 stepped up the voltage and this signal was fed directly to the piezoelectric
transducer glued to the glass resonator.

Figure O.1 The circuitry supplying the driving voltage to the piezo ring.
The resistors R1 and R2 were labelled 100 kΩ and 1 kΩ with a manufacturer precision rating of ±2% and
were measured by multimeter with (99.45± 0.05) kΩ and (999.1± 0.1) Ω, respectively.

O.1.3 Setup for capturing electrical characterisation signals

The circuitry for picking up the sinusoidal signals of transducer driving voltage and
current was connected to the voltage supply chain as shown in figure O.1. Since
the driving voltage for the piezo transducer was in the order of 1000 V, which is
too much for the ADC card, a reduced voltage signal was captured by feeding the
voltage drop across the resistor R2 into the ADC. A corresponding correction factor
in the Labview code reconstructed the correct amplitude values for the voltage signal
before being stored (see appendix P.1.3 for details). After digitising the oscillating
signal, knowledge about its amplitude and phase is desired. Figure P.2 in appendix
P.1.3 shows how this was accomplished with usage of common Labview subroutines.

The current flowing in and out of the piezo ring’s electrode surfaces was measured
through an inductive method instead of a voltage drop across a low-ohmic resistor. A
Tektronix® AM 503 current probing coil and amplifier set was used for that purpose
(see appendix P.1.3 for details).

O.1.4 Setup for capturing sound pressure

A PCB Piezotronics® model S113-A26 hydrophone was used to probe sound pressure
signals within acetone-filled resonators. This type of hydrophone consists of a small
piezoelectric transducer and a small amplifier housed in a pencil-shaped steel tube

3The subscript “pp” means peak-to-peak.
4Transformer: toroidal ferrite core (OD ≈ 7 cm) with copper wire windings, manufactured in-

house at RPI as part of the project of Saglime et al. [250, 390]; it had been designed to work at
20 kHz and therefore impedance-matched with the PZT ring; according to figure 26 on page 35 in
[250] (or figure 28 on page 49 in [390]) its windings have a ratio of 1:10. Having examined it with a
sensor coil of 8 windings at 20 kHz (and 150 kHz) resulted in rough estimations of 24 (16) windings
for the primary coil and 192 (160) for the secondary one.
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of diameter 6.3 mm. The flat front surface forms the sensitive pressure probe. A
PCB Piezotronics® model 482A21 signal conditioner was necessary to supply the
constant current excitation driving the transducer amplifier within the hydrophone
housing and for decoupling the output signal from the DC bias signal [305]. The
calibration table for converting the voltage output from the signal conditioner into
sound pressure is given in appendix P.2.

The hydrophone was kept in place along the central axis of the resonators by
a special aluminium flange. This flange looked exactly like the top cover part of
resonator No 8 (visible in figure I.5) with the only difference of having an extra
outlet for the hydrophone in its centre. In that outlet the hydrophone could be fixed
and sealed by a rubber O-ring squeezed by a nut. That simple rubber ring fixation
also allowed to push and pull the hydrophone into different vertical positions. This
hydrophone positioning flange could be used with both resonators, chambers 5 and
8. Its main purpose was to allow constant degassing at the liquid’s vapour pressure
even with the top piston removed and the hydrophone in place. In some cases, e.g.
for very low hydrophone positions when the length of the pencil-shaped hydrophone
was not long enough to reach from the sealing ring down to the desired location,
the hydrophone was just hung by its cable. During such measurements the acetone
surface was in directly exposed to the lab atmosphere. The limiting factor for sound
pressure amplitude measurements is cavitation on the probe itself. The cavitation
strength of acetone on a steel surface is considerably lower than in the bulk. And it
is further lowered once air gets dissolved in the liquid over time.

O.1.5 The wall microphones

Microphones made of small pills of piezoceramic glued on the outside of the res-
onator are part of most cavitation experiments. They are perfectly suited to pick
up the high-frequency noise caused by the implosion of cavitation bubbles. How-
ever, interpreting the acoustic properties of the resonator based on their signals is
problematic due to the reasons explained below.

Pill microphones were mounted on the outside of the resonator glass walls. They
are small round discs of piezoelectric ceramic polarised parallel to the rotation
axis. The same type C54000 (with diameter 0.252′′ (6.4 mm) and thickness 0.080′′
(2.03 mm)) from Channel Industries® was used as in the project by Saglime et al.
[250, 390]. After soldering thin connection wires to the silver electrodes on both
sides they were glued to the resonator glass walls with a drop of two-component
epoxy big enough to entirely coat one side of the disc and connect it to the glass
surface, which also implies that the whole solder joint must be immersed. It is the
acceleration force parallel to its polarisation of the pill microphone sitting on the
oscillating glass surface that is responsible for a deformation of the little disc which
translates into a time-varying voltage signal that can be measured across the elec-
trodes. Unfortunately, not only this signal was being picked up by the microphone’s
connection cables. When the pill microphone was in close proximity to the large
piezo ring driving the resonator, which was the case in all resonators examined here,
then the electric stray field around the piezo ring induced an additive signal in the
microphone cables. These cables therefore had to be wound to a tight helix. Ideally,
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coaxial cables should have been used in order to minimise the induced signal, but
this would also not have prevented the necessity of the two cable leads opening up
near the microphone and going different paths to reach the two separate electrodes.
A measurement of this undesired “antenna effect” of the pill microphones is shown
in figure O.2. Another point is that once the microphone is glued to the glass sur-
face, no control measurements without contact to the glass surface can be made any
more. The susceptibility for stray fields, the invariable position on the glass wall,
and the relatively large mass (the microphones are of similar thickness as the glass
wall) influencing the glass wall movement are all reasons why the pill microphones
are no ideal means to quantitatively examine the normal displacement of the glass
wall.5 But they are perfectly fine to trace cavitation events because that ability relies
on the detection of sparks of noise generated by violent bubble collapses covering
a much higher frequency range than the resonator’s excitation frequency. Saglime
et al. [250, 390] used a high-pass filter with a cutoff frequency of about 230 kHz to
isolate the cavitation traces from all the lower-frequency signals.

Figure O.2 Susceptibility of the microphone signal towards the electric stray field
of the transducer.
In this recording (case 35) an additional pill microphone was placed in close proximity (few millimetres) to
the transducer’s bottom rim where the stray field is strongest, but it was not in physical contact with the
resonator. While the blue curve shows the pill microphone glued on the glass wall, the signal from the stray
field probe is plotted in yellow. It can be seen that the latter one picks up a voltage-proportional signal. Its
amplitude is up to 15 % of the one of the glued-on microphone at the resonance peaks, and the ratio goes
up to 20 % in between the peaks. The effect on the glued-on microphones is assumed to be weaker, as they
are all more than a centimetre away from the transducer.

5Still another reason is that the spring constant of a pill microphone’s epoxy fixation on the
glass depends on the geometry of the epoxy drop and the embedded solder joint resulting in a
different transfer function of each microphone. So, each microphone would in principle require an
own calibration.
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O.1.6 Setup for capturing wall displacement

A simple system for probing the displacement of the resonator’s outside surfaces
was implemented based on the use of a turntable pickup cartridge. The particular
advantage this type of measurement has over the hydrophone and the glued-on pill
microphones for generating validation data for FEM simulations is that its probing
position can be easily changed and such position changes do not affect the acoustic
properties of the resonator.

The pickup needle: A standard record player-type pickup needle, model Orto-
fon® OMB 5E was used. The cartridge contains a diamond tip on a stylus in connec-
tion with a transducer of type moving-magnet (MM). The back side of the pickup
needle cartridge features four pins for the two stereo channels “left” and “right”. Dur-
ing experimentation with and implementation of the circuitry setup, the problem
became apparent that the strong electric stray field emanating from the piezo ring
induced undesired additional signals into the wiring of the displacement measure-
ment setup, just like in the case of the pill microphones. But here the problem could
be solved by using high-quality coaxial cables, by implementing a careful shielding
of the whole cartridge-to-coax cable connection area where the coaxial conductor
geometry must be broken up, and because the transducer part inside the cartridge
is factory-equipped with proper shielding. Figure O.3 shows that there is no residual
signal left after detaching the needle from the glass surface.

Figure O.3 Stray field susceptibility check on the pickup needle. This plot shows
that the signal from the pickup needle does not suffer from being influenced by the electric stray field from
the transducer electrodes as a result of proper shielding. The data sets 252 (shaded) & 253 (full colours)
are compared. In both cases the vertical position of the needle was 3 cm above the piezo ring. The only
difference of the second recording with respect to the first is that the needle cartridge had been pulled back
from the glass surface by a few millimetres so it did not touch it any more in the second row while still being
in the proximity of the piezo ring.
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The diamond tip on the pickup needle can swing in two directions, up-down
and sideways with respect to the surface of a record on a turntable. When the
needle tip follows the groove coined into the surface of a stereophonic record, the
2D plane formed by these two degrees of freedom is used to encode the two-channel
information of the stereo sound. But for the sake of physical symmetry, the two
stereo channels are encoded in a coordinate system rotated by 45° relative to the
“up-down-left-right” coordinate system. During the measurement campaign just one
channel was recorded because the difference to the surface-perpendicular motion
component distilled properly from the two stereo channels would in practice just
have been a proportionality factor.

It is the tininess in size and excitation force of the pickup needle and its magnet-
coil transducer that makes it suitable for probing the resonator glass wall displace-
ment without influencing it throughout a wide frequency band. The eigenfrequency
of the pickup needle is beyond the frequency range of interest which goes up to
22 kHz [5]. One of the few requirements to let the probing system function properly
is the right contact force of the needle on the probed surface. Figure O.4 illustrates
the construction of the needle bearing which ensured that this force stayed within
the suitable range.

Figure O.4 The bearing for the pickup needle cartridge. The displacement pickup
needle (Ortofon® OMB 5E) was mounted on a thin wooden arm and balanced with counterweight. The
arm was supported in the middle by two shackles being part of two vertical nylon strings. This created a
frictionless bearing with rotational freedom for the wooden arm (the strings form the rotation axis) and a
very low torsional spring constant. Pulling at one arm with a newtonmeter allowed to determine the degree
of arm deflection corresponding to a suitable contact pressure (between 15 and 35 mN) for the pickup needle.
(Artwork: Tudor Pirvu)

The signal line: The small signal from the magnet-coil transducer behind
the pickup needle was amplified using the phono input of a Realistic® STA-530
stereo HiFi amplifier. A sketch is shown in figure O.5. Only one of the two stereo
channels from the cartridge was amplified and stored via Labview. The aluminium
foil shielding around the cartridge-to-coax cable connection area was connected to
the amplifier’s ground potential. The two leads of the amplifier’s speaker output
channel in use were connected with two resistors in parallel yielding together 55 Ω.
The voltage drop across was the signal taken to the ADC board. The transfer
function of the STA-530 amplifier was roughly determined at 5, 10, and 20 kHz
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by replacing the needle cartridge in the above-described setup with the HP 33120A
function generator. The result is shown in figure O.6. However, the transfer function,
in particular the phase shift, of the whole instrumentation chain, including the needle
cartridge’s magnet-coil transducer, could not easily be determined because of a lack
of independently generated absolute wall displacement data.

Figure O.5 Schematic of wall displacement measurement signal line.
The pickup needle cartridge has four electric pins. Three of them have colour labels in blue, red and white.
The remaining pin is connected to the metal shielding box of the magnet-coil transducer and should thus
always be connected to ground. The two stereo channels are blue-white and red-shield. The pattern is
recognisable since the channels have an internal resistivity of ≈700 Ω [5]. One channel has been selected,
amplified with the Realistic® STA-530 HiFi amplifier, and the voltage drop of its speaker output across two
resistors was the recorded signal. The two resistors were of a type with an elevated power dissipation ability.
Their resistivities were 110.8 Ω and 109.2 Ω, yielding 54.97 Ω in parallel.

Figure O.6 The transfer function of the Realistic STA-530 amplifier.
It has been tested with a sinusoidal input signal directly from the HP 33120A function generator. The data
plotted in black shows the constant voltage amplitude of the function generator output. The red and green
data show the amplitude and time shift of the sinusoidal output of the amplifier. Shown in blue is the phase
angle calculated from the time delay.

O.1.7 Digitisation and basic analysis of harmonic signals

Analogue-to-digital conversion (ADC)

After converting the physical signals (displacement, pressure, electric current, ...)
into voltages they were digitised either with the two GPIB-capable oscilloscopes
(before case 200) or with the PC-mounted ADC card (after case 200). The two
scopes allow the sampling of four signals in parallel upon one single trigger signal
with a sample rate of 2× 105 samples per second. The ADC card is able to scan
a single channel at a rate of 1.24× 106 s−1 or n channels in parallel at 1/n times
the rate. When the ADC card was used for analysing the stationary resonator
response, the multiple signals have therefore been recorded one at a time exploiting
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the function generator as trigger several times in sequence. (Some more details are
given in appendix P.1.3.)

Determining the frequency response

The digitised snippets of the oscillating voltage and current signals can be analysed
employing Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) routines.6 Working with the idealising
assumption that the resonator under examination exhibits a linear response to the
sinusoidal forcing through the voltage U(t) = U0 sin (ωt), each of the response signals
itself is by definition a sinusoidal signal of the form s(t) = s0 sin (ωt+ ϕs). As the
two parameters amplitude s0 and phase ϕs (at the excitation frequency) suffice
for a complete specification, it is all that needs to be taken from the FFT result
ŝ(ω) : R+ → C. The frequency response of the resonator is obtained automatically
by a Labview code (see appendix P.1 for details) which steps through the frequency
interval of interest, buffering and analysing a snippet at each step after waiting for
the establishment of stationary oscillation and storing only the values s0 and ϕs.

Deduced electrical quantities

Looking at any transducer at a given working point, i.e. while oscillating harmoni-
cally in a stationary state, voltage (U0, φU ) and current (I0, φI), can be interpreted
as points in the complex plane,

U = ReU + i ImU = U0 (cos(φU ) + i sin(φU )) (O.1)
and I = Re I + i Im I = I0 (cos(φI) + i sin(φI)) , (O.2)

and Ohm’s law, U = RI, turns into U = ZI, yielding the definitions of impedance
Z ∈ C and admittance Y = 1/Z. The response functions Z(f) and Y (f) contain
essential information about the electromechanical properties of the resonator, as
outlined in appendix J.

O.2 Characterising single piezo rings
This appendix chapter is about presenting the characterisation data of transdu-
cer-driven resonators. Let’s begin with the simplest system: the transducer alone,
without the resonator.

In the design by C. West and R. Howlett [505] a cylindrical glass flask is set
in motion by a hollow cylinder of radially polarised polycrystalline piezoelectric ce-
ramic. The outer and inner surfaces of such a ceramic hollow cylinder are coated
with thin metal layers forming the electrodes of the transducer. An electric po-
tential between the electrodes creates an electric field parallel to the macroscopic
polarisation vector of the polycrystalline ceramic. The piezoelectric effect induces a
strain in the material as consequence of the ~E-field and this leads to a deformation
of the hollow cylinder, either a growing radius with a thinning of the wall thickness,
or the other way round. The transducer’s response to an alternating voltage is the
excitation of a radial displacement oscillation.

6See appendix P.1.3 for implementation details.
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For all resonators examined within this project the transducers were hollow cylin-
ders made of PZT-87 with an inner diameter of 65 mm, a height of 25 mm, and a
wall thickness of 3 mm. The geometrical tolerance after machining of the sintered
parts is given by the manufacturer as 0.13 mm [353].

O.2.1 Experimental setup

Two such piezo rings were examined, one had been salvaged8 from the broken res-
onator No 7, the other one came new from Channel Industries®. They were hung up,
their rotation symmetry axis kept vertical, by suspending them with soft cotton yarn
spiralled several times through the hollow cylinder and around a horizontal steel rod
20 cm above it, so the weight of the piezo ring was distributed onto many equidistant
support points. Apart from the tolerances of the manufacturing process, the solder
joints and the wiring on the electrodes are additional sources of asymmetry of the
setup. Only electrical properties were recorded from the piezo rings.

O.2.2 Measurement results

Figure O.7 shows the electrical raw data gained from frequency sweeps on two un-
loaded transducers. The data sets correspond to the measurements documented as
cases 105 and 114. For the sake of clarity no different labelling is introduced in this
text besides the numbering of the lab records. The data sets were gained with the
same experimental setup, but examining two different PZT rings with two different
histories. One case corresponds to a used and salvaged transducer ring, the other
to a new one. Their resonance frequencies are around 280 Hertz apart. How much
of this offset should be attributed to the difference in history and how much to the
difference in production batch cannot be determined from these two samples.

Figure O.8 shows electrical raw data gained in a setup where the transducer
was driven directly by the amplifier with the transformer shorted or taken away.
This keeps the voltage more stable. As a consequence, around the resonance, both
voltage and current are available with a high signal-to-noise ratio. This allows
the deduction of a clear phase signal (using the Labview pattern shown in figure
P.1). Only around the antiresonance a region remains where one of the two primary
signals, the current, exhibits very low amplitudes resulting in a degrading quality
of the phase signal. This situation translates into clean admittance circles and less
clean impedance circles.

Admittance circle analysis of an unloaded transducer

The finely resolved resonance recording of case 158 can be used for an admittance
circle analysis. Figure O.9 shows the raw data, figure O.10 the computed values of

7PZT is short for lead-zirconate-titanate PbZrxTi1-xO3. PZT-8 is a Navy type III material with
x = 0.52 [263]. See also appendix Q.1.2.

8Therefore, it differed from the other one in three aspects: (a) it was part of a different produc-
tion batch, having been manufactured years before, (b) it had been in use on resonator No 7 for a
short time, and (c) it had been in a chemical bath dissolving the two-component epoxy glue over
several days.
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Figure O.7 Raw electrical measurement data from two unloaded transducers
The plot shows the amplitudes of voltage (black) and current (red) signals feeding the PZT-8 hollow cylinders
over the frequency axis. The shaded plots correspond to the salvaged transducer (case 105 in the lab logbook)
while the fully coloured ones belong to the unused ring from a more recent manufacturing batch (case 114).
The measurements were made with the transformer behind the amplifier as depicted in figure O.1. In this
setup the resonance and antiresonance can be seen as dips in the voltage and current. One difference between
the two transducers is that the frequency pattern is shifted about 280 Hertz, the second difference is the
multi-valley structure of the resonance exhibited by the salvaged piezo ring. Whether the differences are the
result of the usage history or the manufacturing process cannot be told from these two available samples.

Figure O.8 Raw data from new transducer, resonance and antiresonance
This frequency sweep was recorded with the transformer taken away resulting in an almost stable voltage
amplitude. The resonance and antiresonance are now revealed by a maximum and a minimum in the current
amplitude. The degradation of the phase signal around the antiresonance is due to the low current amplitude
leading to a low signal-to-noise ratio of the current signal. Two frequency sweep records are actually plotted
in the diagram: case 157 (full colours) covers the entire plotted domain with a step size of 12 Hz; case 158
(shaded colours) is a close examination of only the resonance with a step size of 2 Hz.

impedance Z and admittance Y = 1/Z as functions of frequency, and figure O.11
shows a plot of the same data in the complex admittance plane. In that latter one,
the whole data set appears as grey crosses. The blue dots represent a manually
selected subset, and the green ring is a circle numerically fitted to that subset by
minimising9 the sum of square distances of the data points from the circle. The
fit parameters were only the x- and y-coordinates of the circle centre, and not the

9The utilised search algorithm was Powell’s method [361] from the Python library SciPy [223]
(version 0.9.0). It can be found there as scipy.optimize.fmin_powell.
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radius, because the latter was set to equal the x-coordinate in accordance with the
simplified transducer model of appendix J. The data subset marked in blue is thought
to be more suitable than the entire data set for the circle fitting procedure for two
reasons: on the one side the blue set is more evenly balanced around the circle,
and on the other side the neglected densely packed data points corresponding to
lower values of the conductance G are far away from the resonance on the frequency
axis. The fitted circle centre has an x-coordinate of 73.61 mS and a y-coordinate of
296.6 µS. The mean distance of the data points (the blue subset on which the fit is
based) from the circle is 668.9 µS

Figure O.9 Raw data of finely resolved resonance from the unloaded new trans-
ducer.
(Data of case 158)

According to the second formula of table J.2 the mechanical Q-factor of the
transducer can be calculated from the frequencies fmB, fs, and fnB corresponding
to the points of the circle at the top, the right, and the bottom. Making linear
interpolations of the discrete data set, these frequencies are 16160.92, 16169.31, and
16 178.50 Hz, respectively, from which follows

Qm = fs
fnB − fmB

= 919.79 ≈ 920.

The electric Q, which is Qe = Bs/Gmax, by contrast, cannot reliably be determined
with the present data set because Bs = 296.6 µS, the vertical offset of the circle
centre from the real axis, is substantially smaller than the mean distance of the data
points to the fitted circle (668.9 µS), so that Qe appears to be zero through this first
approach. One could perhaps say that this implies an upper limit Bs < 0.7 mS.

Next, the sizes of the equivalent circuit elements can be calculated as

R = 1
Gmax

= 6.80 Ω, L = QmR

ωs
= 61.5 mH, C = 1

QmRωs
= 1.58 nF.

The parallel capacitance C0 (i. e. the leak path existing for AC current due to elec-
trodes and cables forming a capacitor) cannot be inferred from C0 ≈ Bs/ωs and
must instead be calculated as

C0 = f2
r

f2
a − f2

r

C. (O.3)
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Figure O.10 Impedance and admittance of an unloaded transducer.
This plot shows the real and imaginary parts of admittance Y = G+ iB and impedance Z = R+ iX as well
as their magnitudes |Y | and |Z|.

The antiresonance frequency fa is needed here, and it must be read from the data
set 157 plotted in figure O.8, where the quality of the phase signal is unfortu-
nately very low above 17 kHz due to the current amplitude minimum at the an-
tiresonance.10 From that data the antiresonance frequency fa was determined to be
fa = (17120 ± 30) Hz with the justification presented in appendix P.3.1. Together
with fr = 16 169.3 Hz this yields

C0 = f2
r

f2
a − f2

r

C = rC = 13.01 nF.

With the uncertainty on fa being 30 Hz and neglecting the uncertainty on the other
variables against it, the uncertainty on C0 turns out to be 0.4 nF. Hereby, a capaci-
tance ratio of r = C0/C = QeQm = f2

r /(f2
a − f2

r ) = 8.26 was used. Since r is at the
same time the Q-product, an electric Q-factor of Qe = 8.98× 10−3± 2.9× 10−4 can
also be computed. Now, Bs can be calculated again using the formula Bs = ωsC0,

10At the same time it becomes clear that the data quality degradation around the antiresonance
poses no severe problem for the transducer characterisation in this case, where we are dealing with
a high-Q system. The quantities L, R, and C can all be gained solely with the clear admittance
circle data stemming from the resonance, and with that the physical properties of the transducer
itself are fully determined. Only for the determination of C0 which quantifies the AC leak path
through electrodes and cables the data from the antiresonance is necessary, and it contributes to
the formula only through a term of the form f2

a −f2
r = (fa+fr)(fa−fr). In a high-Q system where

fnX − fmX << fa − fr, i. e. where the phase transition region is much smaller than fa − fr, it is
in this case not so important to have the antiresonance well resolved, it is more important to know
where it is. See also figure P.6 which addresses the same point.
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Figure O.11 Admittance circle of the unloaded new transducer.
This diagram shows the admittance data in the complex plane Y = G+ iB where the excitation frequency
is a parameter. The grey crosses reflect the whole data set (case 158, as in figure O.10) while the blue dots
represent a manual selection deemed most suitable for numerically fitting a circle. The best fitting circle is
shown in green. The boundary condition of the fit procedure was that the imaginary axis had to be a tangent
of the circle. This means that whereas a circle in a plane is normally defined by three parameters (coordinates
of the centre and radius), the admittance circle fitting procedure involves only two free parameters.

and one can obtain a value of Bs = (1.32± 0.043) mS, whereby the uncertainty still
stems from the uncertainty on fa deemed to dominate the others. The contradiction
of that value and the estimate Bs < 0.7 mS stated above may be due to the many
idealising assumptions at the basis of table J.2.

The electromechanical coupling factor k and the figure of merit M can be deter-
mined via

k =
√

1− f2
s

f2
p

= 0.33± 0.005, M = k2Qm
1− k2 = 111.34± 4,

whereby for fp it was assumed fp ≈ fa.
Lastly, the motional capacitance constant Γ can be specified for this PZT hollow

cylinder with a thickness of d = 3 mm, a height of h = 25 mm, and an inner radius
of ri = 32.5 mm:

Γ = Cd

A
= Cd

2πrmh
= 8.88× 10−10 F m−1,

where rm is the radius of the middle of the cylinder wall.

O.3 Characterising resonator no. 8

Resonators No 7 & 8 were the first SF resonators built at RPI according to the
design with H-shaped cross section developed by Cancelos [69]. The new design
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reflected (a) ab initio thoughts on the desired sound field, (b) a simulation-aided
approach to understanding the connection of the sound field with the structural
vibration mode shape, and (c) the wish to make the manufacturing and assembly
process more reproducible. Unfortunately, both resonators disappointed the hopes
to furnish better-performing SF resonators. Resonator 7, made of a single glass
piece, suffered a fracture in the glass at a point of high wall curvature early on
during experimentation. No 8 turned out to be a system with a far too low Q-factor,
which is documented below.

O.3.1 Cavitation experiments with resonator no. 8

The SF experiment is feasible only if one can maintain a decent rate of cavitation
bursts inside the acoustic resonator over hours while a cool temperature of ∼ 0 ◦C is
kept stable. This can be tested with normal instead of deuterated acetone and with
the PuBe neutron source instead of the pulsed neutron beam for bubble nucleation.
Such cavitation tests yielded, however, very disappointing results with resonator
No 8.

The tests were conducted at the Gaerttner Laboratory at RPI. With the res-
onator placed in a freezer, under video supervision for visual cavitation detection
and in proximity of a fan for cooling via streaming air, the following sequence of
events and observations could be conducted several times. Before filling the acetone
into the resonator, it has to be degassed in a glass flask, where a large free surface
can be exposed to the gas phase, by agitation through a magnetic stirrer and while
maintaining the vapour pressure above the surface with the help of a vacuum pump.
Once transferred into the resonator the degassing process of the liquid needs comple-
tion through acoustic agitation. Setting the resonator in vibration while maintaining
vapour pressure in the connected vacuum system leads to bubbling like in soda water
throughout the resonator volume even at low driving voltage. With the progress of
the degassing process the resonator slowly turns into a neutron detector, requiring
greater driving voltages and the presence of the neutron source for triggering new
bubble clouds once a bubble population dies out. It becomes improbable to see soda-
like sparkling throughout the chamber and the phenomenon visible then is a dancing
jet of bubbles originating at the sound pressure antinode and pointing outwards in
often wildly changing directions. The jet becomes intermittent and reappears only
in the presence of the neutron source. The jet lifetimes shorten. When their lifetime
becomes so short that they become mere bursts, then the working regime for SF
experiments is reached. Now, according to Taleyarkhan’s SF protocol, the voltage
amplitude representing the cavitation threshold has to be sought and from there the
driving voltage should be doubled.

With resonator 8, cavitation led to heating and subsequent boiling and required
the full power of the driving electronics so that a doubling of the voltage was impos-
sible. Already during the bubble jet phase the three thermocouples placed on the
aluminium end plates and on the glass wall measured increasing temperatures (e. g.
from 6 to 14 ◦C in 5 minutes) indicating that the heat removal via fanned air (with
temperatures between −5 and 0 ◦C) was largely insufficient. Only very short phases
of the cavitation burst regime could be observed (e. g. 15 seconds) before boiling be-
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gan. Driving voltage amplitudes between 600 and 900 Volt were necessary to reach
the cavitation burst regime. Beyond 950 V the system showed large nonlinearities
(overtones in the scope signals) and the “peak” warning light on the amplifier went
on. After each short cavitation trial thermocouple temperatures peaked at 20 to
35 ◦C. Several minutes of cooldown time without acoustic drive were then needed.
Repeated cavitation trials were conducted with letting the chamber cool down to
about 10 ◦C in between. Frequency sweeps at lowered power were used to determine
the frequencies of maximum microphone signal amplitude (found in between 19.4
and 19.7 kHz) and maximum microphone gain (18.8 to 19.2 kHz).11 Both, frequen-
cies of maximum gain as well as frequencies of maximum amplitude were used to
test the cavitation behaviour. The cavitation thresholds were always between 70
and 90 % of the linear range of the amplifier power with a tendency to be slightly
lower in the maximum gain cases. Boiling bubbles were nucleated at the top and
bottom flanges. Whether a small fraction was also created behind the transducer or
just grew bigger while passing it was difficult to tell.

In an attempt to get a hint whether the increased use of the rather soft metal
aluminium is the reason for the high heat generation rates, the bottom piston was re-
placed by a new construction involving a glass piston of similar shape being clamped
between the rubber seal and an aluminium ring. The design is depicted in figure
O.12. However, repeated cavitation tests brought no improvement: almost only bub-
ble jets and very little cavitation could be observed, and after minutes the acetone
boiled at temperatures above 10 ◦C. Boiling bubbles also came from the bottom of
the chamber. This means that either the heat generation takes place in the bending
glass at similar rates as in aluminium (and is not seen at the glass side walls because
they have smoother surfaces) or it may be due to frictioning between assembly parts
which are bolted and clamped against each other.

Figure O.12 Bottom flange modification of resonator No 8.
This alternative bottom head piece was constructed and tested seeking more information on what determined
the energy dissipation of resonator 8. It is a glass piece clamped between an aluminium ring (beige) and
the rubber O-ring. The glass part consists of pieces cut out from glass plates and tubes fused together with
glassblowing techniques. Grinding and polishing was necessary for the surface pressed against the rubber
seal (to be placed into the groove of the aluminium counterpart coloured in grey).

11Figure O.18 shows how these frequencies shift within these ranges depending on the tempera-
ture.
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As a consequence, this resonator design is not suitable for the SF experiment in
the current setup. One could ask whether it could be made suitable in connection
with driving and cooling systems of increased power. In any case, material limits like
the maximally allowable12 potential gradient in the piezoelectric material should be
taken into account. The other principal problem with a design relying on bolted and
clamped part connections is that simulations (e. g. FEM) are difficult and unreliable.

O.3.2 Electrical properties

The unmodified version

The measurements with resonator No 8 were all conducted with the transformer in
between amplifier and transducer, in a setup where the voltage amplitude varies
greatly between different working points. The amplitude minima of both voltage
and current do not hinder the admittance and impedance circle analysis in this
case because the low Q-factor prevents these dips from reaching down extremely
low. Figures P.8 and P.9 (page 404f) show the electrical raw data and the deduced
impedance and admittance of resonator No 8. The gained admittance and impedance
circles are presented in figures O.13 and O.14.

Analysing the admittance circle, the resulting mechanical Q-factor turns out to
be

Qm = fs
fnB − fmB

= 59.55 ≈ 60,

while the electrical one is
Qe = Bs

Gmax
≈ 0.34.

In comparison with the unloaded transducer analysed in the preceding section, it can
be seen that the drastically lowered mechanical Q reflects the resonance widening,
the fact that a much larger frequency interval is needed for the phase angle transition
which can also be seen by the much narrower data point spacing along the Y and
X circles.

The equivalent circuit elements R, L, and C evaluate to

R = 1
Gmax

= 405 Ω, L = QmR

ωs
= 212 mH, C = 1

QmRωs
= 0.364 nF.

The increased dissipation of the transducer load can here be seen by the much
larger R in comparison with the unloaded case, while the larger L reflects the added
inertia of the structural masses in oscillatory motion. Since the capacity C functions
mathematically as the reciprocal of the spring constant of the oscillator model, it
has to decrease (i. e. the system has to become stiffer) in order to account for the
not much changed resonance frequency while the mass more than tripled.

The parallel capacitance C0 can now be computed in two ways,

C0 ≈
Bs
ωs

= 7.35 nF, C0 = f2
r

f2
a − f2

r

C = 18.1 nF.

12[353] gives a limit of 8 kV cm−1. A voltage drop of ≈ 900 V across the 3 mm thick transducer
was the maximal voltage applied to resonator 8. In the experimental setup this limit was given by
the linear range of the amplifier.
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Figure O.13 Admittance circle (data and fit) of resonator No 8.
Again, the grey crosses show the whole data set (case 25) gained by the frequency sweep and the blue
circles correspond to the subset having been used for fitting the green circle. The selection has not been
conducted completely manually, but just by deliberately specifying ignoring ratios (e. g. for all points with
G/Gmax ∈ [0.2, 0.3] five out of six points were ignored, for G/Gmax ∈ [0.3, 0.5] two out of three, and for
G/Gmax > 0.5 none). The green circle is determined by Gmax = 2.467 mS and Bs = 0.8366 mS. The
characteristic frequencies not indicated in the plot are fmB = 17.9217 kHz and fnB = 18.2255 kHz.

where fa = 18.343 kHz, fr = 18.161 kHz, and fs = 18.105 kHz are the antiresonance,
resonance, and the series resonance frequencies which can be read from diagrams
O.13 and O.14. The Q product or capacitance ratio QeQm = r = C0/C also
evaluates differently, depending on the formula:

QeQm ≈ 20.2, whereas r = C0
C

= f2
r

f2
a − f2

r

≈ 49.8.

The electromechanical coupling factor k and the figure of merit M evaluate to

k =
√

1− f2
s

f2
p

= 0.22 and M = k2Qm
1− k2 = 1.8,

and the motional capacitance constant Γ to

Γ = Cd

A
= Cd

2πrmh
= 2.04× 10−10 F

m .

The modified version with a glass bottom plate

The analysis of the electrical data (figure P.10) shows that the introduction of the
clamped glass bottom plate increases the losses, as can be seen by the lowered Qm
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Figure O.14 Impedance circle (data and fit) of resonator No 8.
The quantities determining the fit circle are Rmax = 2.542 kΩ and X0 := Xp = −931 Ω, the reactance at fp.
(Data of case 25)

and increased Qe in table O.2. Damping mechanisms suppress the dip in the phase
signal shrinking the Y - and Z-circles and together with the increased C0 observed
with the modified setup this pushes their centres sufficiently far away from the real
axis so there are no intersections any more. This can be seen in figure O.15.

Table O.2 Electrical properties in comparison: two setups of resonator No 8.

quantity formula alu piston glass piston
Qm

fs
fnB−fmB

60 42

Qe
Bs
Gmax

0.34 0.64
R 1

Gmax
405 Ω 490 Ω

L QmR
ωs

212 mH 174 mH
C 1

QmRωs
0.364 nF 0.408 nF

C0
Bs
ωs

7.35 nF 11.02 nF

k
√

1− f2
s

f2
p

0.22 0.19

M k2Qm
1−k2 1.8 1.4

Γ Cd
A

2.04× 10−10 F
m 2.29× 10−10 F

m
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Figure O.15 Admittance and impedance circles of modified resonator No 8.
The fitted Y -circle is given by Gmax = 2.042 mS and Bs = 1.309 mS. The characteristic frequencies not
indicated in the plot are fmB = 18.6599 kHz and fnB = 19.1091 kHz. The quantities determining the
Z-circle are Rmax = 1.277 kΩ and X0 := Xp = −813.2 Ω, the reactance at fp. The additional structures
between 17.7 and 19 kHz translate into the little loop visible in both plots between ten and eleven o’clock.
The selection (blue) of the data (case 47) to be fitted was done simply by threshold, whereby G/Gmax and
R/Rmax had to be greater than 0.3.

O.3.3 Acoustic properties

Resonator 8 is the only one allowing the use of the hydrophone while the shape
of the liquid volume remains unchanged because the top head of the chamber is
made of aluminium and a special version of it with an additional outlet for holding
the hydrophone could be easily manufactured. The outlet is in the centre of the
top plate and the hydrophone can be fixed and sealed tight in it by a rubber O-
ring squeezed by a nut. The fixation allows variable vertical positions of the thin
cylindrical hydrophone so it can probe the sound pressure along the resonator’s
central axis from the top to the bottom piston. A corresponding series of frequency
recordings is presented in figure O.16 where it is visualised as a 2D colour map.
Two versions of the pressure map are presented, one showing the absolute sound
pressure inside the resonator along the central axis of the cylindrical geometry over
the frequency and the other one the sound pressure gain. The latter one should
give the map that would be observable if it was possible to keep the driving voltage
constant. There are three noteworthy aspects: (a) the structures in both 2D maps
are not perfectly upright but leaning slightly to the left, (b) the top and bottom
halves of the vertical mode shapes are not symmetric, and (c) the gain map reveals
a split into three sub-peaks.

The explanation why the vertical structures are leaning to the left is that each
peak is systematically shifted a small bit towards higher frequencies when the hy-
drophone is shifted downwards, because the presence of the hydrophone made of
steel increases the overall stiffness of the resonator filling as it replaces the relatively
soft liquid. In an alternative thought one can say, assuming the deformation of the
hydrophone itself as negligible, that as the radial distance from the central axis to
the glass wall is reduced by the hydrophone radius, the standing wave covering that
distance has to reduce its wavelength and increase its frequency. Since the struc-
tures are left-leaning, it makes a difference, if one wants to plot the vertical pressure
profile, whether a vertical cut through the map is taken or whether the profile is
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Figure O.16 Sound pressure maps of resonator No 8.
These plots represent sound pressure mappings of the resonance near 19 kHz (which is assumed to be the
fundamental resonance, where there is one single pressure antinode horizontally and vertically across the
main liquid volume). The plot on the left shows the measured sound pressure while the one to the right
depicts the pressure gain i. e. the sound pressure gained per unit of driving voltage amplitude supplied to
the transducer ring. The hydrophone was moved down in steps of 5 mm, starting at level with the upper
piston surface and approaching the lower piston surface to a distance of 1.5 mm. At each step a frequency
sweep was recorded (cases 60-74) corresponding to a horizontal line in the plots. During this recording the
glass composite bottom piston of figure O.12 had been in place, the setup of figure O.1 was employed, and
the signal processing followed the scheme of figure P.1.

composed of local maxima. Such profiles of both sorts of sound pressure and pres-
sure gain are given in figure O.17, and it can be seen that the difference between the
vertical cuts and the chains of local maxima is rather small in this case where the
peaks are wide.

These profiles visualise the second aspect mentioned above, the asymmetry of
the mode shapes even better. This asymmetry is the reflection of the asymmetry
of the physical setup, and that has two contributions. For one, the composite glass
bottom piston had been already installed, and on the other hand the top piston with
the added masses of the hydrophone port and the probe itself surely cannot follow
the motion of the liquid as easily as a bare thin plate. In the setup with the two
symmetric end plates without hydrophone port installed, it is assumed that the top
halves of the pressure profiles take the same shape as the lower halves.

The third mentioned aspect visible in the pressure gain map is the split into
multiple peaks. It was observed in microphone gain plots as well. By the microphone
records all four setup versions (with hydrophone and the special top head in place or
without, with the glass bottom head in place or without) can be compared. But as
cases of clean single-peak shapes occurred as well (e. g. figure P.8, page 404), and as
no clear correlation with the setup versions could be made out, and finally because
no FEM simulation has been attempted of this design with its large frictioning flange
connections, no satisfying explanation can be given at this point. (See also figures
P.11 and P.12 and caption texts.)

Nevertheless, resonator No 8 can still be considered under the viewpoint of the
more crucial question whether the resonator functions as intended, i. e. whether
the vessel is able to allow the liquid volume to oscillate in its fundamental eigen-
mode without distorting it. This can be answered largely with “yes”. The pressure
shows one single antinode in the centre and it decays sharply towards those volume
boundaries formed by piston plates with no hydrophone port. The fact that the hy-
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Figure O.17 Sound pressure profiles of resonator No 8.
The plot on top represents the vertical profile of the sound pressure map (figure O.16 left) and the ones
in the lower row show the profiles of the strongest two of the three peaks visible in the pressure gain map
(figure O.16 right). In each case the vertical cut through the pressure map is shown in black and the slanted
cut consisting of local maxima is added in blue. The insets show the frequencies of the local maxima and
they are able to visualise very well how the lowering of the hydrophone into the liquid volume tunes the
resonance frequencies upwards. The pressure response in the centre of the chamber is 1156 Pa

V at 18 864 Hz
(max pressure) and 1567 Pa

V at 18 616 Hz (max gain).

drophone replacing the liquid shifts the frequency upwards is also an indirect proof
that the resonance is determined by the liquid rather than the resonator structure.
Lastly, the temperature-dependence of the resonance frequency is a fact supporting
the identification of the examined resonance with the fundamental acoustic mode.
In the raw data presented in figure P.12 in appendix P.5 an exemplary pair of mea-
surements reveals a frequency shift of 500 Hz corresponding to a temperature shift
of 16 K. Figure O.18 combines microphone peak frequencies from many character-
isation measurements taken with resonator 8 in various setups over a time period
of months. That the correlation exhibited by the scattered data stays constant
is in agreement with the understanding that this mirrors the connection between
temperature and speed of sound in the liquid.

The acoustic signals also allow the determination of Q-factors from peak widths
by the formula in table J.2. The Q-factors are of importance when discussing damp-
ing and energy dissipation. They are presented in table O.3 and are very low, hinting
towards strong damping mechanisms effective in resonator 8. There are several val-
ues far below 50. This has to be compared to Q = 98 deduced from the hydrophone
gain measured on the larger brother of this resonator which had been examined by
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Figure O.18 Resonator No 8 temperature dependence B.
The data cloud shows the dependence of the resonance frequency on the temperature by displaying peak
frequencies of the microphone data. The introduction of the glass bottom piston did not change the situation
and proves that the resonance is a resonance of fluid motion and as such determined by the liquid’s geometry
and speed of sound. The speed of sound in acetone is 1174 m

s at 25 ◦C and temperature variations lead to
a change by −4.5 m

s K . Thus, a temperature reduction by 20 ◦C increases the speed of sound by more than
7 %. The frequency increase of the plotted data is less with only 2.5 % which may be due to the fact that
the structural parts play a substantial role in determining the resonances.

Cancelos [69] (reprinted here in fig. I.8, p. 298). She described heat generation as
an observable issue, but easily solvable by fanning cool air towards the resonator.
During the cavitation trials with resonator 8 this method has proven insufficient.
The comparison of dissipation powers (see figure O.19) deduced from the electrical
signals can furnish more clarifying context. While Cancelos used the larger resonator
at 6 W power for long-term cavitation in water where the cavitation threshold is low,
it is a power on the order of 100 W (at driving voltages above 600 to 800 V) neces-
sary for breaching the threshold in cooled acetone with the small resonator version.
If one assumes that the two most important energy dissipation mechanisms of this
resonator design are (a) frictioning between the tightly clamped metal parts of the
flanges and (b) that internal damping (see appendix K.5.8, p. 334) in aluminium is
higher than in glass or the transducer ceramic, then two aspects can be explained:
On the one hand, the slightly better Q of Cancelos’ larger resonator could be due
to the smaller proportion of its aluminium parts. On the other hand, the much
greater Q-factor difference with respect to the other SF resonators manufactured
at RPI can be a consequence not only of a difference of proportion but also of the
function of aluminium parts. Resonator 8 is the only SF resonator where aluminium
is in contact with the liquid filling. The piston front plates serve as the upper and
lower boundaries of the cylindrical main liquid volume. Here, large displacement
and small pressure amplitude boundary conditions are required. By contrast, in a
resonator design such as resonator 5 it is possible that the upper rim of the main
glass wall happens to be a displacement node. It would allow the aluminium flange
parts, coupled to the glass wall rim by silicone, to be in a state of small vibration
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amplitude. Unfortunately, these thoughts are speculative. It is exceedingly difficult
to account for the frictioning bolted connections of flange parts in the FE model.
Therefore, these issues could not be explored by simulations.

Table O.3 Resonator No 8: Q-factors from acoustic signals.
The three lacking Q-factors for case 67 are due to multiple overlapping peaks. The exceptionally low peaks
of cases 12 & 25 may be due to a seeming single peak being the sum of several ones.

case setup T[◦C] hydro hydro
gain

mic mic
gain

12 sym. alu pistons w. hydro r. t. 15.0 51.8 17.7 52.3
25 sym. alu pistons r. t. - - 19.3 65.7
47 glass bottom piston 6.7 - - 46.9 32.9
55 glass bottom piston -1.8 - - 49.4 50.8
56 glass bottom piston 14.1 - - 52.9 92.6
67 glass b. piston w. hydro 22.0 30.9 - - -

Figure O.19 Resonator No 8: power dissipation at elevated driving voltage.
This plot shows a comparison of dissipated power for cases 47 & 50. The raw data can be seen in figures P.10
& P.11. While the peak driving voltage increased by a factor of 2.1 from 159 to 333 V, the dissipated power
grew by a factor of 7.7 from 2.3 to 18.1 W. Another doubling of the driving voltage is needed to breach the
cavitation threshold, so extrapolation would imply ∼ 150 W heat generation which is similar to a light bulb
and would also explain the temperature rises observed during cavitation trials in spite of the fanning of cool
air.

Assumed reasons for the high damping rate exhibited by resonator No 8

The reasons for the elevated degree of damping of resonator No 8 may be the choice
of materials, a disadvantageous geometry, or the way of connecting assembly parts.
The aluminium flanges are assumed to play the central role. Bells producing slowly
decaying sounds are usually made of one single piece of cast metal, and everyday
experience teaches that bolted assemblies are not able to produce nice bell sounds.
Frictioning between the metal surfaces of the flange parts is assumed to contribute
to the energy dissipation. A contradiction seems to lie in the fact that resonator 8
was not the first resonator built at RPI with aluminium flanges, but the first one
with a particularly low Q-factor, the values ranging from 15 and 60. The seeming
contradiction can be explained on the basis of two comparisons: Firstly, the much
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larger flange-equipped resonator of the project of Cancelos [69] (depicted in figure I.8)
was made for cavitation in water which requires only relatively low sound pressure
amplitudes and driving voltages. Secondly, the flange-equipped SF resonators made
in the West-Howlett geometry tradition at RPI still have upper pistons made of
glass, the aluminium flange consists only of two ring components while the rest of
the resonators remained made of glass.

The aluminium parts of resonator 8 differ in function and proportion from their
counterparts in earlier SF resonator versions. There is a difference in function be-
cause thin aluminium plates are in direct contact with the main liquid and have to
fulfill the function of being a boundary condition of large displacement and low pres-
sure amplitude. Then there is the difference in proportion because the aluminium
flanges are dominating the design of resonator 8 by their sheer size, whereas for
resonators like No 5 the flange is a smaller addition. Additionally, it has to be noted
that the characterisation setup of resonator 8 always involved two flanges tightly
bolted together, whereas resonator 5 was examined either open or with a loosely
connected top flange not in contact with the liquid and with the only purpose of
holding the hydrophone in its central nozzle.

O.4 Characterising resonator no. 5
After the design of resonator No 8 has turned out to result in such strong damp-
ing, one of the older resonators was sought for a close examination and comparison.
Because of the planned FEM simulations, the even more important purpose was
to build a data set for benchmarking the simulations against. Resonator No 5 was
chosen as the one manufactured and assembled most symmetrically and cleanly, fea-
turing silicone beads with the simplest geometry and of the smallest excess volume.
A characterisation signal of primary importance for simulation benchmarking is the
output of the sound pressure probe. In order to have the hydrophone in a well-
aligned position on the central axis, the specialised top piston with the hydrophone
nozzle from resonator 8 was mounted on top of resonator 5. Ideally, the benchmark-
ing data should have been recorded without any top head in mechanical contact
with the rest of the chamber because bolted or clamped frictioning contact surfaces
are exceedingly difficult to be simulated reliably. But if the acetone filling of the res-
onator is not kept in a degassed state, only very low driving amplitudes are possible
without cavitation occurring on the brushed steel surfaces of the hydrophone when-
ever one of this resonator’s much sharper resonance peaks is met. The aluminium
top head with the sealed hydrophone outlet, however, allows to keep the vapour
pressure of acetone. For the sake of being able to afford the long times of recording
many finely resolved frequency sweeps at decent driving amplitudes consecutively,
it had therefore been decided to use the aluminium top, but with tightening the
flange bolts as weakly as possible, just enough so degassing with underpressure from
a handpump was possible after initially pressing down the top head onto the rubber
ring by hand, aiming at the lowest possible degree of mechanical coupling between
the main cylinder and the top. All the characterisation measurements were con-
ducted at room temperature between 19 and 22 ◦C. The vertical positions of both,
the hydrophone and the displacement pickup needle, are all given in centimetres
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measured from the top rim of the PZT transducer. The same scale applies for the
acetone filling level. A filling level of 8 cm was chosen because it leads to a height
of the main liquid volume, measured from the lower piston to the free surface, of
11.5 cm, which matches the range of the pressure map presented by Saglime [390]
under the condition that the top hydrophone position is coincident with the surface,
and that at the bottom position it almost touches the lower piston.

O.4.1 Electrical properties

Admittance circles of very different sizes were recorded with resonator 5. It has
already been mentioned that the hydrophone position influences the vibration be-
haviour. Excluding one source of variation, only measurements corresponding to one
single hydrophone position were selected for presentation. Its default position during
many measurements was 3.5 cm, which is near the position where the sound pressure
maximum can be found; hence, this is the case where the largest number of data sets
are available. The plots of exemplary raw data in figure O.20 and deduced Z and Y
data in figure O.21 show how characterisation data can be made comparable even
when gained from different driving setups (with and without transformer). This also
enlarges the amount of data sets suitable for a comparison of admittance circles, and
even the restriction to a single hydrophone position leaves several recordings in the
set. Interestingly, admittance circles of many different sizes, they are depicted in
figure O.22, can be generated even from this data subset, and the spread of the
entire data set (any hydrophone position) is not larger than that. In order to repre-
sent the whole span of working conditions encountered with resonator 5, the results
of analysing the smallest (case 140), the largest (case 149), and one intermediate
(case 187) admittance circle are given in table O.4. The second resonance visible in
figures O.20 and O.21 a little below 20 kHz seems relatively minor in the electrical
data, but it is in fact the resonance that can be identified with the SF experiment
working point described by Saglime [390]. Similar analysis results for that resonance
are listed in table O.5. The fitted admittance and impedance circles on the data
background can all be found in appendix P.6 in figures P.13, P.14, and P.15.

O.4.2 Acoustic properties

Lastly, the acoustic data recorded on resonator 5 will be presented: sound pressure
data recorded with the hydrophone and displacement data recorded with the pickup
needle. The sound pressure gain map, spanning the whole distance from the front
surface of the bottom piston up to the free surface of the liquid with a spatial res-
olution of 5 mm is given in figure O.23. The map reveals three resonances in the
scanned frequency interval. One cannot simply identify them with the fundamen-
tal mode and two subsequent harmonics because even the mode shape of the first
resonance has a node at 7.5 cm. Secondly, the positions of the pressure nodes on
the vertical axis divide each mode into pieces of unequal length. Thirdly, the lower
boundary of the cylindrical main liquid volume is not truly a sound pressure node
unlike the free surface at the top, which can be attributed to the acoustic properties
of the lower piston. This all makes it clear that the vibration mode shape of the
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Figure O.20 Raw data of resonator No 5: with and without transformer.
The recordings of voltage, current and the phase in between them in the top diagram shows the large impact
of the transformer (the case with transformer (case 129) is shaded, the one without (case 131) is shown
fully coloured in the foreground). In the middle the transformer influence can be seen by the change of the
hydrophone and microphone signals. The congruent data sets in the bottom diagram, however, show that
different data sets are very well comparable if one looks at the gain signals. Similarly, looking at Y and Z
allows comparisons of electrical data independent from the setup, visible in figure O.21, which represents
the same underlying two data sets.
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Table O.4 BVD circuit properties in comparison: resonators 5 & 8.
This table shows the admittance and impedance circle analysis results (see the circles in figures P.13 and
P.14) gained in four exemplary cases from resonator 5 and compares them to resonator 8 (case 25). The
different levels of damping can be directly read from Gmax, R, or Qm. The hydrophone had been held ever
by the specialised aluminium top head except in case 187, where it had been suspended by its cable and
the top head had been taken away. Its position in resonator 5 was always 3.5 cm. Of the alternative values
of k the one based on fs and fp was used for the figure of merit M . It can be seen that the only numbers
needed from the impedance circles are fa and fp. In most cases the setup without the transformer was
used because it kept the voltage almost stable. However, as this setup leads to very low current amplitudes
in the case of a high-Q resonator and a much degraded current phase measurement at the antiresonance,
Z-circles of low quality are the consequence. Case 129 is the exception here where the transformer had been
in use leading to much nicer Z-circles. It has to be kept in mind that an offset of a few Hertz on each of the
antiresonance frequencies fa ≈ fp ≈ fn does not matter so much because the ∆f between the resonance and
the antiresonance is much larger in the case of a high-Q system than the deltas found within each group.
It also has to be noted that the angle function smoothing routine described in appendix P.4 was applied in
each of the cases with degraded phase information. The smoothed phase functions are depicted in figure
P.16.

quantity unit formula c. 25 c. 129 c. 140 c. 149 c. 187
T ◦C – – – 20.8 19.6
fmB Hz 17921.7 18608.2 18644.2 18577.7 18677.5
fm Hz 18054.7 18639.3 18677.9 18587.1 18688.8
fs Hz 18105.0 18642.0 18680.6 18587.4 18689.4
fr Hz 18161.2 18644.7 18683.3 18587.7 18690.0
fnB Hz 18225.5 18673.8 18712.4 18597.3 18701.2
fa Hz 18342.6 18970.5 19012.8 18929.4 19086.2
fp Hz 18381.4 18974.7 19022.4 18932.0 19087.3

Gmax mS 2.47 16.17 13.48 54.0 33.4
Bs mS 0.837 1.25 1.03 1.58 1.62
Qm

fs
fnB−fmB

59.6 284 274 945 787

Qe
Bs
Gmax

0.34 0.077 0.076 0.029 0.049
R Ω 1

Gmax
405.4 61.8 74.2 18.5 29.9

L mH QmR
ωs

212.3 150.1 173.2 149.7 200.6
C nF 1

QmRωs
0.364 0.485 0.419 0.490 0.362

C0 nF f2
r

f2
a−f2

r
C 18.13 13.77 11.78 13.20 8.44

C0 nF ≈ Bs
ωs

7.35 10.64 8.76 13.55 13.83

k

√
f2

p−f2
s

f2
p

0.173 0.186 0.189 0.190 0.203

k

√
f2

a−f2
r

f2
a

0.140 0.185 0.185 0.189 0.203

M k2Qm
1−k2 1.83 10.24 10.12 35.4 33.9

Γ nF m−1 Cd
A

0.204 0.273 0.235 0.275 0.203
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Table O.5 Resonator No 5: BVD circuit properties at the second resonance.
This table shows the quantities which can be gained from deducing BVD circuit models from the admittance
and impedance circles of the second resonance exhibited by the resonator slightly below 20 kHz. Some
formulae differ from table O.4 because no frequencies fr and fa can be determined from Y - and Z-circles
which are not intersecting with the real axis (see figures P.13 and P.15).

quantity unit formula c. 129 c. 140 c. 149 c. 187
T ◦C – – 20.8 19.6
fmB Hz 19819.2 19855.7 19786.6 19933.8
fm Hz 19832.8 19868.5 19795.0 19944.9
fs Hz 19850.5 19881.6 19804.8 19955.8
fr Hz – – – –
fnB Hz 19873.1 19901.4 19824.9 19989.6
fa Hz – – – –
fp Hz 19873.7 19903.6 19835.9 19981.3

Gmax mS 1.21 1.32 1.87 1.71
Bs mS 1.14 1.12 1.29 1.21
Qm

fs
fnB−fmB

369 435 516 486

Qe
Bs
Gmax

0.941 0.854 0.691 0.711
R Ω 1

Gmax
824.0 760.4 535.3 586.4

L mH QmR
ωs

2435 2647 2219 2274
C nF 1

QmRωs
0.0264 0.0242 0.0291 0.0280

C0 nF f2
s

f2
p−f2

s
C 11.30 10.94 9.25 10.94

C0 nF ≈ Bs
ωs

9.15 9.00 10.37 9.67

k

√
f2

p−f2
s

f2
p

0.0483 0.0470 0.0560 0.0505

M k2Qm
1−k2 0.861 0.962 1.62 1.24

Γ nF m−1 Cd
A

0.0148 0.0136 0.0163 0.0157
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Figure O.21 Z and Y data of resonator No 5: with and without transformer.
This plot is based on the raw data shown in figure O.20 and compares the two cases of driving resonator 5
with (shaded, in background) and without the transformer (full colours, foreground). While the raw signals
differ drastically, the pairs of plot lines are congruent here, which illustrates the suitability of the impedance
and admittance data for comparisons.

liquid is strongly influenced by the solid structural parts of the resonator. The three
sound pressure mode shapes are depicted in figure O.24.

In the latest phase of the measurement campaign the pickup needle for tracking
radial displacements was added to the setup (case 206 and later). On that occasion,
the Labview data acquisition program was updated from the state depicted in figure
P.1 to the state of figure P.2. This made phase recordings available for all analysed
signals, as described in appendix P.1.3. The sound pressure mapping had then
been repeated, but only covering the range of hydrophone positions possible with
the aluminium top head used for hydrophone fixation and therefore lacking the
lower part of the mode shapes. These renewed sound pressure amplitude and phase
maps are shown in appendix P.6 and they exhibit the interesting feature that the
resonance visible in figure O.23 at 19.8 kHz as a weak background resonance has a
much stronger interaction with the first liquid resonance in figure P.21.

Analogue glass wall displacement amplitude and phase maps compiled from fre-
quency sweeps are presented in figure O.25 and they reveal how different the dis-
placement mode shapes of the glass wall are from the pressure mode shapes in the
liquid. The mode shape profiles are shown in figure O.26. It is interesting that the
1st and the 2rd resonance are multi-belly shapes while the 2nd resonance exhibits an
exceptionally wide region ranging on the vertical axis from 0 to 8 cm swinging all in
phase.

Looking at the hydrophone and the pickup needle data, considering amplitude
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Figure O.22 Admittance circles of resonator No 5.
The fitted admittance circles in the diagram correspond to measurements taken over a time span of 16 months.
Always the filling level of acetone in the resonator (measured before the introduction of the hydrophone) had
been 8.0 cm and the hydrophone was fixed by the aluminium top head at 3.5 cm with the single exception
of case 187 where it was hanging at the same position suspended by the cable with the aluminium top
head taken away. Astonishingly, it is not that case where the largest Gmax = 1/R reveals the lowest level
of damping, but case 149 instead. While the whole set covers 16 months, cases 123-187 cover 6 months,
128-141 correspond to three days, and 160-187 to two days. The circles from the sets 145-159 in the bottom
diagram correspond to measurements taken in close sequence on one single day. Case 144 had been recorded
eleven days earlier. Between cases 144 and 145 the equipment had not been touched except for the refilling
of 8 ml of acetone to restore the level and 15 minutes of degassing. Between cases 154 and 155 3 ml of acetone
were added to bring the level back up by 0.5 mm to make the flat part of the liquid surface coincide again
with the upper edge of the 8 cm pen mark. Between cases 156 an 159 the resonator was cooled down from
21.9 ◦C to 18.1 ◦C. This interval is larger than the logged temperature differences experienced in the lab over
longer times. The bolts of the top head were not touched during all that time because the refilling could
occur with a funnel through the hydrophone outlet. The qualitative changes of the raw signals represented
by the data set pairs 144-145, 154-155, and 156-159 can be seen in figures P.18, P.19, and P.20 in appendix
P.6. (Between cases 156 and 159 the chamber was left untouched, the data sets recorded in the meantime
were for examining the unloaded transducer.) This means that neither the filling level modification nor the
temperature change has been able to induce a change in working conditions as substantial as the one having
occurred between cases 144 and 145. By consequence, these variables seem unsuitable to explain the varying
vibration behaviour of the resonator. The coupling with the aluminium top head cannot be excluded as a
source of the variation, but the fact that case 187 is not an outlier on the high-Q side speaks against simply
equating the mounting of the top head with the addition of a damping term.
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Figure O.23 Sound pressure map of resonator No 5.
This colour map shows the sound pressure gain of the hydrophone in resonator 5. The map incorporates
data from 25 frequency sweeps (cases 162-186) recorded with different hydrophone positions. The sound
pressure was probed along the central axis from close to the bottom piston’s front plate (at a distance of
≈ 0.25 mm) up to the liquid’s free surface in steps of 5 mm. The comparison with figure I.1 (representing
data recorded by Saglime [390]) shows that the SF trials by the RPI team had been conducted while keeping
the resonator in the second depicted resonance. The cavitation position statistics in [496, 497] indicate that
also Taleyarkhan’s Purdue team targeted this mode shape. The map reveals nicely how the hydrophone
being pushed down into the liquid and replacing it tunes the resonance frequencies upwards. It seems that
the frequency shift is stronger when the hydrophone tip traverses a sound pressure antinode as compared to
when it is near a sound pressure node.
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Figure O.24 Sound pressure profiles of resonator No 5.
The three profile pairs shown above correspond to the three resonances in the dataset shown in figure O.23
at 19.7, 20, and 21 kHz. As one can see by the changes between the blue and the black profiles, it makes
a very big difference in the case of resonator 5 with its high Q-factor whether the hydrophone position is
simply varied at a constant frequency or whether the local sound pressure maxima along the frequency axis
are concatenated. Only the latter approach under the condition of a sufficient frequency resolution (4 Hz in
this case) results in a meaningful mapping of the mode shapes of the standing sound pressure waves. The
comparison with the reprinted measurement of Saglime [390] in figure I.1 shows that the SF trials by the
RPI team had been conducted while keeping the resonator in the second depicted resonance. The underlying
dataset (cases 162-187) has been recorded on two days. The zigzag visible in the blue profile of the lowest
resonance (top left) hints towards the transition between the two halves of the set. The first subset (cases
162-177) corresponds to the hydrophone positions [8.0, 7.5, 7.0, ..., 1.0, 0.5] in centimetres and the second
day’s subset (cases 178-187) to [1.0, 0.0,−0.5,−1.0, ...,−3.5]. In the plots of this figure and the pressure gain
map of figure O.23 the twice occurring data from 1.0 cm are depicted at 1.1 (case 176) and 0.9 cm (178).
In order to be able to reach the lower positions with the hydrophone, the aluminium top head had to be
taken away between cases 177 and 178. From then on the hydrophone has been suspended only by its cable.
The sound pressure increase from the first to the second set may thus be due to the structure being able to
vibrate more freely without the damping through the rubber ring and bolts connection to the top head, but
it may also have originated from the instability over time of the resonator state observed throughout the
measurement campaign and illustrated in figure O.22. The profile of the second mode might also be affected
from unstable working condition and should be compared to the counterpart in figure P.22. Considering
the lowered values between 3.5 and 6 cm forming a marked dent in the mode shape data, cavitation in front
of the hydrophone tip might be an explanation. The pressure gain of that resonance of about ≈0.1 bar

V
compares to ≈0.05 bar

V reported by Saglime [390].
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Figure O.25 Pickup needle displacement map of resonator No 5.
The colour maps above show the amplitude of the pickup needle gain and the phase of the pickup needle
signal. The dataset represents cases 257-282. Only the glass wall above the piezoelectric transducer was
scanned. The highest pickup needle position (10 cm) is shortly below the aluminium flange with its slightly
protruding silicone bead, and the lowest position is 5 mm from the transducer top edge. The acetone
filling level is at 8 cm, for the 2nd resonance this position corresponds to a displacement node visible in the
amplitude map. The phase map shows that for both the 1st and the 2nd resonance the 8 cm-line coincides
with blue-red borders. On the 3rd resonance no shape difference can be made out between above and below
the liquid surface.
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Figure O.26 Pickup needle displacement profiles of resonator No 5.
The above plots show the vertical pickup needle gain profiles of the three resonances exhibited by the
resonator in the scanned interval. As expected in this case where the position of the measurement device
does not influence the resonator, the difference between the vertical cuts (black) and the concatenation of
local maxima (blue) is negligible and the frequency ranges covered by the insets are narrow.
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and phase in each case, from the point of view of the FEM simulations needing
validation data, three important remarks can be made: (a) the displacement data is
richer in detailed structure, and (b1) an equivalent of the displacement map can be
gained with one single FEM simulation, whereas many simulations with a varying
hydrophone tip position are needed to create the equivalent of the sound pressure
map, or (b2) reading a pressure map from one single FEM simulation where the
hydrophone has not been modelled means having to deal with an additional con-
tribution to any map mismatch. However, (c) the hydrophone data comes with a
calibration function translating from Volts into Pascal, whereas for the entire dis-
placement sensor, involving the unspecified magnet-coil transducer in combination
with the amplifier and the resistors at its output, no calibration experiment could
be made available so far.

The data presentation is rounded off by figure O.27 showing Q-factors which can
be deduced from the pressure and displacement sweeps and figure O.28 compiling
pressure gain observations for the 1st and 2nd resonance.

O.5 Summary

O.5.1 Shortcomings and improvement possibilities

It lies in the nature of finite measurement campaigns that the generated data collec-
tion is not as systematic and complete as may be desired, that the type of measure-
ments and the equipment setup reflects the status of knowledge and questions having
existed at the time. It makes sense to list weaknesses and improvement options to
improve the starting position of follow-up projects. Next to obvious and profane
measures like a finer frequency resolution around resonances or better adjustment
of the current probe resolution some important points would be

• collecting data on the dependency of Q-factors on the driving power,

• adding an independent calibration experiment for the displacement pickup
needle,

• making full use of the 2D tracking capability of the pickup needle on roughened
surfaces and collecting 3D motion data by combining different probe orienta-
tions,

• expanding the displacement measurement to larger surface areas of the res-
onators and to the outside electrode of the transducer (which can be the one
on ground potential),

• examining the vibration behaviour of single assembly parts (like pistons) sep-
arately,

• examining other simple plate, beam, or cylinder parts for more validation data
and the purpose of material constant determination (glass, PZT, epoxy, RTV
silicone),
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Figure O.27 Resonator No 5: acoustic Q-factors.
These are the same amplitude maps of the hydrophone (top) and the pickup needle signal (bottom) as in
figures O.23 and O.25, but this time with annotations containing Q-factors computed by the formula in
table J.2. For each of the three resonances the maximum amplitude was scanned first, and the peaks at
other vertical positions were only analysed if they reached at least 20 % of that maximum height. Other
exclusion criteria were side peaks above 1/

√
2 times the peak height and substantial asymmetry. The average

Q-factors for the three resonances are indicated in each plot’s lower left corner.
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Figure O.28 Resonator No 5: maximum pressure response.
These plots aggregate hydrophone-measured peak sound pressure per driving voltage information for the
first resonance at 18.6 kHz (left) and the second one slightly below 20 kHz (right). In the case of the first
resonance the pressure antinode is found around a hydrophone position of 0 cm where not many frequency
sweeps have been recorded. The point cloud represents peak values found between 18.5 and 19 kHz for
all cases where the hydrophone position was in the range from −1.0 to 0.5 cm. The grey line marks the
maximum pressure gain of 0.543 bar

V found in case 180. In the case of the second resonance hydrophone
positions from 3.4 to 4.5 cm were taken into account and the max gain (grey line) was 0.157 bar

V (case 150).
For this larger data set of 58 sweeps a linear fit forced through the origin is also given by the black line. It
corresponds to a gain of 0.0823 bar

V (error: 2.5× 10−3 bar
V , R-value: 0.969). All these values are about an

order of magnitude larger than the response of resonator 8.

• using smaller sound pressure probes with less impact on the sound field, e. g.
a diaphragm-based extrinsic Fabry-Perot interferometric optical fiber sensor
[189], which, because of its mounting on a glass fibre, can be bent around
obstacles like an installed upper piston,

• using strain gauges,

• or scanning surface displacements with laser interferometry.

O.5.2 Conclusions

In this appendix chapter the postprocessed data of a measurement campaign for
characterising SF resonators carried out at the Gaerttner Laboratory at RPI was
presented. Although several aspects in which the data is still suboptimal may be
pointed out, it nevertheless represents a substantial enhancement of the knowledge
about SF resonators collected in the preceding works. It is helpful in better under-
standing the oscillation dynamics and suitable for benchmarking resonator simula-
tions.

The electric data, admittance and impedance circles, give direct access to an
integral measure of damping and allow to include a bare transducer ring into the
comparison. The pre-existing setup for recording acoustic data, formerly restricted
to microphone and hydrophone signals, was extended to include structure displace-
ment data. That data is collected with a simple pickup needle in a way not inter-
fering with the vibration mode shape. The displacement data exhibits a richness
in structure and information content being of valuable advantage for understanding
the resonators’ vibration behaviour and validating simulations of it.
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The design of resonator No 8, the adaption of the resonator layout by Cancelos to
SF experiments, manifests the attempt of the RPI team to come up with an ab initio
design solution for the SF resonator design problem in a way enabling the repeated
manufacturing of the same resonator type with small geometric tolerances and a
well-defined performance. The experimental campaign described here took up the
work and began with the characterisation of resonator 8 and first cavitation trials
with it. Although it could be verified that the resonator is able to induce the intended
sound pressure mode shape in the liquid, these experiments revealed a substantial
drawback of the design in the form of too much damping. The dissipation of vibration
energy turned out to be so high, that it is much less suitable for repeating the SF
experiment than the previous resonator versions. The reasons may be the choice
of materials, a disadvantageous geometry, or the way of connecting assembly parts.
The aluminium flanges are assumed to play an important role. Another drawback of
the bolted flanges is that they make reliable FEM simulations exceedingly difficult.
The incremental simulation-aided optimisation of such a resonator design is therefore
no valid option.

The focus was then turned back to the West-Howlett design of SF resonators,
but not for a repetition of the failed SF trials with the old equipment and its per-
sisting issues (e. g. acoustic performance sensitivity and instability over time), but
for gathering validation data, the 2D sound pressure and displacement maps in fig-
ures O.23, O.25, and P.21 most prominently, and for serving the goal of coming up
with a next generation of SF resonator designs in a simulation-aided ab initio design
process. The Q-factor and the sound pressure per driving voltage of resonator No 5
are taken as the highscore to be at least matched in simulations by any new design
proposal.

Lists of symbols and abbreviations
List of Latin quantity symbols
Symbol Description
A surface area
B susceptance
C capacity
C complex numbers
d transducer thickness
~E electric field
f frequency
G conductance
h transducer height
I current
k electromechanical coupling coefficient
L inductance
M figure of merit
Q quality (“pointedness” of a resonance peak)
Qe, Qm electric and mechanical Q-factor
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R resistance
R real numbers
r radius; capacitance ratio
U voltage
X reactance
Y admittance
Z impedance

List of Greek quantity symbols
Symbol Description
Γ motional capacitance constant
ν frequency
φ, ϕ phase angle
ω angular frequency

List of abbreviations
Abbreviation Description
ADC analogue-digitial conversion/converter
alu aluminium
amp amplifier
BNC Bayonet Neill–Concelman (coaxial cable connector)
DAC digital-analogue conversion/converter
FE,FEM finite element (method)
FFT fast Fourier transformation
GPIB General Purpose Interface Bus (IEEE bus specification standard)
HiFi high fidelity (high-quality audiophile stereophonic sound

reproduction)
HP Hewlett-Packard®

hydro hydrophone
IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
mic microphone
MM moving magnet
NI National Instruments®

OD outer diameter
PC personal computer
PCB short for picocoulomb (in the company name PCB Piezotronics®)
PCI Peripheral Component Interconnect (local computer bus

standard)
PuBe Plutonium-Beryllium (mixture used as noutron source)
PZT lead zirconate titanate (a piezoelectric ceramic)
RPI Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
RTV room temperature-vulcanising (silicone)
SF sonofusion
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Additional documentation on
resonator characterisation

P.1 Labview codes

Labview® is a software for integrating laboratory equipment with a computer. It
offers an environment for visually programming applications for either just moni-
toring and recording incoming signals, or also controlling laboratory equipment via
outgoing signals. Executable applications programmed in Labview are called “vir-
tual instruments” or short “VIs”. VIs are composed mainly of loops, basic logic and
other VIs, then called sub-VIs. Within a complex VI with many sub-VIs one finds
in general a mixture of on the one hand VIs which are part of original software
packages and on the other hand VIs created by users.

P.1.1 Pre-existing applications

The list of relevant Labview VIs (*.vi) created by researchers at RPI includes:

BF Control V2.vi contains a control loop for adjusting the excitation frequency
to stay in resonance (functions by aiming to keep the phase of either the mic
or the transducer signal close to a target value chosen through the GUI; the
control is of PI type); determines bubble burst rates from mic and transducer
signals and plots their time-development

BF Temperature Control V2.vi same as above with basic control loop for fan and
freezer activity

P.1.2 Applications developed for this project

The list of VIs created in the course of the cooperative project of RPI and KIT
on bubble fusion includes VIs authored by Bernie Malouin and Markus Stokmaier
(with prefix “BFBM”) and ones authored by Markus Stokmaier (prefix “BFM”).
All these VIs sweep through a range of driving frequencies step by step, stabilise a
stationary oscillation of the resonator and record electrical and acoustic properties
of the piezo-driven SF resonator.
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BFBM_chamber_characterisation.vi and its derivatives were used for recording
data sets 1 through 10. The amplitude and phase of signals are determined
through these steps (carried over from BF Control V2.vi): (a) multiplication
of a signal snippet with a Hanning window, (b) transformation of the signal
s(t) → ŝ(f) by fast Fourier transform (FFT), (c) detection of point fres of
maximum |ŝ(f)|, (d) amplitude and phase are real and imaginary parts of
ŝ(fres).

BFBM_chamber_characterisation_edit_d*.vi and later (case 11 and later): fre-
quency and amplitude of dominating harmonic signal determined by the sub-VI
Extract Single Tone Information.vi of the library NI_MAPro.

BFM_chamber_charact_v_1_90.vi (case 190 and later): this version and older ones
use scopes A & B for ADC, they rely on the sub-VI AI Acquire Waveforms.vi
(from the library AI.llb for analogue input) to communicate with the scopes
via GPIB; the scopes must be externally triggered by the function generator

BFM_chamber_charact_v_2_00.vi (case 206 and later): from this version on signal
ADC was accomplished with the NI PCI-6025E card mounted inside the control
computer employing the scheme shown in figure P.2; in this setup the ADC
card needs to have the function generator signal available for triggering (in
the diagram it can be seen that input PFI 0 of the ADC unit was used for
triggering)

The laboratory log book, where the whole measurement campaign has been docu-
mented, gives information on which VI has been used for which measurements.

P.1.3 Key details inside used Labview VIs

Detail A1 – waveform analysis, early version: The goal is to determine ampli-
tude and phase of digitised sinusoidal voltage signals. In this version the analogue-
to-digital conversion is made by two GPIB-capable oscilloscopes. Their signal buffers
are sent to the PC where they are analysed. The time and amplitude axis resolutions
of the scopes have to be kept within suitable ranges by using the manual switches
in order to ensure a decent quality of the buffered data. Figure P.1 shows the Lab-
view structures used for the data reading and analysis. The sub-VI labelled “AMP.
FREQ.” with the full name Extract Single Tone Information.vi extracts the
amplitude and phase information. Only one phase signal, the phase of the current
relative to the voltage, is being stored. Voltage, hydrophone, and microphone data
are stored as amplitudes without phase information.

Detail A2 – waveform analysis, later version: The newer setup is shown
in figure P.2. Its core is made up of the four sub-VIs for the preparation and the
execution of the A-D conversion of an analogue input (AI) using the NI® PCI-6025E
card. At the end of this row follows the amplitude and phase extraction with the
same sub-VI “AMP. FREQ.”. In this setup (used from case 200 and onwards) there
is also a slot for the pickup needle data. The second improvement is that phase
information is not only stored for the current, but for all other signals as well.
Unfortunately, because of a wrong trigger setting during the short final part of the
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Figure P.1 The sub-VIs used for waveform analysis (early version):
In this setup, two GPIB-capable oscilloscopes serve as A-D converters. They are represented symbolically
on the left. Two signal lines can be extracted from each scope. The signal analysis is accomplished by the
sub-VI labelled “AMP. FREQ.” with the full name NI_MAPro.lvlib:Extract Single Tone Information.vi
indicating that it comes from the library NI_MAPro. This subroutine executes multiple signal treatment
operations like windowing, FFT, frequency range selection, peak detection. Its output values are amplitude,
frequency, and phase in degrees. In the case of a known frequency or frequency range, the search space of the
sub-VI can be narrowed in order to get a more accurate or reliable amplitude and phase reading from a not
perfectly clean signal. This can be done by specifying the interval of interest through its centre frequency
and width (in percent of the sample rate) and feeding that value pair into the sub-VI from below. (The value
passed as centre frequency is the same as the one given to the function generator.) In this setup the ADC
time and amplitude resolutions depend on the scope settings (in particular the amplitude ranges have to be
constantly readjusted manually while sweeping through resonances, some switch events can e. g. be seen as
small jumps in the hydrophone data in figure P.8). The conversion visible in the diagram which is applied
to the hydrophone signal is based on a mistake, it needs to be reversed as part of the data postprocessing in
order to get to useful sound pressure data through the calibration discussed in appendix P.2.

measurement campaign, there is more noise as needed on the phase signals recorded
with this setup and they are also shifted. An offset of 40° has been added as a rough
correction whenever such data is discussed here. This correction makes the current
phase data consistent with the earlier measurements upon a qualitative look and it
also rotates admittance and impedance circles into a position where they could be
expected, but as the nature of the wrong trigger setting cannot be inferred from the
lab documentation, it is impossible to quantitatively analyse the admittance and
impedance data from these measurements.

Detail B – compensation factor 2.00 for current data: According to
the manual of the current probe amplifier Tektronix® AM 503, the “current/div”
switch is calibrated for signals being tracked with an oscilloscope with a setting of 10
mV/div (i.e. millivolt per division). At this setting 1 mV displayed by the scope can
be interpreted directly as 1 mA measured by the current probe. The range of cur-
rents seen during SF resonator characterisation necessitated a setting of 20 mV/div
on the Tektronix® AM 503. The multiplication factor of 2.00 in the Labview code
compensates for this. Unfortunately, the Tektronix® AM 503 is not equipped with
any GPIB interface, hence the mV/div setting could not be controlled dynamically
from within Labview, which might have been a missed chance to improve the signal
quality at low currents (in particular at the antiresonance f2 → (fa, fp, fn)).

Detail C – compensation factor 103.9 for voltage data: As shown in
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Figure P.2 The sub-VIs used for waveform analysis (later version):
The important sub-VIs are the ones forming the horizontal sequence in the left part of the diagram:
AI CONFIG.vi, AI START.vi, AI READ.vi, AI CLEAR.vi (all from the library AI.llb for analogue input),
and NI_MAPro.lvlib:Extract Single Tone Information.vi (which carries the label “AMP. FREQ.” in the
GUI). The first four are necessary for reading out and creating a data sequence from a designated channel
of the ADC, the PCI-6025E board in this case. The innermost one of the grey frames is a sequence struc-
ture. One after the other, the voltage, current, microphone, hydrophone, and displacement pickup needle
signal are analysed and amplitudes and phases passed on through the orange nodes and cables to the right.
Treating one signal at a time allows A-D conversion at the maximally available sample rate. (The effective
sample rate was 1.05× 106 samples per second.) In the cases of voltage and current the triangular multipli-
cation node contains the factors 103.9 and 2.00, respectively, for the other signals it is neutral. The regular
grid of subtraction nodes and angle range readjustment sub-VIs seen on the right outside the grey frames
determines that all signal phases are recorded as values relative to the voltage phase. Therefore, the phase
of the voltage signal itself is defined to be zero and not stored. Unfortunately, because of a wrong trigger
setting there is more noise as needed on the phase signals recorded with this setup and they are also shifted.
An offset of 40° has been added as a rough correction whenever such data is discussed here.

figure O.1, instead of the whole voltage fed to the piezo transducer only a reduced
voltage across one of two resistors in series has been read out. The correction factor
to reconstruct the original voltage can be calculated based on the two equations

U1
U2

= R1
R2

(P.1)

(where Ui is the voltage drop across resistor Ri) and

UPZT = U1 + U2. (P.2)

It follows, that

UPZT = U2

(
R1 +R2
R2

)
= Uscope

(
R1 +R2
R2

)
, (P.3)

meaning that the voltage supplied to the transducer is the measured voltage times
a compensation factor α= R1+R2

R2
. The two resistors used in the setup were labelled

R1 =100 kΩ andR2 =1 kΩ with a precision rating of±2%. In reality, their resistances
were determined by multimeter to R1 =99.45 kΩ± 0.05 kΩ and R2 =999.1 Ω± 0.1 Ω,
which would yield α = 100.54 ± 0.05. However, in the running system with the
Wheelock amplifier driving the SF resonator at 18-21 kHz with low enough voltage
amplitudes and the transformer shorted, the proportionality factor between UPZT
and U2 was measured directly and determined to be 103.9± 0.15.

Detail D – wait time after frequency setting: The innermost frame in figure
P.2 is a sequence structure. The last of three frames is visible. In the first frame
the new desired excitation frequency is communicated via GPIB to the function
generator. In the second frame a wait time of 100 milliseconds is specified. Only
after that time delay the data acquisition and analysis is executed in the third frame.
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The purpose of the wait time is to ensure a steady vibration state of the resonator,
i. e. that all transient contributions to the motion pattern caused by the frequency
shift (or by switch-on events) have decayed to negligibility. The determination of the
delay time to 100 ms was a conservative decision after having inspected the transients
recorded after switch-on and switch-off events.

Detail E – conversion of hydrophone voltage to sound pressure: Up
to case 191 the hydrophone output voltage has been put through the conversion
(f(x) = ax+b with a=196.84 and b=0.35) which can be seen implemented in figure
P.1. That conversion represented the intention to gain the sound pressure amplitude
in PSI from the hydrophone signal conditioner output in Volt, but it was based on
an erroneous interpretation of the calibration data table. Corresponding data must
be converted back via f−1(x) before analysis. From case 192 on the unconverted
amplitude has been stored. In appendix P.2 the hydrophone calibration data table
and its correct interpretation are discussed.

P.2 Hydrophone calibration

The calibration data of the employed hydrophone as supplied by the manufacturer
is listed in table P.1.

Table P.1 Calibration data for the PCB Piezotronics® model S113-A26 hy-
drophone.

sound pressure [psi] output voltage [mV]
10 98
20 200
30 301
40 402
50 505

A linear fit of the form f(x) = Bx can be made for that data yielding B =
99.3833 psi

V (shown in figure P.3 on the left), and it can be used to generate the
conversion formula for computing the sound pressure in SI units from the hydrophone
signal:

f(x) = cBx,

whereby c = 6894.757 28 Pa
psi is the conversion from psi to Pascal.

P.3 Details of the electrical analysis of the unloaded
transducer

P.3.1 Determining the antiresonance frequency of the unloaded
transducer

As can be seen in figure O.8, the phase signal is of low quality in the region around
the antiresonance, where the current amplitude and its signal-to-noise ratio are low.
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Figure P.3 Hydrophone calibration data.
The left hand plot shows a linear fit forced through the origin of the hydrophone calibration data. That
curve can be taken to translate output voltages (in Volt) into sound pressures (in psi). The plot on the
right hand side reconstructs the mistake having led to the wrong conversion formula that was applied to
characterisation data through case 191.

In order to give a useful estimation of the antiresonance frequency, i. e. the point on
the frequency axis where the phase passes through zero, a curve of the form

ϕ(f) = 180
π

arctan
(
f − µ
σ

)
has been fitted to the phase data. The fit parameters µ and σ determine the location
and width of the transition region. The best fit, with µ = 17 121.7 Hz and σ =
31.7 Hz, was found by minimising the sum of square distances of the data points
from the model in the interval [16.5 kHz, 18.0 kHz]. The minimisation method was
Powell’s method as implemented in SciPy [223, 361]. The result is the red curve in
figure P.4.

Figure P.4 Case 157 phase data fit.

The antiresonance fa of the transducer is the frequency where the imaginary
part of the impedance Y = 1/Z is zero, and this is equivalent to voltage and current
being in phase. Hence, fa is equivalent to the anchor point µ = 17 121.7 Hz of the
fit function. The dashed lines in figure P.4 show the fit curve after shifts by −33 Hz
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to the left and 29 Hz to the right. The accompanying figure P.5 shows that this
corresponds to the limits within which the square distance sum varies only about
10 %. With that backing it is said in appendix chapter O.2.2 that the antiresonance
frequency fa of the examined unloaded transducer is 17 120 Hz ±30 Hz.

Figure P.5 Case 157 phase fit quality over offset.
The best fit parameters were µ = 17 121.7 Hz and σ = 31.7 Hz. This plot shows the objective function of the
minimisation over a shift ∆µ added to µ, i. e. how the sum of square distances of the data points from the
fit changes under variation of the anchor point µ while σ is being kept constant. The upper horizontal grey
marker line indicates where the objective function has grown 10 % above the minimal value.

P.3.2 Frequency response of the equivalent circuit

The voltage drop over a chain of several resistors in series can be calculated by
summing up all the single resistances. In general, for series structures one has
to add up the resistances and for parallel channels the sum has to combine the
conductances. For circuits under oscillating voltage loads, it is the impedances
that need to be added in the series case and the admittances for a structure of
parallel channels. Thus, the total impedance and admittance of simple circuits can
be computed with the help of the equations

ZR = R, ZL = iωL, ZC = 1
iωC

, (P.4)

and
YR = 1

R
, YL = 1

iωL
, YC = iωC, (P.5)

giving the impedances and admittances for the three component types resistor,
inductor, and capacitor. For the simplified equivalent circuit of a piezoelectric
transducer given in figure J.2 where the main branch has the total impedance
Zmain = R + iωL + 1/iωC and the branch with the parallel capacitance C0 has
the impedance Zparallel = 1/iωC0, the admittance of the whole circuit is

Ytot = Ymain + Yparallel = 1
Zmain

+ 1
Zparallel

= iωC0 + 1
R+ iωL+ 1/iωC . (P.6)
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Plotting Ytot(ω) and its inverse, the effective impedance Ztot(ω) = 1/Ytot(ω) over
the Y and Z curves inferred from the measured raw data gives hints about how well
the equivalent circuit model can represent the behaviour of the transducer. This
is done in figure P.6 including several cases corresponding to various values of C0
reflecting the different ways to obtain C0 based on the formula collection in table
J.2. The plot shows that combining information from both the resonance and the
antiresonance results in an equivalent circuit model which adequately describes the
characterised transducer.

Figure P.6 Free transducer: equivalent circuit model over measured data
These plots show the amplitude and phase of admittance Y (upper plot) and impedance Z (lower plot) of
the piezoelectric transducer separated into amplitude (grey crosses, left scales) and phase (green dots, right
vertical axes). A subset (fully coloured blue and green dots) of the measured data (cases 157 & 158) has
been used for the Y -circle analysis as discussed in appendix O.2. The lines in the plots correspond to several
equivalent circuit models (same colours for amplitudes and phases). The equivalent circuit quantities R, L, C
can be easily gained by only examining the Y -circle, i. e. the resonance. The last quantity, C0, can be deduced
also from the Y -circle via C0 ≈ Bs/ωs or alternatively with information about the antiresonance (fa, fp, fn).
This comparison is also given in the plots. The red lines represent the case where C0 ≈ Bs/ωs = 2.9 nF,
the yellow line C0 = rC = 13.5 nF with r = f2

r /(f2
a − f2

r ), and the dotted brown line represents the
case C0 = rC = 13.5 nF with r = f2

s /(f2
p − f2

s ). Hereby, the result fa ≈ fp ≈ 17 090 Hz of the above
discussion has been used. It can be seen that the information from the antiresonance pulls the antiresonance
of the equivalent circuit into the right place and provides curves that better match the measured data all
across the plotted frequency interval. The two additional cases plotted in cyan show the effect of adding
and subtracting the uncertainty σ = 0.4 nF deduced for C0 as a consequence of the uncertainty on the
antiresonance frequencies discussed above.
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P.4 Determining characteristic frequencies from Y - and
Z-circles with scattered data

The impedance circle of resonator 8 with the glass bottom piston (figure O.15) is an
example of how noise on the current phase data leads to scattering of the points in
the complex Z plane. This means that going through the data set point by point,
i. e. in clockwise direction through the circle, there are intermittent forward and
backward steps. How should the characteristic frequencies (fr,fa,fmB,fnX ,...) be
determined in such a case? To take just the data point nearest to the corresponding
point of the fitted circle would be suboptimal. And what should be taken as nearest,
smallest distance or smallest angular offset? The approach to choose the data point
with the largest G to read out fs, the one with the largest |Z| for fn, the smallest
X for fa etc. would be even worse.

The approach followed here was to write the data set in a new coordinate system,
a cylindrical one corresponding directly to the fitted Y - or Z-circle. In the cylindrical
system each point is defined by an angle ϕ and a radius r, so in the case of an
admittance circle one has

G = CG + r cosϕ
B = CB + r sinϕ

where C = (CG, CB) is the centre of the fitted Y -circle. Figure P.7 shows the an-
gle ϕ over the frequency f for the data set underlying the Z-circle of figure O.15.
Smoothing the data set can yield a function (the cyan line) which can be used for
translating f into ϕ and vice versa. In practice this is done by linear interpolation
of the smoothed data set. Calculating the characteristic frequencies that way yields
much more telling values because they are not influenced by the random offset of
single data points. For example, fs can be computed by requesting the frequency
value corresponding to ϕ = 0 from the interpolation function, or fr upon first calcu-
lating the angle ϕ where the fitted circle crosses the abscissa in the G-B-coordinate
system and then requesting the frequency for that angle. The lowpass filter used for
the smoothing was a Butterworth filter of order two, and the cutoff has been chosen
to be 0.08 times the Nyquist frequency. The filter has been applied bidirectionally.
This has been done using the functions butter and filtfilt of the scipy.signal
section of the SciPy library [223]. The entire program written for the analysis of
Y - and Z-circles including this and other utility functions has been published online
[432].
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Figure P.7 Smoothing the angle function in scattered Y and Z data.
The black dots show the angle φ in the coordinate system of the fitted circle of each point in the raw data
set which is present as a frequency sweep of equidistant steps. The cyan line shows the result of a smoothing
process with a bidirectional Butterworth lowpass filter. The data set underlying the smooth curve can be
used to program a function returning interpolated frequencies requested for special values of the angle ϕ,
e. g. ϕ = π/2 for fmB or fmX .

P.5 Resonator No 8: raw characterisation data

Figure P.8 Raw data of resonator No 8.
The diagram shows the electric raw data in the top plot and below the acoustic signals, first the amplitudes
and at the bottom the gains. The fully coloured data set (case 25, representing the setup with symmetric
aluminium pistons) is the basis for the Y - and X-circle analysis in appendix O.3.2, while the shaded data
(case 12) has been gathered with the hydrophone tip at the centre of the resonator. The Q-factors for
amplitudes and gains are 15 and 52 for the hydrophone and 18 and 52 for the mic signal in case 12. In
case 25 the mic Q-factors are 19 and 66. The pressure response of case 12 is 600 Pa

V at the pressure peak
(18 856 Hz) and 2340 Pa

V at the pressure gain peak (18 206 Hz).
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Figure P.9 Impedance and admittance of resonator No 8.
The data stems from case 25.

Figure P.10 Raw data of modified resonator No 8.
This data (case 47) has been recorded in the setup with the glass bottom piston and the standard aluminium
top piston in place.
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Figure P.11 Raw data of resonator No 8 at elevated driving voltage.
This data (case 50) shows the frequency sweep under the condition of an elevated driving voltage and has
been recorded in the setup with the glass bottom piston and the standard aluminium top piston in place.

Figure P.12 Resonator No 8 at two different temperatures.
The speed of sound in acetone is dependent on the temperature, it grows with lower temperatures as the
density and stiffness increase. This shifts the frequency of those resonances determined by the liquid. The
data of case 55 (dark colours) has been recorded at −1.8 ◦C and the background data (case 56, shaded)
corresponds to 14.1 ◦C. The 16 degree temperature offset shifts the resonance about 500 Hz. For the
microphone signal, the problem of multiple peaks exists only at the colder temperature in this case, but
similar peak-splitting has on other occasions also been observed at room temperature.
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P.6 Resonator No 5: raw characterisation data

Figure P.13 Resonator No 5: Y - and Z-circles from setup with transformer
Y -circles are on the left, and Z-circles on the right. The top row corresponds to the first resonance, the
bottom row to the second resonance. As can be seen from figure O.21 (p. 384), the transformer raises
the lowest current amplitudes substantially, which leads to a better signal-to-noise ratio around the first
antiresonance. This is the reason why the impedance circle in the upper right diagram is much clearer
than the ones in the following figure. Unfortunately, at the time of measurements, stable driving voltage
conditions were deemed to be more important than clear impedance circles, and thus most of the other
characterisation data had been collected without the transformer.
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Figure P.14 Resonator No 5: Y - and Z-circles of 1st resonance.
The three datasets of cases 140, 149, and 187 have been selected for presentation because they correspond
to the smallest, the largest, and an intermediate Y -circle from a series of measurements recorded with the
same setup. The low quality of the scattered Z-circle data points is due to the current amplitude going to
zero at the antiresonance in the setup without the transformer. The favouring of that setup was driven by
the desire to keep the driving voltage constant. The plots in figure P.16 are justification for using the fitted
Z-circles for the determination of characteristic frequencies of the antiresonance such as fa and fp. The
plots on the left show that concerning admittance circles the situation is unproblematic because the data
from around the resonance is much cleaner. As the discussions in appendix O.2.2 show, it is possible to fully
determine a BVD equivalent circuit mainly based on the Y -circle data, i. e. based on the resonance. Only
of the determination of the parallel capacitance C0 information about the distance between resonance and
antiresonance has to be utilised, and this information can be gained even with data of the quality depicted
above.
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Figure P.15 Resonator No 5: Y - and Z-circles of 2nd resonance.
In the case of the second resonance the current phase never crosses the 0° line, and the Y - and Z-circles thus
do not intersect with the real axis. Consequently, no frequencies fr and fa can be determined. This is the
reason why some formulae in table O.5 differ from table O.4.
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Figure P.16 Resonator No 5: phase angle smoothing for interpreting Z-circles.
Going through the analysis formulae in tables O.4 and O.5 it can be seen that the size and position of
the impedance circle is not taken into account. Only the characteristic frequencies fa and fp are needed.
Appendix P.4 explains how a smoothing filter applied to the angle data with respect to a fitted circle
allows to read out the characteristic angles even if the current-to-voltage phase data is very noisy. In these
cases a look at the quality of the smoothed angle-to-frequency interpolation function is needed to check
the trustworthiness of the characteristic Z-circle frequencies computed and re-used automatically in the
Y -Z-circle analysis program [432]. The check plots shown above have been interpreted as positive results
because (a) the angle data (black dots) is deemed to contain the structure of a smooth transition and (b)
the smoothed function (cyan line) is regarded as correctly tracking that transition. The left column of plots
corresponds to the impedance circles of the first resonance of cases 140, 149, and 187. The right column
shows the same for the second resonance.
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Figure P.17 Resonator No 5: Y - and Z-circles of 3rd resonance.
This pair of Y - and Z-circles comes from the 3rd resonance slightly below 21 kHz in the dataset of which
the frequency response is plotted in figure Q.10. The corresponding BVD equivalent circuit properties are
R = 1109 Ω, L = 5.37 H, C = 1.08× 10−11 F, C0 = 16.0 nF (via fs & fp), Q = 637, k = 0.026.

Figure P.18 Raw data comparisons with resonator No 5: difference in time.
A time period of eleven days lies between these two data sets (cases 144 (brightened, in background) &
145). The experimental setup has been left untouched during it, except for the refilling of 8 ml of acetone to
restore the filling level at the upper edge of the 8 cm pen mark and 15 minutes of degassing with the help of
sound agitation and pumping. The voltage amplitude marked in black in the top plot offers simple features
for an easy comparison of this figure with the two following ones. Here, there is a difference in sharpness of
the feature at 18.6 kHz, whereas in figures P.19 and P.20 it only shifts its position. The hydrophone position
was 1.5 cm for all the data sets shown in these three figures.
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Figure P.19 Raw data comparisons with resonator No 5: difference in filling level.
These two data sets (cases 154 (brightened) & 155) were recorded before and immediately after adding 3 ml
of acetone through the hydrophone outlet and degassing for a few minutes. The temperature dropped from
22.0 to 21.85 ◦C during degassing. Looking at the voltage again or the other signals plotted in the diagram
at the top, we see that the 0.5 mm difference in acetone filling shifted the features, but did not reshape them.
In the acoustic signals plotted below, the hydrophone amplitude signal also exhibits the one slightly shifting
resonance, but the situation is somehow different for the microphone where a multi-peak structure not only
shifts, but also changes its shape. The shape changing of that structure is assumed to be due to a changed
interaction of vibration modes of the (changed) liquid volume and the (unchanged) structural materials.

Figure P.20 Raw data comparisons w. res. No 5: difference in temperature.
These two measurements (cases 156 (brightened) & 159) were recorded for investigating the influence of
a changed temperature. They are about an hour apart, during which time the chamber was cooled down
from 21.85 to 18.3 ◦C. After finishing recording No 159 the temperature was 17.9 ◦C. Because resonator 5
had been setup on a normal working table instead of inside the freezer, the cooling had to occur by a small
amount of snow in paper tissue placed on the aluminium top head. Therefore, some small force impact
on the top head (of similar magnitude as otherwise needed for hydrophone position changes) cannot be
excluded. The temperature measurement came from the thermocouple on the glass side wall and ensured
that the cooling affected not only the top head, but also the liquid and through it the glass wall.
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Figure P.21 Resonator No 5: sound pressure map recorded with later setup.
In the later setup (see figure P.2) the phase with respect to the voltage phase of each signal has been recorded
as well, but the map covers not the whole liquid volume, only the vertical range possible with the hydrophone
held in place by the aluminium top head is scanned. The dataset corresponds to cases 287 to 303. A notable
feature and difference with respect to figure O.23 is the split in the first resonance, which may be due to the
interaction of two close resonances. Figure P.23 Tries to look into more details of the sporadically appearing
split.
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Figure P.22 Resonator No 5: sound pressure profiles recorded with later setup.
These profiles, taken from the dataset mapped in figure P.21, seem to be less affected by unstable working
conditions of the resonator as the ones plotted in figure O.24, but they cover a smaller vertical distance range.
Throughout the measurement campaign, from time to time the hydrophone position yielding the maximum
amplitude at the second resonance has been searched manually, and values between 3.4 and 4.2 cm had been
noted down. The profile above is in better agreement with those values than the one in figure O.24.
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Figure P.23 Resonator No 5: split of the 1st resonance.
The three recordings 171, 187, and 296 are compared here, all with consistent hydrophone positions of 3.5 cm.
Case 171 is part of the hydrophone map presented in figure O.23 where no split of the 1st resonance appears
and only a small shoulder is visible at that height. Case 187 is a control recording with the hydrophone
pulled up again to the default position directly after the last dataset of that map had been acquired. But, as
the aluminium top head had been removed for the recordings below 1 cm, case 187 is the only measurement
at 3.5 cm with the hydrophone hanging freely and no top head installed. Looking at the difference in the
current phase of the datasets 171 and 187, one could think that the damping by the aluminium top head
clamped with lightly tightened bolts against the rubber sealant ring in the groove of the lower part of the
aluminium flange is what let’s the split disappear. In that case the hydrophone signal of case 187 should
exhibit the split. In fact it does, but only very weakly, as can be seen in the lower plot. The other problem
is that dataset 296 does not fit at all into the assumed pattern. That dataset is part of the hydrophone map
shown in figure P.21, where there is a strong split in the 1st resonance. But the top head had been back
installed and the current phase signal has taken back the shape like in case 171. The other characteristic, in
which case 187 is the exception and the other two recordings are in agreement, is the location of the peaks
on the frequency axis. Normally, the temperature and the liquid volume would be considered the main
parameters shifting the frequencies. Unfortunately, the influences of temperature and the top head could
not be explored any more systematically during the finite measurement campaign. Testing different ways of
putting the opened resonator under vacuum and fixing sound pressure probes can be deduced as suggestions
for future campaigns at this point.
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Lists of symbols and abbreviations
List of Latin quantity symbols
Symbol Description
a fit parameter
B, b fit parameters
B susceptance
C capacity
c conversion factor
f frequency; generic function
G conductance
I current
L inductance
Q quality (“pointedness” of a resonance peak)
R resistance
r radius; capacitance ratio
s(t) time-based signal
ŝ(f) frequency spectrum
t time
U voltage
X reactance
x generic parameter
Y admittance
Z impedance

List of Greek quantity symbols
Symbol Description
α compensation factor
µ fit parameter
ν frequency
σ fit parameter
φ, ϕ phase angle
ω angular frequency

List of abbreviations
Abbreviation Description
ADC analogue-digitial conversion/converter
AI analogue input
BF bubble fusion
BFBM bubble fusion Bernie & Markus (prefix for collaboratively

authored routines)
BFM bubble fusion Markus (prefix for routines of own authorship)
FFT fast Fourier transformation
GPIB General Purpose Interface Bus (IEEE bus specification standard)
GUI graphical user interface
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NI National Instruments®

KIT Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (Karlsruher Institut für
Technologie)

PCB short for picocoulomb (in the company name PCB Piezotronics®)
PCI Peripheral Component Interconnect (local computer bus

standard)
RMS root mean square
RPI Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
VI virutal instrument
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Appendix Q

An FEM simulation for studying
the vibration behaviour of a
sonofusion resonator

In the course of the RPI-KIT collaboration project on SF it was decided to set up a
new FEM simulation of the SF resonators for two reasons, (a) for better understand-
ing the vibration behaviour of the existing resonators and being able to correctly
interpret their characterisation data and (b) in order to subsequently use that under-
standing and the simulation capability for testing and evaluating new SF resonator
design ideas. For the first purpose, several geometry setups were simulated but also
several design parameter sensitivity and dependency studies were conducted. The
application to the second purpose is the content of chapter 5.

Q.1 Forced harmonic analysis of a piezo-driven liquid-
filled resonator

Q.1.1 The finite element model

The commercial software suite ANSYS® was chosen because it has the capabilities for
the simulation of piezoelectric materials, of the force interaction between structural
materials and domains of acoustic waves (i. e. fluid-structure interaction, FSI), and
because of existing user experience at the IKET. The whole model from the geometry
over the meshing to the solution has been scripted in APDL1. Short APDL code
snippets containing crucial setup steps of the piezo-driven resonator simulation can
be found in appendix R.

It was determined to set up a 2D axis-symmetric model as all mode shapes
of interest were assumed to be of radial symmetry. Isotropic structural materials,
the liquid, and the piezo crystal are of the element types plane82, fluid29, and
plane223, respectively. Plane82 is an 8-node quadrilateral containing 4 midside
nodes; there are 2 translational degrees of freedom (DOF) per node: vertical and
radial displacement. Fluid29 is a 4-node quadrilateral with 2 translational DOF and

1short for Ansys parametric design language, the log and scripting language of Ansys Classic
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a 3rd DOF, pressure. Plane223 is an 8-node quadrilateral multi-purpose coupled-field
element capable of up to 4 DOF per node. The latter, in its piezoelectric option,
results in 3 DOF per node, two accounting for translation and one for voltage.
The adopted reaction forces corresponding to the three DOF are then 2 times force
and electrical charge. Plane82 allows for Rayleigh damping whereby the damping
matrix is a linear combination of the mass matrix and the stiffness matrix and a
frequency-independent damping ratio or loss tangent (see equations K.45 & K.48).
Plane223 can on top account for a dielectric loss tangent, whereas fluid29 allows
no viscous damping inside the fluid domain. The coloured mesh of an idealised
resonator geometry in figure Q.1 indicates how those element types are used.

a) b) c)
Figure Q.1 FE mesh of an idealised resonator geometry.
The examined resonators are vessels filled with liquid, and glued to the outside of the vessel is a piece of
piezoelectric material serving as the actuator exciting a vibration motion of the whole compound. The part
of the mesh representing the transducer made of piezoelectric material is depicted in orange and is made
of the element type plane223. It is coupled by the epoxy glue (grey) to the vessel’s glass wall (dark blue,
like all other structural parts modelled with plane82 elements). The vibration motion of the glass wall
is directly coupled to the pressure and motion waves in the liquid, and the FE model has to account for
that. This problem is solved by the fluid29 elements which can exist in two versions, with or without the
translational nodal DOF activated. Throughout the acoustic domain (light blue) the displacement DOF are
turned off. Only for those fluid29 elements in contact with structural elements (depicted in beige) they are
activated. In the two node plots the faces between the nodes shared by the fluid and the structural elements
are marked by the thin red line showing that the FSI routines apply there. These nodes can move, and within
the equations of the outer row of fluid29 elements the displacement of these element faces is translated into
pressure contributions and vice versa, as outlined in appendix chapter K.3. The green elements represent
one more structural material, silicone, used to connect assembly parts in a softer way than epoxy does. The
cyan area represents an unnaturally soft and light material used for a low-impact anchoring in space and
preventing rigid body modes. Some BC settings are symbolised in the mesh by grey triangles: zero radial
displacement for structural nodes on the central axis and no displacement at all for the outer rim of the ring
of fixation material. The voltage BCs on the transducer electrodes are not shown. What appears as needles
on the rounded top and bottom head surfaces in the node plot are special rotated nodal coordinate systems
that were defined for this subset of nodes for allowing the output of the normal and in-plane components of
the displacement.

The radially polarised piezoelectric transducer is shown in the figure in orange.
Its inside and outside surfaces are the electrodes (as in the original where these
surfaces are silver-coated). The excitation of the vibration motion occurs through
the application of a harmonic voltage signal to one of these electrodes while the
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other is kept at ground potential. It is done by setting the voltage DOF of all
nodes belonging to one electrode to zero and applying a constant nonzero voltage
U0 = 100 V as the boundary condition (BC) to the other electrode. In the framework
of the harmonic analysis this mirrors the forcing through a sinusoidal voltage signal
of amplitude U0.

Another important coupling mechanism is the one between the vibration mo-
tion of the structural parts and the sound pressure field in the acoustic domain
(fluid-structure interaction, FSI). FSI is accomplished by the outer layer of fluid29
elements shown in beige in figure Q.1. While throughout the acoustic domain each
node has just one single DOF, pressure, the nodes shared by fluid29 and plane82
elements have three DOF for displacements and pressure. Force loads are transferred
between the two domains over these nodes. The conversion of sound pressure into
force and back in static, transient, and harmonic oscillation cases is accomplished
within the fluid29 elements as outlined in appendix chapter K.3 or explained in
more detail in [8].

The fixation in space of the resonator models occurs through defining a zero
displacement BC for a subset of nodes. In figure Q.1 that boundary condition
is marked by triangles. It is the material shown in light cyan that connects the
resonator to the fixation nodes. This material was associated with the very low
values for density and Young’s modulus listed in table Q.3 resulting in a very soft
fixation of the resonator. Instead of a rigid fixation type it has been deemed better
to keep the impact of the fixation on the vibration eigenmodes of the resonator as
low as possible both in the model and in the lab experiment where the resonators
had been suspended by wires.

The air environment surrounding the resonators (sound emission into this do-
main and losses due to it) was generally not modelled. The entire acoustic fluid
domain and the FSI mechanism were also assumed lossless. The only loss mech-
anisms applied were dielectric and structural damping. For the introduction of
dielectric damping in the piezoelectric material Ansys offers the command mp,lsst
for specifying a dielectric loss tangent, meaning that an imaginary part is added
to the dielectric permittivity. For energy dissipation in the bending structural ma-
terials Ansys offers various ways of composing a damping matrix as visible from
equation K.48. The coefficients ζ and ζi in that equation are used to set frequency-
independent damping ratios. Only these two options were used. The coefficient ζ
can be set by the dmprat,r command resulting in a uniform damping ratio r ap-
plied to all structural elements of a model. The command mp,dmpr,i,r allows to
set the material-specific coefficients ζi. The loss mechanism arising from AC current
leaking through a parallel capacitance C0 of the transducer (see appendix J) can
be taken into account by creating a circu94 element for simulating the capacitance
and connecting2 the two electrodes through it.

The multi-purpose coupled-field elements plane223 offer quite some implemen-

2In the discussed forced harmonic analyses the voltage DOF of the nodes forming the electrodes
are fully determined by the voltage BCs. This means, any additional coupling of the voltage DOF
within electrode surfaces would have no effect. But in the case of connecting circu94 elements to
the electrodes, a particular form of DOF coupling is necessary, as it allows the circu94 to access
the sum of nodal charges through a master node of the coupled set [7].
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tation flexibility. Their setup is therefore not trivial. The example VM-231 of the
Ansys verification manual [9] was taken as the reference for creating the APDL code
used in most simulations. The resulting APDL code is listed in appendix R.1. The
verification manual cases VM-175, VM-176, and VM-237 offer alternative reference
codes. Only in those validation cases listed in table Q.4 where the piezoelectric strain
tensor entries were used for the APDL input instead of the piezoelectric stress tensor
entries the alternative input example VM-237 was adapted. The internet provides
some additional and potentially useful documentation3 on the topic of setting up
piezoelectric materials in Ansys.

Q.1.2 Material properties

Material constants of the piezoelectric ceramic

PZT is the common4 abbreviation of lead-zirconate-titanate which is a piezoelectric
material normally manufactured in polycrystalline form as ceramic. The chemical
formula can be written as Pb(Zr,Ti)O3, meaning that zirconium and titanium atoms
as group 4 elements can replace each other in the crystal lattice. Hence, a different
way of writing the formula is PbZrxTi1-xO3. Some particular mixtures of this class
which are more commonly used have extra labels, like PZT-8 which stands for a ma-
terial with x = 0.52 [263]. PZT-8 has properties in accordance with the Navy type
III classification of sonar transducer materials which means that dielectric losses
and heating are minimised in order to be suitable for high-power and high-voltage
applications [352]. This goes together with type III materials being not easily depo-
larised, thus one speaks of a hard piezoelectric material [516]. Commercial suppliers
have extra names for their materials. The examined transducers were manufactured
by Channel Industries®, Santa Barbara, CA, who call their two PZT-8-type mate-
rials C5800 and C5804. The PZT hollow rings driving the here discussed RPI SF
resonators were made of C5800. Table Q.1 lists various sets of material properties
for the relevant piezoceramics, gives literature references, and indicates which ones
were used for the presented FEM simulations.

Liquids

The liquid of interest here is acetone, its acoustic properties are listed in table Q.2.
The acoustic properties of the fluid determines the emerging sound field patterns
in a resonator and influences the vibration response of the resonator’s structural
parts. The reasons for considering acetone as a working fluid for SF experiments are
outlined in chapter 1.4.1 and in more detail in [326]. Water is also listed because a

3These resources may be useful: the APDL macro piezmat.mac, to be found e. g. at http://web.
mit.edu/mkt/Public/ANSYS/piezmat.mac, the memo on piezoelectric material data input by Shel-
don Imaoka (http://ansys.net/tips/Week13_TNT_Conversion_of_Piezoelectric_Material_
Data.pdf), and the Excel® macro Conversion_of_Piezoelectric_Material_for_Ansys.xls
and its documentation at http://smartmaterials.free.fr/ressources.html. A blog entry by
Mohamed Senousy at http://www.ansys-blog.com of October 2013 on APDL-less definition of
piezoelectric materials in Ansys Workbench (version 14.5 and later) might also be noteworthy.

4although the term “PZT” was trademarked by Vernitron Inc., Cleveland, OH [2]
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Table Q.1 Material properties of PZT ceramics
The material constants are listed for three types of PZT ceramics according to multiple literature sources.
The references are given at the bottom of the table. The material PZT-4 is included because it was used in the
code-to-code comparison with the simulations of Cancelos [69] for validation purposes. For the specification
of piezoelectric materials in Ansys according to example VM-231 [9] the whole set of nonzero stiffness matrix
entries cEij is needed, and therefore, the first of the two sets with the short label “p4a” was used. Table Q.4
shows that it is a consistent dataset, which means that either using the piezoelectric stress tensor e or
the piezoelectric strain tensor d yields the same results. While PZT-4 is a Navy type I material, all later
SF resonators manufactured at RPI have transducers made of Navy-III piezoceramics, namely the C5800
ceramic of Channel Industries. PZT-8 is included in the table because it is often the Navy-III material of
reference in literature. Secondly, as the set “C58a” does not readily list all stiffness tensor entries, the PZT-8
literature values together with the C5800 specifications in [353] and additional data from Cancelos were the
basis of a preliminary PZT-8 dataset (short label “p8d”). A large part of the FEM calculations presented
here were conducted with these properties, in particular the parameter study and the EA optimisation runs.
With the availability of the second C5800 dataset (“C58b”), which is consistent too, all validation-related
FEM computations were redone.

property factor unit PZT-4 PZT-4 PZT-8 PZT-8 PZT-8 PZT-8 C5800 C5800

% kg
m3 7500 7500 7600 7600 7600 7550 7550 7550

cE11 1010 N
m2 13.9 13.9 – 13.7 13.7 13.7 – 17.14

cE12 1010 N
m2 7.78 – – – – 6.97 – 10.38

cE13 1010 N
m2 7.43 – – – – 7.16 – 9.61

cE33 1010 N
m2 11.5 11.5 – 12.3 12.3 12.35 – 13.00

cE44 1010 N
m2 2.56 – – – – 3.14 2.9 2.90

cE66 1010 N
m2 3.06 – – – – 3.37 – 3.38

εσ1 1475 1475 – 1290 1290 1290 1400 1400
εσ3 1300 1300 1000 1000 1000 1000 1100 1100
εε1 730 – – ? 900 – – –
εε3 635 – 600 ? 580 – – –
e15

N
V m= C

m2 12.7 12.7 – 10.4 10.4 10.4 – 11.37

e31
N

V m= C
m2 -5.2 -5.2 – -4.0 -4.0 -4.0 – -3.94

e33
N

V m= C
m2 15.1 15.1 – 13.2 13.2 13.2 – 13.66

d15 10−12 m
V=C

N 496 496 – 330 330 – 390 392.07

d31 10−12 m
V=C

N -123 -123 -93 -97 -97 – -107 -105.22

d33 10−12 m
V=C

N 289 289 218 225 225 – 245 260.55

g15 10−3 V m
N =m2

C 39.4 38.0 – 29.0 29.0 – 31.5 31.66

g31 10−3 V m
N =m2

C -11.1 -10.7 -10.5 -10.9 -10.9 – -11.0 -10.80

g33 10−3 V m
N =m2

C 26.1 25.1 24.5 25.4 25.4 – 25.2 26.75

h15 108 V
m 19.7 – – – – – – 14.35

h31 108 V
m -9.2 – – – – – – -7.49

h33 108 V
m 26.8 – – – – – – 28.49

TCurie ◦C 328 328 300 ? 300 – > 300 > 300
Qmech 500 500 1000 ? 1000 1000 1100 1100

tan δmech – ? 0.001 –
tan δdiel at low field – – – ? – 0.004 0.004 0.004
tan δdiel at 2 kV

cm 0.02 – – ? – – 0.007 0.007

tan δdiel at 4 kV
cm 0.04 – 0.01 ? – – 0.01 0.01

reference [516] [2] [516] [256] [2] [70,
353,
516]

[353] [353,
359]

short label p4a p4b p8a p8b p8c p8d C58a C58b
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Table Q.2 Acoustic properties of the liquids.
The listed properties are density %, speed of sound c at 25 ◦C, and the change of the latter under temperature
variation, ∂c

∂T
.

% [g/cm3] c [m/s] ∂c
∂T [m/(s K)]

acetone [85, 401] 791 1174 -4.5
water [85] 1000 1496.7 2.4
water [69] 1000 1490 2.4

water-filled resonator was simulated in the context of validating the FE simulations
by comparison with the work of Cancelos [69].

Isotropic structural materials

The so far existing SF resonators in connection with this project are all made of
glass due to its elastic properties, the low damping, its easy workability, but also
the possibility to see bubble clusters or sonoluminescence flashes through it. The
other materials used in those designs involved silicone rubbers for connecting glass
parts and epoxy for glueing the transducer to the glass. With the introduction of the
flanges aluminium was added to the structural materials. The material properties
of a common steel were used to model the hydrophone. Table Q.3 lists the densi-
ties, Young’s moduli, Poisson ratios of these materials and indicates the literature
references.

Concerning damping ratios (mechanical loss tangents η = E′′/E′ = tan δ =
1/Q), the following values were gathered from literature:

• glass: Zhang [535] reports a loss factor of η = 0.5× 10−3 at f = 8000 Hz

• aluminium: η = 1× 10−4 according to [258].

• epoxy: According to Chung [87], the loss factor of epoxies is 0.03. In that
context, Wang et al. [499] report on the strong temperature- and frequency-
dependence of the loss tangent of epoxies near the glass transition temperature
Tg, and that this sensitive temperature range as a function of chemical com-
position can be made to overlap with ambient conditions.

• silicone: tan δ = 0.005 according to Sid [420] or 0.05-0.1 according to Santa-
wisuk [398].

For polymers like silicone and epoxy a complication consists in the dependency of
material properties on curing conditions and ageing. On top, the degree of damping
of a vibrating structure is not only determined by the material properties but also by
geometric form and mode shape. Thus, the most sensitive material constants should
ideally be deduced from calibration against experimental observations generated
from samples under comparable loading conditions and having comparable sizes,
shapes, and preparation histories.
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Table Q.3 Properties of the structural materials.
The listed properties are density %, Young’s modulus E, and Poisson ratio ν. The material listed in the last
line, the “fixation material” with the Young’s modulus and the density of silicone divided by hundred is used
in the FE models as a low-impact way of fixing the meshes in space.

E [N/m2] % [kg/m3] ν

glass-1 [404] 63× 109 2230 0.20
glass-2 [118] 64× 109 2230 0.20
glass-3 [69] 73× 109 2540 0.22
steel [497] 193× 109 8000 0.28
epoxy-1 [69] 5.86× 109 1190 0.3
epoxy-2 [497] 109 1215 0.3
silicone [497] 90× 106 1040 0.485
fix. mat. 0.9× 106 10.4 0.485

Q.2 Validation

Q.2.1 Simple static load cases

The piezoelectric ceramic was modelled in Ansys with the help of plane223 elements
and their coupled field capabilities. The corresponding lines of APDL code are given
in appendix R.1. In order to verify the correctness of the resulting finite element
implementation, four static load cases of simple geometries were examined. They
were chosen from a list of exemplary verification cases suggested in a catalogue of
Channel Industries [353] who supplied the transducer rings. The first one is the case
of a thin rod or fibre of piezoelectric material where both the material’s polarisation
axis and the external electric field are pointing in the fibre direction. In the limit case
of infinite rod length and infinitesimal diameter the analytical result for the length
change of a piece of unit length can be written in a simple form involving only one of
the piezoelectric constants dij and the applied voltage U . Table Q.4 lists the formulae
and results for this and three other verification cases. The examined materials were
PZT-4, the preliminary set of PZT-8 constants, and C5800 by Channeltech. By the
match ratios given in the last column it can be seen, that unlike the other two sets,
the preliminary PZT-8 data is not consistent.
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Table Q.4 PZT FE model verification under static load.
This table lists deformation values in a comparison of analytical results with FE models. This serves as a check for verifying the correct implementation and setup of the
piezoelectric finite elements. There are four cases representing the three material choices “PZT-4”, “PZT-8”, and “C5800”, and for the latter material two alternative
input modes for the piezoelectric matrix, either specifying the piezoelectric stress coefficients eij or the strain coefficients dij . The geometries are: rod, plane, and hollow
cylinder. The deformation modes are the length of the rod, the width of a long thin plate, the thickness shear of a thin plate, and the contraction/expansion of a hollow
cylinder. The rod dimensions are length l and diameter d; the plate dimensions are length l, width w, and thickness t; for the thin wall hollow cylinder it is length l, wall
thickness t, and the outer and mean diameters do and dm. The third column lists the conditions for approaching the limit case under which the analytical result, the
formula listed in the fourth column, becomes valid. The next column shows the dimensions of the geometry covered by the FE mesh. In all these cases it is regular 2D
meshes made of quadrilaterals covering rectangular areas. While in the case of the rod the 2D geometry is axis-symmetric and the mesh extends also along the long side
l� d, in the cases with plates the dimension of the long edge is orthogonal to the drawing plane and thus l=∞. The cross section of the hollow cylinder is a similar
rectangular mesh. The last three columns list the displacement values in nanometres from the calculation, the simulation, and their ratio. Since the analytic formulae
are based on the dij , it follows that where the eij were used for the FEM calculation a ratio close to 1 indicates that the set of material constants is self-consistent, and
where the dij were used also on the FEM input side it only indicates that the coefficients were entered correctly.

description material e/d conditions formula model dim.
[mm]

mesh target [nm] FE [nm] ratio

thin rod, parallel longitudinal mode PZT-4 e l>3d ∆l=d33U 10×200 3×100 0.28900000 0.29039995 1.00484413
thin rod, parallel longitudinal mode PZT-8 e l>3d ∆l=d33U 10×200 3×100 0.24500000 0.21549064 0.87955364
thin rod, parallel longitudinal mode C5800 e l>3d ∆l=d33U 10×200 3×100 0.26054500 0.25967264 0.99665177
thin rod, parallel longitudinal mode C5800 d l>3d ∆l=d33U 10×200 3×100 0.26054500 0.25967264 0.99665179
thin plate, transverse width mode PZT-4 e w<l/3; w>3t ∆w= d31w

t
U 1×5 3×13 0.61500000 0.61907981 1.00663384

thin plate, transverse width mode PZT-8 e w<l/3; w>3t ∆w= d31w
t
U 1×5 3×13 0.53500000 0.47109104 0.88054400

thin plate, transverse width mode C5800 e w<l/3; w>3t ∆w= d31w
t
U 1×5 3×13 0.52607500 0.52607556 1.00000107

thin plate, transverse width mode C5800 d w<l/3; w>3t ∆w= d31w
t
U 1×5 3×13 0.52607500 0.52607500 1.00000000

plate, thickness shear PZT-4 e t<w/5; t<l/5 ∆x=d15U 1×5 3×13 0.49600000 0.49609375 1.00018901
plate, thickness shear PZT-8 e t<w/5; t<l/5 ∆x=d15U 1×5 3×13 0.39000000 0.33121019 0.84925690
plate, thickness shear C5800 e t<w/5; t<l/5 ∆x=d15U 1×5 3×13 0.39207100 0.39207142 1.00000108
plate, thickness shear C5800 d t<w/5; t<l/5 ∆x=d15U 1×5 3×13 0.39207100 0.39207100 1.00000000

thin hollow wall cylinder PZT-4 e do>8t; l>t/2 ∆dm= d31dm
t

U 3×25, dm=65 4×34 1.33250000 1.33576328 1.00244899
thin hollow wall cylinder PZT-8 e do>8t; l>t/2 ∆dm= d31dm

t
U 3×25, dm=65 4×34 1.15916667 1.01582639 0.87634196

thin hollow wall cylinder C5800 e do>8t; l>t/2 ∆dm= d31dm
t

U 3×25, dm=65 4×34 1.13982917 1.13495533 0.99572406
thin hollow wall cylinder C5800 d do>8t; l>t/2 ∆dm= d31dm

t
U 3×25, dm=65 4×34 1.13982917 1.13495411 0.99572300
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Q.2.2 Frequency response of the free transducer

The transducers used for all discussed RPI SF resonators are thin-walled hollow
cylinders made of C5800 polarised in the radial direction and having the silver elec-
trodes on the cylindrical inside and outside surfaces. The hollow cylinders have a
wall thickness of 3 mm and a height of 25 mm. The inside and outside diameters are
65 and 71 mm. Being interested not in torsional modes but only in radial oscillation
movements, the transducer can be modelled by a simple two-dimensional rectangular
FE mesh in an axisymmetric coordinate system which covers the cross section of the
PZT ring. The 3 mm× 25 mm area was meshed with 4× 32 elements. As boundary
conditions for the voltage degree of freedom the inner electrode is grounded while
the nodes forming the outer one are associated with a constant value of 100 V. In
the framework of the harmonic analysis type this setting corresponds to a sinusoidal
signal with an amplitude of 100 V serving as the driving force. As concerns the trans-
lational DOF, there is no need for a fixation in space along the radial coordinate r
in an axisymmetric coordinate system (r, z). For fixation along the z-axis, displace-
ments in that direction were forced to zero for all nodes in the plane orthogonal to
the z-axis and going through the transducer’s centre of mass.5

In the frequency domain the FE model can be validated through two compar-
isons: a comparison of the simulated resonance peak with the resonance frequency
prediction based on tabulated frequency constants and a comparison with the lab
measurement of the transducer’s frequency response. Both comparisons are shown
in figure Q.2.

The applicable frequency constant for the radial expansion and contraction mode
is the constantNc given by the supplier’s catalog [353] asNc = 42 kHz in = 1070 Hz m,
but an updated value of Nc = 43 kHz in ≈ 1095 Hz m is available [359]. According
to the equation in [353] this yields the resonance frequency

fres = Nc

dm
= 1095 Hz m

68 mm = 16 102.9 Hz. (Q.1)

The admittance magnitude peak of the FEM simulation lies only 10 Hz above that,
at fm = 16 112.7 Hz, corresponding to a 0.06 % difference. The offset between the
FEM peak and the measured one at 16 169.3 Hz is 0.35 %. It means that concerning
the resonance peak, all three values are in very good agreement, given that for
frequency constants of piezoelectric materials a tolerance of up to 2-3 % is realistic.
(With the preliminary PZT-8 material data (FEM: fm = 15.889 kHz) and the old
frequency constant (eq. Q.1: fm = 15.735 kHz) a 3 % range is in fact covered by the
offsets.)

What is not so well reproduced by the FE model is the position of the an-
tiresonance and with it the width of the frequency interval between resonance and
antiresonance. That interval allows to conclude on coupling coefficients which can

5Alternatively, this plane could have been explicitly declared a symmetry plane abolishing the
need for any translational BCs and cutting the model size in half, but as the mesh size at this point
is no issue, it was preferred to avoid unnecessary setup differences when going from the simple to
the larger FE models, of which not all have a symmetry plane orthogonal to the rotation axis.
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Figure Q.2 Frequency response of the simulated free transducer.
This plot compares the magnitudes and phases of admittance |Y | and impedance |Z| from the lab measure-
ments (amplitude and phase in black & green, respectively; combined datasets 157 & 158) with two different
sets of FEM simulation results, one based on the preliminary PZT-8 material constants (blue & yellow) and
the other on the C5800 properties (red & magenta). The full colours mark the data subsets used for the
Y -circle fitting. The dots in brightened colours show the complete data background of the corresponding
frequency sweeps. The thin lines are the results of evaluating the BVD model (equation J.5) with the equiv-
alent circuit quantities (R, L, C, C0) gained during the Y - and Z-circle analyses of these datasets. As an
additional comparison, resonance frequencies computed with the frequency constant Nc through equation
Q.1 are indicated by the vertical grey lines; the dashed line corresponds to fres = 15 735.3 Hz and is based
on Nc = 1070 Hz m, while the one at fres = 16 102.9 Hz corresponds to Nc = 1095 Hz m. Thus, the updated
material properties and frequency constant bring the resonance frequencies computed by the FE model and
equation Q.1 within a range of 10 Hz from each other, and as close as 70 Hz to the resonance peak observed
in the laboratory.

be defined [353] as

k2 = electrical energy stored
input mechanical energy = mechanical energy stored

input electrical energy , (Q.2)

and which are a measure of how well the material is able to transduce energy between
the mechanical and electrical form. The Channeltech catalog [353] contains plots
allowing to infer k going out from (fn− fm)/fm. For the contraction and expansion
mode of the hollow cylinder the relevant coupling coefficient is k31. The C5800
material data set predicts (analytically) a coupling of k31 = 0.32 [359], and, according
to Channeltech, the coupling in real transducers is likely to be a little bit higher, so
values up to 0.34 or even 0.35 are possible [359]. In the case of the lab measurements,
where the frequencies are fm = 16.112 kHz and fn ≈ 17.090 kHz, a value for k31 of
circa 0.36 can be inferred. But as fn = 16 678.51 kHz in the FEM simulation, it
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leads to the very low value of k31 ≈ 0.28.
One more comparison can be made by plotting the admittance circles from mea-

surement and FEM simulation into the same diagram, as shown in figure Q.3.6 This
plot shows multiple FEM simulation datasets corresponding to different mechanical
damping ratios. The dielectric loss tangent had been kept fixed at the literature value
[353] of 0.004. While the literature value for the mechanical damping ratio is 0.001
[516] (or tan δ = 1/Q = 9.09× 10−4 with Q = 1100 [353]), the dash-dotted lines in
the diagram show that values between 5× 10−4 and 6× 10−4 can best reproduce the
observations on the real device. In particular, a damping ratio of 5.356× 10−4 leads
to a matching quality factor Q = fs

fnB−fmB = 920, whereas a value of 5.764× 10−4

will achieve an admittance circle with matching diameter, i. e. the right Gmax.

Figure Q.3 Admittance circles of the simulated free transducer.
Y-circles from the FEM simulation gained with various damping ratio settings (mp,dmpr command in Ansys)
are plotted over the experimental data of case 158 (in red dots, the red line is the fitted BVD model). It can
be seen that the Q-factor is directly related to the size of the admittance circle. The two dash-dotted circles
represent two possible answers to the question which damping ratio in the simulation best fits the measured
data. The yellow circle is the result of setting the damping ratio to 5.356× 10−4 which leads to the exact
same Q-factor of 920 if the formula Q = fs

fnB−fmB
is used. The yellow circle represents a damping ratio of

5.764× 10−4 which is the setting achieving the same circle size, i. e. the same Gmax.

In principle, the dielectric loss tangent could be considered as another degree of
freedom in the Ansys FE model allowing for tuning in order to more closely match the
characterisation data from the real transducers, or to discuss the relation of literature
and observed values at different power levels. The dielectric losses affect the size ratio
between the Y - and the Z-circle. This is shown in appendix J.5 where the admittance

6An analogue plot for the impedance circles is not possible due to the noisy current probe data
around the antiresonance, where the current amplitude goes through a minimum.
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and impedance responses of the FE model and the two equivalent circuits, the BVD
and the complex circuit model, are examined more closely. In the current case
this is not possible because the electric characterisation data recorded in the lab
has a degraded signal-to-noise ratio around the antiresonance. But in the future it
should be possible7 to characterise the transducers in terms of both mechanical and
dielectric damping before glueing them together with the other resonator assembly
parts, and thus making available a better material data basis for improving the FE
model of the whole resonator.

Q.2.3 Comparison: water-filled resonator in Atila and Ansys

The first complete FEM simulation of a liquid-filled resonator geometry discussed
here is a reproduction in Ansys of the FEM simulation conducted by Cancelos [69]
with the software Atila®. It serves the purpose of a code-to-code validation. The
mesh is shown in figure Q.4 along with a comparison of the sound pressure response.
The good agreement of the two independently composed FE models is a strong hint
that the two models have been set up as intended because any mistake would have
to be a common one.

Figure Q.4 FE model of Cancelos’ glass resonator.
The plot on the left depicts the FE mesh implemented in Ansys, and it has to be compared to figure 16 on
page 42 in [69]. The maximum element size setting is 1.5 mm leading to a mesh of about 3000 finite elements.
The boundary conditions are the same as as with the free transducer, i. e. zero displacement along z for the
nodes in the midplane, grounding of the inner electrode, and 1 V applied to the outside electrode. The two
pictures in the middle show the deformation and the pressure mode shape at the resonance frequency of
12 680 Hz. The deformations are scaled with a factor of 104. The plot on the right hand side shows the
direct comparison of the sound pressure response picked up at the central node of the FE mesh with the
corresponding dataset furnished by Cancelos. Both frequency and amplitude of the resonance peak are in
almost perfect agreement.

Q.2.4 Simulating resonator No 5

Resonator No 5 (in the RPI series of resonator exemplars listed in appendix I.4) is
the one that was chosen for thorough examination because of being manufactured

7The low signal-to-noise ratio is due to the minimum in the current amplitude at the antires-
onance. But had the measurement been taken with the transformer in place between amplifier
and transducer, then the current amplitude minimum would not have been that deep, as can be
concluded from a look at figures O.20 and O.21.
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most symmetrically and cleanly, and because its geometry matches Taleyarkhan’s
sketch (fig. D.1) more closely than the other RPI exemplars. It was assumed to
furnish the best available validation scenario, to present an occasion where a well-
matching FEM geometry can be most easily created and where a close similarity of
sound pressure and glass wall displacement maps can be most probably achieved.
However, the match between FEM simulations and lab measurements turned out
to be rather imperfect. In the following, this FE model and the matching and not
matching features of the compared data fields will be discussed.

The FE mesh

The model of resonator 5 (shown in figure Q.5) has several new features with respect
to the FE model discussed before (figure Q.4). The materials steel and aluminium
are introduced for modelling the hydrophone and the flange at the glass wall’s top
rim. Silicone is used for connecting the three structural parts of glass and aluminium.
The artificial fixation material forms a bearing for the aluminium flange with zero
displacement BCs at the lower surface of the bearing. A last additional feature is
the free surface of the liquid. Here, a zero amplitude BC is applied to the nodal
sound pressure DOF. With the parameter for the longest allowable element edge set
to 1 mm the mesh has around 6× 103 elements and 104 nodes in the freely meshed
which had been used by default. Alternative versions with mapped mesh creation
routines (see fig. Q.12) yielded circa 8.5× 103 elements and 12× 103 nodes.

Figure Q.5 FE mesh of resonator No 5
This FE mesh of the opened resonator 5 served the purpose of validating the FE model. The hydrophone is
modelled as a massive steel rod. The fixation of the mesh occurs through a bearing consisting of a ring of
soft material glued under the aluminium flange near its outer rim. For the plot on the left the element size
parameter has been raised (from the otherwise used setting of 1 mm) to 1.5 mm to allow better visibility.
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Simplifications and differences of the FE model with respect to the real-
world counterpart

The most important differences between the FE geometry and the real resonator
are: the 2D-axis-symmetric model assumes perfect rotational symmetry whereas in
reality there are small deviations, in particular concerning glass part shapes and
thicknesses of epoxy and silicone glue layers. Next, the model geometry is laid out
as a composition of added and subtracted rectangles, circle segments, trapezoids
etc., and some linearily stretched versions of these base forms. These forms try to
approximate a glass shape, that in some corners (e. g. the piston curvatures and
inside dimensions) cannot be readily determined with normal machine shop tools
(X-rays would be a solution). Besides the unintended shape irregularities there are
additional features breaking the rotational symmetry: four boreholes and bolts in
the aluminium flange, the pill microphones on the glass a little distance above the
transducer, and the solder joints on the outside and inside surfaces of the transducer,
of which the latter one protrudes into the 0.5 mm thick epoxy coupling layer, so
that it can be assumed to introduce some inhomogeneity into the force transfer
between transducer and glass. Another difference lies in the hydrophone fixation,
not modelled in the FE mesh, but consisting in the special aluminium top head lying
on the flange counterpart with the rubber O-ring in between. The four connecting
bolts were present and weakly tightened for the purpose of degassing (see appendix
O.4). Finally, the real chamber was suspended by four wires attached to the lower
ends of the four bolts.

Comparison of the pressure field

Figure Q.6 shows a comparison of the frequency response picked up with the hy-
drophone inside resonator No 5 with several FEM simulations differing only in their
damping settings. Generally, the FE model is able to reproduce the three reso-
nances recorded on the real device in the frequency interval of interest, although
substantially shifted. Secondly, it exhibits a realistic peak Q-factor for the second
resonance (the SF working point), not only when a global mechanical damping ratio
of 1.43× 10−3 (deduced from the experimentally observed Q = 700) is applied, but
also when literature damping ratios are attributed to the individual materials. On
the one hand, it can be seen that some degree of uncertainty on the exact quan-
tity of the transducer losses, which are comparatively low with respect to the other
employed materials, does not pose a problem because the impact of a variation on
the overall behaviour of the FE model is small. On the other hand, neglecting the
material-dependency of damping at all, does in fact change the peak landscape.

The sound pressure map, where the hydrophone frequency responses at many
probing positions along the central axis are compiled to form a contour plot, is
more telling in the context of validation than just one single response because the
mode shapes of the standing pressure waves in the liquid are revealed. Based on
the insights described above and in figure Q.6, the setting with individual literature-
based material damping ratios and tan δ = 5.356× 10−4 for the piezoceramic was
chosen for presentation in figure Q.7. Comparing the two maps, one can say that
the FE model is able to capture the basic features of the resonator and even some
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Figure Q.6 Hydrophone response and different damping settings
These plots show the hydrophone response in a comparison of lab with FEM data for two different vertical
positions of the probe. The red circles in the background represent the empirical measurement data taken
at y = 7.5 cm (top diagram) and y = 3.5 cm (bottom). The FEM simulations of each case were repeated
several times with different damping settings. In the base setting the literature values for the damping
ratio in each material were employed, i. e. 5× 10−4 for glass, 1× 10−4 for aluminium, 0.03 for epoxy, 0.075
for silicone, and tan δ = 9.09× 10−4 as well as tan δdiel = 4× 10−3 for the mechanical and dielectric loss
tangents of the transducer material. The mean pressure signal loaded onto the nodes forming the hydrophone
tip surface under these conditions is plotted in yellow. The black crosses show what happens when tan δ
is changed to 5.356× 10−4 for the C5800 ceramic. It is the value which had been determined as the one
able to reproduce the experimentally observed Q of the free transducer. The green curve is the result of a
different approach, where one single mechanical damping ratio of tan δ = 1/700 = 1.43× 10−3 is applied
uniformly across the whole FE model (in conjunction with tan δdiel = 4× 10−3 for C5800 as for all other
cases). The Q-factors written into the diagram were inferred from analysing finer-resolution close-ups of the
second resonance (near 20 kHz), and they seem to indicate that all these three simulation cases match the
experimentally observed Q-factor fairly well. The remaining two cases are the results of forcing the match
by 1D parameter tuning procedures. For the cyan curve that particular damping coefficient for epoxy was
searched which would yield a Q of 700 while damping in the other soft material, silicone, was switched off.
For the blue curve it was the other way round. This may be taken as the upper limits of damping supported
by the experimental observation for the two materials where literature values have the weakest justification.
Looking at the other features apart from the central resonance, in particular the cyan and green curves reveal
that not only the relative sharpness of the peaks is affected, but that there are peaks appearing in one case
and completely lacking in the other. Finally, one can conclude that the question of the exact transducer
losses is a detail without heavy impact, but that the question whether individual material damping ratios
should be accounted for or not, on the other hand, is more important.
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of the details: there are three resonances, the vertical mode shape of each one is
roughly reproduced, and the resonance frequencies agree with offsets up to 1 kHz.
An interesting feature is that the first resonance seems to consist of two interacting
modes which results in a split into two peaks in the lower two maps. In the upper
map the second mode is just barely visible as a side peak or shoulder in the upper
part of the image. As the first two rows of images represent data gained on the very
same resonator – a time period of four months lies between the two recordings but
there were no intended changes in setup – this is an indicator of the sensitivity of
that device. The FEM simulation exaggerates the split, the twin peaks are further
apart, the gap in between is not as sharp as exhibited by the second experimental set.
But the mode shapes of the twins, that the left one has a node at y = 6 cm and that
the right one by a thin tail seems to extend all the way up to the free liquid surface
at y = 8 cm, these properties are well reproduced by the simulation. Other features
not well captured by the FEM simulation are the asymmetry of the slopes along the
frequency axis of the twin peaks and the third resonance, the frequency offsets, the
lack of the small and inclined ridgeline existing in the upper map between −2 and
0 cm, and most importantly, that the relative peak heights exhibited by the three
resonances are not correctly mirrored. But taking into account the lessons learnt
through the sensitivity study following in this appendix chapter, it could actually
be considered unrealistic to expect a perfect match.

A last remark has to be made on the sound pressure developed per unit of driv-
ing voltage: in the measurement row furnishing the uppermost map in figure Q.7 a
pressure of 1× 105 Pa was achieved with a driving amplitude of 1.8 V, that is 0.54
bar per Volt. In the second plotted set it is ≈ 0.1 bar

V (0.24 bar with 2.3 V). The
FEM simulation shows around 25 bar created with a driving voltage of 100 V, i. e.
0.25 bar

V , so it is roughly within the same range. A problematic aspect is that these
highest pressure gains were achieved in different resonances. If looking exclusively
at the second resonance, which is the SF working point described by Saglime [390],
in the three datasets of figure Q.7, then values of ≈ 0.1 bar

V and ≈ 0.05 bar
V have to

be compared8 with the afore-mentioned gain of ≈ 0.25 bar
V . That the peak heights

differ by less than one order of magnitude can almost be considered to be a surpris-
ingly tight match, taking into account on the one hand the performance sensitivity
(discussed below) and on the other hand how the peak heights are influenced by
various material damping ratios.

Fitting losses by Q-factor matching

If one had several trustworthy material models, including a precise quantification
of the damping behaviour applicable to the examined geometry, and only a single
material with an unreliable damping coefficient, then one would be able to use the
experimentally gained knowledge of the Q-factor of a resonance to infer the strength
of the unknown dissipation mechanism. One could ask: which amount of damping
in the questionable material is necessary to explain the observed Q? This was done

8The pressure gains are best inferred from the pressure profile plots. For the three datasets
displayed in figure Q.7, the vertical profiles are given in figures O.24, P.22, and S.1 on pages 387,
414, and 467.
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Figure Q.7 Sound pressure map of resonator No 5
These colour maps show the comparison between laboratory (first two rows) and simulation (lower row) data
for the sound pressure measured at the hydrophone tip. Amplitude plots are on the left, phase signals on
the right. In both the lab and the numerical experiment the maps have to be created by assembling many
frequency sweeps generated in series after vertical shifts of the hydrophone position. The grid of measurement
locations has a steps size of 5 mm and is the same in both cases. In the first dataset, the highest position
coincides with the liquid surface and the lowest position is 0.5 mm away from the piston. In the simulation
the extreme positions are 2 mm further inwards on each side. The experimental data in the second row does
not span the whole vertical area, but contains the phase information which has not been recorded earlier.
The measured hydrophone phase data have been cycled downwards through the [−180°, 180°] interval by
subtracting 170° in order to achieve matching colours with respect to the FE data plotted below and to
allow a proper comparison of structures in the colour landscapes. The comparison reveals that mode shapes
can be captured quite well by the FE simulation, but not their relative heights on the pressure scale nor
the exact positions on the frequency axis. Figure S.2 in appendix S can be added to this comparison. It
represents a modified FE simulation where the alternative literature value for the Young’s modulus of the
epoxy (see table Q.3) has been tried out. The map changes indeed, however, with respect to the similarity
between simulation and reality the situation is not changed.
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for epoxy and silicone, the two soft polymer materials. It is possible, because the
FE model exhibits a lower damping and a higher Q (the value is about 2500) than
the observed Q = 700 of the second resonance (see figure O.27) if the losses of epoxy
and silicone are switched off. The blue and cyan curves plotted in figure Q.6 show
the results of tuning the damping ratio in either epoxy or silicone alone up to the
point where the second resonance has the right Q. So, it is a damping ratio of 5.3
in epoxy or 6.5× 10−2 in silicone that could explain the observed Q in the absence
of dissipation in the other polymer.

An attempt was also made to use the Nelder-Mead algorithm to fit9 the Q-factors
of both the second and third resonance (the latter has Q = 957) at the same time.
The two degrees of freedom in this case were one damping ratio for all hard structural
materials (except the piezoceramic where tan δ = 5.356× 10−4 has been taken) and
another one for the two soft polymers. But no solution could be found. In this
minimisation procedure, the Q of the third resonance would not rise above the Q
of the second resonance. The best point found by the algorithm was Q2 = 813 and
Q3 = 714 with tan δhard = 1.5× 10−3 in epoxy and tan δsoft = 3× 10−9 in silicone.
The first resonance was never considered for such trials due to it being formed by
the interaction of two peaks. In the FEM simulation it does not matter at which
point along the central axis the Q-factor of the sound pressure peak is determined,
it is ever the same value.

The examined devices all exhibit many resonances with very different mode
shapes. Some resonances are more determined by the fluid, some are dominated
by the structure, e. g. internal modes of the glass wall. Different modes induce dif-
ferent amounts of stress in different locations, so it can be assumed that e. g. damping
in silicone joints does not affect all resonances in the same way. Indeed, when vary-
ing damping ratios of single materials in the FE model, it can be observed that
the different peaks are not broadened equally. In principle, the complex structures
in the sound pressure and glass wall displacement maps hold a reservoir of many
observables, the Q-factors are just one sort, allowing their use as degrees of freedom
in minimisation procedures with the purpose of fitting material or also geometry
parameters. However, this method of using the resonance Q-factors for determining
damping coefficients was not further pursued in this place, also in the light of the
too many unknown deviations between model and measurements, and because of the
design sensitivity issues discussed below. The FEM sound pressure map needs to
look different, much more similar to the real-world counterpart first, the resonances
should be pushed into their right places first, before further Q-factor fitting makes
real sense. The sound pressure amplitude and phase maps are feature-rich and offer
themselves for model calibration tasks, but in order to achieve a realistic outlook,
a model improvement agenda should be pursued in a stepwise approach beginning
with smaller and simpler systems before calibrating entire resonator models.

9The goal of the downhill-simplex optimisation run was to minimise the sum of (normalised)
square offsets of the two Q-factors, i. e. to minimise

∑3
i=2[(Qi,FE −Qi,exp)/Qi,exp]2.
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Comparison of the radial displacement field

Since the glass surface of the resonator was scanned with the displacement pickup
needle, a second 2D colour map can be shown for comparison, a map of the radial
displacement of points on the surface. The comparison is made in figure Q.8 where
it can be seen that this map is richer in structure because the cylindrical glass wall is
excited to higher-order modes. Just as in the pressure maps, the relative amplitudes
do not match, and there are of course the same frequency offsets. The split dividing
the first resonance up into several interacting modes is visible, and again the spread
is much larger in the FEM data. At least in both cases there is a structure with
three main bellies along the vertical profile. The mismatching phase datasets on the
right side in figure Q.8 show even more than the amplitude maps how far off the
simulation is from the measurement at the moment. However, it can be remarked
that making available the glass wall displacement data with its rich structure, adds
a perfect set of calibration, benchmarking, and validation data to the electrical and
hydrophone signals which had been available before.

It had been pointed out in figures O.23 and O.24 (pages 386 and 387) that the
comparison of the sound pressure map with the data of Saglime ([390], reprinted
in figure I.1, p. 284, recorded at 19.9 kHz) shows that the resonance at 20 kHz
used to be the working point of former RPI SF trials. Therefore, this resonance
deserves a closer look as presented in figure Q.9 which brings together the FEM
data on deformation and pressure. Already the three resonator cuts in the upper
left corner of that figure explain a lot. They show that the cylindrical main glass
wall is divided up into two segments, the lower one extending from the height of the
piston upwards to the upper rim of the piezo ring, that segment moves inwards and
outwards in phase with the transducer, and another slightly larger segment above
oscillating out of phase. The third cut with the colouring according to the pressure
mode shape makes clear that regions of high pressure can be found on same heights
with contracting glass walls and low-pressure areas are behind widened glass walls,
i. e. the radial movements of liquid and surrounding glass wall at a given height
are in phase, and along the radial coordinate only the fundamental acoustic mode
is excited in the fluid. The front plate of the glass piston is not only moving up
and down, it is also excited by a bending mode. But on average, the piston front,
as another boundary of the main liquid volume, oscillates inwards and outwards in
phase with the transducer.

The colour map in the upper right corner of figure Q.9 shows again the displace-
ment amplitude of the glass wall. But this time it is not only the section that has
been scanned with the pickup needle. This map covers the mesh of the whole res-
onator side wall, from the top rim including a piece of the aluminium flange down to
the silicone bead sealing the lower outlet and holding the piston in place. The liquid
level, the transducer rims, and the piston position are indicated for orientation by
horizontal lines and the grey shading. The plot shows the normal displacement, not
the radial movement, of the FE mesh nodes on the inside surface of the resonator’s
wall, i. e. the oscillation orthogonal to the surface. This plot reveals that the two
large segments of glass wall moving in phase with the liquid behind it (and the seg-
ments against each other) at 20.1 kHz seem to be the exception in that frequency
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Figure Q.8 Radial displacement map of resonator No 5
This is a comparison of the radial wall displacement data between laboratory measurements with the pickup
needle (top) and FEM simulations (bottom). The scanned area is the outside surface of the main glass
cylinder between the transducer (its upper edge defines the origin z = 0 of the vertical axis) and the
aluminium flange. The comparison reveals a worse situation as with the pressure maps because only two
of the three mode shapes look similar. Looking at the amplitude plots on the left, the mode shape of the
3rd resonance consists of three antinodes in the pickup needle map but the counterpart in the FEM results
displays a two-hump structure with a shorter-wavelength structure close by. For the other two resonances
the situation is similar as with the pressure maps: the mode shapes are roughly reproduced, but not their
relative amplitudes, nor details appearing in the valleys in between, nor exact resonance frequencies. Similar
to the pressure data, the 1st resonance consists of several interacting resonances being relatively closely
packed in the recorded lab data and further apart in the FEM data. In the needle measurement there is a
strong three-and-a-half-belly resonance with two weak structures on either side, whereas in the FEM map
a strong multi-belly resonance has a neighbouring resonance to the right which is weak in the upper part
but has a comparably strong amplitude at the lower end. A positive remark may be made pointing out
one detail feature wherein the two maps match: the structure to the left of the 2nd resonance is present
in both cases, although with much weaker amplitude in the empirical data. The match of the phase data
(right column) is quite poor. Regions of same colour in one map appear differently in the other one. For
this presentation the phase of the pickup needle voltage signal had to be cycled upwards by 130° in order to
match the red-to-white transition across the 2nd resonance displayed by the FEM data. This manipulation
of the phase offset has to be considered in the context that the absolute phase transfer function of the
hydrophone and its electronics is at this point unknown.

range, where the other resonances exhibit wave patterns of much shorter spatial
wavelengths with nodes of zero displacement not further apart than 3 cm. It can be
taken as a sign that the fluid forces its motion on the glass at that resonance more
than at other frequencies. But the fact that none of the standing wave patterns in
the glass seems to ignore the acetone level at 8.1 cm tells us that probably none of
the wave patterns can be described as a “pure glass mode”. To label some resonances
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Figure Q.9 Pressure and deformed shape at the second resonance
In these pictures the pressure field and the structural deformation are brought together for a close look at
the 2nd resonance at 20.01 kHz. By its mode shape this resonance can be identified as the working point
used for past SF experiments. The three pictures in the upper left corner show the undeformed mesh, the
deformed mesh, and the pressure field across the mesh. It can be seen that the pressure amplitude on the
piston surfaces and along all other boundaries of the fluid domain is quite low, nowhere is it higher than
20 % of the pressure in the centre. In the deformed mesh plot the displacements are scaled up by a factor
of 800. Here and in the radial displacement amplitude colour map in the upper right corner it becomes
clearly visible that the glass wall all across the long range from 2 to 6 cm moves inwards and outwards much
further than the piezo transducer does. The transducer’s extension is marked by the green horizontal lines
in the colour map. The exact amplification factor between the motion amplitude of the transducer and
the maximum seen by the glass 3.5 cm above is 2.96. The plot at the bottom collects the mode shapes of
pressure and displacement in one diagram. The pressure along the resonator’s central axis and further down
the inside boundary of the fluid domain where it coincides with the piston’s surface is shown in blue. The
pressure along the outside of the fluid domain boundary, i. e. the inside of the glass wall, is shown in cyan.
The red diamonds represent the glass wall’s normal displacement. The shaded area indicates the position
of the lower piston, and the green lines show the extension of the transducer. The hydrophone position at
5.5 cm can also be inferred from the edge in the pressure profile. All plots in this figure stem from the same
simulation with this hydrophone position; it is the sixth in the series of simulations used to compile the
pressure map in figure Q.7.
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as “acoustic modes of the liquid volume”, where the glass motion follows the liquid
and the latter oscillates in one of its eigenmodes, and others as “modes of vibrating
structure”, where the liquid follows the glass and the latter oscillates in one of its
eigenmodes, e. g. to label the second resonance as a “resonance dominated by a liquid
eigenmode” may sometimes be helpful, but all too often it could lead to an over-
simplification. It is better to keep in mind that the complete assembled resonator
has other eigenmodes than its separate parts would have. Think of what happens
when one touches a guitar string with the finger right in the middle. This affects
only every second eigenmode, the ones with an antinode in the middle. Releasing
the finger could be seen as putting the two parts together again: the whole string
can exhibit all the eigenmodes of the two separate halves plus additional new modes.
Does it mean that the eigenmodes of the liquid-filled resonator are the eigenmodes
of the liquid combined with the modes of the structure plus additional modes? No,
this would be wrong. One should not overlook that there is a difference between
just touching the guitar string in the middle or clamping it down really hard and
completely decoupling the halves. Only the hard clamping allows the two halves to
oscillate independently in different modes at any phase. In the case of the softly
touching finger the second half of the string still functions as a boundary condition
of sinusoidally varying force to the first half. In our resonator, the liquid and the
structure have each other as boundary conditions, they can locally slam against each
other which creates a pressure antinode at the wall, or they can move in line so there
is a pressure node on the structure surface. The cyan line in the plot at the bottom
of figure Q.9 shows clearly what the blueish shade near the glass wall in the upper
half of the resonator in the pressure mode shape plot in the same figure is only
hinting at: that the sound pressure amplitude near the glass wall is nonzero in most
places but still substantially lower than the amplitude in the antinode in the centre
of the chamber. A resonator for SF experiments could in a certain way be seen as
ideal if the structure surfaces where coincident with sound pressure nodes anywhere,
because this would completely exclude cavitation on the walls at any driving am-
plitude. There would be no force transmission between the fluid and the solid, and
both parts would in principle be able to exhibit the same oscillation mode shape in
the absence of the other part. But in reality some level of coupling is desired for
the transducer to be able to excite the acoustic mode in the fluid via the structure,
and it is no problem as long as the cavitation threshold is not breached anywhere
on the interface. In short: it is better to keep in mind that all oscillation modes
of the resonator are a property of the whole assembled ensemble of structural parts
and the fluid domain.

After this look at the measured and simulated pressure and displacement fre-
quency responses, it has to be admitted that the exact resonance frequencies and
relative peak amplitudes do not match so far. There are substantial differences in
detail visible in the structure-rich colour maps showing amplitude and phase over po-
sition and frequency for the centreline pressure and the wall displacement. Only the
general sequence and mode shapes of the three resonances are mostly in agreement.

Already at this point it can be said that a design approach starting with dimen-
sioning a cylindrical liquid volume so it alone would exhibit a desired mode shape,
and in the second step constructing a bounding box of glass or steel around it,
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will not be the approach leading to the best results because the fluid and structure
domains need to interact, and the walls cannot be built infinitesimally thin.

Comparison of admittance and impedance

The electrical side of the transducer offers additional observables for comparing the
FEM simulation with its real-world counterpart. In the lab, the harmonic cur-
rent and voltage signals feeding the transducer electrodes can be tracked, and the
frequency-dependent admittance Y (ω) and impedance Z(ω) of the resonator can be
deduced from these signals. In the harmonic FEM calculation, the voltage is the
given vibration-exciting boundary condition and the current flowing in and out of
the transducer electrodes can be deduced from the reaction force “electrical charge”
building up in the corresponding nodes of the FE mesh. Technically, the total charge
Q of an electrode can be gained by summing over nodal charges qi, or alternatively,
Ansys offers the reading of the total charge via master nodes [7] if a coupled set of
nodes has been defined before. In the case of a stationary harmonic oscillation the
relation between charge Q and current I is given by

I = Q̇ = iωQ whereby Q, I ∈ C. (Q.3)

This way, the admittance and impedance frequency response of the FE model can be
gained. Again, the response functions allow the fitting of equivalent circuit models.
A corresponding admittance comparison for resonator 5 and its FE model is plotted
as magnitude and phase diagrams in figure Q.10. Plots of the same datasets in the
complex Y - and Z-planes are displayed in figure Q.11. The results of the analyses
of the Y - and Z-circles are given in table Q.5.

Looking at the frequency response of the admittance in figure Q.10, there do
not seem to be many aspects in which the experimental data and the simulation
agree. Of course there are the already discussed frequency shifts. In terms of shapes
of the curves, only the second resonance looks similar. In the case of the third
resonance, the depth of the dip in phase is at least comparable. In the case of the
first resonance, there is not only the difference in how far apart the two halves of
the structure are, it seems also that they are of very different degrees of sharpness
and following completely different patterns in the phase function.

Taking the plots of admittance and impedance circles into consideration can
put the different types of frequency sweep curves into relation. While the FEM
simulation seems pretty far apart from the experimental data in the Y -circle plot
of figure Q.11, it is a glance back at figure O.22 which shows that the diameter of
slightly less than 10 mS of the simulation-based Y -circle is not so far outside the
range of the lab recordings going from slightly more than 10 to above 50 mS. The
maximum conductivity, the equivalent circuit quantity R, the degree of damping and
the mechanical Q are all tightly related. For the first resonance, the lab observations
for Q range from 270 to 1000 and for R from 74 to 18 (see table O.4). Here, the
FEM dataset properties with the below-range Y -circle diameter translate directly
into an above-range resistivity R = 1/Gmax = 125 Ω and a below-range Q of ≈ 200.
For the 2nd and 3rd resonance the FEM data with Q-factors of 650 and 500 compares
to 500 (tab. O.5) and 640 (fig. P.17), so they are in a similar range with each other,
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Table Q.5 BVD quantities for the FE model resonances of resonator 5
For each of the four resonances exhibited by the FE model of the opened resonator 5, the admittance and
impedance circles can be plotted and analysed allowing the deduction of a BVD circuit model which would
reproduce the same pattern. This was done for the FEM simulation with the hydrophone at 3.5 cm. The Y -
and Z-circles are plotted in appendix S (figures S.3 & S.4). This table gives the characteristic frequencies
and the BVD circuit quantities. Since the first resonance is split into two, labelled “1a” and “1b”, there are
four resonances of which the BVD analysis results are listed in the four last columns. However, considering
the current phase curves plotted in figure P.23, the first resonance can also be interpreted as a wide structure
with an overlaid narrow artefact. Therefore, in an additional column, labelled “1”, the analysis data is given
taking the Y -circle of the resonance from “1a” and the Z-circle of the antiresonance from “1b”. The change
affects C0, k, and M .

quantity unit formula res. 1 res. 1a res. 1b res. 2 res. 3
T ◦C 21 21 21 21 21
fmB Hz 18313.3 18313.3 18872.9 20202.1 21846.9
fm Hz 18343.4 18343.4 18894.2 20209.9 21855.3
fs Hz 18359.5 18359.5 18919.1 20218.3 21870.4
fr Hz 18382.1 18382.1 – – –
fnB Hz 18408.6 18408.6 18957.1 20233.2 21890.3
fa Hz – 18463.5 – – –
fp Hz 18961.9 18489.1 18961.9 20238.4 21887.3

Gmax mS 8.03 8.03 2.42 3.59 2.67
Bs mS 3.08 3.08 1.94 2.58 3.02
Qm

fs
fnB−fmB

192.6 192.6 224.7 652 504

Qe
Bs
Gmax

0.384 0.384 0.803 0.718 1.132
R Ω 1

Gmax
124.5 124.5 412.9 278.9 374.2

L mH QmR
ωs

207.8 207.8 780.4 1430 1373
C nF 1

QmRωs
0.362 0.362 0.091 0.043 0.039

C0 nF f2
r

f2
a−f2

r
C – 40.78 – – –

C0 nF f2
s

f2
p−f2

s
C 5.42 25.52 20.01 21.83 24.95

C0 nF ≈ Bs
ωs

26.73 26.73 16.35 20.27 22.01

k

√
f2

p−f2
s

f2
p

0.250 0.118 0.067 0.045 0.039

k

√
f2

a−f2
r

f2
a

– 0.116 – – –

M k2Qm
1−k2 12.84 2.73 1.018 1.293 0.779

Γ nF m−1 Cd
A

0.203 0.203 0.051 0.024 0.022
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Figure Q.10 Y (f) of resonator No 5: comparing measured and simulated data
Besides being shifted along the frequency axis, the peaks of the 1st resonance are less sharp in the FEM
data and the phase does not breach far into the negative range as seen in the measured data. This mirrors
the fact that the Y - and Z-circles (fig. Q.11) are smaller and due to similar or even larger vertical offsets
much less centred on the real axis. The data of the lab recordings shows that the first resonance can also be
interpreted as an immutable wide structure which is in some cases overlaid by a narrow additional structure.
In the context of fitting equivalent circuit models, this is the argument for comparing not only the two first
resonances of the cyan and the green curves and adding an additional comparison, where in the case of the
FEM data, the Y -circle of the left is combined with the Z-circle of the right peak of the split first resonance.

although switched. A fact that the lab and the FEM data have in common is that
the mechanical Q-factors determined from the electrical properties are 20-30 % lower
than the values deduced by the sharpness of the sound pressure peaks. The coupling
factors k with ≈ 0.2 and 0.05 for the first two resonances are similar in the three
tables (O.4 O.5 & Q.5). Another feature not in agreement is the Z-circle size, where
a huge difference can be seen for the first resonance in figure Q.11. Remembering the
aspects described in appendix J.5, this hints towards issues of dielectric damping and
parallel capacitances. Finally, it is interesting that the measured Y -circles within fig.
O.22 and within fig. Q.11 seem to have similar vertical offsets, whereas the group
of FEM data-based Y -circles in figure Q.11 shows a substantial variation in that
respect. The question about the particular FE model features which influence this
was not further studied.

The picture one can see when looking at the SF resonator and its FE model
from the electrical side could be summed up as follows: while the examined res-
onator is a complex system showing complex pressure map and wall displacement
patterns rich in structure, and while the re-appearance of key elements of these
structures in the FEM simulation allows the conclusion that essential features are
captured (although shifted), the electrical data is much more simple in comparison.
It is too poor in structure to allow the easy identification of corresponding detail
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Figure Q.11 Y - and Z-circles of resonator No 5: comparing measured and simu-
lated data
In these two plots of the complex admittance (left) and impedance (right) planes the measured data (dataset
129, shown in green) is overlaid by the data read from the FEM simulation results (red). In order to dis-
tinguish the different resonances, the fit circles which were created during the Y - and Z-circle analyses are
added to the plots in different colours: the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd resonance are plotted in black, blue, and cyan,
respectively. In the lab measurement, only the first two are covered. In the FEM data, as the 1st resonance is
split, there is an additional circle plotted in grey, which corresponds to the second peak of the 1st resonance.

features at this point. (Displacement and pressure modes can be distinguished and
paired by their profiles, but Y - and Z-circles look all the same except for the size.)
However, the electrical data might eventually become more useful as a very clearly
interpretable and quite sensitive model error measure in the next future iteration of
resonator characterisation and FE modelling efforts when the gap between reality
and simulation should anyway be a lot closer.

Q.2.5 Mesh dependencies

Influence of mesh shape

Although in FEM simulations of structural mechanics it is much less of an issue than
in e. g. finite volume (FV) methods applied to CFD problems, the difference between
irregular and regular mesh versions was examined. The APDL scripting language
offers various tools for covering a 2D geometry piecewise with regular (mapped)
meshes of triangles or quadrilaterals. The basic idea is that as rectangles can be
map-meshed, so can be parallelograms; and as triangles can be map-meshed, so can
be quarter circles or other circle segments. Similarly, many areas can be covered
by a mapped mesh, even if they possess more than three or four corner points, if
the bounding line can be divided into three or four suitable subdivisions, so the
mesh of a triangle or rectangle can be stretched into the same shape. Figure Q.12
shows the two versions of mapped meshes created for the FE model of resonator 5
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by subdividing the geometry into suitable three- and four-sided area patches. The
exact sequence of line divisions becomes important in creating error-free meshing
routines. As for opposing faces the element count must match, always the wider
face needs to be discretised first in order to not breach the element size limit on the
other side. This leads to fan-like structures of narrowing lines, to element aspect
ratios substantially deviating from unity, and generally to more elements needed in
the mapped versions as compared to free meshes. In the patterns shown in figure
Q.12, the amounts of elements (and nodes) needed are 6300, 8000, and 8500 (10 000,
12 000, and 12 500).

Figure Q.12 Mapped and free FE mesh alternatives
Three meshing routines were written for an early version of the resonator 5 geometry: one for a free mesh
and two slightly differing versions generating mapped meshes. The second mapped mesh version, shown
all the way to the right, aims for a less inhomogeneous element size distribution. For the above plots the
element size parameter was raised to 1.5 mm to allow better visibility. The difference between this geometry
and the later one shown in figure Q.5 is the shape of the round bottom of the main glass part. Here this is
a simple circle segment, whereas in fig. Q.5 this part is vertically stretched into an elliptical shape, which
lets the rounding begin further up and nearer to the transducer and makes it more similar to the real-world
counterpart. No mapped mesh generation routine was written for the later version because for the purpose
of the mesh size study both geometries are considered to be of equal value, implying no need for a repeated
mesh size study on the updated geometry.

An interesting comparison of FEM simulation results gained with the three dif-
ferent meshes can be found in figure Q.13. The plot shows the sound pressure
response picked up at two points, the hydrophone tip at 3.5 cm (upper plot) and at
a node on the central axis 2 cm below (lower plot). The colours in each triplet of
curves, ranging from darker to brighter, correspond to the mesh versions, from left
to right, in figure Q.12. The mesh resolution levels are determined by the APDL
command aesize, which sets the limit for the longest allowable element edge and
serves as the criterion for the number of line divisions made on the area boundaries.
The lowest groups of curves correspond to the smallest aesize setting of 1 mm. The
upwards shifted triplets represent settings of 2 and 3 mm. To read the data as a
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general indication of a worse performance by the free mesh would be an oversimpli-
fication. What the odd curves in the upper two groups show is that the quality of
the results obtained with the free mesh degrade much more quickly, and secondly,
that there is a transition from small deformations of the pressure frequency response
to drastic changes of the whole landscape. As is visible in figure Q.12, the element
size distribution is less homogeneous in the case of the mapped meshes where nar-
rowing lines exist in fan-shaped structures. The resulting areas containing element
sizes far below the given limit may be contributing to this behaviour because it is
possible that the large errors arise locally. For one thing, the low impact of the mesh
variations on the second resonance, the one mainly dominated by the fluid volume,
proves that this region does not become underresolved in any of the settings, which
is also expected because the largest element size of 3 mm still lets 20 elements fit
into the volume diameter of 6 cm representing half a wavelength of the sound field.
But the wavelengths of the displacement patterns in the structural parts are on a
much smaller scale. Thus one can assume that structural parts become underre-
solved first. Furthermore, one can imagine that not all structure parts are of the
same relevance to the vibration mode shapes and eigenfrequencies, but that some
key areas of largest degrees of bending10 have an elevated impact. The conclusion is
that one particular geometry detail happens to be the first one to become severely
underresolved before other regions do. It is assumed that this threshold is only
reached in the freely meshed FE model, but not in the mapped versions. Therefore,
it is debatable whether figure Q.13 really shows the influence of the mesh type, or
not rather the effects of local mesh resolution variations. In any case, it becomes
clear that a mesh resolution study should not only be based on examining the second
resonance, although it is the working point of interest of the resonator, but that one
of the other modes should be included as well.

Influence of mesh resolution

Results of FEM studies are only meaningful, if it can be proven that the errors
introduced by the approximations of the numerical concept are controllable and suf-
ficiently small. Mesh size studies are a common practice to judge the influence of the
fundamental approximation underlying the FE method, the spatial discretisation,
because in principle the error should disappear in the limit of an infinitesimally small
grid spacing.

For tracking the solution quality over the element size, physically meaningful
integral solution quantities should be chosen as the observables. Plotting the ob-
servables over the element size should then reveal either asymptotical or a power
law approach towards an aiming point, ideally the true limit value. The ensueing
decision on the mesh resolution is always a trade-off between cost and accuracy.

10In the case of a steel ball on a steel spring, the Young’s modulus of the ball does not influence
the eigenfrequency, only its mass does. Similarly, in an oscillating beam with one clamped and one
free end (ruler on table rim), the free end could be made of a softer or harder material of similar
density, and the influence on the vibration modes would be little. Because of the low stresses and
deformation levels near the free end, it may also be underresolved in an FEM simulation without
posing a big problem.
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Figure Q.13 Influence of the mesh type for three mesh resolution levels
Nine simulations are compared based on the combination of the three mesh types with three element size
settings. The upper plot shows the sound pressure on the hydrophone tip, located at y = 3.5 cm in this
case. Since for the 3rd resonance this position corresponds to a sound pressure node, the lower plot is added,
showing the sound pressure measured at the FE node on the central axis nearest to y = 1.5 cm. The lowest
group of curves in each plot shows the results with the finest mesh resolution where the element size limit
is 1 mm. The datasets generated with coarser meshes (limits of 2 and 3 mm) are shifted upwards in the
logarithmic plot by multiplication with 10 and 100.

Observables

The hydrophone signal and probed glass wall displacements were up to now described
as the principal quantities for judging the FE model quality in a comparison with
available experimental benchmark data. But are they also suitable for judging the
quality decay of the simulation due to a lowering of the mesh resolution? Not really.
The reason is that these quantities are read out locally, they stem from individual
nodes of the FE mesh which have variable neighbourhoods or can change their
own position. In the case of a free mesh even the local topology can change. The
hydrophone signal is computed as the mean pressure loaded upon the nodes forming
the hydrophone tip surface. But still, the number of these nodes is very small and
each additional node entering the set during refinement can have a discontinuous
impact on the signal. Therefore, it is preferable to base the element size study on
integral quantities representing observables of the entire FE model. The two integral
and physically meaningful observables chosen are the average pressure amplitude
seen by the entire set of nodes of the acoustic fluid and the average of the local
stress intensity seen by the entire set of nodes of the structural materials. The local
stress intensity σI is defined as the largest difference between principle stresses σi,
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i. e.
σI = max (|σ1 − σ2|, |σ2 − σ3|, |σ3 − σ1|, ) . (Q.4)

As the shape of a given oscillation mode is a characteristic property of the whole
system, it is possible to add two more observable quantities to the set, the exact
resonance frequency and the amplitude of a mode. This can be done if it is ensured
that these numbers are not generated from reading out single nodes. A very elegant
method would be to decompose the sound field (excluding the peripheric areas near
the structure) into spherical wave functions and use the first coefficient of the series
[190]. A much simpler approach is to fit a cosine function to the central part of an
antinode of a sound pressure mode shape. The latter approach was taken here.

Problem of shifting resonance peaks

There is one problematic aspect: changing the element size does not only change the
amplitudes of resonance peaks, it also affects their positions on the frequency axis.
(This is because a different mesh means a different model.) Consequently, simply
choosing the frequency of a resonance peak fres and examining what happens to the
observables taken again at that frequency fres after a change of the mesh resolution,
may lead to mistakes in interpretation. A 10 % change in the observable after a mesh
coarsening does not necessarily mean a substantial worsening of the model quality.
In the case of a sharp peak it may merely be the consequence of a tiny frequency shift
of the resonance. To avoid the trap, one option is to examine a frequency far away
from any resonance. A second option is to follow the resonance and track the change
of both, the observales’ magnitudes and the resonance frequency. The drawback of
the first is that avoiding peak oscillation amplitudes means at the same time avoiding
the regimes where linearisations in the model equations have their greatest impact.
The disadvantage of the second option is the increased computational cost of a
sufficiently fine frequency resolution. The second option was pursued here while
mitigating the cost increase through scripted iterative steps of zooming in on the
frequency axis.

Results

The results of the mesh refinement study targeting on the second peak of the first
resonance are presented in figure Q.14 and an analogue examination of the sec-
ond resonance can be found in fig. Q.15. All three mesh types, the free and the
two mapped versions were examined, and always on a resonance peak. The exact
resonance frequencies were sought by going through four different zoom levels on
the frequency axis. In the first zoom step the interval from 18.7 to 19.5 kHz was
screened in 40 steps, and in the next three steps the intervals were of widths of 40,
4, and 0.4 Hz, centred around the resonance frequencies detected on the previous
zoom level, and probed with the same amount of steps.

Three main features can be discovered from the plots: large shifts of the values in
the cases with the one or two coarsest meshes, asymptotical behaviour for the finest
meshes, and some degree of random scattering of the points. The interpretation
for the large deviations, accompanied also by substantial shifts of the peaks on the
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Figure Q.14 Varying the element size: impact on 1st resonance
These plots show how integral characteristics of the simulation results change under variation of the mesh
resolution. The element size limit was set to 1.5 mm× 0.8i with i = −3,−2, ..., 5 yielding values from 2.9 to
0.6 mm. With the free mesh version this created model sizes from 860 to 15 700 elements, with the mapped
meshes the count ranged from 1100 to 21 100. The plots on the left side show the result of tracking the
main pressure antinode in terms of amplitude and frequency, the plots on the right give the values of the
two integral quantities, the average pressure amplitude in the fluid and the average stress intensity in the
structural materials. The rows from top to bottom correspond to the mesh versions from left to right in
figure Q.12. The left plots contain two layers of symbols for the pressure amplitude: the blue ones stem from
reading out the one node where the highest pressure is measured, the cyan ones correspond to the peaks of
cosine functions fitted to the nodal pressure values. For the fit only that segment along the central axis was
considered where the amplitude was above 90 % of the peak value.
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Figure Q.15 Varying the element size: impact on 2nd resonance
These plots show similar data as described in figure Q.14, but the target here is the second resonance, which
is influenced less strongly by the applied changes in the mesh resolution.

frequency axis, which corresponds to the changes of the whole frequency response
landscapes seen in figure Q.13, is that decisive local geometry details have become
sufficiently underresolved to not be able to capture the physics correctly any more.
The second feature, the asymptotic tendency for ever finer meshes, is the expected
behaviour of the error introduced by the spatial discretisation. For the last feature,
the slight scattering seeming like a small addition of randomness, a first explanation
attempt may be to attribute it to a sort of sampling error, i. e. how the distributions
of nodes sample the stress and pressure fields. But this can be excluded because
it does not explain why the upwards and downwards deviations are in sync in all
three data types. Therefore it is speculated that it may be the consequence of
how different node distributions allow the model more or less easily to fall into its
vibration eigenmode.

As concerns the central question any mesh resolution study should answer, the
question about the element size limit beyond which the simulation becomes unreli-
able, the conclusions can be drawn that below 2 mm the problem of wrongly sim-
ulated physics due to local severe underresolution disappears, and that after going
down to 1 mm also the discretisation errors have been minimised by a large degree.
It is to be seen in that context that the simulations of resonator No 5 discussed
above were conducted with an element size limit of 1 mm, while the evolutionary
optimisations of new designs presented in chapter 5 were done with a setting of
1.5 mm.

Using experiments with local mesh refinements in order to learn more about the
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types of geometry details prone to becoming severely underresolved first, could make
sense for speeding up future optimisation runs as it might allow making large parts
of the meshes coarser.

Q.3 SF resonator sensitivity study

It is a central point of interest here to ask the question of how difficult it is to repro-
duce a sonofusion resonator of the West-Howlett design as used for SF experiments
by Taleyarkhan et al., i. e. how reliably the same sound pressure performance of
one resonator can be achieved when trying to replicate it. During the experimental
studies at RPI, it was noticed that different exemplars of the same resonator design
yielded different sound pressures, and single exemplars showed shifted resonance
frequencies with slightly varying sound pressure from day to day (drifting proper-
ties). It was assumed, as pointed out in appendix chapter I.4, that these variations
originate i. a. from changed liquid filling levels, piston positions, or slightly differ-
ing glass part shapes. The present sensitivity study11 was conducted in order to
check whether these assumed explanations for the observed resonator performance
variations are valid.

Q.3.1 The model geometry and parametrisation

The parameter study aims at exploring the sensitivity of the SF experiment setup,
this means a closed resonator geometry needs to be simulated. As the characterised
RPI resonator is equipped with the hard to simulate aluminium flanges, and as
only the ORNL and Purdue setups with the silicone bead connections instead of
the flanges are said to have yielded neutron counts, the geometry choice is straight-
forward and falls on the one depicted in Taleyarkhan’s sketch (app. D), i. e. the
West-Howlett resonator with a top head sealed by silicone bead. The meshed geom-
etry is depicted in figure Q.16. The material properties used in this model involve
the preliminary set of piezoelectric constants (see table Q.1) and also a preliminary
set of loss tangents: 0.003 for glass, 0.1 for silicone, 0.001 for the fixation material,
0.001 for the piezo ceramic, and 0.01 for its dielectric loss tangent. A conference
paper [435] documents the deduction of these loss tangent values through calibrating
the model against measurements. The next question is about the geometry details,
i. e. the exact combination of design parameters furnishing the reference dataset for
the parameter study. Which should be the central anchor point of the star-like
variations in the parameter space along each axis? Simply abiding as strictly as
possible to Taleyarkhan’s sketch and descriptions leads to an FE model that does
not reveal the strongest sound pressure performance. This means picking any design
parameter and incrementally modifying it does not only lead to deteriorations of the
sound pressure, some changes improve the pressure field. The question should be
asked whether the parameter study would be equally telling with either a mediocre

11The sensitivity study was published as a conference paper [437]. In an older paper on the first
insights gained with the newly established FE model [435] the research status was described which
motivated the parameter study.
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or a rather good reference set serving as the anchor point. It is assumed that ex-
ploring the vicinity of a good setup brings more insights. Why that? Assuming that
a lot of stiffnesses, distances, and masses need to fit together for enabling a good
working mode of the resonator, it seems more probable that regions of high perfor-
mance are slim insular peaks or narrow ridgelines in parameter space rather than
plateaus. Then, it is clear that a sensitivity study somewhere far away from any
performance peak or ridgeline gives no insight on the difficulty level to reproduce
well-performing resonators. Consequently, a pre-optimised geometry was sought by
tuning several strongly influential design parameters. The design variations of the
RPI resonators show that parameters like the inner chamber height, the vertical
positioning of the transducer, and the piston diameter were the target of experi-
mentation already before. After a procedure of tuning these parameters manually
aiming at maximising the amplitude of the second resonance the geometry depicted
in figure Q.16 was reached. The parametrisation of the model used for the tuning as
well as the sensitivity study is shown in figure Q.17 and further described in table
Q.6.

Figure Q.16 Base geometry of the SF resonator sensitivity study
This FE mesh was used to simulate the acoustic properties of the type of resonator used for the controversial
SF trials of Taleyarkhan et al. [458]. This geometry was modelled after Taleyarkhan’s sketch (see app. D) and
the RPI replicas. Then, several key parameters (i. a. inner height, transducer position, piston diameter) were
tuned manually aiming at the strongest possible amplitude of the second resonance. Only a pre-optimised
resonator is deemed to be a good start for a meaningful sensitivity study. The resulting setup is depicted
above. The sound pressure response featuring the dominant 2nd resonance is added on the right.

This pre-optimised geometry was taken as the reference point for exploring the
design parameter sensitivity of the resonator’s sound pressure performance. The pre-
optimisation procedure could build on the available collection of pre-existing design
variations of this FEM geometry. Its final part consisted in tuning the three highly
influential design parameters (inner height: ih, transducer position: pipos, piston
diameter: gap) in two steps by first scanning a 2D space ih × gap and afterwards
ih × pipos in 7× 7 steps and each time picking the best combination to continue.

Looking at the displacement map and the deformed shape corresponding to the
strong 2nd resonance, both presented in figure Q.18, we can discover again what
has already been revealed by the simulation of resonator 5 (and which is visible in
fig. Q.9), that the radial displacement of the glass wall a few centimetres above the
transducer is more than twice as large as the displacement directly at the trans-
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Figure Q.17 Geometry parametrisation
The geometry parametrisation utilised for the sensitivity study is depicted. Parameters given in absolute
numbers are labelled with black signs, for scaling or relative translation parameters there are extra coordinate
systems drawn in green. Concerning the two pistons, the parameters apply to the upper and lower piston
equally, the case of two differently shaped pistons was not considered.

Table Q.6 Parameters of the sensitivity study
This table lists and explains the parameters that were varied during the sensitivity study. The last two
columns indicate the nominal value of each parameter and the variation step size δ used for composing the
bar chart in figure Q.21. The unit indicated for the last column does not apply to the dimensionless scaling
parameters pipos, rimshrink, shrink23, and silpos.

label description nominal
[mm]

δ
[mm]

ih inner height (piston-to-piston distance) 102 2
pipos transducer position, −1 is lowest, +1 is highest −0.86 0.04
gap horizontal gap between piston rim and inside of main wall 7 0.5
pwt1 piston wall thickness 1 (front plate) 1 0.2
pwt2 piston wall thickness 2 2 0.2
pt piston thickness 15 1

rimshrink horizontally stretch piston rim while gap=const. 1 0.1
icr inner curvature radius of piston-tube connection 6.5 1

ext lh lower half extension; distance from reflector (piston front plate) to
base of main wall rounding

20 2.5

ext uh upper half extension; distance from reflector (piston front plate) to
base of main wall rounding

40 2.5

sg width of silicone gap for piston tube fixation 0.5 0.005-0.1
shrink23 vertically shrinking or expanding silicone bead around piston tube 1 0.25

sh1 height of silicone bead connecting main cylinder and top head 3 0.2-1
silpos position of silicone bead connecting to top head; [0,1]=[low,high] 0.5 0.1
tr piston tubes radius 1 0.2
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ducer. This means the glass wall moves in a manner which amplifies the transducer
displacement, and the large amplitude of the upper antinode of the sound pressure
profile of the 2nd resonance is related to this feature.

Figure Q.18 Displacement field and pressure snapshot of the pre-optimised res-
onator
The two cross section plots on the left show a deformation snapshot and a pressure field snapshot for the
second resonance near 20.5 kHz. The diagram on the right is a displacement amplitude colour map indicating
the normal displacement along the inside surface of the outer glass wall. A close look at the two displacement
plots reveals that for the second resonance the strong sound pressure amplitude of the pre-optimised setup
is enabled by a displacement amplification mechanism along the glass wall: the upper part of the glass wall
neighbouring the strong upper central sound pressure antinode moves more than twice as much as the glass
wall a few centimetres below where the transducer sits; the factor is 2.1. The 20.5 kHz resonance is special
when comparing it with the wall displacement patterns at lower or higher frequencies due to the much lower
spatial wavelength. It may be interpreted as the fluid forcing its motion pattern onto the glass wall.

The sensitivity study was conducted in two steps: on the one hand the three
geometry parameters ih, pipos, and gap were varied over larger value ranges and
on the other hand a much larger set of design parameters was varied in a narrow
range, three small steps upwards and downwards. The impact on the sound pressure
amplitude are visualised in figures Q.19, Q.20, and Q.21. These figures transport
an important message because they are the clearest illustration of how sensitive this
resonator design is, of how precisely one has to hit a design point in order not to
miss an envisaged peak of sound pressure performance. Thus, they illuminate the
conflict of the low tolerances required by the detected level of sensitivity and the
larger existing tolerances due to the manufacturing process involving e. g. manual
glassblowing work. At the same time these three figures furnish a telling characteri-
sation of the type of search landscape one has to deal with when intending to apply
an algorithmic optimiser to the design problem.

The question of how to investigate and visualise the sensitivity of the sound
pressure performance is not completely trivial. Only keeping an eye on one single
initially chosen resonance will give an overly pessimistic result because if the tracked
resonance decreases drastically in amplitude there might be other resonances devel-
oping nearby offering a better working point. Not tracking any resonance and simply
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measuring the strongest sound pressure amplitude occurring in the chosen frequency
band will yield an overly optimistic result; one might easily derive an assuasive state-
ment that the probability is low that all resonances in the scanned range are weak,
but it would be a useless or even misleading statement as it neglects that not all
resonances offer equally suitable working points for generating violently bursting and
collapsing cavitation bubble clusters.

Thus, when comparing different design variations, it is necessary to make judge-
ments about the different emerging resonances. As judgement in the form of direct
deliberative picking among several available resonances would open the door for sub-
jectivity, a much better alternative is to program a postprocessing routine for res-
onance characterisation which treats all produced design variation outputs equally.
This is particularly necessary as the closed resonator FE model generally shows a
richer resonance structure as compared to the open chamber model which was used
for benchmarking, as can be seen from comparing figures Q.7, Q.8, and Q.19.

Therefore, a routine was programmed with the initial aim of classifying the many
occurring resonances into types “1”, “2”, and “3” according to the profiles in between
the pistons having one, two, or three antinodes. Due to constraints of practicality
and in order not to neglect profiles outside the clear pattern the routine was made to
detect type-2 resonances by identifying a two-belly profile with the higher amplitude
at the upper antinode and to simply sort all other resonances into one group at lower
and another one at higher frequencies independently of the profiles. Examining the
maximal pressure peaks found within these three groups offers more information
than only counting the overall pressure maxima within each map while not neglecting
any resonance due to unsystematic picking. Figure Q.19 offers examples of how the
resonances were ordered into the three groups. For determining the pressure peak
of a resonance, only the segment of the central axis profile in between the pistons
was considered. This segment was further truncated by 3 mm at each end in order
to judge a resonance only by the pressure amplitude it produces in the liquid bulk
and ignore antinodes attached to the piston front plates.

A quite important detail which can be observed in the pressure map variations
compiled in figure Q.19 is the avoided crossing (or anticrossing) of resonances. An-
ticrossing is the direct consequence of a coupling force between two oscillators [329].
In this context the acoustic resonator can be imagined as a set of coupled oscillators
because the piston, the outer hull, the liquid, these sub-parts have internal vibration
modes and the assembled resonator has emergent complex vibration patterns. In
the depicted series of pressure maps the variation of the piston diameter induces the
type-1 resonance located in the first plot at 20 kHz to move to higher frequencies. In
the fifth plot it approaches its neighbouring type-2 resonance very closely, it turns
itself into a type-2 resonance, and finally the old type-2 resonance, as if being pushed
away, starts moving to the right. The two resonances never merge into one. Most
significantly, the amplitude of both resonances is low at the moment when their dis-
tance is closest. In order to understand the task of optimal resonator design, instead
of a superposition of resonances it is therefore better to describe the situation as a
competition of interacting resonances.

The pressure maps of figure Q.19 show the classification of resonances, their
changing amplitudes and positions on the frequency axis, and they indicate whether
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Figure Q.19 Resonator sensitivity due to competition of oscillation modes
This collection of pressure amplitude maps illustrates the effect of varying the parameter gap in five steps
of half a millimetre. The series shows that some structures move along the frequency axis while others stay
in place. The interaction of moving resonances has a major impact on peak amplitudes, as is exemplified by
the substantially lowered amplitudes of the type-2 resonances in the fifth plot (gap = 8.75 mm). A relevant
detail visible from the six different expressions of the 2nd resonance is how different boundary conditions
emerge on the front surfaces of the top and bottom pistons: sometimes there is an almost perfect pressure
node while in other situations a substantial pressure amplitude builds up on a piston surface. In order to
mask such pressure peaks on the piston surfaces the profile segments in between the pistons were truncated
by 3 mm at each end when determining the peak amplitudes.
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at the centres of the piston front plates there is a pressure node or not. The results
of postprocessing many such pressure maps can be compiled to give a better view
of the sensitivity of the resonator. Besides the pressure maps from inside the liquid
along the central axis, it is pressure maps from data gathered along the entire fluid-
structure interface which have to be taken into account to compute a useful value
of the wall pressure ratio, as the peak interface pressure amplitude can occur at
many different locations.12 The result of analysing 79 design variations is depicted
in figure Q.20. It shows how the pressure peaks rise and fall, how the frequencies
shift, and how the wall pressure ratio changes as a consequence of tuning the inner
height, the transducer position, and the piston diameter, all based on the automatic
classification into three groups of resonances. It illustrates that regions of good sound
pressure performance are broken up by regions of deep pressure drops. Some of these
sharp gaps can be attributed to anticrossing events quenching the amplitudes. It
is of central importance to note that many of the design variations with strong
pressure performance are disadvantaged by elevated wall pressure ratios. Only few
working points have a wall pressure ratio below 40 %. This makes it very clear that
a well-proportioned resonator of the West-Howlett design will make SF experiments
much more promising than blind trials based on approximative knowledge of suitable
design parameters.

Does the situation indicated by figure Q.20 also mean that finding good propor-
tions is a really challenging optimisation problem? Not necessarily. If besides the
three investigated parameters all others were to have a weak effect on the resonator
performance, then the search for the right setting in a 3D space would be safely
solvable based on systematic parameter variations of the FEM simulation.

A second series of design variations was conducted to answer whether the res-
onator performance is very sensitive only with respect to a few parameters or to a
larger number. A larger selection of design parameters of the FE geometry were
varied by three incremental steps upwards and downwards. This selection includes
parameters determining the shape of glass parts and silicone connections, properties
which in the real world are the result of manual glassblowing and assembly work. A
few parameters like the radius of the main glass cylinder which is an outcome of a
much better controllable industrial production process were not included (available
glass tube sizes are the given starting point for the resonator design). The variation
increments (listed in table Q.6) were deliberately chosen for each parameter and
based on the knowledge of the manufacturing process and the shapes being present
in the RPI collection of resonator exemplars. The peak pressure data of that series
are compiled in the form of a bar chart in figure Q.21. That chart shows that only
five of fifteen parameters have a weak effect of less than 5 % pressure de- or increase,
all other parameters have effects larger than 20 %. Four parameters breach the 20 %
threshold already with a single increment step.

One parameter is included even though it is the result of industrial manufac-

12As mentioned in previous chapters, a high wall pressure ratio, i. e. the ratio between the peak
amplitude in the liquid bulk and the peak amplitude found along the fluid-structure interface, will
lead to cavitation on glass and silicone (and metal) surfaces and render a resonator unsuitable for
SF experiments because this will deteriorate the pressure field. Generally, liquid-structure interfaces
can bear less tension than the liquid bulk.
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Figure Q.20 Sensitivity of the resonator model to three key design parameters
These plots illustrate the sensitivity of the resonator by tracking pressure peaks of several resonances and
corresponding wall pressure ratios. The traces coloured in black, blue, and cyan represent the strongest 1st,
2nd, and 3rd resonance based on an automatic resonance group classification as described in the text. The
frequency band from 18 to 24 kHz was investigated. The three plots of the top row show the variation of
the amplitudes of the pressure peaks. The plots in the second and third row indicate the shifting resonance
frequencies and the rising and falling wall pressure ratios. One of the important messages is that in order to
design a well-performing SF resonator, the right parameter combination has to be chosen which maximises the
amplitude peak of a resonance offering a suitable sound pressure field. The data shows that the requirement
of a low wall pressure ratio can drastically reduce the number of suitable setups and working points. In the
upper middle plot the wide arc representing the 2nd resonance indicates that for the transducer position the
optimal region is wide enough so that there should be no problem with manufacturing precision. The plot to
the left shows that for the inner height a 4 mm reduction from 100 to 96 mm can turn a good 2nd resonance
profile bad. For the parameter gap the situation is most problematic, as two of the quarter millimetre steps
can make the difference.

turing: the radius of piston tube. Just like the length of the tube, which is also
controllable with high precision, it determines the elasticity and the mass of the
tube. As the tube forms a counterpart mass for the piston front, its dimensioning
is decisive for enabling a suitable internal vibration pattern, and therefore it is not
surprising that the tube radius tr belongs into the group with large sensitivity effect.
For parameters like this one the required precision should pose no challenge, but still
each represents one more dimension enlarging the parameter space which has to be
scanned when trying to systematically determine an optimal resonator setup.

To summarise the main message of the sensitivity bar chart: there is only a
minority of parameters with weak effect, most of the parameters have a severe impact
on the sound pressure performance. All those parameters have to match tightly,
many with tolerances of fractions of a millimetre, if one wants to build a well-
performing resonator of this setup. It is a reflection of the fact that many different
masses, spring constants, and dimensions have to fit together.
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Figure Q.21 Sensitivity with respect to design parameters
Each parameter was varied three steps downwards and three upwards. The step sizes are given in table
Q.6. The bars indicate the percentage of sound pressure amplitude change induced by the design variation.
The three bars of the left group associated to each parameter represent the effect of downwards parameter
variations and the bars of the right group the effect of upwards shifts. Blue, green, and brown bars represent
the steps of one, two, and three increments, respectively. The inset illustrates the situation for the parameter
gap by marking the values taken for the bar chart on the fine resolution variation sequence shown already
in figure Q.20.

Another sensitivity test can be made by varying material constants instead of
geometry dimensions. This was examined for the stiffnesses of glass, liquid, and
piezoelectric ceramic. The FE model predicts changes in sound pressure up to 5 %
when the constants are varied by 2 %. This is no strong impact but it isn’t negli-
gible either considering that the uncertainty on the stiffness matrix coefficients of
piezoelectricity are 2-3 %13.

Q.4 Comparison to FEM simulations of Taleyarkhan’s
Purdue group

Taleyarkhan’s team also started efforts to simulate the resonator with finite ele-
ments using the Comsol® software package [12, 66, 495–498]. The simulations are
also 2D-axis-symmetric and the piezoelectricity is taken into account. Several dif-
ferent resonator designs were simulated reflecting the different experimental setups
used and also the different purposes. Not all setups are geared at sonofusion exper-
iments. The other interest of the group is in the use of the resonators as particle
detectors. The FE models of Wang et al. [496, 497] are practically the same ge-
ometries as the opened resonator 5 and the closed version described above. Indeed,
the pressure profile of the 2nd resonance discussed above is in agreement with figure
4.1 in [496, 497]. The mechanical boundary conditions are probably the biggest
difference between the two FE models. Wang et al. decided to translate the fact
that the resonator is resting in its seat on the bottom surface of the transducer to

13Partially this is an unavoidable consequence of the polycrystal sintering process where the
temperature time profile determines a solution within a goal conflict: a short cool-down can serve
to keep the element distributions homogeneous, a slow cool-down will allow larger crystal lattice
domains but entail the bad consequence that the doping elements have time to segregate [359]
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a “roller” BC with no allowed vertical displacement. Furthermore the upper piston
of the closed setup is held by its glass tube being rigidly clamped by a zero dis-
placement BC a short distance behind the piston back plate. There is no connection
between the upper piston and the rest of the chamber. The details of the connection
of the lower piston to the rest seem to have undergone changes, e. g. from [498] to
[497]. In summary, the Taleyarkhan group has explored more different geometries,
many accompanied with point-wise benchmarking comparisons to selected lab data,
whereas in the RPI-KIT project fewer resonators were examined experimentally, but
the experimental data collection was done with finer resolution and more different
signal types, benefiting the comparison between lab and FEM data.

Q.5 Discussion and insights

The described SF resonator FE model presents an important step forward. Its
geometry was made richer in detail as earlier works and set up in a parametrised
manner. Admittedly, the model is not yet able to produce sound pressure and
displacement maps that match the measured laboratory data down to the detail level
(and whether a detail-level match can be expected with the current system and its
sensitivity is debatable), but the correct simulation of the vertical pressure profiles of
the most important resonance modes became finally possible.14 Examining different
variants of the current resonator geometry with the FE model has led to a deeper
understanding of what defines a performant resonator with respect to SF trials.
The vibration mode of the 2nd resonance reveals that a mechanical displacement
amplification mechanism by the vibrating glass wall is a key ingredient allowing high
sound pressures in the liquid and low pressure amplitudes where liquid interfaces
with structure. Another key characteristic is the ratio of pressure amplitudes within
the central antinodes versus near the walls. From figures Q.19 and Q.20 one can
learn that this ratio changes drastically from resonance to resonance and from setup
to setup.

The parametric study of a pre-optimised setup reveals a high sensitivity of the
sound pressure performance to small variations (down to the range of millimetre
fractions) of geometry details. This offers an explanation for the difficulty of repro-
ducibly attaining beneficial experimental conditions with stable cavitation rates as
experienced by the RPI team during their efforts of replicating the SF experiment.
It can explain Tessien’s statement “It’s a nightmare to run it, and it breaks” [485] if
underperforming resonators have to be powered with much stronger transducers and
very high voltages. On a more principal level it offers an explanation for the status
of the sonofusion controversy. If the reproduction of a performant resonator is a
game of luck for one research team (Taleyarkhan’s team is said to have built dozens
of resonators), what are the odds for a different team with only a drawing and a
description to start with to hit the right spot in the design parameter space with
much fewer trials and create a resonator where all important masses and stiffnesses
match?

The question of sonofusion has not yet been examined by researchers in the
14At the same time and independent of Wang et al. [497].
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right way because a suitable manner of doing it involves a reproducible experimental
setup. This project has led to a large base collection of experimental characterisation
data and FEM simulation data, which will be able to benefit any future work of
resonator characterisation, benchmarking, and redesign. The data collection, by
bringing together electrical, sound pressure, and radial displacement signals, and
because of the fine resolution of the recordings, is very comprehensive and allows
telling benchmarking comparisons.

Lists of symbols and abbreviations
List of Latin quantity symbols
Symbol Description
B susceptance
C capacity
C complex numbers
c speed of sound
cEij elasticity tensor entries given at constant electric field
d diameter
dij piezoelectric strain tensor entries
E Young’s modulus
eij piezoelectric stress tensor entries
f frequency
G conductance
gij piezoelectric (g) constant (ratio of open-circuit field developed in

response to stress) [353, 516]
hij piezoelectric (h) constant (ratio of field developed under strain)

[516]
I current
i unit value of imaginary numbers
k electro-mechanical coupling coefficient
L inductance
M figure of merit
Nc frequency constant of a transducer
Q quality (“pointedness” of a resonance peak)
Qe, Qm electric and mechanical Q-factor
q,Q electric charge
R resistance
r radius, radial coordinate
T temperature
t thickness
U voltage
u displacement
w width
X reactance
x chemical mixing ratio, fraction
Y admittance
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y spatial coordinate
Z impedance
z axial coordinate

List of Greek quantity symbols

Symbol Description
Γ motional capacitance constant
δ normalised damping factor
εεi , ε

σ
i relative permittivity at constant strain, at constant stress

ζ damping ratio
η loss factor
ν Poisson’s ratio
% density
σI local stress intensity
φ, ϕ phase angle
ω angular frequency

List of abbreviations
Abbreviation Description
AC alternating current
APDL Ansys Parametric Design Language
BC boundary condition
BVD Butterworth-Van Dyke
CFD computational fluid dynamics
DOF degree of freedom
EA evolutionary algorithm
FE,FEM finite element (method)
FSI fluid-structure interaction
FV,FVM finite volume (method)
IKET Institute for Nuclear and Energy Technologies (Institut für Kern-

und Energietechnik)
KIT Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (Karlsruher Institut für

Technologie)
ORNL Oak Ridge National Laboratory
PZT lead zirconate titanate (a piezoelectric ceramic)
RPI Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
RTV room temperature-vulcanising (silicone)
SF sonofusion
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ANSYS APDL scripts

R.1 Modelling the piezoelectric ceramic with “plane223”
elements

The piezoelectric transducer material was modelled with plane223 elements. These
generic finite elements can handle various effects like piezoresistivity, electroelasticity
and others through their coupled-field functionality. The setup of these elements in
their piezoelectric mode was done following the example titled “VM-231” of the
Ansys verification manual [9]. The corresponding APDL code was cast into the two
macros listed below. That code results in a polarisation of the material parallel to
the y-axis, i. e. the vertical axis of the drawing plane, so in the axis-symmetric case
it corresponds to the z-axis of an r-z coordinate system. It can be noted that for
the polarisation axis in the model to change, nothing in the two macros actually has
to be modified because the polarisation axis change can be achieved by meshing the
geometry while a rotated local coordinate system is activated (see section R.1.3), an
approach allowing a simpler code structure.

R.1.1 A macro for material constants of PZT
pztflag=arg1
*if,pztflag,eq,’pzt4’,then

!piezo ceramic (PZT-4)
*set,piez_dens,7500
*set,piez_damp,-1 ! value of -1 serves as a flag not to use mp,damp
*set,piez_dmpr,0.001 ! value of -1 serves as a flag not to use mp,dmpr
*set,piez_lsst,0.04 ! value of -1 serves as a flag not to use mp,lsst
*set,piez_perx,1475
*set,piez_pery,1300
*set,piez_perz,1475
*set,piez_c11,13.9e10
*set,piez_c12,7.78e10
*set,piez_c13,7.43e10
*set,piez_c33,11.5e10
*set,piez_c44,2.56e10
*set,piez_c66,3.06e10
*set,piez_e15,12.7
*set,piez_e31,-5.2
*set,piez_e33,15.1
*set,piez_d15,496e-12 ! PZT-4 according to O.B. Wilson and Landolt-Boernstein
*set,piez_d31,-123e-12 ! PZT-4 according to O.B. Wilson and Landolt-Boernstein
*set,piez_d33,289e-12 ! PZT-4 according to O.B. Wilson and Landolt-Boernstein

*elseif,pztflag,eq,’pzt8’,then
!piezo ceramic (PZT-8)
*set,piez_dens,7550
*set,piez_damp,-1 ! value of -1 serves as a flag not to use mp,damp
*set,piez_dmpr,0.001 ! value of -1 serves as a flag not to use mp,dmpr
*set,piez_lsst,0.01 ! value of -1 serves as a flag not to use mp,lsst
*set,piez_perx,1290
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*set,piez_pery,1000
*set,piez_perz,1290
*set,piez_c11,13.7e10
*set,piez_c12,6.97e10
*set,piez_c13,7.16e10
*set,piez_c33,12.35e10
*set,piez_c44,3.14e10
*set,piez_c66,3.37e10
*set,piez_e15,10.4
*set,piez_e31,-4.0
*set,piez_e33,13.2
*set,piez_d15,390e-12 ! Channel Industries C5800
*set,piez_d31,-107e-12 ! Channel Industries C5800
*set,piez_d33,245e-12 ! Channel Industries C5800

*endif

R.1.2 A macro for setting up “plane223” elements
axisymflag=arg1

!***************************
!*** define elements *****
!***************************

*if,axisymflag,eq,0,then
et,1,plane223,1001,0,0,0 !2-D element piezoceramic

*else
et,1,plane223,1001,0,1,0 !2-D element piezoceramic

*endif

!****************************
!*DEFINE MATERIAL PROPERTIES*
!****************************

!setup of PZT-8 polarised in the positive y-direction
!This code is based on VM 231 of the verification manual.

*if,piez_dmpr,ne,-1,then
MP,DMPR,1,piez_dmpr

*endif
*if,piez_damp,ne,-1,then

MP,DAMP,1,piez_damp
*endif
*if,piez_lsst,ne,-1,then

MP,LSST,1,piez_lsst
*endif
MP,DENS,1,piez_dens
MP,PERX,1,piez_perx ! PERMITTIVITY AT CONSTANT STRAIN
MP,PERY,1,piez_pery
MP,PERZ,1,piez_perz
TB,ANEL,1 ! ANISOTROPIC ELASTIC STIFFNESS
TBDA,1,piez_c11,piez_c13,piez_c12 ! c11,c13,c12
TBDA,7,piez_c33,piez_c13 ! c33,c13
TBDA,12,piez_c11 ! c11
TBDA,16,piez_c44 ! c44
TBDA,19,piez_c44 ! c44
TBDA,21,piez_c66 ! c66
TB,PIEZ,1 ! PIEZOELECTRIC STRESS COEFFICIENTS
TBDA,2,piez_e31 ! e31
TBDA,5,piez_e33 ! e33
TBDA,8,piez_e31 ! e31
TBDA,10,piez_e15 ! e15
TBDA,15,piez_e15 ! e15

R.1.3 Rotated polarisation via “aatt” command
A useful set of local coordinate systems can look like this:
local,11 ! piezo ceramic polarised in the y-direction (unchanged directions)
local,12,,,,,-90 ! piezo ceramic polarised in the x-direction
local,13,,,,,,90 ! piezo ceramic polarised in the z-direction

Then the rest can be accomplished by using the material attribution command
aatt before meshing.

asel,s,loc,y,0,h ! select above origin
aatt,1,,1,11 ! later mesh these areas with material number 1 and in local coordinate system 11
asel,s,loc,y,-h,0 ! select below origin
aatt,1,,1,12 ! later mesh these areas with material number 1 and in local coordinate system 12
asel,allsel ! select everything
amesh,allsel ! meshing
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R.1.4 Fluid-structure interaction via the “fsi” command
! assumption: material type numbers are set in the materials macro with these variable names:
! m_piez=1 $ m_glass=2 $ m_epoxy=3 $ m_sili=4 $ m_liq=flet $ m_alu=9 $ m_steel=10 $ m_fixat=11
! acetone with only pressure DOF is number 5
! acetone with additional displacement DOF is number 6
! task: areas meshed with element type 5 need a layer of element type 6 where in contact with solids

! non-modified liquid in contact with glass
esel,s,mat,,5 $ nsle,s $ esel,all $ esel,s,mat,,2 $ nsle,r $ esel,all $ esel,s,mat,,5 $ esln,r
emodif,all,type,6 $ emodif,all,mat,6 $ sf,all,fsi $ allsel,all

! non-modified liquid in contact with silicone
esel,s,mat,,5 $ nsle,s $ esel,all $ esel,s,mat,,4 $ nsle,r $ esel,all $ esel,s,mat,,5 $ esln,r
emodif,all,type,6 $ emodif,all,mat,6 $ sf,all,fsi $ allsel,all

! non-modified liquid in contact with steel
esel,s,mat,,5 $ nsle,s $ esel,all $ esel,s,mat,,10 $ nsle,r $ esel,all $ esel,s,mat,,5 $ esln,r
emodif,all,type,6 $ emodif,all,mat,6 $ sf,all,fsi $ allsel,all

! non-modified liquid in contact with aluminium
esel,s,mat,,5 $ nsle,s $ esel,all $ esel,s,mat,,9 $ nsle,r $ esel,all $ esel,s,mat,,5 $ esln,r
emodif,all,type,6 $ emodif,all,mat,6 $ sf,all,fsi $ allsel,all

! non-modified liquid in contact with epoxy
esel,s,mat,,5 $ nsle,s $ esel,all $ esel,s,mat,,3 $ nsle,r $ esel,all $ esel,s,mat,,5 $ esln,r
emodif,all,type,6 $ emodif,all,mat,6 $ sf,all,fsi $ allsel,all

! already modified liquid in contact with glass
esel,s,mat,,6 $ nsle,s $ esel,all $ esel,s,mat,,2 $ nsle,r $ esel,all $ esel,s,mat,,6 $ esln,r
sf,all,fsi $ allsel,all

! already modified liquid in contact with silicone
esel,s,mat,,6 $ nsle,s $ esel,all $ esel,s,mat,,4 $ nsle,r $ esel,all $ esel,s,mat,,6 $ esln,r
sf,all,fsi $ allsel,all

! already modified liquid in contact with steel
esel,s,mat,,6 $ nsle,s $ esel,all $ esel,s,mat,,10 $ nsle,r $ esel,all $ esel,s,mat,,6 $ esln,r
sf,all,fsi $ allsel,all

! already modified liquid in contact with aluminium
esel,s,mat,,6 $ nsle,s $ esel,all $ esel,s,mat,,9 $ nsle,r $ esel,all $ esel,s,mat,,6 $ esln,r
sf,all,fsi $ allsel,all

! already modified liquid in contact with epoxy
esel,s,mat,,6 $ nsle,s $ esel,all $ esel,s,mat,,3 $ nsle,r $ esel,all $ esel,s,mat,,6 $ esln,r
sf,all,fsi $ allsel,all

R.1.5 APDL commands for solving the model
/solu
antype,harmic
seltol,1e-6
nsel,s,loc,x,or+epd $ nsel,r,loc,y,piyd,piyu $ d,all,volt,0 $ nsel,all ! grounding inner electrode
nsel,s,loc,x,or+epd+pid $ nsel,r,loc,y,piyd,piyu $ d,all,volt,u $ nsel,all ! loading outer electrode with voltage u = 100
harfrq,fini,fend ! frequency range
nsubst,nsteps ! number of frequency steps
kbc,1 ! stepped loads
eqsl,front
solve
finish

List of abbreviations
Abbreviation Description
APDL Ansys Parametric Design Language
FSI fluid-structure interaction
PZT lead zirconate titanate (a piezoelectric ceramic)
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Appendix S

More FEM simulation results

Figure S.1 Sound pressure profiles of the FE model of resonator No 5
These profiles show the sound pressure amplitude mode shapes of the three resonances exhibited by the FE
model of the opened resonator 5 in the frequency interval of interest. The underlying dataset is plotted as a
colour map in figure Q.7, from where it can be seen that the hydrophone position influences the resonance
frequencies. This also means that mode shape plots cannot be created by simply reading the pressure data
from the FE mesh nodes along the central axis from one single simulation. Instead they have to be compiled
from many simulations with varied hydrophone positions gathering the pressure loaded onto the surface of
the hydrophone tip. These mode shapes have to be compared to their experimental counterparts, the profile
plots based on the hydrophone data, which can be found in figure O.24 on page 387 and P.22 on page 414.
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Figure S.2 Switching between the two epoxies
Two-component epoxy is used for glueing the transducer to the glass wall. Two sets of material constants
[69, 497] were tried in the FEM simulations, they are given in table Q.3. The above sound pressure maps
show that there is a visible impact when switching between the two sets with the most substantial change
around the 3rd resonance. The upper maps show the case with the Young’s modulus of 1× 109 N/m2 which
was kept as the default value for all other FEM simulations, whereas the lower maps show the landscapes
yielded by a Young’s modulus raised to 5.86× 109 N/m2. This shifts a weak structure from 19.8 to 20 kHz
and a side-peak of the 3rd resonance from 22 to 22.3 kHz. All other settings are equivalent to the simulation
presented in figure Q.7 for the comparison with the real-world counterpart of resonator 5. As the two
structures being shifted are completely absent from the hydrophone data plotted in fig. Q.7, there is no hint
about which of the two epoxy alternatives is closer to reality.
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Figure S.3 Y- and Z-circles of the FE model of resonator No 5: 1st resonance
Fitted Y -circles (left column) and Z-circles (right column) based on the simulation results gained with the
FE model of the opened resonator 5 are shown for the two peaks of the split 1st resonance. The simulation
settings are the ones of the 9th row in the pressure map of figure Q.7 where the hydrophone position is
3.5 cm. The blue dots are the data points used for generating the fitted circles shown in green. The criterion
for selecting the blue data is G > 0.4Gmax of the corresponding resonance. The grey crosses show the entire
dataset of the frequency sweep from 17.8 to 22.5 kHz. The BVD circuit model quantities deduced from the
fitted circles are given in table Q.5, while the BVD model Y - and Z-circles are directly plotted over the data.
Since the plots indicate the offset of the BVD model circuits in the Y and Z plane but not those on the
frequency axis, the characteristic frequencies of the BVD models are given at the top of each plot. There are
at most three BVD models for each resonance because the parallel capacitance C0 can be either calculated
as C0 = Bs/ωs (red circles), C0 = f2

rC/(f2
a − f2

r ) (yellow), or C0 = f2
sC/(f2

p − f2
s ) (dash-dotted brown).
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Figure S.4 Y- and Z-circles of the FE model of resonator No 5: 2nd and 3rd reso-
nance
As for these two resonances the circles do not intersect with the real axis, there are no characteristic fre-
quencies fr and fa. Therefore, the yellow BVD models based on values of C0 gained via the formula
C0 = f2

rC/(f2
a − f2

r ) are missing here. For the selection of the data to be fitted (blue subset) the threshold
of G > 0.35Gmax has been used here.
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List of symbols
Symbol Description
B susceptance
C capacity
f frequency
G conductance
R resistance
X reactance
Y admittance
Z impedance
ω angular frequency

List of abbreviations
Abbreviation Description
BVD Butterworth-Van Dyke
FE,FEM finite element (method)
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Appendix T

Global optimisation with
evolutionary algorithms

Mother Nature’s evolutionary algorithm is responsible for some amazing solutions
to engineering problems like spider webs, shark skin, bird wings with feathers, ro-
tating motors of bacteria flagellas, eyes, or brains. Nature solves these problems by
composing source code written into DNA and RNA that gets translated into pro-
teins. The proteins put each other into place and some of them produce and process
other molecules, so that in the process complex systems like bacteria, spiders, trees,
warthogs, and humans get built. After computers had widely become available, pro-
grammers developed interest in replicating with lists of zeros and ones what nature
is doing with the four-letter alphabet of nucleic acids. Sometimes the focus was on
understanding how nature works by simulating simplified versions of it, sometimes it
was on using the lessons learnt from the theory of evolution for devising algorithms
capable of solving problems that can be expressed as computer programs. More than
five decades of research in evolutionary computation (EC) have led to a vast array of
evolutionary algorithms (EA) where the most popular and well-studied branches are
evolution strategies (ES), evolutionary programming (EP), genetic algorithms (GA),
simulated annealing (SA), genetic programming (GP), memetic algorithms (MA),
ES with covariance matrix adaptation (CMA-ES), differential evolution (DE), and
swarm algorithms like ant colony optimisation (ACO) or particle swarm optimisa-
tion (PSO). Simulated annealing and the swarm algorithms show that besides the
theory of evolution also other fields like thermodynamics or swarm behaviour lent
inspiration to the field. EAs as function optimisers can be classified either under
stochastic optimisers or metaheuristics (MH). The term evolutionary computation
(EC) is somewhat broader and also encompasses concepts like neural networks (NN)
and learning classifier systems (LCS). To be in EC, something must have incorpo-
rated the principle of survival of the fittest [299]. To be an EA, an algorithm needs
to act on and evolve symbolic representations (genotype) of problem solutions (phe-
notype). To be able to speak of a metaheuristic, there must be a distinction between
an algorithm with overarching control forming an upper level and a toolbox of simple
operations or subroutines (i. e. a portfolio of heuristics) on the lower level. Describing
an EA as a metaheuristic implies the notion that the EA is conceptually independent
from any particular choice or implementation of the low-level routines.
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This appendix chapter provides the background information to chapters 3, 4, & 5
where it is described how two evolutionary algorithms (EA) were used for resonator
optimisation. The background chapter should describe what EAs are, including
where they have to be placed among the many existing classes of optimisers, and
why they work efficiently and have been favoured over other types of search and
optimisation algorithms. The what and why of the facets of EAs are of course
interdependent making it hard to treat them one after the other. It has been tried
to solve the dilemma by proceeding in three steps, first by implicitly describing the
why, and a bit of the what at a fundamental level by looking at solving engineering
problems in general and pointing out its only sometimes disrupted inherent iterative
and evolutionary character, next by describing what the fundamental mechanisms
of biologic evolution are and why they drive the process, and finally by describing
a selection of classic and modern EAs, still paying attention to how the ingredients
(what) reflect the purposes (why).

T.1 Introductory remarks on numerical global optimi-
sation and EA

T.1.1 Solving engineering problems

The core of each solution to an engineering problem is a good idea. Depending on the
type of problem the idea may be just the general shape of a structural component,
for example the shape of a nail, but at other times it can be a concept of how to
combine subsystems into a complex system, like the idea of using a turbine instead
of a piston engine to make a helicopter more efficient. Looking at how even such
a simple thing as a nail has changed, or better yet evolved, since its invention in
prehistoric times, and at how many shapes of it are in use today, shows that a
process of problem-specific fine-tuning belongs to each optimal-solution search.

Inventions start with imagination and analytic thinking employing all remem-
bered experiences and rules (exact, induced, or thumb rules) in order to come to
an idea of improvement. This is sometimes also called heuristic1 reasoning. Then
follows the implementation. For tiny engineering problems or repair work, that’s it.
Most other engineering tasks are ones that have to be solved over and over again.
Think of hand axes and boats as two more examples. New exemplars have to be
made when the old ones break or become too inefficient. For the Stone Age crafts-
man, curiosity, new sorts of stones found or traded, growing experience, modified or
new modes of using the tool, all this will lead him to try out various forms of the hand
axe throughout his life, and to establish an ever more sophisticated and comfortable
sequence of production steps. The example is to show that innovative engineering
consists of disruptive ideas (the first hand axe, railway, jet engine ever) and less
disruptive variations and modifications of ideas or techniques. The repetitive cycle

1From the Greek εὑρίσκειν, ’to discover, find’. Heuristic, according to Polya [358], is an almost
forgotten “branch of study [...] belonging to logic, or to philosophy, or to psychology” with the
aim “to study the methods and rules of discovery and invention”, and it can be rephrased as ars
inveniendi (lat.), the art of inventing. It contains two notions, the one of free imaginative thinking
and the one of methodology.
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responsible for the evolution steps of one invention could be broken down to the
loop shown in figure T.1 on the left which consists of heuristic thinking leading to a
concept, followed by implementation and usage (i. e. experiments) and judgements,
whereafter the cycle can rebegin. As a result, the various shapes of prehistoric hand
axes often can tell archaeologists about the time frame of their production and the
experience and proficiency of the craftsman who produced it. The other example,
boats, can illustrate how evolution steps differ in being more disruptive (invention
of new types of sails, introduction of propellers) or less (consecutive small variations
of hull shapes). But it can also show that good imagination and ideas are not ev-
erything, that modernity brought the necessity of a different kind of work: at some
point scholars were needed who knew how to model physics and could calculate
whether a new big ship would be instable and in constant danger of tipping over
or not, and secondly, who knew numerical recipes to deal with parameter variations
(e. g. iterative schemes like Newton’s method) to settle trade-offs between conflicting
goals like making the boat stable and reducing its depth of flotation. Looking at
the right hand side of figure T.1, applying an iterative numerical recipe for finding
an optimal solution of such a trade-off would correspond to the small optimisation
loop (b). Checking the calculations with a small model boat and making further
modifications would be the optimisation cycle (a). Judging experiences made with
the ready-built boat on the ocean will then close the large innovation cycle. Today,
computer-based numerical simulation and optimisation methods are two branches
complementing experimentation and mathematical analysis. They have substan-
tially gained in importance over the past decades. Numerically calculating ballistic
trajectories enabled the leap into space half a century ago, and today, not many
components will be found in a power plant, aeroplane, or car, that have not been
subject to some sort of simulation or optimisation.

Figure T.1 Why solutions evolve.
Most engineering solutions are needed not just once. A blacksmith will forge a door hinge not just once,
same with a hunter and a bow, and a carpenter will learn dozens of ways to connect two wood beams and
implement thousands of connections in a life. The cycle, shown on the left, of creative thinking, trial, error,
critical thinking, and renewed trials is the basis on which engineering solutions evolve (and our civilisation).
In larger projects, a small part of the solution may be picked out and tested in a separate environment. For
example, several versions of a bolt might be examined on a test stand before only one of the versions ends
up being used in the large system (e. g. an aeroplane). This would correspond to the development cycle
depicted on the right with a subordinate experimental trial-and-error scheme, the optimisation cycle (a), for
the bolt. Staying with the example of aeroplane development, the optimisation cycle (b) could stand for a
purely conceptual optimisation cycle like discussing several body shapes and engine placement versions, but
it could also stand for the simulation-aided optimisation of subsystems or facets of the whole system, like the
simulation-aided aerodynamic optimisation of the hull. The outer cycle would in that case be the aeroplane
model development cycle. From today’s perspective, it looks nearly impossible to develop a complex system
like an aeroplane without many such subordinate optimisation cycles targeted at improving components,
subsystems, and subsystem interactions.
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Numerical optimisation means an algorithm is automatically deciding (repeat-
edly) which of two competing solutions is better. This makes it hard to apply
numerical optimisation to a hand axe or a saxophone, because how well such things
are received by a human user depends on the combination of a large amount of
physical, haptic, and aesthetical information and is practically impossible to model
on a computer. But with other examples it looks different. Automatic parameter
tuning is promising when there are clear physical criteria forming the main goal, like
the energy conversion efficiency of water and wind turbines, the weight of a bicycle
frame, the efficiency of an antenna. The two keys of solving an optimisation problem
numerically are to come up with a useful objective function, or a small collection
thereof, and to choose or build a suitable algorithm searching the landscape unfolded
by the objective function in an efficient manner. Let us start with a proper definition
of the parameter optimisation problem.

T.1.2 Formal definition of the parameter optimisation problem

The real-parameter optimisation problem

A real-parameter optimisation problem is the search for an optimal combination
of n input parameters (x1, x2, ..., xi, ..., xn) = ~x resulting in the best achievable
value of one or more quantifiable criteria fobj,k(~x) : Rn → R. Depending on the
nature of a physical criterion (weight, stability, power, cost), either maximisation
or minimisation can be desired, but without loss of generality2 only minimisation
problems need to be considered in the mathematical formulation. Furthermore,
throughout most of the chapter only single-objective problems will be discussed and
the index k can be dropped. Labelling the set of all possible input vectors of the
function fobj with X and the ensemble of all reachable output values with Y, the
projection can be symbolised with

fobj : X → Y, (T.1)

where X is called the domain of fobj and Y its co-domain. Generally, an optimi-
sation problem can be constrained and solutions violating one or more constraints
are considered inacceptable independent of their objective function value (e. g. when
a design breaches some imposed temperature, material stress, or cost limit). Con-
sidering that any constraint inequality expression g(~x) < b with a threshold value
b ∈ R can be re-arranged in the form g′(~x) < 0, the task of constrained optimisation
can be described as

minimise fobj(~x) (T.2)
subject to gl(~x) < 0, l = 1, ...,m

where fobj(~x) : Rn → R is the objective function and the functions gl(~x) : Rn → R

are the constraint functions. Sometimes optimisation problems are defined so that
the domain X ⊂ Rn encompasses only those input vectors where the parameters xi
fulfil all constraints expressed among them. One can imagine for instance geometries

2from now on sometimes abbreviated as “w. l. o. g.”
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becoming infeasible if parts overlap and a distance becomes negative, conditions
which can render the evaluation of the objective function in principle impossible.
Any reduction of the search space by pure “input constraints” may be helpful, in
particular if the geometric shape of the resulting domain X can be understood and
allows gearing an algorithm accordingly. But what if constraints involve output
quantities becoming available only after evaluation of a solution candidate ~x ? In
real-world optimisation tasks it is often the case that a function g(~x) is not a simple
algebraic function of the parameters xi, but rather represents measurements like
temperatures or stress levels as stability, safety, or failure criteria probed in the
simulation or lab setup. Handling nontrivial constraints in EAs is an own issue
which has been avoided in the present work because a simple work-around consists in
representing constraint violations as additive penalty terms in the objective function.
Therefore, only the subclass of unconstrained minimisation problems that can be
formulated as

minimise fobj(~x) (T.3)
with xi ∈ [ai, bi], i = 1, ..., n

will be treated here, where the only restriction of the search domain X ⊂ Rn comes
in the form of lower and upper boundaries along each dimension. Due to the easy
feasibility of projections such a domain definition can w. l. o. g. be considered equiv-
alent to Rn or a unit cube [0, 1]n. It can be useful to keep in mind that an algorithm
designer may jump between domain representations as suitable and convenient for
algorithm implementation. Let us call the sought location of the global optimum
~xopt and the extremal function value fopt.

Evolutionary algorithms are often intended for use in minimisation problems
when there is no gradient information available (i. e. ∇fobj is not defined or im-
possible or too costly to calculate) and generally for cases where knowledge about
the morphology of fobj(~x) is low3. This is in accord with the trial-and-error na-
ture of engineering problems and the fact that in simulation-based optimisation a
computation of the gradient cannot always easily be built into a given routine for
the computation of fobj. Therefore, explicitly, no further requirements on fobj(~x)
are formulated, it can contain sharp ridgelines, cliffs, noise, singularities, anything,
because for the optimising algorithm the engineering problem to be optimised is
regarded as a black box generating an output value fobj from the input parameters
xi, of which it should not matter whether they stand for distances and angles in
a structural design, or whether they characterise the specs of resistors, capacitors,
coils, diodes, etc. on a circuit board. The black box or blind search character of the
search problem can be illustrated very well by figure T.2.

As will be explained below, the search for the global minimum can become quite
tedious in higher dimensions, so tedious, that finding it is of no practical relevance.
Then, finding lower values more quickly than competing procedures is the only

3Note the use of the word “low” instead of “nonexistent”. The rule that small variations of ~x
ensue small changes in fobj holds most of the time in engineering problems as well as in biologic
evolution. This is already a substantial piece of information. The question whether EAs are a good
choice for any arbitrary problem with completely unknown fobj is embedded in a wide range of
literature on no free lunch theorems, see below in section T.1.4.
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Figure T.2 Black-box search without derivatives.
This illustration (based on the one used by I. Rechenberg in his lectures on evolution strategies [380])
describes the blind search character of the derivative-free function minimisation or maximisation problem.
Those search problems can be called easy, where it is possible to infer valid assumptions on the overall look
of the whole landscape with just a few samples and where these assumptions are valuable and helpful for
finishing the search.

thing that counts for a function optimiser. Maybe one should distinguish between
melioration4 or amelioration and optimisation, where the former means seeking ever
better qualities and the latter the mathematically stringent search for the global
optimum (see e. g. Beyer et al. [40, 42, 43]). Conventionally, however, the term
optimisation is used for both cases.

Remarks on discrete variable optimisation

A discrete-variable optimisation problem exists when the parameters xi are restricted
to take values from discrete sets like [0, 1], [−1, 0, 1], [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6], N, a binary code
like [000, 001, 010, 011, ..., 111], a hexadecimal code or similar. Culberson5 [98] gives
a perfect example of a discrete blind search problem: two persons are sitting on a
park bench, one of them being blind. The blind one is holding a Rubik’s cube, gives
it a twist, holds it up to his friend, and receives the answer “No.” The blind person
goes on by twisting the cube again and again, just to receive more and more negative
answers.

There are other examples of discrete problems often used in academia. One of
the simplest is the onemax function, a classic test problem from the field of genetic
algorithms (GA), where a four-dimensional search vector would look like (1, 1, 0, 1)

4from Latin bonus, melior, optimus: good, better, best
5referring to a scene in the movie “UHF”, USA 1989, director: Jay Levey
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or (0, 1, 0, 1) and the goal is to maximise the sum, i. e. to find the vector (1, 1, 1, 1).
It is a perfect example of illustrating how an incredibly simple task turns into a
computationally costly problem once it is being conducted in the two-men-on-a-
park-bench manner. Another classic example is the travelling salesman problem
(TSP) where the shortest route is to be found for visiting n cities once and return
home. In the knapsack problem a backpack has to be packed efficiently. In
the simplest case a rectangular volume has to be filled with a subset of available
rectangular pieces each attributed with a mass and a price tag such that the total
value of the load is maximised without breaching a total weight limit. In graph
colouring one has to imagine a map of countries and seek a colouring pattern so
that across each borderline the colour changes, but the overarching task is to find
out how many colours are at least needed. In general, graph theory and boolean
logic are rich hosts of combinatorial optimisation problems. Then there are
problems of resource allocation and scheduling like vehicle routing (VRP)
or job shop scheduling (JSSP). An example of the first is the weekly supply of
m supermarkets with n trucks leaving from a central depot, an example of the latter
is distributing m jobs of varying size onto n identical machines and minimising the
total time.

Note that there is a big difference in just discretising a search space (e. g. tuning
n distances between 10 and 80 cm in steps of 1 cm, or alternatively that range can be
divided into 63 steps and ~x can be given as a list of six-digit binary numbers) where
for any component of ~x any value is allowable and combinatorial optimisation like
e. g. TSP where only permutations of one sequence are allowed or other constraints
relating the vector components must be fulfilled. In the search space of the first
example one can move sideways in any direction to get to a new allowable point. In
the TSP one solution will be a list of cities like (d, a, c, b) and a neighbouring point
in the search space is said to be a list that can be generated by swapping two cities.
In this latter case neighbourhood distances in X are not euclidean distances but the
number of city swaps needed to get from one list to the other. So one could say
combinatorial problems are those discrete searches where there are additional con-
straints relating the search vector components. Or, the other way round, that those
discrete problems, where the search space allows the interpretation as a euclidean
space, are one special subset of the larger class of combinatorial problems (the latter
view is reflected in [512]). The TSP can also make it clear that the issue of solution
representation and problem-specific operations on solution candidates must always
be of central interest when discussing search algorithms. A last general thought that
can be taken from the TSP is on the topology of fobj(~x) in combinatorial problems.
A city swap has a smaller impact when the cities are close neighbours than when
they are far apart. Therefore, in the normal case when there are more far than close
neighbours to one city, one can expect that many neighbouring points in X will differ
greatly in their objective function values. This is a big difference to many real-world
continuous-domain problems where it can be assumed that most of the time small
variations in ~x will lead to only small changes in fobj(~x), where thus fobj(~x) can
often be assumed to be piecewise smooth. This is important for the discussion of
the no free lunch theorems in section T.1.4 below.

Discrete parameter-tuning problems (not combinatorial problems) could in prin-
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ciple be declared to be a special subclass of real-domain problems where fobj contains
an additional step of rounding each xi to an integer, i. e.

fobj = g ◦ h (T.4)
with h : Rn → Zn

and g : Zn → R.

Thus having discrete problems dissolve in real-parameter optimisation can be taken
as the inverse of the view of binary-coded genetic algorithms (BCGA), where real-
domain optimisation is seen as a limit case of increased-resolution binary parameter
coding.6 This can sometimes be helpful to separate the conceptual level of the search
algorithm from the level of parameter representation, but blurring the distinction
between continuous and discrete optimisation that way can also lead to those kinds
of misconceptions that make the discussion of the impact of no free lunch theorems
so controversial.

T.1.3 Objective functions in engineering problems

Finding or composing objective functions

Optimisation in engineering always has something to do with balancing competing
goals, like weight versus stability or cost versus efficiency. The left graph in figure T.3
shows a generic one-dimensional trade-off situation: there is one design parameter x
and two goal functions, criteria A & B, to be minimised, each one tearing the design
parameter in a different direction. An example could be determining the engine
size for an aeroplane of given dimensions. Here, the minimisation of the weight is
competing with the maximisation of the thrust. The climbing rate can be taken
as a scalar quality measure inherent to the physical system. A too small engine
will not be able to pull up the plane, and with a huge engine and too small wings
and propeller the plane will not lift either. Thus, the maximal climbing rate can
be multiplied with −1 and taken as the objective function, making the application
of a generic function minimiser possible. A very similar 1D optimisation example is
the sizing of the catalyst, the exhaust cleaning facility, of a coal-fired power plant.
The two competing goals are the cleaning efficiencies for SO2 and NOx versus the
energy consumption of the catalyst, the drag on the energy efficiency of the plant.
But here there is no inherent physical quantity telling about the optimality of the
trade-off. A deliberate decision has to be made on the weighting of the two goals,
and in the case a (single-objective) optimisation algorithm were to be applied, the
decision would have to come in the shape of a mathematical formula projecting the
two variables into one scalar objective function.

The right graph in figure T.3 describes another 1D problem with a primary goal
to minimise (the black curve) and a threshold constraint. An example could be
finding the optimal thickness of a steel rope: there is a given maximal force it has
to bear, and the optimal rope thickness has to be found which yields the minimal
material cost while ensuring that a critical level of material stress is not exceeded.

6Implementing a real-domain algorithm on a digital computer means in fact always the transition
to a representative discrete-domain algorithm in a search space of finite resolution.
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Figure T.3 Objective functions in engineering problems.
The plot on the left shows a generic trade-off situation with two criteria or subordinate goals, where the
underlying system offers a meaningful physical quantity manifesting the overall solution quality, which can
then be taken as the objective function. The plot on the right stands for a different situation, where an
overall quality measure has to be engineered in a way to prevent an optimiser from finding solutions which
are undesirable (where the curve σ is above the threshold marked by the crosses). Here, three possible
objective function versions are plotted as dotted lines (with slight vertical offset for better visibility) which
are all based on the black curve (criterion A) as the principal measure of solution quality to be minimised,
but with deviations from that curve in order to penalise the undesired points.

The primary optimisation problem, i. e. minimising the cost of the rope of a given
length, is trivial, it is solved by reducing the design variable, the rope radius r, to
the lower bound. The secondary goal, i. e. keeping material stress below a critical
value, is represented in the graph by the variable σ plotted in red and the threshold
indicated by the crosses. The optimal choice is of course the smallest safely accept-
able rope diameter and this is where the red line hits the threshold. If too thin
rope diameters are not excluded by the choice of design parameter boundaries, then
the prohibition of designs yielding exceeding stress levels must be somehow incor-
porated into the objective function. This can be accomplished by adding a penalty
to the objective function. The plot shows actually three implementation versions of
the penalty as dash-dotted lines. The first version adds a number proportional to
the constraint transgression depth, the second version makes the objective function
jump to a large default value wherever the threshold criterion is breached, and the
third version is a steady transition to the large default value. It will later be seen
that the time-development of a population-based EA in the search space can be seen
as a swarm in motion expressing its own quasi-physical behaviour. If the penalty is
understood as a tool to bounce the swarm back into the domain of desired solutions,
it becomes obvious that its shape can have important effects.

Caution with objective functions creating unintended effects

Let us go next through the thought experiment of a shipyard engineer deciding to
apply numerical optimisation to the century-old traditional hull shape of a boat.
It can illustrate common traps of outsourcing design work transferring it from an
intelligent human to a computation automat. We assume the engineer sets up a
slim 2D calculation dealing with the geometry of the cross section of the boat, and
how the masses of structure, cargo, engine, and displaced water play out and create
a torque either stabilising the boat or tending to tip it over sideways. The design
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parameters determining the boat’s cross section geometry, being the input to the
calculation, can now be optimised to make the boat more stable. But then the choices
begin. The optimisation algorithm might for example be targeted at maximising the
torque pushing the boat upright again when it has been tilted sideways by a given
angle α1, say, α1 = 3°. Alternatively, the engineer may decide to maximise the
limit angle αlim beyond which the boat capsizes, i. e. the angle up to which the
stabilising torque turning the boat upright again is positive. Both are quantities of
important physical meaning, offering simple and clear comparison measures between
competing boat designs. Probably he will learn from looking at final results from
both types of optimisations and come to a first conclusion, namely that a design has
to be better in both criteria in order to be accepted by the algorithm for replacing
inferior designs. The algorithm would have to be modified to be able to deal with
multi-objective search. The Pareto-optimiser would have the task to reveal the
topology of relevant segments of the Pareto front. In particular, the engineer would
like to identify regions where one goal can be advanced substantially by sacrificing
marginally on the other one. After that, another step could be to return to a
single-objective function for the fine-tuning and for that purpose a combination of
both criteria would have to be invented (e. g. by a product or weighted sum or by
adding a penalty from transgressing a threshold in one criterion to the objective
function based on the other one). After that, a typical user experience could then
fall into the next trap by finding a boat shape yielding fantastic values for the two
criteria, high turn-back torque at three degrees inclination and capsizal only beyond
70° inclination, but what if the magnitude of the stabilising torque is just an epsilon
above zero between 5° and up to 70° from where it quickly turns to large destabilising
values? In that case the optimisation algorithm would have succeeded in serving the
word of the optimisation law, but not the spirit of the search for a safe boat. This
hypothetical real-world numerical optimisation user story would only come to a
good end after several learning experiences and after distilling a complex compound
objective function reflecting the many important criteria: depth of flotation limited
to common values, maximised cargo volume at a given breadth, stabilising torque
not below an angle-depending critical value for all sideways tilting angles between
zero and a relevant limit angle, and after all that, the boat’s hull shape might still
be disadvantageous in terms of drag, because this quality measure was not asked
for in the optimised model and would require a wholly different model of the fluid
dynamics around a 3D hull. Therefore, in a real-world shipyard, one will go through
a cycle of both calculations, the one for capsizing stability and the one for drag
with each new relevant design proposal iteration, and whether a step of numerical
optimisation can usefully form a part of the process will depend heavily on the care
taken with respect to the details of the implementation approach.

As the remaining chapter will be dedicated solely to the interplay of EAs and
topologies of objective functions assumed as given and unchangeable, the just de-
scribed example is to raise awareness that an equally important part of the problem
solving can lie hidden in the choice of the objective function. The example shows
that some raw and ad-hoc-chosen objective functions can feature valleys misleading
the search algorithm into regions of the design space not intended by the user and
that by a more thoughtful composition of fobj(~x) the search landscape can be made
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much less misleading. This should be borne in mind, because it means that before
going at length to come up with an appropriate EA for a very hard optimisation
problem, some thoughts should be spent on seeking possibilities to tweak fobj(~x) in
ways making the search easier and perhaps making the problem solvable at once by
less costly and much simpler types of search algorithms.

T.1.4 What makes optimisation problems hard

Figure T.4 qualitatively shows various objective functions in one and two dimensions
illustrating different difficulty levels for minimising algorithms. In the top row of
1D problems the plot on the left contains three landscapes with the same global
minimum and no local minima, no saddles, so that the valley has monotonically
ascending slopes. These preconditions make it possible to find the global minimum
starting from any point in the search space and just following the gradient.

The plot in the centre shows the Rastrigin function in 1D,

f(x) = A+ x2 −A cos(2πx) with A = 10.

It is based on a parabolic function where a wavy structure has been introduced by
adding a cosine signal. A gradient method will find the global optimum of this
landscape only if the search starts on the slopes of the central valley. Nevertheless,
the global minimum search of this function is not hard at all. If the features of the
landscape are known, simple search strategies can be devised to exploit them, like
following the envelope of the minima, the envelope of the maxima, or following the
local average after filtering out the ripples with a low-pass. It is worth noting that
in order to get useful information from the filtering step, the sample points do not
have to lie densely in the search space. Probing the function on uniformly distributed
random points will give reliable average gradient information if only enough samples
are taken – completely independent of how many samples per ripple wavelength are
taken.

The 1D function on the right shows a much more difficult search scenario, where
there is no readily interpretable average slope information guiding towards the global
minimum in the centre. The landscape is obscured by ripples of various wavelengths,
the function is unsteady at x = 0.2, and noise dominates the part on the right.

The second row of plots shows colour maps of search landscapes in two dimen-
sions. The left plot shows the Rastrigin function which is defined in n dimensions
as the linear superposition of n 1D functions along the n coordinate axes.

f(~x) = nA+
n∑
i=1

(
x2
i −A cos(2πxi)

)
with A = 10

This is the reason why a search in the n-dimensional resulting landscape is a separa-
ble problem, meaning that consecutively solving the 1D global minimum search for
one axis after the other while keeping the positions along the other coordinate axes
constant (anywhere) will lead to successfully finding the overall global optimum.
In the plotted 2D case this means twice in a row one has to find the right valley
among seven available ones, whereas searching the whole 2D plane requires finding
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Figure T.4 Search spaces illustrating various difficulty levels.
The top row shows objective functions of one-dimensional optimisation problems, the lower row two-
dimensional objective function landscapes. In both cases the search difficulty level increases from left to
right. The common “jet” colour scale is used where blue stands for low and red for high numbers.

the deepest valley among 49 options. In order to illustrate how the problem size
grows with dimensionality, here are the numbers for the 10D search: if the problem
is separable then ten times isolating the right valley among seven will do, but if the
problem is nonseparable, then there are 710 valleys in the landscape that may have
to be checked during a search, that’s more than 282 millions.

The plot in the centre illustrates that a simple rotation turns a separable problem
into a nonseparable one. On the basis of this added difficulty the rotated Rastrigin
function is often used for benchmarking of minimisation algorithms. The transfor-
mation matrix applied here contains also a stretching component accompanying the
pure rotation which is a common practice in test problem design [195, 265, 363].
However, it is clear that the other advantageous features turning the Rastrigin func-
tion into an easy problem are still there. The rotation does not destroy the regular
pattern of the valleys. The regularity of the ripple pattern is a property of the
landscape that can be exploited to efficiently search the global minimum even in
the nonseparable case. The landscape to the right, by contrast, has a less regular
valley pattern. It was invented and named function f101 by D. Whitley et al. [508,
511] who designed it to pose a more challenging search problem by avoiding any
average gradient information. Think again of 282 million valleys. If they form a
regular pattern, then they do not pose a big problem, but if they are so unregular7

7There is one thought giving hope that the degree of unregularliness of millions of valleys is
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that many of them need to be properly characterised in order to come to a reliable
conclusion about the location of the global minimum, then it looks quite different.
Furthermore, it is also easy to think of deceptive landscapes like millions of valleys
with a regular structure and one oddly narrow and deep one forming the global
minimum which is hidden in a place far away from where the regular structure leads
to.

Thus, the difficulty of a search problem in Rn hinges on:

• the dimensionality n,

• the presence of local minima,

• whether the problem is separable or nonseparable,

• the scale of structure (relative to the domain width),

• the type of structure, i. e. wavy, sharp edges, or cliffs,

• the degree of valley separation, i. e. whether smaller valleys open up into bigger
ones or whether they are separated by barriers,

• the level of irregularity of the structure, and

• the level of noise.

If several of the disadvantageous properties come together, a search problem can get
so difficult that it becomes impossible to devise an algorithm with which the global
minimum can be found with a decent probability during a human lifetime, even with
the best computer equipment. A mathematically more useful definition is that of
a problem being NP-hard. This term from complexity theory defines the class of
those problems that are computationally intractable in polynomial time [156], i. e.
the computation cost grows with problem size n not in a polynomial manner (e. g.
n2 or n5), but at exponential rates (e. g. 2n or 5n). Many real-world optimisation
problems are known to be NP-hard; thinking of the exponential growth of the number
of valleys in the Rastrigin function or f101 can make that plausible.

The curse of dimensionality

The discussion of the Rastrigin function above was used to exemplify a problem
where the problem size grows exponentially with the problem dimension: in 1D, 2D,
and 10D the landscape contains 7, 49, and 282× 106 local minima, respectively. If
the valleys show a simple regular depth distribution, then this is in principle no big
deal, but in a less regular landscape where the global minimum can only be reliably
found after having characterised a substantial part or all of the valleys, the huge
computation cost makes anything than the few smallest problem instances impossible
to solve under the blind search paradigm. This is the curse of dimensionality. The

bounded: it is the finite information content of real-world problem descriptions. If the problem can
be described in a few kilobytes of source code, then there is no way to hide the information for
individual depths and shapes of 108 valleys within. This is described by the compressibility of a
function, see [405, 441] and section T.1.4.
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problem becomes even more apparent after realising that characterising a valley
means a lot more than finding it. One added sample can be enough for revealing
the existence of a valley. But in order to say that the examined valley does not hide
the global minimum, one has to scatter probing points over it along each dimension
so that they lie densely enough in comparison to the underlying ruggedness to allow
that claim.

The images in figures T.5 and T.6 are intended to give a feeling about the
relations between problem dimension, structure scale, probing density, and probing
cost. The top row of figure T.5 shows how both, a systematic (a) and random
(b) search strategy in a 2D search space can reveal a coherent structure to the
interpreting human. In both cases there are 144 tested points shown symbolically
as either blue or red dots. Our ability of interpreting the landscape depends on the
density of tested points, i. e. all over the field the closeness of test points has to be
smaller than the length scale of the structure to be revealed. One could say that only
the local existence of subsets of closely neighbouring points allows any interpretation.
The second row with the finer structure illuminates this point because the sparse
scans cannot reveal the structure any more. Unfortunately, for search spaces of
increasing dimensionality, the conflict between the two goals of keeping the search
global and at the same time establishing such local subsets of points becomes more
and more severe.

The diagrams in figure T.6 are an attempt to further illustrate that point. Plot
(a) shows the probability distribution of the distance between two randomly chosen
points inside an n-dimensional unit cube. One can see that with increasing dimension
the bulk of distances found shifts towards the length of the cube’s longest diagonal.
More importantly, given any two randomly chosen points, the probability of them
being close neighbours reduces drastically as the dimensionality of their environment
grows, implying that for higher-dimensional optimisation problems, when creating
the test points randomly and uniformly over all the search volume, the establishment
of locally close subsets becomes ever more costly. Based on the same statistics, plot
(b) shows the percentage of cases where the distance between the two points is larger
than 1, the side length of the cube, which illustrates as well the rate at which close
point pairs become rarer with increasing dimensionality.

Assuming that by “challenging parameter search problem” we mean that there
are more than, say, 4 dimensions, more than 3 or 4 valleys in each direction, where the
valleys are not known to have a regular kind of spatial and depth distributions, and
that one call to the objective function fobj(~x) costs more than just a few processor
clock beats, the above thoughts should make it clear that in this case it is by principle
impossible to examine the search space closely everywhere, and that algorithms will
have to be used for the search which reject large parts of the search space after
merely rough examination and save part of the limited computation budget for the
few regions identified by the algorithm as being interesting. The realisation that
a problem is NP-hard, i. e. computationally intractable, means that the hope of
ever finding the global minimum and being sure about it has to be given up. This
doesn’t imply the global minimum will never be found. If the landscape contains
some guiding features and the search algorithm is susceptible to them, then it may
well be found more or less often. But if there is no way of probing the whole search
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Figure T.5 Probing strategies: grid versus random
Points in the 2D search space [0, 1] × [0, 1] are being probed and yield either a value below threshold
(indicated by blue colour) or a value above (red). Two different objective functions are probed in the top
and bottom row. The plots show the results of two different probing strategies, a systematic grid (left)
and random locations (centre and right). In each plot the number of tested points is 144, except in the
plots on the right where it is 3000. In the top row fobj(~x) reveals a structure with a characteristic length
scale larger than the testing grid on the left. In the bottom row the length scale is comparable to the
systematic grid. As a result, the true structure is only revealed in the densely probed case (f). Due to the
comparable scales of structure and probing grid in case (d), aliasing leads to fields seeming mainly blue
and others seeming mainly red, but the true average values within the apparent fields are all the same.
The comparison between (d) and (e) shows the interesting case where a “lazy” random probing strategy
helps to generate a data set less prone to misinterpretation than the data generated from a well-organised
systematic exploration campaign.
The potential of pattern misinterpretation is not the biggest problem of regular probing grids. When
examining the response of a system under variation of several input variables, the greatest disadvantage of a
so-called full factorial design of experiments (DOE) is the eventual collapse along the dimensions. Imagine
scanning a response f in a three-dimensional space f(~x) : R3 → R employing a full factorial 3× 3× 3 DOE.
If one of the three input variables xi turns out to be of minor influence, then there are triplets of experiments
with very similar results because they differ only in the setting of the parameter xi which has a negligible
impact. The 3D probing grid of 27 points collapses along one axis into a 2D grid of 9 information-bearing
data points. When an explorative scan, i. e. a sensitivity analysis, is conducted at the outset of addressing
an optimisation task, then the information about which parameters have a heavy and which ones a minor
impact is sought as one of the answers, this knowledge is assumed to be normally not available upfront. The
a posteriori dimension collapse is the main disadvantage of a regular axis-aligned probing grid. In a full
factorial DOE with three points along each axis, if 1, 2, 3, or 4 parameters turn out to have little impact,
then 66, 89, 96 and 98.8 % of probing points are wasted. This is why randomised approaches like Monte
Carlo samplings or Latin hypercube schemes are often highly advantageous.
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Figure T.6 The curse of dimensionality
These two plots illustrate the distribution of distances between a pair of randomly chosen points inside an
n-dimensional unit cube (simulation of 4× 105 pairs). Diagram (a) shows histograms approximating the
probability density functions. Diagram (b) shows the probability that the two random points are farther
apart than the cube’s edge length.

space to come to a reliable mapping, then there will be no way of excluding the
existence of oddly (narrow and) deep valleys that may get missed during some of
the searches. Anyway, if they are missed in “blind” stochastic black-box search on a
real-world problem in a case where there are no analytical means available offering
a less blind search, then they will simply stay undiscovered and for all practical
purposes irrelevant until tracked down by a better or more lucky search.

No free lunch theorems for EA

EAs are often described as a good first choice for tackling challenging real-world
optimisation problems. But a certain sort of exaggeration of this sentence, has led
to some rigorous theoretical work, resulting in a couple of so-called no free lunch the-
orems (NFL or NFLT). These theorems point out the danger that the notion of the
efficiency of EAs as general-purpose black-box optimisers should not be misunder-
stood as a mathematically strict statement in the form of a claim that any particular
EA might be be significantly better than random search on no matter what type of
optimisation problem. We will see that in the case of a restriction to engineering-type
optimisation problems under certain circumstances the notion is perhaps not that
wrong. But the generalisation without disclaimer message certainly is. An early
treatment of the question dedicated to combinatorial (discrete) optimisation with a
GA was presented in 1991 by Hart & Belew [198], and Whitley [512] points to an
even earlier NFL observation by Rawlins [377], but the probably most influential
paper came out in 1997 and was written by Wolpert & Macready [519].

The arguments of Wolpert & Macready build upon the countability and finite
number of search space vectors ~x in X and their objective function values f(~x) in
Y in combinatorial optimisation problems. Let us pick the TSP as an example,
where the task is to find the shortest route connecting n cities. There is a fixed
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number ν of possible tours, represented by a list ~x, and each tour has a total length
f(~x). The question is in what order an algorithm goes through all these options
and how many trials it takes until the global minimum is hit (or a quality threshold
is undercut). The only relevant difference between two competing algorithms is
thus how early it happens in each one. Not counting revisits of identical points,
and assuming each algorithm is set up in a way so that it will eventually have
checked all elements of X , these are the two assumptions necessary to proceed in
that argumentation. The NFL theorem can be proven by taking random search as
one of the two competing algorithms and asking whether any algorithm can be more
efficient than it on average over all thinkable objective functions f projecting from X
to Y. The result is that all algorithms – including random search – turn out to yield
the same average performance. That result can be made plausible by scrutinising
what can be hidden behind the term all thinkable objective functions.

Culberson’s two-men-on-a-park-bench view of blind search is very suitable in
this respect because it allows him to make the point that in blind search the person
giving the answers might be an adversary making up the objective function on the
go. He might decide to save up the best element of Y for the end no matter how
much effort the other person puts into the sophistication of the search strategy. All
thinkable objective functions gives the adversary absolute freedom. He might give
just random values or he might lure the blind searcher into the impression that the
algorithm worked out during the first half of the time only to give worse and worse
data from then on.

This illustration can help understand the underlying thought of the article by
Wolpert & Macready [519]: all the features that can help guide an algorithm into
the right direction in one landscape will have a negative effect in one or more other
thinkable landscapes. In the case of discrete optimisation the sets X and Y are
countably finite, and the number of possible mappings f is therefore also countable
and finite. The authors show that going through the whole set of possible functions f
with a given algorithm can be translated into going through all possible permutations
of the sequence of checking the elements of X . The distribution of the moments of
discovery of the global optimum ~xopt is shown to be uniform and the averaged
moment of discovery is the average position of ~xopt in these permutations, which is
of course the centre position. The clou is: applying random search to the whole set
of mappings f will lead to the same uniform distribution of moments of discovery of
the global optimum, and systematic enumeration will as well.

Thus, the NFL theorem can be stated as follows: strictly considering all possible
mappings f for given sets X and Y as target to a given search algorithm, there will be
many versions of f leading to ~xopt being checked out sooner or later by the algorithm,
and in the end the average discovery time will be the same as the one seen by random
search. Similarly, if instead of the discovery of the global minimum the hitting of a
threshold value of f(~x) is sought, all discovery time distributions will be shifted but
still equal between all algorithms. This is a quite pessimistic result because it tells
us that if it can be argued that a given optimisation problem corresponds to blind
search, that there is absolutely no reason to expect any specific search algorithm to
be better than random search. This seems to render all talk about generic black-box
optimisers pointless.
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Engineering problems and the NFL theorem

If we narrow the definition of engineering optimisation problems to continuous-
domain parameter-tuning problems, where the parameters, in the spirit of the exam-
ples mentioned above, may stand for structure dimensions, angles, weights, material
parameters, capacities, resistivities, inductances, parameters of transfer functions of
system components etc., then we expect that small variations of ~x lead in most cases
to changes in the objective function f(~x) which are also small. Here, “in most cases”
means that we will not be surprised if some systems undergo phase or state changes
causing cliffs in f(~x) but the function should nevertheless be piecewise smooth, or
if there is noise, we assume there is a significant and piecewise smooth signal below
the noise, otherwise we would have engineered a different f(~x). This means that
the hypothetical adversary in Culberson’s two-men-on-a-park-bench model loses a
drastic part of his freedom. The loss of the adversary’s power connected to the jus-
tified assumption of piecewise smoothness translates for us at least into the ability
to conduct useful local searches, i. e. following the local gradient by conducting a de-
scent in the steepest direction, if necessary with a noise filter. But how about global
search? For global search strategies to be useful there must be overarching struc-
tures spanning large areas of the search space. If such structures are not present,
if there are no long-distance correlations, if size, shape, and depth of all the valleys
and size, shape, and height of all the mountains are all individual and there are no
overarching properties, then this means nothing else than an NFL on the level of
valleys, and all valleys have to be characterised individually, because from collected
data on a subset of valleys there is no information on any of the remaining valleys.
In this case there is no better algorithm than local search with random restarts. As a
thought experiment, the local search could be taken away from the search algorithm
and be made part of the objective function. Then the search landscape turns into
horizontal plateaus at different heights and with varying sizes and shapes. One ends
up with a coarsened random landscape, and on this coarsened level there is no free
lunch again. Since the plateau heights are distributed randomly, there can be no
better algorithm than random search or systematic scanning by enumeration.

Luckily, two other facts can be assumed to further diminish the freedom of the
adversary: the underlying physics of the system and the compressibility of the func-
tion. Regarding the first point it can be said that the more complex the analysed
system is, the more complex structures may show up in the objective function. In
different areas of the search space the system may be in different working regimes.
But it still is the same system, and throughout the subspace covered by one working
regime there should be one, more or less easy to interpret, pattern. The second point
deals with the compressibility of a function. Imagine again the adversary making
up randomly distributed objective function values on the fly to fake an incredibly
difficult search space. At least he would have to note down his past output in order
to be able to repeat the values consistently in case the searcher revisits a point or
its close vicinity. If the adversary forgot the values, then he would in fact produce
random numbers instead of faking a rugged landscape of fine resolution. The finer
the structure and the higher the search space dimension, the larger will the amount
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of data become which is necessary to describe the highly complex function.8 The
adversary would have to keep track of all that data. A finely resolved but highly
regular landscape, by contrast, needs just a small description, like the formulae of
the Rastrigin function or f101. A function is compressible if less data is required
to describe it than there are elements in Y. If physical systems like circuit boards
or steamships are to be optimised, then an ensemble of physical laws and a set of
system component specifications will carry all the characteristic information of the
system. The objective functions of real-world engineering problems are highly com-
pressible. Even if large simulations of the fluid dynamics of a steamship have to be
carried out over hours on many cores of a supercomputer to evaluate one design, the
ship design description and the equations modelling the fluid physics will fit on one
old-school magnetic disc.

Therefore, the system’s physics and the compressibility [185, 219, 405, 441] (and
references in [185]) of the problem description which can be assumed to lead to some
extent of regular pattern, together with the basic mathematical measures of well-
behavedness [159]9 of f(~x) (like e. g. piecewise smoothness), these are the facts upon
which the escape [19] from the no free lunch theorems hinges. This is what allows
leverage for optimisation algorithms designed to be general-purpose blind search
machines for parameter-tuning in engineering problems.

T.1.5 Summary

The examples of rope and boat optimisation were to show that the objective function
itself is a decisive ingredient in the numerical optimisation process. The objective
function can be modified superficially by the introduction of penalties, and it can be
fine-tuned in depth, as to change the amount, relative depth, and width of valleys or
the height of separating barriers in order to ever more reliably and efficiently guiding
the applied search algorithms to desirable solutions. With the curse of dimensionality
and the no free lunch theorem in mind, the importance of not neglecting available
ways of tuning the search-topology should become apparent.

Objective functions are not chosen, they have to be engineered. They comprise a
considerable part of the problem solving process. They can be an important deter-
minant of the cost or efficiency of a numerical optimisation. Numerical optimisation
means shifting the low-level part of the work of solving an engineering problem to
computers. The automation enables a large increase in quantity of the low-level
work. As a consequence, high-level work arises on the conceptual level, the vast
research literature on EAs and other optimisers bears witness of it. But the per-
son intending to apply the fruits of that conceptual work should keep in mind that
there is still another part of work remaining, which has to be redone with each new
application case of different nature, the work of thinking about the implementation
modalities of the objective function.

8Another illustrative thought experiment highlighting this point can be found in [219] on pages
53 & 54.

9Gaviano & Lera write: “[...] we may know the Lipschitz constant, a bound on the second
derivatives, the number of local minima, a bound on the size of the ‘region of attraction’ of each
local minima. Clearly, in such a case, we expect that algorithms that exploit these additional
properties, have better convergence properties.”
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Evolutionary algorithms are not needed in really simple search landscapes. When
there are just a few valleys, in those cases gradient search with a couple of random
starting locations will do. And when properties are known making the search space
very regular, like e. g. the rotated Rastrigin function, or giving it another similarly
exploitable peculiarity, then a specialised search strategy can easily be devised. Evo-
lutionary algorithms are interesting for the “seriously difficult searches” remaining.
The ingredients making a landscape difficult are local minima, the curse of dimen-
sionality, irregularity of structure, and small scale of structure. Any optimisation
problem ending up in the set of “seriously difficult searches” is there either because
fobj is known a priori to contain a subset of the notorious features or because other
optimising strategies fail (e. g. when they repeatedly stall in different local minima,
this can reveal a posteriori that the unknown search landscape must have such fea-
tures). In many simulation-based engineering problems it is the default case not to
know very much beforehand about the topology of fobj.

EAs are heavily based on the random number generator. Basing a search engine
on random distributions is a safety and robustness measure. The advantage can
be expressed in two ways: probing patterns in the form of random distributions
are not prone to misinterpreting regular structures, and the efficiency of algorithms
employing them can be assumed to show a lowered susceptibility to changed problem
topologies. This translates into an increased reliability when going from training
problems to the unknown objective function landscape of the real problem of interest.

EAs are worth a shot when it can be deemed that the structure of fobj contains
a difficult mixture of exploitable and blurring or deceiving features. EAs try to filter
out the useful information content and ignore the barriers or rugged areas in the
landscape that block the progress of many deterministic search algorithms. They
do that based on different combinations of search heuristics. Hence, some EAs are
more suitable than others for certain search landscapes. Thoughts on no free lunch
theorems imply that in the case of continuous-domain parameter-tuning problems
with real-world engineering background where a certain level of well-behavedness
can be expected from fobj most of the time (in contrast to discrete combinatorial
problems) there is a fair chance that there are some useful features in the search
landscape, and EAs are designed as conceptually simple but robust methods to
capture some of it. It could be said that EAs are either a tool of the desperate or
the lucky one, either it is the last thing you try before random search, or it can be
the joker helping to avoid the work of thinking about and modelling a problem.

T.2 EA terminology
In the field of EC the languages of mathematics and computer science are enriched
by a lot of terms from biology which offer convenient shorthands for many useful
entities and operations. It starts with the solution candidate ~x ∈ Rn, the subject
of optimisation through parameter tuning, which can also be called chromosome,
genome, or individual. The three terms don’t overlap in biology, but they do here
depending on what particular abstractions have been employed to distil the EA.
The components of ~x, the parameters xi, are the genes. The objective function
fobj(~x) : X → Y can also be called fitness function or simply fitness. Greater fitness
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is always better, so in a minimisation problem fobj(~x) and the fitness are not quite
the same. Often the tunable parameters are bounded, i. e. xi ∈ [ai, bi]. EAs act
on populations of solution candidates P = {~xj} = (~x1, ~x2, ..., ~xN ). Let Pg be the
status of population P in generation g where g ∈ [0, 1, ..., G]. The overall scheme of
a generic EA is:

Algorithm 3: generic generation loop of an EA
P ←− GenerateRandomPopulation(N)
fobj ←− Zeros(N)
while g <= G and not StopCriterion() do

for j ←− 1 to N do
fobj[j]←− Evaluate(P[j])

P ←− SelectionMutationRecombination(P, fobj)

An EA is mostly determined by what happens in the last line of the algorithm,
where the population is being replaced by a new set of chromosomes which are
generated based on the information from the evaluated old set. The construction of
new chromosomes can be based on all kinds of mathematical recipes, but with the
inspiration from biology, selection, mutation, and recombination routines have often
been invented to act on the set of chromosomes {~xj} and create a new set {~x′j}.
The goal is that from generation to generation more and more beneficial parameter
combinations are discovered, become fine-tuned, and accumulate in the gene pool.
This is sketched in figure T.7. For this to happen, the algorithm must find a good
balance between exploration and exploitation (or diversification and intensification),
this means the limited budget of calls to the objective function has to be allocated
efficiently serving the two opposing purposes of probing yet unexplored regions of
the search space and searching more densely in the most promising subspace covered
by the best members of the population. Often, mutation can be seen as serving
the purpose of diversifying the gene pool whereas increased selection pressure and
recombination are the means of intensification. Seen from a more abstract level,
mutation and recombination are just operators creating new chromosomes from old
ones, either as a unary operator using just one chromosome, or as binary, ternary,
or higher-order operators using two, three, or more of them.

Figure T.7 General generational scheme of an EA.
A population of candidate solutions is being optimised in an iterative cycle of generations. Each dot sym-
bolises a candidate solution and its fitness is shown by colour. An EA is defined by how exactly selection
pressure and the operators modifying parent chromosomes are implemented. By principle, everything is
allowed. The fitness evaluation procedure is treated as a black-box by the algorithm. The only data the EA
works with are the chromosomes ~xj and scores fobj(~xj) of already evaluated individuals.
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Selection pressure is the implementation of different probabilities of individuals
to get (all or part of) their chromosome reproduced in the next generation. This can
be done either based directly on the fitness values or on the ranking within the pop-
ulation. The chromosomes can have individual reproduction probabilities between
0 and 1 or they can be divided into groups with equal probabilities among group
members, where the simplest case is two groups with reproduction probabilities 1
and 0.

The case where only a subset of size µ < N from the whole population of size λ =
N “survives” and can reproduce is commonly described as a (µ, λ)-EA. The useful
µ-λ-notation became widely adopted after having originated from the literature on
evolution strategies (ES). By convention, µ is the number of parents, λ is the number
of offspring, and γ can be used as the number of generations. Instead of the comma
which stands for a cutoff in the parent population, the symbol “+” can be used to
describe a union of the two chromosome pools which implies a survival cutoff in
the resulting set. Thus, a (µ+ λ)γ-EA means λ offspring chromosomes are created
from µ parents, and from the union of the two sets across the two generations, the
µ best are selected to become the new parents. This goes on for γ generations.
The notation can also be generalised to describe simple patterns of separating and
merging populations [380].

Since an EA acts only on the representation ~x of a solution to a specific problem,
and often there are various ways of representing the search space, it makes sense
to borrow two more words from biology: genotype and phenotype. If the parameter
list ~x is (8, 2, 13), then it can be represented as (8.0, 2.0, 13.0), (1000, 0010, 1101),
(100000101101), or, transforming [0, 20]3 into [−1, 1]3 it could be (−0.2,−0.8, 0.3).
These are all different genotypes for one phenotype. The various types of genotype
representations offer different ways of implementing the chromosome-modifying op-
erators. Mutation can mean either adding a number like 0.1 to one xi or flipping
one bit in a binary representation. The EA acts only on genotypes, whereas the
experimenting human is interested only in the phenotype, i. e. the “worldly” appear-
ance of the represented solution after decoding the chromosome (e. g. the particular
instance of a parametrised computer program or construction plan). Maybe one is
intending to tune two masses measured in kilograms and a rope length in metre, and
finds out that different EAs with different genotype representations show different
efficiencies at finding a good solution. Judging a final solution is often only possible
after transforming the list of numbers back into a simulation of the problem and
looking at a specific visualisation.

T.2.1 EA ⊂ metaheuristics

Metaheuristics (MH) should be understood as heuristics of heuristics, where the
noun heuristic means a building block of algorithms which can be a subroutine or a
minor algorithm of its own, but sometimes single operations can be meant. In this
view, the coinage of the term metaheuristic by Fred Glover [169] and his inclusion
of canonical genetic algorithms into the definition can be easily understood.10 The

10Whereas heuristic generally means ars inveniendi, its meaning in the research literature on
algorithms for discrete combinatorial optimisation problems must have narrowed down to a routine
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meaning of MH can be analysed very clearly with a simple example by going back
to Glover’s original reason for including the simplest GAs. Take a (1, 2)-EA where
offspring is only generated by taking the single parent chromosome and mutating
it. In a Rn representation, mutation means adding a number, and in a binary
representation, mutation is flipping a bit. In that case the mutation operator is
representation-dependent, but the EA is not. The two versions of the mutation
operator are called two low-level heuristics. The problem-independent higher-level
part of the EA is a metaheuristic.

More definitions and literature can be found in [54, 75, 117, 162, 280, 283, 338,
340, 452, 493, 514, 534]. In the above example the higher-level metaheuristic is not
very complex and not at all adaptive. This almost violates more recent definitions11
like the one by Caserta & Voß [75] who stress the distinction between a guiding
process and the application process or Osman & Laporte [338] who go even further:

“A metaheuristic is formally defined as an iterative generation process which guides a
subordinate heuristic by combining intelligently different concepts for exploring and
exploiting the search space, learning strategies are used to structure information in
order to find efficiently near-optimal solutions.”

This means the guiding process must be responsive to the currently experienced
search landscape. It is a much stronger definition where the above simple EA ex-
ample or canonical GAs are definitely excluded. Due to the stress on the notion
of responsiveness, this definition will in many cases overlap with the definition of
memetic algorithms12 (MA), in particular, an EA where the responsive flexibility is
related to the tuning of a local search subroutine will equally fall under both cate-
gories. There is the difference that in MHs the adaptation feedback cycle is supposed
to rest in the higher-level part of the algorithm whereas in MAs it is thought to be
a feature emerging from additional functions being properties of what is an indi-
vidual to the higher-level EA. MH and MA can be seen as two different conceptual
thinking modes that can (but need not) lead to algorithms indistinguishable on the
implementation level.

Going with the broad initial definition by Glover [169] which is also reflected
in an encyclopaedic definition by Dorigo et al. [117], metaheuristics is the broader
term. In that view the nature-inspired inventors of historic EAs ended up with
special instances of MHs. Given the fact that up until the 1990s the schools of GA,
ES, etc. existed rather separately from each other and from other streams like tabu
search or simulated annealing, one can say that the coinage of the broader terms EA
and MH happened late enough but then helped to clarify the conceptual similarities
and differences and open up new connections.

consisting of several basic mathematical operations whose invention and usefulness are not based on
stringent mathematical analysis and proof, but rather on intuition, common sense, and empirical
results. This can be seen from Fred Glover bringing it to the point very succinctly in [171]: “Al-
gorithms are conceived in analytic purity in the high citadels of academic research, heuristics are
midwifed by expediency in the dark corners of the practitioner’s lair.”

11Zäpfel et al. compare a few definitions in [534] on page 72.
12see section T.4.9, p. 555
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T.2.2 Elements of the modern theory of evolution

“Darwinian evolution is no more than the inevitable consequence of competing information-
reproducing systems operating within a finite arena in a positively entropic universe.”
(W. Atmar [15])

The theory of evolution was developed at a time when old knowledge of breeding
dogs and horses was put in connection with new discoveries like skeletons of prehis-
toric animals and systematic similarities in many animals’ skeletons. That was long
before the discovery of atoms and molecules, and the microscopic layouts of viruses
and bacteria. The discoveries of molecular biology and other modern branches of
biology have ever since reinforced Charles Darwin’s fundamental ideas on the ori-
gin of species. But of course, the theory became refined in a lot of aspects after
incorporating the new facts. This history has led to naming today’s more complex
theory building the modern synthetic13 theory of evolution. In the following, the key
concepts will be recalled by dividing them up into the level of individuals and the
level of populations. On the level of individuals they are:

• gene code: The sequence of nucleic aids (adenine, cytosine, guanine, thymine)
composing a DNA molecule has a meaning, there is an alphabet. The single
letters are formed by triplets of nucleic acids, there are triplets coding for starts
and stops of genes, the other triplets code for amino acids. The DNA molecule
exists as a double helix, it can be split into two single threads with little energy.
Single threads can serve as copy masters for synthesising the complementary
thread. RNA copies can be made of DNA sequences. Ribosomes act as sites
where proteins are synthesised by forming chains of amino acids according
to the triplet letters of a gene. Complex organisms have their construction
plan spread across several DNA chains, called chromosomes. The meaningful
segments of text are called genes and they are scattered along the chromosomes.
Genes are meaningful units because each gene codes for one protein. Different
versions of a gene occurring in the gene pool of a population are called alleles.

• inheritance: The DNA of an individual is basically a copy of the DNA of
its ancestors, apart from small random modifications. A modified genome is
passed to the offspring only when the modification occurs in the germ cells
(gametes).

• mutation: Modifications of the genome are called mutations. There are point
mutation (modification of single nucleic acids), deletion, insertion, and muta-
tion types on the scale of chromosomes. Insertion mutations create redundant
pieces of genetic information. One of the copies can be used for tinkering
around, and the corresponding protein may stay more or less useless for many

13The word ”synthesis” (from Greek σύνθεσις) is generally used to describe a merging of com-
ponents leading to a new quality. Here it stands for the new quality, which the theory of evolution
gained after knowledge of the microscopic world (existence of chromosomes) and later from molec-
ular biology (deciphering of the genetic code; discovery of how DNA is translated into proteins by
the help of mRNA, tRNA, and ribosomes; relating genes to phenotypes along research on the fruit
fly drosophila melanogaster) has been incorporated.
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generations. Such useless but also harmless genes stay present in small frac-
tions of the gene pool and are free to mutate further until the emergence of
a very different new functionality may gain weight in improving individual
fitness.

• gene recombination during reproduction: Bacteria reproduce simply by
cell division. Every bacterium has just one parent and is an identical copy
of it apart from possible small mutations. But all organisms of higher com-
plexity reproduce by combining genetic material from two parents. What is
the advantage of this? Imagine two mutations which increase fitness only in
conjunction and which are neutral alone. Without incorporating DNA from
a second parent, in order to combine the two mutations in one line of de-
scendants they both have to actually happen in series along that chain. This
corresponds to the multiplication of two tiny probabilities. A delay of many
generations may exist between the two mutations of interest and a lot of other
mutations can happen before. Because of the game of probabilities, the two
mutations might show up in separate lines of descendants, but only with great-
est luck in one single line. By introducing the concept of forming offspring by
the combination of two parents’ genomes (sexual reproduction) the probabil-
ity game changes drastically. In such a regime the probability for two neutral
mutations occurring at low frequenceis in a population’s gene pool of getting
combined in one individual is much higher. Once the conjunction is present in
one line of descendants, it can play out its fitness advantage, and this acts as
a force increasing the frequency of the combination in the population’s gene
pool. Without recombination the graph of lines of descendants consists only of
branches and looks like a tree. With recombination it looks like a net. Because
of the game of probabilities the EA with recombination is much more efficient
at improving the gene library of a species than the EA without recombination.
One of the most primitive life forms with systematic recombination of complete
genomes of two parents is green algae14. The invention of the recombination
operator (and with it death15) greatly boosted the speed of Mother Nature’s
evolutionary algorithm. More complex life forms could only develop because
of the thus accelerated EA.16

• haploid and diploid cells: More complex life forms are built with diploid
body cells containing double sets of chromosomes. In the case of humans it
is 23 pairs of homologous chromosomes. Germs cells (gametes) are produced
by meiosis, the process of cell division whereby diploid cells are divided into
two haploid ones by randomly dividing up the homologous pairs of chromo-
somes. New individuals are begotten by the fusion of two haploid gametes.
The systematic random remixing of chromosomes in each generation is the

14Two haploid green algae cells can merge and form diploid zygotes, this is called conjugation
[271]. (see also http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Green_algae)

15Why was the invention of death beneficial for Mother Nature’s evolutionary algorithm? Ap-
pendix U.1 adds a few thoughts on this.

16“Of course” some form of reconnecting lineage branches has also emerged among bacteria, see
appendix U.2.
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top level recombination operator in nature’s EA for complex life forms. The
redundancy of the genetic code in diploid cells leads to a certain amount of
freedom of experimentation with genetic code. Another consequence are the
rules for the phenotypic expression of recessive, intermediate, and dominant
alleles called Mendelian inheritance17 discovered by Gregor Mendel in 1865
[296]. Exceptional uneven redistributions during meiosis are called genome
mutations, they are the reason why the number of chromosome pairs varies
between species. A doubled chromosome is another redundant copy of genetic
code to experiment with.

• crossing-over or crossover (CO): CO is the next lower-level recombination
operator of nature’s EA for complex life forms. In the process of meiosis, before
dividing up the diploid set of chromosomes into two haploid sets, pieces of
chromosomes get systematically exchanged with a certain probability between
the homologous pairs. The reason is the same as described above: without
CO a combination of several beneficial mutations along one chromosome could
only be found by consecutive mutations in one line of descendants, for which
the probability is too low. The cut points along the chromosomes do not seem
to be completely random-determined, there are hot spots [290]. Most of the
time equivalent pieces are swapped. The rare events where this is not the
case can serve as moments of enlarging or reducing the size of chromosomes.
CO would pretty much always cut through and potentially destroy important
genetic code if not large parts of “useless empty code” existed in between the
expressed genes.18 RNA splicing19 is one more of nature’s inventions, it enables
recombining different functional parts of proteins by CO.

• selection pressure: This is meant by the popular term “survival of the
fittest”. It has to be kept in mind that “fit” does not always have to mean
physically strong or fast or big, but rather fitting into the own environment so
as to make efficient use of resources, balancing egoism in the fight for survival
with altruism towards individuals with similar20 genes or packs or herds with
the ultimate goal21 of giving numerous life to offspring in a way that the
offspring will be able to do the same.

• sexual selection: Why are some non-dangerous and non-poisonous animals
colourful and easy to spot? This does not help in evading predators. But it
helps for mating purposes. This shows that the mechanics of evolution unfolds
an own game theory. Not being seen is good with respect to predators, but not
in terms of spreading genes. Therefore nature does not always seem to come
up with the most energy-efficient engineering solution, as can be seen with

17http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mendelian_inheritance
18Often findings of research in molecular biology explain older observations. Here is a good

example of the old theory explaining a new finding, the discovery of “useless code”.
19i. e. the scattering of more useless code sections within one single gene, see

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RNA_splicing
20normally only offspring, yet in the case of e. g. state insects also siblings
21It is understood that evolution is a random process without any goal (τέλος). All there is (or

more precisely: all there can be explained by the scientific method) are emergent phenomena.
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birds like peacocks or birds of paradise if regarded as flying machines. There
are always multiple selection pressures at play, and the pressure to find and
impress mating partners is just as decisive as the more obvious ones like the
selection pressures created by predators or sparsity of food. The nightingale
with unremarkable or even camouflage looks but very characteristic mating
calls exemplifies an efficient way of responding to sexual selection pressure
while not so much compromising on the safety from predators. By contrast,
bird species where the mating competition is based on courtship rituals in-
volving both ear-catching songs and eye-catching colours and behaviour prove
that there can be contexts where sexual selection is a dominant factor over the
long term.

But there is not only the level of individuals. The rules just described create a game
theory of survival and reproduction. This leads to emergent phenomena on the level
of populations which will be described below to help understand the basic mechanics
of evolution.

• gene pool: This is the ensemble of genetic information held by the popu-
lation. While one individual can have maximally two variants of the same
gene in its genome, the gene pool of the population can hold many different
versions. It can be seen as a storage facility for information. Genes with neu-
tral or only slightly disadvantageous effect and recessive alleles can remain in
the population in sparse distribution. When changes in the environment of
the species or other mutations within the gene pool turn that variant sud-
denly into an advantage, it may begin to spread over most of the population
within few generations. A diverse gene pool serves as a library, a safety net,
storing information and enabling the population to respond more quickly to
environmental changes.

• genetic drift: That’s evolution’s gradient search technique continuously look-
ing for the local optimum. The peppered moth22 is a famous example which
has allowed to observe the phenomenon over the last 200 years. As tree barks
in parts of England turned black with early industrialisation and cleared again
later, the peppered moth could be observed to track the optimum with respect
to camouflage. Selection pressure from birds picking those moths which are
easier to spot drove the genetic drift. The frequency of the dark moth variant
increased from 0.01 % to 98 % by 1895 and decreased again in modern times.

• separation or isolation and speciation: Genetic drift explains how species
change their appearance over time, but it cannot explain how the number of
species can increase (because recombination constantly homogenises a gene
pool). In order for that to happen, the gene pool of one population has to be
separated into two pools and the separation has to be kept up long enough until
genetic drift has driven the two gene pools far enough apart so interbreeding
becomes improbable and/or impossible when the populations are merged again
(different ecological niche, look, mating call, infertility of mixed offspring (like

22http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peppered_moth
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mules) or other barriers to reproduction). It is believed that division onto
the different islands of the Galápagos archipelago facilitated speciation for the
Darwin finches. Also, researchers deem it probable that the development of
fault grabens, mountain ranges, and lake systems in East Africa during the
latest several million years and the regional climatic effects have played a role
in the speciation of australopithecines because their fossils have only been
found in East Africa [289].

• population bottlenecks and founder effects: A catastrophic sequence of
events can diminish the number of living individuals of a species drastically.
As one option, this may end up with the extinction of the species, but as
an alternative option the population may grow again and recover. In the
latter case the species goes through a so-called population bottleneck. Another
occasion for population bottlenecks is the separation of a founder population,
e. g. when a small group of birds is blown by a storm to a remote island,
or when some insects or plant seeds are carried over a mountain range by a
larger animal. The separation of founder populations can be assumed to play
a major role in evolution and the creation of new species. During periods
of reproducing in equilibrium in a stable ecological niche it can be assumed
that selection pressure and gene drift often act as stabilising forces keeping
the phenotype mostly constant (stasis) which implies little or selection-neutral
changes in the gene pool. As a population bottleneck involves a different
type of random selection as acting under stable conditions, and as the founder
population may find itself in a different environment where it may be able to
conquer a slightly different ecological niche, it may lead to a rapid growth of the
new population if the new conditions are favourable. This is called a founder
flush. With selection pressures acting differently in the new environment with
other resources, enemies, and competitors, and with genetic drift leading the
population towards a new equilibrium, the process of random-selected small
founder populations going through founder flushes can be deemed to be a
central driver of the evolution of species [177, 292, 293, 328, 366, 469, 470].23

• ecological niche: There are many different ecosystems in many different
climate zones, but some structures, some techniques of gathering food, some
symbiotic functions like pollenating flowers occur repeatedly and are called an
ecological niche. For example, bumblebees and colibris both pollenate flowers
and nourish on nectar. They share the same ecological niche and it drove the
colibri to become (in size, wing motion, flight pattern, beak and tongue shape)
very similar to the bumblebees.

• higher-order phenomena: co-evolution, symbiosis, mimicry, etc.: It
can be assumed that many predator-prey pairs evolve in co-evolution following

23The view on evolution as a process controlled by the interplay of stasis in equilibria and
innovation in connection with founder effects has led to the theory of punctuated equilibria (PE)
[123, 177, 267] which may be seen as contrasting – or rather complementing [236] – older concepts
of phyletic gradualism. PE can explain extended periods of phenotypic stasis and the “sudden” (in
geological times) appearance of species in the fossil record.
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the scheme that when rabbits become faster, only foxes that are able to follow
the trend will survive. Co-evolution means that tightly interacting species
determine each other’s survival conditions in the ecological niche. Predator-
prey pairs are examples of competitive co-evolution. Bees, bumblebees, moths,
colibris etc. are in relations of cooperative co-evolution with flowering plants.
The result of strong cooperative co-evolution with benefit to both sides can
be symbiosis, e.g. lichens (consisting of fungi, responsible for protection and
water supply and algae performing photosynthesis) or ants (protection) and
plants lice (sugar). Mimicry is the phenomenon when non-dangerous plants or
animals “try” to look like dangerous ones in order not to be eaten or attacked;
it is therefore a tight co-evolution relationship.

Let us summarise some quintessences of evolution:

• local search: The interplay of mutation and selection works gradually. The
probability of severe mutations to be beneficial is zero.24 Only redundant gene
sequences can mutate more freely. New information is generated gradually.
Mutation and selection lead to genetic drift which is the local search tool
of evolution. Many genes are steadily locally optimised by genetic drift in
parallel. This is possible when they pose separable problems. (Consider these
four separable problems of “online optimisation” of an eagle: the lens has to
fit to the eye dimension, the wing size has to fit the body, the egg shell has to
have the right thickness, the beak has to be in a useful shape.)

• global search: Redundant genes, speciation, founder effects, and long-term
ecosystem variations are the important global search tools of evolution.

• recombination: Recombination leads to horizontal gene flow and acts as a
cohesive force on the gene pool of a species, i. e. it ’keeps it together’ (ho-
mogenisation as local search force). It greatly enhances the rate at which
combinations of beneficial mutations are tried out in single individuals (explo-
rative, i. e. global search force).

• branching of code: Evolution generates meaningful DNA literature. This
shouldn’t be seen as starting off with one long random DNA sequence and

24Mutations with severe effects on the system are meant here, independent of whether concerning
the modification of just one nucleic acid or large genome parts. The reason why not to expect benefits
from mutations with severe effects is the same as why one cannot expect from a bunch of bricks
thrown up into the air to fall down and in place forming a bridge. A point mutation has a severe
effect if a swapped amino acid changes the geometry and charge distribution in a functional part of
an important protein drastically. That the changed geometry will efficiently fulfil without further
tuning a different relevant enzymatic or structural task is as unlikely as randomly placed bricks
forming a useful construction. (It can be reminded that proteins with central metabolistic functions
(e. g. cytochromes) are like basic chemical gearwheels and appear in equal or very similar shape
in all types of living beings, i. e. they are shared by archaebacteria and humans and almost every
random amino acid change means a lethal mutation. By consequence, proteins have phylogenetic
trees.) For mutations affecting large genome parts the argumentation should be even clearer. Either
it is not severe (e. g. if it creates redundancy by copying or modifies text of which a backup exists)
or it must by the laws of probability be disadvantageous, since constructive planning cannot be
expected from a random process.
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randomly changing letters until in blind search the code of a T-Rex is suddenly
there. The microscopic details of cell biology reveal that it has more to do with
the steady buildup of an ever growing and differentiating template-based code
library by copying subroutines and incrementally modifying the redundant
copies. Instead of one huge combinatorial problem there are many separable
construction and fine-tuning problems.

• branching of function: Most pieces of active gene code in the library have a
specific function at any point in time: on the way from dinosaurs to birds skin
scales developing fringy structures and becoming more and more overlapping
must have served the purpose of thermal insulation before they became useful
as feathers for flying. The search is local, functionality is added incrementally.

• The result: Life is incredibly complex, many ecosystems arise, and innumer-
able species evolve in the interplay with each other and the planet.

The modern theory of evolution and the NFL theorem

In his article on the “futility of blind search” Culberson [98] asks whether the ob-
vious accomplishments of Mother Nature’s evolutionary algorithm (let’s introduce
the abbreviation MNEA) are at odds with the NFL theorem. He puts it in a nut-
shell by pointing at the combinatorial aspect of synthesising proteins which are just
chains of proteins from the 21 types of amino acids common in eukaryotes. He
cites a small calculation by Kauffman [225] noting that for a modest-sized protein
of 100 amino acids there existed about25 10120 different amino acid combinations.
This number is huge even when compared to the estimated number of atoms in the
universe which is 1080. Kauffman estimated that throughout the history of planet
Earth, even under unrealistically advantageous assumptions, no more than 1/1060

of them would have been considered. But what we see in living cells is the interplay
of thousands of proteins, each one highly optimised for its structural or enzymatic
task. The impossibility of composing the genetic code for such a complex system
by conducting blind search in the two-men-on-a-park-bench manner26 led Culberson
to look for ways to escape the implications of the NFL theorem and express these
thoughts in a highly speculative last part of his paper. He proposes a way out of
the dilemma putting forward three main arguments: (a) questioning whether ge-
netic evolution really is efficient at solving complicated combinatorial optimisation
problems, (b) delegating the invention of many chemical building blocks of life to
the pre-life phase of evolution, and (c) questioning the blindness dogma at the level
of chemical evolution27, where the computation mechanism is not independent of
the search environment. To support this line of arguments he refers to research by
Kauffman [225, 226] on the tendencies of self-organisation of boolean networks “on

25The number of possible combinations to form a chain of 100 amino acids from 21 different
types is 21120 ≈ 1.67× 10132.

26see section T.1.4
27The term “chemical evolution” describes the accumulation of ever more complex organic

molecules and cellular structures that is assumed to have happened during the evolution from pre-
life to life (also: abiogenesis or biopoiesis). See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Origin_of_life
or the references, in particular 11-15, in the introductory part of [365].
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the edge of chaos” and follows the suggestion that analogous tendencies of networks
of chemical reaction pathways in the primordial ocean might have filled the gap
left by an NFL-constrained EA to explain the high degree of orderly complexity of
life as we see it. Furthermore, adding a reference to a paper containing debatable
conclusions by DeJong [105] with the title “Genetic Algorithms Are NOT Function
Optimizers”, Culberson rounds up a view in which most of molecular engineering
having made life possible must have happened before life and evolution as we know
it had kicked off, and in which genetic evolution since then has been fulfilling func-
tions of equilibrium maintenance and production of “only very localized advantage”
in a “vast richness of opportunity in this highly structured universe”, a view28 in
which genetic evolution had nothing much to do with what is conventionally seen as
“optimisation”.

This seems at least counter-intuitive. How can the shape of a spider web and
the molecules used for its fibres not be regarded as the result of a process of opti-
misation? Without touching the questions of the pre-life-to-life transition, criticism
of Culberson’s argumentation can perhaps be attempted by (a) putting some of the
microscopic features of nature’s EA into context, together with (b) stressing that
optimising genetic material isn’t a nonseparable problem and (c) noting how well-
behaved most objective functions are on the macroscopic level. On top of that, one
could even add that the truthful friend on a park bench model is a too nice model
for the real-world situation where the noise of luck and circumstance is overlaying
all the fitness functions.

Making a lens fit the eye size, making the size of its wings fit the eagle’s weight,
these are trivial one- or low-dimensional optimisation problems with a fitness max-
imum in the middle and monotonically decaying fitness outwards. Probably most
momentary macroscopic fitness functions acting on populations of living beings can
be deemed similarly simple. Just imagine again that all evolutionary steps are grad-
ual, lungs emerged from swim bladders, legs emerged from fishes’ fins (that’s why
some bones in the fins of the coelacanth can be identified with bones in our hands),
feathers emerged from reptiles’ skin scales. Always there were intermediate pur-
poses. In this respect one can agree with Culberson’s notion of “only very localized
advantage”. These locally trivial optimisation problems on the macroscopic level get
translated into harder combinatorial optimisation problems on the level of finding
the right modifications of the 21-letter amino acid alphabet coded into the four-letter
text of DNA base pairs. But assuming that for proportion changes of tissue struc-
tures and organs just a few molecules involved in one or two feedback cycles of gene
activity regulation have to be modified very slightly, and moreover assuming that
such proportion- and shape-determining regulator genes and molecules exist always
with a basic level of diversity in a population, these can be seen as very small-scale
combinatorial problems.

28Culberson could have also cited Bremermann [55] whose work is discussed in section T.3. He
describes stagnation points where two particular mutations of low probability have to come together
to lead to further improvement and concludes: “If one would be exclusively interested in biological
evolution then one might have concentrated on investigating stagnation phenomena. With an eye on
software technology, however, we concentrated on how stagnation could be overcome.” The process
of biological evolution, obviously, can’t tackle this problem by the use of intellect.
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Inventing a new type of fibre (e. g. for a spider web) or a new chain of enzymes
(e. g. for poison production or digestion), where one or more big proteins have to be
re-engineered, translate into much larger combinatorial problems on the genotype
level. But why can also these problems be assumed to be smaller than Kauffman’s
brief calculation suggests? The most important aspect is that also in this case the
problem can be seen as separable into smaller subproblems. Take as an example a
protein with an enzymatic function that is fixed into the cell membrane by having
a hydrophobic base part. Just as the protein has one end with an active pocket re-
sponsible for the enzymatic function and one hydrophobic end that likes to be in the
cell membrane, the gene code of that protein will be dividable into two main regions
as well. And if the code can be divided into two meaningful blocks then it is highly
probable that it is indeed divided so in practice by sequences of non-coding DNA.
The hydrophobic part can be useful for attaching any other freely moving protein to
the membrane, and code for the enzymatically active pocked can be useful if copied
and modified for slightly different chemical tasks. This is what “junk code” is for,
to be squeezed in between meaningful blocks so the CO operator in the algorithm
has a chance of creating useful duplications and dislocations of DNA sequences. The
genetic code should be seen as a huge code library of subroutines which can all serve
as templates for expanding the library and gaining more functionality for it. Think-
ing of modifiable templates explains why there are many slightly differing variants
of important proteins present in a living being like different types of collagen for use
in skin, tendons, cartilage or like myosin for use in different types of muscles. Some
forms of these proteins are common to all animals, that means the corresponding
code has hardly changed since the separation between animals and other life forms.
It is probably not far-fetched to assume that the building blocks necessary for all
kinds of gene activity regulation will also come in template-based subroutines. That
the systematic division into subroutines separated by junk code reaches down to the
level of parts of proteins can be seen by the existence of exons and introns29. The
optimisations of different parts of proteins represent separable problems. On top
of the separation of gene parts by introns comes the spatial separation of different
ends of a protein, which is a chain of amino acids, mirrored in the spatial separation
of the corresponding code on the DNA, a pure consequence of the finite size of the
polymer molecules.

The decomposition into smaller separable problems is one thing. A second im-
portant aspect is that in most cases the exchange of one amino acid will not com-
pletely change the way how the whole chain of amino acids is wrapped up into
the protein structure. Therefore, even on the level of the combinatorial problem of
modifying amino acid sequences, a certain amount of well-behavedness of a protein’s
performance measure, its fitness function contribution, can be expected. Of course,
mutations concerning those few amino acids forming a chemically active pocket will

29After a messenger-RNA sequence has been synthesised by transcription of a DNA sequence,
some non-coding sections of it, the introns, are cut out and the remaining pieces, the exons, get
connected together again to become the mature messenger-RNA. That mRNA is then translated
into proteins with the help of ribosomes. See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RNA_splicing. The
“junk DNA” of introns yields finite ranges along the DNA sequence (in between meaningful gene
segments) where CO cuts have an increased probability of not being lethally harmful.
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be more sensitive than the ones concerning purely structural regions of the same
protein. Modifications of structural backends will make a protein perhaps more or
less prone to decay at increased temperature or under acid attack and otherwise
impact the geometry or electron density around the enzymatic pocket only a little
bit. On other occasions, a point mutation leading to a single wrong amino acid
inside the sensitive region of an important enzyme will be lethal for the individual.
In that case the fitness function looks pretty simple, too.

To sum up these thoughts: nature tunes the species-dependent evolutionary
algorithms herself by inventing concepts like diploidicy and recombination, by in-
troducing even more recombination via chromosomal crossover where also the rate
and probable attack points can be tuned by the amount of non-coding DNA in be-
tween genes. From simple to complex life forms the genome is a growing library of
template-based subroutines. Subroutines get copied, they branch-up, the purposes
of the end products shift slowly and incrementally. If a gene collection coding for
a lower- or higher-order subroutine is in a stagnation point in Bremermann’s sense,
then after a shift in purpose this may have changed. Protein building is a discrete
combinatorial problem, but it is not like the TSP or graph colouring. On the macro-
scopic level, one finds the well-behaved fitness functions of engineering problems.
These thoughts are proposed as a way around the NFL theorem without being com-
pelled to deny that a dragonfly is a highly optimised system that will teach even
some future engineers what they are not yet able to do.

Final remarks on the theory of evolution

The theory of evolution in its fundamental simplicity is extremely successful in terms
of being relied on by most people, not only scientists, to explain our experienced
world. Few people can outline why quantum mechanics makes more sense than non-
quantised mechanics, but most people have a working model of genetic evolution.
The theory is part of regular school education, and it is present in televised popular
science. However, scientism as an irrational form of extremism has become a real
and undeniable issue, not least because the many references to and descriptions of
the theory of evolution are so rarely accompanied by general epistemologic thoughts.
This is not to be the case here.

Purpose and emergence: Perhaps one should underline that when describing
the process of biological evolution playing out within ecosystems, it is often difficult
or futile to try to isolate single cause-effect relationships and that the concepts of
interdependent development or emergence are more helpful. Plants like raspberries
or mountain ashes can be said to have developed a co-evolutionary relationship with
birds. The bush invests some of the available resources to produce fruits that can
be picked by birds. The service in return is a very far spreading of the seeds which
is of crucial importance to pioneer plants like bushes covering the ecological niche
of growing in forests in temporary clearings caused by fallen trees or fires. An array
of berry-bearing bushes allows several species of small birds to exist year-round in
moderate climate zones. Like all co-evolutionary relationships this has nothing to
do with purposeful planning, but is merely the result of how the numbers of genome
versions in populations play out. Assuming that birds and their behaviour already
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existed the last time a plant started buying into the seed spreading service infras-
tructure, it doesn’t seem that wrong to describe this as the plant having developed
the fruit with its composition, shape, and colour for the purpose of attracting birds.

Here, misconceptions are pre-programmed given the main meaning of the word
“purpose” in the context of intelligent planning. Accordingly, should one not be
allowed to theorise that cows entered a relationship of co-evolution with humans,
exploiting the humans’ desire for beef and increasing their own population, capital-
ising on the humans who help repelling predators like wolves and competitors like
gnus, buffaloes, sheep etc.? How should this statement be proven untrue? By num-
bers cows are currently experiencing a huge success story because of their phenotypic
features.

Difficulties arise when intermixing our everyday meaning of “purpose” and “means”
with a description of the process of evolution, and it gets very problematic where the
word “intention” comes in: rabbits do not become faster in order to better escape
the foxes, the scaly skin of some dinosaur did not develop fringy and hairy structures
in order to enable Archaeopteryx to fly at some point30 and hominides did not grow
bigger brains in order to become better tool users. The theory of evolution does not
rely on any outside thinking entity determining intentions.

The application domain of the theory of evolution: The correct spelling
is: because of how the numbers and instances of mutations and populations of living
beings tend to play out in a setting where statistics counts, we can simply observe
the momentary and intermediate results of the evolution process, and developing the
theory of evolution upon those observations is in fact very useful for explaining an
overwhelming array of facets of nature as it surrounds us. The network of arguments
on causalities and effects we call evolution theory indeed turned into the one veritable
theory biology has to offer because it enabled us to explain observations that were
discovered after the formulation of the theory, e.g. details of molecular biology, or
were initially not judged to be in connection with the theory, like the disadvantageous
location of the nerve layer in front of the retina in a mammal’s eye or the fact that
large portions of “junk code” are part of our DNA which becomes only clear after
knowing about the function of crossing-over.

That some main concepts of biological evolution can be simulated, i.e. that evolu-
tionary algorithms work, is another nice fact underscoring the status of the modern
theory of evolution, or stated alternatively: biological evolution and evolutionary
algorithms prove each other.

The explanatory power of the theory of evolution can be helpful to (a) understand
observations a posteriori and to (b) predict possible statistical outcomes a priori.
Throughout the text there were lots of examples of (a). Examples of (b) could look
like the following: if antibiotics are extensively used in animal feeding, this creates
the selection pressure background for vast populations of different types of bacteria
to optimise DNA code and engineer the right molecules to make them resistant
against these antibiotics and to share the newly developed genes among each other.

30Rather, it must have just so happened that a warming hairy skin structure at some point also
began to be beneficial in terms of enabling more and more daring escape jumps down from higher
tree branches, ever smoother touch-downs because of pure air friction and only later ever farther
jump trajectories turning into glide paths.
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Other examples could be predictions in the context of invasive species.
Appeal to nature / is-ought problems (or where not to apply the

theory of evolution): Male lions have to wander around, find a pride of other
lions and must oust the other male(s) from it in order to find mating partners.
Infanticide, the killing of the former male’s cubs is often part of the behaviour
[339]. From the standpoint of genetic evolution, it is quite clear why it makes sense
that the behavioural pattern has emerged. Yet no reasonable person would try to
justify the same behaviour among humans by pointing to the laws of evolution.
But unfortunately, Social Darwinism often comes in more abstract terms, often in
less drastic contexts, involving subtler socio-economic issues as e. g. land grabbing
or murder. Nevertheless, it is always based on the same fallacy, termed appeal to
nature: to derive from the observation of what is without any further argumentation
some normative statements about what ought to be.

Is-ought fallacies in connection to notions abstracted from the theory of evolution
occur in a wide spectrum of topics. Think of the discussion on the preservation of
endangered tropical rain forests. If a particular human fellow argued in favour of the
destruction of such a precious ecosystem in order to enable human expansion, adding
that the responsibility for any such decision should be passed on to the mechanics
of evolution, then I would definitely reject this argumentation as being wrong. But
where did the term “precious” suddenly come from and why should “the diversity
of the biosphere” become an ethical category? It is true that from the scientific
viewpoint we can state that for the populations of a species a certain gene pool
diversity is necessary, beneficial, or better yet useful for evolutionary progress. But
to deduce from this empirical observation the opinion that biodiversity is good in an
ethical sense is a transgression of the narrow limits of the scientific viewpoint, and in
principle one makes the same mistake as social Darwinism, just in the other direction.
If humans ended up drastically reducing the planet’s biodiversity and kick evolution
into a different trajectory with a temporarily more boring and less aesthetic overall
look, the dirtball on which we are living would never care, it has neither brain nor
consciousness, and for the time being we must assume the same grade of empathy
from the rest of the material universe. But we as humans have self-awareness, can
share our experience with it among each other, are able to meaningfully coin terms
like “pain”, “peace”, “cruelty”, “mercy”, “empathy”, we can convene that their
meaning becomes evident to everybody through similar experiences and can further
convene on the concept of “human dignity”. Lastly, the task is up to us to decide or
better determine, which way of treatment among ouselves and towards the rest of
the biosphere suits our human dignity.

T.3 Pioneering EAs of the early computer age

All genetic information of real life is expressed in the four-letter alphabet of cyto-
sine, guanine, adenine, and thymine31 and written into DNA and RNA. Computers
express all information using the two symbols “0” and “1”. Starting out from the
consideration of this analogy, the invention of many EA computer codes was the

31Uracil takes the place of thymine in RNA.
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attempt to simulate or replicate the basics of how biological evolution uses a ran-
domised process to generate meaningful information. The purpose of EAs is just
the optimisation of a solution representation. The goals of the pioneering EC work
were often wider and included the self-organisation of structure, the emergence of
automata or programs, artificial intelligence, artificial life. EAs became popularised
by evolution strategies and genetic algorithms. The classic forms of these two EAs
are quite narrow in their conceptual scope and they contain just a small selection of
the ingredients of MNEA. The high degree of abstraction made comprehensive the-
oretical analyses possible. The comparison with some of the earlier approaches can
show that EAs are always a combination of subroutines or operators from an infinite
toolbox of EC concepts which is a more open view than the one of separate schools
of ES, EP, GA, GP, etc. expressed throughout much of the corresponding literature
of the 1980s and 90s. Some archaeological32 work on the early EA approaches has
been undertaken by David B. Fogel [137–141]. To put modern EAs into context,
three of those early works of the 1950s and 60s were selected for brief discussion:
research done by Fraser & Barker [145], Bremermann et al. [55], and Reed et al.
[382].

1957: Fraser & Barker – Simulation of Genetic Systems

A. S. Fraser & J. S. F. Barker33 [145] used diploid sets of binary chromosomes
with dominant and recessive alleles and implemented gene interactions like polygenes
pleiotropy, and epistasis. Polygene is is the term for several genes determining
one phenotypic feature, e.g. a bacterium that can metabolise a certain nutrient
only when a combination of several genes comes together which code for different
necessary enzymes. Pleiotropy is when one single gene influences multiple phenotypic
traits. Epistasis means that the effects of one gene are modified or blocked by one or
several other genes. All simulations were done on computers of the ILLIAC family
which made the transition from tubes to transistors [215]. The fitness functions
in these simulations consisted of the most simple functions able to express (a) the
dominant/recessive interaction of homologous genes and (b) the blocking or enforcing
interactions between different genes. Optimising the fitness function was only a
secondary purpose of the computational experiments. The primary goal was to
conduct a simulation of gene pool dynamics. Fraser & Barker wanted to verify or
falsify biologists’ hypotheses of how evolution works.

Coding and objective function: The key elements of the simulation are as
follows. One haploid chromosome consists of n bits which are either 0 or 1. One
bit is one gene, so there are two alleles of each gene. If one allele is supposed to
lead to a better fitness than the other gene version, and if the different genes are
supposed to have not the same effect on the overall fitness, then it is straightforward
to formulate the fitness function (of one single chromosome) as a weighted sum∑n
i=1wiai where ai are the alleles, wi the weights, and the counter i enumerates the
32Interestingly, Bäck, Hammel, & Schwefel also conducted some excavations [20] in which they

touched Bremermann’s work, but without involving his broad perspective and his lessons learnt
into their discussions of the ingredients of ES and GA.

33A. S. Fraser is the author of the introductory paper [145] of a whole series of which some papers
are authored by J. S. F. Barker.
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genes. These contributions of the different genes are so far separable. Next, gene
interactions are implemented by introducing multiplicators reducing or increasing
the contributions of target genes if, and only if a source gene is present in the form
of “1”. This explains how to compute the fitness of one chromosome, but how about
diploid individuals? If for gene i the maternal chromosome carries the same allele
as the paternal chromosome, then there is no problem, they are read out as one
single chromosome. For the case of different alleles Fraser defined a dominance
factor hi ∈ [0, 1], so the primary contribution of a gene if only one allele is 1 is
hiwiai instead of wiai. The last ingredient added to come to the final fitness value
is a certain amount of noise in order to make the task of the EA more difficult and
realistic. The reasoning is to emulate what happens in nature where not only the
genotype is a determinant of the effective fitness, since there are also environmental
influences determining the abilities an individual can develop, and because also luck
and circumstance contribute to its reproductive success. Remember, the goal of the
work was not optimisation, but to test under how severe conditions the EA can still
lead to solution improvement.

Recombination: In diploid living cells genes are recombined by the random par-
titioning of chromosome pairs during meiosis and by chromosomal crossover (CO).
Thus, any type of gene combination can be achieved, but the chromosomes create
linkage groups of genes that stay together more often when being passed down to the
offspring than pairs of genes from different groups. The gene recombination routine
by Fraser is able to divide a linear genome into several linkage groups of genes where
the degree of linkage can be chosen arbitrarily.

Selection: The generational cycle follows a simple (µ, λ) scheme, where the
population is sorted according to fitness and the first µ elements of the population
of λ members will all reproduce with equal probability. Three ways of sorting are
initially considered: with descending fitness, with ascending fitness, with ascending
distance from the mean fitness.

Fraser’s article of 1957 is just the first one of a series extending over several years
and reporting on optimisation statistics with different features of the simulation
switched on or off, e. g. with or without epistasis, with or without linkage. Fraser
saw these Monte Carlo simulations as a method to gain knowledge on the laws
ruling the dynamics of “genetic systems” where features like linkage made algebraic
solutions to the problem of finding attractors (i. e. stationary states approached
asymptotically) impossible [144].

1967: Reed et al. – Simulation of Biological Evolution and Machine
Learning

This work by Jon Reed, Robert Toombs, and Nils Aal Barricelli is remarkable be-
cause of (a) the evolutionary self-adaptation of strategy parameters determining mu-
tation and recombination behaviour, (b) a co-evolutionary setup, and (c) because
of the large examined populations of 102 to 104 members. The main motivation of
the simulations was to check statements made by theoretical biologists on the roles
of mutation and recombination for determining gene pool dynamics in competitive
ecosystems.
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The problem to solve: Individuals have to compete in a simplified game of
poker and have to develop optimal betting strategies in competition with each other.
Always two individuals compete in 20 rounds of the simple game and the goal is to
win more often than the opponent. Individuals are given, by random, one symbol
either representing a good or a bad hand of cards at the beginning of each round.
The DNA of an individual determines what it does upon receiving the symbol. On
good or bad hand it can either bet on high, low, or pass. The costs of the bets “pass”,
“low”, and “high” are 2, 3, and 7 pennies, respectively. Since for each of the two
situations “low hand” and “high hand” there are three betting probabilities which
must add to 1, there are in total four betting strategy parameters to tune. After
both individuals have made their bets, always the one who has placed the higher
bet, wins, no matter what the real hands are, and only if the two bets are the same,
then the actual hands themselves count and are able to decide the winner or a tie.
The game is simple enough, so that game theory can determine the optimal betting
probabilities. The co-evolutionary result can then be compared to this benchmark.

Encoding: The chromosomes of the haploid individuals are binary strings con-
catenating the four betting probabilities and four more variables. The variables are
encoded in 3- or 5-bit resolution. The four additional parameters are EA strategy
parameters determining mutation and CO behaviour.

Mutation: There are two mutation types. In the first type one of the eight
genes is replaced by a random number, in the other one a parameter is incremented
by a certain step. The two mutation probabilities and the step size are subject to
evolution.

Recombination: The remaining gene determines the probability or ability to
reproduce with recombination involving another member of the population (note
that the concept happens to be similar to bacterial F-factor genes). Reed et al.
experimented with one-point and uniform CO.34 The one-point CO cuts anywhere
through the bitstring. The uniform CO redistributes genes, not bits. Fogel points
out that the GA community rediscovered uniform CO only 22 years later [137]; from
the view of optimising engineering problems it is clear a priori that the locations
of and distances among parameters on the chromosome should generally rather not
affect the optimisation process.

The algorithm: The population is divided up into pairs of individuals playing
20 rounds of the poker game against each other. All losers are erased from the mem-
ory, only the winners remain. Individuals with the right setting of the corresponding
gene are assigned to other individuals and the pairs undergo recombination. The
empty places are filled up by copies which undergo mutation.

1968: H. Bremermann et al. – Numerical Optimization Methods Derived
from Biological Evolution Processes

The work of Hans Bremermann and his team is often forgotten35 when describing
the history of genetic algorithms. They were not only the first to make the set of
abstractions to create a standard GA [138], they were also the first to have put

34These CO operators are explained in section T.4.4 on page 527.
35e. g. in [104], whereas references to their work are present in [173]
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the standard GA aside for the consideration of real-world problems in continuous
optimisation [55]. On their inventions36 one can remark that they generalised and
explored different versions of EC concepts where others stuck to narrow scenarios
for decades. On their rejection of the standard GA, one can refer to the very simple
argumentation37 found in [55] and represented in figure T.11.

In the conference article on “Numerical Optimization Methods Derived from Bi-
ological Evolution Processes” [55] Hans Bremermann recollects lessons learnt during
several years of research on optimisation procedures involving the laws of genetic sys-
tems and other stochastic processes. For him, his work is inspired by the archetype
of biological evolution, but targeted at software38 development. This sets him apart
from the other two mentioned examples of pioneer EAs. He studied fitness functions
with one single valley and monotonically ascending smooth slopes. In [55] only the
case of real-coded search spaces, ~x ∈ Rn, is dealt with. The class of functions to be
optimised can be described as norms in a transformed space: f(~x) = ||A~x−~b||, where
A is a non-singular square matrix. If A = I then f is a spherical cone or funnel.
Generally, A stretches, squeezes, and rotates the funnel so it can yield landscapes
looking like the one in figure T.11. Arbitrarily transformed funnels are seen as a
test problem representative of the close vicinity of local minima in any real-world
problem where the fitness function is sufficiently smooth. Think of linear feedbacks
and quadratic potentials for approximating stable equilibria in physics. (One can
add that if selection is based on rank instead of fitness, it doesn’t matter whether
the slopes mount linearily or with the nth power of distance from the minimum, as
long as the isocontours look the same.) The demand is that any algorithm should
at least be able to solve this case before moving on to more complicated problems.
But simple real-coded GAs fail because in a setup where vector components xi are
mutated independently with relatively low probabilities (so that on most occasions
only a fraction of a vector’s components change) the narrow corners of the isocon-
tours represent stagnation points from where there is no way out. An explicative
diagram is shown in figure T.11. Bremermann reconstructs a rich learning process
of his team experimenting with different algorithm tweaks to get around this prob-
lem. One early step was to introduce a recombination operator based on differences
(as in differential evolution, invented in 1994 [440]). Another step consisted in an
algorithm working purely on mutation and activating the recombination operator
only after stagnation detection, resulting in a landscape-responsive metaheuristic.
A next step was line search along vectors determined by a subroutine approximat-
ing the local gradient, thus a completely deterministic search procedure. Finally he

36Fogel remarks in [138]: ‘Indeed, by 1962 there was nothing in Bremermann’s algorithm that
would distinguish it from what later became known as “genetic algorithms” based on research at the
University of Michigan [...]. Furthermore, Bremermann’s evolutionary algorithm already included
real-valued encodings, in addition to binary encodings, thereby anticipating the move to “real-coded
genetic algorithms” that occurred 30 years later’. Another innovative concept is also noteworthy:
in Bremermann’s article [55] (p. 613) there can also be found a geometrically motivated heuristic
where a step size parameter λ is steadily reduced in a feedback loop. The argumentation builds on
estimating what fraction of a sphere that can be reached by a fixed-distance translation step lies
within a conical volume where improvement can be expected. This yields an interesting comparison
of concepts in relation to step size adaptation schemes in ES literature.

37to be compared with a sample of an exerted explanation of 1995 [394] of a perceived novelty
38In 1968, he still felt the need to put the word “software” within quotes.
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describes how getting rid of the sophistication of the gradient examination routine
made the algorithm more efficient: just repeating simple 1D minimisations along
isotropically distributed random directions led to faster optimisation because of the
saved cost. This may come as a counter-intuitive conclusion, but it is in line with
the main ideas behind classic evolution strategies. If at every moment the problem
is only one-dimensional and the search follows the landscape’s gradient only on the
average, this is a similar way to prevent the explosion of the computational cost with
increased dimensionality as in simple ESs. The advantage is that steady improve-
ments are made right from the start of an optimisation run while knowledge on the
local gradient comes in and is updated piece by piece.

Bremermann’s article [55] conveys an open-minded spirit of problem-oriented
algorithm engineering. It says that seeking inspiration in nature is good, as long
as one keeps in mind that nature underlies her own restrictions and that for an
intelligent programmer who has other restrictions, nature’s algorithmic ingredients
need not be the best and only choices there are.

This author values the texts by Fraser, Reed, and Bremermann [55, 145, 382] as
precious reading experiences with the power to prevent a contraction of the thinking
horizon when one is beginning to dive into EA literature and when this danger arises
depending on the choice of the first books and articles read and websites visited.

T.4 Overview of widely used evolutionary algorithms
This author shares the opinion that a too deep distinction of the different and sup-
posedly separate schools of evolutionary computation prevents the full exploitation
of the complete ensemble of useful possibilities for the design of EC methods. In-
stead of carrying on a separation of different historical lineages of ideas, the field of
EC should rather be seen as an ensemble of concepts and ideas offering a diverse
toolbox for the curious user to compose algorithms fitting particular applications.
Therefore, the following sections, where popular EAs are sometimes described under
the names of the historical branches, should not be understood as reflecting separate
subdivisions of EA, but rather as a short list of instructive algorithms examples. The
explained list of algorithm examples is thought to offer easier understanding of the
impact of certain conceptual aspects on the character of the resulting search strate-
gies than a mere enumeration of the tools in the box could. The list enumerates
important historical approaches (ES and GA) on the one hand, and some modern
EAs on the other. The first set shows how much freedom there is for making partic-
ular abstractions of natural evolution focusing on different aspects of it. The other
part, however, yields the insight that greater efficiency is often being achieved by
incorporating ideas alien to natural evolution. A reader with a pure interest in effi-
ciently applying a state-of-the-art EA to a new problem, might consider focusing on
the modern approaches among the following paragraphs and expand his reading to
(a) those web resources, where good overviews as well as instructive code projects can
be found: [1, 61, 191, 279, 337, 373, 403, 430, 439, 513, 514], to (b) recent overview
books and review articles in dedicated journals (at this moment e.g. [62, 101, 114,
280, 389]), and to (c) the published results of competitions on EAO of which the two
most important are the Black-Box Optimization Benchmarking (BBOB) [192] com-
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petition held at the Genetic and Evolutionary Computation Conference (GECCO)
and the competitions on real-parameter single-objective optimisation [443] held at
the IEEE Congress on Evolutionary Computation (CEC).

T.4.1 Evolution strategies (ES)

A first basic form of the algorithm was proven to work in the early 1960s by a
student named Ingo Rechenberg without the use of any automated computer [537].
Instead, there was an experimental setup with a set of n tunable parameters and
one observable ∈ R classifying the outcome and serving as objective function. The
simple pseudocode is shown in algorithm 4.

Algorithm 4: Ingo Rechenberg’s first ES
while g <= G and not StopCriterion() do

decide by random which parameter xi to change next
determine another random number δ (the amount of change)
carry out that change xi ← xi + δ in the experimental setup
measure the observable
if fitness improved then keep the change
else restore old setting

In the µ-λ-notation invented later by Rechenberg this simple hill-climbing scheme
corresponds to a (1+1)-ES. The main driver of ESs is the mutation operator, which
changes a chromosome ~x by adding a small vector σ~ξ pointing into a random di-
rection and scaled by a scalar mutation step size parameter σ. Implementing an
isotropic distribution of mutation step directions ensures that the search is indepen-
dent of the coordinate system. Let us look at several basic examples of evolution
strategies expressed in the µ-λ-notation. In a (1+5)-ES five offspring points are gen-
erated from one parent vector by use of the mutation operator. That vector among
all six points having the best objective function value will be the parent vector for
the next generation. In a (1 , 5)-ES the offspring generation process is the same,
but the parent vector is excluded from the selection of the next new parent. In a
(µ+ λ)-ES the best solution is always conserved, whereas in a (µ , λ)-ES this is not
the case. An upper index G can indicate the maximum number of generations in
the notation, e. g. (1 , 5)G=20-ES. If there are several parents, like in a (3 + 5)-ES or
(3 , 5)-ES, then there are two straightforward ways to proceed. The first option is to
produce each new offspring vector by randomly choosing one of the three parents for
copying and then apply mutation. The second option, which is more often present
in classic ES literature, consists in computing the mean of the three parent vectors
and using that point as base from where to do the random mutation steps. The
notations for that second version are (µ/µ + λ)-ES and (µ/µ , λ)-ES. This kind of
averaging over successful trial vectors is the only kind of recombination operator
used in evolution strategies.

It has to be noted that evolution strategies do not care about gene pool diversity.
Any (1+, λ)-ES or (µ/µ+, λ)-ES can be seen as a population cloud anchored at one
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specific point in the search space. The question is just how that point moves over
time. If µ > 1 and no averaging is used, then different corners of the search space can
theoretically be searched in parallel. But in reality, the weaker lineages will always
go soon extinct. The result is that a simple ES is inherently set up to be a very
local search engine. The search behaviour can be described as the movement of an
amoeba, because a round population cloud reaches out into space and iteratively re-
anchors itself where better fitness values are found. The mutation step size parameter
σ ∈ R+ is the most important control parameter because it determines the size of
the population cloud and how fast it can move in the search space. Thus it is also
the quantity deciding on the balance between exploration (sparsely searching vast
areas when σ is large) and intensification (denser probing when σ gets smaller). Here
are some basic ways of implementing a mutation operator generating a new point
~x′ = ~x+ σ~ξ

1. sampling the mutation step from an n-dimensional normal distribution σ~ξ ∈
σN (~0, I), where N designates the normal distribution and I is the identity
matrix,

2. the mutation steps go into random directions but are all of the same distance,
i. e. σ~ξ = σ~ξ′/|~ξ′| with ~ξ′ ∈ N (~0, I),

3. the same as above with a uniform distance distribution, i. e. rσ~ξ = rσ~ξ′/|~ξ′|
with ~ξ′ ∈ N (~0, I), and r ∈ [0, 1] to be generated from a uniform distribution
U(0, 1),

4. with individual step size parameter for each direction in the coordinate sys-
tem, then ~x′ = ~x + ~ξ with ~ξ ∈ DN (~0, I), where the diagonal matrix D =
diag(σ1, ..., σn) stretches the distribution more or less along the different coor-
dinate axes (this is the only coordinate system-dependent implementation in
this list),

5. sampling the mutation step from a multivariate normal distribution which can
be arbitrarily rotated, i. e. σ~ξ ∈ σN (~0, C) = σC

1
2N (~0, I), where the matrix

C
1
2 stretches and rotates the normal distribution N (if C is the covariance

matrix of the recently successful mutation steps, then it is a CMA-ES, see
section T.4.6).

The method used for generating the mutation steps determines how the population
cloud looks, and σ is the tuning parameter scaling the cloud’s size.

Making σ responsive to the scanned landscape has been a concern since the early
beginning of ES. The second method of the list, where the steps are in random direc-
tions but with a fixed length, offers a very simple possibility for step size adaptation.
One only needs two different step sizes σ1 < σ2 which are applied for offspring gener-
ation with probabilities P1 = P2 = 0.5. Every couple of generations it can be looked
back and analysed which one of the two mutation patterns has contributed more
often to fitness increases. If it was the far jumps then increase σ by multiplication
with a step size adaptation factor s > 1, and if it was the short jumps then decrease
it by division by the same factor. In the µ-λ-notation the step size adaptation factor
can be indicated by a subscript, e. g. (4 , 12)G=40

s=1.2-ES.
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A not very different step size adaptation scheme can be implemented based on
a supra-ES scheme on the level of populations. From the current best solution two
little ES with a fixed number G of generations can be started. The two ES are
equivalent except that they use constant but different step sizes. If the one with the
larger steps turns out to win the competition, then increase the step size base value,
otherwise decrease it, so the new step size is either σwinner · s or σwinner/s. Then
the next competition starts. In the generalised µ-λ-notation where edgy brackets
designate the level of populations that scheme can be expressed as [µ′+, λ′(µ+, λ)Gs ]G′s′ -
ES where µ′ = 1 and λ′ = 2. As the two competing ES may sometimes be attracted
by different local optima, that scheme can also be seen as borrowing from MNEA
the concept of population isolation with the intention to increase gene pool diversity
and the robustness against local optima.

Figure T.8 Explaining the 1/5th-rule for step size adaptation.
Point ~x designates a known solution candidate, point ~xopt the minimum to be found, the elliptic lines show
isocontours of the objective function. The two dashed circle lines connect all points that can be reached by
mutations with a fixed mutation step size σ; there is one small circle that can be reached after mutations
with σ1 and a larger circle connecting points reachable by bigger steps with σ2. Both circle lines possess
one segment, shaded in the sketch, designating the subsets of those mutations leading to improvement; for
the smaller circle this subset covers almost one half of the circle line, which can be attributed to the general
fact that in landscapes with a minimal degree of smoothness a small enough σ can always be found so that
the circle of mutation explores only the local gradient and the fraction of improvements tends towards 50 %.
For the larger circle, in contrast, it covers a substantially smaller fraction. Based on those considerations,
the simple but efficient rule was devised to increase the step size parameter after one or a few generations of
more than 1/5th of the mutations leading to improvement, and to decrease it otherwise. This leads to the
following behaviour: the population cloud wandering through the search space expands and speeds up when
it follows a gradient and it slows down and zooms in near a minimum. From the sketch it can also be inferred
that approaching the optimum point ~xopt on a horizontal line from left or right will take substantially more
generations than coming in from above or below.

There are many more ways to make σ a state variable of the algorithm, but one
of the simplest and most widely used rules for classic ES is the 1/5th-rule [379] (see
fig. T.8). Here, the step size σ is controlled by a feedback loop where the input is the
percentage of mutations that have led to fitness improvements measured on a batch
of steps made in the recent past. From the case shown in figure T.8 it can be shown
that in smooth landscapes this feedback loop will always tend to settle on a finite
equilibrium value of σ. But it can also easily be deduced that the 1/5th-rule will fail
in following down a valley if its cross section is V-shaped instead of U-shaped so the
isocontours form sharp angles. When the angles are smaller than 360°/5 = 72° then
the step size of a population caught on the edge will quickly go towards zero. No
matter how small the mutation steps, the success rate will be the same.
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There is a particularly interesting aspect to the 1/5th-rule in that it is a con-
ceptual step away from the workings of evolution in nature and towards a swarm
algorithm. Information is not any longer only processed longitudinally along lineages
of descendants and leading to different results at the ends of different branches. In-
stead, information about the success statistics of the whole population is shared as
it comes in and the whole population enjoys the more quickly adapted mutation step
size.

Figure T.9 Probability isocontours depending on mutation distribution schemes.
The picture on the left shows examples of isocontours if one single mutation step size applies to all dimensions.
The middle image shows the situation if different mutation step size parameters σi are used for each parameter
xi. This leads to ellipsoids which are always aligned with the coordinate axes. The plot on the right, however,
shows the ultimately desired distribution isocontours for search agents (individuals or populations) located at
different positions in the search space if the agents are to perform the local part of the search with an optimal
progress rate. For this to happen, an agent needs an idea of the local gradient vector and a multivariate
distribution of mutation steps has to be rotated into the same direction. (Sketch layout adapted from Bäck
et al. [21].)

Thinking of a generic parameter-tuning problem where the optimised system
reacts with higher sensitivity to changed settings of some parameters and is less
sensitive to others, it can easily be motivated to go from one general step size to n
independent parameters σi. A simple adaptation scheme for the data in the vector
~σ = {σ1, ..., σn} can be implemented most naturally by giving each individual its
own vector ~σ and make it also subject to the same conditions of mutation and
inheritance as the proper chromosome [21, 379, 407]. The result will be populations
with mutation probability density isocontours like the ones shown in the middle of
figure T.9. That diagram shows that the scheme may be efficient if the motivating
assumptions are valid, but it can’t produce ideal distributions in arbitrary fitness
landscapes. The desire to create the ideal distributions shown in the right diagram
of T.9 leads to the development of the CMA-ES, the currently most efficient and
popular ES, that will be described below in section T.4.6.

In contrast to many other EAs, ESs have shown to offer feasible ways to ana-
lytically estimate [21, 41] progress rates of the populations in certain well-defined
search landscapes. Important results are scaling laws of the computation cost with
problem dimension. Despite the method’s simplicity and the seemingly heavy influ-
ence of the random number generator, simple classic ESs can be competitive local
search engines because the computation cost scales with

√
n and not with n as

would be the case using a deterministic method determining local gradients from
probing n + 1 closely neighbouring points [380]. However, even with temporarily
isolated parallel populations, ESs tend to search rather locally. Stepping up λ, λ′
and γ′ quickly leads to very high numbers of calls to the evaluation function with
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limited gain in performance of global search in difficult landscapes. Random restarts
should be considered instead of making one single trajectory ever more costly when
examining multimodal landscapes. Since the progress of a population relies on it
covering a small enough subspace to be pressured by a local fitness gradient, and
since the mutation operator is always tuned to reduce the population’s covered sub-
space to such a small size, one such population often tends to be not much more
than one single (approximative) gradient probe examining one point in the search
space. Such basic forms of ESs can only be usefully applied to a small amount of
very well-behaved engineering problems, where one expects a monotonical descent
to the global minimum.

T.4.2 Simulated annealing (SA)

Simulated annealing, proposed by S. Kirkpatrick, C. D. Gelatt, and M. P. Vecchi
[234] and based on the Metropolis algorithm [297], can be seen as a (1 + 1)-EA with
a special offspring acceptance criterion. There is one parent generating one offspring
at a time through a mutation operator generating small moves. In case the mutated
solution is accepted, it replaces the parent. Improvements are always accepted and
mutants deteriorating the fitness are accepted with a probability depending on two
circumstances, namely the quantity of deterioration and an external control param-
eter T . The control parameter T (named T for temperature) is used to make the
algorithm less and less likely to accept deteriorating moves during one search, that
means the search is tuned more and more greedy. Often it makes sense to use T
to control also the size of the mutation steps. This is always the case when larger
steps can be expected to lead to larger fitness variations on average, since otherwise
the algorithm would not have any optimisation power in the initial phase because
of accepting almost every move, and it would lose its character and turn into pure
greedy search (only accepting improvements) at a later stage. SA can be seen as a
single particle bouncing around in the search landscape and slowly losing its kinetic
energy so the upwards jumps become ever rarer and smaller, the search becomes
more localised and the particle ends up bouncing down into one local valley. The
algorithm looks like this:

SA is also a nature-inspired algorithm, but the inspiration comes from physics
instead of biology. Annealing is the process of hardening a freshly manufactured
metal piece by heating it up to glowing temperature and letting it cool down slowly
again. What happens is that the energy input leads to an increase of the atoms’
brownian movements. The heat lets the atoms bounce between alternative places in
the atomic grids of the polycrystalline structure. The temperature decay lets them
slowly settle at the locations where they have the lowest potential energy in their
neighbours’ potential wells. When the material cools and the energy is taken away,
it means that dislocations and grain boundaries are moved, diminished, or removed,
the atoms and neighbour distances are redistributed more evenly, and this results
in the metal part becoming able to bear higher structural loads and offering less
crack nuclei. After annealing the atomic structure is in a state of lower potential
energy, so the overall process is exothermal, but the heat is necessary to overcome
the many little energetic barriers on the way between the initial and the optimised
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Algorithm 5: The simulated annealing algorithm
g ← 0
T ← T0
~x← RandomPoint()
f ← evaluate(~x)
while g <= G and not StopCriterion() do

~x′ ← mutate(~x,T)
f ′ ← evaluate(~x′)
∆f ← f ′ − f
if ∆f < 0 then

~x← ~x′

f ← f ′

else
P ← exp(−∆f/T )
if rand() < P then

~x← ~x′

f ← f ′

T ← CoolDownRule(g,T)

configuration.
If the SA algorithm is applied to optimisation problems reflecting the motiva-

tion case, like finding particle distributions of minimal potential energy E, then it
functions really as a physics simulation engine and the greediness control parameter
T has the meaning of temperature. The salt of the algorithm lies in the accep-
tance criterion which tolerates a worsening of E with a probability P determined
by a Boltzmann factor P = exp(−∆E/T ) because the repetitive application of this
kernel of the Metropolis algorithm leads the system into states which are in ther-
modynamic equilibrium at the temperature T . If the temperature decays slowly
enough so that the system is kept through many mutations close to the thermody-
namic equilibrium, then it becomes extremely improbable or practically impossible
for the system to get stuck in tiny local ditches high up in the energy landscape.39
Another advantage of SA is that other concepts of statistical physics and thermody-
namics can be carried over. An example is measuring the heat capacity C(T ) of the
system being annealed and optimised, i. e. the energy lost per temperature incre-
ment, to diagnose the status of the search. In large systems peaks in C(T ) indicate
phase changes (changes in the way or degree of ordering). If the heat capacity goes
to zero, then the system must be frozen.

But how about optimisation problems which do not reflect the motivation case?
39In literature (also in [234]) it is often stressed that the tolerance towards deteriorating steps

is the crucial ingredient of the algorithm allowing to overcome “energy barriers” in the search
landscape. But it should be added that in a normal kind of search algorithm the mutation operator
ignores intermediate states, i. e. mutation is something like tunnelling, so the mutation operator
itself enables jumping over energy barriers as long as it executes finite step sizes, independently of
any acceptance criterion.
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Problems where the thermodynamic analogies are not applying? Kirkpatrick [234]
already notes that SA can be deemed useful in cases where there are “many nearly
degenerate random ground states rather than a single ground state with a high
degree of symmetry” and “that the analogy between cooling a fluid and optimization
may fail” in cases where a “typical optimization problem will contain many distinct,
noninterchangeable elements, so a regular solution is unlikely.” If we wanted to
translate this into descriptions of objective function landscapes, it means that SA
is suitable for landscapes where the space is scattered with many valleys which all
have nearly the same function value at the bottom, where it does not really matter
by which of the many attractors the search agent is being caught, and where only
a series of small energy barriers in the form of little wrinkles have to be overcome
to follow the underlying gradient leading towards the attractor. After all, SA, like
any other steadily converging (1 + 1)-EAs ends up examining only one single valley
more closely than all the others and must therefore be called a strictly local search
method.

The modification of the method by Corona et al. [91] alleviates the disadvantage
of sticking to the trajectory of one single particle by allowing a basic form of history
branching. In their implementation the temperature does not decay gradually, but is
multiplied with a reduction factor every NT iterations of the algorithm kernel. The
next NT iterations do not continue the currently drawn trajectory, but instead start
out at the best location encountered during the latest temperature step or the best
found so far. The thought may have already been seeded in [234] because Kirkpatrick
speaks of the procedure generating “a population of configurations” while evolving
the system at a given temperature. An obvious modification to SA is to go to real
populations of particles in the state space and to introduce recombination operators
mixing chromosomes. Web searches in that direction yield plenty of articles.

The case of simulated annealing is quite interesting for learning about nature-
inspired methods. It is again one example where conceptually moving beyond the
pure mimicking of natural phenomena, i. e. not letting “nature-inspiration” become
a dogmatic prison, helped to create more efficient algorithms. On the other hand,
the fact that the (1 + 1)-EA version of SA is not suited to searching objective
functions where the final choice among many attractors matters, reminds us not to
forget about where the method came from. Having the existing consequences of the
nature-inspired background in mind can help to recognise more easily those cases
where problem and optimiser do not fit together.

T.4.3 Genetic algorithms (GA)

Classic genetic algorithms, very much like evolution strategies, designate one partic-
ular, strong abstraction of natural evolution. Whereas ESs emphasise incremental
mutations of real-coded chromosomes, classic GAs concentrate on binary-coded chro-
mosomes being mainly the subject of a set of recombination operators. When the
term ’genetic algorithm’ was coined during the 1970s through works of John Henry
Holland, including his book “Adaptation in Natural and Artificial Systems” [209],
and co-workers from his department, e.g. Kenneth Alan De Jong [106], the algo-
rithm itself was nothing really new, according to Fogel [138, 139]. GAs became the
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most popular population-based EAs of the 1980s and 90. The GA in its most simple
form is outlined below in algorithm 6. (For parent and offspring generations the
shorthands F0 and F1 are borrowed from biology.)

Algorithm 6: basic GA
g ← 0
PF0 = {~x1, ~x2, ..., ~xN} ← GenerateRandomPopulation(N) // parents
PF1 = {~x′1, ~x′2, ..., ~x′N} ← GenerateEmptyPopulation(N) // offspring
EvaluateMembersOf(PF0)
while g <= G and not StopCriterion() do

for j ← 1 to N do
k, l← SelectionRules(PF0)
~x′j ← CrossingOver(~xk, ~xl)
~x′j ← Mutate(~x′j)

EvaluateMembersOf(PF1)
PF0 ← PF1 // offspring become new parents

There can be many modifications of this basic template. One example has to do
with whether to use one or both chromosomes resulting from a recombination oper-
ation involving two parents. In algorithm 6 just one resulting chromosome is copied
into the next generation, whereas the operation yields two offspring chromosomes in
algorithm 7. In the latter case each selected parent will get its entire chromosome
copied into the next generation, it will be present in small parts in different individ-
uals, and only small further bit-wise deviations will be introduced by mutation. In
the first case, more parents get selected, but for some this means that only a small
part of the chromosome will be present in the next generation.

Algorithm 7: basic GA (alternative version)
g ← 0
PF0 = {~x1, ~x2, ..., ~xN} ← GenerateRandomPopulation(N) // parents
PF1 = {~x′1, ~x′2, ..., ~x′N} ← GenerateEmptyPopulation(N) // offspring
EvaluateMembersOf(PF0)
while g <= G and not StopCriterion() do
PF1← SelectionRules(PF0)
PF1← CrossingOverAmongMembers(PF1)
PF1← MutateMembers(PF1)
EvaluateMembersOf(PF1)
PF0 ← PF1 // offspring become new parents

Algorithms 6 and 7 are (µ, µ)-EAs where the whole population is replaced in
each generation and the best solution is not conserved. A steady-state GA [450,
509] is another common version. Here, the best solution is being conserved because
only the worst current chromosome gets replaced in each iteration. So the steady-
state GA is a (µ + λ)-EA with λ = µ + 1 and it features a more aggressive search
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characteristic [507]. The outline of this procedure is shown in algorithm 8.

Algorithm 8: basic steady-state GA
P = {~x1, ~x2, ..., ~xN} ← GenerateRandomPopulation(N)
EvaluateMembersOf(P)
while not StopCriterion() do

j ← FindWorst(PF0)
k, l← SelectionRules(PF0)
~xj ← CrossingOver(~xk, ~xl)
~xj ← Mutate(~xj)
Evaluate(~xj)

In these descriptions, the metaheuristic level of the GAs is given, where the
genotype representation and the details of the mutation and recombination operators
remain unspecified. In a canonical GA, which is the classic or standard case [507],
(a) the genotype representation is a binary string, (b) the parent selection routine
ensures reproductive success proportional to fitness, and (c) one-point and two-point
crossing-over are used as recombination operators. Figure T.10 shows the effects of
the three traditional operators of canonical GAs (mutation of a bit, one-point CO,
and two-point CO) on a binary chromosome.

a) b)
Figure T.10 Binary chromosome.
a) In a binary-coded genotype representation the parameters xi of a parameter-tuning problem are expressed
as binary numbers. In this example the chromosome is a binary string of a length of 15 bits, created
by the concatenation of five parameters represented in three-bit resolution. The numbers in blue show
modifications through mutation (bit flip) and recombination operators. In a binary-coded chromosome
any data modification has a substantially greater impact if it concerns the first few digits of an encoded
solution parameter, whereas modifications of the last few digits are marginal in a well-resolved encoding.
If a phenotypic feature has to grow incrementally following a gene drift, then the genotype representation
poses different hurdles: from 011 to 100 all bits have to be modified whereas from 100 to 101 just one bit
flip is necessary. If this behaviour is to be avoided, then the Gray scale encoding can be utilised. The main
characteristic of the Gray scale is that for each step change of the discretised parameter only one bit has to
be changed. Since the Gray scale is also cyclic, only one bit flip separates the last from the first number in
the listing. But still the last few bits of a parameter have marginal impact compared with the first few ones.

However, if one is targeting engineering optimisation problems, where n real-
valued parameters xi ∈ [ai, bi] have to be tuned, why should one go through the effort
of devising the binary genotype representation and defining the binary operators?
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Table T.1 Why genotype representation matters in a GA.
Applying the metaheuristic of a canonical GA to a continuous domain optimisation problem and switching
between binary- and real-coded chromosomes changes the behaviour of the search substantially. The reason
is that the low-level heuristics are not the same in the two representations. This table lists important details
from where the differences arise. Only the basic operators common to canonical GAs are considered here:
one-point CO, two-point CO, and point mutation. Point mutation is an operator acting on bits or genes xi,
not on whole chromosomes ~xj . The CO operators cut between bits or genes and swap parts of chromosomes.
(No mutation or recombination operators based on geometric operations in the search space are considered.)

feature binary-coded GA real-coded GA
mutation bit flip (but implementations are

possible where genes are randomised)
addition of a number δ ∈ R to one
chromosome component xi; the

distribution generating the random
numbers has to be carefully chosen

mutation
rate

generally low; purpose is to
reintroduce the missing allele if for

one locus i: xi = yi ∀~x, ~y ∈ P

low mutation rate can lead to
stagnation as sketched in fig. T.11
when mutation combinations are

needed but don’t happen
modification

locus
using binary code the impact of

modifications is different depending
on where the modification happens,
flipping the first digit of a gene has a
huge impact, flipping the last one has

marginal impact

no influence per se

CO cutting
points

between any pair of bits (but special
implementations are certainly possible
where cuts are allowed only between

genes)

between any pair of genes, i. e. vector
components

gene linkage closely neighbouring genes get separated by CO less frequently than distant
genes; in case of one-point CO it matters whether genes lie near the centre of

the chromosome or near the ends
CO

generates
new

information

yes, if a cut lies inside a gene; if gene i
is represented in one parent as 1111
and in the other one as 0000 then

there are three different places to cut,
all generating a new pair of maybe yet
unseen genes; two consecutive COs

with cutting point shifted by one digit
are equivalent to a bit flip

no (therefore the mutation rate must
be higher as in a binary-coded GA if
gene pool diversity is not to be lost

quickly)

Why not simply apply the GA metaheuristic to the list (x1, ..., xn) = ~x of parameters
in R? The answer is that the genotype representation really matters, that the same
MH will hardly lead to the same search algorithm. The representation question is
not just a matter of implementation convenience. The two ways of implementation
will lead to two very different search algorithms acting in two very different search
space topologies. Table T.1 lists the features from where the differences arise.

Having the example of MNEA in mind, one would normally say that random
mutations generate new genetic information and recombination makes it possible
that all the new data structures can be tried out in many combinations with other
genes. The effects highlighted in table T.1 make it clear that in a real-coded (RC)
genetic algorithm this view is correct. But in a binary-coded (BC) GA it is very
different. Here, the CO operations contribute greatly to the generation of new
information. Remember, no new individual is created without CO in a GA. It means
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Figure T.11 GA Stalling on diagonal valley.
An EA relying on a low probability of component-wise mutation of a population P of chromosomes ~xj will
stall on narrow valleys which are not aligned with any coordinate axis. Such diagonally oriented valleys can
e. g. be generated by transforming spherical valleys with a matrix of high condition number. The interesting
question is: what type of mutation operation can lead to an improvement starting from point ~x ? By mutation
of a single vector component only the points forming the crosshair can be reached. Only very few of these
points mean improvement, and they can be only found among the smallest steps. If the valley had sharp
edges and the isocontours the shapes of diamonds instead of ellipses, then no improvements were possible at
all after a point ~x has been caught on the ridgeline connecting the sharp diamond tips. For a component-wise
mutation operator to lead to improvement in such a case, two mutations into the right directions have to
come together. The higher the condition number of the valley, the smaller the fraction of beneficial mutation
combinations. If such combinations correspond to the multiplication of small probabilities in a given EA,
then this EA can easily stall in these scenarios.

that the CO operators together with the selection pressure make up the main search
engine, and the mutation operator has only the secondary function of oiling that
engine by constantly supplying a minimal gene pool diversity at each bit position.
But carrying a low mutation rate which works in a BCGA over to a RCGA creates
the problem of stagnation, explained in figure T.11.

How is the selection pressure implemented in a traditional GA? The answer is
fitness-proportional selection. Take the example of a parent population PF0 with
three members and fitness values (to be maximised) of 5, 3, and 2. Then, when
generating the three members of PF1, each time a parent needs to be selected, the
probabilities for the three members of PF0 to be chosen would be set to 50 %, 30 %,
and 20 %. However, if the fitness function was shifted upwards so the fitnesses were
25, 23, and 22 instead, then this would lead to selection probabilities of 35.7 %,
32.9 %, and 31.4 %. This shows the problem with fitness-proportional selection:
merely offsetting and not otherwise altering a search landscape changes the search
dynamic drastically. This doesn’t change much if the fitness values are divided by
the mean fitness as often propagated for traditional GAs. Renormalisation proce-
dures are generally necessary of which there are many implementation possibilities.
An efficient solution is to base the selection probabilities upon the ranking in the
population as demonstrated in the steady-state GA approach by Whitley et al. [507,
509].

So far only real-valued and binary genotype encoding schemes have been dis-
cussed. But binary encoding is just one special instance of the more general case
of integer encoding.40 For some real-world problem integer encoding will look like

40And integer encoding can in turn be generalised to allow a variety of arbitrary symbols for
each gene, not only numbers. An example is genetic programming (GP).
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the most straightforward encoding scheme. Think of a bridge where the numbers
of columns, trusses, and steel ropes have to be optimised, or job shop scheduling
problems. Integer encoding can be regarded as encompassing the intermediate cases
between binary and real-valued encodings. This author believes, however, that the
intermediate cases are dominated by the union of disadvantages of both extremes,
rather than by the union of advantages. One gives up the intrinsic well-behavedness
of a highly compressible real-valued objective function without really receiving the
full information generation power a CO operator can have when acting on binary
chromosomes. Remember that two consecutive one-point CO operations or one two-
point CO, where the result is the alteration of one or a few bits, are equivalent to
flipping these bits. But this feature relies heavily on the notion of gene pool diver-
sity. It works only if for the concerning loci on the chromosome the population holds
all the possible letters. If there are just two letters “0” and “1”, then it is easy for
the mutation operator even at a low rate to ensure their availability. But if five, ten
or more symbols have to be present for the ith locus, and if a similar degree of gene
pool diversity is needed for several loci, then the curse of dimensionality requires
very quickly quite unrealistically large population sizes. The more symbols there
are, the more severe the competition becomes between the two goals of keeping up
gene pool diversity and at the same time accumulating high-quality chromosomes.

Staying with the binary representation, GAs offer an inherently easy application
to problems with mixed phenotype representation. Think again of optimising a
bridge because it can be a good example of a mixed integer optimisation problem
if integer parameters (number of pillars, number of ropes) have to be tuned at the
same time with real-valued parameters (height of rope-holding pole, rope thickness,
rope attachment positions). A binary genotype representation can be easily devised
where integer parameters are encoded with fewer bits and real parameters with a
few more.

Summarising the thoughts on simple traditional GAs

Consequently, the following points should be kept in mind when experimenting with
a simple traditional GA and in particular when applying it to a continuous domain
optimisation problem:

• Traditional GAs when applied to real-coded chromosomes (vectors) are driven
by component-wise recombination operators. This results in a low efficiency
for nonseparable problems.

• When smooth and well-behaved objective functions are funnelled through a
binary genotype encoding, part of the advantageous properties of the search
topology will be lost. Before application it should be considered that the
advantages of using a BCGA may be offset by the loss or deterioration of
guiding information carried by the objective function.

• The balance between exploration and exploitation is often difficult to control.
Both, BC- and RCGAs can suffer from successful chromosomes dominating
the genotype population and diminishing gene pool diversity too early along
the search. This is called premature convergence. Depending on the properties
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of the search landscape, premature convergence can also occur under moderate
selection pressure.

• A GA can be trapped in stagnation points. This is when the progress stalls
at points which are no local optimum, but which can only be escaped through
improbable combinations of at least two mutations (this is the case for narrow
diagonal valleys, see figure T.11). An RCGA is much more prone to stagnation
than a BCGA with equal (gene-wise) mutation rate because in a BCGA also
CO can change the represented value of a gene if the gene pool diversity is
sufficient.

• Traditional RCGAs, in treating the search vectors component-wise, ignore
most of the geometric information on the objective function that can possibly
be gained; and the geometry of all moves made in the search space are not
only dependent on the objective function, but also on the coordinate system
of the genotype representation.

For discrete combinatorial problems, the important considerations are surely differ-
ent ones. Discussing the objective functions, the notion of compressibility stays the
same, but where in the continuous domain one speaks of piece-wise smoothness and
valley shapes and patterns, the terms of symmetry and neighbourhood are discussed
instead in discrete problems.

Binary encodings were decided not to be of interest in this work. Therefore,
the rest of this chapter will only deal with real-valued encodings. Readers with
further interests in EAs working on binary representations should perhaps under-
take to investigate whether or when there is some meaning to the schema theorem
and the notion of implicit parallelism of GAs [209] and how these things should
go together with the curse of dimensionality, the eventual nonseparability of the
real-world problem of one’s own interest, and the no free lunch theorems. A short
introduction with good illustrations to the schema theorem can be found in [507],
and some assessments here [203, 219, 492].

The above description of traditional simple GAs provokes of course a question
about modern and more sophisticated GAs, but the problem is that the field is a
marketplace with infinitely many ideas but none of dominating popularity. The two
GAs referenced and benchmarked recently together with modern EAs by Derrac
et al. [114] may constitute a representative choice of good papers to start with. The
next sections point to some implementation details which are of interest in modern
GA versions.

Real-coded GAs

If one is aiming at solving continuous domain engineering and design problems, and
if it is deemed that the shape of the real-domain objective function holds valuable
guiding information, so the choice would fall on a RCGA, then it would not be
advisable to stick to a traditional GA setting. Many RCGAs have been developed
showing substantial improvements with respect to the shortcomings described above.
In principle, there can be modifications in the three areas (a) enactment of selection
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pressure, (b) mutation schemes, and (c) recombination schemes. Areas (b) and (c)
are of particular interest in real-coded GAs.

a) Selection pressure. Classically, an individual’s reproduction probability is de-
termined proportional to its absolute or relative (within the population) fitness
value. One simple deviation is to base reproduction probability on ranking in-
stead of fitness. A next step could be a combination of elitism (the best few
parents are copied unchanged into the next generation, that means they are be-
ing conserved) with relaxed selection pressure and higher mutation rates (more
exploration, less exploitation) for the rest of the offspring [280]. But there are
also more subtle measures [130] to support gene pool diversity. E.g., after
ensuring that a couple of the best solutions appear among the offspring, an
additional criterion for offspring generation might be to enlarge the euclidean
(or Hamming41) distances among the set of potential parent chromosomes.

b) Mutation schemes. For real-coded chromosomes the mutation of a gene, which
is a floating point number, always consists of the addition of a random number
of a certain probability distribution. The distribution’s shape and width offer
wide space for modification and the implementation of step size adaptation
schemes. An interesting example is the BGA mutation operator [314], invented
to avoid the danger created by mutation step size adaptation of narrowing
down too quickly and neglecting exploration. It is explained in the following.
Be the interval [−A,A] a domain containing a uniform distribution of mutation
steps, and let it cover in each dimension a substantial fraction of the search
space. For each single mutating individual (but not for each mutating gene)
this interval is to be shrunken by multiplying it with a factor 2−k where all k
from 0 to 15 are equally probable. The wide base interval [−A,A] is assumed to
be left fixed during many generations of the search. This leads to a distribution
favouring close neighbours down to very fine resolution without ever giving up
the possibility of far mutations allowing to cross the whole search space. It is a
compromise giving up on theoretically optimal population progress rates, but it
yields the two benefits of no necessary step size tuning and increased gene pool
diversity which made this operator somewhat popular. A larger deviation from
traditional GAs is made when implementing mutation not component-wise but
as the addition of vectors where the mutation vector-generating distribution
is related to the search space and the state of the EA and the population.

c) Recombination schemes. Diverse literature [114, 119] shows that the BLX-α
operator can make a modern RCGA competitive. This operator does not only
sample a parent subspace but can also extrapolate vector differences found in
the population cloud of genotypes and can hence enforce deviations from a
spherical shape, i.e. contribute to stretch a deformed cloud even farther. This
can come close to probing for first order parameter correlations. We will see
that two other competitive EAs, DE and CMA-ES, are very similar in this
respect. Recombination operators will be covered in more detail below.

41For any two chains of symbols of equal length, the Hamming distance is the number of differing
entry pairs.
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T.4.4 The recombination operator

Let us recall again the function of recombination and crossover in the evolution of
genetic systems. The simplest form of MNEA is repeated cloning with intermittent
mutations as can be observed with bacteria42. Let us use that paradigm for a simple
thought experiment. If two certain point mutations are necessary to adapt to a new
environment, they have to occur consecutively within one line of descendants. An
initial bacterium branches up over many generations into millions of descendants.
In one of these one of the necessary mutations occurs, and this bacterium again has
to branch up into many descendants to allow for the second necessary mutation to
happen with decent probability soon enough within its own lines of descendants.
The descendants of that individual can now conquer the new environment more
successfully. Now let us introduce the realistic assumption that due to the limited
resources supplied by the environment the bacteria population does not just grow
exponentially but stays constant. Under this circumstance it makes a big differ-
ence whether one of the two mutations alone already brings up the fitness half the
way, or whether only the conjunction of both mutations increases the fitness and
one single mutation is neutral. In the first case, once one of the two mutations has
occurred, there will be a force increasing its frequency in the population until after
many generation cycles it will prevail over most of the population. But in the second
case, the momentary number of occurrences of the first mutation showing up will
do a random walk starting from 1, growing to higher orders of magnitude only with
very low probability. The mutation might also disappear again completely after a
few generations. One can see that a series of mutations, neutral or costly when
alone, but bringing substantial benefit only in combination, will be completed only
with a decent amount of luck or over wastefully many generations. With millions
of bacteria in a drop of water and a generation taking 30 minutes this works well
enough. But it should be brought to consciousness that more complex organisms
(anything consisting of more than a couple of cells and with differentiated cell and
tissue types, with slower generational cycles and occurring in lower numbers) only
came into being based on a drastically improved algorithm, only after the introduc-
tion of a procedure which does not only enable the mixing of genetic information
from two individuals, but enforces it systematically. If each offspring individual is
created by a fusion of two germ cells randomly combining the halves of the genomes
from each one of two parent individuals, then this allows to recombine differing vari-
ants of different genes existing in the gene pool of the population, which greatly
enhances the rate at which synergy effects between gene variants are checked out. A
branching bacterial family tree is less efficient than an interconnected web of of lines
of descendants. Beneficial combinations of the right mutations do not have to occur
all in one line of descendants anymore. And one has to keep in mind that for com-
plex individuals with highly locally optimised genomes the ratio between beneficial
and disadvantageous or destructive random mutations will be very small. Thus it
can be deemed more efficient for complex organisms to keep the mutation rate lower
and recombine genome parts than to work purely with a high mutation rate. This
holds particularly when taking into account that the foremost goal imposed by the

42and ignoring HGT via conjugation
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evolutionary game on this planet is staying alive as a species, and trying out ever
new genetic code is somehow secondary to that.

But nature’s own EA was even further optimised in response to the problem of
slow evolution exemplified by the bacterial thought experiment above. By introduc-
ing cells with double sets of chromosomes (diploidic cells, one set of chromosomes
from each parent), additional memory was created along with an expanded playing
field for mutation experiments. If each building block (protein) is codified twice, one
of the two gene copies is allowed to be an odd one carried along. This mechanism
allows to keep neutral or mildly disadvantageous gene variants in the gene pool with
low frequency, the forces expelling this piece of information from storage are weak,
the gene variant can keep existing or mutating over many generations until after a
change of environment or the gene itself it might suddenly become beneficial. Thus,
in biological evolution sexual reproduction and diploidic genomes serve the purposes
of making gene recombination possible, transforming the branching tree-like struc-
ture of hereditary lines into a web, and creating additional memory for collected
information, where the redundancy also allows for freer experimental modification.
Hence, sometime along the development of eukaryotes between 1 and 2.5 billion years
ago, the evolutionary algorithm used by nature optimised itself with the invention of
recombination and diploidicy43 and the different EA versions have existed in parallel
ever since. Also, it should not be overlooked, that within parts of the domain of
bacteria a different way of recombination has been invented independently, namely
bacterial conjugation44 allowing a horizontal spread of genetic information within
the same generation.

In the practical world of evolutionary computation, diploidicy plays no important
role (unless for simulating biological evolution), but recombination does. To explain
the first point, firstly, there are easier ways to come up with information storage
solutions and measures to ensure diversity of the gene pool when designing a program
code. Furthermore, real-world optimisation problems are dealing in most cases with
constant (for obvious reasons) fitness functions and far lower amounts of generation
cycles and levels of problem complexity as the ones having justified diploidicy in
nature. The need to steadily enlarge a template-based library of genes is an aspect
lacking completely when EAs are just used for parameter-tuning.

The recombination operator, on the other hand, is an essential ingredient in any
but the most basic EAs. Here are some popular sample implementations of the
recombination or crossing-over (CO) operator (obviously, not all of them work for
both, integer- and real-coded chromosomes):

• Arithmetic mean: The simplest way of forming an offspring chromosome by
merging information from several parent individuals is to form the arithmetic
mean of the chromosome vectors. (Used in a (µ/µ+, λ)-ES as explained in
section T.4.1.)

• Arithmetic CO (line recombination) in RCGA tradition: If there are
two parental chromosomes ~x and ~y, there will be two offspring vectors ~ξ and ~ζ
created following ~ξ = r~x+ (1− r)~y and ~ζ = (1− r)~x+ r~y, where r ∈]0, 1[ is a

43and the accompanying invention of death, see appendix U.1
44See appendix U.2.
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random number. ~ξ and ~ζ will lie on the line connecting ~x and ~y. One speaks
of extended line recombination if r ∈]− α, 1 + α[ with α > 0.

• n-point CO: It normally involves two chromosomes. n cutting points divide
them into different segments. Every second segment is swapped between the
two chromosomes (see figure T.10).

• Uniform CO (or discrete CO, DX): For each entry (that might be a
binary bit, symbol, or gene) of the chromosome it is determined independently
by random from which parent it is taken. The created vectors come to lie in
one of the corners of the cuboid with edges parallel to the coordinate axes that
can be spanned up between ~x and ~y.

• Binomial CO: Generalisation of uniform CO, where the probabilities of chro-
mosome entries to come from the different parents do not have to be equal;
the name has been coined in the context of differential evolution.

• BLX (blend CO or intermediate recombination): This works like the
arithmetic CO in RCGA tradition, just that the blending parameter r ∈ [0, 1] is
different for each vector component. ~ξ =

∑nD
i [rixi + (1− ri)yi]êi. ri ∈ [0, 1]∀i.

The created vectors lie inside the cuboid with edges parallel to the coordinate
axes that can be spanned up between ~x and ~y.

• BLX-α (extended intermediate recombination) and BLX-αβ: The
same as above, except ri ∈ [−α, 1 + α] for BLX-α and ri ∈ [−α, 1 + β] for
BLX-αβ. Usually 0 < β < α. The idea behind BLX-αβ is to extend farther
beyond the better parent than beyond the worse one. This means exploiting
the gradient information that can be gained from the fitness difference be-
tween the parents. For all the BLX operators, one commonly takes a uniform
distribution for the ri within their intervals.

• WHX, Wright’s heuristic CO: Like BLX, except ri ∈ [−1, 0]. We assume
~x is the better parent. Seen from the position of ~y, the offspring is created
beyond ~x (but again uniformly distributed inside a cuboid with edges parallel
to the axes).

• Fuzzy CO: Similar, but the component-wise random blending parameters ri
follow the probability distribution function depicted in figure T.12.

It is clear that all but the first two CO operators in the above list are coordinate
system-dependent, they make the EA act differently in a rotated coordinate system.
But generally it is reasonable to assume that such a representation- or coordinate
system-dependence hampers a neutral, unbiased exploration of the search space.
An easy solution to implement a coordinate system-independent CO operator would
be to create a local cylindrical coordinate system with the origin at (~x + ~y)/2 and
rotated so both parents lie on the vertical axis and create the offspring vectors in that
system. Similarly, the offspring can be created via a multivariate normal distribution
(see T.4.6) rotated the same way and with the centre located somewhere on the line
connecting the parents, either in the middle (analoguely to BLX-α) or more towards
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Figure T.12 Probability density function (PDF) of the random variable r used
for the fuzzy recombination operator.

the better parent (similar to BLX-αβ). So the list of CO operators continues with
a few selected examples from literature where coordinate system independence is
ensured:

• Unimodal Normal Distribution CO (UNDX): This CO operator [235,
334, 335] creates two offspring from three parents ~x, ~y, and ~z by adding a
mutation step ~δ to the mean of the two first parents: ~ξ = 1

2(~x + ~y) + ~δ. The
mutation step is a multivariate normal (MVN) distribution45 in the shape of
an ellipsoid aligned with the line connecting ~x and ~y. Along that line the
σ of the distribution is proportional to the parent distance σ = αd1 with
d1 = ||~x − ~y||, and in all other directions the distribution has a σ = βd2/

√
n

where d2 is the distance of the third parent from the line connecting ~x with ~y.
The second offspring is created by mirroring ~ξ across the centre of mass of ~x
and ~y. The motivating thought behind this procedure is to conserve the shape
of the population cloud.

• Simplex CO (SPX): This CO operator [481] is the generalisation of the
extended line CO for any number m ≤ n + 1 of parents forming a simplex.
The line segment between two points is a simplex covering a certain volume
in the subspace defined by the two points, the infinite line going through the
points. Analogously, three nonaligned points in any n-dimensional space define
a 2D subspace, and the triangle in between them is again a simplex. The SPX
creates offspring by taking the simplex, enlarging it by moving each point
outward by a factor 1 + α, and finally sampling uniformly from the simplex’
volume.

• Simplex CO, alternative: Xiao & Tan propose [523] to do one step of the
downhill-simplex algorithm [323] with a bunch of selected parents forming a

45see T.4.6
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simplex: find the worst one ~xw, construct the centre of mass of the rest ~xc,
then construct offspring on the line between ~xw and ~xw + 2(~xc − ~xw).

• Triangular CO (TC): This scheme proposed by Elfeky et al. [124] produces
three offspring from three parents ~x1, ~x2, and ~x3. Three random numbers r1,
r2, and r3 need to be sampled with ri ∈ [0, 1] and

∑
ri = 1. The first offspring

is ~ξ1 = r1~x1 + r2~x3 + r3~x2 and the two other ones are generated by cycling the
indices of the parents while keeping those of the ri fixed.

In engineering and design applications of EAs parameter ranges are often bounded
and the bandwidths can differ a lot from parameter to parameter. One might have
the situation x1 ∈ [1 m, 2 m], x2 ∈ [−0.05 m, 0.25 m], and x3 ∈ [180°, 270°]. So one
has to check whether CO operators based on geometric operations still act as in-
tended even in the case of search spaces with aspect ratios far from 1. Depending
on the EA and its ingredients it might be advantageous to rescale the coordinate
system along some or all axes, e. g. such that xi ∈ [0, 1] ∀ i.

Summary on GAs and comparison with ESs

The underlying thought behind evolution strategies is probing the average gradient
with the population cloud and doing local search with it. The idea of genetic al-
gorithms is to explore vast areas of the search space at the same time, to have the
individuals explore different distant corners, and to use the power of recombination
to bring the results (parameter subset combinations) from the search agents together.
ESs don’t care about gene pool diversity; in each new generation the population is
anchored at one single point in space. Mainly mutation drives the search by explo-
ration starting from each new anchor point. Thus the distribution of mutation steps
is of crucial concern in ESs. If a recombination operator is used, then it is only for
the determination of the new anchor point by computing the centre of mass of the
individuals selected. The theorising on GAs, on the other hand, is completely based
on the notions of gene pool diversity and the effects of various recombination opera-
tors. Before GA application, however, one should halt and think about whether the
underlying assumptions behind the special choice of heuristics are justified at all,
and whether the ingredients and the setup of the GA suit the topology searched. If
the problem is separable, then the traditional component-wise CO operators can be
expected to do their job, no matter what representation is used. But in the separable
case the choice of an EA is questionable because there are cheaper ways of solving
the subproblems consecutively. The phenomenon of stagnation points shows that a
real-coded representation in connection with component-wise CO operators is the
wrong setup for nonseparable continuous-domain problems. In RCGAs such prob-
lems can be overcome by choosing the right CO operators and mutation schemes.
The other way to go is BCGAs. Here, one gives up, to a certain degree, the abil-
ity to exploit the eventual smoothness properties of the fitness function. In return,
the discretisation can be used to control the size of the search space by tuning the
resolution, and the CO operators get explorative power.
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T.4.5 Differential evolution (DE)

Based on the idea to use difference vectors found in the population rather than ran-
dom distributions to create offspring individuals, the invention of Differential Evolu-
tion in 1994 by Price and Storn [440] yielded a simple but efficient basic evolutionary
algorithm concept which has been enjoying wide popularity [101] and motivated re-
searchers to come up with algorithm variants which have consistently proven their
competitiveness among state-of-the-art evolutionary optimisers during recent years
[238, 363, 364]46.

The basic idea of DE is to use difference vectors as mutation steps and also
GA-style CO operators. The idea of adding difference vectors has already been
described by Bremermann et al. [55] who used the operation as part of a search
routine with a rather local focus after also having been examining a GA. But Price
and Storn put the two things together. The DE scheme of joining the difference
vector heuristic with GA elements yields an algorithm which is very competitive on
global multimodal search tasks. The algorithm kernel is shown in figure T.13.

Figure T.13 The principle of differential evolution (DE).
The point cloud symbolises a population of genotypes, where the chromosomes are seen as vectors. DE does
not apply mutation steps into random directions, but uses difference vectors found in the population to add
them to existing chromosomes. On the lower right such a randomly chosen difference vector is shown as
a long bold arrow. This vector, shrunken by a factor a, is added to another randomly selected individual,
called translational target here, to create a temporary new vector, the new mutant (shown by the shaded
arrow and the shaded point). Lastly, a crossing-over target has to be chosen to get mixed with the mutant.
The result of that recombination is evaluated, and it will replace the CO-target in the next generation under
the condition that it is better. For one generational step, this scheme has to be repeated N times, so each
member of the parent population is put into question once by this scheme.

The kernel of the DE procedure can be described47 as consisting of a mutation
step, a CO step, and the acceptance rule. For the mutation step a difference vector,

46The two biggest conferences on EC are the IEEE Congress on Evolutionary Computation
(CEC) and the Genetic and Evolutionary Computation Conference (GECCO). In recent years both
conferences held competitions on real-parameter optimisation with EAs. CEC competition results
of the years since 2005 can be directly accessed here: [443]. Results of the Black Box Optimization
Benchmarking (BBOB) at GECCO since 2009 are to be found here: [192]. The results of these
competitions are a convenient and relatively objective indicator of the most competitive state-of-
the-art EAs.

47This description does not always abide to the nomenclature of the original publication [440]
because it has been tried to come up with a more intuitively understandable set of terms.
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found between two randomly chosen elements of the population, is stretched by a
factor F , then added to a third element, the translation target, creating a tempo-
rary chromosome, the mutant. In the second step a recombination of this temporary
chromosome with a fourth element of the population yields a new solution candidate
to be evaluated. The acceptance rule is very simple: should the objective function
value of the new candidate turn out to be better than the score of that fourth se-
lected element, the crossing-over partner, then the latter is to be replaced by the
new candidate in the next generation. That fourth element, which first serves as CO
target and is then compared to the new solution candidate and whose replacement
is at stake, is called the target of that iteration. In order to complete one genera-
tional step, during N cycles each chromosome is taken as target once, each time the
new candidate vector is constructed based on a new random choice of three more
chromosomes (all four nonidentical) of the parent generation and the execution of
the mutation and the CO step. Each winner of such a duel will be copied into the
offspring population. The algorithm pseudocode 9 shows the procedure with the
following nomenclature: the target chromosome is called ~xj , the three other ran-
domly chosen members ~xr1, ~xr2, ~xr3, the temporary vector ~vj , and the CO result,
the candidate that finally gets evaluated is ~uj .

Algorithm 9: The differential evolution algorithm (version “DE/rand/1”)
g ← 0
P ← GenerateRandomPopulation(N)
P ← EvaluateMembersOf(P)
while g <= G and not StopCriterion() do

for j ← 1 to N do
~xr1, ~xr2, ~xr3 ← RandomSelectNonIdentical(P,3)
F ← rand(Fmin, Fmax)
~vj ← ~xr3 + F (~xr2 − ~xr1)
~uj ← CrossingOver(~xj , ~vj)
Evaluate(~uj)
if ~uj better than ~xj then

~xj ← ~uj

g ← g + 1

Classical DE uses two alternatives for recombination. The more common op-
eration is “binomial” CO, which is nothing else than uniform CO steered by a
probability CR ∈ [0, 1]. That means the components ui of the candidate ~uj are
independently and randomly taken from the temporary chromosome ~vj with proba-
bility CR and from the target vector ~xj with probability 1−CR. The alternative is
named “exponential” CO in DE literature and is a form of two-point-CO (as shown
in Fig. T.10). Two cutting points are needed to compose the new candidate’s chro-
mosome. The starting index from where on vector entries are to be copied from ~vj
is determined randomly. One gene is copied in any case, and before each next vector
component is copied, a new random variable has to be evaluated: if it is greater than
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CR only once, then copying from ~vj stops and the rest of the vector components are
taken from the target individual ~xj .

Here we see that in the two cases the same setting of the strategy parameter
CR may yield very different rates of incorporating new DNA, particularly for higher
search space dimensionalities [533]. In the case of binomial CO CR really reflects
the CO rate, so CR = 0.9 means on average 90 % of the candidate’s chromosome is
taken from the mutant ~vj . But in the case of exponential CO, e. g. CR = 0.5 does
not at all mean that it is probable that half the chromosome comes from each CO
member. After each component taken from ~vj the copying breaks off with a 50 %
chance, so for long vectors just a very little percentage of information will be taken
from the mutant ~vj .

A shorthand was coined for describing algorithm variants. The just discussed two
alternatives are abbreviated with “DE/rand/1/bin” and “DE/rand/1/exp” where
the last marker tells the CO strategy, “rand” means the translational target will be
selected by random, and “1” means just one mutation step is added to the transla-
tional target. This notation becomes useful when introducing other popular variants
of the algorithm:

1. DE/rand/1: ~vj = ~xr3 + F (~xr2 − ~xr1)
2. DE/best/1: ~vj = ~xbest + F (~xr2 − ~xr1)
3. DE/current-to-best/1: ~vj = ~xj + F (~xbest − ~xj) + F (~xr2 − ~xr1)
4. DE/rand/2: ~vj = ~xr5 + F (~xr4 − ~xr3) + F (~xr2 − ~xr1)
5. DE/best/2: ~vj = ~xbest + F (~xr4 − ~xr3) + F (~xr2 − ~xr1)

In variant 2 only the best among the parent individuals is used everytime as trans-
lational target building on the intention of further pushing the good end of the
population cloud. Variant 3 first shifts the translational target towards or past the
best point on their connecting line before applying a second mutation step. Variants
4 and 5 only differ from 1 and 2 by the application of a second differential mutation
step to each translational target. The scalar F is often randomised within a given
interval ([362] p. 79).

A problem of DE is that the various strategy and parameter choices yield al-
gorithms with substantially different performance, and this also depends on the
objective function topology. Hence, much effort has been put into coming up with
efficient adaptation schemes. One example is saDE (self adaptive DE) which scored
rather robustly in the CEC-2005 competition [193, 374] and also in a comparison
of “well-known evolutionary and swarm intelligence algorithms” by Derrac et al. of
2011 [114]. These good results were achieved even though there was just one common
CO rate variable CR implemented acting on both, exponential and binomial CO op-
erators which seems to be a suboptimal implementation. Some newer approaches
are presented here: [58, 59, 374, 536].

Summary: The basic concept is constructing mutation steps based on differ-
ence vectors found in the genotype population and adding a GA-style CO operator
to the mix. The mutation strategy aims for a similar effect as seen in CMA-ES (see
next section) of amplifying existing deviations of the population cloud from a spher-
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ical shape. The motivation is that the replacement scheme, following a greedy48
algorithm, stretches the population cloud into the direction of the steepest average
gradient and forces its progress in that direction. The influence of the GA-style CO
operators used in the algorithm must certainly have a diluting effect on the popu-
lation dynamic created by that mutation and selection strategy. But this diluting
element seems just about the right thing to do to tune the balance between exploita-
tion and exploration well. It has to be kept in mind that the commonly employed
CO operators introduce a certain degree of coordinate system dependency.

T.4.6 CMA-ES

The Covariance Matrix Adaption Evolution Strategy [196] ranks among the most
efficient, robust, and problem-independent evolutionary search engines available to-
day [101, 114, 193]. It is a workhorse needing no tuning of strategy parameters in
most application cases. Although its basic concept is that of a local search engine be-
cause the moving population cloud is used as a gradient probe, the algorithm shows
astounding robustness against local optima when applied to highly multimodal and
high-dimensional test functions [193]. The core of this ES is a special way of tuning
the mutation step distribution. It consists of performing a Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) also named Karhunen-Loève (KL) decomposition on the set of re-
cently successful mutation step vectors and using the gained information for rotating
a multivariate random distribution for the creation of new mutation steps into the
right direction.

Multivariate Normal Distributions

Figure T.14 The multivariate normal random distribution.
(a) Probability density function (PDF) of two normally distributed random variables with different standard
deviations σ. (b) Random distribution of points in two dimensions (2D histogram). First and second
coordinates of the points follow different normal distributions with means m1, m2 and standard deviations
σ1, σ2. The multivariate normal random distribution is defined so the point distribution can be expressed as
N (~µ,Σ), where ~µ = (µ1, µ2) and Σ = diag(σ2

1 , σ
2
2). (c) The general case allows for scenario (b) to be rotated

in any direction, in which case Σ is a positive definite matrix and can have nonzero off-diagonal elements.
Σ is then the covariance matrix of the resulting point cloud.

In probability theory and statistics, the multivariate normal (MVN) distribu-
tion is a generalisation of the one-dimensional (univariate) normal distribution to

48The greedy algorithm: create variations, never reject an improvement, never accept something
worse than the current (set of) solution(s).
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higher dimensions able to exhibit multiple variances in different directions. Let ~x be
an n-dimensional random vector, constructed by sampling component after compo-
nent from the same one-dimensional normal distribution and its probability density
function (PDF):

N (µ, σ2) with PDF: f(x) = 1
σ
√

2π
e
−(x−µ)2

2σ2 . (T.5)

The resulting point cloud will be centred around ~µ = (µ, µ, ..., µ) and density iso-
contours of the distribution will be spheres. This distribution can be expressed
as

N (~µ, σ2I) = ~µ+ σN (~0, I) (T.6)

where I is the identity matrix. Two example PDFs of normal distributions are
shown in figure T.14 (a). After modifying the above procedure in a way that each
component xi of a new random vector ~x will be generated according to an own
normal distribution with own values for mean and variance, µi and σi, the resulting
point distribution will be centred at ~µ = (µ1, ..., µn) and stretched or compressed
along the coordinate axes, as shown in figure T.14 (b). The density isosurfaces will
be ellipsoids aligned with the coordinate axes. The notation allows in this case

N (~µ,D2) = ~µ+DN (~0, I) (T.7)

where D = diag(σ1, ..., σnD) is a diagonal matrix. In the general case where the
density isosurface ellipsoids need not be aligned with the coordinate system, the
second argument of N must still be a positive definite matrix and the covariance
matrix of the resulting point cloud will tend towards that matrix if the number of
points tends towards infinity.

N (~µ,C) = ~µ+ C
1
2N (~0, I) (T.8)

Principal component analysis (PCA)

Assuming we have any irregularly shaped point cloud, the Karhunen-Loève decom-
position or decomposition into principal components is a procedure to devise a new
orthogonal coordinate system such that the first coordinate axis coincides with the
direction of the widest variance of the point distribution, and that from the 2nd to
the nth coordinate axis the variances get ever smaller and whereby every new coor-
dinate axis has to be orthogonal to all other ones. It turns out that the eigenvectors
of the covariance matrix of the distribution, in the order of decreasing eigenvalue
magnitude, provide a satisfying set of orthogonal basis vectors. Figure T.15 shows
some examples for distributions and their principal components. In the case of a
multivariate normal distribution, the PCA finds basis vectors for a coordinate sys-
tem in which the density isosurface ellipsoid is aligned. This can help reducing the
problem formulation to the small subspace of interest. In the case of a straight, thin,
needle-like distribution of points, the 1st PC gives the direction of the line. That
vector allows for a one-dimensional description of the problem, giving the simple lin-
ear correlations between the coordinates, which restrict possible points to positions
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Figure T.15 PCA of diverse point clouds.
(a) Applied to a multivariate normal distribution, the PCA finds the density iso-ellipsoid’s axes. Where
points are distributed along straight lines with slight noise, PCA can uncover the line’s direction and give
a good approximation for the linear correlation which allows to reduce the problem size to one dimension.
(b) This data set is uniformly distributed along x, and normally along y and z with same σ. Finally, the
points have been shifted along y depending on the x-position which gives the cloud a banana-like shape.
The 1st and 2nd principal components coincide nicely with the xy-plane, in which the banana lies, the 1st

PC giving the direction of largest variance and the 2nd PC being oriented orthogonally to the 1st one. (c)
This circular point cloud illustrates an example, where the PCA is not the appropriate means to uncover a
simple functional correlation able to reduce the size of the problem to one dimension.

along a line with some noisy offset. The other PCs of the needle-shaped cloud will
have eigenvalues of marginal magnitude compared to the eigenvalue of the 1st PC.
In general, the PCA can be used to determine which subspace (line, plane, or hyper-
plane) is relevant for the problem dynamic using the magnitudes of the eigenvalues
as truncation criterion. PCA can be made part of a process for formulating reduced-
order models (ROM) based on statistical data sets generated from complex systems.
Figure T.15 (c), however, illustrates the limits: for this distribution of points along
a circular line, the PC eigenvalues will clearly state that the problem mainly plays
in the xy-plane, but PCA will be unable to uncover the one-dimensional nature of
the problem because the covariance matrix as the central key of the approach only
probes for linear correlations.

CMA-ES concept

The CMA evolution strategy is basically a (µ/µ, λ)-ES, often with λ = 2µ. That
means that in each generation the best 50% of individuals are selected, the mean
of all those chromosomes is calculated, and all offspring individuals are created by
applying a mutation step to that mean vector. Now it is all about how the mutation
operator looks like in detail, i. e. what shape is given to the probability distribution
of the mutation steps. The idea is to use a multivariate normal distribution tweaked
the right way, so it suits the situation currently encountered by the algorithm, that
means to use the information available from the data of the most recent generational
steps to get an approximation of the average gradient in the area covered by the
population and turn the distribution of mutation steps into the ideal direction shown
in fig. T.9 on the right. This is done by performing a PCA on the subset of the best
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µ mutation steps of the past generation and use the covariance matrix gained to
tune the MVN distribution of mutation steps accordingly for the generation of the
next offspring. The two main internal state variables of the algorithm are that
covariance matrix C and a global mutation step size parameter σ. There is some
inertia introduced by exponentially smoothing the development of those two state
variables, meaning that there are additional recursive terms in the updating formulae
for C and σ. Hence, the history of the evolution path is also taken into account.
The entire concept was published by N. Hansen and coworkers in a series of papers
[18, 196, 197]. Sample program codes are available online [191]. The algorithm’s
pseudocode is given below.

Algorithm 10: The CMA-ES
g ← 0 // generation counter
PF0 ← GenerateEmptyPopulation(µ) // parent population
PF1 ← GenerateEmptyPopulation(λ) // offspring population
~xa ← ~x0 // initial anchor point x-start
σ ← σ0 // initial setting of mutation step size parameter
C ← I // initial setting of the covariance matrix
while g <= G and not StopCriterion() do
PF1 ← MutateMVN(~xa, C, σ)
EvaluateMembersOf(PF1)
PF0 ← Select(Sorted(PF1), µ)
~xa ← WeightedMean(PF0)
C, σ ← Update(PF0, C, ~xa, ~xa,old) // recursion –> history
influence
g ← g + 1

It is interesting to view CMA-ES as the result of a long development process
in the ES community: in the historic evolution of ES the mutation distribution is
initially just controlled by one scalar step size parameter σ, thus the distribution
is isotropic. Next, n independent strategy parameters σi are implemented. The
mutation distribution gets the shape of an ellipsoid aligned49 with the coordinate
axes. Finally, introducing yet more control parameters for rotating the distributions
allows to break the alignment [21, 406]. Therefore, the idea of seeking suitably
stretched and rotated MVN mutation distributions does not represent the novelty of
CMA-ES. That lies rather in the way the adaptation works. In Schwefel’s algorithms
of 1979 [21, 406] all the additional strategy parameters are hereditary attributes
of individuals subject to mutation which are expected to be adapted by evolution
to suit the encountered search landscape. But the standpoint taken by Hansen,
Ostermeier, & Gawelczyk of 1995 [197] is different, and it follows the same principle
as the 1/5th-rule, the principle of transcending the abstraction of MNEA by tapping
into the power of the swarm. If the statistical information is available, why not use it
immediately? If done the right way, the positive effect can be realised much quicker
as compared to adaptation schemes based on evolutionary gene pool improvements

49See figure T.9 and accompanying explanations (page 516).
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where the intended effects arise with a delay of many generations.

Why and how CMA-ES works

CMA-ES is the response to the motivation represented in figure T.9 (p. 516) express-
ing thoughts on the ideal setting of a local search engine. But how can this paradox
be understood that CMA-ES is by design a local search engine, and yet shows such a
competitive performance when used as a global optimiser? Two thoughts are offered
in response to this question which are hoped to be instructive for understanding some
basic features of population-based search engines. The two thoughts are expressed
in two figures.

The first one, figure T.16, proposes to view an ES as a dancing spider subject
to a shrinking spell. The spider initially is of planetary dimension, somebody has
cast a nasty shrinking spell on it, so in a few minutes it will be of normal spider
size, and the task of the spider is to make sure it ends up sitting on one of the
highest mountain summits on earth by that time. For that purpose the spider can
probe the altitude of the landscape with its legs (it is just blind) and can move
sideways to where it thinks to have found the most promising mountain chains.
Therefore it will look like the spider is dancing while it is trying to get as much data
as possible in the limited time span. It must be wise in its probing strategy and,
most importantly, in its decisions on sideways movements. Say, it starts out sitting
above the North Pole with its legs being able to reach all of North America and
Eurasia. If it decides too impulsively, it might move over to America very soon after
one lucky random sample of the Rocky Mountains, and the Himalaya will get out
of reach when the spider has begun shrinking. If it decides and moves too slowly,
then it will miss the Himalaya as well, because after some shrinking with little or
no sideways motion, the much denser statistics from Greenland and Europe will
overrule any memory of eventual initial samples from Tibet. Later on, a reluctance
to decide in time between the Pyrenees and the Alps might cause the spider to end
up on the less high Massif Central. For that purpose, CMA-ES is equipped with an
elaborate scheme, recursive formulae for updating σ and C aimed at balancing the
influences of memory content and new information input. In historic ES literature
the symmetry of the implemented step size adaptation mechanism is often stressed.
It was assumed that the spider should be able to grow as easily as it can shrink,
which makes sense under the assumption of local search, i. e. under the conditions
expressed in fig. T.8 (p. 515). But the modern implementations of CMA-ES, DE,
and PSO codes taking part in benchmarking competitions (e. g. at GECCO or CEC
conferences) bear witness that in the discipline of global real-parameter optimisation
a growth ability for the area covered by a population is obsolete, a growth rarely
ever happens in practice. With these EAs the most intelligently guided shrinking
process is the goal. After beginning the search broad and globally, the question is
how fast to zoom in and towards which spot.

The second thought is expressed in the sketches and histograms of figure T.17
and it says that by using CMA-ES the spider in fact tries to get an idea of the
envelope of the mountain summits. The top row diagrams in the figure show 1-D
search landscapes (the bold cyan curves) which, if treated as minimisation problems,
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Figure T.16 Inner workings of CMA-ES, part I: the spider.
Why is CMA-ES such a competitive global search algorithm even though by design it is a local search
concept? This can be understood by imagining the search engine as a dancing spider subject to a rapid
shrinking spell. The spider has the task of ending up on the highest mountain summit by the time it reaches
normal dimensions and it is allowed to probe the surface with its dancing legs. The spider firstly needs
the right probing strategy. But more importantly, it needs the right decision strategy for moving sideways:
it shouldn’t move too lazily because shifting the search focus to another continent is only possible while
the spider still is of a size comparable to continents, but it also shouldn’t jump too quickly to the first
high mountain felt on one side without backing the decision up with a bit of statistics from the other side.
(Artwork: Tudor Pirvu)

Figure T.17 Inner workings of CMA-ES, part II: the envelope.
These illustrations and statistics (described in the text) are intended to explain under which conditions
a simple (µ, λ) selection strategy applied to uniformly distributed samples can lead to a data set able to
capture the slope of the envelope of the valley bottoms. Note that on the left there are narrow mountains
separating wide valleys and on the right it is the other way round.
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contain very useful information guiding towards the global minimum. The guiding
information is the surface connecting the valley bottoms, which is here a simple
linear function. The wavy structure is based on the function f : R→ [0, 1] with

f(x) =


(

1
2 (sin(ωx) + 1)

)(p+1)
if p ≥ 0

1−
(

1
2 (sin(ωx+ π) + 1)

)(−p+1)
if p < 0

where the parameter p controls the relation between mountain widths and valley
widths. This regular wave with the frequency ω is linearily projected from the inter-
val [0, 1] to the space between the two envelope functions drawn lightly in grey, the
linear function at the bottom, and an irregular function at the top. The noteworthy
difference between the two cases is the setting of p. On the left p = 1 leads to
wide valleys separated by thin peaks, and on the right, with p = −1, massive wide
mountains are separated by narrow canyons.

In the CMA-ES the strategy parameters are updated in each generation by ex-
clusively using information from the best µ members of the population of size λ.
The black crosses in the diagrams are a set of 32 random samples distributed uni-
formly across a certain interval along the x-axis. The 16 best crosses are also marked
by red dots, they represent a selected data set. Now one can fit a linear function
f(x) = ax + b to the selected data set and see how well it would represent the
gradient of the surface connecting the valley bottoms. This procedure has been re-
peated 20 times with 20 different sets of sample points spread along 20 randomly
determined intervals, all covering at least three wavelengths. The lines scattered
across the plots show the results of the linear fits. There are in total 60 lines shown
in the plots because each data set has been fitted three times with different (µ, λ)
selection schemes. The red lines were gained by selecting the best quarter of points,
the blue lines are based on selecting the better half, and the yellow lines show slopes
deduced from the best three quarters. The random probing locations are the same
in the two plots. When determining the selection ratio µ

λ one has to deal with the
trade-off that a small ratio entails the problems of a smaller statistics and that a
larger ratio leads to more influence from the higher parts of the landscape, in which
one has no interest, and which often may be assumed to be more misleading than
helpful. What these plots qualitatively show is that in all cases with the exception
of the yellow lines on the right, the search direction (left or right?) is given almost
always correctly and the search engine would be able to deduce the right way for the
spider to go next. So in the case of the wide valley the choice of the selection ratio
matters a lot less than in the case of narrow valleys since most points except some
unlucky few lie near the valley bottoms anyway. The comparison of the red and
blue lines in the wide valley case shows that there are some more outliers among the
red lines which can be attributed to the smaller statistics. The fact that most lines
underestimate the lower envelope’s slope and almost none of them exaggerates it, is
due to the simple fact that the selection cutoff is always a horizontal line, so each
dataset stems from a triangular area between the lower envelope and the cutoff.

The lower row of plots in figure T.17 show the histograms of slope estimates on
the basis of repeating the experiment with λ = 32 ten thousand times. The true
slope of the bottom envelope is −0.1, so the tendency to underestimate the slope is
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visible in all datasets. But the more important observation one can make is that in
the left histogram the yellow data set is the odd one, whereas on the right it is the red
one standing out of the group of three. This means, firstly, that the common choice
of λ = 2µ is backed by this experiment as a good and safe guess. The second lesson
is that a generous selection is okay in the case of wide valleys. But a landscape
of narrow valleys, by contrast, requires sharper selection, and particularly in this
case the CMA-ES or similar (µ, λ)-EAs will be very sensitive to the setting of the
selection ratio.

Summary: Hence, the working principle of CMA-ES, one of the most compet-
itive function minimisers existing, can be understood by assuming synergy effects
between the following three features: (a) the (µ, λ) selection strategy approximates
the envelope of the valley grounds, (b) the shaping of the mutation step distribu-
tion is the mechanism responsible for stretching the population cloud amoeba-like
into the direction of the steepest gradient, and (c) the memory-to-input balance
in the updating routines for the position and the distribution shape lets the spi-
der negotiate wisely its antagonising desires for quick moves and reliable statistics
during its shrinking journey. The spider image can explain why CMA-ES shows
strong performance on self-similar landscapes with a detectable average gradient,
on topologies which pose comparable challenges and similar levels of structure and
ruggedness while sinking down through a wide range of zoom levels. (This is the
case for the Weierstrass function, number 11 in [444].) It also should be recalled
that the free and amoeba-like shaping of the population enables the CMA evolution
strategy to efficiently follow down narrow diagonal valleys (fig. T.11), something
that can be accomplished by downhill-simplex search [323] but not by simple GAs.
Understanding the character of CMA-ES can of course help not to waste time and
resources with it in application cases not suitable to this EA, which is the case if the
envelope of the valley bottoms does not offer guiding information or is even mislead-
ing. An example of an irresistibly misleading search landscape for CMA-ES is the
Lunacek bi-Rastrigin function, numbers 17 & 18 in [265]. In these more desperate
cases CMA-ES makes only sense with small population sizes as efficient local search
with many random restarts.

T.4.7 Particle swarm optimisation (PSO)

The inventors of particle swarm optimisation, R. Eberhart & J. Kennedy [120, 230],
were not inspired by the evolution of genetic systems, but by the movements of
swarms of birds and fish. They created small 2D simulations of moving points
in a periodic rectangular plane where swarm members would be influenced by the
position and vector of motion of their closest neighbours. As one goal they wanted to
find the conditions under which collisionless synchronous swarm movements would
arise. In a different simulation they intended to recreate the situation of birds
coming from far away and beginning to swarm around a bird feeder where a whole
swarm can profit from the discovery made by just one or a few members. One of
their simulations became a widely used and efficient EA template, outlined below
as algorithm 11.

In Eberhart & Kennedy’s PSO template (algorithm 11) one member of the pop-
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Algorithm 11: The particle swarm optimisation algorithm
P ← generate_random_population(N)
P ← evaluate_members_of(P)
for p in P do

p.L ← assign_communicating_neighbourhood(p,P)
p.v ← random_velocity_vector()
p.bestx ← update_own_best_ever(p)

for p in P do
p.Lbestx ← update_neighbourhood_best_ever(p.L)

while t <= T and not stop_criterion() do
t← t+ 1
for p in P do

for i in [1, 2, ..., n] do
p.v[i] ← α p.v[i] // inertia
p.v[i] ← p.v[i]+β rand()(p.bestx[i]− p.x[i]) // memory1
p.v[i] ← p.v[i] + β rand()(p.Lbestx[i]− p.x[i])
// memory2

p.x ← p.x + p.v

P ← evaluate_members_of(P)
for p in P do

p.bestx ← update_own_best_ever(p.f)
p.Lbestx ← update_neighbourhood_best_ever(p.L)
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ulation P is thought to represent a particle or agent proceeding on its own trajectory
through the search space and communicating about what it sees with other members
of the swarm so the shared information benefits the swarm’s search performance.
Unlike the individuals of normal EAs, which are solely defined by their chromosome
~x and the fitness f(~x), the swarm agents with their information processing abilities
need to be slightly more complex entities and associated with more data structures.
Let’s describe one particle p as in an object-oriented code framework where short
names can refer to complex data structures containing relevant data as attributes.
E. g. the particle’s position vector ~x is to be stored as p.x, its velocity vector ~v is
to be named p.v, and the fitness p.f. The movements of the agents are determined
by four forces: (a) inertia, (b) the own history, (c) randomness, and (d) experience
communicated throughout the swarm. The strengths of the forces are tuned by two
important state parameters α and β, where the first modulates the inertia effect, and
the second the swarm experience forces. In the case of α = 1 and β = 0 the particles
fly straight through space at constant velocity. If β is raised above zero, but the
random influence is still kept switched off, then one can imagine that each particle is
suddenly anchored with a rubber band at some point in space and starts to oscillate
around that attractor point in circles or ellipses. If α is reduced below 1 it means
that the particles lose speed as if by friction50 and the orbits around their attractors
get an increased tendency to shrink and become continuously smaller, so spiralling
lines are drawn. If the random force (c) is turned on, then the swarm forces will be
modulated separately in each dimension by independent random numbers sampled
uniformly from the interval [0, 1]. The question is only what the anchor points or
attractors of the orbits are. The anchor points are set by the memorised experi-
ence of the swarm. In the above pseudocode it is a combination of two influences,
one coming from the best point ever visited so far by the agent itself (the point
p.bestx with fitness p.bestf), and the second one being the best ever spot so far
discovered by the particular subset of the swarm p.L which communicates to the
agent p (the point p.Lbestx with fitness p.Lbestf). Since those two influences are
weighted equally, it can be imagined that the orbit centre, the effective attractor, is
the point lying in the middle of the two attractors [231]. If the search is in a state
where the attractors are replaced often, then it is clear that the particles will not
often complete whole orbit cycles. Consequently, the trajectories will be sequences
of bends into various directions. And additional kinks from the random influence
will make them appear even more irregular.

The effect of the implementation of the random influence deserves some special
consideration. There is an important difference between two modes of implementa-
tion: in the above pseudocode the random number generator is sampled 2n times

50As can be seen in the first part of the formula for the velocity update ~v = α~v, α < 1 means
friction and it aims at velocity decay and facilitating swarm collapse. In practice there are however
regimes where even with α < 1 particle velocities and orbit radii often increase. PSO is a global
search tool and no swarm simulation engine. The time steps are chosen coarsely, the particles
make large jumps in each time step and thus form kinky trajectories. The goal of the algorithm
is exploration and not the drawing of smooth trajectories. Tangential orbit steps determined by
the extrapolation of the latest jump by the vector p.v and the attractor forces will generally tend
to increase orbit radii. Therefore, α has to be smaller than 1 just to stabilise an orbit, as will be
explained further below.
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during one agent’s position update, so the two memory influences are scaled in each
dimension with a different amplitude. In an alternative implementation just two
random numbers are sampled and the two forces are scaled in each dimension with
the same amplitude. The result of the latter approach is that as long as the attrac-
tors p.bestx and p.Lbestx stay unchanged, p can never leave the plane defined by
itself, its speed, and the effective attractor. This reduces the searched subspace per
orbit. In later phases of the search when the swarm memories do not get updated
that often any more this reduction increases in severeness. In the component-wise
implementation version, however, the random kinks in the orbits make p leave the
plane. It was pointed out by Wilke [515] that there is some confusion in literature
caused by authors unaware of this difference.

The last definition needed to characterise the particle swarm optimiser is the
set of rules on who communicates with whom in the swarm. It has been found
that too much communication decreases the performance of the algorithm on hard
multimodal problems [231]. That means if every agent of the swarm is in possession
of the knowledge about the best spot ever visited by any member of the swarm,
i. e. the global optimum found so far, it leads to too much influence of that piece of
information and to a too undisturbed collapse of the swarm into its vicinity. PSO
shows better performance if each p can inquire only a small subset of P about their
memorised experience. This means that for discussing PSO one has to look at two
different swarm topologies and their interrelation: the topology of the agent positions
in the n-dimensional search space and the topology of the graph symbolising the
communication channels between the swarm members. The communication graph
is implemented by giving each agent p a list of other agents p.L which it can ask
about their best spot memory. p.L represents an agent’s societal locality. p.Lbestx
is the storage place for the best spot an agent can identify after having compared
the gathered memories of its social neighbourhood. Together with its own best spot
memory p.bestx these two attractors create the swarm force acting on the agent’s
trajectory besides inertia and randomness.

The most common approach for the communication topology is a von Neumann
topology made by ordering the N members of P into a toroidally wrapped rectan-
gular grid. Here, p.L may contain an agent’s four next neighbours or neighbours up
to a certain degree. Plenty of other topologies can be found in literature and code
projects. Note that by following the original PSO template of first setting up the
communication graph and then distributing the particles randomly at their starting
positions in the search space X a situation will be created where the two topologies
have nothing at all to do with each other. Communication lines between close neigh-
bours in X are not favoured over connections between very distant particles. This
certainly yields larger average initial orbits than would be the result of an alternative
approach where the neighbourhoods p.L were set up to reflect neighbourhoods in
X . The assumption that a high ratio of far-distance communication channels are
beneficial to the global search behaviour is supported by the findings of Liang [264]
who therefore proposes a periodic random reshuffling of the communication graph.

Since the invention of PSO in 1995 many algorithm variants have been explored
and published. They differ in their communication topologies, and in many aspects
of the central formulae for updating particle velocity and position. Often the state
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parameter β is split up into a constant c1 modulating the influence of p.bestx and
another one c2 for p.Lbestx. Measures for supporting diversity are proposed like
randomly restarting single particles once in a while, or replacing inertia with random
vectors (Gaussian PSO, [242]). Other authors use PSO to build more complex
optimisers on it (stretching PSO, PSO parameters controlled by DE, [343]).

There was also some effort put into understanding the original algorithm tem-
plate, improving and generalising it, and giving theory-based guidelines for the al-
gorithm’s parameters. Some results are referenced in [231, 357]. A generalised PSO
kernel formula for updating the speed and position of the jth element of the swarm
can be given by

~vj ← α~vj + ψ

Kj

Kj∑
k=1

~U(0, 1)⊗
(
~ξk − ~xj

)
(T.9)

~xj ← ~xj + ~vj . (T.10)

Here, the subroutine ~U(a, b) creates an n-dimensional vector for scaling the forces in
each dimension with independent random numbers distributed uniformly along the
interval [a, b]. The ~ξk are the attractors, and their force scaling is given by a constant
ψ which has to be divided by the number of attractors Kj acting on the trajectory
of agent j. If the {~ξk} are the best memories of all swarm members (Kj = N ∀j
with N the population size) then one speaks of a fully informed swarm (FIPS). The
original PSO template outlined above reflects the case Kj = 2 ∀j, hence β = ψ

2 .
Useful and common values are α = 0.7298 and ψ = 2.9922, according to [231]. If β
is split into c1 and c2 as mentioned above, then their sum should not become smaller
than 2β, according to [357]. More scenarios, parameter guidelines, and references to
the underlying theoretical articles can be found in [357].

The sets of variables (α,ψ), (α, β), or (α, c1, c2) balance inertia against the swarm
forces and are very important for stabilising the swarm so it does not explode and
allowing a steady convergence behaviour, so that the swarm can “glide down from
larger to smaller scales” as with CMA-ES or DE. If PSO were a realistic simulation
engine for simulating a conglomerate of planetary systems where particles have po-
tential and kinetic energies, where there are attractive and centrifugal forces, where
the goal is to draw smooth and realistic trajectories, then it would seem weird to
chose a value for α = 0.7298, so that 27 % of kinetic energy gets dissipated in each
time step. But the purpose of PSO is not to spend the whole budget of calls to
fobj(~x) on a few short stretches of high-resolution trajectories. The purpose of PSO
is global search and explorative probing of the search space. Therefore the lengths
of the jumps made by each particle in one time step must start out quite large, thus
the orbits will be edgy spiralling structures. Looking at the (unrealistic) special
cases of a particle orbiting around an attractor by forming a square with four jumps
or a pentagon with five, it is clear that the inertia vector for the next step never
points in the tangential direction, but always outwards. Even a large step into the
tangential direction would increase the orbit radius, a step along an outwards point-
ing vector even more so. If the attractor force of the same time step does not reach
far enough inwards to counteract this tendency, then the orbit radius will diverge.
The state variables of PSO have the job to balance the tendencies of orbit expansion
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and contraction in order to yield the slow and steady convergence behaviour desired
for global search engines. That PSO is not framed in terms of kinetic and potential
energies has another consequence: angular momenta are not necessarily conserved.
There are time step geometries allowing under certain circumstances from the ran-
dom number generator the quick step-by-step degradation of angular momentum,
where a round or elliptical orbit can be transformed in a few steps into an oscillatory
movement along a line (or into very much narrower ellipses). It was shown by Wilke
[515] that the danger of collapse to line search is elevated a lot when using single
random numbers for scaling the swarm influences equally in all dimensions instead
of multiple random numbers, i. e. when using U(0, 1) instead of ~U(0, 1).

Summary on PSO

PSO as a swarm algorithm is not described in the habitual EA terms of chromosomes,
mutations, recombinations and so on. The biggest difference is that the fundamental
evolutionary driving force of survival of the fittest seems to be lacking completely,
every agent always survives into the next generation. But the application of Atmar’s
wider definition51 of information generated and handed down (or searched by trial
and error and spread) in competition shows how to include PSO into a definition
of evolutionary systems and compare it with other EAs in this framework. In PSO
the selection happens not on the level of the agents but on the one of their memo-
ries. Where old-school EAs have recombination operators PSO has implemented a
topology of information channels. Discussing the influence of random number im-
plementations in PSO is clearly the same as discussing mutation schemes elsewhere.
The feature of the PSO algorithm that sets it apart from other EAs is that attractors
don’t just spread their chromosome by senseless copying. Instead, every trajectory
towards an attractor is deliberately designed to miss its target and to fly by at a
finite distance.

How about the swarm’s ability to follow down narrow diagonal valleys, i. e. to
deal with squeezed, stretched, and rotated search spaces? The basic swarm and
orbit laws are coordinate system-independent and can be stretched and squeezed
diagonally, only the component-wise randomisation operator will constantly try to
break out of such a subspace. But a GA-like stall with no way out is not part of the
pattern.

PSO has the instrument of communication graph topology to play with, a con-
cept not present in other EAs. Bounding the level of communication increases the
robustness of global search. This can be easily explained by noticing that a fully
informed particle swarm (FIPS) exhibits just one attractor at a time whereas a lo-
cally communicating PSO is permanently influenced by many of them. The many
effective attractors are linear combinations of the raw attractors, the individuals’
best search point memories.

PSO has led to remarkably efficient optimisers and algorithms of that family
have been persistently present in the EA competitions at the CEC and GECCO
conferences of the recent years. PSO algorithms are just one of several success

51see quote on page 496
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stories in the family of swarm algorithms which hosts also ant colony optimisation
(ACO), bee colony optimisation, (BCO), and many more.

T.4.8 Scatter search (SCS)

Scatter search goes back to an initial idea published by Glover in 1977 [171] and
further contributions by him and a small group of researchers [170, 172, 249, 287]
starting in 1994. The concept started out as a work on discrete combinatorial prob-
lems (like TSP or JSSP). In this algorithm class new trial solutions are formed by
combining information from groups of two or more parent individuals. A local search
heuristic is applied to each new trial. This classifies scatter search as a hybrid EA,
and sometimes it is also called a memetic algorithm (see section T.4.9). Whether
a trial solution will be part of the next generation’s parents does not only depend
on the fitness function but also on how much an individual’s inclusion enhances the
diversity of the parent set’s gene pool. Whereas in many common EAs random
numbers are used extensively in the parent choice and chromosome manipulation
processes, the scatter search tries to be puristic about randomisation and to accom-
plish as much as possible by deterministic rules. Fred Glover justifies this purism in
[172] with the following argument:

A “foolish mistake” incorporated into a deterministic rule becomes highly visible by
its consequences, whereas such a mistake in a randomised rule may be buried from
view – obscured by the patternless fluctuations that surround it. Deterministic rules
afford the opportunity to profit by mistakes and learn to do better. The character of
randomised rules, that provides the chance to escape from repetitive folly, also inhibits
the chance to identify more effective decisions.

Therefore, random processes are introduced only where they can substantially ben-
efit the genome diversity and under the condition that it cannot be assumed that
they threaten to slow the search by introducing dissipation into the otherwise more
stringent workings of the particular search concept implementation. This can be
seen in particular in the offspring generation scheme. In many other EAs there is
a fixed target number of offspring solution candidates to be generated and a more
or less biased random process chooses parent subsets and generates new candidates
from the subsets until the target number for candidates has been reached. As long
as the target number of offspring is not larger than the number of parents by orders
of magnitude, this will always create substantial fluctuations of parent influence on
the offspring gene pool. The SCS approach, by contrast, enforces an egalitarian in-
fluence by each member of the set of µ parents through keeping their number small
enough that (in the idealistic extreme case of the algorithm) all the possible subsets
(i.e. parent pairs, triples, quadruples, and higher N -tuples up to (µ− 1)-tuples) can
be worked off. Of course, in most application scenarios this extreme scheme drives
the algorithm execution to become infeasible if the parent set is supposed to contain
more than a small couple of individuals. Keeping up both, execution feasibility and
egalitarian treatment of parents, is achieved by two measures, by (a) restricting the
parent combination subsets to 2, 3, ..., N -tuples with N << µ, and by (b) divid-
ing the set of parents into tiers and requiring the subsets to contain members from
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different tiers.52
The cited articles describing scatter search are outstanding compared to the ma-

jority of EA literature because in agreement with the spirit of the quote above by
Fred Glover they follow the maxim of not only explaining, but also backing with
justifying arguments every single algorithm detail and every decision made by its
designer. Scatter search stands out in the here presented row of EA examples as
the least nature-inspired algorithm, exactly because its design is based upon these
arguments and not on abstracting MNEA. As its concept is so different, the detailed
comparison with other EAs is very instructive and expands the horizon of what
shapes an EA can take. Concerning some of the algorithm ingredients, the justifica-
tion arguments seem to make more sense in the context of discrete problems, so one
can ask why it works also well in Rn. In contradiction with reports documenting
a competitive performance of scatter search [114, 212], it is drastically underrepre-
sented in conference and journal publications on continuous-domain optimisation.

Algorithm outline

After having exemplarily described the spirit of scatter search, here comes the en-
tirety of the abstract concept following the template given by Glover in [168]. To
make the connection with the other EA pseudocodes, PRefSet can be associated with
the parent population PF0, Pnew corresponds to the offspring PF1, and PDivSet is a
proto-population. PRefSet is of fixed size µ and PDivSet is of larger size Ndiv.

Algorithm 12: The scatter search algorithm
PRefSet ← GenerateEmptyPopulation(µ)
PDivSet ← GenerateDiverseSet(Ndiv)
PDivSet ← ImproveMembersByLocalSearch(PDivSet)
PRefSet ← update(PRefSet,PDivSet) // increase fitness & diversity
while ChangeDetection(PRefSet) do

L← ListAllReasonableLengthSubsets(PRefSet)
LNS ← OnlyNewSubsets(L)
Pnew ← RecombinationMethod(LNS)
Pnew ← ImproveMembersByLocalSearch(Pnew)
PRefSet ← update(PRefSet,Pnew) // increase fitness & diversity

Thus, the size of the offspring population Pnew is solely determined by how many
subsets get generated after having imposed a reasonable N -tuple cutoff criterion
and having filtered out subsets already seen. If there have been only few newcomers
to PRefSet during the latest iteration, then the number of unseen subsets will be
comparably small, too. The recombination method must be able to handle parent

52In the case of µ = 4 parents there are 10 possible subsets (namely: [1,2], [1,3], [1,4], [2,3], [2,4],
[3,4], [1,2,3], [1,2,4], [1,3,4], [2,3,4]). But if the four parents are split up into two tiers (say [1,2] and
[3,4]) and if we impose the constraint that subsets of interest need to contain at least one member
from each tier, then the number of possible subsets reduces to 8 (because [1,2] and [3,4] are not
allowed any more). For larger µ and if subset sizes close to µ are not allowed anyway, the reduction
becomes more substantial.
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sets of various sizes. Note that the employed break-off criterion is not so common
in the world of EAs. But in case no random number needs to be generated inside
the loop, rendering it wholly deterministic, this is the most obvious thing to do.
Optionally, this loop can be nested into an external loop the following way:

1. perform the main loop until it stops,

2. reinitialise PDivSet,

3. conserve a certain elite among PRefSet, but diversify it using the new PDivSet,

4. repeat max_iter times.

The few seminal publications remain mostly on that abstract level in their descrip-
tion of scatter search, insisting that descending into the layer of code implementation
might limit the broadness of the reader’s perception of the concept, but also respect-
ing that all usefulness comes from the particular implementation and implying the
modest view that, given one sample algorithm, a better version might always just
lie around the corner. But as the interest of this list of algorithms does not only
lie on the conceptual ideas, but also on the inner workings of robust state-of-the-art
optimisers, it will be tried to outline those particular subroutine implementations,
which were proved competitive by Derrac et al. [114] by turning to the sources [172,
201, 249].

Particular method implementations

The routine creating Pdiv is called diversity generation method53 by the authors
and the particular implementation of [172, 201, 249] addresses bounded continuous
problems and is based on dividing the bounded allowable range of each parameter
into four equal segments. For each new solution candidate and each parameter there
is a two-step process of first determining one of the four segments by random and
then projecting a uniform random distribution onto the chosen interval to determine
the final value. For every next member of Pdiv the four segments are represented
with probabilities inversely proportional to their occurrences so far.

The choice of the local search (LS) technique, the improvement method, is com-
pletely free. Reported in [201] are the Nelder-Mead algorithm (also called downhill-
simplex algorithm) [323] and the Solis and Wets algorithm54 [424]. Hvattum et al.
examined the performance of scatter search switching through eight different LS
heuristics, six well-known LS techniques and two scatter search routines yielding in
these cases two layers of nested scatter searches. It is common not to let the LS
converge completely in order to limit cost. Then the main parameter to be set with
any LS is the LS depth, i. e. how many function calls to allocate to the improvement
of one new offspring. This choice mainly depends on the dimensionality n of the
search space.

53The common literature names are printed in italics in this paragraph.
54It is basically the same as a (1+1)-ES with a mutation operator in form of a standard normal

distribution and a simple step size adaptation rule: increase after several successes in a row and
decrease after a series of failures.
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Glover et al. call the parent population PF0 the “reference set” or short RefSet
and the rules for composing and modifying it the RefSet update method. They
divide the RefSet into two tiers of sizes b1 and b2 (in [201] b1 = b2 = 10). Generally,
elements gain access to the first tier (the elite) through a good value of the objective
function, i.e. if one has a better value than the worst one occurring in the first tier, it
will replace it. Access to the second tier is granted due to the property of enlarging
the diversity of PRefSet. The measure for diversity enhancement is an element’s
“closeness” to the elite cloud, or more precisely, the euclidean distance of genotype
to the cloud’s closest element, which is named dmin. Hence, a tested element with
a dmin-value larger than the shortest dmin found among the second tier will replace
that too close element. Applying the RefSet update method to initially create PRefSet
means taking the first b1 elements from the ordered PDivSet and filling the rest of
empty seats in PRefSet up from the remaining members of PDivSet according to their
dmin-values. Inside the SCS main loop the method’s application means testing all
newly created and improved elements first for incorporation into the elite and, if this
fails, also for diversity-enhancement of PRefSet. Interestingly however, the second
entry gate seems to be closed in the main loop in [201] where SCS was adapted to
real-parameter optimisation.

The subset generation method of [201] is restricted to all subsets of PRefSet of
size 2 with at least one member that did not yet exist during the previous iteration
of the main loop. In [172] also larger tuples are accounted for. Sets of triplets
and quadruples are derived by adding the one or two best elements not formerly
contained in a subset to it. Finally, sets of sizes i = 5...b, where b is the size of
PRefSet, are formed by joining the best i elements.

The recombination operator in a scatter search algorithm is called combination
method. The combination method has to deal with any parent subset, also of sizes
N > 2, generated by the subset generation method. It has to follow a systematic, de-
siredly deterministic set of rules to create new solution candidates. Random sampling
in the parent neighbourhood is here not only considered unelegant, it is also unneces-
sary if the combination method is fed each subset only once. Figure T.18 illustrates
how one can proceed in designing a generalised deterministic multi-parent combi-
nation method producing coordinate system-independent offspring. But against all
dogmatism there are also approaches with a bit of randomness: Herrera et al. [201]
in their study present a comparison between using the arithmetic mean and the
BLX-α operator with α = 0.5 on subsets only of size 2.

Discussion

At first glance scatter search presents itself as a much less nature-inspired EA than
most other ones. The emphasis on avoiding a collapse of gene pool diversity and
the excessive use of randomness hints rather towards inspiration from problems of
other optimisation techniques. When a gradient method fails it can be seen as the
consequence of assumptions oversimplifying the search task. When EAs fail on easy
problems because one or a few mediocre genomes take over the whole population
too early, then it can be seen as the consequence of oversimplifying assumptions on
evolution, like ‘let “selfish genes” compete and ever better solutions will emerge with
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Figure T.18 Generalising deterministic multi-parent sampling.
The left diagram shows that two parents (the black dots) form a line, whereas the three parents on the right
define a plane. In the case of two parents, with the help of random distributions one can sample segments
of the line or also the space beside the line. But without random numbers it is not possible to sample the
volume next to the line in a fair and neutral manner, coordinate system-independently. The idea behind
Glover’s quote demands to think of a sampling rule to create points on the line which will be beneficial to
the algorithm. The deterministic offspring creation routine will be repeated exactly once with each pair of
parents in PRefSet. With two parents ~x and ~y and d = |~y − ~x|, what are the options? The most obvious
offspring choice is the centre point ~x+α(~y− ~x) where α is 1

2 . The next idea: two points with α = 1
3 and 2

3 ;
then α = 1

4 ,
1
2 ,

3
4 ; but how about diversity, the population should not just shrink within the initially covered

subspace, therefore: α = −β, 1
2 , 1 + β with e. g. β = 0.3, or five points, and so on. The next question is

what to do with three, four, five parents, how to generalise for N parents? Looking at the example with two
parents it can be interpreted that the line had been cut by the parent dots into three segments, and that
each segment has been sampled once. Instead of a line segmented by two points, imagine a plane segmented
by lines that can be drawn in, around, and through a triangle of three points and these lines separating
areas and other lines to be probed. This is what had been done on the right. In that diagram, secondary
lines connecting one edge of the parent triangle with the centre of mass have been added. Thereafter, 16
new points can be identified being centres of line and area segments. But these lie all within the parent
triangle, how about exploration? Note that with a similar set of rules the same structure can also be built
if the three points with the crosses are the three parents. The triangle also allows the definition of pyramid
tips outside the initial parent plane.

a bit of random mutation’. Scatter search can be seen as a “less lazy” approach. An
algorithm can’t be devised with only the things to avoid in mind. Instead of making
abstractions from MNEA, scatter search is the result of a very constructivist ap-
proach, of the effort to come up with a maximally generic and robust metaheuristic.

So how well can the MH be adapted for real-parameter search? Comparisons
of scatter search applied to hard optimisation problems in bounded continuous do-
mains with other state-of-the-art EAs were published by Derrac et al. [114] in 2011
and Hvattum et al. [212] in 2013 and document a quite competitive performance.
Considering these results, scatter search seems to be drastically underrepresented
in journals and conferences on EAs (while [114, 212] both benchmarked SCS on
the CEC-2005 testbed, no SCS was present at the CEC-2013 competition on real-
parameter optimisation or at the BBOB competition at GECCO-2013). The reasons
for this discrepancy are hard to guess. Maybe the conceptual foreignness with re-
spect to more nature-inspired EAs plays a role. Some features of scatter search
indeed seem counter-intuitive in the context of experiences with most other EAs,
they will be discussed in the following.

Random – makeshift or virtue? Glover’s argumentation has to be contrasted
with the argument that randomisation can also be a safety measure (see figure T.5
on page 487) and a countermeasure against a collapse of search space (shifts out of
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the orbit plane in PSO, see section T.4.7). But on the side of scatter search one
can weigh in the two facts that (a) the geometrical patterns generating new points
are ever changing because they depend exclusively on the geometry of the parent
subset, and (b) the deterministically generated offspring represents just a starting
point for the local search, i. e. the point will shift and settle down nearby, so the
resulting point will not stay the one computed by the deterministic algorithm. And
if the search space has collapsed, then scatter search starts over again with a new
PDivSet.

The cost and effect of local search (LS): In an n-dimensional search space
any local search should be allowed to run for several times n function evaluations
if substantial progress towards the next local minimum is desired. But this means
the cost of an EA will also be multiplied by several times n. This cost explosion
is prohibitive for many EA applications. Alternatively, in order to stay at constant
cost, the affordable number of generations has to be divided by that factor. But
then many EAs will not be able to converge, or they lose their impact on the whole
algorithm. Another problem can be a loss of gene pool diversity if after the LS
many chromosomes of the population look the same. Adding local search claims a
huge cost and may tip the exploration vs. exploitation balance of a given EA when
introduced. The next option is to afford LS only to a few population members, either
by choosing worthy chromosomes or by random selection. But this is very likely to
destroy the global search power of an EA because the few improved chromosomes
showing up early in the search will attract the focus of the EA even though they may
be in a mediocre local minimum. Then the low number of local search spotlights
stands against the high number of local optima and the curse of dimensionality is in
the way. These can be reasons for an EA practitioner’s weariness about LS because
in practice bad experiences with it are just too easily available.

Here it must be noted that the conflict between LS and the host EA is damped in
scatter search (a) because the feeding of similar chromosomes into the LS engine is
systematically avoided (because there are no small mutations, and identical subsets
are skipped), (b) PRefSet is very small, (c) the algorithm can converge in very few
iterations of the main loop, and (d) there is no local search unfairness, it is afforded
to each new chromosome.

The small size of the population: PRefSet must be small because all available
subsets (up to a given n-tuple limit) will be tried out, and depending on the combi-
nation method the processing of one single subset leads to several solution trials. In
[201] the PRefSet consists of only 20 chromosomes in a setting where the algorithm
would consume up to 5× 105 function calls. EA practitioners must be weary about
the intrinsic feasibility limit at such small population sizes because in EA applica-
tions one counts on the power of the large swarm to capture, or at least get along
with the highly structured shape of the fitness function in n dimensions, and all this
without much mathematical intelligence, only relying on the data in the chromo-
some library of the current population. But scatter search seems to work anyway.
The many restarts of the main loop in connection with the diversity supporting
mechanisms probably contribute to that.

The swarm dynamics in the box containing the search space: PRefSet has two
tiers of size 10 in [201]. By Glovers scatter search template [168], acceptance into the
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first tier is by fitness, acceptance into the second one by diversity. In the context of
chromosomes being binary strings it makes sense to have CO partners with maximum
Hamming distance as it means maximising the number of loci where a CO operator
can cause bit flips. But what happens in a continuous search space? Since 10 is such a
small number, and entry into the first tier goes without diversity condition, it can be
assumed that often the first tier will concentrate in one small subregion of the search
space. If it is a corner then the diversity acceptance criterion of the second tier will
lead to its members jumping ever farther away from that corner until they end up in
other corners of the search space. As described earlier, many other EAs gain their
efficiency in the fight against the curse of dimensionality and the unknown structure
of the fitness function by shrinking steadily, by continuously abandoning more and
more regions of the search space, by sinking down through the range of scales from
large-scale to fine-scale structure at the end. With that background thought it is
hard to imagine what the recombination between high-distance parent sets from the
two tiers is good for. This corresponds to creating offspring along lines crossing the
whole search space whereby only the offspring in between parents will be feasible
and offspring outside the parent interval will be outside bounds. If the elite covers
several spots forming a surface, then recombination among mixed-tier subsets means
checking along lines and within surfaces perpendicular to the elite surface. Nothing
wrong with that. But if the elite surface divides the search space into unequal
parts, then all 2nd tier members can be expected to show up only on one side of
it. The question of clustering among the second tier is an aspect not addressed in
the algorithm descriptions. Interestingly, in the continuous scatter search by Herrera
et al. the two tiers exist only in the (re)initialisation phase when PRefSet is generated
from PDivSet. Later on in the main loop only the fitness acceptance criterion allows
entering PRefSet and the tier boundary is dissolved [201]55. Thus, in their algorithm
the second tier members do not get pushed further and further away from the elite,
rather, PDivSet and the second half of PRefSet, generated from PDivSet, are replaced
every couple of main loop iterations. So one has to imagine that during several runs
and restarts the elite gets new data input and probably shifts or jumps a couple of
times. In the variant proposed by Hvattum et al. [212] acceptance of a solution into
PRefSet occurs under this condition: it is better than the current best ∨ ((it is better
than the current worst) ∧ (the closest point in PRefSet is further away than a given
limit dthresh)). The discrepancies in the diversity acceptance rules between [172],
[201], and [212] highlight two aspects. According to Glover’s quote, advantageous
and disadvantageous decision rules have stronger effects the more deterministic the
algorithm is. Secondly, rules that are suitable in a discrete problem might be a
drawback in other contexts, this means the low-level routines have to be changed or
adjusted when a metaheuristic is switched from context to context. But the NFL
theorems have been telling that all along. The work by Hvattum et al. explores this
aspect further by benchmarking the MH with many more LS variants than only
Nelder-Mead and Solis-Wets. On the swarm dynamics of that part of PRefSet which
had only been selected for fitness, one can say that it exhibits the same ability as a
CMA-ES population or a Nelder-Mead simplex, namely to be able to take on a very

55see pseudocode on page 455
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squeezed shape able to follow down very narrow diagonal valleys.

Summary

Scatter search represents a wholly different approach to how to design an evolution-
ary algorithm. It seems to work well if it is done right, but doing it right takes
a little more effort than with other EAs, and some of the effort will have to be
repeated with any new optimisation task of different nature. Like in any EA with
LS, the LS depth is a parameter with huge impact. In scatter search the decision
on the LS depth has to be made in connection with the population size, the subset
size limit, and the desired restart behaviour. The other sensitive points seem to be
the RefSet acceptance rules and the choice of the LS routine. Scatter search could
thus be problematic in cases where the topology of the training problem does not
exactly match the features of an expensive real-world problem. Experimenting with
scatter search is very useful because it challenges a look at EA details, and at the
same time at the big picture, it shows that too much nature-inspiredness can act as
a prison.

T.4.9 Hybrid EAs and memetic algorithms (MA)

Creating a hybrid EA can mean combining operators stemming from two or more
different existing EA schemes in one single EA loop for offspring generation. In that
sense the hybrid EA scheme outlined in chapter 3 represents a combination of ES
and GA facets.

EC literature is often based on a broader definition where creating a hybrid EA
means coupling an evolutionary algorithm with any other optimisation technique in
any way. The definition is very broad because two optimisation algorithms can be
nested, combined to work together with equal rights, made to take over intermit-
tently, given a budget by a superior MH, just to name a few options. The combined
optimisation techniques can be anything. If there is an EA in it somewhere, and
if the EA part is not only at the low end of the hierarchy, then it is a hybrid EA.
However, the coupling concept most often encountered is probably the one of an EA
responsible for efficient global exploration calling up a local search (LS) subroutine
for further optimising selected individuals. Scatter search, as explained above, is
therefore a good example of that type of hybrid EA.

The term memetic algorithm is another one with a broad meaning. The neo-
logism “meme” for the smallest unit, the atom, of cultural evolution was coined
by evolution biologist Richard Dawkins [103] in search for an analogy to the word
“gene”, the smallest meaningful unit of carried information in biological evolution.
Cultural evolution happens when beings, which are intelligent and capable of learn-
ing, pass on their improved knowledge by communicating it to descendants and
fellows. Chimpanzees using a grass blade for catching ants and passing down the
technique by teaching and learning provide a good example of a hereditary meme.
Examples of human cultural evolution through improved memes “going viral” are
the techniques of using a saddle for riding a horse, making bronze, copper, iron,
glass, “googling” something, citation styles in scientific literature. The memepool is
not only shaped by population-based processes like differential reproduction rates
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and random fluctuations, but also by the driving forces of curiosity, imitation, and
purposeful thoughtful improvement. Mechanisms like invention, copying, idea dif-
fusion, and schools of thought emerge. This yields a much faster evolution process,
the human cultural evolution provides the best example. It took a few tens of thou-
sands of years to evolve to the current state, whereas MNEA has been working on
this planet for billions of years. The dynamics of meme populations develop on two
levels with different speeds: following their carrier’s population dynamic (e.g. pot-
tery decoration styles of the Stone Age) and through quickly being communicated
horizontally (e.g. viral videos, or scientific ideas like numerical methods).

Moscato [309] proposed the EC concept of memetic algorithms (MA) in order to
allow a similar jump in quality. What a memetic concept should mean in the field of
EAs is straightforward: the most useful knowledge or concept that a single member
of a population can carry is the local search (LS) strategy. If the LS is to become
a meme, then this implies the goals to make the individual’s LS rules and strategy
choices as flexible as possible and to allow the most suitable LS meme to evolve and
“go viral” across the population. The EA designer’s task is then to find the most
efficient heuristics and code framework to let the memes evolve and adapt quickly
to the problem and landscape currently explored by the population. Unfortunately,
there is some confusion in EA literature and hybrid EAs with inflexible static local
search subroutines are often labelled as MA, too.

The development of MAs seems to be most vivid in the field of discrete com-
binatorial problems, whereas constrained real-parameter optimisation seems to be
a minor fraction. The journal “IEEE Transactions on Systems, Man, and Cyber-
netics” had a special issue on MA in 2007 [332], and “Soft Computing - A Fusion
of Foundations, Methodologies and Applications” brought one in 2008 [333]. These
and the thesis of N. Krasnogor [237] could be a starter for the reader interested in
MA.

One local search requires substantially more function calls than the number of
dimensions n that have to be explored. It is easy to make the calculation cost of an
EA explode when systematically inserting LS subroutines without restricting their
use carefully enough. The balancing of exploration versus exploitation grows to
a severe and complex problem. Determining the exact guidelines for the ‘where’,
‘when’, ‘to which individuals’, ‘how thoroughly’, and ’what type of heuristic’ should
the subroutine be applied to becomes a very demanding task. Thus, MA comprises
a multiplication of the fields of nonmemetic EA, local search strategies, control
strategies, and adaptation schemes.

T.5 Multi-objective optimisation (MOO)
When Mother Nature’s EA works on improving the genetic code for a mouse, the
optimisation process is inherently multi-objective (MO). Some mice die because a
bright fur colour makes them easy to be discovered by predators, some die because
they are too slow when fleeing in danger, some die because their immune system
cannot handle a disease. There are innumerable ways by which fate can shorten
a mouse’s life. This means constantly different selection pressures are acting on
a population of mice in a randomised way, and a well-designed mouse is the best
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compromise serving all the needs of being fast, attentive, energy-efficient, fertile etc.
while not being overly prone to any of the common causes of death. Chipmunks,
squirrels, rats, mice, rabbits, they all have a common ancestor, but because of gene
drift and population separation over long time they have now evolved into different
species and represent slightly different compromise solutions to the multi-objective
challenge scenario posed by their environment, one speaks of different ecological
niches.

It would be easy to implement similar EA schemes of multiple pressures (i. e.
objectives) acting in a randomised manner. But normally when resorting to multi-
objective optimisation algorithms, the goal is not that evolving populations drift
into different corners from run to run illustrating everytime a different way to com-
promise. Many runs would be needed to get a feeling of the ensemble of possible
good compromises. Generally, the intention behind the use of an MO algorithm
is to learn about the spatial distribution of good compromises in the search space
and their distinction against inferior compromises. This can be discussed in the
framework of Pareto-optimisation56.

Pareto-comparability

Instead of one single objective function fobj we are dealing now with two or more
scalar functions f1(~x), f2(~x), ..., fk(~x) to be minimised. A solution is said to be
Pareto-inferior to others, if there is a solution in the population being better with
respect to at least one objective and worse in none. A solution is called Pareto-
efficient if it is Pareto-superior over other points and there are no points Pareto-
superior to it. All Pareto-efficient solutions together form the Pareto-front. In order
to optimise one objective going out from a Pareto-efficient solution, one has to accept
losses in at least one other objective.

A Pareto-optimiser has two functions: firstly, it should give an answer to the
question whether the defined objective functions create a goal conflict, and sec-
ondly, if there is a goal conflict, then the optimiser should improve the population of
solutions such that the structure of the Pareto-front is revealed and that it closely
approximates the true limits of feasibility.

Taking the example of aeroplane design, two exemplary goals not creating any
conflict would be the minimisation of structural weight (for a given outer shape) to
serve on the one hand the purpose of minimising fuel consumption and on the other
hand the maximisation of the climbing rate. An exemplary combination of objectives
giving rise to goal conflict would be the maximisation of mechanical stability, which
tends to increase material usage, versus weight reduction. Another example is the
wing profile. Every aeroplane designer has to make a decision on the balance between
thin delta wings allowing high speeds or long and bellied sailplane wings achieving
the required lift in the most economic way. A multi-objective algorithm is used when
support is needed for making such kinds of decisions. A multi-objective EA has to
move away from search space domains representing Pareto-inferior solutions, it has
to push the population’s Pareto front ahead, and it has to create a dense distribution
within the Pareto-front in order to make its structure visible.

56The name comes from the Italian engineer and economist Vilfredo Pareto (1848–1923).
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Example of a MOEA: NSGA-II

One of the most popular MO-EAs was presented by Deb et al. [108] in the form of the
NSGA-II algorithm, a GAmade capable of coping with MO problems by a subroutine
called nondominated sorting (NS). The GA enacts its selection pressure purely based
on the individuals’ ranking in the population (unlike fitness-proportional selection
in traditional GAs). The specialty of the algorithm is how the population members
are ranked in each generation. The sorting procedure starts with the distinction
between those solutions forming the Pareto front and the other solutions. The Pareto
front members are assigned the first nondomination rank. Next, the Pareto front
members are taken away and it is asked which elements would now form the Pareto
front. These elements are assigned the second nondomination rank. The procedure
continues until all members of the population are assigned such a nondomination
rank. The sorting into these Pareto front ranks is the primary sorting mechanism.
The secondary sorting mechanism does not intermix these groups any more, it only
re-arranges the elements within each group. The measure used for re-arranging is
a measure of the crowding within the Pareto front going as a staircase or bending
line through the f1-f2-space (or warped as surface into the fk-space in general):
along each fk-axis, one dimension after the other, the two distances to the nearest
neighbours on both sides are collected, along each direction there is a normalisation
taking into account the extension of the whole set, and the average of all these
normalised next-neighbour distance measures is called the crowding distance. The
two solutions at the extremal positions along each direction obtain an additional
fitness offset. This setup is intended to gear the NSGA-II to create more new
candidate solutions along sparsely populated regions of the Pareto-front than within
areas which have already been densely scanned.

Of course, many other EAs can also be based upon this sorting procedure to
turn them into MOEAs. Note that the secondary sorting procedure exhibits an
inherent sensitivity towards the scalings of the objective functions. For instance,
re-formulating one of the objectives on a logarithmic scale will cause the algorithm
to behave differently.

T.6 Summary on the EA overview

Few people have a working knowledge about quantum mechanics, but many have
an idea of how evolution works. The concepts of mutation, variation, information
recombination, selection pressure, and differential reproduction rates are simple.
Putting these ingredients together to make a search engine working in the blind
search manner is not always the most elegant or efficient way to tackle real-world
optimisation problems, but it often works. Evolutionary algorithms can be made
quite robust against being trapped in local optima, their applicability relies on few
assumptions about the search space. This allowed EAs to become popular and a
common global search method, and it renders them worth a consideration when
confronted with many real-world optimisation problems.

It is not trivial and not always possible to tune a new EA idea built from scratch
to competitiveness among state-of-the-art optimisers. But it is pretty easy to set up
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an EA routine that works. The nice thing is that in many cases the interfacing of the
EA with the optimisation problem is fairly straightforward because the optimisation
problem is treated in a black-box manner. A few educated guesses on the type of
most suitable EA approach and the main implementation settings can prevent many
negative user experiences (and the present text is intended to enable these educated
guesses for readers of any background). Therefore, the decision to use an EA often
does not hinge on a narrow estimation of the pure computational cost, but on a
somewhat broader comparison of practical scenarios: How does the added computa-
tional cost of using an EA (∼ 10− 103 times more function calls than deterministic
methods) and the necessary implementation work compare to the cost of one or
more engineers working through the mathematical theory necessary to devise and
implement a more targeted and suitable alternative optimisation framework? What
is the risk that the initially envisaged mathematical theory turns out not to be gen-
eral enough? When future modifications to the project will affect the optimisation
problem, how does the effort to modify the EA treatment compare to the effort to
update the specialised deterministic procedure? Will the alternative mathematical
treatment be as flexible to handle eventual extensions of the optimisation problem as
the EA treatment will be? What will the maintenance cost of the to-be-programmed
optimisation framework be (potentially including handing the method down)?

EAs can have issues. If chosen and set up wrongly, they can be wasteful, stag-
nate in diagonal valleys, be out of balance with respect to local vs. global search,
and suffer loss of gene pool diversity. EAs are simulations of populations of vectors
in a search space, simulations of a swarm of particles jumping or gliding through
a potential landscape. The simulated population systems exhibit their own motion
laws. Therefore, of course, wrong settings are possible where the motion laws are
dominant and the landscape to be searched is not, or where the swarm dynamics in-
teract undesiredly with landscape features so that its motion pattern is not suitable
for global search. But since EAs are composed of conceptionally simple ingredients,
these failures can be detected, analysed, understood, and counteracted fairly easily
too by tracking the statistics of populations, and by modifying the ingredients of the
EA. Often, these occasions offer a possibility to learn about the nature of the opti-
mised problem itself. The latter stance is of course true for any kind of optimiser,
not just an EA. But the swarm dynamics of EAs can often be described in easy
and intuitive terms, and this will be reflected in the lessons learnt about the search
landscape. By contrast, when learning from the failure of a very intricate method
being devised and described itself in very complex mathematical terms, the undesir-
able landscape features discovered upon the method’s failure may also reflect that
same complexity level when being described. Think of transitioning from a smooth
to a noisy function. This will bust many definitions making mathematical analysis
easy, but in the efficiency, applicability, and the underlying ensemble of assumptions
of most EAs this transition will make no dent. In an EA framework one will still
be able to discuss average local gradients and distributions of local optima. It is
indisputable that the best solution offering the broadest learning potential gener-
ally lies in an analytical treatment of the physical and mathematical properties of a
real-world problem allowing to deduce a dedicated and reliable global optimisation
routine on that formulation. But as soon as generic optimisers are considered, EAs
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should definitely be on the list.
Mother Nature uses for her different evolutionary algorithms variable sets of

ingredients (haploidicy, diploidicy, chromosomes, CO, introns, exons, HGT, DNA
repair mechanisms) and the successful ones of her EA trials still exist today in
bacteria, green algae, vertebrates, etc.. Historically, the field of EAs (or broader:
evolutionary computation, EC ) was subdivided into different schools of thought (e. g.
ES, EP, GA, GP, SA), but as more and more intermediate concepts and hybrid EAs
are published, the scope of evolutionary computation is getting broader and more
unified. The example of the CO operator, seen as a low-level heuristic called by a
metaheuristic, and the fact that some form of it is used in a variety of popular EAs,
some of them formerly seen as originating from supposedly different schools of EA
thinking, and that there is one basic idea, but complete freedom of implementation
of variants of the basic concept, underscores the validity of the view that EC should
be seen as a field building on the usage of one diverse, comprehensive, and infinite
toolbox of basic algorithmic elements.

The vast, comprehensive, but easily accessible collection of EC concepts invites
for do-it-yourself approaches as well as for transferring established elaborate EAs
to new applications. It invites for experimentation on the side of the optimiser as
well as for tinkering with the formulation and representation of its target. Hard real-
world problems challenge programmers to improve the optimisation algorithms while
testing them on hard and telling test functions, and on the other hand the trials with
applying different optimisers on a problem of real-world interest motivates users to
rethink and improve their black-box problem formulations and to learn about the
problems’ nature.

Lists of symbols and abbreviations
List of Latin quantity symbols
Symbol Description
ai lower bound of search space along ith dimension
bi tier sizes in scatter search description
bi upper bound of search space along ith dimension
C covariance matrix
CR crossover rate control parameter in DE description
c1, c2 attractor force scaling factors in PSO description
D diagonal matrix
d distance
E energy
êi unit vector
F translation scaling factor in differential evolution
fobj objective function
f, g, h generic functions
G maximum number of generations (algorithm control)
g generation counter
I identity matrix
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Kj attractor location (i. e. chromosome memory) in PSO description
L population subset list in scatter search description
N population size
N natural numbers
N normal distribution
n search space dimension
P probability
P chromosome population
PF0,PF1 parent, offspring population
p chromosome (“particle”) in PSO description
p.L,p.v,p.x particle local neighbourhood, velocity, position in PSO description
R real numbers
r random number
s mutation step adaptation factor
T temperature
U , ~U uniform distribution (scalar, vector)
~u offspring chromosome in DE description
~v intermediate (translated) chromosome in DE description
~v velocity in PSO description
X function domain
x spatial coordinate, design variable
{~x} set of chromosomes
~x, ~y chromosome, i. e. point in search space
Y function co-domain

List of Greek quantity symbols
Symbol Description
α recombination operator extension range beyond better parent
α inertia parameter in PSO description
β recombination operator extension range beyond worse parent
β attractor force scaling factor in PSO description
γ maximum number of generations (algorithm control)
δ, ~δ mutation step
~ζ chromosome, i. e. point in search space
λ size of offspring population
µ size of parent population (selected for “survival” and

reproduction)
µ, ~µ mean value, mean vector
~ξ chromosome, i. e. point in search space
σ mutation step size control parameter
ψ attractor force scaling factor in PSO description
ω angular frequency
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List of abbreviations
Abbreviation Description
ACO ant colony optimisation
ANN artificial neural network
BBOB Black-Box Optimization Benchmarking
BC binary-coded
BCGA binary-coded genetic algorithm
BCO bee colony optimisation
BGA breeder genetic algorithm
BLX blend crossover
CEC IEEE Congress on Evolutionary Computation
CMA-ES evolution strategy with covariance matrix adaptation
CO crossing-over, crossover
DE differential evolution
DNA deoxyribonucleic acid
DOE design of experiment
DX discrete crossover
EA evolutionary algorithm
EAO evolutionary algorithm optimisation (meaning optimisation by

evolutionary algorithm)
EC evolutionary computation
ES evolution strategy
EP evolutionary programming
FIPS fully informed particle swarm
GA genetic algorithm
GECCO Genetic and Evolutionary Computation Conference
GP genetic programming
HGT horizontal gene transfer
IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
ILLIAC Illinois Automatic Computer (historic computer family)
JSSP job shop scheduling problem
KL Karhunen-Loève
LCS learning classifier systems
LS local search
MA memetic algorithm
MH metaheuristic
MNEA Mother Nature’s evolutionary algorithm
MO,MOO multi-objective (optimisation)
MOEA multi-objective evolutionary algorithm
MVN multivariate normal (distribution)
NFL,NFLT no free lunch (theorem)
NN neural network
NP nondeterministic polynomial
NS nondominated sorting
NSGA nondominated sorting genetic algorithm
PC,PCA principal component (analysis)
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PDF probability density function
PE punctuated equilibrium
PSO particle swarm optimisation
RC real-coded
RCGA real-coded genetic algorithm
RNA ribonucleic acid
ROM reduced-order model
SA simulated annealing
SCS scatter search
TSP travelling salesman problem
UNDX unimodal normal distribution crossover
VRP vehicle routing problem
WHX Wright’s heuristic crossover
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Appendix U

Evolution: some subtle facts
and interpretations

U.1 Why death?

Why is death, if it becomes systematically established as part of the EA of real life,
a competition advantage? An individual bacterium does not necessarily have to die;
all existing bacteria have lived ever since the beginning of bacterial life. Concerning
our death, the empirical scientist can just make the laconic remark, that if there
were individuals programmed to live eternally, being equipped with an optimal re-
pair mechanism for body cells, they would hamper the evolutionary progress (i. e.
speed of adaptation) of their own species, so there aren’t. The two reasons are the
following: with being evaluated in terms of fitness and having produced offspring or
not, the individual’s life’s purpose is fulfilled, the gene pool of the population in the
next generation is optimised, and the quicker the generational cycle is completed
the better. The speed of the EA iteration cycle is a competitive advantage by itself.
Repeated genetic input from the past would be a drawback more often than not, and
too old members of the population are draining the limited environmental resources.
As concerns mutations of the gamete cells, as more mutations accumulate over time,
there would be ever less connection between the genotypic information transferred
to the offspring and the phenotype of the parent under fitness evaluation. An ex-
tended individual existence as senior is only of advantage if cultural knowledge has
to be conserved and passed on. E.g. in a band of elephants travelling through the
Namibian desert there have to be seniors knowing about water holes revisited only
occasionally after many years.

The species of green algae represent many interesting intermediate steps between
simpler unicellular life forms without sexual reproduction and death and other eu-
karyotic organisms with the two features. Some species of green algae1 are in the
lucky position of enjoying the advantages of recombination without the disadvan-
tages of programmed death. These algae live normally as haploid cells and reproduce
asexually by cell division. But there is also a sexual reproduction cycle where the
cells of two algae fibres undergo pairwise conjugation. Connection tunnels are built

1e. g. Spirogyra: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spirogyra
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between two cells from different fibres and the cells from one fibre migrate through
the tunnels and form diploid zygotes. None of the cells die. The empty cellulose
hulls remaining from one of the two fibres are the only pieces of dead matter left
behind in the process. The zygotes divide up again into haploid cells, the default
form in this case.

U.2 Bacterial conjugation
“Of course” some form of reconnecting lineage branches has also emerged among bac-
teria: there is a gene called F-factor (“F” for fertility) present in the genome of some
bacteria throughout many species. This genetic text contains the code of proteins
necessary to build a tunnel leading outside the bacterium equipped with a tip able
to poke into other bacteria that happen to be nearby. Once such a tunnel connec-
tion exists, the F-factor gene sequence transfers itself into the poked bacterium and
behind the transferred F-factor code still follows a gene sequence of variable length
composed of whatever happened to be behind the F-factor when it was part of the
genome of the old host. Note that the F-factor spreading thus in a population of bac-
teria matches almost exactly the definition of a virus, but a virus of invaluable benefit
to the speed of evolution of bacteria. Recombining genetic material by other means
than sexual reproduction is termed horizontal gene transfer (HGT). For further
information see [271], http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bacterial_conjugation,
and http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Horizontal_gene_transfer.
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Test functions used for EA
benchmarking

V.1 Test function from literature
The shifted rotated Weierstrass function

The shifted rotated Weierstrass function is the function F11 of the CEC-2005 test
function suite [444]. This collection was compiled by Suganthan et al. for the com-
petition on real-parameter optimisation hosted by the CEC-2005 conference. The
function F11 is given by

F11(~x) = F ′11(~z(~x))

=
n∑
i=1

(
K∑
k=0

[ak cos(2πbk(zi + 1
2))]

)
− n

K∑
k=0

[ak cos(2πbk · 1
2)] + ∆

with a = 1
2 , b = 3, and K = 20. The suggested search domain boundaries are

−0.5 < xi < 0.5. ∆ = 90 is just a scalar offset; it has the purpose to shift the level
of the global minimum away from zero.1 Additionally, most of the CEC-2005 test
functions are shifted and rotated. This means that the point ~x doesn’t enter the
function directly, but is transformed beforehand via

~z = (~x− ~Ω) ·M.

The vector ~Ω now indicates the new position of the global minimum, which would
lie at ~0 in the untransformed function. The rotation matrix M can also include
stretching. In the case of F11 it has the condition number 5. The data for all

1In historic GAs the selection pressure is directly related to the fitness. Imagine the situation
when the weight of a construction has to be minimised: once the early phase of optimisation is over
and the candidate solutions differ less and less in their weight, such an EA will become less and
less efficient because the differences in relative selection pressure vanish. There is always the option
to offset the fitness function, whereby the ideal offset would be the weight of the globally optimal
construction. But in real-world scenarios the value of the objective function at the global optimum
is not known in advance. So, in the real-world scenario it is desired that the EA performance cannot
be compromised too much by fitness scaling issues. Using a test function suite with different offsets
can be seen as a safety measure against developing EAs with sensitivities towards fitness scaling.
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the shift vectors and rotation matrices can be downloaded from P. N. Suganthan’s
homepage [443]. His site also hosts the Matlab® code for the test functions. A few
of the CEC-2005 test functions, rewritten in Python, can be found here [430].

The shifted expanded Rosenbrock plus Griewank function

is the function F13 of the CEC-2005 test function suite. It is a so-called expanded
function, which means that it is a 2D function expanded to cover an n-dimensional
space according to

eF (~x) = eF (x1, x2, ..., xn) = F (x1, x2) + F (x2, x3) + ...+ F (xn−1, xn) + F (xn, x1).

eF8F2 is the expansion of two nested functions

F8F2(xi, xj) = F8(F2(xi, xj)),

and these two core functions2 are the Rosenbrock function

F2(x, y) = 100(x2 − y)2 + (x− 1)2

and the Griewank function

F8(x) = 1
4000x

2 − cosx+ 1.

In the case of F13 there is no rotation matrix involved, just a coordinate system shift

~z = ~x− ~Ω + 1

and the shift ∆ of the function values is ∆ = −130. The suggested search domain
boundaries are −3 < xi < 1.

The FM-synthesis problem

The FM-synthesis problem of the CEC-2011 collection of real-world problems [102]
is a function fitting problem where the target function is a signal of the form

s(t) = A1 sin
(
ω1t+A2 sin

(
ω2t+A3 sin(ω3t)

))
which involves the principle of frequency modulation (FM). The task is to find the
parameter set {A1, ω1, A2, ω2, A3, ω3} that is able to reproduce the original signal,
i.e. that minimises the area between the original and the trial signal to zero. In order
to make the test function computationally slim, a discretised version is considered.
The area integration turns into the summation of pointwise distances, or simply
square distances. The specific problem instance described in [102] looks like this:
the signal

s(t) = A1 sin
(
ω1tθ +A2 sin

(
ω2tθ +A3 sin(ω3tθ)

))
2Their names “F8” and “F2” stem from historic test function collections.
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with the parameters

A1 = 1.0, ω1 = 5.0,
A1 = 1.5, ω1 = 4.8,
A1 = 2.0, ω1 = 4.9,

and
θ = 2π

100
is defined on the grid

t ∈ [1, 2, ..., 100].

The objective function is the sum over the square offsets between trial and target
function on that grid:

f(~x) = f(A1, ω1, A2, ω2, A3, ω3) =
100∑
t=0

(
strial(t)− starget(t)

)2
.

The search space boundaries suggested in [102] are ~x ∈ [−6.4, 6.35]6.
Anybody who has ever played with analogue synthesisers for producing FM

sounds knows that FM is a funny thing. There are states where the resonance
frequency dials of particular oscillators become extremely sensitive and twisting the
dial by a tiny bit creates a totally different sound. Many different sounds are possi-
ble, and with more than two or three oscillators it becomes impossible to remember
or get a feeling of what setting leads to what sound. On the other hand, a pair of
oscillators sin(ω1t+ sin(ω2t)) can be brought into an easily understandable and pre-
dictable state if ω2 � ω1, then it is nothing else but a siren. This has two important
implications: (a) that the exact boundaries of the search domain are a crucial part
of the problem description, and (b) that the search domain can be extended into
regions where the ruggedness of the objective function becomes extremely high and
there is no strong causality in Rechenberg’s sense [379] (which would require that
infinitesimal variations in ~x lead to infinitesimal changes in fobj). Another aspect,
in which the FM-synthesis problem is special, is that the impact of variations of the
amplitudes has a different nature than the impact of variations of the frequencies.
And the amplitude of the outermost harmonic function has of course the weakest
impact. If these special properties are kept in mind and care is taken that a new
problem instance is not made too easy nor too difficult, and therefore useless, then it
is a substantial enrichment for each collection of test functions. The freedom to steer
the window formed by the search space boundaries towards easier or more difficult
areas or to span transition regions is in any case something very positive for the EA
experimentalist.

The function F101 by Whitley et al.

The function F101 by Whitley et al. [508, 511] is an expanded function. The prim-
itive 2D function

F101(x, y) = x sin
(√
|x− (y + 47)|

)
− (y + 47) sin

(√
|y + 47 + x/2|

)
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has a unique global minimum on the diagonal. It is expanded according to

eF (~x) = eF (x1, x2, ..., xn) = F (x1, x2) + F (x2, x3) + ...+ F (xn−1, xn)

=
n−1∑
i=1

F (xi, xi+1),

this time without cycling through from n to 1. As suggested in [511], the search
domain boundaries were defined by xi ∈ [−512, 511].

V.2 A newly developed test function: the charged mar-
ble problem

Test functions are a tool for learning about search and optimisation algorithms.
The tool has to be used by prospective EA users as well as EA inventors. The com-
munities of researchers working on deterministic and stochastic search algorithms
have created comprehensive collections of telling test problems with manifold char-
acteristics and difficulty levels. Competitions are held among algorithm developers,
whereby each competition is another occasion to compile a new library of test func-
tions. Of course there has never been a real need to build a new class of test problems
with special properties in the context of making the current EA choice. But during
the process of familiarisation and experimentation with existing EA concepts and
test problems, a very simple popular type of test problem with the added benefit of
easy solution visualisation has evolved into a more challenging test problem while
conserving the benefit of visualisability. The result is a test problem which is at
the same time computationally simple, a challenging search problem, and one where
solutions still can be visualised in such a way that humans can interpret solutions
and judge on quality differences within fractions of a second. This can be identified
as a class of test problems filling a gap. That this gap is otherwise populated so
thinly, is somehow surprising. From the perspective of the EA developer, it is felt by
the author as a big advantage during writing EA code, which is a continuous chain
of decision-making, to be able to ask for a quick and intuitively graspable feedback
about changes in the algorithm performance. Therefore, the test problem class was
published at a conference on EC [428], and a short description will follow below.

The benefits of an intuitively understandable visualisation

Sound evaluations of algorithm performances are of course only possible through
large statistics on many test problems. The larger the statistics, the finer differences
can be revealed. But in the early stage of developing program code for trying out a
new algorithm idea, when many fundamental decisions with large effect have to be
made, it is very advantageous if quick experiments are possible with a feedback loop
of seconds so that a trial-and-error scheme can replace many arbitrary guesses and
speculations. One option is to use a computationally very simple test function where
a small histogram of optimisation results can be produced quickly, and to examine
how the histogram shifts when the setup of the algorithm is changed. Another
option is to look at single optimisation histories and analyse particular chromosome
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modification steps and their effect on the search. Both approaches are necessary and
complementary ingredients to the process of brewing new optimisation algorithms.

The analysis of single optimisation histories is substantially easier if a simple
way of visualising solutions exists that can be easily interpreted instead of a row of
meaningless numbers. For the Rastrigin function [444]

fRa(~x) =
N∑
i=1

(
xi

2 − α cos(2πxi) + α
)

with α = 10,

the visualisation scheme depicted in figure V.1 can be taken as an example. The anal-
ysis of optimisation histories of such a visualisation does not only reveal how quickly
the algorithm improves the solution but also through which intermediate steps the
search proceeds. Single mutation or recombination steps can also be analysed by
comparing the plots of the individual solutions. This offers a creative programming
practice of implementing a new EA idea, watching a handful of optimisation runs,
changing an implementation detail, watching again, and so on. This is very nice,
except that it is useless unless the examined test problem is challenging. Push-
ing oneself to develop code for an EA performing better and better on an easy
test problem unavoidably leads to disappointment at the end of the day when the
supposedly improved code is tested again with large statistics on the other test prob-
lems. Some non-challenging test functions (the Rastrigin function, or others, e. g.
parabolic potential, sharp ridgeline, Rosenbrock function) have their justification in
the development process due to their distinguished properties checking the optimiser
for particular flaws. But would it not be nice to have a test function where one is
able to combine and scale several of those properties that lead to truly challenging
optimisation problems, but which is at the same time visualisable in such a sim-
ple manner that the programmer can judge at a glance whether her or his work of
algorithm architecture develops in a fruitful direction or not?

Taking another simple test problem ...

Inter-particle potential problems are a popular class of test problems for EAs because
they are able to feature high numbers of local optima. E. g. problem No 2 of the CEC-
2011 competition on optimising real-world problems is the search for Lennard-Jones
cluster structures yielding the minimal amount of potential energy of N particles
within each other’s Lennard-Jones potentials [102]. Taking the coordinates xi, yi, zi
of the N particles as the parameters to tune, how does the objective landscape look
like? That the local energy minima must be separated by energy barriers is easily
understandable. In order to go from one settled crystal structure to an alternative
one, energy has to be invested first. The energy cost is needed to either break
single particles away from their neighbours and carry them from one point on the
cluster surface to a different one, or for shifting crystal layers against each other
from match point to match point, or for squeezing single particles through layers
of other particles. Other variations of the problem are to minimise the potential
energy of N electrons with possible locations confined to a given volume or surface.
Among the simplest instances of that problem class are the tasks of minimising the
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Figure V.1 A visualisation for solutions of the Rastrigin problem
The Rastrigin function is a sum of contributions from each entry xi of the chromosome. Thus it is a sep-
arable problem and the parameters can be tuned one after the other. In the visualisation above, showing
two solutions of the 8-dimensional problem instance, each parameter xi is a dot that can move horizontally
and which contributes to the sum according to the potential shown in grey. Therefore, each dot would have
to be pushed to the centre position in order to realise the one solution representing the global minimum.
Interestingly, watching EA optimisation histories (i. e. snapshot sequences of the current best of each genera-
tion), one can clearly distinguish a traditional GA from a traditional ES. The GA, due to the recombination
operator, tends to replace only parts of the best current chromosome at a time. By contrast, the ES lets
the whole picture flip if there is a change. A conventional ES pushes each dot towards the centre of its
local valley and only occasionally a dot jumps into a neighbour valley, whereas in the optimisation histories
created by a GA the dots are very likely to jump through a few valleys before they settle in one of the better
ones. It looks like each dot conducts its jumping search independently, and this is indeed what a conventional
GA does. It tries recombinations of mutated partial solutions of the separable problem. Therefore, scrolling
through two or three optimisation histories does not only indicate how quickly the algorithm improves the
solution quality, it can also reveal useful information about how the algorithm functions. Unfortunately, due
to being separable, the Rastrigin problem is too simple and not suitable to judge EAs.

potential energy of N each other repelling particles free to move on a linear track,
on a circle track, or on a sphere surface.

... and making it harder ...

The case of minimising the potential energy of N charged particles sliding on a
circle line was taken as the starting point. This can be trivially visualised and it
is depicted in figure V.2. It is very easy for a person to decide which one of two
solutions is the better one. Evolution gave us a good eye for evenness, and of two
competing trial solutions we will in many cases be able to tell at a glance which is
the more even distribution. Secondly, everybody knows about forces proportional to
1/r2 (potential ∝ 1/r) through haptic experience with magnets. Therefore, we have
a feeling for the work necessary to deform the case of ideal even order and get to the
one we have to judge. But of course, the task of finding the global energy minimum
poses no real problem even for simple algorithms. At any moment each particle is
pushed away from its closer neighbour and towards the farther one which explains
why the simplest evolution strategy, downhill-simplex search, simulated annealing,
or a gradient follower can solve the problem within few iterations. The equidistant
distribution is globally optimal, and there are infinitely many optimal solutions.
They can be reached through rotation of the system or swapping of particles.

However, if a second type of potential energy is introduced, a hilly track potential,
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Figure V.2 Adding difficulty to a simple particle potential problem
The picture in the top left corner shows a visualisation of the simple test problem of repulsive particles on a
ring track. Humans can interpret the solution quality quickly because we can look at the distribution of dots
in terms of evenness. In most cases it takes just an instant to decide which one of two competing solutions
is better. Through play with magnets we have an intuition for forces diverging at close distance. Asked to
judge according to a criterion of potential energy, we can infer from the two overlapping dots on the ring
that the quality of this solution must be particularly poor. The picture in the lower left corner corresponds
to the first step of making the problem more difficult by the addition of a track potential. A different
quality of hilliness is thus introduced into the search space because now there are barriers separating local
energy minima. Another measure increasing the search difficulty level drastically is to make the particles
nonidentical by giving them different weights. This adds a combinatorial aspect. Solution visualisations of
this problem instance are depicted in the remaining four pictures. The two plots in the middle show solutions
of low and intermediate quality, due to too close neighbours, heavy marbles in elevated valleys, and light
marbles wasting space in deep valleys. The two solutions depicted on the right are near-optimal.

and by making the objective function the sum of both types of energies, the situation
changes drastically. Now there is just one combination of particle coordinates left
to represent the global energy minimum. Only those solutions reachable by particle
swaps are still equivalent. Most importantly, there are now different local optima
depending on the particles’ distribution among the four available valleys. The local
minima of f(x) in the search space lie in energy valleys which are separated by
energy barriers reflecting the fact that particles have to be pushed over hills on the
track in order to roll down into a different valley like a marble. It has to be noted
that the visualisability and the ease of picture interpretation are still given. This is
intended to be shown by the second image in the first column of figure V.2.

... and harder

With the simple measure of making the particles non-identical by giving them indi-
vidual weights, the problem can still be made much harder. How this can be easily
reflected in the visualisations is shown in the remaining four pictures of figure V.2.
Now it matters into which valley which marble falls. Near-optimal solutions are only
found if deep valleys are not wasted with light marbles. With the identical particles,
as soon as each valley contains one or two of them, a local minimisation routine will
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succeed in finding one of the few near-optimal solutions. But with the non-identical
marbles of different weight, a combinatorial aspect enters the problem, and due to
the many possible permutations, the number of high-quality solutions multiplies,
and they are all distinguishable.

It turns out that the problem is so challenging, that neither state-of-the-art
EAs like CMA-ES, DE, and PSO, nor the in-house EA, can exhaust the shown 8D
instance in 10 000 calls. All EA trials result in broad distributions of final scores as
shown in figures 3.11 to 3.15.

The mathematical description of the charged marble problem

The goal is to placeN particles on a circular track and to minimise the total potential
energy in a way that equilibrates a repulsive potential between next neighbours with
their potential energy on the hilly track (as in fig. V.2). Thus the objective function
to be minimised is a weighted sum of two goals

Fobj(~x) = Etot = α · EC + β · EG (V.1)

where ~x is the list of angles xi ∈ [0, 2π]. EC is the sum of the repulsive Coulomb
potentials between next neighbours:

EC = (x1 − xN )−1 +
N−1∑
i=1

(xi+1 − xi)−1. (V.2)

The restriction to only next neighbours is a sacrifice owing to a lower computational
impact. EG is the track potential consisting of the potential energy of each “marble
on the hilly track”:

EG =
N∑
i=1

mih(xi) (V.3)

with h(x) =
3∑
i=1

Ai(sin(x+ δi) + 1), (V.4)

whereby A1 = 0.6; A2 = 1; A3 = 0.8;

δ1 = 0; δ2 = 40 · 2π
360 ; δ3 = 10 · 2π

360 ;

mi = 1− 0.8 · (i− 1)
(N − 1) ; with i ∈ [1, 2, ..., N ]

This h(x) creates the altitude profile forming the black and white track background
shown in figure V.2. The masses mi are equidistant and cover the interval [0.2, 1].
Setting the weighting ratio to α = 1 and β = 2.5 brings the two goals into a com-
petition so that the global optimum is neither a state of all marbles being collected
in the deepest valley nor one where the hill track just introduces a tiny irregularity
into an almost even angle distribution.
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The relevance of the charged marble problem in the context of resonator
optimisation

The decision on which EA to apply to the resonator optimisation task was based
to a substantial part on the algorithm performance on the charged marble problem
because of the following similarities concerning the characteristics of the two objec-
tive functions, the energy Etot in the marble problem, and the peak sound pressure
pmax in the resonator tuning:

• The diverging energy barriers when one charged particle crosses another are
equivalent to the deep canyons in pmax when interacting resonances quench
each other.

• The smooth and sinusoidal energy ondulations created when marbles are pushed
over hills and through valleys are responsible for a similarly smooth and hilly
background structure of the objective function as when the amplitude of a par-
ticular resonance grows and shrinks as a consequence of varying a resonator’s
design parameters.

• The objective functions in both cases are smooth and nonseparable.

• A combinatorial aspect exists in both cases: marbles and valleys have to be
combined in the test problem, the right stiffnesses, masses, and wavelengths
have to be combined in the resonator.

Exploiting these similarities for making the right EA choice means leveraging the
available knowledge about the optimisation problem for fighting the no free lunch
theorem [512, 519].

Comparison to other visualisable test problems

In order to explain why it is thought that this type of test problem fills a rather
empty gap, a comparison with several other visualisable problems was compiled for a
conference publication [428]. As it is of secondary importance in the current context,
the main conclusions are only given very briefly here and only in connection with
the three most illustrative comparisons.

The first example is the Rastrigin function which has been discussed with a visu-
alisation scheme above. The plots do not only reveal the solution quality. Another
feature is that it is evident for the observer how the chromosome should be modified
in order to reach the global minimum. The distance of the current chromosome
from the global minimum can be inferred, and even more importantly, because one
knows how many dots have to be pushed over how many hills, one knows about the
topology and the difficulty of the way lying still ahead in the search space. But this
is all only possible in the unrotated separable case. In the nonseparable case of the
rotated Rastrigin function (as in [444]), equivalent plots can of course still be drawn,
but most of the meaning is lost. The grey 1D potential at the bottom would have
to be erased, marking also the impossibility to make any further conclusions about
what lies ahead in the search space. While in the unrotated case one knows whether
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the incremental move of one dot will cost or gain energy, it is impossible in the un-
rotated case. Expressing it still in another way, comparing two pictures before and
after a mutation, one cannot tell any more from the plot whether the mutation was
beneficial or not. The observer loses the position of being an all-knowing observer
who can judge whether an optimiser does the right things or not.

The second example is the cantilever beam optimisation presented in the context
of the application of evolution strategies to bionics on the website of Rechenberg’s
group [378]. It is illustrated in figure V.3. The comparison of high- with low-quality
solutions in the figure reminds us that beauty and efficiency is often correlated
in problems of light-weight architecture and structural stability faced and solved by
nature and humans. It is no coincidence but a result of evolution, that we have a well-
trained eye to distinguish stable from weak branches in trees and need just fractions
of a second for such decisions. This fact is the root why this truss construction
optimisation problem is easy to solve for us, e. g. by iteratively identifying the node in
the oddest position and pushing it into a better place. This again creates the perfect
situation – from the point of view of the EA developer needing a fast-feedback test
problem – that the human observer is omniscient and can instantly judge the gains
and mistakes made by an optimisation algorithm working on the task. That this
applies to a multimodal problem with no less than twelve degrees of freedom, sounds
remarkable at first. The only problem is that the problem is not at all challenging
for standard EAs. As the flexible six nodes are “pulled” together to form an evenly
shaped curve, the optima can be reached by purely downhill runs starting with any
low-quality solution. Are the seven local minima forming a regular pattern? Is there
a common valley with only small and smooth ondulations at the bottom for their
separation, a 1D chain of basins like a staircase? Almost. Going from the global
optimum through the six other local minima, always all nodes have to be pushed
upwards a little bit. Since each time one of them has to do a larger jump, it can be
said that the chain of basins takes ≈ 90° angle turns spiralling through the search
space. As the truss construction has a narrow neck when the upwards flipping node
has to cross the straight line of upper nodes, there are high barriers of relatively
heavy-weight solutions separating the basins. But for sufficiently large mutation
steps this is much less of an obstacle than for deterministic gradient-followers. So
the low difficulty level comes from a low number of basins forming a simple edgy
chain in a landscape which elsewhere has only smooth and monotonically mounting
slopes.

The third example is the FM-wave synthesis problem from the CEC-2011 collec-
tion of real-world problems [102]. FM is short for frequency modulation and it means
that a periodic signal’s frequency is modulated by the output of another oscillating
signal. Given a signal

s(t) = A1 sin
(
ω1t+A2 sin

(
ω2t+A3 sin(ω3t)

))
stretching over an interval t ∈ [0, T ], a function fitting problem can be defined:
find the parameter set {A1, ω1, A2, ω2, A3, ω3} that is able to reproduce the original
signal, i.e. that minimises the area between the original and the trial signal to zero.
Alternatively, on a discretised grid of check points tk with k ∈ [1, ...,K] the candidate
solution can be required to match the original signal in a least-squares sense. This
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Figure V.3 Cantilever optimisation by ES
These truss cantilever images are snapshots taken from one of the evolution strategy demo programs hosted
on the website of the bionics group of the Technical University Berlin [378]. In this parametrised 2D
truss problem, the weight of a cantilever has to be minimised. The fixed support points are indicated by
triangles and the fixed external weight loads by the yellow-beige arrows. The forces on the truss elements are
calculated, and then a weight of each truss is calculated based on what cross section the corresponding truss
(green) or rope (dark blue) must have in order not to fail. What has to be tuned are the x- and y-positions of
six of the seven nodes in the lower row. (Obviously the lower nodes are allowed to flip above the upper row.)
The pictures represent various stages of different optimisation runs using a particular setup of branching
conventional evolution strategies. The upper row of snapshots shows two low-quality solutions and a near-
optimal one. The lower row shows locally optimal solutions. The optimised light-weight constructions are
perceived as aesthetic and even-shaped. An even S-line of trusses has to be formed in the lower row, and an
even line of ropes has to form in the flipped versions. Disturbing the even curves by shifting one single node
up-, down-, or sidewards, raises the weight of the construction. As with rubber strings, each node is pulled
(by the objective function “weight”) towards the line formed by its neighbours. Therefore, the difficulty
level of this optimisation task is quite low. The number of seven local minima is low considering the twelve
degrees of freedom.

is the setting of the FM-synthesis problem formulated in the CEC-2011 collection
[102]. A perfect visualisation mode is possible for this problem, as shown in figure
V.4.

Figure V.4 The FM wave synthesis problem
The FM wave synthesis problem (problem no. 1 of the CEC-2011 list of real-world benchmarking problems
[102]) shows a sufficient degree of difficulty to become useful for evaluating stochastic optimisers. The goal is
to fit a target signal from 3 nested sine functions by tuning the set of amplitudes and frequencies. With the
help of plots like depicted above one can intuitively estimate relative fitness differences within fractions of a
second. However, the relationship between the setting of the tuning parameters and the amount of shaded
surface cannot be grasped that easily. One does not know in which directions to increment the amplitudes
and frequencies (except the first amplitude), and one does not have a feeling about how many and how high
potential barriers still have to be surmounted to get from a local to the global optimum.
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The problem is challenging. Everybody who has ever used an analogue synthe-
siser for creating FM sounds and has tried to restore the setting (after all the dials
had been randomised) of an interesting sound heard before knows that. Further-
more, the search task has two special features. One is that the different parameters
have a different impact. A1 just scales the function values. All the amplitudes have
a lower impact than the frequencies. Of the frequencies ω3 has the strongest and
least predictable impact because of the propagation through all the three sine func-
tions. The other one is that search spaces of different topologies can be created.
Depending on the choices made for the target parameters on the one hand, and the
window on the t-axis on the other, the search landscape can be tuned from simple
and smooth to something almost similar to random noise when high frequencies and
a large capture window are used.

The only shortcoming of the problem class is that the human observer is not om-
niscient in the sense described above and does almost never know in which direction
to modify the solution candidate ~x in order to get closer to the global optimum, nor
can she or he have an intuitive understanding of what obstacles still lie ahead. This
means that the FM-synthesis test problem is perfect for scrolling through several
optimisation histories and getting a feeling of the overall optimisation speed and
success, but it is not suitable to go down into the detail level of single mutation
steps, no information can be gained on that level for judging the usefulness of an
algorithm’s search moves.

It is hoped that this selection of examples illustrates the conflict apparently
arising between visualisability (in the described intuitive sense) and difficulty level.
As this conflict is unresolved by the test problems found in literature and discussed
in the dedicated conference article [428], the charged marble test problem is thought
to be a valuable addition to the tool set available for the developer of EAs.

Disadvantage or feature? – structure in the search space

Is the search space spanned by the charged marble problem completely irregular or
are there patterns? The situation is as follows: local energy minima are separated
by two sorts of barriers. There are low barriers when one marble has to roll over
a hilltop and infinitely high barriers (acting like separating walls or fences) arise
when marbles have to cross each other (only with a large enough step size these
barriers con be surmounted easily). Let’s start at the global optimum and let the
whole marble pattern rotate in lockstep over the ring track. In the search space
this is a straight trajectory parallel to the vector ~1 = (1, 1, ..., 1). Only barriers
of the low hilly type are seen along that path. Any motion perpendicular to this
path will involve marbles crossing each other. This means the infinitely high walls
are separating tube-like volumes forming a sort of honeycomb structure. The hill
structure inside each tube repeats itself when the marble pattern has rotated by 2π;
one has to restrict the search to xi ∈ [0, 2π] for avoiding that type of repetitiveness.

So it has to be admitted that the charged marble problem is not completely neu-
tral in terms of the spatial distribution of local minima. There is a clear anisotrop-
icity arising from the honeycomb structure of the infinitely high energy barriers.
Whether this has to be judged as irrelevant or a severe drawback for a testing or
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benchmarking function ultimately hinges on the purpose which the EA application
is aiming at. In the exemplary application case of SF resonator optimisation, where
masses and stiffnesses are tightly correlated if resonances of substructures have to
be matched, it is deemed that there are similar elements of anisotropicity.

Summing up advantages and disadvantages

In short, the benefits of the charged marble problem can be summed up as follows:

• It is a nonseparable multimodal minimisation problem with no apparent and
simple regularity in the distribution of maxima and minima.

• It is a continuous optimisation problem with a combinatorial aspect.

• The features defining the difficulty level can be switched on and off or faded
in: the amplitude of the track potential, the weight differences of the marbles,
the number of marbles.

• The ruggedness of the hills is directly reflected in the objective function and
different surface properties can be tried.

• Due to the sum of two types of potential energies the problem can be seen as
single- or biobjective (and the relation between the separate objectives via the
energy scale is physically meaningful).

• There is a visualisation allowing intuitive perception by human observers, who
can judge relative quality differences at a glance.

• The visualisation is at the same time a visualisation of the chromosome ~x as
well as the score, it shows geno- and phenotype.

• The observer is (almost) all-knowing and aware of how to modify the genotype
in order to improve the quality of the phenotype.

• The above is true even when the solution candidate is still far from the global
minimum and energy barriers are lying in between.

• The observer has an intuitive estimation of how difficult the remaining way
towards a near-optimal solution still is, i. e. whether there are many or few
energy barriers to be surmounted.

• Whole optimisation histories can be plotted like in figure V.5.

On the other hand, there are these shortcomings:

• The intuitive understandability of the visualisation is not possible for too many
dimensions.

• It is also lost if the track potential is given a too complex shape.

• It is lost as well if the inter-particle potential is changed.
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Figure V.5 Optimisation history view of the charged marble problem
This view offers additional insights on how a tested EA conducts the search. Time periods during which only
local improvement steps were made are clearly distinguishable. Other periods where several back and forth
switches occur between two or more competing solutions are proof that the EA is good at conserving gene
pool diversity, i. e. that it is able to locally investigate several hot spots of the population cloud in parallel.

• The intuitive judgement is not quite exact. In cases of pair comparisons where
the ordering is different but the energy similar it fails.

• For a new problem instance the global minimum is generally unknown.

• There is some regular patterning of the search space, the objective function’s
structure is not isotropic. (If the test problem has a type of structure not
exhibited by the real-world problem, then this can lead to wrong EA choices.)

• If the weight balance between the two types of energies is modified, one needs
to re-learn what good solutions look like by watching many optimisation runs.
At other weight ratios it may be much harder or impossible to gain the ability
of intuitive judgement at all.

Expanding the problem class

The basic concept behind this problem class opens a wider range of possibilities than
just modifying the parameters in the above problem statement and the amount of
marbles on the track. The complexity of the problem instances can be scaled, and
the characteristics can be tuned by modifications such as:

• increasing the complexity of the ridge line h(x) by introducing finer ripples,
edges, cliffs, plateaus, etc.,
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• a straight track of finite length instead of a circle,

• context of multi-objective optimisation: possibility of a third goal, e.g. by
addition of another gravitation pulling towards the bottom of the picture, or
addition of an off-track repelling particle at a fixed position

• noise: individual marble masses or charges vary from generation to generation,

• context of EAs for dynamic or online optimisation: dynamic from the side of
the track morphing into another shape over time,

• similarly, dynamic can also come from the side of the inter-particle potential
by time-variation of its amplitude or shape,

• two ring tracks with different characteristics as shown in figure V.6 (left),

• marbles not fixated to circular tracks but moving within a rectangular plane
with hilly background (as in fig. V.6).

• Finding the optimal highest-density packing configuration of apples in a box
is relatively easy, but with twisted wooden branches it is much more difficult.
Therefore, building on the idea of the rectangular plane with hilly background,
the optimisation task’s complexity can still be substantially raised if molecules
with less symmetry are to be placed ideally instead of single particles. The
first option is pairs of particles (connecting the marbles with little rods), and
L-shaped triplets could make it really difficult (see fig. V.6).

Figure V.6 Changing problem characteristics and complexity
Illustration of some ideas for changing problem characteristics and complexity: edges and cliffs in the track
potential, two neighbouring tracks, 2D-plane instead of 1D rail, molecules of reduced symmetry instead of
particles.

Lists of symbols and abbreviations
List of Latin quantity symbols
Symbol Description
a, b generic parameters
Ai generic parameters, used for wave amplitudes
E energy
fobj objective function
h height, elevation
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K generic integer parameter
m mass
M rotation matrix
N number of particles
n search space dimension
P probability
r radius
s(t) signal
t time
xi input vector component
~x input vector, point in search space, solution candidate
x, y generic scalar function input variables
~z intermediate point, i. e. output of transformation and input to

test function kernel (CEC-2005 notation)

List of Greek quantity symbols
Symbol Description
α, β generic parameters
∆ additive offset to fobj (CEC-2005 notation)
δi phase offsets
θ time step
Ω translation vector and effective location of global optimum

(CEC-2005 notation)
ω angular frequency

List of abbreviations
Abbreviation Description
CEC IEEE Congress on Evolutionary Computation
CMA-ES evolution strategy with covariance matrix adaptation
DE differential evolution
EA evolutionary algorithm
ES evolution strategy
FM frequency modulation
GA genetic algorithm
PSO particle swarm optimisation
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Listing of optimised parameter
sets

This appendix contains listings of the tuned design parameters for geometries A, B,
and C as well as the West-Howlett geometry. In the case of geometry A where many
cases are described in chapter 5 only two selected setups are explicitly listed here.
The parameter listings are complete in the sense that together with the parametrisa-
tion schematics displayed in chapter 5 they fully determine the resonator geometries.
Parameters having been subject to optimisation are designated by shaded fields.
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Table W.1 Optimised parameter sets for the West-Howlett geometry

case manually tuned EA-tuned
id 59.2 59.2
ih 78.0 80.898
pit 3.0 3.0
pih 25.0 25.0
pipos -0.86 0.633
ept 0.5 0.5

ext uh 40.0 45.583
ext lh 20.0 37.213

wt 2.4 1.501
sh1 3.0 3.0
silpos 0.5 0.5
sh2 1.0 1.0
sh3 3.0 3.0
sg 0.5 0.5

gap 7.0 4.833
pt 15.0 14.088

pwt1 2.0 3.041
pwt2 2.0 2.126
tr 3.55 3.55
twt 1.05 1.05
icr 6.5 6.5
tl 100.0 100.0
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Table W.2 Optimised parameter sets for geometry A

case 140 212
id 61.241 60.0
ih 60.118 75.34
pit 3.0 3.0
pih 25.0 25.0
pipos -0.663 -0.694
ept 0.5 0.5

ext uh 41.173 57.904
ext lh 32.715 30.089

wt 2.005 2.4
gap uh 8.853 7.715
gap lh 3.632 2.082
pt uh 14.012 14.651
pt lh 10.478 21.943

pwt1 lh 3.575 2.401
pwt1 lh 3.575 2.401
pwt2 uh 5.047 6.989
pwt2 lh 2.281 7.572

tr 5.0 5.0
twt 2.0 2.0
bpt 6.0 6.0
sh1 3.126 7.777
sh2 10.0 10.0
silext 3.194 8.057

Table W.3 Optimised parameter sets for geometry B

case 33 34 35
id 59.2 59.2 59.2
ih 40.0 166.003 40.0
pit 3.0 3.0 3.0
pih 25.0 25.0 25.0
ept 0.5 0.5 0.5
ext 16.864 24.603 16.87
wt 2.4 2.4 2.4
sh 4.565 2.832 4.88
gap 11.044 3.01 10.202

pwt1 1.797 16.0 2.146
pwt2 1.0 3.0 1.0
bpt 11.543 15.048 11.569
fxw 5.0 5.0 5.0
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Table W.4 Optimised parameter sets for geometry C

case 12 13 85 87 92 96
bpt uh – – 37.621 32.138 – –
bpt lh 47.284 25.678 16.455 26.418 34.925 43.449

bpw uh – – 49.218 31.465 – –
bpw lh 36.896 48.046 38.247 34.025 39.915 34.455
ept 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

ext uh – – 46.89 45.993 – –
ext lh 12.347 22.772 34.423 47.761 27.016 36.189

fir1 uh – – 1.96 6.594 – –
fir1 lh 1.731 2.196 2.967 1.101 3.382 6.117
fir2 uh – – 1.23 1.467 – –
fir2 lh 1.831 0.972 2.685 2.632 2.311 1.218
fir3 uh – – 1.2 1.2 – –
fir3 lh 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2

fir4 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
gap uh – – 10.125 8.475 – –
gap lh 5.045 5.023 5.418 12.984 6.859 5.125
ih 60.293 62.235 75.472 67.953 86.313 99.129
ir 29.6 29.6 29.6 29.6 29.6 29.6

iros uh – – 3.507 2.486 – –
iros lh 3.192 0.862 4.651 1.777 3.146 3.353
pid 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0
pih 25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0
pipos -0.7 -0.869 -0.649 -0.915 -0.882 -0.716

pwt1 uh – – 5.299 3.347 – –
pwt1 lh 4.719 4.594 1.734 5.312 4.797 2.932
pwt2 uh – – 2.245 0.525 – –
pwt2 lh 3.695 5.777 0.829 5.579 3.98 1.612
pwt3 uh – – 2.696 2.184 – –
pwt3 lh 3.164 1.781 3.935 6.932 2.58 0.728
pwt4 uh – – 3.206 2.199 – –
pwt4 lh 0.521 4.319 1.082 4.358 2.518 0.901
pwt5 uh – – 4.03 1.83 – –
pwt5 lh 1.862 2.125 3.797 1.034 1.913 2.069
pwt6 uh – – 3.672 3.067 – –
pwt6 lh 3.834 2.331 0.942 4.382 2.023 4.634

pwpA uh – – 0.648 0.367 – –
pwpA lh 0.309 0.522 0.46 0.207 0.255 0.159

pwpAA uh – – 0.206 0.162 – –
pwpAA lh 0.85 0.125 0.809 0.807 0.629 0.22

pwpAAA uh – – 0.217 0.827 – –
pwpAAA lh 0.708 0.191 0.5 0.681 0.209 0.26
pwpAB uh – – 0.392 0.355 – –
pwpAB lh 0.461 0.659 0.638 0.164 0.685 0.711
pwpB uh – – 0.163 0.666 – –
pwpB lh 0.105 0.567 0.597 0.615 0.252 0.415

pwpBA uh – – 0.88 0.227 – –
pwpBA lh 0.714 0.557 0.752 0.261 0.387 0.31

sh1 uh – – 2.344 3.66 – –
sh1 lh 1.46 1.508 0.525 2.901 1.472 4.161
sh2 uh – – 0.788 4.429 – –
sh2 lh 3.946 1.8 3.423 1.656 3.745 3.883
swi uh – – 3.729 3.85 – –
swi lh 0.537 1.347 0.988 3.567 0.942 0.749
swo uh – – 4.788 1.651 – –
swo lh 2.943 4.405 4.445 4.478 3.739 2.346

wt 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4
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